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EDITOR’S PREFACE.

As the following reproduction, in English, of M. Garneau'b 
“ Histoire du Canada,” is a moderately free, rather than a slavishly 
literal translation of that work, a few prefatory remarks are by him 
considered to be necessary for the information of his readers, 
more especially those who are not acquainted with the original.

As regards the text, the tenor of the author's narrative has 
been scrupulously observed, although, in a number of places, some 
of his sentences have been abridged, in order to bring the volumes 
within a reasonable compass, no less than to make room for illustra
tive matter ; which latter is, for the most part, appended in 
supplementary foot notes, or in additions to the author’s own 
notes. In both these cases, an initial B. superadded, plainly shows 
the amount of material for whichf the translating editor alone is 
responsible. .

It is to be observed also, that a few passages have been inter
calated even with the author’s textual matter ; but in nearly all 
such instances, bracket marks [ ] define, typographically, the 
limits of sentences for which the editor needs to claim indul
gence.

Readers acquainted with M. Garneau’b Hùtoire, and wh&may 
happen to compare the present translation of it, page by mge, 
with the original, will discern at sight, the several retrenchments of 
its exuberances which have been ventured upon, as above indicated, 
in a good many pages ; not only so, but in a few chapters some
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substitutionary matter, of a more exact, or more complete, or mote 
succinct character, occupying the place of M. Garneau’s. It will 
ba for him end for his friends to judge whether the work has, ujion 
the whole, gained or lost by the changes thus made ; which are, 
after all, chiefly modifications rather than supercessions of the 
transmuted material. In very mapy instances, faulty figures have 
been corrected, wanting dates supplied, and vague indications 
èlucidated, while translating. French-Canadian critics will pltjase 
to remember—the editor would hint—that the present work had 
to be shaped, to some extent, to meet the reasonable expecta
tions (but not to flatter the prejudices) of Anglo-Canadian readers ; 
for whose special benefit the abridgments made and the illustrations 
appended are intended. Had the translator not taken some friendly 
freedoms with the text of his author, verbally speaking, the vol
umes would not be so “ readable,” for such, as the editor hopes 
those who peruse will find them.

The editor earnestly appeals to his brethren of the Canadian 

Press, in hopes of a favourable estimation of the worth of the 
pains taken in the present case : this much, at least, he can safely 

say, that his labours have been conscientious in their nature at 

least, if necessarily of a subordinate character.
ANDREW BELL.

Montreal, 7th July, 1860.

I--------v



AUTHOR’S PREFACE

TO THE THIRD EDITION. -

We present to the public a third edition of the History op 
Canada, from its discovery till the Union year, 1840.—When 
we began the work, we did not possess the official correspondence 
of the French Governors with the Home Government, commenc
ing with the foundation of Quebec, and ending at the Conquest. 
On the other hand, the accredited documents we had regarding 
the after times of British domination, threw little light upon our 
history.

Since the time above adverted to, several compilations of his
torical pieces have been formed. We may adduce here, the Al
bany Collection, which the Legislature of New York has had trans
lated and printed, under the care of Mr. O’Callaghan, author of 
an excellent history of the New Netherlands ; also the repertory 
of Canadian documents in the library of the Provincial Legisla
ture ; likewise the official pieces given in the last two volumes of 
Mr. Christie’s History of (British) Canada ; finally, the collec-- 
tion of documents, regarding Canada, brought from Paris, or 
found among the archives of the Province, by M. l’abbé Ferland, 
of the archdiocese of Quebec.

These precious acquisitions have enabled us to rectify sundry 
particulars not stated with sufficient exactness in either of our 
two preceding editions, and/empowered us to speak with more 
certainty regarding several facts ; besides adding many curious 
details not hitherto known. \To put the public in possession of 
ameliorations necessary to make our work less imperfect, we have 
not hesitated to incur the cost attendant on issuing this third and 
improved edition.

There are few countries in America concerning which so much
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has been written as Canada, and yet there are few so deficient as 
we are in histories : for we are not to accept for such, several pro- ' 
ductions which take that name, which are merely memorials, or 
narrativeslof travellers and voyagers ; such as l'Amérique Septen
trionale ofNja Potherie.

During a long period, there appeared in France a host of 
printed productions, into which were carefully gathered all that 
was passing in Canada, then the arena of a sanguinary struggle 
between civilisation and barbarism. These had, for the most part, 
small literary merit ; but'they contain a mass of remarkable and , 
interesting materials, which caused them to be read in Europe 
with avidity. By degrees, however, as Canadian peculiarities 
became known, the interest excited by their novelty greatly abated, * 
and the Province had ceased to attract much public attention in 
France, tUl it was invaded and passed under the yoke of an alien 
power. This change once effected, French writers who collected 
materials for our annals became more rare than ever.

Among authors anterior to the Conquest, the most conspicuous 
is the famous Jesuit Charlevoix. The extensive plan of his book,
La Nouvelle France, the exactness of the facts he minutely reports, 
added to his simple and nattiral style, long ensured for him a high 
place in public estimation ; and he is, even yet, considered the best 
early historian of our country. If he listens tqo much to inspir
ations of a pious credulity, if his likings and dislikings occasionally 
lead him, in all honesty, into mis-estimations ; yet upon the whole 
all the learned admit, that he discourses of men and things with 
right judgment and sound discretion ; that he appreciates events / 
with wisdom and impartiality : while his relations with the Court *>J 
of France procured him access to peculiar sources of authentic 
information. Under his pen our history, thitherto an imperfect 
sketch, took the proportions of a complete work. That he fell 
into some errors regarding Cartier’s voyages and explorations, and 
a few other matters appertaining to our early annals, is not to be 
wondered at, considering that means for testing the exactness of 
what he wrote respeetihg'those times were few and widely scattered.
The precious materials hé did possess must haVe been brought 
together with great care/ànd cost ; for it was not then as now, 
that Governments an(* Legislatures consider it a part of their

1
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duty to form pnMip collections, or to aid the efforts of individuals to 
form such. Weunay cite as an example, what has been done in 
this regard by the British Government of our day, for illustrating 
the history of its American possessions.

Still the history of Charlevoix comprises only the first moiety 
of the years which have elapsed from the foundation of Quebec till 
our own time. Neither does the aim or nature of his work ap
ply to present circumstances, or harmonize, in its spirit, with our 
present political state. Written chiefly in an ecclesiastical view, 
it contains many digressions from the highway of . history, to the 
side-path of missionary enterprises and experiences, which have 
long lost their interest, for a majority of readers at least. And 
again, the author, viewing things chiefly from a French stand
point, enters into details which, perhaps necessary for the elucida
tion of his subject to European readers, were and are superfluous 
to Canadians. Lastly, through lapse of time, much of his gene
ral materials have ceased to repay perusal anywhere.

The plan we had to choose necessarily occupied much of our 
attention, because the scenes of our historic action were many 
and lay widely apart, taking Quebec for the middle ground. Now, 
although the present work is, in name, a history of Canada only ; 
it includes the annals of all the French Colonies on the continent 
of America, from their origin till the treaty of 1763. The unity 
of the viceroyalty of New France, and the relations maintained 
between its several territories, forbade our treating the sub
ject otherwise than as a whole. Nevertheless, we do not always 
cause the events passing in others of France’s American Provinces 
to run in pairs along with those reported, in order of time, bs\ 
proceeding in Canada itself ; for that would have been $o raise V J 
sense of confusedness, rather than due order, in the reader’s mind/l - 
through frequent temporary transitions, which it is ever fatiguing J 
to follow. We therefore report, in separate chapters or sections,/ 
the events which passed synchronically in each dependent colony, 
wherever that is useful for clearness’ sake ; yet still keeping ip a 
virtual unity in the collective composition. ^

X Among the subjects treated apart will be found,—notices of the 
aborigines ; accounts of the governmental institutions, civil and 
ecclesiastical, established at different times in the viceroyalty ; a
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relation of discoveries and explorations, early and late, *c. By 
this arrangement, a Canadian reader can skip,.at will, such chap
ters of the work As may not interestyhim -r snyPft^ instance, the 
notices it contains of Louisiana. V

While treating of the memorablelepooh when constitutional 
government was established in this lountry, the mind naturally 
reverts to the earlier time of the Magna Charta, that first basis 
upon which British franchises were founded, and which leave 
descended to us ; and we are especially interested in remembering, 
that to barons of Norman race did our second mother country owe 
its earliest free institutions ; to the operation of which she chiefly 
owes her present power and glory.f From the moment that Ca
nada was endowed with a representative constitution, our annals 
hap borne a double interest. No sooner did it begin to operate, 
than the feelings, tendencies, and peculiar genius of our people 
took an immediate expansion ; political struggles, and the rival
ries of race forthwith commenced ; the executive and the peo
ple’s deputes, in earnest contention as to the limits of their powers' 
and rights, or for privileges always disputed : there was, we say, 
everything attractive in the animating spectacle of those bloodless 
jousts of human reason in action, which had for their object the 
amelioration of a country and the well-being of its people. But 
in proportion to the importzfoce of this part of our task, will be 
the difficulty we shall have in treating it properly. \

f The destiny ( of Canada is dependent on the cause which we 
vindicate in this work ; namely, the conservation of our religion, 
our language, and our laws. By holding to the creed and main
taining the nationality of our forefathers, we perhaps arc opponents 
of British policy, which has placed the two Canadas under one 
government, in view of causing the disappearance of those three 
great features of Canadian existence ; and it even may be, that in 
taking our stand upon the old ways, we incur the censure of such

• All the Barons who obliged John Lackland, King of England, to 
sign the great Charter, whether subscribed literally or in latinized form, 
have the appearance of being French names. Thibrry : Histoire de la 
Conquête de VAngleterre par les Normands.

t The three paragraphs ^fter the above mark are additions, by the 
author, to the Preface, as it stood at first.—B.

)
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of our compatriote as wpsh to fall iti ^ith British views on this 
matter. In any case, we can conscientiously declare, that in 
whatever we have related, with or without comment, wo have been 
actuated by no feelings of party hostility. We have only obeyed 
the impulses ofour heart, by favouring a cause founded on all that 
is (or should be) Sacred w^Tthe eyes of Christians an (^patriots.

We,are quite alive to the consequences which may result from 
our firm attachment to repudiated sympathies. We know that iif 
reproving the decrees of an all-potent metropolitan state, we may 
be denounced on one hand, as propagators of pernicious opinions ; 
and on the other, regarded as the purblind votaries of a separate 
nationality, which had best become extinct. Not discouraged by 

>«ch Yepudiations as the latter, we are consoled by the conviction 
that wo play an\honournble part ; and although our Province 
should never attain that prosperity, or make that progress in ma
terial civilisation, which some parties think would result from an 
amalgamation'of races, they must still respect the motives which 
impel us to pursue the even tenor of our way. There remains 
this consideration too, that if Canada’s future be menaced, who 
knows what its birth-time may bring forth ? Islamism assured 
itself that the cause of Greece was lost for ever, yet Byron sang 
the Maid o/XAthens and the Bride of Abydo».* The free breath 
of ancient Greece now stirs the folds of the Acropolitan standard.

at people,” says Thierry, “ are not so speedily subjugated, 
as ttml official \cts of those who govern it by force would have 

believeX The late resurrection of the Greek nation 
hat those deceive themselves strangely who accept the 

'tories of kings, or evelKof conquering populations, for the final 
nnals of the territory wherenv they are dominant.” And a Race of 

aller account than that named in the foregoing passage cited 
he work already referred \to, may survive long in its fallen 

fcite^
to all, that there are, foA certain races, propitious times, 

when Providence seems to come\ in aid to exalt them from de
pression and animate their mindaVwitli a fitful renewal of their

• This illustrative allusion seems rather odd : how applicable it may
be, we cannot divine.—B.

\
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hopes. The people of the United States have already, more than 
once, by their resisting attitude, prevented the uplifted hand of 
oppression from falling on the (French) Canadians. The flag of 
the neighbouring republic possesses this advantage, that when 
waved abroad, it scares violence from its prey, and paralyses the 
arm which would be exerted in effacing the name of a people from 
the roll of recognised nations.
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PRELIMINARY DISCOURSE.

History has become, dating from a half century back, a rigo
rously analytic science. Not only the facts narrated, but their 
causes also, have now to be indicated with precision and discern
ment, in order that the former may be judged by the latter1. A 
severe criticism wjll throw aside all that bears not the impress of 
truth. That which presents itself without critical accceoaface, 
and without having been discussed and approved before ihc tri
bunal of sound judgment, is treated as being of fabulous nature, 
and dismissed into the region of figments. In this perfect day of 
dose scrutiny and applied common sense, disappear marvels, pro
digies, and all those phantasmagoria in presence of which na
tions in a state of mental childhood are stricken with a secret fear * 
or are rapt in puerile admiration ; such phantasmagoria, we would 
observe, as of old animated the sombre forests of Canada in the 
brooding fancy of their first inhabitants, those warlike and bar
barous tribes, of which the remnants now remaining are so few.

The historical revolution adverted to above, in the mode of 
appreciating events, is incontestably due to the progress of mind 
and to the increase of political liberty, and is in itself the greatest 
proof that could be adduced of the gradual perfecting of social 
institutions. The clouds of mystery which envelbped the early 
annals of Greece and Rome,* have now lost their awe-inspiring 
aspects ; keenly scrutinising eyes have pierced the veil that hid 
them from ordinary inspection ; and if we closely scan the true 
origin of those nations, the clouds of historical marvel disperse, 
even as light morning vapours are scattered by the rays of the

* The historians of this continent have not had to overcome the diffi
culties which long embarrassed those of Europe, in respect of the origin 
of races. They can, without difficulty, indicate the point of departure 
of the waves of emigration from the Old World, and follow their traces 
onward, even into the obscurest valley of America.
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sun. It is a notable fact too, that while to mythological heroes 
and early kings a celestial origin was assigned ; while the adulation 
of the adorers of personal might and rude regality enveloped their 
origin with portents and prodigy, nothing super- or infra-human 
preceded or attended the existence of the dominated commonalty ; 
the prosaic life of the masses held “ the even tenor of its way,” in 
the memorials regarding theni even in the earliest annals of 
pseudo-history.

No farther back than three centuries ago, superstitious igno
rance everywhere dimmed and paralysed popular intelligence. 
Three quarters of the habitable globe were unknown to the ma
jority ; who were equally ignorant of most of those unusual phe* 
nomena of nature which raised admiration or called up fear ; 
the sciences were wrapped in mystery by their professors, an 
alchemist passed for a diviner or a wizard, and often finished by 
becoming the dupe of his own deceptions, and believed that he 
did or could hold converse with the spiritual world.

The invention of Printing, and the discovery of the New 
World, at length began to make an impression on the thick men
tal darkness of the Middle Ages. And when Columbus suddenly 
rendered America to astounded Europe, unveiling, as by a magic 
touch, so great a domain of the thitherto Unknown, he dealt a 
brain-blow, by that very disclosure, to the sway of ignorance and 
superstition.

Freedom of mind also, though all but lost during prevalent 
barbarism, was not quite extinct in some high places, and power
fully contributed to the new movement of the human faculties. 
In fact, we may say, that liberty first inspired that movement, 
and afterwards sustained it with an ever-growing potency.

From this time, the people began to appear in history. Hither
to they who ought to have occupied the fore-ground, were thrown 
into the remote distance of the word-pictures which passed for 
histories of the nations ; the canvas being taken up with the gigantic 
and lowering shadowy outlines depicted of their masters. All the 
figures discernible are those of absolute chiefs, holding in one 
hand a sword, in the other a diploma of their pretended divinity : 
the rest of mankind, passive plebeians, an inert and suffering mass 
of living, breathing humanity, has no recognised condition of
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existence apart from that of obedience. [In a word, the “ court- 
and-battle historians ”* made small account or none of THE people 
during a long series of ages.] But in proportion as the bulk of 
mankind resume manhood’s rights, the current of history begins 
to change, yet slowly : that science, even when modified, long 
seemed subjected to the influence of prejudices and errors, surely 
destined to pass away ; it is only in our own times that national 
annalists have become faithful to their true mission. Have their 
works thereby lost their interest or ceased to attract? We trow 
not. What more sublime spectacle ifrothere, than that of a 
thinking people ip action ! We not*)7 theyr wants, we are pained 
with their sufferings, we mark and jtidge of their aspirations ; we 
joy in their joys, we participate by sympathy in their sorrows. The 
great ocean of enfranchised humanity, when stirred to its depths 
by gieat thoughts, whether of love or hate, manifests a power ca
pable of producing far greater effects than all the wondrous mate
rial works erected by the submissive hordes of Egypt or Asia. 
But it needed four revolutions, that of Batavia, those of Great 
Britain, find that again of the United States, [before the Lion of 
the Tribe of the People could be firmly set up on his pedestal].

The epoch of national revolts, so famous " in European annals, 
is that wherein appeared the first essays of American historians 
of any repute. It is no wonder if America, inhabited as it is but 
by one class of men only, namely “ the people ”—using the term 
in the ignoble sense given to it by the privileged orders, or the 
“ swinish multitude” (la canaille) as Napoleon phrased it,—should 
adopt in their entirety the principles of the Modern School of 
history, which regards the Nation as the source of all lawful 
power.

The first individual's who set themselves to exorcise the phan
toms which guarded the sanctuary of absolute monarchy against 
the assaults of the “sacrilegious” masses, were an Italian and a 
Swiss, two men who, Consequently, were bom in the freest coun
tries of Europe in their day. Lawrence Valla gave the signal of

• A quaint but expressive compound epithet, borrowed, by the author, 
from Alexis de Monteil, author of “ lHistoire des Français des divert 
Etats a work of prodigious but thankless research.—B.
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self-enfranchisement to the 12th century. Glareanus, so called 
as being a native of the canton of Glaris, followed in Valla's steps. 
“ Switzerland is a land of reasoners,” says Michelet. “ Despite 
the gigantic poetry of nature among the Alps, the spiritual breeze 
that comes from their glaciers, is prosaic ; it wafts us tp Doubt, 
chiefly.”* ■

The history of the origin of Rome exercised their critical lowers. 
Erasmus, Soaliger, and other learned Dutchmen followed iV their 
wake. Louis de Beaufort, a Frenchman, finished the i 
demolition ; but he destroyed only, he did not reconstruct, 
ground being thus cleared, the celebrated Neapolitan, Vico, ap 
peared ; and gave the world, in 1725, his vast system of the me 
taphysics of history ; f among which may be found, in embryo ai 
least, all the labours of modern science. The Germans seized i 
germ ho planted, and it fructified in their hands ; Niebuhr became 
the most illustrious of Vico’s disciples.

Meanwhile the voice of all those profound thinkers was heard 
among certain nations, whose people proclaimed, as we have 
remarked, each in due succession, the dogma of Liberty for all. 
From the schools of doubters issued Bacon ; thence resulted the 
discovery of the New World, the metaphysial of Descartes, the 
immortal Esprit des Lois, the labours of Guizot, and, finally, the 
works of Sismondi, every line in which contains a plea in favour 
of the poor people, long crushed under the heel of feudalism ; an in
stitution once so powerful, but which now shows but withered or 
seared remnants of what it once was : even as are those trees, in 
our forests, when doomed to perish by steel and fire, which may 
be seen in many a newly gained field, clearing for tillage.

An observation we call to mind here, which seems to us to have 
the gloss of novelty, so pregnant is it with too-littlo-remembered 
truth. It is this : How glorious for Christianity, to be able to 
say for itself, that the progressiveness of modern civilisation is in 
part due to the spirit of that most famous and sublimest of all

• Histoire Romains. We adopt hero the data of the above-named 
learned and ingenious historian ; also Niebuhr's.

t His book, dedicated to Pope Clement XII, bears the title of 11 The 
New Science" (Scienxa Nuova). The Biographie Universelle contains 
a long article on this author and his works.
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boo^fr the Bibl* ; that continually speaking object of the medi
tations of the scholastics and the learned. The Regenerator- 
God took birth among the people, he preached only to the people ; 
and ho selected, by a preference too marked not to have its spe
cial significance, his disciples ..from among the lowest ranks of 
Hebrew unfortunates, enslaved Joy those Romans who were about to 
bring to ruin their antique Jerusalem. This fact, more than any 
other, explains the tendencies of Christianity, and accounts for 
the indelible imprint it has put on modern civilisation* And 
it was under its influence, too, and in the spirit of Christian pro 
cepta, that America was peopled by Europeans.

A new phasis turned up in the world's history ; namely, that 
resulting from the second overflowing of population, after the 
Christian era began. The first, we need not say, was that which 
precipitated the fall of the Roman empire ; the next was the immi
gration from Europe to America, which hastened, in its turn, the 
departure of barbarism.

If the spectacle presented by olden civilisation, corrupted by 
sensuality and falling before the steel and firebrands of barbarians, 
is calculated to excite deep feelings of horror and pity ; that offer
ed by the discovery and colonisation of the New World, despite a 
few gloomy shadings, inspires sentiments of hopefulness, and 
evokes perceptions of grandeur elevating for the soul. Touching 
it is to see setting forth, from different regions of Europe, those 
long trains of humble but industrious colonists, with countenances 
steadfastly fixed on our Occident. Up to that time, men of the 
sword had been the precursors of all combined emigrations. "War 
alone " says one another, “ opened up the olden world to general 
observation.” Intelligence, and impulses towards labour, accom
panied, among the moderns, those who came and yet oomei to

• “ The order of 8t. Benedict gave to the oldeu world, emasculated by 
slavery, the tirât exemplar of labours accomplished by free hand*, fhat 
great innovation was one of the bases of modern well-being.” Mick*lst. 
The cloisters of the Benedictine monks, whose order was founded in 
Italy late in the fifth century, became asylums for those who fled be
fore the tyranny of Qoths and Vandals. It wa* the Benedictines who 
preserved in their cloisters, for the world's afte--use, the small rem
uante of anterior learning and science surviving among men.
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seek and to secure a fbothold in America. The rapidly attained 
successes of the foVmer proved the advantages attending a state of 
peace with freedom to toil, over a reign of violence, amid the 
tumult of arms, for founding rich and powerful empires.

The establishment of Canada, as a French dependency, dates 
from the times of the great movement of European populations 
towards the West; a consideration of which movement, as to its 
general causes, is of interest to this eountfy as well as to the rest of 
America. We ought got, to allow ourselves to form erroneous con
ceptions as to the direction taken by American civilisation. The 

(, study of such matters is itacessary for all the inhabitants of this 
continent who are heedful </ the future.

Such is, we repeat, the character of that civilisation, and the 
colonisation begun and maintained under its all-powerful influ
ence. Canada, though originally founded under religious auspices, 
is one of those colonies which has been least affected by their influ
ence, for reasons which the reader will be able to understand as 
he proceeds in the perusal of this work. In a young colony, each 
fonUrd step is fall of import tor the future. We should grossly 
mistake, if we regarded the early pioneer, with hatchet in hand, 
levelling the trees in his way in the Laurentian valley, as a mere 
woodman, toiling only to satisfy the daily wants of his body. The 
work he was then engaged in, humble as it might seem, drew after 
it results far more vast and infinitely more durable than the con
temporary feats of arms stricken in his own country, the report of 
which rang through Europe. The history of the discovery and 
foundation of French Canada has general interest as great as the 
recorded origin of any other colonial empire on this continent. 
The boldness of a Cartier, the first who set up a tent at the moun
tain foot of Hochelaga, amidst unknown tribes of wild men, in
habitant# o^ a region well nigh 300 leagues inland ; the persever
ance of a Champlain, contending, not merely with material obstacles 
but also with the apathy which denied him means to overcome 
them, yet succeeding at last in founding a colony yet to become an 
empire; the'sufferings of its first inhabitants, and their sanguin
ary wars with the famous Iroquois tribes, confederated against 
them; the exploration of nearly the whole interior of North 
America, from Hudson’s Bay to the Mexican Gulf on one travers-

j. o
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ing line, from Acadia to the Rocky Mountains on another ; the 
military expeditions of Canadians in the North, in Newfoundland, 
towards Virginia, and into Louisiana ; the foundation, by seculars 
or missionaries, of the earliest European settlements in Michigan, 
Wisconsin, Louisiana, and eastern Texas : here is surely a strik
ing amount of operations of import high enough to arrest our at
tention and win the admiration of our posterity. The recorded 
incidents attending these impart to our early history a variety, a 
richness of colouring, constantly affecting the imagination and in
teresting the mind of those who read it.

When we contemplate the history of Canada as a whole, from 
the time of Champlain till our own day, we first remark its two 
great divisions,—the period of French supremacy, and that of 
British domination. The annals of the former are replete with 
the incidents of wars against the savages and the people of the 
conterminous British colonies, since become the United States ; 
the other portion is signalised by parliamentary antagonism of the 
colonists to all infractions of their nationality and designs against 
their religion. The difference of the arms defensively used during 
these two periods, shows the Canadian nation under two very dis
tinct aspects ; but it is the second epoch which, naturally enough, 
may most interest the existing generation. There is something at 
once noble and touching in the spectacle of a people defending 
the nationality of their ancestors ; that sacred heritage which no 
race, how degraded soever, has ever yet repudiated. Never did 
cause of a loftier character or more holy nature inspire a heart 
rightly placed, or better merit the sympathies of all generous 
minds.

If Canadian valour has shone brightly in fields of war, the orato
rical, argumentative, and administrative ability manifested by our 
leading Statesmen, have been no less conspicuous in the Senate 
and Cabinet. The Papineaus, the Bedards, the Vallièrcs, the 
Stuarts, will, in those regards, take a distinguished place in the 
history of the country, as they already have in the remembrance 
of their grateful contemporaries.

From the circumstance that Canada has had to undergo many 
evil vicissitudes, and not through her own fault but arising out of 
her colonial dependence, what progress she did make was effected
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amidst obstacles and social shocks ; obstructions which have been 
aggravated, in the present day, by the antagonism of two raws 
confronted with each other ; as also by the hates, the prejudices, 
the ignorance, and the errors of governments,—sometimes, too, 
through the faults of the governed. The authors of the Union of 
the two Canadian provinces, projected in 1822 and realised in 
1840, have adduced in favour of that measure divers specious rea
sons to cover, as with a veil, its manifest injustice. Great Britain, 
prone to regard the French Canadians only as turbulent colonials, 
as ill-disposed aliens, feigns to mistake for indubitable insurrec
tionary symptoms (an artifice unworthy of a great nation), their 
inquietude and their firm attachment to menaced institutions and 
habitudes. Britain’s general conduct, however, proves too well 
that while she believes not what is advanced against them, no re
gard for treaties nor official acts, drawn up for the protection of 
her Canadian subjects, has prevented her agents from violating 
concessions, which ought to have been all the more carefully 
respected for being regarded as forming an aegis to protect the 
weak against the oppression of the strong. But whatever may 
betide, the perdition of a people is not so easily effected as its 
enemies may imagine. “ ^

While we are far from believing that our nationality is secured 
against all further risks, like many more we have had our il
lusions on this subject. Still, the existence of the Canadians as 
a distinct people, is not more doubtful than it was a century ago. 
At that time, we were a population of 60,000 ; we now exceed a 
million souls. [?]

What characterises the Gaulish race above all others, is “ that 
occult force of cohesion and of resistance, which maintains their 
material unity amidst the most cruel vicissitudes, and makes it 
rise superior to every attempt to depress it.” The olden Gallic 
heedlessness (étourderie]), says a French author,* has outlived the 
unchangeable theocracies of Egypt and Asia, the political com
binations of the Greeks, the civic wisdom and military discipline 
of the Romans. Endowed with a less flexible genius, more oon-

* M. Maillemr : De la Puieeance et dee Inetitutione de l'Union JbeeJri-
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fiding and less calculating, this people, of antique blood but ever 
young in heart, when the appeal of a noble conception or the call 
of a great man inspires them,—this people would have disappeared 
as other races, more sage in seeming than it, had done before ; and 
why? because they comprehend only one mission (rôle), one in
terest, and one idea.

All things concur to prove, that the French settled in America 
retain these characteristics of their ancestors, near and remote ; 
that they possess a strong yet undefinable buoyancy of mind, 
peculiar to themselves, which, invulnerable as mind itself, eludes 
political guile, as spirit is unassailable by the sword. The type 
of the race remains, even when all seems to forebode its extinction. 
Is the nucleus of a French community found amid alien races ? 
it grows apace, but always in isolation from others with whom it 
is possible to live, but never to incorporate. Germans, Dutch, 
Swedes, who came in groups into the United States, and lived 
apart for a while, have insensibly been fused in the general mass 
of population, and left no trace of their origin.* On the con
trary, two sections of the Gallic race, one at each extremity of this 
continent, not only maintain their footing in two countries so 
wide apart, of contrasted climate and under diverse political con
stitutions ; but, as if by instinct, concur in repelling all infrac
tions of their nationality. Is its sacrifice called for ? they serry 
their ranks the closer. The nationality of the great people from 
whom they are descended, animating them under menaces, causes 
the rejection? of all capitulations offered to them ; their Gallic 
nature, while separating them from phlegmatic races, sustains 
them in circumstances hopeless for others. In fine, that cohemve 
force, peculiar to their moral temperament, develops itself in pro
portion to the efforts made to overcome it.

The eminent statesmen who guided the destiny of Great Brit
ain after the acquisition of Canada in 1763, well comprehended 
that the position of its people, relatively to the neighbouring 
Colonists of English origin, would be confirmatory of their fidelity

• The ready amalgamation of these races with the Anglo-Saxons of 
America, was chiefly doe to the common Protestantism of all four.—B.
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to the British crown ; and their expectations* wisely conceived, 
were not disappointed.

Nevertheless, left to ponder on their position, after the prolong
ed and sanguinary struggles they had erewhile to sustain, and in 
which they had shown so much devotedness to France, the Cana
dians regarded the future with inquietude. Abandoned by the 
most opulent and intelligent of their compatriots, who, in quitting 
the country, carried with them that experience which would have 
been so useful had they remained ; so few in number, and put 
helplessly, for a season, at the discretion of the populous British 
Provinces near by, whose overbearingness they had resisted for a 
century and a half with so much spirit, they yet did not mistrust 
their fortune. They advertised the new Government of their 
wants, and reclaimed the rights guaranteed to them by treaties ; 
they represented, with admirable tact, that the discrepancies exist
ing between them and their neighbours over the lines, the diver
sity of races and interests, would attach them rather to the British 
monarchy, than induce them to make common cause with demo
cratic denizens of the English plantations. They had divined, in 
fact, the Revolution soon to ensue.

Chance has brought to light, in the Secretary’s Department at 
Quebec, a memoir on this subject, the author of which has traced, 
with great perspicuity, the wants likely to arise at such a crisis, 
and his predictions were not slpw of realisation. Thus, antici
pating the future independence of the thirteen pipvinces, he ob
serves that “ If there subsists not between Canada, and Britain 
prescriptive ties and mutual interestedness, of a nature such as 
New England could not possibly extend to the Canadians, the 
British could no more trust to the continued fidelity of the former 
than to the provincials of New England. Will it be thought par
adoxical if I add, that this union of all the parts of colonized 
North America, based on the principle of a universal franchize, 
will bring about a time when Europe shall have no American colo
nies, except those which America chooses to leave her ? for a hostile 
expedition, got up in New England, might reduce the British 
West India possessions, before it could be known in London to 
ha> ^ left port. If there be a means for preventing or postponing 
such a revolution, so far as we are concerned in the matter, it is
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to be done only by maintaining and respecting the diversity of 
language, opinions, habitudes, and interests which now exists be
tween the inhabitants of Canada and the people of New Eng
land.”

The Government of Great Britain, influenced by such consid
erations as the foregoing, left undisturbed the Canadian language, 
laws, and religion, at a crisis when it would have been compara
tively easy to compass the abolition of all three ; for at that time 
the British possessed a moiety of North America. They had 
soon cause for rejoicing at their wise forbearance. Two years 
had scarcely elapsed after the promulgation of the law of 17,74 
when all the Anglo-American colonies were up in arms against the 
mother country ; and during the contest ensuing, the people of 
the former wasted a considerable part of their resources in vain 
attempts to wrench from her that Canada which they had helped 
to conquer for her special glorification !

The Canadians, called on to defend their institutions and laws, 
guaranteed to them by that same law of 1774, which the Congress 
of the insurrectionary provinces had so injudiciously denounced, 
just before, as “unjust, unconstitutional, very dangerous, and 
subversive of American rights,”—the Canadians, we say, prompt
ly ranged themselves under the banner of their new Protectress, 
who now profited, more than she had ventured to hope for, by 
the effects of the wipe because liberal policy of her general Govern
ment. That policy was sanctioned and extended on two memor 
able occasions afterwards : namely, in 1791, when the British Par
liament accorded a representative Constitution to the Province ; 
and again, in 1828, when the Imperial Parliament enacted, that 
Canadians of French origin should never be disturbed in the en
joyment of their laws, their religion, or those privileges which had 
been already assured to them.

If this polity, which twice became the means of saving Cana
da to Great Britain, was virtually repudiated by the Union Act, 
it is not improbable that it will be found expedient to revert to it ; 
for the time that has elapsed since 1840, has manifested that Ca
nada has become anything rather than anglified : and nothing 
indicates that the future will differ from the present or past in this 
respect. A return to that policy may become inevitable, if only
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through the continued expansion of the colonies still remaining to 
Britain on this continent ; and by the prospects of a new revolu
tion, similar to that which paved the way to independence for the 
United States. Were it otherwise, we should opine that the peo
ple of Great Britain, coincidingfin sentiment with some of their 
statesmen, [that “ Canada is A suction and not a feeding pipe,” as 
such] ought to be left to herself ; the British nation not caring to 
expend its resources in keeping much longer an Uneasy foothold 
où the nearer parts of the North American continent.

P
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INTRODUCTION.

CHAPTER I.

DISCOVERT OP AMERICA, Ac.

1492-1534.

Amibioà, was it known to the Ancients 7—The Island of Atlantis.—Dis
coveries of the Portuguese and Spaniards.—Christopher Columbus, hie 
birth and life : he repairs to Lisbon, and thence passes into Spain ; 
Ferdinand and Isabella, to whom he had communicated his project of 
seeking a western passage to India, give him the command of three 
vessels equipped for that purpose.—He discovers the New World.— 
He returns to Spain ; the distinguished reception accorded to him at 
the Spanish Court.—His second voyage, and further discoveries.—He 
is sent back, in chains, to Spain by Bovadilla.—Death and character 
of Columbus.—Continuation of the discoveries of the Spaniards and 
Portuguese.—Sebastian Cabot, aVenetian navigator,discovers Florida, 
Newfoundland, and the coasts of Labrador for Henry VII, king of 
England.—Verazzani, a navigator in the pi^ of Francis I, king of 
France, coasts the North American Atlantic shores, from Florida to 
Newfoundland.—The fact noted, that French fishermen, from the 
Basque, Breton, and Norman provinces, had taken cod on the Banks 
of Newfoundland long previously.

Among the Greeks and Romans, who deified all things which 
bore the stamp of greatness, the founders of cities were worshipped 
as gods. Had Columbus been a citizen of olden Rome, he would 
have taken rank with Romulus; for blind chance, the cause of so 
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many discoveries, had nought to do with the finding of America. 
Columbus alone conceived the magnificent idea of raising the 
mysterious veil which, before his time, covered the western limits 
of the Atlantic Ocean ; setting out, as he afterwards did, with a 
determination to pass oceanic barriers which ignorance and super
stition had for ages conjoined to regard as the unpassable limits 
of the earth on its occidental side—in which great quest, that 
foremost of navigators had the far greater fbrtune\> discover a 

world lost to the view of civilised man during, it may be, a 
thousand years or more.

Nevertheless the regions, since misnamed America, which form 
nearly a third of the habitable earth, seem, in part at least, not 
to have been all unknown to the people of the Olden World. 
Thus Egyptian traditions speak of an island named Atlanti», 
situated westward of the Columns of Hercules, or Straits of 
Gibraltar, amid the ocean beyond, and which the Phoenicians were 
said to have visited as traders or otherwise. The first ancient 
author who made mention of soch an island, or rather continent, 
was Plato ; and the notices of it occur in two of his Dialoguet, 
namely the “ Timseus” and the “ Critias." Upon a tradition which 
had some foundation in facts, he grafts a statement which was 
doubtless intended to flatter the national vanity of his eountrymer 
Solon, it is intimated, when travelling in Egypt happened to 
meet a priest of that country, and, speaking of Athenian antiqui
ties, the latter said to the sage, “ Athens has existed for many an 
age; and its people became civilised at a very early date. Long 
ago its name became famous in Egypt through exploits they 
achieved, which you know not, yet which are recorded in our 
archives : it is therein you will find the earliest antiquities of 
your city.... In them you may learn how gloriously the Athe
nians, in times remote, stopped the invasive career of a redoubt
able power which, by a sudden irruption of its warriors, starting 
from the boeom of the Atlantic Sea, overspread Europe and Asia. 
That sea environed a tract of land fhoing the entry of the 
Herculean Strait, being a territory larger than Asia and Lybia in 
one. IJetween this country and that strait, there were several 
other *ut smaller islands. The Atlantian region, of which I 
speak, was governed by^ confederation of sovereigns. In one of

'
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their expeditions they possessed themselves, on one side, of Lybis 
ns far as Egypt; on the other, of all the western regions of 
Europe onward to Tyrrhenia. We, all of us, were enslaved by the 
Atlantians; and it was your anoestprs who restored our freedom, 
for they led their fleets against those our alien masters, and 
defeated them. But yet a far greater evil befel them not long after
wards : for their island sank in the ocean ; and thus a vast 
country, larger than all Europe and Asia together, disappeared 
in the twinkling of an eye."

The annals of Carthage report that ifimilcon saw a previously 

unknown land in the same oceuaio region of the globe. During 
the year.356 of Rome, a Carthaginian vessel, having made a long 
stretch westward, on an unknown sea, reached a spacious and fertile 
island, having great rivers with magnificent forests. The attrac
tions of the land tempted a part of the crew to settle there ; and 
the rest returning to Carthage, its senate, being apprised con
fidentially of the discovery thus made, and deciding to bury 
the event in oblivion from fear of what its promulgation might 
lead to, caused all those who knew of it to be put secretly to death. 
All means of communication were, through this stroke of policy, 
perforce broken off for ever between the remaining mariners and 
their native land.*

Snob traditions as the foregoing assume a semblance of verity, 
through the archaeological explorations of Antonio del Rio and 
other scientific men in Central America; whose recent discoveries 
render more probable than ever before, the hypothesis that some 
such nation as the people reported as of the island Atlantis did 
indeed at one time inhabit our continent. But in what age did 
they exist ? Some authors opine, that it was before the Deluge ;f 
a belief whioh helps us not in accounting for the general peopling 
of the world after all its inhabitants were drowned, excepting 
those that were saved in the ark with Noah. We must, adopting

• So reported by Aristotle and Theophrastus. This strange as well as 
cruel proceeding will not appear so improbable, if it be true, as Montes
quieu asserts, on credible authority donbtless, that the Punic Council 
of One Hundred had a singular practice of drowning all aliens who 
dared to trade in Sardinia or in regions near the Columns of Hercules.

t Le Bailli d'Angel : " Essai sur cette question, Quand et comment 
l'Amérique a-telle été peuplée d'hommes et d’animaux T"
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the above hypothwle, conclude that en emigration took place (Vom 
the orient to the occident, ami that previously, America waa In 
communication with Europe or Asia. He this aa It may, we 
rightly Infor, at eight or on report of the mejeetlo ruina found at 
Palenqud and Mltla, in the fhreat* of Yucatan, the pyramide and 
Idole of granite, the haml-rllievl, the hleroglyphioa, there existing 
—•viewing these objects, we conclude that the people, whosoever 
they may have been, who left these works behind them, must have 
attained a high degree of civilisation.'* ,

On the other hand, we conclude that no auoh people aa those 
whose relics are still extant in Central America, inhabited the 
Atlantian country (supposing the story of its existence were not 
a figment) discovered by the Carthaginians, since, upon the same 
authority, It was reported, even as Columbus actually found the 
parts of the American continent he visited, to bo destitute of all 
vestiges of art and industry.

Such, then, are all the evidences that have descended to us of 
tlte existence of an Atlantis, which yet became a subject of learned 
speculation during successive ages down till the Iftth century. 
At that period of time, even the learned in Europe had the most 
eonftiaed notions of countries with which no direct intercourse 
was maintained. Thus the contemporaries of Columbus believed 
that the torrid (sun-roasted) sone was a region literally answer
ing to its name, and, by natural consequence, utterly uninhabitable. 
They were also content to put Implicit faith in fictions, which 
reported distant or unexplored regions aa having mon-monsters 
for their chief inhabitants; it being easier to take fabulous narra
tions of pretended travels and voyages on trust, than to verify 
material facts lying at a distance (Vom European observation.f

* hoard Delist* : " Histoire des Attentés.”
t Bren in vh* 17th century, Shakspeare made his Moorish hero accre- 

ditingly discours* upon the assured actualities reported by the lying or 
credulous travellers of the time : for Instance,

“ Of antres vast and deserU Idle,
Rough quarries, recks, and hills whose head touch heaven,
It was my hint to speak, such was the process ;
And of the cannibals that each other eat.
The anthropophagi, and men whose heads
Do grow beneath their shoulders. These things to hear
Would Desdemona seriously Incline,” Ac.

OtAstie, act I. so. i.—B.
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We need merely ed vert to the reel or Imagined expedition* to tlie 
New World, reported a* having taken place by nea-mvor* from Gaul, 
from Hoandlnavla, and other region* of Northern Europe, Chance 
may have borne oaataway orew* n* fur n* Greenland, or to the nearer 
ahoro* of the upper American continent Itaolf ; by a like haphaenrd, 
petty orew* of adventurer*, located even during preceding ago*, on 
the outer *ea-m*rgln* of Woetnrn Europe, may have been drifted 
aero** the Atlantic, and havo returned to relate thoeo experience*, 
although thoeo have not reached u* ; but what wo are certain of 
i* thin, that although the Dane* or Norwegian* dincovnrod Green
land at an early period of the Chrintian era,* the particular* of 
their voyage* remained unknown to the other people* of Eürnpo ; 
whoeo general belief w**, that the hyperborean region* *o vikltod 
by the Norman* wore acattored Inland* amidst a remote and unde
fined ox pa n*e of ocean.

Novortheloaa the time wa* drawing nigh, when the once olvllliod 
race* of Europe, whom the Irruption of A*latlo barbarian*, on «ho 
decline of Homan domination, *ank for ago* In mediaeval ignoranoo, 
were about to make rapid etrldea In the march of improvement. 
Trading inatlnot* at length being aroused and the spirit of adven
ture re-awaking among moat of the population* of Ohri*tondom, 
extended navigation noeoa*arlly followed. The Normans, In 
especial, a race of daring nature and reatloa* disposition, with 
trading or aggressive alms, ventured as far forth of the ea*tern 
shores of the Atlantic as the Canary Isle*; and the Norman baron 
Jean de Rtfthanoourt actually conquered these islands for himself 
and followers, holding them as a fief of the Spanish kingdom of 
Castile. In early time*, the Canaries wore of great repute; and 
for the ancients as well as the people of the middle ages, they wore 
the farthest territorial landmarks of the western world, f

• LaPeyrAre reports that the Norwegians discovered Greenland, a. d. 
770, when voyaging to Iceland.

f Pliny gives some account of the Canary Isles, upon the authority of 
Juba, a contemporary king of Mauritania, calling them FOrtunalm In- 
•whs (" the Happy Islands") ; Nat. Hist. vl. 88. Some of the ancient 
writers placed the fabled Garden of the Hesperldes In the Canaries ; 
others again, located them In Oyronalea ; also at the foot of Mount 
Atlas, Ac.—B.
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Portugal, one of the smallest kingdoms of Europe, Wae fated to 
lead tho way to great geographical discoveries, and to « new field 
of glory foe modern nations. Its explorers had already made some 
progress in this new path, when there appeared among them a 
prince, whose name will be ever memorable in the annale of navi
gation and commerce : Henry IV, son of King Joam I, who was 
deeply versed in every science pertaining to seamanship, formed 
the plan of despatching ships to Asia, by rounding the Southern 
promontory of Africa, now known as the Cape of Good Hope,* 
and of thus opening up a trade with India by * shorter and lew 
arduous route than that of the Red Sea. The Carthaginians, 
indeed, had tried to effect this project long before. If it were 
now fairly realised, Henry hoped to make Portugal the entrepôt 
of oriental riehee and trade for all Europe. The idea was worthy 
of a great genius, the conception was that of a mind far in advance 
of the age which gave it birth.

Under the direction of Prince Henry, the Portuguese navigators 
doubled Cape Bojador, penetrated boldly into the hitherto dreaded 
tropical latitudes, and explored the African shores as far as Cape 
Verd, between Senegal and the Gambia, which river they discovered 
A. D. 1474. Nearly at that time, Goniallo Velio reached the 
Azores’ isles, 360 leagues distant from Lisbon, and intermediate 
to Europe and America. But Henry died (a. i>. 1463) while 
still engaged in superintending the explorations of his countrymen.; 
nevertheless, although it was not till several years afterwards that 
Vasco de Gama was able to double the Cape of Good Hope, to 
the memory of the Portuguese Prince attaches the chief credit 
due to that great undertaking. ul „. - I

The discoveries of the Portuguese soon excited the attention of 
111 Europe.f The news of their distant expeditions, the narrations 
of their voyagers, spread throughout Christendom, and were listened 
to everywhere with astonishment. Forthwith, numbers of spirited i 
individuals, from other countries, repaired to Portugal, all hoping l 
to slmre in the good fortune of its mariners, in the regions newly-'
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• Called, at first, the 11 Carpe of Storms.”—B. 
f Herrera. ,8.
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opened up for colonization or trade. One of these adventurers 
wee Christopher Columbus, who reached Lisbon in 1470.*

Colvmbth, whose name is for all time inseparably oonneeted 
with the annals of the New World, was born, according to the 
most reliable accounts, at Genoa, circa 1436. His father, who 
gained a living by manual labour, could give him but little edu
cation. At a very early age, however, Columbus manifested strong 
aptitude for acquiring geographical science, along with irrepres
sible desires for a seafaring life. Whatever knowledge of geography 
he may have acquired he was impatient to turn to account, for, 
when only fourteen years old, he took service as a boy-mariner. 
Very little is known of his experiences as such; but it appears 
that he took part in several warlike expeditions against the Moors 
of Barbary and against certain Italian princes ; that he served 
under John of Anjou in the war of Naples, and under Louis XI 
of Prance : for the French kings were then accustomed to hire 
Genoese vessels for warlike uses. In all these services, but more 
especially in the Neapolitan expedition, he evinced both skill and 
oourage.t

During his residence at Lisbon, he pursued his geographical 
studies, noting particularly the Portuguese discoveries, and exa
mining all extant cosmographies, both ancient and modern. With 
Portuguese crews, he made several voyages to the coast of Guinea ; 
and he visited Iceland in 1477. Hie voyages and researches 
brought him into relations with several of the scientific men of 
Europe, and with such navigators as had taken part in the 
voyages following those since the time of Prince Henry. It was 
through living in the society of an age big with enterprising aspira- , 
tions, when the imaginations of men were exalted every day byuV 
the recital of new discoveries, that he conceived the idea of reaching 
India by a direct course to the west. Such a project, according

• His son Ferdinand reports that it was by mere accident he first 
came to Lisbon; adding, that after an engagement with some Venetian 
armed galleys, both the vessel of his father and the enemy’s galley 
took fire, and Columbus, fearing for his life, threw himself into the sea ; 
contriving to reach the Portuguese shore, distant some sjx miles.—His
tory of the Jd+irtill ch. 6. 

t ÿùtory of the Jdmiral : Bossi.
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to his conceptions, had nothing of unreason in it, for he was con
vinced, despite the Ptolemean system, then in universal credit, 
that the globe is really round ; as several of the ancients thought 
it must be, and as Copernicus taught in Northern Europe some 
years after the time when Columbus became a convert to the true 
cosmographie theory. The times were indeed auspicious for the 
advancement of geographical knowledge : a novel application of 
science to the art of navigation, the astrolabe, since become the 
octant, through its ameliorations by the celebrated Auzout,* and 
the mariner’s compass, then coming into use, were about to 
embolden navigators to stretch far beyond the coasts along which 
they had for ages been accustomed to feel their way.

Columbus imparted his project to Joam II, King of Portugal ; 
of whom he asked, but in vain, a few vessels to carry out an 
enterprise which, if successful, would have glorified that monarch's 
reign and exalted Portugal among the nations. Being thus 
repelled, Columbus directed his longing eyes on Spain ; and, in 
1484, he set out for Madrid with his son Diego, to make to Fer
dinand and Isabellaf the same proposals which Joam had rejected. 
At first, he had no success; still he was not cast down, having 
unbroken faith in the feasibility of his project, during eight years 
of fruitless solicitations, every day of which supplied, or seemed 
to him to supply, fresh evidences of the soundness of his own views. 
But the fruition of his hopes was nigh. Every reader knows of 
the famous examination the patient Columbus had to endure by 
the Spanish theologians, met in conclave, with Bible in hand, not 
so much to test his beliefs, as to confute them from scripture. 
Much about that time, the contemporary kings of France and

• We think the author here gives honour where it is scarcely due. 
Auzout was indeed a passable astronomer and an excellent optician ; 
but a kind of astrolabe was used by Ptolemæus ; andethat of later times 
was but a graduated circular rim with sights attached, for taking alti
tudes at sea. M. Garneau probably means Halley’s quadrant (since 
superseded by the sextant,) and which at first took the name of 11 octant,” 
from being, in its outline, an eighth of a circle.—B.

t Ferdinand II, of Aragon ; Isabella, his consort, queen regnant of 
Oastile : the twain afterwards becoming conjoint monarchs of all 
Spain.—B.
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England,* to whom Columbus had sent his brother Bartholomew, 
to court their patronage, both returned favourable answers ; so 
that it appears likely one or other of these monarohs, had those of 
Spain not given in to the project of Columbus, would have become 
agents in unconsciously bringing about that great act, the disco
very of a new world.

After all, the means put at the disposal of Columbus by Fer
dinand and Isabella, were scanty indeed. It was a flotilla of 
three small vessels, called caravels, only one of which, named the 
“ Santa Maria,” was decked. With these he sailed from Palos,f 
August 3, 1492. Before leaving the Spanish Court, he was 
invested with the title of Almirante, admiral or administrator, of 
all new lands he might discover, and possess in name of, and for his 
royal employers. He was accompanied by three brothers named 
Pinson, who risked their all in the great enterprise. The ves
sels were victualled for a year, and the entire number of the three 
crews was 120 men;) while some, even of that small aggregate, 
were unenrolled hands, who took their chance in reliance upon 
the future fortune of their admiral.

At night, on the seventieth day of the voyage, Columbus thought 
he perceived, on the verge of the forward horizon, the semblance 
of lights, shining fitfully as if from a range of coast, under cloud 
of night. Calling one of the watch, the latter soon observed the 
like signs of human habitation. Presently the cry of “ Land 1A 
woke every sleeper on board the Santa Maria, and the night was 
spent in one anxious vigil. . As day dawned, a fair shore, richly 
clothed with trees and herbage, rose gradually to view, its woods 
and thickets resonant with the song of birds of the gayest plumage. 
Entranced at the sight, the crew set up a shout of triumph. Their 
pride of heart, next giving way to a devotional feeling, caused all 
in unison to chaunt a Te Deum, not unaccompanied with tears.

• Charles VIII, Henry VII.—B.
t Palos de Moguer, a petty seaport of Andalusia, on the river Tinto, 

and S. W. coast of Spain. At present it is a trading dependency of 
Seville.—B.

t M. Garneau writes 90 only—a mistake. Some of the hands were 
impressed men, who, for Columbus’ sake, had better been absent, few 
as the rest were.—B.
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Early in the morning, Columbns manned his boats, and, with 
his armed followers and standard-bearers, in fine array, made for 
the land ; the rowers keeping stroke to the strains of martial^ 
music. He was the first to leap ashore, when, after kissing thfl 
earth amidst his kneeling men, he, with sword in hand, set up 
cross and took formal possession of the country in name of 
crowns of Castile and Leon. It proved to be the sea-margilf of 
one of the Guycaos, Lucayhan, or Bahama Islands. Meantime 
the discoverer named it San Salvador.*

The country proved to be inhabited, and its almost naked peo
ple looked on, with mingled curiosity and awe, at the ceremonial 
going on before them, and at those engaged in it. The differing 
complexion of the Spaniards, their costume, their armour and war
like implements, the vessels that had borne them—all was novel, 
unaccountable. It is said that the simple natives at first imagined 
the strangers to be “ children of the sun," on a visit to the earth. 
Above all, the noise of the artillery fired upon the occasion, astound
ed their senses. The curiosity of the Spaniards was scarcely ! 
awakened as to what they saw before them. The coppery tintiof 
skin in the aborigines, their wild mien ; the animals, the tr 
the plants, that met the view, differed totally from any they hall 
seen in Europe. And though the soil of the country was taf 
plainly fertile, not a trace of cultivation anywhere appeared.

After a short survey of the island, Columbus set sail to prose
cute further his explorations, and soon came upon others of the 
Lucayhan group. Progressing still, he reached Cuba, and then 
San Domingo. In the latter he found tobacco growing, and noted 
its being smoked by the natives; a practice till then new to 
Europeans. The batata», or potato, was another novel plant; 
the tubercles of which have proved, as Washington Irving observes, 
more precious to mankind than all the spices of the East.

Columbus took possession, in every case, of all the regions he 
arrived at, in name of their Spanish majesties. Having done so, 
he paused in his career of research, with intent to return to Spain,

• The natives knew it as “ Guanihani." Some doubts have arisen 
lately as to the first landing-place Of the Spaniards ; there being reason 
to suppose that it was in another of the group, now called Turk's 
Island.—B.
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and be the first to announoe to his royal paîtrons the mfiht import
ant discovery that had ever been made by man. He was able to 
tell them, that wherever he had landed, he was well received, or 
at least met with no opposition. And having lost oneof his vessels 
at St. Domingo, he left there a part of its crew, by permission of 
a caeique, or lord of the country. He even obtained leave to build 
a fort, for the safety of the men, in raising which the aborigines 
assisted. This fevour was granted under condition, however, that 
the Spaniards thus remaining shrfuld assist the islanders to repel 
the attacks of the Caribs, ferocious and predatory tribes who then 
inhabited the more southern isles. Finally, on the 4th January, 
1493, Columbus set sail with his two vessels for Europe ; and, 
after a stormy passage, reached Palos, amidst the acclamations of 
the people of that place, most of whom had, by this time, lost all 
hope of ever seeing him again.

The journey of Columbus, from Palos to Barcelona, where the 
Court was then held, was a continued triumphal progress ; crowds 
gathering around him, from for and near. The conjoint sovereigns 
of all Catholic Spain, willing to honour him with unusual though 
deserved distinction, received him at a public sitting ; Ferdinand 
on one seat, Isabella beside him, on a kind of double throne, 
under one canopy. Thenoe arose both King and Queen, surround
ed by gnmdeee, to receive Columbus; wko came with a train of 
titled men, himself, personally, the most noble-looking as well as 
interesting individual of all present. Their majesties, after bid
ding Columbus be seated,—an honour then rarely accorded, even 
to a grandee of the first class,—caused him to relate the chief'Oir- 
eumstances attending his voyages, and adventures on land. They 
listened to all with deep interest ; and when he ceased speaking, 
they, with bended knees, and tearful eyes directed to the firma
ment, breathed their grateful thanks to God for having crowned 
with an unexpected amount of success, an enterprise sure to become 
the chief glory of their reign. Every one present joined in this 
solemn thanksgiving; followed, before the august assembly broke 
up, by enthusiastic demonstrations in honour of Columbus.

Nor were the first honours paid to Columbus confined to this 
signal public recognition of his merits. A patent of nobility 
was at once made out in favoik^of himself and his posterity.
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But a time was coming, neither was it distant/when the remem
brance of the homage now paid would but embitter the suffering 
and mortification in store for him, through the baseness of cer
tain agents of the rulers of his adopted country, the ingratitude 
of too many of its people, and their blindness to his surpass
ing merits.

Meantime the news of his discoveries quickly spread through
out Europe ; and made, ^aether countries, a sensation little less 
profound than in Spain itself. Learned men, and all those most 
capable of appreciating what had been done, while anticipating 
what was sure to follow, exulted at the thought of living in an 
age of time which was marked by such an event as the discovery 
of a New World.*

Columbus voyaged yet thrice to the new world : namely, the 
second time, in the years 1493-96 ; the third, in 1498 ; and the last, 
from 1502 to 1504. During his successive researches he discov
ered most of the isles of the Mexican Archipelago. In his second 
voyage, he coasted the southern continent from the Bay of Hon
duras to the Gulf of Darien, and explored the Gulf of Paria. It 
was in one of those expeditions that Francis do Bovadilla, governor 
of San Domingo, and a mortal enemy of Columbus, had the auda
city to send him, fettered, back to Spain. The king seems not to 
have manifested the indignation against his deputy which the 
occasion called for, although ho blamed or pretended to blame him 
for thus ignominiously treating the greatest man of the age ; while, 
in sign of the ingratitude of the master as wMl as of the insolent 
tyranny of his man, Columbus carefully preserved the irons that 
had bound him, and directed that they should, at his death, be put 
into his coffin along with his body. After some years of suffering, 
through courtly neglect, poverty, and bodily pain combined, he 
died at Valladolid, in Spain, on the 20th of May, 1506. His 
body was transported, first to Seville, then to San Domingo, and 
lastly to Cuba. It now reposes under a monumental tomb in the 
cathedral of Havana.—Christopher Columbus was, even in person, 
a remarkable man, as we have already intimated. His stature was 
majestic, complexion fair, visage regularly oval, nose aquiline, hair

Herrera; Robertson.
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auburn in youth, but become prematurely hoar, doubtloss through 
mental over-labour and the vioieeitudoe of a chequered life. His 
courage, both active and passive, was surpassing. His mien was 
courteous, his speech ready, and, when occasion demanded, loftily 
eloquent.

While Columbus was prosecuting his discoveries in the Bay of 
Mexico, other navigators were pursuing their researches in the 
southern regions beyond. Thus, in 1600, Pinçon discovered the 
estuary of the river Amason ; and, the same year (May 3), Pedro 
Alvares do Cabral, when on his way to India, sightçd the shore of 
Brasil. Ho sailed along the coast as far as Porto Seguro (lat. 
16° 8.), where he landed, and took possession in name of the 
king of Portugal. Thus, as Dr. Robertson observes, if Columbus 
had not discovered the New World eight years before, such a 
happy chance as that of an unexpected divergence of an India- 
bound vessel (through the force of equatorial currents),—the 
agent in Cabral’s discovery of Brasil,—would, it is probable, have 
assured to Europe a knowledge of America before many more 
years would elapse.

The prodigious acquisitions made in and around transatlantic 
waters by Spanish and Portuguese adventurers, had by this time 
awakened the acquisitiveness of all the other nations of Christen
dom. The mariners of every European seaboard, shaking off the 
timidity which had confined their adventurousness to coasting 
voyages, or to short passages across landlocked seas, were now ready 
to undertake any enterprise, even the most daring. Henry VII, 
king of England, regretting his indifference or tardiness regarding 
the offers made to him by the brothers Columbus, signed a patent, 
March 6,1496, in favour of Giovanni and Sebastiano Gabotto (the 
Cabots, father and son) for the discovery and conquest of new lands. 
Early in 1497, Sebastian Cabot, at that time but twenty years 
of age, sailed in a Bristol ship with the view of seeking a N. W. 
passage to India. June 24, he reached the American N. E. coast, 
probably the shore-line of Labrador, about lat. 66° N. In the 
succeeding year, he made a second voyage to parte unknown, in 
or near to the same region ; of which no details have been recorded. 
In 1499, he made a third voyage to America, and, coasting the 
upper region of the Gulf of Mexico, discovered Florida. In this 
voyage he also discovered Newfoundland and Labrador.
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All this time, it was the universal belief that the occidental 
lands thns discovered were parts or appurtenances of the continent 
of Asia : lienee originated the name, long Applied to both Americas, 
but now confined to their eastern insular portions, the West 
Indies. This error became manifest in the year 1618, when 
Vasco Nunes de Balboa traversed parts of the Isthmus of Panama, 
and discovered the Pacifia Ocean. By another misnomer, not 
yet corrected, nor ever likely to be, the whole Now World missed 
taking its rightful name of OoLtiMHlA ; which thus happened :— 
When, in the year 1600, chance directed Pedro de Cabral, as related 
above, to the shores of Braail, he sent an account of the event to 
Lisbon ; upon which the Portuguese king sent Amerigo Vespucci, 
a Florentine, to examine the country ; who accordingly took an 
extensive but superficial view of most of its coasts, and, upon his 
return, drew up and published a plausible account of the whole, 
with a map, or rather chart, of the Brasilian seaboard. From 
that time, the collective Western Indies began to take the name 
of America.

Throe years after the voyage of Cabot, it appears that the coasts 
of Newfoundland and Labrador were visited by a Portuguese 
named Cortdréal ; but already, about this time, Bretons and 
Normans fished for cod on the Great Bank of Newfoundland and 
on the coasts of Canada. Charlevoix reports he had read in 
memoirs, that an inhabitant of Honfleur, Jean Denis, traced a chart 
of a part of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, at as early a date as 1506.— 
How was it that those fishermen should have found their way to 
the banks of Newfoundland, in so short a time after the discovery 
of America by the first voyage of Columbus ? A question hypo
thetically answered by some authors, who assume that (unknown) 
French navigators had previously visited those regions. One, in 
particular, author of the “ Us et Coutumes de la Mer;” maintains 
that men of France discovered the banks of Newfoundland a 
hundred years before Columbus reached the New World. The 
“Archives de la Marine," in Paris, contain an old MS. entitled 
nf Abridged Account of Discoveries in New France," in which it is 
stated that natives of Brittany and Normandy were the first to 
discover, in 1504, the great bank and island of Newfoundland. 
Certain it is, that when Sebastian Cabot visited those parts, the
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native Newfoundlanders called a fish, found thereabout, bacallioi; 
and this term, in Basque idiom, is the name of the cod. '

But whatever may have been the nature or extent of the rela
tions maintained, fqr trading purposes, by natives of France, with 
the New World, the French government claimed no national interest 

\ in North America sooner than the year 1623. The general trade 
of France, at thatidate, was considerable ; more so, in fact, than is 
generally imagined. National authority in France Was not, as yet, 
properly centralised. Each of its provinces played a kind of inde
pendent part; and this makes it difficult to combine the early com
mercial returns of the Basque, Breton, Norman, and other trading 
populations, so as to form a just notion of the amount, at any 
given time, for the whole kingdom. We know, however, that, 
from the year 1617, the whale fishery and the cod fishery became 
important and extending branches of the industry of France ; and 
that, early in the 17th century, some hundreds of its vessels took 
part every year in the fisheries of Newfoundland and the Gulf of 
St. Lawrence.

The pecuniary benefit thence accruing, naturally turned public 
attention towards the lands in the adjoining territories; and in 
1618, Baron de Léry, eealous, say the old chroniclers, for the com
mon weal, also for the credit of the nation (which, we must allow, 
came late into the field), proposed to found a French establishment 
in Acadia (Nova Scotia). The baron was a man of courage 
and of lofty aspirations. He set sail for America with a company 
of colonists, intending to become their resident director; but the 
adverse weather which the adventurers encountered, and other 
cross accidents, caused the enterprise to miscarry.

Louis XII having demised, was succeeded by Francis L Con
tinued wars, end stinted finances, had prevented the former from 
undertaking any maritime expeditions. The new king, leas care
ful than Louis had been of the pecuniary means of his people, 
was also impelled by a desire for gaining the «redit attaching to a 
nation from its colonial acquisitions ; and even during the hottest 
of his warring» against the Emperor Charles V, ceased not to ex
cite his subjects to emulation in commercial pursuits with those of 
other countries, and in the forming of colonies in new or recently 
discovered regions. The latter inspiration took a practical form
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in 1623, when he confided to Veraxxani, a Florentine navigator 
taken into the French service shortly before, the command of four 
vessels, for a voyage of exploration. No detailed account of the 
incidents attending his first attempts has come down to us ; nor 
do we know what was the course he pursued. In his second 
voyage, A.D. 1624, he passed the Island of Madeira, still steer
ing to the westward ; and, after nearly losing his vessels through 
a tempest, and attaining about lat. 34° N. he anchored (finding no 
bay to run into) hard by a coast clothed with the richest tropical 
vegetation, of varieties not known to him or his people ; the coun
try being inhabited by savages, who gated upon the former, and 
upon the vessels that brought them, with wonder and awe. Thence 
departing, Verattani stood northward, 11 in view of ascending," as 
he expresses himself in the relation of this his second voyage, “ to 
the countries discovered, in times by-gone, by the Bretons, below 
the 60th degree of latitude." Florida and Newfoundland seem 
to have been the extreme points, 8. and N. of the seaboard he 
now touched at.

King Francis was so well satisfied with the report given by 
Veraxiani, that he entrusted him with the charge of a third and 
an ill-starred expedition, in which chief, captain, and crews must 
have perished, for no tidings were ever learned of a living soul 
embarked in it.*

The sad fate of Yeraxxani paralysed, for a time, all projected 
colonisation of America by the French. Lees given to maritime 
exploration than to trading with their neighbours, they doubted 
the advantages supposed to attend the acquisition of distant 
territories : and this tendency of the national mind manifesting 
itself for oontinuoüs centuries, we find that in no part of the globe, 
during that time, did a colonial population, of French origin, 
become numerous enough to ensure its predominant nationality.

Another obstruction in the way of French ooloniiation, arose 
from the unquiet state of the country itself. “ Intestine troubles,"

• 11 Veraxxanl’s narrative of hie voyage in 15Î4," says Bancroft, 
“is the earliest original account, now extant, of the coast of the 
United States. He advanced the knowledge of the country ; and he 
gave to France some claim to an extensive territory, on the pretext of 
discovery.”—Hitt. U. Statu-, I, 17.—B.

J
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" observes Raynal, 11 in France, discouraged its people from prose
cuting extensive foreign commerce, and checked all aspiration for 
founding kingdoms in the two Indies. Again, the paramount 
authority of our kings, though not formally, was virtually either 
opposed or eluded. Traces of the feudal system still remained, and 
several of its abuses yet existed. Most of the provinces compos
ing the monarchy wore self-governed, under differing laws and 
forms. The machine of general government was of a complex 
character. The nation was always negociating, as it wore, with 
its Sovereign. The royal authority was really unlimited, though 
not recognised as such by the laws ; the nation, though often too 
independent in act, yet had no legal guarantee for its liberties. 
The government, occupied alone with the task of subjecting the 
people, took no care of the interests of the commonwealth.”

Yet Francis I had fewer troubles with his subjects than his 
predecessors ; although the defection of the Constable de Bour
bon, and some popular revolts from over-taxation, marked his reign. 
Civil and religious discord, under his sway, would have been 
greater than they were, but for the continued wars he waged 
against Charles V, which nearly absorbed the attention of the 
fierce spirits of the nation, of whatever degree. For the time, 
then, all further attempts at maritime discovery, and distant colo
nisation, were either abandoned, or indefinitely postponed.

l
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CHAPTER II.

DISCOVERY- OP CANADA.

1634-1644.

Projected French establishment in America.—Jacques Cartier appoint
ed to command the first expedition for that purpose ; he explores the 

* Gulf of St. Lawrence ; his return to France. Second voyage of 
Jacques Cartier ; he discovers the river St. Lawrence.—Visits Stad- 
acond (site of Quebec).—Aspect of the lands seen by him.—Indian 
village of Hochelaga (site of Montreal city).—Cartier winters in 
the country, his vessels being iced up.—Scurvy attacks his crews. 
—Advent of spring, 1534-5, and departure of Cartier for France ; 
wherein war being renewed, further expeditions to America are post
poned for the time.—Upon the return of peace, Roberval named Gov
ernor of Canada.—Third Voyage of Jacques Cartier ; he ascends the 
St. Lawrence as high as to Lake St. Louis, and winters at Cape Rouge. 
—He leaves for Europe, and, meeting Roberval at Newfoundland, on 
his way to Canada, refuses to attend him thither.—The latter, pur
sues his way to Canada, reaches Cape Rouge, raises a fort and winters 
there.—Disease carries off fifty of his men.—Next year, Cartier ar
rives, and Roberval returns home.

1
. ,t-

At this time (1534) the war-harassed French people having 
enjoyed an unwonted breathing-time of three years,—thanks to the 
treaty of Cambrai, popularly known as the “ Paix des Dames,” 
signed in 1529,—their battling King was temptingly reminded by 
his grand admiral and chief companion in land-war, Philippe de 
Chabot, of the prodigious golden and territorial acquisitions lately 
made by the Spaniards and Portuguese, in Central and Southern 
America ; where numerous native populations had submitted to 
the yoke of Europeans almost without resistance ; the Governor 
of Burgundy and Normandy (for such then was Chabot) propos
ing that King Francis should now resume those designs, he had 
long entertained, of seeking to share along with his brother mon- 
archs in the riches perennially flowing into the Old World from 
the New. ,

i
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The attention of the French King, in a project for obtaining a 
firm footing upon the mainland of America, waa turned by hia 
advisers in the direction of its nearest north-eastern regions ; and 
this the rather, because many of his seafaring subjects had long 
fished the banks of Newfoundland. The royal consent having 
been obtained, for the equipment of an experimental armament, 
the grand admiral gave the direction of it to Jacques Cartier, of 
St. Malo, reputed to be a hardy mariner and skilful naviga
tor.

When the expedition was in preparation, its probable destina
tion coming to the knowledge of the Bangs of Spain and Por
tugal (the Emperor Charles V. and Joam III.), they entered a 
protest against it, as tending to an encroachment upon their terri
torial rights. The pretensions thus set up only elicited an in
dignant exclamation from Francis : “ What, then I do my royal 
brothers expect that they are to share all America among them, 
without my ever seeking to take part with them in the spoil ?” 
The king adding, sarcastically, “ I should like to see the clause 
in our father Adam’s will and testament which bequeaths to 
them alone so vast an heritage 1"

Cartier sailed from St Malo, a seaport of Brittany,* in the spring 
of 1534, with two vessels, neither of which exceeded 60 tons bur
den, their united crews being but 122 men in all. Twenty days 
thereafter, the coast of Newfoundland was reached ; thence the 
tiny barks passed, through the Straits of Belleisle, into the Gulf 
of St. Lawrence. Here Cartier and his men passed nearly three 
months, the latter trafficking, while coasting along, with such of the 
natives of the surrounding countries as they could fall in with ; 
the former carefully noting, as he neared the great river itself, the 
peculiarities of the shores that successively came into view.

During this his first voyage Canada-ward, Jacques Cartier made 
no important discovery, most of the salient points of the shores 
of the Laurentian Gulf being already known to his countrymen, 
who habitually fished in its waters ;—the latter had even bestowed

• In the department llle-et-Vilaine ; now containing a population of 
about 10,000.—B.
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recognised names on some of these,*—but he was the first to scan 
carefully the arid and desolate sea-margin of Labrador. He coasted 
Newfoundland as far as Cape de Raye, passed between the Mag
dalen Isles, and entered (the Bay de Chaleurs, which owed and 
yet owes that name to the heat -of the weather at the time he 
visited it. Landing on its coast, he took ceremonial possession 
of the country around, in the name of the French king; and set 
up, despite the remonstrances of an aged native chief who wit
nessed the act, a wooden cross, on a point of land situated, pro
bably, between Chaleurs Bay and Cape des Rosiers.

Sterile in results this first expedition of Cartier was not, seeing 
that it led afterwards to the discovery of the river St. Lawrence. 
Two of the aborigines, whom he embarked at Gaspé, and took 
with him to France, were, it is reported, the first parties who 
informed him that the river existed ; and we are led to believe, 
adverting to the route followed by him in his second voyage, that 
he wished them to verify their accounts, both of the course of the 
stream and of the countries it traversed, as they then appeared, 
from Montreal to the sea.f

Next to the grand-admiral Chabot, the cause of maritime dis
covery had no greater friend in France, at this time, than Charles 
de Mouy, Sieur de Mailleraie, vice admiral of France. He it was, 
in fact, who first recommended Cartier to Chabot ; and he obtain
ed for the former far better means than he had the year before,

• Such as “ le Cap Royal “ le Cap d'Orléans,” near Miramichi ; “ le 
Cap de Montmorenci,” &c. See Voyage» et Découverte» en Canada. 
Quebec, 1843.

f u There are, between the land, S. and N., about thirty leagues and 
more of 200 fathoms deep. And the savages have certified this part to 
be the route and commencement of the great river of Hochelaga, also 
which, constantly narrowing, leads straight up to Canada; as also 
have aErmed, that the water of said ocean stream is fresh, saying it 
comes from such a distance that no man ever traced it to its sources, 
so far as they had heard : observing, that the passage through it was 
only by means of bateaux. Hearing all this, and being assured that 
there was no passage but this, the said captain willed to proceed no 
farther until after having eéüen the rest of the coasts to the N. and 8." 
—Contemporary relation of the tecond Voyage of Cartier.
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for effecting the object in view, by assigning to his guidance three 
good vessels, all well manned.

Conforming to the laudable custom of the time, Cartier, before 
setting out on his second voyage, repaired with his men, in pro
cession, to the cathedral of St. Malo, to crave the blessing of 
Heaven upon the enterprise he undertook to carry out.

The little squadron, having aboard 110 hands and provisioned 
for three months, departed with a favouring wind, in May, 1535. 
As Captain-General, Cartier hoisted his pennant on La Grande 
Hermine, a vessel of about 110 tons burden ; the two others, of 
much less tonnage, had for Captains, Guillaume le Breton and Marc 
Jalobert. Several persons, of gentle blood, such as Claude le 
Pont-Briand, served in the three vessels as volunteers. The 
passage was tedious, and adverse winds widely separated each 
several vessel from its consorts. The flag-ship did not reach, till 
July, the baie des Châteaux, situated in an island between New
foundland and Labrador, which locality Cartier ’had appointed as 
a general rendezvous ; the two other vessels got in some days after 
La Hermine. After a few days of rest, the flotilla set out again, 
made stretches on divers lines, and neared numerous isles. After 
having been forced, by stress of weather, to seek refuge in a haven 
which he named Port St. Thomas, he put to sea again, and on St. 
Lawrence day entered a bay, which he named after that Saint, at the 
mouth of the river St. John ; the designation (of St. Lawrence) 
attaching itself afterwards to the river itself and to the gulf receiv
ing its waters. Conducted by two savages taken on board, Car- 
tier entered the river mouth, and ascended to a point fully 200 
leagues up ; reaching a fair island, since named Isle d’Orléans. 
His native guides reported that the country around him was then 
divided into three sections : namely, the Saguenay territory, ex
tending from the Isle d’Anticosti to the Isle aux Coudres ; next 
Canada,—its chief plaoe; then called Stadaconé, occupying the 
site of Quebec. The territory of Canada, indicated above, com
menced at the Isle aux Coudres, and extended up the river to 
Hochelaga ; the last, the richest and most populous of the three 
sections. The denomination Canada, thus given to a part only 
of the Laurentian regions, doubtless signified, in the native tongue, 
clusters of cabins, or villages.
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Cartier set ashore his two native guides, to treat with the peo
ple of the country ; who fled from them at first, but soon return
ed, and in their canoes of bark quite eneircled the ships ; offer
ing to their crews supplies of fish, maize, and fruit. Cartier gave 
all a kind reception, and made them presents. Next day the agou- 
hanna, or chief of Stadacon<, followed by a dozen canoes, full of 
natives, paid Cartier a visit. The interviews between the two 
was most friendly ; and their different peoples parted mutually con
tent ; the chief of Stadaoond, before leaving, kissing each arm of 
Cartier,—this act being esteemed one of the greatest marks of 
respect the native chief could show for a stranger.

As the season was now far advanced, Cartier made the bold 
resolve to winter in the country.

Entering, therefore, a tributary stream named by him the 
“ Sainte Croix," but since known as the St. Charles river, he 
moored his vessels under the native village Stadacond, the huts of 
which wore perched on a height to the southward. This part of 
the Laurentian country, with its mountains, hill-slopes, and valleys, 
forming collectively the basin of Quebec, is one of the grandest 
sites in all America. The St. Lawrence itself, for a great por
tion of its course above the gulf of the same name, has an impos
ing, but, at the same time, a wild and saddening aspect. The 
immense breadth of its waters, which are 90 miles wide at its 
embouchure, the numerous rooky points, apparent or hidden, 
obstructing its course, the dense fogs attending the blasts that 
ruffle its bosom, at certain seasons of the year, all combine to 
render its navigation redoubtable to mariners. The rocky steeps 
which confine its waters for more than a hundred leagues ; the 
frequent islets met with, and which increase in number as the 
navigator advances ; all manifesting the struggle of ages between 
a stream and the gigantic natural obstructions opposing its passage 
to the ocean, are well fitted to sadden or appal the spirit of the 
voyager when first ascending its course. But on nearing Quebec, 
the scene changes at once. The river, so vast and sombre in its 
lower expanses, now becomes varied and graceful in feature, yet 
in its whole aspect still preserving the stamp of natural majesty ; 
further enhanced and embellished, as its environago has been, in 
modern times, by the improving hand of man. And not alone are
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auoh ameliorations, of the face of Canada of the 16th century, 
peculiar to the regions around the beauteous oity of Quebec. 
Were J acques Cartier to waken from the sleep of death, what 
marvellous changes, operated on the regions he found one vast and 
trackless wilderness, would meet his view I

Impatient to visit Hochelaga, a native settlement situated sixty 
leagues above Stadaooné, Cartier set out for that place, Sept. 19, 
with a portion of his people, including his two captains and the 
gentlemen volunteers. It took the party thirteen days to ascend 
thus far. Hochelaga, they found, was located on ground which 
now forms part of the oity of Montreal. When the French ap
peared, a crowd of the natives came forth to meet them, and, as 
the deniiens of Stadaooné had done before, manifested the liveliest 
joy at their coming among them. Next day, Cartier and his suite, 
in gala garb, made a ceremonial visit to the inhabitants of the 
locality. Hochelaga comprised about fifty wooden dwellings, 
each 60 paces long, and from 12 to 16 broad. Every house was 
roofed with slips of bark sewn together, the interiors parted into 
several rooms, encircling a square apartment in which was the 
fireplace, round which the inmates reclined or sat. This Indian 
village was begirt with a triple inclosure, of circular form, palis
aded. There existed, in several places, towards the upper end of 
this enclosure, raised passage-ways, with ladders placed for ascend
ing ; and heaps of stones lay near by, to serve for defensive mis
siles. In the centre of the village was a large area, or public 
square. Thither were Cartier and his followers conducted at first. 
The accustomed salutations, native and French, being concluded, 
the Indian women laid mats upon the grass for the strangers to 
sit upon. Forthwith there appeared the agouhanna, borne by 
twelve men, who seated him in a bear-skin they spread for him 
upon the ground. This personage was about fifty years of age/ 
and decrepit in every limb. A cap of red fur encircled his tem
ples. After saluting his visitors, he made signs to express his 
pleasure on seeing them all ; and, as an ailing man, held up his 
legs and reached out his arms towards Cartier, as if he desired 
him to touch them. This the latter at once did, rubbing the 
shrunken members with both hands. Thereupon the grateful 
patient took his head-tire and presented it to Cartier ; at the same
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time a number of persons lame or infirm pressed around the lat
ter, seeking to be touched, believing, doubtless, that he w^s a being 
of rare endowments.

The French commandant asked to be led to a mountain top, 
a short mile distant. Arrived there, his eye commanded an im
mense extent of country. Enchanted at the view, he gave to the 
hill itself the name of Royal Mount ; words which, combined and 
slightly modified, have become the appellation of the fair city, 
Montreal, laid out on its southward declivities.

When Cartier returned to St. Charles river, doubting the con
tinued friendly feeling of the natives, he strengthened the palisades 
of an enclosure which his men had, while he was absent, formed 
about the vessels, adding thereto pieces of artillery. /Dedember 
arrived, and scurvy, of a violent kind, broke out among tpe French, 
whose condition altogether became deplorable. The winter cold 
was now intense, and increased day by day. Of 110 men, the 
three vessels’ crews, for some time not more than three or four 
were free from disease ; and in one of them, there was not a hale 
man to wait upon the sick. Too ÿiuch weakened in body to open 
a grave for the dead, the survivons, yet able to crawl about, de
posited them under the snow covering the ice-bound soil. Twenty- 
six men died between this time and the month of April. Most 
of the others were at death’s-door, when a native accosted Cartier, 
observing that he too had become scorbutic, and told him of a 
means of cure ; which, being resorted to, did in effect cure all the 
ailing Frenchmen in a few days’ time. ,

When spring returned, Cartier hastened to depart for France, 
taking with him, for presentation to its king, several natives, 
among them Donacona ; a chief who vaunted to have travelled 
much, and professed to have seen in the western regions of his 
country men who wore woollen garments. None of these savages, 
thus expatriated, ever returned, all dying before 1541, the earliest 
year after the present that the French again visited Canada.

Cartier found his native land distracted with religious dissen
sions, and plunged in renewed war against Charles V. In the 
year preceding that of Cartier’s return, severe laws were decreed 
against the protestants. Scaffolds were erected, penal fires lighted 
up, in all parts of the realm. The Emperor, who had, by his
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crafty policy, lured Francis into a war of conquest in Italy, taking 
advantage of the spiritual discords of France, and of the absence 
of its king and army, poured his forces into that country at both 
extremities, north and south, simultaneously. Amid intestine 
troubles, and the din of defensive war, Cartier found his presence 
unheeded and his projects disregarded. The existence of Canada, 
even the name of America, seemed now to be ignored by king and 
country alike.

Cartier was fain to wait for better times. His favorable season 
at last came round : this happened towards the year 1540, when 
Francis once more inclined to listen to his subject’s proposal for 
further explorations in the New World. The success of the last 
expedition had raised clamours against colonisation among those 
opposed to all enterprise of that nature. This party represented 
that the climate of Canada was rude and unhealthy, that num
bers of those already sent out had perished miserably ; the objec
tors adding, that the country had no mines of gold or of silver. 
These sinister representations had a discouraging effect upon 
some minds : but the friends of colonisation, on the other hand, 
contrived at last to nullify them, by proclaiming the advantages 
which were sure to accrue to the French nation through a large 
trade with the Canadian savages in peltry ; urging, at the same 
time, the impolity of the French people looking on, while others 
were exclusively sharing the spoils of the New World among them. 
In fine, the party of progress gained their cause.

One of the leading spirits of that body was a Picard noble named 
Jean-François de la Roque, superior of Roberval, whom King 
Francis called “ the little king of Vimeu.’’ This personage, who 
had gained his royal master’s esteem through his bravery and fidel
ity, asked and obtained the right and title to govern, in the king’s 
name, all the countries newly discovered. It was conceded 
at the same time, in a royal edict dated June 15th, 1640, that 
Roberval might raise a body of volunteers to found a permanent 
establishment. Cartier also had the command of the vessels assigned 
to him for convoying the colonists to America; and some delays 
and disputes arising, he, without waiting for Roberval, set out 
with five ships, early in the summer of 1541. After a three 
months’ stormy passage, in which the vessels were scattered about,

/
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Cartier arrived at Newfoundland, where he tarried a while, expect
ing the arrival of the Governor, who was to have followed him 
within a few days, but he came not; so pursuing his own voyage, 
he ascended the St. Lawrence, and cast anchor at Quebec. The 
colonists, on landing, at once began clearing spots of land, near 
by, for cultivation. Leaving these men thus occupied, he as
cended the St. Lawrence, hoping to get above ttie Sault St. Louis, 
but found it Impossible to clear the rapids.

Autumn came on and passed away, bringing no tidings of Ro- 
berval ; Cartier, therefore, prepared to winter in the country. 
He despatched two of his vessels, however, to St. Malo, to inform 
the king of his own proceedings, and to make inquiry why Ro- 
berval delayed coming out.

Cartier and his remaining people were allowed to pass the win-' 
ter in peace ; but in spring following, the savages manifesting a 
hostile spirit, he thought it fitting to re-embark his colonists and 
return home. He set sail for France about the very Aime that 
Roberval was leaving it with three ships, in which ffere several 
gentlemen adventurers, besides 200 other colonists, or both sexes. 
Insuperable obstacles had, it seems, prevented Roberval from 
joining Cartier the year before. According to the statcynent of a 
document lately found in the archives of the dépôt de da Marine, 
Paris,* the two squadrons met at a short distance from Quebec, 
and Roberval caused Cartier to turn back, in view of founding a 
settlement in the Isle d’Orléans. And if we may confide in 
another version of the alleged rencounter, it took place near St. 
John’s, Newfoundland, a more likely locality ; the narrator adding, 
that Cartier declined to follow Roberval, as perceiving that the 
latter desired to rob him of a part of his discoveries. Be all this 
as it may, we know for certain that Roberval reached his desti
nation in safety ; that he sent home, in autumn following, two of 
his vessels to inform the King of his arrival, and to request that 
provisions might be sent out to him next year. We know also 
that fifty of his colonists perished during the winter of 1642-43 ; 
and that the governor started in June following, with 70 men, 
upon an expedition for the interior, hoping to be more fortunate

• Documents de Paris, t. 6, published by Lit. and Hist. Soc., Quebec.
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than Cartier, and reach that country which the savages spoke of as 
abounding in the precious metals and stones of price. This second 
exploratory voyage to the interior was still less encouraging than 
that of Cartier. The extant relation of it, by Roberval himself, is 
incomplete ; but had he discovered the country in the west, re
ported by the savages of the east as abounding in gold, silver and 
precious stones,—missed by his predecessor, of course,—surely 
some indication of its existence, if discovered, would be found in 
the extant account, fragmentary though it is ; from which how
ever we learn the discouraging fact, that before the expedition 
returned to Quebec, one of Roberval’s vessels sank, and eight 
of his men were drowned.

Intelligence of Roberval’s arrival in Canada arrived in Paris 
just as war was about to recommence between Francis I and 
Charles V. Instead of sending the succour that was asked for, 
the King, according to Lesoarbot, ordered Cartier, in 1643, to 
bring Roberval back to France,* where his valour, and influence 
in Picardy, a province then about to become the seat of war, 
might be useful. All those whom Roberval took out as colonists, 
were it would seem, conducted, at the same time, to France by 
Cartier. Thus terminated the first attempt at colonising by France 
in North America, if we except that made by baron de Léry.

The name of Jacques Cartier, immortalized as it is by the dis
covery of Canada, thenceforth disappears from French history. *

• Some writers are dubious of the reality of this voyage, the fourth of 
Cartier ; which Lescarbot, alone, as it seems, taking notice of, has been 
passed over by other reporters. But that author says distinctly, that 
“ the King being engaged in affairs of state of an onerous nature in 
France itself, was unable to send bodily succour to his colonial subjects ; 
who, besides, ought to have been able by that time to extract from the 
country itself the means of subsistence.. ” And again : “ Roberval was 
sent forth to serve the King in those regions ; for I find, from the re
lation of the said Quartier (sic), that he passed eight months seeking 
him, after Roberval was there (in Canada) seventeen months.” The 
account by Roberval himself confirms what Lescarbot reports about the 
lack of provisions, viz. : “ RoberVal sent back to France two of his ships 
in order to bear advices to His Majesty, afterwards to return to him 
next year with such provisions and other things as it might please the 
King to send for his use.”

»
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But if we may rely on the validity of the claim advanced by hie 
nephews, some fifty years afterwards, for a continuation of the 
privileges accorded to their uncle, it is supposable that during 
several after years he trafficked in peltry with the natives.

Cartier manifested, in all his expeditions, adventurous courage. 
No contemporary navigator had as yot dared to advance so far 
into the lands of the Now World as he, or ventured to face the 
perfidy and cruelties of their many barbarous tribes. In his braving 
the rigours of a Canadian winter, and shutting himself up for six 
months, without means of escape, among the aborigines whose 
amicable feelings towards the French he had every reason to dis
trust, he gave a signal example of the intrepidity of the mariners 
of his time and country. Of right, therefore, in every sense, he 
heads the long file of visitors of inner North America. By his 
ascent of the great river St. Lawrence, in which he reached the 
Sault St. Louis, he became the harbinger of successive French 
explorations, such as those of the shores of Hudson’s Bay, of the 
Mississippi valley, and onward to the hither slopes of the Bocky 
Mountains.

In acknowledgment of his rare merits, it is said * that he and 
his race were ennobled by his royal master. Few of the mariners 
upon whoni# that distinction was conferred in Franco merited it 
so much as Jacques Cartier, master mariner of St. Malo.

• Recherche! de M. Cunat tur Jacqutt Cartier, consigned in a paper 
annexed to the prochi-verbal drawn up by the commissioner named by 
M. Hovins, knight of tfee Legion of Honor, mayor of St. Malo, ^for the 
recognition and receipt of the remnants of "la petite Hermind',’’ which 
were sent to him by Joseph Hamel, Esq., Surveyor and Arpenteur of the 
city of Quebec, who discovered the imbedded hull of that vessel some 
months before, at the very spot where it was abandoned by Jacques 
Cartier, in 1630 ; that is, 307 years previously.



CHAPTER III.

TEMPORARY ABANDONMENT OF CANADA. 

1543-1603.

Roberval lets out for America after the war, and periihee with all his 
followers.—M. Villegagnon attempts to found a French colony in 
Brazil ; the enterprise miscarries, through the disaccord of the 
adventurers.—Foundation of Carolina, in Florida.—Massacre of its 
French colonists, by the Spaniards in time of peace ; the queen- 
regent, Catherine de Medlcis, demanding no satisfaction therefor, 
M. de Oourgues avenges the wrong done to his nation by sanguinary 
reprisals.—Prolonged indifference of the French people to coloni
sation.—Progress of the fisheries and traffic in peltry.—The mar
quis de la Roche undertakes to found a French settlement in Aca
dia ; the project fails ; of his colonists left in the Isle de Sable, the 
greater number perish ; five years thereafter, the French King 
causes the survivors to be removed.—M. de la Roche, ruined by his 
failure, dies broken-hearted.—Concerning the obstacles French 
colonisation in those times had to encounter.

The war between Francis I and Charles V lasted for about three 
years (1542-4). During that time of hostilities, as in others since, 
Canada was lost to the view of the rulers of France. ' When the 
treaty of Crespy was signed (Sept. 17th, 1544) between the King 
and the Emperor, the return of peace caused the royal attention 
to be turned favourably to the suspended enterprises of Roberval ; 
and this none the less that the latter had, meanwhile, done the 
state great service in fields of battle. No expedition, however, 
to Canada was realized before the death of Francis I, which took 
place March 31, 1647. Not till two years afterwards, Henry II 
being king, did Roberval organise his expedition to Canada ; but 
which he was destined never to reach, as he perished in the pas
sage, with alb his followers, including a brother, who was almost 
as distinguished a warrior as himself. This catastrophe caused all 
projects of colonising Canada by natives of France to be aban-
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dotted ; end it would al«j> moat likely have restrained its people 
from undertaking any haiàfdous enterprise of the kind in any 
quarter, if admiral de Coligjiy'a attention had not been directed 
to the subject of Amerioun" colonisation by Frenchmen.

In 1665, Coligny, Who was chief of the Huguenots, proposed to 
Henry II to found, in some region of the Now World, a colony 
whither his Protestent subjects might retire and there exercise 
their worship in peace and with fùll freedom. The king approved 
of the design, but it was afterwards abandoned. Nicholas Durand 
de Villegagnon, knight of Malta and vice-admiral of Brittany, 
imbued with the new doctrines, obtained without much difficulty 
permission to conduct a body of such colonists to Brasil,—a coun
try the temperature of which made it preferable to Canada. But 
this establishment mot the fate of those that had boon desiderated 
for the opposite extremity of the continent ; the failure of each, 
however, being due to diverse causes. Villegagnon abjured his 
apostaoy ; and dissidences arising among the French colonists, they 
wore unable, at length, to maintain their fboting in the country.

All this while, religious dissensions were becoming more and 
more envenomed in France. The frightftil massacre of the Van- 
dois in 1646, had filled the protestant mind with secret terror. 
Civil war was ready to break out : Coligny thought more seriously 
than ever about finding an asylum for his co-religionists, upon 
whom now began to press the rigors of a cruel persecution. He 
profited by a species of truce, in 1662, to interest the court in the 
plan of a settlement he had projected for them in Florida. Char
levoix opines that the admiral, according to all appearance, did 
not discover his main design to the King, and that he directed 
the royal attention to his project only as an enterprise that would 
prove beneficial to France in general; but it ia difficult to be
lieve that he oould thus palm such a project upon Hie Majesty. 
Charles know all about it ; and he was but too happy to lean 
that Coligny engaged Huguenots only for hie expedition, because 
the kingdom would thereby become purged of just wT’nTany 
enemies. /

The admiral was at first left sole director of the enterprise. He 
gave the command of the expedition to Jean de Ribaud, an 
excellent mariner oÇ Dieppe; who set out for Florida In 1662,
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accompanied by several gentlemen volunteers. Ribeut coasted the 
North Amerioan seaboard, holding a northerly course. He took 
possession, for France, of Florida and Georgia, by erecting a 
pillar, bearing the royal armorials, on a mound. Pursuing hie 
way, he reached at length a email island, known as Santa Crus 
to the Spaniards, upon which he oonatrueted defensive works, 
and named the fortress Charles-Fort, in honour of the reigning 
king. The country boro every appearance of fertility, and its 
indigenous possessors gave the French a kind reception.

Ribeut returned to France in 1663, leaving in charge of the fort 
one of hie captains, named Albert. Instead of tilling the soil, the 
French whom he left behind, trusting to the provisions in store, set 
about searching for veins of gold and silver, the whole soil of the 
New World being reported to cover abundance of both. Meanwhile, 
as food began to fail them, dissensions soon followed ; and the 
commandant, who had till then disguised hie true character, 
showed himsolf to be a cruel tyrant One soldier, who offended 
him, he hang with hie own hands ; and at length he beeame so 
odious to all his men, that they killed him.

As the ooloniete sow themselves in danger of death from 
famine, and as Ribeut still returned not, they built a vessel, and 
caulked its plank-seams with mats, made sails for it with their 
bed-sheets and shirts, and for cordage used the inner fibres of 
tree-bark. In this rude vessel they all embarked for France, 
though having neither sailors to work nor pilots to guide their 
vessel. Delayed by a calm at sea, which lasted for several days, 
their provisions ran out, even fresh water at last failed them. 
“ One of the party," reports Guérin, “ having reminded hie com
rades that the death of one of them might become the means of 
saving the lives of all,'not only was the proposal heard without 
horror, but received with a kind of ferocious joy. When lots 
were about to be oast for a victim by compulsion, a soldier named 
Laohau offered himself a voluntary sacrifice. He was forthwith 
slaughtered, and his blood, as it flowed, carefully caught and put 
apart, for after use as a beverage. Meantime, parte of the flesh 
were served out and ravenously devoured." Happily, no second 
sacrifice of this horrible nature vu required by these forlorn men, 
as an English ship shortly thereafter neared their vessel, and 
kindly rescued them.

V
r
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“ Gaspard de Coligny,” continues the same authority, “ far from 
being deterred by difficulties of every kind which stood in the 
way of Calvinist colonisation, persevered in his attempts at its 
realisation all the more that their persecution was redoubled. 
He profited by a breathing-time they enjoyed through his means, 
by a composition with the court, to engage Charles IX to furnish 
new means for carrying his further attempts to settle them in 
America. The king did actually grant him three well equipped 
vessels for that purpose. They were confided to the charge, as 
captain-in-chief, of René de Goulaine de Laudouinière, a gentle
man familiar with maritime affairs, and reported to be ‘ signally 
pious.' He had under him many picked soldiers and superior 
artisans. The king gave him 60,000 crowns to meet all needful 
outlay incurred before his departure, or arising thereafter ; and 
several rich lords embarked with him, defraying their own charges. 
The primitive aim, in sending this second expedition to the same 
locality, was the re-victualling of Charles-Fort.’’

Laudouinière setting sail in April, 1564, passed first to the 
Canary Isles, thence to the Antilles, and at length cast anchor 
between the river St. Mary’s* and that of St. John, on the eastern 
coast of North America. He caused a fort to be erected at two 
leagues’ distance from the sea, and named it Carolina. But in no 
long time the presence of the French roused the jealousy of the 
Spaniards. Philip II soon despatched a fleet expressly “ to fight 
the heretics and prevent them from establishing their worship in 
America."

The fort of Carolina was, accordingly, invested by a Spanish 
force, and at length taken, after a vigorous resistance directed by 
Laudouinière. A portion of the garrison, however, escaped pre
viously to the assault, the governor among the rest; who, re
turning to France, was ill received by the French government,—a 
disgrace which probably shortened his days. What perhaps 
hastened, if it did not quite cause the loss of Carolina fort was the 
obstinacy of Ribaut, then on the spot (having returned to 
America), who headed with the entire garrison an imprudent sortie 
on open ground against the besiegers. The loss of men, in an 
unequal combat, left the fort almost without defenders, and it 
became an easy prey to the Spaniards.
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The enterprise of Ribaut had an evil ending. He was caught 
in a tempest, as sudden as furious, which drove his vessels fifty 
leagues to the southward, and wrecked them on a rooky coast. 
The crews, however, contrived to gain the land in safety. Ribaut 
was now fain to feel his way, with his people, to Carolina by land. 
Arrived in its vicinity, and made aware of its loss, he made an 
offer to surrender on terms, from not having means of support. 
Menendez, the Spanish governor, gave an encouraging reply to 
his messengers, pronouncing one of those Castilian oaths that 
the Inquisition habitually recommended to the abominable pur
veyors for their execution-days.

The French, to the number of eight hundred, put faith in 
the promises of Menendez. In order as they arrived^ the monster 
crossing himself (thus outraging, in his blind fanaticism, the cross 
of Christ), caused poniards to pierce their hearts. The brave 
d'Ottigny, whilst they plunged the reeking steel in his bosom, 
took Heaven to his witness against Spanish turpitude. As for 

x'Ribaut himself, Menendez caused him to be flayed alive, after
wards sending his skin and beard to Seville, as trophies of his 
victory ; the head of the French commandant being cut in four, arid 
stuck on as many pike-heads. Finally, the Spaniards gathered 
all the corpses of their victims, including those whom they had 
previously murdered in the fort or killed in the woods, treating 
these poor remains with an unparalleled indignity ; and, before 
burning them to ashes, hung them on trees, with this derisory 
and fanatical inscription appended : “ These wretches have not 
been thus treated because they were Frenchmen, but because 
they were heretics, and enemies of God.”—Almost all the colonists 
perished in this way. Their settlement had subsisted for about 
three years. The Spaniards kept the fastness they had thus 
gained, and farther fortified themselves there, intending to remain 
in the country.

When news of the massacre reached France, it excited public 
indignation in the highest degree. Every one, of what religion 

\soever he might be, regarded the deeds done as inflicting a stain 
upon all France, and longed to avenge them. But the court 
viewed it with other eyes; out of hatred towards Coligny and the 
Huguenots, Charles IX, or rather Catherine de Mediois,—for it

VOL. I.—E
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wan she who governed tho kingdom, the aovoreign being but fifteen 
yearn old,—put on the appearance of having taken no heed of a 
transaction which it ia probable nho connived at. The king, thus 
neglecting his duty to tho country, a private vindicator of tho 
national honour, tarnished an it had boon, appeared on the scene. 
This wan the chevalier Dominique do Gourgucs, scion of a family 
of distinction in Guienne, a good catholic, and an officer of merit, 
but who had suffered fortune’s reverses.

During the war in Italy he had held a French post at Sienna 
in Tuscany, for a long while, with thirty men only, despite the 
efforts of a corps of tho Spanish army to dislodge him ; but all its 
defenders being killed save himself, he was taken prisoner, and 
sont to the galleys. Tho galley aboard which ho was put, had 
been first captured by the Turks, and retaken by the knights of 
Malta. . By this turn of fate he regained his liberty, and he turned 
it to active account by voyaging in different regions of the world ; 
quickly gaining therein such experience of tho sea, that he be
came one of tho most accomplished and daring navigators of the 
age. Profoundly affected on hearing of the massacre of the Frenoh 
of Carolina, lue swore to avenge their deaths. With that intent 
he sold all he possessed, procured and armed tW& ships and a gal
ley manned by 80 sailors and 100 arquebusiers, the latter mostly 
men of gentle blood.

Repairing to tho island of Cuba, he assembled his followers, and 
related to them, in strong terms, tho unheard of cruelties which 
the Spaniards had exorcised upon the French in Florida. “ Such 
has been, my comrades, tho criminality of our enemies; and how 
much blacker would not ours be, were we still to delay doing jus
tice upon those who have thus outraged the French nation 1 It 
ia tho desire to avenge the insult put upon us all which has induced 
me to sell my property ; the same desire it is, which has opened 
for me the purses of my friends. We have reckoned on your aid to 
carry out our meditated design, believing you all to be so jealous 
of the honour of the land of your birth as to stake your existence 
in a cause of this importance. Can I be deceived in any of you ? 
1 trust to set you a proper example : I promise to beat your head 
always and everywhere ; taking upon myself constantly the èhief 
share of the perils that may be incurred. In a word, then, will

X
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you refuse to follow whither I lead ?" Universal acclamations 
immediately answered this appeal ; and as soon as a fair wind 
arose, the vessels of the flotilla were steered towards Florida. 
When the French landed near Carolina, they ascertained that the 
natives about the place wore ill-disposed towards the Spaniards. 
M. de Gourgues turned this dislike to profitable account by form
ing a league against the latter, the former making common cause 
with the French.

By this time the Spanish garrison had constructed two forts, 
in addition to that taken by them. M. do Gourgues nevertheless 
prepared to attack them all in succession ; and for that purpose 
dividing his forces into two columns, lie advanced accompanied by 
his native auxiliaries against the nearest dependent fort. Its garri
son, of about threescore men, decided to abandon it ; but in retiring 
they got hemmed in between the two attacking corps, and were 
almost all destroyed at the first shock.

The second fort was then assaulted, and taken aflcr a short re
sistance. Its defenders met the same fate as the garrison of the 
former : they wore intercepted in trying to flee, and cut in pieces. 
The third and original fort (La Caroline) was of the most impor
tance, and contained 200 men. The French commander was 
about to escalade it, when the Spanish Governor committed a 
similar fault to that of Ribaut, which helped the former to gain 
it; for, making a sortie with 80 arquebusiers, these picked men 
were allowed to advance far beyond the fort, when Gourgues fell 
upon them, and in spite of a desperate resistance, killed them every 
one. The rest of the garrison, despairing of being able to main- ' 
tain the post, endeavoured to cut their way to the woods, but were 
all intercepted or killed on the spot by the French or their native 
allies ; with the exception of a few, however, who were reserved 
for a more ignominious death. The victors made a considerable 
booty. The Spanish prisoners were now led to the spot where 
the French captors had been immolated, as we have seen, and 
after being reproached with their previous cruelty and perfidy, they 
were hung upon the branches of the same trees as the murdered 
French ; their avengers altering the former inscription graven on 
a stone by Menendee, to' the following, which then took its place :
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formed for establishing a connexion with Canada, but not so much 
in view of its colonisation,* owing to the treaty of pacification 
made with the Huguenots.

It is to be kept in view, however, while making the observation, 
that, amidst the wars of religion which vexed olden France, its 
chiefs thought no longer of renewing intercourse with America, 
yet we ought to make an cxception'for a part of the French people : 
The Normans, the Basques, and the Bretons continued to fish 
for the cod and join in pursuit of the whales which frequented 
the embouchure of the St. Lawrence and its neighbouring waters ; 
ever industriously plying these callings as if their native land 
enjoyed unbroken peace. Year by year, these hardy mariners 
widened the circle of their navigation. In 1578, a hundred and 
fifty French vessels repaired to Newfoundland alone. Another 
species of industry, almost as profitable as the deep-sea fishings, 
namely, a regular traffic in peltry with the natives of the sur
rounding or contiguous seaboard, was established during the same 
space of time. French traffickers in furs, &c., in their searches 
for sellers of these commodities, might be found widely spread 
over parts of the maritime regions of the continent, and along the 
banks of such of its rivers as fall into the ocean. They even 
ascended the St. Lawrence to places higher up than Quebec, and 
coasted the islands of the gulf and its environage. Noël and Châ- 
ton, nephews and heirs of Cartier, were engaged in the peltry 
traffic, and vere so successful in their dealings as to excite the 
jealousy of rival traders, who spitefully burnt several of their bar
ges or coasting-vessels. In order to secure protection from such 
attacks, those nephews of Cartier solicited from Henry III a re
newal of the privileges once accorded to himself, in commercing 
with the natives ; asking, at the same time, an exclusive right to

• This passage refers to the famous treaty of Nantes, a royal edict 
signed April 15, 1598. It was drawn up at the instance of Henry IV by 
president de Thou, Gdspard de Schambourg, Dominic de Vic, Jeannin, 
and Soffrein de Calignon, members of the council of State. It was com
posed of 92 articles, all in favour of the French protestants, and granting 
to them guarantees, moral and material, for the security of their lives and 
fortunes, and the free exercise of their religion.—B.
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work the mines they had discovered. In consideration of the 
services of the great navigators, letters patent, acceding to their 
wishes, were accorded them in 1588. But as soon as this became 
known, the merchants of St. Malo, lodging an appeal before the 
privy council, obtained a revocation of the grant ; without, how
ever, advancing their own interest} much in the sequel, for, in 
the year 1598, that of the pacification of Vervins,the marquis de 
La Roche, then in Brittany, obtained a royal confirmation for him
self of the charge of “ lieutenant-general," or viceroy, of Canada, 
Acadia, and lands adjoining ; which appointment, indeed, was only 
a renewal of what had been formerly accorded to him by Henry 
III, but which the troubles reigning in France itself had hitherto 
hindered him from enjoying. The marquis obtained, at the same 
time, additional powers destructive of the trading freedom of the 
merchants of St. Malo. Thus he was authorised to impress, in 
every port of France, all ships, with every master mariner and 
sailor in them, he might think needful for his expeditions. Not 
only so, but having gained a footing in America, he was empowered 
to levy troops, to make war or peace, and to build towns, within 
the limits of his vioeroyalty ; to promulgate laws, and to execute 
them ; to concede lands in feudal form and with feudal privi
leges ; lastly, to regulate the colonial trade at discretion. No tra
der, therefore, might venture to oppose any monopoly set up by 
this proposed lord of all, as they had done in the case of Cartier’s 
descendants.

The marquis de la Roche, fearing that his people, being chiefly 
criminals, or vagabonds, might desert him, landed them on the Isle 
de Sable, at the entry of the gulf of St. Lawrence. That island) 
which is of crescent-like configuration, arid, and of rude aspect, 
bears no trees or fruit; its only vegetation is scanty grass or moss, 
growing around a lake in the centre. Leaving his colonists in 
this dreary sea-beaten region, La Roche passed on to Acadia. 
Returning thence, he was caught in a tempest; which, proceeding 
from the west, drove his vessel, in ten or twelve days’ time, to the 
French coasts. Scarcely had he set foot in France, than he found 
himself in a maze of difficulties. The duke de Mercoeur, then at 
war with Henry the Fourth, arresting him, kept him a prisoner 
in Brittany, for some time. Not till five years afterward was the
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marquis able to apprise the king, then at Rouen, of the particular* 
of his voyage. Henry, compassionating the situation of the unfor
tunates in the Isle de Sable, ordered the pilot who had led thorn 
thither to loam their fate, and it waa found to be deplorable. Of the 
whole band, forty in number, not more than twelve remained. 
Left to their own discretion, and incapable of self-government, 
they had became utterly lawless. Evil passions being ever in the 
ascendant, each man’s hand was turned against his fellow, and 
several of them had thus come to a violent end. The few sur
vivors, however, tamed by their ill-supplied bodily wants, had 
perforce latterly led a mere tranquil life. It was found that they 
had constructed huts with the remnants of a vessel which had 
been wrecked on the breakers abounding on the isle’s desolate 
shores ; and owed their nutriment chiefly to eating the flesh of a 
few domesticated animals which baron de Léry had landed on the 
isle some fourscore years before, that had there continued their 
several species.* The clothes they had on being soon worn out, 
they made themselves vestments out of the skins of the seals they 
captured. The King wished to sec them, accoutred just as they 
had been found. Along with their beards unkempt, and their hair 
in wild disorder, their visages had assumed a savage expression 
rather than that usual to civilised men. Henry (doubtless moved 
at the sight) gave to each of them fifty crowns, with full liberty 
to return to their homes, and assurances of oblivion of their 
evil acts committed aforetime.

The marquis de La Roche, who had çmbarked his entire for
tune in the enterprise, lost all of it tharyet remained, in succeed
ing misfortunes which awaited him through its means. He had 
set his heart upon realising a noble project, and it had signally 
failed. The chagrin which consumed his mind was yet stronger 
than his regret at the dilapidation of his finances, and both work
ing together consigned him to an early grave. He was censured 
by some of his contemporaries for imputed faults ; but he could 
not rightly be blamed for the failure of plans which he had no 
fhir opportunity of carrying out ; while, in our day, his memory

Laét : Hittoirt it tAmérique.
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must always be held in respect by the descendants of the early 
colonists of America.

All the disorders, observable in the attempts at colonisation 
made during the times now under review, were due to the intes
tine troubles which agitated Europe during nearly the entire 16th 
century. The choice, too, made of the kind of individuals to 
begin the work, who were, in most eases, soldiers, or men of like 
habitudes, was injudicious. Again : no regard was had for con
nectedness of the successive steps made towards the great object 
in view ; and the indifference of statesmen to this great requisite 
ran an oven race with the heedlessness of private individuals : the 
means at the disposal of the latter, besides, being usually inade
quate to accomplish the task undertaken by or proscribed to them. 
But the last-noted species of obstructiveness was not peculiar to 
early French colonisation. The annals of the thirteen English- 
founded provinces of America, the first in chronological order of 
the United States, inform us that it was long before the people of 
British race were able to maintain a permanent footing on our 
northern continent. For, not to speak of the first English colo
nising expedition sent out in 1679, and which the Spaniards, 
jealous of the projects of other nations, and then masters of the 
sea, forced to retrace its course ;* setting this aside, we know that 
Sir Humphrey Gilbert, four years later, began a settlement at St. 
John's, Newfoundland ; which, though it bore hopeful appearances 
at first, yet the indiscipline of the colonists brought all to ruin. 
The celebrated Walter Raleigh, a disciple of Coligny’s, whose 
tendencies and perseverance he shared, desiring to follow np the 
designs of the knight above named, whi was his brother-in-law, 
planted a colony at Roanoke, in Florida ; \ut, three years there
after, Sir Francis Drake found it expedient to take the settlers on 
board his vessels on his return to England.-)- In 1686, another 
colony was commenced in Virginia; but all its people died of 
want, or were massacred by their savage neighbours. In 1602, 
again, a body of colonists from Britain, located on the seaboard

• Oldts : American Annals, 
t R. Bsyerliy : History of Virginia.
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of Now England, had no bettor fortune. Other abortive attempt*, 
auooeeding to the foregoing, were mode by Kngliah adventurora, 
although sundry of them were rather trading expeditions than 
efforts to realise territorial settlement.* Despite these and other

• M. Garneau, In narrating the failure of the earliest of the English 
colonisations In North America, has put himself In disaccord with the 
best-accredited accounts of other historians, In several particulars. Here 
are what we believe to be the facta of the case Sir Humphrey Gilbert, 
authorised by a “patent" (charter) lYom queen Elisabeth, equipped a small 
squadron with which he sailed horn England In the year 16ÏU, In view of 
founding a permanent territorial settlement In America, but losing one of 
hls vessels, and experiencing other disasters, he was fain to return home.

, Gilbert and Raleigh (step-brothers) conjoining their resources, fitted out 
/ new vessels, aboard which they went forth, In 1BR3. Arriving In New

foundland, they took ceremonial possession of the country, In their 
queen's name. No attempt at colonisation took place, however, nor 
even any exploration ; unless, indeed, we term as such the falling upon 
a mineral vein In the territory somewhere, which Raleigh mistakenly 
believed was silver ore. Shortly thereafter, the vessels set sail for 
England ; but that commanded by Sir Gilbert foundered on the way.

In spring, 1684, Raleigh, again chartered by the queen, despatched 
two ships of observation, commanded by Amldas and Darlow, master 
mariners, directing them to coast the sea-board of North America along 
Us southern face. This they did for only about 100 miles ; their 
first landing-place being an Island of the Ocracock group. They next 
coasted Albemarle and Pamlico sounds along with Roanoke Island, In 
Virginia (not Florida) ; when, having taken a general view of the coun
try, and tested the dispositions of Its people, forming a favourable 
opinion of both, they returned to England.

Next year (1686), Raleigh, now knighted, did Indeed equip an expe
dition, in view of founding a colony in the region above noted ; the 
country having, at the same time, the name assigned to It of11 Virginia," 
in compliment to the queen. The flotilla now despatched was composed 
of seven vessels, in which were embarked, besides the crews, 108 In
tending colonists, under the governorship of Ralph Lane. The adven
turers wvre landed at Roanoke; and forthwith proceeded to lay the 
foundations of a settlement. The injudicious severity of Sir Richard 
Grenville, however, who caused an Indian town to be burnt, to punish 
a petty theft,by one of its people, evoked a spirit of enmity, at the 
outset, which ultimately made the position of the English quite unten
able. And thus it was, that the colonists had to leave In the following 
year.—B.

i
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discouraging results, from diver* causes, it would bo » mistake to 
conclude thoneo that the right time wb* not yet ootno for the gene
ral colonisation of America. " The wnri, political and religiou*, 
raging in Europe during the Kith and 17th centurie*, wore a* 
influential in impelling government* to colonise and induce their 
nubjocU to emigrate in those times, a* the suffering from penury, 
or the pressure of overpopulation, at the present day." Repressed 
malcontents, and persecuted religionists alike, had hoard of a land 
of rcftigo ; and the wilds of America seemed to them a providence 
for that urgent want. Thither they hied eagerly, therefore ; their 
trustfulness in the future not utiminglod with regrets, however, at 
thus, through physical or moral compulsion, being forced to renounce 
the lands of their birth, for those where their descendant* have 
established or laid the foundations of empires, present or to come.

: I
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BOOK FIRST.

PERMANENT ESTABLISHMENT OP NEW FRANCE.

CHAPTER 1.^

ACADIA (NOVA BOOTIA).

1603—1613.

Observations on the civilisation of Europe et thli epoch ; Importance 
of Colonies for France.—M. Chauvin appointed Lieutenant-General 
of Canada and Acadiakwith a monopoly of the peltry traffic therein. 
—Chauvin dying, Is succeeded by the Commander de Chastes, who 
forms a commercio-colonlal Society.—Messrs. Pont-Gravd and 
Champlain’s voyage to Canada.—De Chastes dying, M. de Monts, 
a Calvinist, succeeds to his functions, and allows French Protest
ants to settle in the Colony.—Expedition of M. de Monte In Acadia. 
—Messrs. Champlain and'De Monte discover the Bay of Fundy ; also 
the rivers St. John, Penobscot, and Kennebec.—The colonists dirt 
embark at the Isle St. Croix.—Champlain explores the coasts.—I 
Messrs. De Monts and Poutrincourt found Port-Royal, whlclrv 
place is conceded to the latter.—Lescarbot.—Progression of Port- 
Royal.—Withdrawal of the Monopoly accorded to M. Monts.—Dis
solution of the Company trading In pel try .-Temporary abandonment 
of Port-Royal.—M. de Poutrincourt, who had left for France on a 
visit, now returns ; after refusing to take Jesuit priests with him. 
—Assassination of Henry the Fourth.—The Marchioness de Guerche- 
ville purchases the rights of the partners of M. De Monts, in order to 
send Jesuits to Acadia.—Dissensions between the colonists and the 
Jesuits.—Madame de Ouerchevllle sends them to found an establish- * 
ment near to thr Penobscot river.«^-The English of Virginia destroy 
St. Sauveur and Port-Royal, in time of jteace.—The French 
Government takes no heed of these hostile proceedings, not con
sidering the Franco-American Colonics in America as national, 
but private foundations merely.

We have now attained to an epoch wherein we may fix the com
mencement of durable success for French colonisation. Many
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obstacle* and calamities may yet retard its course, but its progrès* 
will not ooa*e to bo real. This epoch corresponds to the reign of 
Henry IV, one of the greatest of French King*, and to that of 
his successor, Louis XIII. Foreign had given place to civil war, 
Reoholieu had abased Austria and the French nobles ; the latter 
having been weakened and divided by war* for religious pretexts. 
The national character, ro-tomperod in these long and sanguinary 
broils, had resumed its wonted energy ; and Franco, once more 
in and at peace, wanted a now oaroor to be opened up for her dis
posable energies. The march of civilisation still continued 
throughout the epoch referred to. Henry the Fourth brought 
his kingdom into order, caused it to flourish, regulated 
the finances, reformed the laws, fostered agriculture and 
commerce, established manufacture* of all kinds, formed the Canal 
of Briare, Ac., Trade with foreign countries was as profitable in 
improving men's manners, as in returning pecuniary gains ; and 
the art of printing, which was rapidly spreading its influences, 
gave a now and potent impulsion to amelioration in every form. 
The middle class, having at last acquired importance by its riches, 
took the rank in society its most active and industrious members 
deserved ; and, in elbowing from its accustomed pride of plaoo 
the warrior nobility who had stood between all other subjects and 
the throne, exalted along with itself the inferior labouring ranks, 
•rewhile lying hopelessly prone at the foot of the social scale. 
“Every stop of progress,” says Lamennais, “is resolvable into 
the extension of liberty ; for progress is but a development, more 
or less free or complete, of the potencies of human being. Now, 
in the social scale, there is no real liberty without property ; rea
lised thrift alone can release men from slavish dependence on their 
fellows.”

The discovery of the New World had accelerated the great 
movement going on. The nations set about colonising : some, 
to rid themselves of restless sectaries ; others, to find a field for 
missionary labour ; all, hoping to open up new sources of wealth 
and power. France, above every other, was distinguished for efforts 
at converting infidels. It is to the fervour of her seal, in that 
regard, we must attribute the preferential esteem the French 
people have obtained, at all times, among savage nations.
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America was now, more than ever before, fixing the attention 
of Europeans ; and it remained to be seen which should obtain 
the largest share of its territory. When the time for division took 
place, it was not meet that France should be absent. Spain and 
Portugal had already divided much of the southern continent 
between them, by an arrangement with papal sanction ; Eng
land persisted in forming settlements in Florida, despite the checks 
she received ; Holland, with her flag displayed on every sea, had 
founded the New Netherlands (a province better known under its 
after-name of New YorHt) : in a word, the whole European world 
was in movement around France, and in such a condition of 
things she could no longer remain stationary, or look on,''while 
her enemies and rivals were strengthening themselves in America. 
But the earlier individuals to whom the French Government con
fided the task of occupying a portion of the New World, after the 
decease of the Marquis de la Roche, merely turned their privileges 
to account in the form of speculative self-aggrandisement.

The sieur de Pont-Gravé, a rich merchant of St. Malo, formed 
a plan to obtain, for his own exclusive benefit, a monopoly of’the 
fur-trade both in Canada and Acadia ; and in order to gain tills 
end, he took into his confidence a master-mariner named Chauvin,\ 
who besides having influential friends at court, had obtained some 
personal favour with the Government, from services in late wars. 
He obtained a royal grant in his own favour, of all the powers andy 
privileges conceded to La Roche, armed with which he set sail foi* 
Canada, and landed a dozen men at Tadoussac, in such forlorn 
plight, that they would have died of hunger during the winter, 
had they not been succoured by the natives of that country. 
Chauvin himself dying shortly thereafter, Pont-Gravé would have 
found himself no further advanced than bcfoje, had not that luck
less officer’s mantle fallen on the shoulders of the Commander de 
Chastes, Governor of Dieppe, who was now invested with all the 
privileges granted to Chauvin. Trading interests, however, 
were but secomlary objects with De Chastes ; but Pont-Gravé, 
whose sole aim( had been to enrich himself, showed to him how 
needful the profits attending a monopolising traffic would be found, 
to defray the unpaid cost attending the work of colonisation ; and 
persuaded the Commander to join with him in forming a trading
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society, having for its chief partners several men of rank and the 
leading merchants of Rouen. All other preliminaries being ar
ranged, Captain Samuel Champlain, a distinguished naval officer, 
who had voyaged in the West Indies, and enjoyed favour at Court, 
was invited to command an expedition, and otherwise to carry out 
the views of Pont-Gravé and the other associated adventurers. 
With three barks of the pettiest dimensions, each but of twelve 
to fifteen tons burden, Champlain set sail in 1603. Arrived in Ca
nadian waters, he, accompanied by Pont-Gravé, ascended the river 
St. Lawrence as far as the Sault St. Louis. Upon his return to 
France, he showed a chart and relation of his voyage to his royal 
patron. King Henry was so well pleased therewith, that he pro
mised to countenance the objects in view with all his power ; and, 
M. de Chastes having died meanwhile, his functions devolved on 
Pierre du Gua, Sieur de Monts, Governor of Pons, and a place
man at Court. To him was accorded the monopoly of the fur- 
traffic in all parts of North America lying betwee'h Cape de Rate, 
in Newfoundland, up to the 50th degree of north latitude, inclu
sive. All Huguenot (French Protestant) adventurers, it was or-

time, lull 
however, ,

dained, were to enjoy in America, as in France at that time,' full 
freedom for their public worship; conditioned always, however, 
that they should take no ive proselytising ; tin * of
converting the aborigine! lusively reserved for rs

of
rs

of the Catholic faith.
Much good was expected to result from the enterprise, if only 

through the merits of its chief ; M. de Monts being a man of supe
rior talents and much experience. He was distinguished, also, as one 
ever zealous for the glory of his country.—The association, formed 
by his predecessor and still subsisting, was increased in number ; 
several of the chief merchants of La Rochelle and other cities and 
towns joining it. Four ships were manned and victualled: two 
of which were destined to commence the traffic for the company 
in peltry at Tadoussao ; thence proceeding, to range the whole 
seacard of New France, and seize all vessels found trafficking 
with the natives, in violation of the royal prohibition. The two 
other vessels were destined to bear the colonists embarked to such 
landing-places as should be agreed upon, and to aid in suitably 
locating them afterwards. Several gentlemen volunteers, some

»
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soldiers, and a number of skilled artisans,Vere embarked in these 

vessels. \
It will already have been noted, that yonng men of family 

usually took part, from choice, in the early exploring or colon
ising expeditions which left France fpr distant regions. Cartier 
and Boberval were accompanied by such, in all their voyages. 
The restless and adventurous spirit which had largely manifested 
itself among French scions of nobility in the middle ages, during 
which time it originated warlike exploits in battle-fields extending 
from the foggy coasts of England to the arid rocks about the 
river Jordan,—the adventurous spirit, we say, of the young nobles 
of olden France in the time of the crusades seemed to revive in 
such of their successors as sought, in America, a new and wider 
field for its exercise. But there were other influences at work, 
in some cases, which impelled men of gentle blood to self-expatri
ation at this time. Numbers of nobles and gentry had been 
ruined during recent civil wars in France or by the vicissitudes of 
the time ; while other nobles again, whose fortunes remained to 
them, desired to profit, by the chance now presented, of escaping 
from the heavy pressure now laid upon their exorbitant caste, 
through a constant increase of the royal power, for the abridgment 
of its privileges and suppression of its disorders. To’the latter 
class we may assign baron Jean de Poutrincoert, who embarked 
with Champlain, intending to settle in America with his family.

The ships, with the emigrants, Catholic and Protestant, sailed 
from Ilavro-de-Grice in March 1604, and stood towards Acadia, 
which M. de Monts preferred to Canada, because of its milder 
equate. He wished to set out a month earlier, but the parliament 
(supreme courj^ef Normandy refused to register his nomination 
because he was a Protestant. The king had to interpose, and 
blamed the parliament; reminding the judges that he was sending, 
along with M. de Monts, clergy of the best character.

Acadia, then the chief place of resort for French traffic, was 
considered to be the finest country of New France ; and certainly 
it possesses fine ports, has a healthy and temperate climate, and a 
fertile soil in its middle region. Towards the seaboard, it abounds 
in copper-ore, iron-stone, coal, and gypsum. The coasts are fre
quented by a number of marine animals ; as the whale, the sea-
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wolf, the seal. Amctng the variety of its garfish, wo find ood, 
salmon, mackerel, herrings, sardines, shad^&e/ Besides these 

advantages, it possesses yet others over Canada, in having a finer 
situation for external commerce, and harbours accessible at all 
seasons of the year. The Micmacs, or Souriquois Indians, who 
inhabited the country, were at once bold of heart and gentle in 
their manners ; they received the French at first with a kindness 
which never abated to the last. In a word, M. de Monts had no 
reason to repent of the preference he had shown for their country, 
as well suited in every respect for present colonisation.

The first place landed at was Port Rossignol, now Liverpool. 
Afterwards the adventurers coasted the Peninsula, as far as the 
bottom of the bay of Fundy,—called “ la Baie Française ” by M. 
de Monts.

While voyaging along the coast, the vessels entered a spacious 
basin, surrounded with smiling slopes, cleft with river-courses, 
their waters being lost in the sea. Poutrinoourt, charmed with 
the beauty of the locality, wished to settle here: accordingly, 
having obtained a grant of the, land, he named the settlement 
about to be formed, Port-Royal. After having circumnavigated the 
Baie Française, M. de Monts pursued his voyage to the southward ; 
and Champlain, who had sailed in advance, discovered first the 
St. John’s river, and next the river Ste. Croix. It was in an 
islet at the mouth of the latter, that M. Monts concluded to dis
embark his colonists, the fine season being far spent. But the 
choice he made was not a happy one : for, when winter fairly set 
in, his people found no wood or water near ; and scurvy breaking 
out, thirty-six of the people died of it. As soon as spring returned, 
he made haste to quit the plaoe, and set out in quest of a more 
suitable locality, further to the southward. After having coasted 
the shores of lower Canada, and what was afterwards the aea- 
board of New England, as far as Cape Cod, M. de Monte, perceiv
ing no locality thereabouts which united all the conditions he desi
derated, turned helm and returned to Acadia ; where, he found, 
Pont-Gravé had arrived, while he was absent, with forty additional 
colonists. This opportune reinforcement raised the spirits of all, 
which were at a low ebb, owing to the privations and diseases 
the people had suffered daring the past winter. The entire 
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body of colonists act out for Port-Royal, and began to construct 
that town, which ia now better known aa Annapolia.

In autumn cnauing, M. Monta returned to France. He there 
found public feeling very unfavourable to hia enterprise, owing to 
the reporta act a-going by the unaaaociated peltry merchants, 
whose internets were endangered by hia monopolies, that the cli
mate of Acadia waa unhealthy, and that such establishments aa hia 
were injurious to individuals and costly to the state. He feared, 
for a moment, that the Society, thus discredited, would be broken 
up, for want of the aid without which, he concluded, nothing du
rable would bo effected for colonisation ; he resolved, therefore, to 
remain in France, to prevent, if he possibly could, such a disaster ; 
and M. do Poutrinoourt, who had returned also to France to gather 
emigrants, was ordered to fill the place of governor-substitute for 
M. de Monts. But before the former could roach Port-Royal, the 
colonists were already on their way home, thinking that they had 
been left to their own resources entirely.

The individual who had rendered the greatest service at Port- 
Royal was the celebrated Loscarbot, a person of great acquire
ments, and the first to point out the true means to found a colony 
solidly. He urged that proper culture of the land, being indis
pensable to success, was the one thing needful : and, adding 
example to precept, himself showed his fellow-colonists how to set 
about it. Some he cheered on, others he shamed into activity, says 
our authority ; ho was loved by every one, and this none the less 
that all knew ho never spared himself when the general weal was 
in question. Not a day passed that he did not set a-going some 

, new work of utility, constantly bringing into play his scientific 
acquirements along with the manual labour he either practised or 
stimulated. It is to Lcscarbot that wo owe the best memorials 
we now possess regarding the foundation of Acadia. Therein 
wo may discern the superior mind and the practised pen of a man 
equally capable to write the history of a colony, as to lay its foun
dations.

Spurred on by a mind so intelligent and so practical, the colo
nists forthwith busily engaged themselves, some in charring wood, 
while others took to road-making in the forests. Up to this time, 
the people ground their grain with hand-mills : a water-mill was now
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constructed and put in action, thus setting free many pairs of active 
hands for more skilled labour. Lcscarbot showed the colonists how 
to make fire-bricks ; and to construct a furnace, with apparatus for 
clarifying the gum of the fir and making pitch : in a word, the 
most advanced experience of the useful arts in that day was put 
in practice in the new settlement. The aborigines, astonished to 
see numberless objects taking shape before their eyes, admiringly 
exclaimed, “ How many things those Normans know I"

It was, however, during the three years of this busy industry, 
which promised to do so much for the colony, that two misfortunes 
fell upon it and ruined all. The first blow was this : a party of 
Dutchmen, conducted to the Society’s depot by a vagabond emigrant, 
seised a whole year’s store of peltries there accumulated, and bore 
them off as a prise ; the second and fatal blow was dealt by the 
merchants of St. Malo, who found moans to bring about a revo
cation of the Society’s monopoly of the traffic in peltry. As soon 
as authenticated intelligence arrived of those disasters, the colon
ists at once determined to quit Port-Royal. It was an unfortu
nate and even unoallod-for renunciation ; for, had the people 
struggled on till the coming year, it is probable that moans for 
their future subsistence would have been secured, and that the 
final establishment of the colony, by them, would have become a 
certainty.

M. de Poutrinoourt, who had always governed the settlement, 
was a great favourite of the natives of the locality ; many of whom 
shed tears while regretfully escorting him to the shore, when about 
to sail for France. Buch, indeed, was the respect of these people 
for the French generally, that when they returned throe years 

• afterwards (in 1610), the fort and every other erection, with all that 
they contained, was found just as they were on the day of departure 
of their late possessors.

When M. de Poutrinoourt thus left, it was his design (proba
bly communicated to the natives) that he would soon return ; as 
trusting to find partners rich enough to aid him effectively in 
continuing his work of colonisation. Certain persons of rank, 
indeed, during two years after his arrival in France, made pro
misee of their assistance, but never meant to be realised : which 
being at last perceived by their dupe, he sought for help in another
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direction, and soon found it; for early in 1610, he concluded a sa
tisfactory arrangement with two leading traders of Dieppe, named 
Dujardin and Duquêne, for the equipment of a new expedition. 
When all was ready, he set sail for Acadia, taking with him a 
body of colonists, including skilled artisans, all of a superior class. 
But, unhappily, the assassination of Henry IV taking place soon 
thereafter (May 14), the blight which for the time fell upon 
France itself, extended itself even to its remotest settlement at la 
Baie Française. A system of conjoint despotism and intrigue 
succeeding, under the queen-dowager and her minister Conoini, to 
the conciliating polity of the late king, brought about events 
which first called trouble on Port-Royal, aid finally oaused its 
second fall.

As soon as Conoini attained the chief power, the Jesuits, by his 
means, forced M. de Poutrinoourt to receive them as missionaries 
into his settlement. His partners, who were either Huguenots, or 
men who had prejudices against the Jesuits, whom they regarded 
as authors of the League and of the murder of Henry IV, prefer
red to retiré from the Acadian association rather than to admit these 
religieux into the colony. But the Jesuit missionaries were sus
tained by the marchioness de Guercheville, who proclaimed herself 
the patroness of American missions. She secured their admission by 
buying up the dormant rights that M. de Monts had over Acadie, 
and which she proposed to obtain a renewal of, intending to put Pou- 
trincourt himself under her dependence. In fact, the son of the 
latter was obliged, soon afterwards, to conclude an arrangement 
with her, that subsistence for the Jesuit missionaries should be 
had out of the produce of the fisheries and the peltry trade of the 
colony ; an exaction which, says Lesoarbot, tended directly to deprive 
those who would have taken part in the colonisation, of the means 
for doing so. That judicious author remarks, that “ if a contribu
tion of a seignorial nature were due to any one, it certainly was to 
Poutrinoourt, and not to the Jesuits, who could not subsist without 
him. What I mean is this: first give our aid to the common
wealth, without which the church cannot exist; insomuch a* 
(said an early prelate) the church someth of the republic, while 
the republic prooeedeth not from the church.”

A portion of the profits accruing from the traffic in peltry by
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the oolonists, wae however eet apart for the sustentation of the 
Jesuit missions, to the detriment of Port-Royal. The Protestants 
and such of the Catholics of France as were partisans of Sully’s 
polity, formed the most industrious section of the French people ; 
and being so, were naturally the chief friends of commerce and 
colonisation.

Dissensions were not slow to break out in consequence. These 
were followed by hostile measures : the Jesuits, in the name of their 
potent patroness, seising Poutrinoourt’s trading vessels, and origin
ating imprisonings and lawsuits which effected his ruin. This re
duced the people of Port-Royal, to whom ho could not send sup
plies of provisions, to starve through a whole winter upon acorns, 
beech-mast, and such wild roots as they could grub up. After hav
ing thus crippled Poutrincourt, the marchioness ceased to be « 
partner in his association, and withdrew with her Jesuits to other 
localities, leaving Port-Royal desolate. Champlain did all he 
oould to avert this catastrophe, by advising the lady to join with 
M. de Monts in carrying out the enterprise she thus abandoned ; 
but this she refused to do, because the latter was a Calvinist. Be
sides the obstacles thus assigned, the members of the Society of 
Jesus were bent upon forming in Acadia an establishment similar 
to that they had in Paraguay, in order that the French colony 
should be entirely at their devotion likewise ; but this attempt 
of theirs had the most unfortunate results, as the sequel proves.

Meantime the protectress of the French Jesuits in Acadia, aided 
by the Queen-dowager, got fitted out, at Harfleur, an armed ves
sel, and gave the command of it to La Saussaye, one of her favor
ites. The destination of La Saussaye was Port-Royal, in view of 
removing the Jesuits ; but he proceeded, in the first place, towards 
the river Penobscot (Pentagoit), the valley of which stream Father 
Biart had explored the year before. His course being impeded 
by misty weather, however, he was fain to disembark his people at 
the island of Monts-Dcserts, where he commenced a settlement 
which he1 named St. Sauveur; which at first seemed to thrive 
beyond his most sanguine hopes, but a political storm was gather
ing, which, when it burst, at once crushed the colony of the Holy 
Saviour.

At this time England claimed the whole territory of north-east-
»
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cm America from it* southern seaboard up to the 46th parallel of 
north latitude, including, as of course, the central region of Aca
dia. France, on the other hand, contended that its share of the 
north-eastern parts of the continent and its adjoining islands, 
descended to lat. 40° N. ; whence it followed, that whilst La Saus- 
saye believed himself to be within the limits of New France while 
at St. Sauveur, the English insisted that its site was theirs. Fol
lowing up this pretension, Captain Argali, from Virginia, proceed
ed to dislodge the French therefrom. He was stimulated to this 
invasion by the double motive of a desire for plunder, and by his 
prejudices against the French Catholics, to whom he attributed 
the ruin of Poutrinoourt. He appeared suddenly before the then 
quite defenceless port, with a ship of 14 guns ; and some show 
of resistance being made, he assaulted and sacked the place with
out mercy. Father Gilbert du Thet was killed in the attack.* 

By way of legalising this act of piracy (for such it was), Argali 
filched the commission granted to La Saussaye, and affected to 
consider La Saussaye and his people, thus deprived of their offi
cial voucher, as unaccredited adventurers. By degrees, however, 
his harsh deportment towards them softened, and he proposed to 
those among the Calvinists who could gain their living by hard 
labour, to accompany him to James-town (Virginia), where, after 
a year’s toil, it was promised they should be restored to their 
country. A dozen of such accepted his offer ; the rest, including 
La Saussaye and Father Massé, preferred trusting themselves to a 
frail boat, in which they embarked for La Heve ; where they 
found a vessel of St. Malo, in which they took passage to France. 
The twelve persons who had taken Argali at his word were con
founded at being oast into prison, and treated as pirates, upon 
landing at James-towti. They demanded in vain a realisation of

• The French at that time held on to Acadia, because it covered their 
fisheries ; the English coveted it because the peninsula lay in the road 
of their encroachments. Setting apart Argali's personal motives, he 
made no scruple of thus attacking a French colony in time of peace, 
founded on debatable territory, for he knew that his countrymen were 
willing to solve a moot question of national rights by a preliminary
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their capitulationwith Argali, anl were condemned to die ! Ar
gali, thinking that matters had gone far enough, and fearing that 
trouble might fall upon himself, through his abstraction of De 
Saussaye's commission, sent it to the Governor, Sir Thomas Dale, 
and confessed all.

At sight of the above-mentioned document, and in consequence 
of a number of the facts relating to the aspirations of France 
which transpired during the inquest that followed, the Govern
ment of Virginia resolved to drive all Frenchmen from every 
point occupied by them to the southward of 46° N. lat. A . 
squadron of three armed vessels was accordingly sent, under the 
orders of Argali, to carry out the resolution thus adopted ; Father 
Biart and the entrapped men of St. Sauveur being sent at the same 
time. This Jesuit was accused afterwards, too hastily doubtless, 
of now piloting his country’s enemies to Port-Royal, out of hatred 
to M. Bionoourt, then Governor there, with whom he had some* 
misunderstandings previously, in Acadia.

The fleet began by rating to the ground all that remained of 
Ste. Croix ; a bootless vengeance, seeing that it had been abandon
ed for several years. It then stood for Port-Royal, the inhabi
tants of which were labouring in their grounds, five miles dis
tant. Argali set fire to the town ; as also to the fort. In two hours’ 
time the whole was a shapeless mass of smoking ruins. The 
French, perceiving the flames, hastened to the scene of destruction 
ere yet it was complete. Father Biart, trying to persuade them, 
thus deprived of their all, to seek shelter with their invaders, as 
their chief was a ruined man, was repulsed with indignation. 
One colonist, in particular, lifted a hatchet to kill him, saying that 
he was a traitor, and the cause of all the mischief.

Thus was Port-Royal thrice destroyed or devastated, through 
divers evil chances. This time its perdition was complete. Many 
of its late inhabitants took refuge in the woods around, with the 
aborigines ; others found their way to the settlement which Cham
plain had formed beside the river St. Lawrence. Poutrinoourt, 
who still lingered in Acadia, immediately returned home. Upon 
his arrival, he took service in the army ; and soon afterwards was 
killed at the siege of Méri-sur-Seine, which he had undertaken to
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reduce, during the seditions which accompanied the espousals of 
the young king.*

Foutrincourtmay be regarded as the real founder of Port-Royal, 
and even of Aoadia its-If, as a French colony ; for the destruc
tion of Port-Royal did not cause the abandonment of the pro
vince, which ceased not to be occupied, at some point or other, by 
the remaining colonists ; whose number was augmented, from time 
to time, by other immigrants.

The home government, while the events we have lately noticed 
were in progress, took little or no hoed of the colony as a national 
dependency. The Queen-regent’s court was a focus of intrigues 
which eventuated in a civil war, and put the independence of the 
kingdom in peril.f It was not a time for attending to the wants 
of the impoverished French Acadian*, or for avenging the mis
deeds of the piratical Argali. Poutrinoourt, seeing the hopeless
ness of the case, made no formal representation, of jtheir wrongs ; . 
unless we take for such, a useless measure addressed to the Ad
miralty of Guienne, against Father Biart.

The marchioness de Guercheville, however, was more active : 
she despatched La Saussaye to London, to claim a full indemnity 
for the loss ,she had incurred through the illegal acta of the invad
ing Virginians ; and her demands, backed by the French ambassa
dor, were in part complied with. She now recognised, but too 
late, the fault she had committed in not leaving Acadia in the 
charge of Poutrinoourt, as Champlain counselled ; a mistake, the 
discredit of which she indirectly imputed to Father Cotton, con
fessor of Louis XIII4 But led away by a spurious seal, she 
thought it would be unsafe to entrust a Calvinist with the direc
tion of an establishment, the chief end of which, in her estima
tion at least, was the propagation of the Catholic faith among the 
heathen.

• The commencement of the reign of Loais XIII waa signalised by in
testine troubles, which were hut indifferently appeased by the pacifica
tion of St. Ménebould, in the year 1614.—B.

f “ The Spanish ambassador, noting the almost general anarchy pre
vailing in France, advised his master to profit by the occasion to dis
member the kingdom-, rather than to consolidate it by the marriage of 
his daughter with Louis."—Anqustil. 

t “ Le Père dbtton, famous for his touplent and his in trigues," says
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SUPPLEMENT TO CHAPTER FIRST, BOOK PIB»T.

On page 103, vol. I. of the edition of 1845, the following para
graph followed that ending with the words........“ other European
nations —“ This conduct of France, viewed in its political as
pect, merits not equal praise, especially in regard of the pernici
ous sway she exercised over the moral regulations of her colonies.
In Canada, for example, from a fear of shocking the savages by 
a juxtaposition of men of diverse religious creed, the government 
was induced to permit none but Catholics to become settlers 
among them. Thus while Catholicism was obliged to permit Pro
testantism to subsistât its side in the mother country, it had 
/force sufficient to exclude it totally in the plantations beyond sea ; 
a spirit of exclusion which, antecedent to the revocation of the 
edict of Nantes, adumbrated that overturning of the system of 
compromise fallen upon by Henry IV and Sully. The liberal 
and somewhat republican tendencies of the Huguenot mind, made 
the Protestant party always appear menacing to the crown ; while 
the court viewed with a very different eye the submission of the 1 
Catholics and the higher clergy, as hostile at the least as the royal 
power to the liberty of the masses.’'

And again, page 122 of the first edition, chapter i. book I.

Dulaure, " was confessor to Henry IV as well as to his successor. Hie 
influence over the former was great, though the king liked him little and 
many of the king’s subjects still less." A conceit of the time respecting 
this Jesuit has come down to ours : Some one remarking that His 
Majesty always desired to do right, though right was not always done 
by his agents, a punster exclaimed, “ Que voulez-vous I le roi a lee 
oreilles bourrées tellement de 001100.” (The royal ear is so stuffed 
with Cotton, that the complaints of his people are shut out.)

In 1611, the first arrival of the Jesuits from France took place in 
Acadia. Pères Biard and fiasse were earliest in this field of missionary 
labour. In the Relation of the year we find the following passage :—
“ A great fruit of the mission is the confidence and friendship the Aca
dian savages have for the French, we being so familiar with them ...» 
Some English coming in their way, as we once saw ourselves, they rush
ed upon them, but success did not crown their assault. And, late in 
1611, some Dutch landing to take in water, they feU upon them and 
killed six with the captain. R. 1611, ch. 24.-5. ,
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onde with the following sentences^ which have been omitted in the
laet edition :—“....... it ia very deferable that the interest of the
colony, and that of religion, have not always been identical.

“ Despite the nullity of its results in our day, we cannot but 
admire such religious enthusiasm as that of Madame de Guorohe- 
ville, and which led her to sacrifice a part of her fortune for the 
conversion of the heathen. But while rendering all the justice 
due to her for a devotodness which ought to appear sublime in this 
age of cold calculation and self-seeking intoreetednoss, the ques
tion still recurs, why did such charitable works beer no perman
ent fruit, or operate ultimately for the advantage of France ? It 
is true that, at the time indicated, men’s experience had not as 
yet taught them that the interest of religion itself demanded the 
sacrifice of all else, for the advancement and consolidation of 
the colonies ; for, these failing, either the perdition of the missions 
must needs follow, or at least their after success would become 
problematical in the highest degree.”

4 i
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CHAPTER II.

' CANADA.»

1608-1628.

M. de Monte abandons Acadia for Canada.—Foundation of Quebec.— # 
Conspiracy against Champlain punished.—Alliance with the Al
gonquins, Ac.—First expedition against the Iroquois.—Second expe
dition against the same.—M. de Monts retires from Canadian afikirs.— ^
The count de Boissons replaces him.—Death of the latter.—The 
prince de Oondé appointed lieutenant-general (vloeroi) of Canada. 
—Champlain forms a Society possessing a monopoly of the peltry 
traffic.—Opposition made to this Society’s exclusive privileges.—
The prince de Oondd sells his commission to admiral de Montmo
rency.—Champlain’s treaty with the Huron tribes.—He explores the 
Outaouais (or Ottawa) river, and discovers Lake Ontario and Lake 
Nipiselng.—Third expedition against the Iroquois.—Treaty of peace 
with the Algonquins and other tribes.—The duke de Ventadour 
becomes lieutenant-general of New France.—Arrival of the Jesuits 
in Canada.—Champlain leaves for France.—Cardinal de Richelieu 
dissolves Champlain’s company, and constitutes the aeeeoclatlon 
denominated " Society of the Hundred Partners.”

The sieur de Monte, as we have seen, abandoned Acadia in 1607.
His whole attention was now turned to Canada. Two motives 
impelled him to persevere .in his projects : a desire to enlarge the 
French possessions in America ; and a hope he cherished, of being

s
• The series of years printed at the head of this chapte/ mark the 

limits of an epoch In which it may be said that Canada and its dépen
des were refounded. The ware of France against foreign powers, and 
the worse hostilities waged between her own sons, during most of the 
previous century, had now terminated. The kingdom was prospering 
under the conciliatory sway of Henry the Fourth ; whose deficiencies 
as a ruler were compensated by the administrative talents, economical 
spirit, and orderly habits of his prime minister and confidant, Maximilian 
de Bethune, duke of Sully. There were therefore time, inclination, and 
pecuniary means ready to be employed in ameliorating the situation of the 
French settlements in America ; which had been allowed, through the 
trouble and impoverishment of the mother country, to become almost

z
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able, at a future time, to reach the Pacific Ocean by a North-west 
passage. The possibility or otherwise of such a desideratum being 
realized,—a moot question ever since the age of Columbus, and 
still an unsolved problem,—was left to our own times to settle.

After having obtained from the king (1607) a renewal of his 
privileges for one year, M. de Monts apj ’ * ....................... i

equipped twV vessels ;lieutenant, and along with his partners
one, to trfdfi# at Tadoussac; the other, to bear the colonists who 
were to commence a settlement near the St. Lawrence.

The expedition arrived at Stadaooné (Quebec) on the third 
day of July. Champlain’s people disembarked at the point of 
land now occupied by the lower town of the present city of Quebec. 
They forthwith cleared a site, and erected cabins for temporary 
shel tori ng-places.

Nature herself would seem to have formed the table-lapd whose 
bases are bathed by the rivers St. Lawrence, Cap Rouge and St. 
Charles, as the cradle, first, of a colony ; next, the central point

extinct as organised dependencies. [It was, indeed, full time that the vain
glorious title of “ New France ” should pç other than an empty sound ; 
and from this date, the enormous territories which France claimed for 
herself.and called a great colony, though still a huge wilderness merely, 
should have its skirts at least trimmed with the edgings of civilisation.

M. de Monteil, in his great work, Hietoire dtt Fronçait du divert Etait, 
writing of early French cotisation, real and unreal, in North America, 
puts the following words intbe mouth of an interlocutor : “ The English, 
for a time, did little more than show themselves in the western seas
and touch at various points of their ÿhtres. Th» other nations of 
Europe remained mere spectators of what was goih* on. I makeEurope remained mere spectators of what was goih* on. I make 
an exception of the French, however ; their national pride never yet 
woulfHet them play so simple n part. But still their seaAcaptains, sent 

e scene of action—Verrazano, Cartier, Chsimplain, Hibou, Yillega- 
gnon, Laroque, and several others—did nothing or little more than 
embark for America, disembark there, build a feik wooden forts, leave 
behind them a handful of miserable wretches (pauvret diabltt) and 
return to France forthwith. Nevertheless, you will find, in maps of the 
time, North America parcelled out with its Terres Neuves, Canada, 
Florida, Ac. There you may see rivers with French names, such as 
American Seines, Loires, and Garonnes; anov new cities (on paper) 
called Charles-Ville, Henri-Ville, Ac. Ah I our geographers have
aclpeved many more conquests than our captains."—B.] ,
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of an after empire. It wa« not to be wondered at, therefore, that 
the tact of Champlain led him at once to pitch upon this locality 
as a proper head-quarters for the projected establishment. Having 
fairly set his hands to work, Champlain soon saw rise before him 
a fort, of some extent and respectable strength ; while several 
labourers were busied in clearing contiguous land for tillage, or 
in other useful and urgent works. The foundations of a town, 
yet to become one of the most famous cities of the New World, 
were now being laid in the presence of wondering red men of the 
woods.

"* j

The etymology of the name of Quebec, like that of Canada, has 
been the subject of much learned discussion ; but the question now 
scarcely admits of a doubt : Quebec owes its name neither to the 
exclamatory wonder of a Norman, struck with the peculiar features 
of the site and bold scenery around it ; nor yet to the patriotic 
piety of another compatriot of the founder, said to have attributed 
to the locality a name dear to his recollections : in a word, Cham
plain asserts positively that he landed at a place which the natives 
called Kibec, which word meant, in their language, a tirait; 
thus indicating the narrows between St. Lawrence and Cap Rouge, 
where the great river is not more than 500 rods (yergei) wide.*

Hardly had the French gained a foothold on a part of the Ca
nadian soil and Lmade beginnings to clear it, than a plot was got

• TbeVord Quebec, pronounced Ouabec in the Algonquin vernacular, 
says Mr. Stanislas Vassal, signifies ditroit, a strait. That gentleman 
(whose mother was an Abenaquis), who speaks several native dialects and 
has passed roost of his life among the aborigines, assures us that the word is 
purely Indian.—M. Male, a missionary, in the year 1843, among the tribes 
of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, also assures us that the word Kibec, in Mic
mac idiom, has the above signification : the rev. gentleman himself had 
no doubt that the name of Quebec is of native origin. The proper 
application of the word is adjectival ; vis. cloeed, obttrucled.

[It was rather unusual, in any part of colonised North America, English 
or French, to adopt native names already in use for the sites of settle
ments. That of Quebec must have been an exception, seeing that Cham
plain speaks so positively as above : else it were just possible that the 
name of Caudebec-eur-Selne in Normandy, carelessly pronounced, was 
transferred by the settlers, many being Normans, to the new town built 
near a bec de rivière, riverain promontory or bluC—^S.J
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up which menaced the settlement with ruin. The severe disci
pline maintained by their chief, served for a pretext to Jean 
Duval, a Norman locksmith, to cut him off. This man, who was 
both violent and courageous, and had distinguished himself in war 
against the savages of Acadia, drew in several colonists to take 
part in the proposed murder of their governor. The conspirators 
proposed, when he was thus disposed of, either by cord or bullet, 
to pillage the stores and take refuge in Spain with ‘the booty. 
Some days before the prescribed time for putting in act what had 
been proposed, one of the .-party, stung with remorse, confessed 
everything and named his accomplices, as indeed, upon the trial, 
all the others did, yet were they severally sentenced to death ; but 
Duval only was executed : the rest were sent as felons to France, 
wherq the king pardoned them. The example thus made, however, 
Buffioed to keep down a spirit of mutiny among the colonists.* 

Champlain had been invested with ample powers, executive, 
legislative, and judicial—all which devolved upon his next suc
cessors in order. These powers constituted a real despotism; 
tempered, nevertheless, with usages and formalities ; but which 
temperings, by degrees became less and less operative.^

The governors, as will be seen below, had no other curb put upon 
their absolutism, than such as might arise out of the official advice

• Champlain; Lescarbot.
f Thug ran the constitutive terms of “ instructions ” in the early gov

ernors' commissions :—11.... in times of peace, repose, and tranquillity, 
to command and govern, both by sea and land ; to ordain, decide, and 
cause to execute all that you shall judge ought to and can be done for 
maintaining, keeping, and preserving the said places put under your 
power and authority, in the forms and ways, and by the means, pre
scribed by Our ordinances. And to enable you to carry out your views, 
you are authorised to commission, constitute, and establish all offices 
whatsoever, whether for affairs of war, or of justiciary and police, in the 
first resort ; and, in the second resort, to indicate and present deferred 
causes before Us, so that these may be finally decided on : such letters, 
titles, and requisites to be given as may be necessary. And according 
as affairs occur, you shall in person,with the advice of prudent and capable 
persons, prescribe—subject to Our good pleasure- all laws, statutes, and 
ordinances ; in so far as they may conform to our own, in regard of such 
things and concernments as are not provided for by these presents."
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given them by a council, the members of which they nominated 
themselves, and whose opinions they were not bound to carry into 
practice. Such powers as we have detailed, or powers very similar 
in nature and extent, were delegated to all the founders of provinces 
in North America, setting aside a few exceptions in the English 
colonial provinces. A despotism like this was not inconvenient at 
an early stage of the progress of any colony ; because, in respect of 
the early French settlements at least, most of their members were 
in the pay of a governor or of a company. But in proportion as 
the colonies extended and became populous, they fashioned their 
institutions after the model of those of the mother country of each ; 
unless, indeed, taking into account differing conditions of existence, 
such a pattern it was impossible to copy exactly.

Champlain found that, since the days of Jacques Cartier, 
aboriginal Canada had been metamorphosed by revolutions among 
its contending tribes. Stadaooné and Hochelaga existed no more ; 
and it did not seem that the same native populations as those of 
Cartier’s day possessed the country which had those places for 
their head-quarters. Had these settlements been destroyed in 
war, or had their possessors removed to other locations, better 
suited for the chase or the fishery!—Colden* reports that the 
Five Nations (Iroquois) once occupied the environs of Mont-Royal, 
whence the Algonquins drove them, according to an accredited 
tradition of these nations themselves. Revolutions of this kind 
are not uncommon among savage tribes.

It is inferrible, from the silence of Cartier upon the subject, 
that the wars between the Iroquois and the other savage nations 
of Canada had not begun when he wrote. He speaks only of the 
Toudaments, a seaboard tribe, between Acadia and Manhattan 
(New York). This people traversed the Alleghanies, to ravage 
parts of the Laurentian valley.

In Champlain’s time, again, the country had inhabitants yet 
more barbarous than those encountered by Cartier. The tribes 
now generally found manifested signs of suffering, which proved 
that they were oppressed and overborne by other savages, of su
perior courage or greater craft than themselves. In their despair

I

• Golden : Hittory of tkt Ftot Nation• of Canada.
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V

of holding out against the latter, they eagerly sought an alliance 
with the French, against the Iroquois, who occupied the forests 
southward of Lake Ontario. These Iroquois were of the Huron 
type of aborigines, and formed five nations in confederation. One 
of these nations was divided into three tribes ; bearing, severally, 
the appellations of Turtles, Bears, and Wolves. The Iroquois were 
mentally superior to all other native nations of North America.

Uninformed of the strength and natu^ of the confederation, 
and naturally anxious most to stand well with his nearest native 
neighbours, Champlain accepted, perhaps rashly, the proposal 
above mentioned ; which embarked the colony in wars that lasted 
for more than a century. He expected that, by securing the people 
of one of the native tribes for friends, he might not only break 
up the Iroquois confederation, but ultimately subdue or awe into 
neutrality all other tribes disposed to be troublesome to the French. 
He knew not the façt, that alien colonists had ranged themselves 
with the Iroquois, and were ready to sustain their pretensions, so 
as to counterwork the polity he meant to pursue.

The Iroquois had now become the terror of all the North Ameri
can aborigines out of their own pale. Thus when the Agniers took 
arms against the tribes of New England, the cry of alarm, passing 
from hill to hill, “ The Iroquois are coming 1" chilled every heart, 
paraly sedevery arm ; and having arrived, other native men, women, 
and children were used to flee before them, as sheep from wolves. 
The Iroquois, from policy, took great care to keep up this dread ; 
and sought, upon every occasion, to persuade other nations that 
themselves were invincible.

M. Pont-Gravé, having arrived from Europe with two vessels, 
full of men, Champlain set out, with his Indian allies, to attack 
the cantons. July 29, 1609, he met their forces on the borders 
of the lake which bears his name. Both sides forthwith prepared 
for the action, which did not take place, however, till next day. 
During the intervening night, the savages beguiled the time with 
dances, song, and provocative taunts launched at the native foes 
before them, in the style of warriors of the heroic ages of Greece, 
as recorded by Homer. [I] When day dawned, a body of Iroquoip, 
200 strong, advanced slowly, but with steady step and much con
fidence, to the attack, headed by three chiefs, each distinguished by
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a large bunch of feathers on hie head. The allies of Champlain, 
who had only three of his men at hand, the rest of his people not hav
ing come up, drew up into two separate corps, and put him forward 
as their leader, telling the French to aim principally at the enemy’s 
chiefs. The Iroquois, when within thirty steps of their foes, 
stood still in wonder upon observing the unknown auxiliaries in 
the van of battle. Recovering from their surprise, they answered 
a flight of arrows from their adversaries with another ; but when the 
French discharged their firelocks and shot dead two of the chiefs, 
and mortally wounded another, the entire horde fled to the woods, 
and, being hotly pursued thither by their triumphant antagonists, 
several more were killed and some of them taken prisoners.

Only fifteen or sixteen of the victors were wounded in this 
action, and none of them killed. They pillaged their enemies’ 
camp and began a hasty retreat. Evening being come, they took 
one of their captives, and, first causing him to sing the native 
ohaunt of death, prelusive to his coming fate, they tortured him 
in the modes usual with them upon such occasions. Champlain, 
shocked at their barbarity, asked leave to put the wretched man 
out of further pain by a quick despatch ; but this was not allowed 
until the tormentors had exhausted every device of savage cruelty.

Towards autumn, Champlain returned to France. King Henry, 
then at Fontainebleau, received him favourably, and listened, with 
much interest, to the report he gave of the state of Canada : or, 
rather, as that prince now chose to call his American dependencies, 
“ New France.”

But M. de Monte was unable, notwithstanding, to obtain a re
newal of his monopoly of the peltry traffic: adverse interests 
proved more potent than his credit at court could overcome. Yet 
although all the means that now remained for him to rely upon 
were the pecuniary resources of his partners, and the expected 
profits accruing from the traffic,—despite the competition of other 
parties, he dared to hope that he might still realise enough to 
balance the outlay occasioned by the needs of the infant colony : 
and thus confiding in his fortunes, he equipped two vessels, which 
he entrusted to Champlain, who set sail for Quebec.

The Indians, meanwhile, were impatient at the prolonged ab
sence of the French chief, under whose orders they were eager to

VOL. I.—G
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mt oat on an expedition against the once-dreaded Iroquois, but 
whom they no longer feared to seek out for attack. Champlain, 
nothing loth, complied with their wishes shortly after his arrival, 
and took the field in pursuit of a body of Iroquois hovering about 
the embouchure of the river Richelieu.

When Champlain and his allies set out in quest of their foes, 
they were found nearer than was expected. The Iroquois had 
intrenched themselves, hoping thereby to shelter their bodies from 
the deadly action of European implements of war, such as they had 
experienced the year before. They met the first assault upon 
them with spirit, and successfully resisted the assailants. But at 
the second attack, volleys of musketry again decided the con
test ; which was long and well maintained by the Iroquois, and in 
which Champlain himself received a wound. Most of the defeated 
party were finally cut in pieces, and all those who escaped the 
tomahawk perished in a stream whither they were driven. Two 
hundred Hurons arrived after the combat was over. Most of these, 
having never seen a European, regarded the persons of the French, 
their drees, their arms, with astonishment, without forecasting, 
any more than Champlain’s allies, the destiny of the strangers now 
recognised by them for the first time. ^

It was just after the return of Champlain from this short but - 
brilliant campaign, that he became apprised of king Henry’s tragical 
death, the news of which spread as much consternation at Quebec as 
at Port-Royal. Every one appreciated the magnitude of the 
country’s loss ; but Champlain felt it more than all, from having 
enjoyed the protection and friendship of that great prince. He 
embarked immediately for France, in order to attend personally 
to the colony’s interests at head-quarters, which would likely 
be jeoparded by the discussions likely to follow upon the event 
which all good subjects, at home and abroad, conjoined in deplor
ing.

The tendencies of the new government, its throwing open the 
traffic in peltry lately announced, all which had already given rise 
to brisk competition, forced M. de Monte to renounce his projects 
entirely ; and those who wished to follow them up along with 
him, were fain to turn their speculative regards in other direc
tions.
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Champlain, after having conferred with his patron at Pons, 
strove to form a new company, and to put Canada under the 
protection of some high personage capable of assuring the favour
able dispositions of the Court. The influence of the marchioness 
de Gueroheville in the affairs of Acadia seemed to him to prove 
the necessity of similar patronage in the present case. Passing 
in review the likeliest individuals to meet his views among the 
crowd of French princes and grandees, he pitched upon Charles 
de Bourbon, Count de Boissons, as a suitable party ; and 
on application made, that nobleman consented, by letters dated 
October 1612, to succeed M. de Monts as Lieutenant-General of 
Canada, and to retain Champlain as his deputy. Scarcely were 
those letters expedited, when the Count died. Champlain was 
again in difficulty ; but he was promptly relieved from it by the 
prince de Condé's consenting to take up the functions which had 
fallen from the dying hands of De Boissons.

The commission now given to Champlain warranted him to 
seise every unauthorised vessel he should find trafficking in 
peltry between Quebec and the upper course of the St. Lawrence. 
This was abolishing, within those limits, the freedom of trade 
accorded by Henry IV. When the terms of the new commission 
became known in the several ports of France, a formidable oppo

sition to it arose, and Champlain was put to his wits’ end to 
conjure the storm. He proposed, in order to conciliate all adverse 
interests, the formation of a society for colonisation and traffic, into 
which every merchant whatever might rightfully enter. He de
sired at once to assure the prosperity of the colony thereby, and to 
give a certain amount of freedom to all parties engaged or intend
ing to engage in the traffic on their own account. This compro
mise was the most judicious measure that could be adopted, under 
the circumstances ; but the merchants of La Rochelle refused to 
join the association thus amended. They had been invited to 
repair to Fontainebleau, to sign the articles of agreement, along 
with the merchants of St. Malo and Rouen, but now refused to 
come. To give the dissentients due time for re-consideration, a 
third part of the shares of the new association was set aside for 
their use, if claimed within an appointed time ; but as soon as 
that period elapsed, without such application being made, the book

y'
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was closed, and the whole shares were allotted to the two other 
trading marts in equal moieties. Constituted to endure for eleven 
years, the legality of the association was ratified by the prince de 
Condé and confirmed by the King : a high sanction which, when 
notified to the Rochelle merchants, caused them to repent of their 
obstinacy ; because all legal trading competition was now shut out, 
a result they had not anticipated. They continued, however, to 
carry on a contraband traffic in opposition to the new association ; 
this being all the easier because of the impossibility, in those days, 
of effectually guarding the coasts and interior water-ways of so 
extensive a region as Canada. Champlain, who expected great 
returns from the society’s traffic, caused a site to be cleared in the 
vicinity of Montreal, for erecting a fort to protect the factory 
intended to be opened in the island of4)iat name. He oonclhded, 
at the same time, a treaty of alliance and trade with the Hurons, 
a party of which nation, 200 in number, had come on a visit ; and 
the chiefs gave him permission to commence a settlement in their 
country, if he found its soil suitable for the purpose.

Constantly scanning the country situated near the sources of 
the St. Lawrence and its chief tributaries, Champlain’s atten
tion specially fixed itself, in 1613, on the regions of the north. An 
adventurer assured him that, in company with some Algonquins, 
he once arrived at a remote sea-shore, where he had seen fragments 
of a wrecked English vessel. He wished to ascertain if this 
report were true, which the discovery of Hudson’s Bay, in 1602, 
had rendered probable enough. But, having ascended the Ottawa 
nearly to its sources without coming to any sea, he retraced his 
course.

The discovery of Lake Ontario, in 1616, was an ample compen
sation for previous disappointments in his indefatigable explora
tions. He was at the Sault St. Louis, when the Hurons and the 
Outaouais arrived, to claim again his aid in repelling the Iroquois, 
who always obstructed their path. Accordingly, he set out for 
Cahiagué, on Lake Ontario, where the allies had assembled their 
forces. Ascending the Ottawa, he reached Lake Nipissing, about 
sixty leagues north-east of Lake Huron ; then descending south
ward, he reached Lake Ontario, late in July. Champlain was the 
first European who visited the “fresh-water sea," as he called
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Ontario ; then, as now, a huge natural mirror, but at that time 
reflecting on its surface only the skirts of wild woodlands, instead 
of the smiling images of flourishing cities and towns which stud its 
shores at the present day.

Operations forthwith commenced; forall that was needful to reach 
the Iroquois, was merely to traverse the St. Lawrence. The savages, 
foreseeing what they had to expect, were found solidly intrenched ; 
and by this means they effectually resisted the assaults of their 
native foes, who advanced in disorderly fashion, in spite of all the ' 
French could do to regulate their movements. Thus repulsed, 
their distrust of themselves now became as depressing, as their 
oonfidenoe had been high before. Nought was thought of but a 
retreat, and this was effected happily without loss.

Champlain, who had received two wounds in the affair, de
manded the aid of two guides to conduct him to Montreal ; this 
being denied to him under different pretexts, he was obliged to 
winter among the natives. But he did not pass the season 
idly : making himself acquainted with the Ontarian regions around, 
and visiting, in especial, the Neutral nation, a race of natives which 
kept up friendly relations with all the battling tribes around.

Champlain did not return to the Sault St. Louis till next June.
A report of his death had gained currency, during the interval ; 
therefore great was the joy of the colonists upon his re-appearing 
among them, after making discoveries which gave added celebrity 
to his name.

While he was extending to the westward the limits of New 
France, contestations were ceaseless in Old France regarding the 
company’s invidious privileges. In 1618, when the convocation of 
Estates was sitting, the deputies from Brittany had succeeded in 
persuading the council to adopt an article in their instructions 
claiming free trade in peltry. Champlain, when he next revisited 
France, obtained a reconsideration of this concession, which un
dermined the basis of the lately formed association between the 
merchants of St. Malo and Rouen ; and, after a hearing of all the 
parties interested, the society’s monopoly was recognised as valid. 
Still a majority of its members were so wearied out by the vexa
tious oppositions they had to encounter, and so malcontent at the 
poor returns accruing from the speculation, that the association
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would have broken up, but for the hopeful perseverance of its 
leading spirit. The founder of Quebec, by constantly recalling to
his partners’ minds considerations of personal interest, patriotism,
and honour, succeeded in maintaining the association ; upon whose 
continued existence, he well knew, that of the colony itself entirely
or mainly depended. With him the latter consideration was par
amount ; for others it was subordinate. Often did he strive to 
excite th^zeal of the! association for extended colonisation ; the 
only effect resulting wing favourable promises, never kept. How 
these gentlemen understood their obligations in this regard, soon
was made manifest.

Thus when Champlain was preparing to return to America with 
his family, a majority of the society to deprive him of the
Government of Canada, and jpvehfrto a more manageable man, one 
less addicted to colonising ; à veil being drawn over this unworthy
supersession, by the plausible pretext put forward, that he might be
most usefully employed in explorations and in treating with the
native tribes, for the benefit of the company and for national 
good. Pont-Gravé, a man whose only thought was the extension 
of traffic, was the party thought of to succeed Champlain, if the 
latter were superseded. Opinions on the whole subject, however, 
were divided : warm discussions arose ; and the affair being brought 
under the consideration of the King’s Council, a royal decree was 
passed, in 1619, confirming Champlain as acting governor of 
New France But he was not able, even then, to set out for 
Canada, to resume his suspended functions, till next year. It 
was about this time that the prince de Condé, who had been im
prisoned during the late seditions of the French nobles, was set 
at liberty ; whereupon he ceded the lieutenant-generalship (vice
regality) of Canada, with which he had been invested in 1612, 
to admiral de Montmorency, for 11,000 crowns: a transaction 
proving sufficiently that such an honorary title was already of 
some value to the possessor. Champlain was confirmed, by the 
new titular, in all his former functions ; and M. Dolu, a chief offi
cer in the Chancery of France, was appointed home agent for the 
colony ; in the affairs of which M. de Montmorency now took a 
warmer interest than ever did his predecessor. The dissentient 
partners, still dissatisfied, attempted to associate another governing 
chief with Champlain ; but the King rejected this proposal.

/
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Having reached Québec, he laid the foundations of a govern
ment-house, since known as the castle of St. Louis, on the symmit 
of the Cape; a building become famous as the residence'of the 
successive governors of Canada, down to the year 1834, when it 
was entirely destroyed by fire. All their official acts were dated 
from this vice-regal dwelling, which has never been rebuilt.*

The Recollet Ifriars f had already, by royal permission, begun 
to erect a convert on the banks of the river St. Charles, although the 
whole population of Quebec, including those monks, did not exceed 
fifty souls. But such was the' devotional spirit of the time, that 
different monastic.orders jvere enabled, through the liberality of 
the pious in France, to found amid the Canadian wilds vast estab
lishments of education and beneficence, which are still the boast of 
French Canadians. The foundation-stone of the Recollet convent 
chapel was laid in I08Û. • Six years before, Recollets «of the Pro
vince of Paris had been nmted to Canada by several parties, but 
chiefly by the association wmHèared the presence of Jesuits in the 
0 >lony. Four of the body arrived in 1615. They visited the 
Hurons, along with Champlain ; and one of them went, next year, 
amongst t^e Neutral tribe. An Indian fehom they sent to France, 
was well educated in Calleville college. In 1618, Pope Paul IV 
accorded,/at the instance of the French ambassador, the charge of 
missions in Canada to the Recollets of Paris. Several of these

t

• Its name, however, is still given to a building, erected late in the 
18th century, as an appurtenance to the castle, and which the confla
gration spared.

t The Recollets exchanged some lands they possessed for others, 
belonging to M. Hebert, beside the river St. Charles ; a stream so 
named because M. de Ramsay, grand-vicar of Pontoise, wished, if pro
longed life permitted, to found a Seminary on its banks, in honour of 
that Saint, for the instruction of savages.

[Rsoollits : Friars Minor of the Btntt observance, order of St. 
Francis. They originated in Spitto,—tfityoduced to Italy in 1828, they 
were there called gli Reformait ; and-invited to France, in 1892, by 
Louis de Gonzague, duc de Nevers, he first established them in the 
convent des Recollets : its name thenceforward distinguished this 
branch df the order of Franciscan friars. Protected by Henry IV, 
Louis XJII, and Louis XIV, they spread all over France. John of Zumar- 
raga, first Bishop of Mexico, was a Recollet. Diet, dtt Date1.—B.]
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religiouiYmen lived and died among the natives ; and father Nicolas 
Viel, a very learned Recollet, was drowned by the Huron savages.

These Trmrs were the only missionaries in the colony till 1624. 
In that year, Father Irenæûs Le Fiat gave an invitation thither to a 
few Jesuits. They associated merchants at first would not sanction 
the proceeding. They set out for Canada notwithstanding ; but 
when they reached Quebec, they were not permitted to land till 
the Reoollets should find a permanent asylum in the infant city.*

In the sequel, the Reoollete sold their convent, to which they 
had given the qualification of “ Notre-Dame-des- Anges.” It became 
an hospital. Louis XIV gave them, in 1681, the locality where 
was once the Seneschalsea of Quebec, facing the castle of St. 
Louis, for the site of an hospitium.

As the Recollets were the earliest missionaries known to Canada,f 
so were they the first to disappear from it. What arrested the 
attention of foreign visitors in an early time, was the number of 
conventual institutions ; whereas, in the Anglo-American pro
vinces, it was chiefly industrial establishments which first caught 
the stranger's eye : a characteristic difference, significant of the 
diverse character of the two races. While our forefathers were 
erecting monasteries, the early settlers of Massachusetts were 
constructing floating erections to be borne, on the wings of the 
wind, for trading purposes, to the ends of the earth. J

• Authority : Documents collected in France, by M. G. B. A. Ferland, 
priest in the archdiocese of Quebec.

f Father Denis, Jean Dolbeau, Joseph Le Carron (who had been 
almoner of the King when Dauphin, also to the Duke of Orleans), and 
brother Pacifique Duplessis, came to Canada in 1615 ; Fathers Huet \ 
and Modeste in 1618.

t The material aspect of the towns of olden France was, in those times, 
quite as eccletùutxcal as those of New France. Two-fifths of the entire 
superficies of Paris were covered with religious establishments or their 
dependencies : Dülàürk. And in the “ Mémoires sur le Canada, depuis * 
1749 jusqu’à 1760,” published under the direction of the Literary and 
Historical Society of Quebec, we find the following incidental notice or 
the state of the city of Montreal just 100 years ago : 11 This city has, 
properly speaking, but two considerable streets. The domaine of the Sul- 
picians, and that of the Jesuits, occupy, each of them, a very large space 
of ground. There are, besides, the convent of the Recollets, that of
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In 1621, the inhabitants and chief functionaries made a formal 
application to the home government for aid. Father George 

lillif bore their petition France.* * About the same time, 
Champlaip promulgated several ordinances for securing th'e main
tenance of order in the colony : the collection forming a kind of 
code, the first Canada possessed; a tract, of which no copy 
remains, f By tkis time, some of the colonists managed to live 
upon the produce of their own lands. The Héberts and the 
Couillards were among the earliest cultivators whose names appear 
in our annals as such. Louis Hébert brought hiA family to Car 
nada in 1617. He was an apothecary, and he first settled in 
Acadia. He cleared a portion of the ground on which upper 
Quebec now stands. Not till 1628, was the arable ground tilled 
otherwise than by hand : at that time, bul^pks began to be em
ployed. In fact, the attention of French colonists was almost en
tirely taken up by the peltry traffic. The four principal fur- 
factories were at Tadoussac, Quebec, ^Trois-Rivières, and the 

Sault St. Louis.
The native races of the country became weary, at length,

the Hospitalières, and that of the Sisters of the Congregation. Out of 
the city bounds there is still another convent, into which are received 
insane and infirm persons."—B.

• In a yearly Relation of the Canadian Jesuits, printed about this 
time, their superintendent at Quebec thus delivered himself on the sub
ject of suitable and unsuitable modes of dealing with territorial appor
tionments in the colony :—“ .... and for the conversion, Ac., of the 
natives, an Indian colony (peuplade) of converts should be formed, 
with due means of support adding, that11 it is a great folly to lay ont 
baronies and I know not what great fiefs besides, for parties able to 
expend upon their holdings no more than 3000 or 4000 crowns (£160 or 
£200 sterling) for example ; saved from the wreck of their fortunes in 
France. Such vain personages are not even 1 one-eyed leaders of the 
blind,’ but entirely blind, walking themselves and leading others into 
the slough of despond (/one de mieire) : and it will fall out, that, in 
place of founding a respectable manor (chiteau chrétien), they shall 
set up a nest of robbers (brigand»), a receptacle of gallows-birds, a house 
of iniquity."—Vol. I. ch. ix. 20.—B. '

f This is not to be wondered at, seeing that the art of printing was 
not called into exercise (mirabile dictu!) in Canada during any part of 
the time of French occupation.—B. *-
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of the internecine hostilities they had constantly waged, according
to their own report, for more than fifty previous years. A nuiiber 
of the tribes agreed to a truce about the time now under our notice : 
this led to a “ solemn treaty of peace,” which was ratified in 1 

The influx of Europeans influenced decisively the mi 
relations of the trib< rigines with whom intercourse
maintained, or hostilitiescÿfrhed on. ' . '"Vn

Previously, it 8eeme«4Æ be the destiny of the proud Iroquois
to acquire the domination of all the Laurentian territories, and 
the Atlantic seaboard regions. The French, by resisting them
and prôtecting their adversaries, suddenly stopped the former in
their career of conquest, temporarily exalted the latter, and finally
subdued both, or reduced each to succumb before the mastering
force of civilisation, to which their brute force and cautelous stra
tegy were occasionally made subservient.

While the savages of Canada were thus coming to terms of pa
cification, the directors and shareholders of the society whose
agents trafficked with them for their peltries, were carrying on a
war against each other or the government, and sometimes each 
against all the rest. —

Towards the year 1620, Thomas Porée's company, composed of 
oitisens of Rouen and townsmen of St. Malo, invested with char
tered privileges ceasing in 1624, were pleading in the courts 
against admiral de Montmorency, the Recollet friar George Delahay,
deputy from Canada, Guillaume de Caeq( and others of the admi
ral's society. Till a decision could be come to, the king, in 1621, 
permitted the members of the contending associations to carry 
on the peltry traffic concurrently. But, in 1622, a royal edict 
ruled that the Montmorency company only should subsist; con
ditioned, however, that all the king’s trading subjects who chose 
had the option to join it within the year. It was further ordained, 
that an indemnity of 10,000 livres should be paid to Porée’s com
pany, for thus abridging the duration of the chartered time, as 
well as to compensate for its outlay at Quebec. This conclusion 
arrived at, Porée and a co-associate of his took the “ ten-twelfths ” 
of the Montmorency company : a measure which promised, by
re liting the merchants in one firm, to terminate all dissension ; 
hi the admiral, wearied out by the troubles his titular governor-

X
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ship had called down upon him, ceded his functions, about the 
year 1625, for a pecuniary consideration, to his nephew Henry de 
Lévy, duke of Ventadour.

The latter nobleman, disgpsted with the world, had entered a 
monkish order, intending to pass the rest of his days in religious 
exercises. His primary aim, therefore, was to make his office 
helpful rather to the conversion of the heathen of Canada, than to 
the advancement of its material interests as a colony of France. 
Accordingly, missionary progress absorbed his whole attention 
from first to last. During the first year of his gubernatorial sway, 
he sent out to Quebec, at his own cost, five Jesuits ; among whom 
were fathers Lallemant, B rebœuf, and Masse.—Champlain, mean
while, attentive to his secular duties, watched over the colony as 
a protecting angel ; and if he was not able to secure for it pro
gressive stability, he at least saved it from falling into a decline. 
Becoming impatient, however, at the habitual indifference for its 
material interests manifested by the members of the society, he 
entered a formal accusation against them, addressed to the new 

lieutenant-general, depicting in lively colours their neglect of a 
country which only wanted a very moderate amount of aid to 
become a flourishing possession. His complaints, regarded or 
not by him to whom they were addressed, reached the ear of the 
Cardinal-duke de Richelieu, lately (1624) become master of the 
destinies of France.

This potent minister lent his attention the more readily to the 
patriotic representations of Cham pi ai that one of the great ideas 
which ever occupied his mind was to endow the kingdom with a 
formidable navy ; and as a means for realizing this object, he 
knew that the possession of thriving colonies would be especially 
helpful. In place, therefore, of prematurely constructing, at great 
cost, war-ships half-manned, he began by improving the royal sea
ports and encouraging maritime trade as a nursery for sailors. 
He took the title himself of head superintendent of the possessions 
of France beyond sea, in order to encourage all French colonists 
through the influence of his name as their protector ; but unfor
tunately, his attention (takc^i up with the critical relations then sub
sisting between France and other European states, also by intestine 
troubles, civil and religious) did not give him leisure, or else finan-
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oial means were wanting, to enable him to lay the broad foundations 
of such a colonial system as he at first projected—or founding 
either self-sustaining establishments, or such as, if requiring partial 
aid" from the mother country for a time, would in the end augment 
her power and enhance her relative importance among the nations.

By a deep practical descent from his first expressed aspirations, 
Richelieu virtually consigned the prosecution, of French colonial 
trade and government alike, to the charge of private associations ; 
reserving for the crown, in return for its nominal protection, 
certain royal dues, to be charged on the ascertained amount of the 
pecuniary returns of privileged traffic.

In 1625, Richelieu conceded to a trading body, the St. Chris
topher Association, the island of that name, the first that was 4 
colonised by France in the archipelago of the Mexican seas. He 
similarly dealt with the interests of New France. Thus did the 
French colonies fell, by degrees, under the sway of the monopolists 
who undertook to people them.

Nevertheless, paying some sympathising attention to the com
plaints of Champlain, as we have said, the cardinal, in the present 
ease, willing at least to neutralise the vices of the existing system, 
intimated a desire that a renovated association should be formed, 
stronger in numbers, and possessed of sufficient capital to be in a 
condition to defray the cost of an extended emigration, and to 
face war charges, should hostilities with the conterminous colonists 
of rival nations at any time occur. But, at the same time, 
trading interests—in plainer words, an avidity for gain—lay at the 
root of any project of colonisation in conjunction with traffic ; and 
a regard for personal considerations is ever ready to supersede all 
others. Although aware of all this, yet the cardinal fondly ima
gined he should succeed in exalting the views of the directors of 
great trading associations by investing them with an authority almost 
royal. With respect to French America, and in order to put an 
end to the troubles which had so often interrupted the progress of 
Canada’s well-tying in particular, he decided that he would establish 
an undivided vice-regality in the possessions of New France; con
vinced as he ever was of the importance of the unity of power and 
action. He therefore now organised a new Gkllo-Canadian society 
of traders and colonisers, under the appellation of the “ Company
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of the Hundred Partners;” and conceded to its members col
lectively, in perpetuity, the vice-royalty of New France and Flo
rida : to the crown being reserved sovereign homage, and the 
nomination of the higher functionaries of the colonial supreme 
courts. Thus, in the year 1628, did Canada pass, once more, 
from a royal to a commercial regime ; a system which was the proto
type of those potent politico-commercial establishments founded 
by Europeans in the East, the accounts of the progress and pro
ceedings of which fill so many chapters in the volumes of modern 
history.

/
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CHAPTER III.

BW FRANCE, TILL THE PEACE OF ST. GERMAIN-EN-LAYE.

1613-1632.

Reflections on political and religious persecutions, as urgent causes of 
emigrations, with examples adduced.—The Huguenots formally ex
cluded from New France.—Great things expected from the newly 
constituted Society.—It sends a considerable armament to Quebec, 
under Roqnemont.—Historical Notices of Acadia.—Sir William 
Alexander obtains a grant of its territory from Jaihes I, King of Eng
land, by whom part of the peninsula is called Nova Scotia. A 
British colonial expedition, sent thither, returns without disem
barking.—Creation of a new ordef of titled men originally 
called baronets of Nova Scotia.—War between France and Britain. 

. Kertk advances against Quebec, but soon abandons the enterprise. 
—Meeting the squadron of Roquemont, he captures it.—Quebec, re
duced to famine thereby, surrenders next year ; humanity of its 
captors.—Cape Breton, taken by Kertk, is retaken by Captain Da
niel.—Chevalier de La Tour attacks Fort Cape Sable, but is repulsed. 
—Sir Wm. Alexander cedes all Nova Scotia except Port-Royal.— 
The French and English jointly occupy Acadia.—Treaty of St. 
Germain-en-Laye.

“ If we fail,” says Jjescarbot, speaking of colonising, “ we must 
attribute it partly to ourselves who are located in too goodly a 
land to wish to leave it, and need be in no fear of finding a sub
sistence therein.” The French are reproached for not emigrating ; 
for allowing themselves to be dominated by the charmf of society 
and the household ; for refusing, in a word, to ameliorate their 
condition, because the abandonment of their country causes them 
too much regret. But this feeling is common to all men, even to 
semi-nomadic races. “ Shall we say,” replied the chief of an Ameri
can horde (peuplade) whose grounds were wanted—“ Shall we 
say to the bones of ôur fathers, rise up and walk ?” The thought 
of leaving one’s native land is afflicting. None but the most 
urgent motives can impel one to such a resolve. Accordingly, 
when we closely scan the annals of those emigrations which have

1
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signalized each period, on one point or other of the globe, we ever 
find that they have been caused by some stern necessity ; such as 
a famine, war, oppression, or conquesti

Ages %go, the Irish and Scots left their country in great num
bers. Frbm the year 1920 onward, the latter, to evade their con
querors, emigrated to Poland, to Sweden, to Russia. Their con
querors themselves, who felt the heavy hand of the Normans even 
in the 14th century, and who, afterwards plunged into the vortex 
of revolutions, did not escape from that influence, when they 
viewed the social heights {sommité») of their country occupied 
by men of the race under whom their forefathers had Buffered so 
many wrongs. The English, pursued by this sentiment, quitted 
their country, in turn, to found in America the colonies which 
now form the republic of the United States.

We have already expounded the motives which caused the for
mation of the Company of the Hundred Associators. In being 
charged with the government of Canada and Florida, this com
pany obtained the right, during fifteen years to run, of protecting 
and ruling those countries at their will ; of declaring peace or 
war within their limits, and of trading, hunting, and fishing on all 
lands and in all waters, without brooking any competition whatever. 
There was one exception, however, to this monopoly of privileges, 
viz., the deep-sea fishing for cod, and the pursuit of the whale.
As for the monopoly of the peltry traffic, that boon was assured 
to the company, by its new charter, in perpetuity.

Furthermore, the King made a present to the society of two 
stout ships, and conferred on twelve of its chief members patents 
of nobility. He also urged several persons of gentle blood, and 
clergymen, to join it as members. The company were allowed to 
transmit and to receive every species of merchandise without 
paying dues. The exercise of a state handicraft for six years ^n 
the colony, entitled any one, on returning to France, to untaxed 
trading franchises in all its cities, towns, and seaports. As a 
crowning privilege, free entry was given to all articles manufac
tured in Canada, and exported to the mother country. This / 
invidious privilege' bore hard upon the French producer, aggrieved r 
as he was by endless fiscal exactions, and crippled in evey way

X *
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by municipal and other impositions, to an extent hardly conceiv
able at the present day.*

In return for so many concessions in its favour, the company, 
which possessed a fund of 100.000,crowns only, engaged to send 
to Canada, commencing inrT628^.the first year of its monopoly, 
200 or 300 artisans of the more useful callings, and afterwards 
4000 colonists, of each ser,t during the remainder of the fifteen 
years the charter was to be in forCe. These persons the society 
was tq subsist for three years, and afterwards to distribute them 
upon cleared lands, supplying them with seed-grain su " ‘ *
a first crop. Every colonist aras to be of French bï 
catholic. The cardinal-minister, marshal d'Effiat, con 
Eazili, and Samuel Champlainl were members of the 
and the settlers were nobles, clyef merchants, or bur 
stance in the principal cities ahd trading marts of France.

An association thus competed, endowed with unexampled pri-^ 
vileges, invested with almost sovereign power, and having the leader! 
of the state for its head, gaf e great assurance of stability, and!

to all its operations. Its first' 
the people of Quebec, then me- 

were forthwith -equipped, extra- 
victualled, and put under tlJ'orders of Roquemont, one of the asso- 
ciators. A number of ttunnies and artisans took passage for Ca
nada in these vessels, which set forth in 1628, but welt fated 
never to -reach their destination.

Before explaining how this happened, it may bq convenient to 
give a few preliminary details as to the relations between France 
and Britain at this,time. After Argali destroyed Port-Royal, the 
English quitted Acadia. In 1621, Sir William Alexander (after
wards better known as Earl of Stirling) obtained a grant of the 
province from James I, King of England, intending there to found 
a settlement of Soots colonists. The terms and the documents of

seemed to secure In advance s 
(act, in order of time, was to 

naced with famine. Several

• See the astounding details, all well authenticated,} regarding this 
matter given in “ l’Histoire des Français des divers États, par A. A. 
de Montell, siècle 17," pauim.—B.

t Charlevoix and Raynal say 16,000 ; but .the charter testifies the 
number stipulated to have been as above.

!
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concession defiped Alexander’s lordship as including all the terri
tory east ofnf line drywn from the river Ste. Croix to the St. Law
rence, in theVlirectidn of the north. This region received the 
name of “'Npva Scotia,” or New Scotland. But what amount of 
territory the} appellation was meant to cover_was never properly 
asceptmmtdduring tha following^imes : the English afterwards 

[/tending that Nova Scotia and Acadia were one ; the French 
lntaining that Acadia xw as a separate part of the peninsula, 

9 with distinct limits, formink a portion of New France.
Meantime (1622) Alexander embarked a body of emigrants to 

%injt settlement with ; but they arrived so late in the year, that 
they yere obliged to winter in Newfoundland. In spring, 1623, 
they set sail again, touched at i lape Breton, coasted Acadia, visit
ing some of its havens, and at 1 mgth reached Cape Sable. There 
finding the French in full possession of the place, they turned 
helm and sailed back to Britain ;\on their arrival, giving a glowing 
account of the beauty and fertility of the entire country. Neither 
this year nor the next was any farther attempt made. James I 
dying in 1625, Alexander appli/d to his successor Charles I for a 
confirmation of his rights, which was granted. The late king, 
who had, in 1611, established a minor order of British nobility 
called baronets, designed, towards the close of his life, to confer 
that title on as many persons as could purchase it and form 
estates in the new colony of Nova Scotia. After the return of 
the emigrants in 1623, nothing was done in the matter till Charles 
ascended the throne. When that king,in 1628, granted to Alex
ander a charter of “ the lortfchip of Canada,” he granted certain 
tracts of land in Acadia to various persons,lwho were to be called, 
to distinguish them from English and Irish members of the pre
existing baronetage, “ baronets of Nova Scotia.”*

At this time, intestine war between Catholics and HugueSbts 
was raging in France. La Rochelle, the last bulwark of the latter, 
being closely besieged, an English fleet, commanded by the pre-

V

* The translator is answerable for all the above particulars regarding 
the origin of “ baronets of Nova Scotia,” substituted for those given by 
M. Garneau on this point and others immediately following, which ■ . 
are either quite incorrect, or at best inexact.—B.

VOL. I.—H
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sumptuous yet incapable Villiera, duke of Buckingham, was sent 
for their intended relief. The ill-managed attempt utterly failed : 
Cardinal Richelieu took La Rochelle, and the position of Pro
testantism in France became one of abjection. Stung by his defeat, 
rather than moved by patriotic feelings or by regard for the cause 
of religious freedom, Buckingham persuaded his master to declare 
war against Louis XIII. Hostilities between their subjects, forth
with begun in Europe, soon extended to those of America. A 
fleet of war-vessels was equipped in England to invade the settle
ments of New France, and in particular to attack Quebec. One of 
the ships was commanded by David Kertk, a master mariner of 
Dieppe, and another by Captain Michel, both being French Pro
testants. In midsummer 1628, the English ships reached the gulf 
of St. Lawrence, where they captured several French vessels, en
gaged in the fisheries and peltry traffic. Kertk, arriving at 
Tadousao, wrote a very civil letter, dated July 8, to Champlain, 
admonishing him, that as famine reigned in Quebec, and no sup
plies could reach it by sea, the entry of the St. Lawrence being 
blockaded by the English fleet, it were besT&tall parties that the 
place should be yielded on favourable terms being accorded.

Champlain, judging from the distance between him and Kertk, 
that the latter was not so ready to put his threats in execution as 
he announced, sent a defiant reply to the summons}. although, 
had Kertk acted at once, rather than lost time in parley, he might 
have attained his object easily ; for the garrison of Quebec was 
then in helpless extremity. In order to disguise the nakedness 
of the land, the wily governor ostentatiously feasted the impressed 
Basques whom Kertk sent to deliver his minatory missive : although 
the inhabitants then had no resources whatever, and lived upon seven 
ounces of bread per head daily, served from the government 
stores ; the latter containing, at this time, not more than 60 lbs. 
of gunpowder. When the messengers returned to Kertk with 
Champlain’s letter, and answered the questions that were probably 
put to them, that officer, distrusting the reports he had previously 
received of the state of Quebec, destroyed all the vessels he had 
at Tadousao, and returned to the lower Laurentian waters.

Shortly afterwards, Roquemont arrived in the gulf, and was 
erroneously informed, as he entered it, by natives whom he met,
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that Quebec had been taken by the English. Doubting the evil 
news, however, peace having been re-established when he left, he 
despatched eleven of his men, in a light vessel, to Quebec, for 
more reliable information. Scarcely had this bark set out, than 
the people in her sighted six vessels bearing English colours ; and 
next day, they heard a brisk cannonade. It proceeded from the 
guns of Kertk’s and Roguemont’s ships, then in close action. 
The latter had been chased^ and were easily captured after a short 
opposition ; they were, in fact, almost unmanageable in fight, 
being loaded to the gunwale with supplies, and necessarily crowded 
with unwarlike passengers. It appeared that Roquemont rather 
sought than avoided this irreparable calamity, for such it proved,, 
as being the real mediate cause of the surrender of Quebec/, 
although that untoward event did not take place till next year, j

The governor, having had his mind prepared for the intelli
gence brought him of the capture of Roquemont’s ships by what he 
already knew, bore the shook with his accustomed equanimity, 
and set about making the means of subsistence still left go as far 
as possible. Unfortunately, the year's returns from the small 
patches of land under cultivation proved unwontedly scanty. He 
despatched agents to buy as much provisions from the natives as 
they were willing to part with ; and sent a number of others to 
winter with the Indians, so that there would be fewer mouths to 
consume the almost exhausted government stores.

\After every precaution taken, however, the suffering from priva
tion by the inhabitants of Qhebeo, during the following five or six 
months, must have been very great ; for it is recorded that no sooner 
had the snow disappeared from the ground, than numbers of those 
whom want had not quite prostrated, went forth to the contiguous 
wilderness, to search for roots, &c., to keep life in their own bodies 
or in those of their families.

In the midst of this distress, Champlain seemed to rise superior 
to evil fate. Personally, he set the example of patience under extreme 
privation, while he gave encouraging assurances, which he could 
hardly have put trust in himself, that plenty would soon return ; as 
doubtless vessels, freighted with abundant supplies, would soon 
arrive from France. But days, weeks, months, glided on, and 
they came not. The season of starvation continued through part
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of the spring, with noarly a» much suffering m in the previous 
winter, and was now being prolonged during the first months of 
summer. Every wood, for many leagues round the city, having been 
thoroughly ransacked for petty edibles, the sufferers had become 
utterly despondent, when all wore roused into glad expectation on 
hearing that three inward-bound vessels were near, and had 
boon signaled behind Pointo-Lévi. The joy at their presence 
was short-lived. They wore English ships of war, oommandod by 
Louis and Thomas Kortk, sent on by the admiral thoir brother ; 
who sailed from England with a second expedition, but had 
tarried at Tadousao with a larger number of vessels. No thought 
was entertained now in the mind of any one, but to give up the 
city, on the moat favourable conditions that its foes would be per
suaded to concede. They entered its gates, and took possession 
on the twenty-ninth day of July, 1629. Louis Kertk, who in
stalled himself as English governor, treated the oitiaens with kind
ness,—and, it may be presumed, supplied the more pressing 
bodily wants of the people whose ruler he had become. However 
this may be, it is certain that a majority of the colonists concluded 
to remain in the country.

It was to bo kept in view, also, that the taking of Quebec did not 
necessarily include the loss of 'New France, for several places in 
Acadia were at this time occupied by the French : and the island 
of Capo-Breton, suddenly lost tor a moment, wae almost as soon to 
be recovered ; as wo shall have occasion to narrate presently.

Thomas Kertk, accompanied by Champlain, passed to Tadou
sao, there to take passage, for Europe. In the descent of the 
St. Lawrence, they met M. de Caën, then steering towards Que
bec a ship loaded with provisions. Thomas Kertk attacked and 
captured it after an obstinate resistance. Champlain embarked 
for England, where, having arrived, he repaired to London, and 
reported to the French ambassador there resident what had lately 
taken place in Canada ; urging upon him the propriety of de
manding the restitution of Quebec, its capture having been effected 
two months after the termination of the short war between the two 
nations. In foot, but for the understanding that no further hos
tilities would be tolerated, on either side, the city would have been 
re-in forced before the recent inroad of the Keitks, as the directors
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of. the Company had given orders that transports bound for 
Canada should rendesvous at Brouago or La Rochelle, and take 
eonvoy under commander de Raailli, whoso duty it would bo to 
escort thjcm in safety to Quebec. Poaod, however, having been 
proclaimed, this arrangement was countermanded, the royal ships 
being roonlled to exact satisfaction for some wrong inflicted on 
French subjects by the Sultan of Morocco. Forty days were lost 
While this change was impending ; and Rasilli not appearing, the 
Company’s vessels set out, in the month of June, for America, 
under the convoy of Captain Daniel. Arrived in American 
waters, Daniel's ship -was separated from De Caën’s vessels by a 
tempest when near Newfoundland ; and shortly afterwards ho was 
met by an English armed vessel, which prepared to attack him, 
but the captain of the latter, on a near view noting the formi
dable look of Daniel’s ship, which carried 16 guns, would gladly 
have sheered off ; but the meditated flight was prevented, and his 
vessel became a prise to the French.

After this capture, captain Daniel, instead of seeking out the 
Company's transports, which, he concluded, would by this time 
have reached their port, changed his course and steered for the 
Qrand-Cibou, on the eastern coast of Cape-Breton, expecting to 
obtain news from Quebec. There ho learned that Lord James 
Stuart, with’throe armed vessels, had taken possession, two months 
previously, of a fishing-buss from St. Jcan-de-Lus ; that ho had 
sent this vessel, along with two of his own, to Port-Royal ; and 
that his lordship, in the remaining ship, had gone to Port-aux- 
Baleinos, and there erected a fort, protending that Cape-Breton 
belonged to England. Thus apprised, Daniel decided on capturing 
Stuart’s fort, and do whatever else wore expedient for maintaining 
French supremacy in the island, tie arrived before the strong
hold in September, and, immediately landing 53 of his men well 
armed, proceeded to scale the works. The struggle was both 
violent and prolonged ; but in spite of the courage displayed by its 
defenders, the place was captured, and several of the garrison, 
along with its chief, taken prisoners.

Daniel rased this fort entirely ; but proceeded to construct 
another, at the entry of the river Qrand-Cibou, armed with eight 
guns, and garrisoned by 38 men. Leaving here also Fathers
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Vimont nnd Vlouxpont, ho not mil to France. Having reached 
tlio English shores, ho landed 42 of hie prisoners at Falmouth, 
nnd boro the rent, 21 in number, including Lord Jam * Htunrt, to 
Dieppe,*

vowel

Whilst Kortk wan taking Quebec, and hla lieutenant loaing 
Capo-Breton, the French located in the aouthorn region (V Aoadla 
were engaged in repelling the at tack* made by two vessels of war 
ooinmandod by Claude do la Tour, a French Protontantywho had 
lately taken service in the royal navy of England. This/mtorpris. 
ing man, owner of a largo fortune, had been taken primmer in one 
of Hoquomont’s vowoln and carried to London, whore he wan well 
received at Court. While in England, ho married one of the 
maidn of honour to the Queen,f and was oroatod a baronet of 

va Sootia. Having thereby obtained a oonoosnion of territory
a^a npeeien of fief, in that province, situated near 8t. John’s river, 

1»o made an arrangement with Sir William Alexander to found a 
settlement there, with immigrante from Scotland. The ungrate
ful duty also devolved upon him, meanwhile, of attempting to 
bring his own son under submimion ; the latter, true to his coun
try’s cause, being in command of a French fort at the Capo de 
Sable.J [

In order to bring this about, two English ships-of-war were put 
under his orders, with which he set nail, accompanied by his youth- 
fol spouse. Arrived at his destination, he demanded an interview 
of his son ; which being granted, he vaunted the flattering recep
tion he had met with in England, and the honours that had boon con
ferred on him by its King. He then promised that similar dis
tinctions and advantages to those himself enjoyed would be extended 
to young La Tour, if he would continue in command of the fort,

• Champlain : Memoir appended to the edition of 1632. Captain 
Stuart’s ship probably made part of the fleet of admiral Kertk, who, 
according to the report of Hallbnrton, subdued Oape-Breton without 
resistance, and built a fort in the Island, before ascending the St. 
Lawrence.

f Henrietta-Marla, youngest daughter of Henry IV and Mary de
Medicls.—B.

t La Tour, junior, In a memorial (plactt) presented to Louis XIII, In
the year 1637, had asked for a command In Acadia. How well worthy 
he was of the charge, we need not say.—B.
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but hold it a* an English not as a French possession, with the rank 
and title of a knight, which he now had in charge to accord. The 
young man made this noblo reply : " If those who sent you on 
this errand think mo capable of betraying my country, even at the 
solicitation of a parent, they have greatly mistaken me. I am 
not disposed to purchase the honours now offered mo by commit
ting a crime. I do not undervalue the proffer now made mo by 
tho King of England : but the prince in whose service I am is 
quite able to reward mo ; and whether he do so or not, the inward 
consciousness of my fidelity to him will bo in itself a recompense to 
mo. Tho King of Franco has confided tho defence of this place 
to mo ; and I shall maintain it, if attacked, till my latest breath.” 
After this repulse, tho father retired to his ship ; but did not desist 
from farther attempts to shako tho faithfulness of the young man. 
Ho addressed to him a letter written in the most pressing tenus, 
and couched in a tender strain, appealing to his filial regard. But 
this letter hod not tho desired effect. Monacos followed ; still they 
had no result. Ho then disembarked his soldiers and a body of 
armed seamen, and tried to carry tho fort by a brisk assault. His 
men wore repulsed ; and several other attempts, of the like kind, 
during two days, were equally unsuccessful. His people, provoked 
at his obstinacy, refused to answer his call upon them for 
further efforts to take tho place ; and he had perforce to give up 
what he rashly undertook to do, retiring humiliated even lose by 
the defeat itself, than by tho reflection that he had sustained it in a 
contest with his mother country and with his own flesh and blood. 
Not daring or oaring to re-appear either in France or England, La 
Tour remained in Acadia with his English lady, who was willing to 
share his evil fortunes. Tho son, judging it improper ever to 
admit him into the fort, yet pitying him still, caused to be erected 
in its vicinage a small but well-furnished house, wherein he dwelt, 
for several years. It was in this dwelling he was visited by M. 
Denis, author of tho “ Description des Côtes de l’Amérique,” Lb 
1635.

The invasion of Canada by the English, in time of peace, at 
first made a considerable sensation in Paris, because the honour of 
the nation seemed to have been affected by the proceeding ; but, 
when the question was debated in the council of state, whether
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the restitution of Quebec should be insisted on, opinions were 
divided. It was urged, by some of the king’s advisers, that the 
possession of a rock amid a wilderness was not worth contending for ; 
that even the country, for which it served as a capital, was almost 
uninhabitable from the rigor of the climate ; that it was too vast 
to be properly peopled without draining France of its inhabitants ; 
and if scantily peopled, of what value was it ? The colonies held 
by Portugal in South America and India, it was observed, 
had been sources of weakness rather than of strength to that king
dom ; Spain had visibly declined in importance since she had 
been deprived of so many of her most enterprising subjects by the 
constant drain of men for the Americas. Lastly, it was urged, 
by the Same councillors, that although Charles V had the resources 
of the Germàn empire, those of the kingdom of Spain, of the Low 
Counties, .and of the Western I tidies, at his command; yet 
Francis the First, monarch of a kingdom comparatively of small 
extent, and having scarcely any colonies, was able to make head 
against him, and, when dying, leave to his successors a kingdom at 
least as extensive as he found it. “ Let us endeavour, then, rather 
to improve Old France, than strive to found a New France in the 
most unpromising regions of the West.” Thus reasoned the “ par
tisans of abandonment.”*

Those who argued in an opposite sense, maintained that the Ca
nadian climate, if subject to vicissitudes of heat and cold, was 
salubrious ; that the soil was fertile, and the country, if properly 
cultivated, capable of supplying, in abundance, all the necessaries 
of life ; and, adverting to the decline of the Spanish monarchy, 
they intimated that the injudicious expulsion of the Moorish race 
was a primary cause of the evil. They reminded their adversaries, 
that the drain of men from France for America was, as yet, almost 
dominai; that the few soldiers hitherto sent out yearly were 
mostly invalids. Then the produce drawn from French America 
was really considerable: the Newfoundland fisheries alone did 
much to enrich the kingdom, and formed a valuable nursery for 
sailors ; adding, that, as the woods of France became exhausted of 
timber, she had at her disposition, if she chose, the largest forests

* Charlevoix.
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in the world, supplying wood for every kind of construction, or as 
fuel. Lastly, as a measure of enlightened national polity, it was 
of the last importance to keep a firm hold upon New France, in 
order to counterbalance the enhanced importance England had 
gained through the extent and populousness of her American 
plantations. The sum of all was this : Demand, at once, that 
Quebec be restored to its rightful owuers.

These latter reasonings had much cogency, and were not lost 
upon a majority of the councillors, although no very strong decision 
was come to either way, at the time. As for the inert king him
self, he seemed to take little interest in this matter, as was the 
case in too many others. But his chief minister—who regarded 
the English irruption, Raynal remarks, as a kind of personal injury 
done him, he being nominal patron of the Canadian Society—did 
not accept the insult offered to France so tamely. Accordingly, 
he instructed the king’s ambassador resident at the English court 
to press for the withdrawal of the English garrison from Quebec ; 
as also that New France generally should be evacuated by any 
other interlopers, military or other, of the same nation or from its 
colonies. King Charles promised that all this should be done ; 
but diplomatic delays, accidental or intended, arising, Richelieu, 
by way of quickening the alien negotiators, equipped a fleet of six 
armed vessels, which he put under the orders of commander de 
Razilli. This practical hint sufficed. In terpis of the treaty of 
St. Germain-en-Laye, signed March 29, 1632,t the government of 
England renounced all the pretensions that lmd ever been put 
forward by its subjects ; and pledged itself not to\enew any such, 
at least so long as the peace should last. “ We iùqy date from 
this treaty,” says Chalmers, “ the commencement of aiong series 
of evils for Great Britain and her colonies, the difficultiestoitjhjthe 
provincials afterwards, and, in some measure, the success of tfie 
American Revolution."

True it is, that in the seed-beds of nations and growing empires 
the germs of change are sown or in activity, to be fully developed 
in coming time. The prqximity of the French tended greatly to 
loosen the bands of the English colonies to their mother country ; 
as she bore with them longer than she would otherwise have done, 
because the flag of her ancient rival floated so near to her posses-

X
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sions as the rook of Quebec, and rallied under its shadow so many 
barbarous hordes as it did. To make head against such warlike 
neighbours, it was needful to be armed ; and we know that an 
armed is ever more exacting than an unarmed race. England could 
not help manifesting liberality in the case ; the blood shed in her 
cause demanded a return, and colonial freedom was the compensa
tion. Moreover, British colonists, from the outset, had chosen an 
American location, because of the perfect freedom they counted 
on enjoying there. Nothing less would have contented them ; and 
England was wise enough to accord to an exacting son what he 
demanded, than to provoke him to cast off that allegiance to her 
which he might have transferred to an alien protectress. The 
neighbourhood of the French, then, was favourable to. Anglo- 
American liberty, and, in the end, to that of several other nations ; 
but by means of a concatenation, none of the links in the chain 
being, for the time, perceptible to political vision.

The course of the war terminated in 1632, exhibited French
men ever in armed struggle against each other, and constantly 
rending and spoiling their common country for the behoof of ene
mies of all the contending parties.

The oonductlof the Huguenots justified the predictions of the 
Catholics, who insisted that it would be unsafe to leave them in 
possession of colonies peopled by their British oo-religionaries ; 
because, on the smallest misunderstanding arising between the 
former and the government of their fatherland, they would be 
sure to join the latter, and thus imperil the continued* * existence 
of New France. The affair of the chevalier de la Tour is a case 
in point.*

(,;
• The translator, on referring to the first edition of F Histoire du Canada 

by M. Qarneau (that of 1845), to). I, chap. I, pages 90 and 91, finds 
three paragraphs most of the sentences in which have been suppressed 
or greatly modified in the last edition of the work. He has thought it 
fitting to reproduce them, as they stood at first :—

“ In forming establishments of Protestants in the New World, Ooligny 
executed patriotic projects, which England came afterwards to profit 
by, and of which we daily see the immense results. The admiral 
desired to open an asylum in America for til his co-separatists from the 
established religion of the country ; whereby, inhabiting a dependency
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Shortly after the treaty of St. Germain-en-Laye waa concluded, 
namely, on the 13th of November ensuing, the king of France in
council ordained the “ Company of the Hundred Assooiators ” to
pay 40,000 livres to Marie and Salomon Langlois, Raymond de la 
Ralde, Nicholas Canu, David Michel, Paul LanguiUez, and others, 
for having seized three ships sent by M. de Caën to fish upon the 
coasts of Canada.

De Thou, the friend of Cinq-Mars, for whom he lost his life 
on the scaffold, was the judicial reporter of the royal decree issued 
in the above case. The same document contains the name of 
“ Cabot, burgess of Dieppe also that of the sieur “ Duquesne, 
naval officer the latter being father of a personage whose name 
became famous in the after history of France and Canada.

of the kingdom and forming an integral, if distant, part of one extending 
empire, they might therein enjoy the same advantages as the orthodox 
people of their common mother-country. That project was one of the 
most beautiful conceptions of modern times ; and since it did not succeed, 
although at the outset supported by government aid, it was because the 
Catholic party, which had always predominating influence over French 
royalty, constantly opposed the realization of Coligny’s views ; some
times covertly, sometimes openly. This is especially true of the state 
of things at the epoch the annals of which are now passing under our 
review. The long period of time which elapsed from the expedition of 
Roberval till that of the marquis de la Roche in Acadia, a. d. 1598, was 
entirely taken up by the struggle France had to maintain against the 
Powers of the German empire and Spain, or by the prolonged and san
guinary wars of religion, rendered so sadly memorable through the 
massacre of St. Bartholomew ; and which wars were terminated by the 
treaty of Vervins. During all this space of time, the attention of the 
chiefs of the state was absorbed by a series of memorable events, the 
effect of which was to shake the French empire to its ve ns."

2
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BOOK SECOND.

CHAPTER I.

DESCRIPTION OF CANADA—THE ABORIGINAL NATIONS.

Name given to the territories first discovered in North America.—Fron
tiers of the several colonies imperfectly defined ; this indefiniteness 

. the cause of many contestations.—Synopsis of the native popula
tions of North America, particularly of the tribes of Canada.—Esti
mate of their numbers.—Account of their persons, their dress, their 
implements of war, Ac.—Their modes of hostilities, of hunting, Ae. 
—Their governmental polity.—Nature of their religious notions.— 
Of their diviners.—Of their regard for the dead ; their manner of se
pulture ; their festivals.—Their figurative oratory.—Formation of 
the Indian languages ; the Aborigines were ignorant of letters.— 
Synthetic nature of Indian speech.—Intellectual qualities of thé 
race.—Their origin : question discussed, whether they are descend
ants of nations which had attained to civilisation.

When Europeans began to pour into America, they gave to the 
various countries they entered the general denomination of terra 
novae, or Newfoundlands, f rom the time of Francis I, that name 
indicated the regions afterwards known as Florida, Canada, and La
brador, as well as the island which then, as now, bears the above 
designation. But when the different countries became better 
known, and were oftener visited, they had assigned to them parti
cular appellations, which distinguished each from all the others ; 
still those names were often changed, and always wrongly applied, 
while the territories they designated were of uncertain limita
tion. The contusion thence resulting became, in the sequel, the 
cause, often of dissensions, sometimes of wars, between France, 
England, and Spain, concerning their territorial rights or preten
sions to debateable lands in America. ,

Early in the 17th century, the appellation “ New France ” was 
given to a vast region which now comprises the.Hudson’s Bay

'N
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territory, Labrador, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Canada, and 
a great part of the countries now known as the United States.*

At that time, the peninsula of Nova Scotia began to take the name 
of Cadie, Acadie, or Acadia; and the territorial form “ Canada” 
already was not only the appellation of the country we now in
habit, but a name, that, in an extended sense, covered a much 
larger region than the united provinces to which it now solely 
applies.

New France, before jhe discovery of the Mississippi, to the 
valley of which the foregoing collective appellation was extended, 
comprised, therefore, the basin of the St. Lawrence and that of 
Hudson’s Bay. The St. Lawrence, which has a course of more 
than 700 leagues (over 2000 miles), takes its source, under the 
name of the “ river St. Louis," in lat. 48° 30' N., long. 93° W.f 
on the great central plateau whence descends the Mississippi, 
(but which takes a southern course ending ip the bay of Mexico,) 
and other rivers, of northern course, flowing into Hudson’s Bay. 
The Laurentian valley, making a bend as if to clip Lake Erie, 
descends, by successive stages, from the plateau above noted ; which 
table-land, like most other regions of the northern continent 
of America, is not much elevated above the water-level. In two 
localities only does the St. Lawrence lose its gentle and uniform 
slope. At Niagara, its mass falls, in sheer descent, 160 feet ; and

* Lescarbot gives to New France a still greater extent : “ Our Nou
velle Prance,” says he, “ is composed of all the western territories on the 
hither side of the Pacific Ocean ; and, downwards, to the tropic of 
Oancer. To the southward, it reaches as far as the Antilles. Its eastern 
parts are bordered by the North Sea ; and, to the north, it adjoins the 
glacial region called Terra Incognita, from the Frozen Ocean to the 
Arctic pole.” But these boundaries were more imaginary than real ; 
since, in Lescarbot’s time, even the entire valley of the St. Lawrence 
was not satisfactorily known. It would be hard to say what habitable 
or uninhabitable portions of North America, whether continental or 
insular, with the exception of Mexico, were not boldly claimed as sections 
of “ New France.”—B.

t Keefer. [“ If we consider Lake Superior as the true source of the 
St. Lawrence, the length of the river, including a curved ’ line drawn 
through the centre of that lake and extending to Cape Rosière at 
the mouth of the St. Lawrence, is 1859 miles." National Cyclopedia.}~B.

t *
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just below Lake Ontario, its swift and turbulent waters dash 
foamingly over a rocky bed, which obstructs navigation between 
Kingston and Montreal. ,

The valley of the St. Lawrenci^ls bounded, on the north, by a 
mountain chain now called, collectively, “the Laurentides which 
commencing in Labrador, form a line prolonged to the farthest 
region of Lake Superior.* The bases of the Laurentian heights are 
washed by the stream whose name they take, as far down as 
Cape Torment (30 miles below Quebec), where they rise to an 
elevation of 2000 feet. /They traverse the bank of the river Otta
wa, above the Chats Lake, and shut in Lake Huron on its nor
thern side. The AHeghanies, the summits of which are visible 
from Quebec heights, enclose this basin as far as Lake Cham
plain. The Alleghany range, starting from the gulf of St. Law. 
rence, follows the course uf the river, at from six to eight leagues 
distance in the canton of Rimouski, where its highest peaks attain 
a height of 4000 feet; then, deflecting to thi south of Lake 
Champlain, it traverses the Hudson valley, and continues as far as 
Virginia. X

Recent surveys of the five principal lakes of Nbrth America, 
four of which part Canadian from United States territory, gives 
us a pretty exact account of their respective superficmk, areas. 
Thus Lake Superior is (following its curvature) 435 miles long 
and 160 broad, with a medium depth of 988 feet ; its water-line is 
627 feet above the searlevel ; and its whole area is about 32,000 
sq. m. Lake Michigan is 360 miles long and 108 wide, area 23,000 
sq. m., depth 800 feet, elevation 587 feet. Lake Huron is 
260 miles long and 160 wide, area 20,000 sq. m., depth 800 feet, 
elevation 574 feet. These may be called the upper lakes of Canada 
and the United States. The two lower are not so extensive. The 
greatest length of Lake Erie is 250 miles and its breadth 80, mean

* None of the Laurentides attain so high an elevation as to form a 
bulwark against the freezing gales descending from the arctic regions. 
CapeA’ohnent, one of the most considerable of our mountains, is, as we 
havefféen, but 2000 feet high ; and in the Saguenay country, where the 
face of the territory is often rugged, the hill summits do not range 
higher than from 200 to 1000 feet above the sea-level.
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depth 84 feet, elevation 564 feet. The greatest length of Lake 
Onatrio is 180 miles and its greatest breadth 65, mean depth 500 
feet, elevation 266 feet. The total length of all five as a contin
uous water-way, including intermediate channels, is 1,612 miles, 
with an aggregate superficial area of more than 90,000 square 
miles.* *

These lakes, -the Falls of Niagara, the St. Lawrenoe river and 
Gulf, are of colossal magnitude, and in perfect keeping with the 
land-region which encloses them. Northward are mysterious 
forests of unknown limits ; to the west, is much unappropriated 
woodland ; while on the southern side, is the territory of a re
public which much exceeds all Europe in extent. To the east
ward, again, is the ocean, parted into the fog-beset, storm-vexed, 
and iceberg-encumbered seas of Newfoundland and Labrador. In
finity itself seems to reign over our frontiers.

Geologically, Canada is seated on an immense conch of granite, 
the elevations of which form the frame of its highest mountains : 
cropping out at Lake Superior, Lake Huron, Kingston, and 
elsewhere, in the upper prqfinoe ; at the River St. Maurice, Beau- 
port, Tadousac, Kamouraska, in Labrador, &c. This bed of 
granite is overlaid with many kinds of rocks ; those most abounding 
being schists, limestone, and sandstone.f

-

• For these data the author accredits Mr. Keefer. Tehy differ consi
derably, as to the superficial area of the five great lakes, from all others 
we have seen. M. Garneau does not give, it will be observed, the 
area of lakes Erie and Ontario.*-The writers of the National Cyclo
pedia (art. Canada), aver that the waters of lake Superior cover more 
than 43,000 square miles ; lake Huron, 16,500 ; lake Michigan, 13,500 ; 
lake Erie, 10,900; lake Ontario, 12,600. Total,x above 96,500 square 
miles.—B.

f The ancient sea-margins observed in the central basin of the St. Law
rence, which In some places are recognisable at\> great elevation, form 
a subject for interesting speculation. The aspect of the country between 
Montreal and Cape Torment, some 200 miles long and of about 3000 
square miles superficial area, says Sir William Logan, “ presents a 
varied surface rising in many places by abrupt steps (the marks of an
cient sea-margins) into successive terraces, some of which are from 200 
to 300 feet above the level of the river. These terraces are occupied 
by extensive beds of clay and sand.”—B.

3
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Canada is rich in oroe of iron. Several iron mines are worked ; 
among others those of Three Rivers, L. 0., (where the metal pro
duced excels the Swedish,) and of Marmora, U. C. Copper,* 
aino, load, titanium, and mercury are foun^ at intervals in small 
quantities ; but explorations, now in progress, will disclose fur
ther our métallurgie riches. The French administrators of olden 
Canada paid much attention to this subject : their explorers dis
covered most of the mines mentioned by existing geologists.

The soil of Canada is generally fertile. It is especially so in its 
upper region, where its milder climate enables the cultivators 
to raise large quantities of wheat, somè of which is superior to any 
grown elsewhere upon this continent. But the Alleghany and 
Laurontian highlands greatly abridge the cultivable surface of the 
Canadas. Nevertheless, their abundant watershed much pro
motes the fertility of the valley-lands and lower levels.

By some convulsion of nature, the Laurentides, which in the 
Saguenay rëgitin are from 12 to 16 leagues broad, have been reft 
in two ; and in the ravine thus formed, flow the Saguenay waters, 
which are 1000 feet deep in some places, and shut in by nearly 
perpendicular rocks.

The basin of the St. Lawrence being of angular form with its apex 
turned toward the south, its two extremities, terminating almost 
in the same latitude, make its average calorific temperature tole
rably equal. The maximum intensity of cold at Quebec is 30° F. 
below sero (62° under the freesing point), and that of summer 
heat 97 to 104° F. in the shade. At the foot of Lake Erie, the 
mercury sometimes falls, in mid-winter, to 20° below sero. The 
intensest heat seldom, if ever, indicates a higher point than 
103° F.

The diflbrenoo of climate between the provinces, lower and 
upper, will be best estimated by comparing the duration of their 
winters, and noting the nature and amount of their several pro
ducts. The inhabited regions of the two Canadas, says Bouohette,

• Copper ore has been found in abundance near the shores of Lakes 
Huron and Superior ; while, more recently (1860), rich veins of the 
same have been found *t Acton, Ac., ip the Eastern Townships of 
Lower Canada.—B.
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we situated between the 42nd and 48th degrees of north latitude. 
Judging by their dietanoe from the equator and the north pole, 
we should expect that their relative climatic conditions would be 
similar to those of southern and eentral Europe ; whereas their 
extremes of heat and cold are, the former more intense, the latter 
more severe. At Quebec, lat. 46° 48' 49”, apples are grown in 
abundance, but neither grapes nor peaches ripen ; at Montreal, all 
three attain to maturity. At Toronto these fruits, along with the 
apricot, grow in the greatest perfection. The acacia, which may 
not brook the chances of out-door temperature at Quebec, 
stands the climate, if indifferently, of Montreal ; but constantly 
meets ttyk eye as we ascend towards Detroit*

At Quebec, and the region around that city, winter usually sets 
in about the 25th November, and lasts till the 25th April ; the lat
ter being the understood day when field labour ought to bo resumed. 
Snow lies on the ground fully five months, and is usually from three 
to four feet deep in the woods. At Montreal, the winter is throe or 
four weeks shorter, and lees sçow falls. In Lower Canada, during 
most of winter, wheel carriages are superseded by sledges ; but 
in the upper province, their useful employment is confined to a 
space of seven or eight weeks. Upon the whole, the climate of 
the Canadas is salubrious, and favourable to longevity.-)- 

The excessive cold experienced in the Lower Laurentian region 
is apparently caused less by latitudinal conditions than through 
the absence of high mountains from its northern sides. The 
vicinage, too, of Hudson's Bay, which polar winds traverse

• The Academy of Sciences, in Paris, at an early date, occupied 
itself with Canadian Natural History. Its members requested Louie 
XIV, in 1707, to engage Dr. Sarrasin, a French regimental surgeon who 
bad come out with some military twenty years before, to send a collec
tion of planU to the Jardin-du-Roi, and the king complied with their 
wishes. Sarrasin was a man of great accomplishments. He died at 
Quebec, in 1734, aged seventy years.

f Persons who emigrate to Canada after middle age, from Britain, 
find its climatic vicissitudes rather trying to their constitutions ; and the 
mortality among children under seven years of age, (even those bora 
of Canadian parents,) is considerably higher than in Great Britain. 
Authority: Dr. Archibald Hall, Montreal.—A.

VOL. I.—I
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before reaching the lower parta of the river valley, where they 
arrive charged with icy evaporation from the aeaa of Labrador, 
doubtless adds to the rigour of the atmosphere during our winters.*

The aurora borealis illuminates the nocturnal sky of Canada with 
a brilliancy and variety of play, especially during its autumnal and 
winter months, unknown, at the present day at least, in any peut 
of norAem Europe. It is now believed that this meteoric pheno
menon is of electric origin ; and this opinion is all the more pro
bable, because of the peculiar rustling noise, similar to that of a 
stiff silken tissue put in movement, which often, if not always, 
accompanies the luminous appearances.

The Aborigines.—When the territories of Canada were dis
covered, they were found to be inhabited by numerous nomade 
tribes, belonging to three out of the eight great families of savages 
who occupied the region between the Mississippi, the Atlantic, and 
the Esquimaux country ; namely, the Algonquins, Hurons, Sioux, 
Cherokees, Catawbas, Uohées, Natchez, Mobiles, &o. These were 
considered substantive races, because each spoke a language bear
ing no analogy with that of the others, and which was not under
stood by others when spoken : whereas,although many idioms existed 
among the different tribes forming a part of, or connected with, a 
nation using what might be called a native mother tongue, yet 
the individuals of each tribe composing a nation, however far 
apart, could understand the language of every other tribe of that 
nation ; while they could not communicate with the men of an 
alien nation.f

This aggregation of uncivilised men was thus distributed over 
the extent of territory we have pointed out :—The Mobiles pos
sessed all the southern extremity of the northern continent, from

• None of the Laurentidea are of surpassing height. Cape Torment, 
among the most considerable, rises 2000 feet above the water level. In 
the highlands of the Saguenay, the eminences range between 200 and 
1000 feet only. Captain Bayfield says that the culminating point of 
the range is near Lake Superior, and rises to a height of 2100 feet.

f Just as the Celtic race In the Scots Highlands understand the Erse 
or Irish language, although it is spoken and printed differently from the 
Scots Erse or Gaelic ; neither being intelligible to the Anglo-Scotian 
or Hiberno-Saion people of Britain.—B.
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the bay of Mexico to the river Tennessee and Cape Fear. The 
Uohées and Natchez (the latter, not a numerous body, being 
wedged in, as it were, by the former) ; the Natchez having a small 
country, bordered by the Mississippi ; the Uohées, more serried 
towards the west, joining on to the Cherokees. The country of 
the Cherokees was equidistant from the bay of Mexico, Lake Erie, 
the Atlantic, and the Mississippi. That nation had for neigh
bours, the Mobiles and Uohées to the north, the Catawbas to the 
east. The Catawbas possessed a country of small extent, to the 
south of the Mobiles and to the west of the Cherokees. The great 
family of Algonquins possessed nearly a moiety of North America, 
eastward of the Mississippi. Their territory joined that of the 
Mobiles on the south side, and extended northward, to the Es
quimaux regions, over the breadth between the Mississippi and 
the Atlantic, a superficies of 60 degrees of longitude and 20 of 
latitude.*

The Hurons, whose real name has been variously written Yen- 
data, Ouendats, Wyandots, and Yendots,f but to whom the early 
French colonists gave the appellation we now know them by, and 
which is derived from our term hure, because of the rugged locks 
dr unkempt hair of the people of that race ; the Hurons, we say, 
lived amidst the Algonquins, on the margins of Lakes Huron, 
Erie, and Ontario. The Sioux, whose vast country was to the 
west of the Mississippi, occupied a small- country to the eastward 
of Lake Michigan. Thus, as New France comprehended the river 
St. Lawrence and all the lakes out of which it flows, it included 
a part of three aboriginal “ nations,” who spoke the Sioux, 
Algonquin, and Huron languages, or three mother tongues of the 
Indians. Originally, the Algonquin dialect was spoken in the 
Lake Champlain district, and in the southern Ottawa region 
extending to the north ; but in the sequel, migrations of tribes 
speaking other dialects, spread these in divers parts of Canada.

• Albert Gallatin. A Synoptit of the Indian Tribei.
t The first two forma are French, the second two English. Father 

Jerome Lallemant, long a missionary among the Hurons, called them 
Ouendats, as above ; but Champlain called them Attigouantants ; while 
Golden denominated them Quatoghiers. “Album Littéraire" of la 
Revue Canadienne, 1845, p. 14.
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The principal tribee «peeking Algonquin in New France WWe, 
to the eouth of the 8t. Lawrence, the Mioinaee or Souriquois, 
who occupied Nova Scotia,* Gnspd and iehmde ndjnevitt : a email 
tribe, their number never exceeding 4000. The Etohoniins, who 
inhibited the seaboard countrioe, and the territory watered by the 
rivera St. John and Ste. Croix. The Abennqula, who wero lo
cated between the Micmacs and the Etchstnins, the river Ft. 
Lawrence, New England, and the Iroquoia. The Sokokla, a mon
grel race, wore refugcea from the Kngliah colonie», living under 
French protection.

To the north of the 8t. Lawrence, wore :—The Montagnala, on 
the bordera of the Saguenay and Lake 8t. John ; the I’apinaohois, 
the Beraiamitea, the Hodgchnga, and aeveral other triboe. The 
Algonquins, (properly, Lonni-Lenappcs,) whoae occupation extend 
lug from a point rather below Quebec to the river 8t. Maurice ; 
one of their triboe inhabiting the ialand of Montreal. The Oua- 
taouaia, or Ottawaa, who ranged at first about the country watered 
by the river which «till benra their name above the Montreal dis
trict ; and who extended thomsolvee afterwards aa far aa Lake 
Superior.

The triboe speaking the Huron tongue wero :—The Hurbhe 
or Wyandote, located on the northern margin of Lakes Huron 
and Ontario, as already mentioned. They wore driven thence 
shortly after the French came, by itho Iroquois. They were 
repelled on one side, towards the Lower 8t. Lawrence; on the 
other, beyond Lake Superior, to the arid plaine which separated 
the Chippnways from their western enemies. Brought back by 
the potent aid of the Sioux, they were met with afterwards at 
S^ult Sainte-Marie, at Maohilimakinao, and finally at Detroit. The 
Hurona located at Loretto, two leagues from Quebec, are living 
relics of the great nation which once bore that name, so powerful 
of old,7and to which the Iroquois, who conquered them, and other 
tribes jbeaides, owed their origin.

To the south of Lake Brie, Lake Ontario, and the river St. 
Lawrence, up to the river Richelieu, in the vioihity of the Abe- 
naquis, ruled the famous Iroquois confederation ; whoso proper /1

• A considerable number of Indians, of Micmac descent, still Inhabit'"' 
that peninsula.—B.

I
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nemo was, the Agonnousionni, or " constructors of wigwams.” The 
appollntion Iroquoi» wan at ttrat applied to them by the French, 
beeauao they usually begun and finished their diaeourses orjmluvvr 
with the word hiro, which means either “ I say," or “ 1 have 
said ; ” oombiuod, as an affix, with the word koui, an exclamatory 
vocable joyful or sad aoeordiug as it was pronounced long or short. 
Tho Iroquois confederation was oomposod of the Aguiors or 
Mohawks, tlio Onmmtaguùs or Ononduguce, the (Joyogouins, the 
Onuooyuths, and the Taonnonthouans.*

The Erics and the Andaates, once located between Lake Erie 
and the Iroquois country, had dwindled into a potty remnant 
when Canada was discovered, and soon afterwards wore pitilessly 

» exterminated.
Tho countries around Lakes Superior, Michigan, and Huron, 

were frequented, also, by tho Nipissings, tho Ottawa*, the Mi&mis, 
whom the Voutowataiuis, coming from the south, thrust north
ward ; by tho Illinois, the Chippoways, the Outugamis or Foxes 
(a plundering and cruel race;) by the Kikapous, tho Mascontim^ 
tho Sakis, tho Malhomines, the Usages, the Missouries, tho Mono- 
monis tribes, all speaking the Algonquin tongue ; and, finally, 
by tho Kristi note or Kilestiuots, using the language of the Sioux.

A number of other tribes, belonging either to the Sioux family, 
or to those of the Hurons or Algonquins, inhabited countries 
more or loss distant from the foregoing, and individuals among 
them would eoine occasionally to visit Use missionaries or trade 
with the peltry collectors on the borders of the lakes. This done, 
they ro-entcrod the wilds whence they issued, and never were seen 
more; while men of other tribes, equally unknown to the French, 
came in arms to thrust out of place those who were nearest to the 
former, and force tho rightful owners to relinquish their ‘pos
sessions.

Wo cannot estimate with precision what may have been the 
entire number of the native populations of North America in 
Cartier’s time. Judging by the variety of “ nations " and tribes

1 Hence, the term “ Indiane of tbs Five (aleo Six) Nations," often 
occurring during thl border wars of the 18th century between the colc- 
ui»te of the British plantations and those of New France.—B.
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spoken of, we might be led to suppose that the aggregate was very 
considerable ; but when we look close into the matter, we incline 
to fix the total amount at a low figure. In no wild country are 
the aborigines numerous, nor can they be. Some of the earlier 
explorers evidently were led astray on this point, by the metaphoric 
language of the savages, who considered 1000 souls as a prodigious 
multitude, and beyond the power of definite numbering. Thus 
in the year 1753, when the savages informed colonel Washington 
that the French were about to attack him with a host numberless 
as the leaves of the forest, their whole force, when counted 
by precise arithmetic, was reducible to a few hundred men.

Calculations have been made, with great care, for the countries 
situated between the St. Lawrence and Mississippi ; which estimate 
the total nations of Algonquin race, the most considerable of all, 
at 90,000 souls ; the total eastern Sioux at less than 3000 ; the 
Hurons and Iroquois together, about 17,000 ; the Catawbas, 
3000; the Cherokees, 12,000; the Mobiles, 60,000; the Uchées, 
1000 ; and the Natchez, 4000: general total only 180,000, dis
persed over an immense space of territory. We incline to think 
that this moderate estimate must approximate, at least, to the 
truth ; for a race of hunters requires a large field to draw even 
the scantiest subsistence from. Despite the great extent of the 
forest-lands of North America, its aborigines often were in straits 
from the difficulty they found in procuring a sufficiency of game 
for their support. If the general population had been really nume
rous, how was it that the Iroquois, who could count only 
2200 warriors in the year 1660, were able to run a conquering 
career from Hudson’s Bay to Carolina, and strike terror i^to the 

, hearts of the whole tribes of that great range of territory ?
Cartier could see in all Canada only some sparse native hamlets, 

which he called bourgade», each containing at the most 50 cabane» ; 
and the greatest influx of the aborigines reported as having taken 
place, on any occasion, at Stadaooné (Quebec), during the winter 
he passed iced-up in the river St. Charles, did not number 1000 
souls. In other parts of the country, he could scarcely discern a 
trace of human inhabitation. M. Joliette and Father Marquette 
traversed a great part of the Mississippi region and met no living 
man. M. de la Joncaire, in 1736, drew up for the information of
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the home government an official estimate of the number of fighting 
men among the whole savage tribes then in existence between 
Quebec and Louisiana (that is, in nearly the whole of New France), 
and the aggregate total he ventured to give was but 16,000.

We have said that a comparison made of the different native 
dialects spoken in North America to the east of the Mississippi, 
had led to the recognition of eight aboriginal mother tongues ; 
and upon that basis, the tribes were divisible into just as many 
great branches or families. Accepting this datum, of there being 
originally eight radical divisions of the red race of mankind within 
the limits assigned above,—but the adoption of which rather mili
tates against the hypothesis of one only route of immigration from 
Asia by its north-west side,—one might expect that there would be 
as great diversity in a physical as in a moral point of view, between 
the people of tribes thus wildly dispersed and speaking so many dis
tinct languages. Now there neither is, nor ever was, much sen
sible difference of either kind to be found. Between the savages 
of Canada and the far-removed red men of Florida, any slight 
differences of bodily height or make, complexion or aspect, were 
little if at all perceptible ; or if such were apparent, it was readily 
referable to causes fairly imputable to climatic influences.

In person, the men of the Indian races, or rather race, of Ame- * 
rica, were and yet are tall and slender, their forms giving promise 
of agility rather than strength ; their visages having that stern 
expression natural to all men, of whatever complexion, dependent 
upon the chase for subsistence, and exposed besides to the perils 
of war.*

With a complexion bronzed by sun, rain, and winds, the Indian 
of the forests has a visage more round than oval, the cheek-bones 
high and salient ; eyes, of dark or light hazel colour, small but 
lustrous and deeply sunk in their orbit ; forehead narrow, nose 
flattish, lips thick ; hair of the head coarse and long, and beard 
wanting,—not that nature denies them that adjunct, but owing to 
a custom of dépilation, begun at an early age and continued through 
life among the boys and male adults. Such were and are the phy
sical characteristics of the unsophisticated man of the New World.

Raynal. Settlements of the Europeans in the East and West Indies.
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It need scarcely be added, that the five bodily senses of the race, 
while denizens of the wilderness, are exquisitely keen.

. The North American savage, when first made known to Euro
peans, went almost naked in summer time ; during winter, he 
girt his reins with deer-skin or some other kind of untanned hide, 
and covered the upper part of his body with a sort of jerkin, 
made of the spoils of one or more furred animals. The daws of, 
a bear killed by the bearer, and serving as a brooch to attach the 
parte of a mantle of parti-coloured skins, constituted a favourite 
ornament in the costume of a chief, he being often arrayed in 
such sort, as to give other intimations of his exploite in war 
and the chase. A pair of mocassins (a kind of buskins, or gaiters 
rather) of curried bide, sometimes variously ornamented, with 
shoes of doe-skin, composed his foot and leg covering. The females 
had a costume little differing from the men’s, except that they 
Went with bare heads and naked arms. The latter wore necklaces 
of wampum ; and shell or bead-worked ornaments, of the same 
nature, they attached to the front of their vestments, painted in 
striking tints', red being the predominant colour.

The savages painted or stained their bodies with resemblances 
real or imagined of beasts, birds, fishes, serpents, Ac., in lively and 
varied colours, according to the means, skill, or caprice of the 
individual. Vermilion they had a passionate regard for, in face 

* Or body disfiguring. Some painted their noses blue, blackened 
cheeks, eyelids, &o., leaving the rest of the face an ihtense red; 
others, again, coloured their visages to represent three or more 
facial bands, passing from ear to ear, in red, black, or blue tints. 
The men arranged the hair of their head in different ways : some 
wore it raised up, others flattened it, others again let it hang in 
dangling looks. Head-tufts were worn by many, composed of 
vari-ooloured feathers or bunches of animals’ hair, all fixed in 
the most eccentric way. The ears and septum of the nostrils were 
pierced for affixing pendant objects. To the arms were affixed 
bracelets made of serpent skins, or wampum.

The several nations, tribes, and villages were distinguished by 
some kind of distinguishing symbol. In 1763, the Abenaquis of 
8t. François and of Beoanoourt wore, by way of heraldic signs, 
the bear and the turtle-dove. Some others adopted the beaver and
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the partridge for their eigne. The Algonquins of the Tko Moun
tains Lake had an oak in leaf. Among the five Iroquois nations 
each village and every family had its armoriale f nay, individual 

- pen bore their distinctive marks. The Wild-oats of Lake( Michi- 
, gàn bore mi eagle perched on a cross ; the Sioux had/ar . buffalo, 

alllack dog, and an otter. Among the northern nations, a man 
intimated his personality as much by using the symbols of hie 
wife’s family as by those of his own ; but he never took a wife out 
of any family which bore the same symbol as his.*

The only offensive arms in use by the savages, before Euro
peans came among them, were the arrow and the tomahawk. The 
former was a kind of dart or short javelin ; being a taper stick 
pointed with bone or flinty-stone ; the latter, a kind of club made 
•f hard-wood or stone, had a cutting edge on one aide. Their de
fensive armour consisting of a kind of cuirass of light wood ; and 
sometimes they bore a buckler of oedar-wood, ample enough to 
cover the body.

The very mention of a coming war raised in the bosoms of the 
younger savages an uncontrollable feeling of joy. Their imagi
nations, constantly exalted by the recital of the great deeds of the 
ancestors of the tribe, during the heady current of a fight, with 
imagined enemies palpitating and bleeding at their feet, caused a 
kind of sanguinary intoxication.

Although reasonable causes for going to war could not often 
exist, yet hostilities among the tribes were very frequent. Pres
criptive rights attaching to certain hunting-grounds, a national or 
family feud, through the violent death of a compatriot or relative, 
these were the ordinary and fertile causes of internecine war con
stantly breaking out among the restless aborigines. Each man 
being, to a great extent, independent of his tribe, could at any 
moment—through his pugnacity or thirst for plunder, or from 
motives of personal vengence or dislike, by one overt or secret act 
of enmity against a family or individual of another tribe—suddenly 
draw whole nations into hostilities of the most destructive char 
raster ; the war never ending perhaps, till one of the contending

“ Concerning the savage nations protected by the
.aria » in I 79R ___ MS

government of
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parties had exterminated its adversaries, or expelled them from 
their lands. The duration of peace, being thus constantly im
perilled, in every region of the wilderness between Mexico and 
Hudson’s Bay, made general tranquillity rather the exceptional 
than the normal state of existence in uncivilised America.

On the other hand, when it happened that a nation was disin
clined or unprepared to wage war against another from whom it 
had received a wrong, the matter might be, and sometimes was 
settled by recourse to the lex talionii. Thus, M. Dalbert wrote 
under date of Aprjl, 1684: “ When the nation of those who have 
been killed does not wish to war against that which has been offended 
by it, the nearest relatives of the slayers killed themselves ; that 
is to say, to the extent of man for man.”*

Bach savage, when capable of bearing arms, was ranked as a 
warrior, and had the right to be present at meetings of the tribe, 
with power to deliberate and vote upon any public subject. Peace 
or war was determined on by the whole males called in council. 
Thus would the old men address the younger, to excite them to 
war, if such were intended, against another tribe :—“ The bones 
of our slain brethren are bleaching on the ground ; they cry to us 
for vengeance, and the cry must be answered. Paint yourself 
with the deepest colours ; take up your terror-inspiring arms : let 
our war-songs and our demands for vengeance gladden the shades 
of our departed warriors and cause our foes to tremble. On, then I 
take captive our enemies, and fight as long as wood grows or water 
runs. Let the sun and the stars leave the firmament sooner than 
we shall quit the field of battle before victory be gained I"

Then would the song of war be heard :—“0 places which the sun 
floods with his light, and that the moon illuminates with her paly 
torch ; places where verdure waves in the breete, where runs the 
limpid stream and the torrent leaps : take witness, 0 earth, and
ye heavens, that we are ready every one to encounter our foes.......
The war-clubs we snatch from enemies shall testify to our surpas
sing valour. The scalps we tear from their prostrated heads will 
ornament our huts. Our door-lintels we shall redden with the 
blood of our prisoners. Timid in captivity as feeble in combat,

• Document* de Pari*. 2nd series.
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we shall cause them to perish by slow torturings ; and when life 
has fled their mutilated frames, we shall burn them up, and scatter 
their ashes to thk four winds of heaven,” Ac.

Incited byysuch adjurations, inspired by such enthusiastic 
strains as the foregoing, the assembled warriors would testify their 
eagerness for the fray. But a chief, in whom they could all con
fide must be chosen ; and one would be elected forthwith. The 
qualities required in a leader were—experience in stratagems of 
war, and renown acquired from former exploits ; a commanding 
presence and high stature ; a sonorous voice to harangue with 
effect, and so powerful in tone as to be heard distinctly amid the 
din of battle. The newly elected chief, before setting out with 
his warriors, to prepare himself for action would) endure long 
fastings to propitiate the powers of good and evil ; he would also 
scan his dreams, which in this season of preparation were for him 
so many oracular responses. The warriors, as a prelude to the 
campaign, would collectively repeat a prayer to their gods for suc
cess ; all this followed by the war-danoe, the movements and gestures 
in which were significative of what passed in real combats. The 
dance finished, a solemn feast would succeed, dog’s flesh being the 
only viand devoured. During such a banquet, the warrior-chief 
would entertain the company with a vaunting discourse, the sub
ject being the great deeds already done by himself and bis ances
tors.

All preliminaries over, at a preconcerted signal the petty army 
would set forth. So long as the path of the warriors lay through 
their own hunting grounds, they marched in little order, dis
persing occasionally to kill or entrap game for their subsistence by 
the way, and re-assembling each night at stated places, to encamp 
together. But the instant they set foot on alien territory they 
kept close together, advanced stealthily, and communicated with 
each other rather by signs than words. At all times, but in time 
of war more especially, the aborigines were careful observers of 
the natural features of the countries through which they passed. 
They turned this observation to after account; and could antici
pate safety or danger for themselves from the most trivial signs. 
80 keen was their scent, thgt they were sensible of the existence 
of dwellings, though distant, by the odour of their smoke wafted
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flrom afar. So sharp were they of vision, that they oould discern 
the trail of a human being or animal of any kind, though impressed 
on the ground or herbage ever so lightly ; specifying at onoo the 
«ai and stature of the persons, and the length of time since they 
passed. In order to hide their marche», if that were desirable, 
the warriors would move in single file, each man putting his foot- 
plant in the trace left by his predecessor, and covering it with 
Waves. If a river or other stream flowed parallel to their course^ 
they would walk in it rather than on land, so as to spare tliem- 
selves the trouble of obliterating foot-marks.

Arrived at the scene of action, a council was called, and a plan 
of attack adopted. Before d^y-break, if their enemies were sup
posed to be asleep, they glided into their village or oamp, shot a 
flight of arrows against them, accompanied by the war-whoop ; 
then rushing upon them, tried to complete the work of murder with 
clubs and tomahawks. They usually took prisoners as many as 
survived who were fit to walk; other* they scalped before they 
left the scene of carnage, As the attack was suddon, so would 
the retreat of the assailants be precipitate, whether successful or 
repulsed. When followed or intercepted by avengers, the retiring 
party without scruple massacred their prisoners, and continued 
their flight. If left unmolested, on the other hand, the captives 
were carefully guarded, especially at night. The latter, antici
pating their doom, would make the forests resound with ftmoreal 
strains such as these : “ I am about to die a cruel death, yet I 
fear not the torture I shall first have to suffer ere life quit this 
body. My end shall be timt of one who is as stubborn to endure 
•s hie enemies are atçrn to inflict. Thus shall I fit myself to 
enter into company with the spirits of those heroes, my anooetons 
who have passed to the land of shadows before me.” *

• Such an anticipation of Inflexible contempt for suffering by captives 
was seldom an idle boast. In the " Relation des Jésuites * lately printed 
may be found (Vol. t) startling accounts of the torture* remorselessly 
inflicted by victor*, and uncomplainingly, nay eaultlngly born* by their 
victims ; this, too, occasionally in the presence of on* or moi* of th* 
missionaries. One wonder* that the latter had nerve to be present at 
inch shocking scenes, and still more that they could remain to the end ; 
they taking note of all the particulars till the close of the horrid process 
of prolonged murder, so minutely described by them afterwards.—0.
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When the victors returned to their vilUgee, the females, with 
the invalid and Juvenile population, went out to meet them, utter
ing exclamations of welcome and triumph. The prisoners, ranged 
in order, had each to run the gauntlet between a double file of 
men, who cudgelled- them as they passed through. Those of 
them who were destined to die at once, were given up to the 
untender mercies of the war chiefs ; others Were, it might be, 
reserved and put at the disposition of the head of the tribe. Kaoh 
of the first-named was tied to a post, and his suffering began ; but 
sometimes thoy did not terminate till the lapse of several days of pur
posely prolonged torture, such as it is inoonocivable that any other 
beings than demons oould inflict. The sufferers, either from pride 
of spirit, or in a forlorn hope of provoking their tormentors to 
despatch them outright, braved them to do their worst. But 
such diabolical enormities were perpetrated only, wo are told, upon 
the persons of the leaders of alien tribes : warriors not of high 
rank were burnt alive or enslaved.

The French missionaries did all that Was possible to persuade the 
savages to renounce such barbarities : and as the most likely means 
to effect this ond, called into play a selfish motive for adopting 
more humane usages, by inducing the captors of prisoners to keep 
or sell them as slaves ; thus securing these unfortunates, at least, 
flrom such a death as wo have, with Intentional vagueness, de
scribed above.

The lives of such prisoners as were turned over to the ohief of a 
tribe, were usually spared, in order that they might replace those 
Warriors whom it had just lost. By this means, the amount of its 
fighting men, so for as the number thus adopted extended, 
would bo maintained. Such substitutes, we are assured, were 
treated with the same consideration as the native-born of the com
munity. There was good policy in this mode of treating oaptives 
SS well as humanity ; for by whut other ties than those of kind
ness oould the adopting party secure the attachment of the 
adopted ?

With dispositions so vindictive as the savages habitually mani- 
fcetod, it may seem strange that their ordinary wars, if sharp, 
Were also short ; but their aggregate numbers, as we have seen, 
being very limited, the whole race would have been all but exter-

h
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minuted, hud their internecine hostilities been carried on fbr suoh 
a length of time a* among European nations. The interruption 
given to the purauit of animale by a long-continued pursuit and 
elanghter or capture of men, would, in no long time, have led 
starvation into the households of the belllgerenta. A state of peace 
—such peaee as savages may brook—soon became, therefore, a 
necessity fbr all. The only difficulty was, how to bring it about ; 
fbr the untutored savage, as well as the civilised man, must 
always have his feelings of self-love carefully respected ! Those 
having been tenderly handled, the chiefs and elders of the party 
most wearied of the war would wait upon the like personages in 
the antagonistic camp, and proffer terms of pacification. Such 
would probably be rejected at first, with real or fbignod contempt. 
But, by degreea, the repelling parties would be talked into con
sent. It was usual, on such occasions, for the applicants to bring 
with them a kind of smoking-pipe, of particular make, called by 
Europeans “ the calumet of peace." The jm Inver, or oonfbrenoo, 
Airly begun, it was the duty of a subordinate chief to fill the 
bowl of the pipe with tobacco, which, having lighted, he raised it 
toward the sky, then, depressing it, turned the end to each of the 
four cardinal points of the horison ; thereby inviting the powers 
of heaven, earth, and the atmosphere to sanction the transaction 

\ by their presence. . The hereditary chief then taking the pipe In 
hand, dree? from it a few puffs of smoko, which he blow forth
with, first heavenward, then all around, and next on the earth. 
The calumet was then passed to the other chiefs present, each 
of whom pressed it to his lips. If peace wore conceded, a red
dened hatchet was buried, as a symbol that oblivion of all put 
hostility between the contracting parties was to follow. A mutual 
exchange of neck ornaments Jsoaled the treaty, after its terms were 
debated and determined. But all was not over yet, for the chiefs, 
on each side, proffered and accepted presents of rare articles ; such 
as calumets of price, embroidered doer-skins, &o. This kind of 
ceremonial barter being terminated, to mutual satisfaction or 
otherwise, the conference broke up.

In times of pcaoe, almost the sole occupations of the natives 
were hunting and fishing. The womankind among the North 
American Indiana were the men’s born-slaves ; and, as such, did all

1
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kinds of servile work, out-door labour included. To put hsnd to 
the. latter was to degrade a savage, both in self-estimation and in 
the eyes of hie fellows. Even the toils of hunting wore habitually 
put off by the 11 noble savage," till the calls of hunger forced 
him to take to the woods or the water for prey. From the latter 
ho chiefly derived hie food in summer time : in the winter season 
from the forest; the skins of furred animals then being in their beet 
state, an important consideration for him. In default of animal 
food, wild fiuit and edible roots, oak and beech mast, even the inner 
bark of trees, wore had recourse to for the support of a miserable 
oxistenoe.

The native bourgadei, or settlements, were constantly being 
broken up : for the game and fish in tho contiguous forests and 
streams wore soon captured or soared tfway ; and these parte of 
tho wildornoss, like exhausted arable ground, had to lie fallow, 
as it wore, to recover. It was therefore difficult for tho early 
traders or colonists to maintain steady relations with any por
tion of tho native tribes.

To speculate upon the probability or even possibility of the 
oxistenoe of governmental institutions among such a people, 
would be idle. For such to exist, communities of mon must be 
of a stable oharaoter, tho first requisites being security for life 
and property. The aborigines of Now Franco possessed none of 
the latter worthy of tho name. As proper enjoyment of the 
benefits attending acquisition demands some fixity of habitation, 
and the Indians WtroalwAt all wanderers in tho wilderness, what 
security for human life there oould bo among them wo have 
already soon, or may easily divine.*

Tho first Europeans who visited the abeyiginee of Canada re
ported unanimously that no religious worship existed among them. 
Tho Miomaos and tho sayago tribes nearest to them, says Cham
plain, used no devotion for any superior being, nor any religious 
oeremonies. Ono tribe (the Cenis), according to Joutel, had

• The translator has taken the liberty to substitute the above para
graph for a long catalogue of negations, encumbering the pages of the 
original work ; It being needless to enumerate the multitudinous things 
which Savages have not and cannot have.—B.
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no certain notion of a supreme God. But though the savages had 
no religion, as we understand that term, they made habitual 
offerings to departed or unseen existences,—a kind of sacrifice 
which other reporters called worshipping; and all, or almost all 
the natives recognised supernatural beings, to whom they address
ed aspirations for aid in critical oiroumstanoos. Those of Canada, 
in particular, assured Champlain that each prayed to his own 
deity in heart if not orally. But these inward emotions had none 
of the purity of religious aspirations. Valour and virtue were 
with them, as with the pagans of old, convertible terms. High 
desert, in a future as in the present state, was rewarded by a sen
sual "paradise, reserved for the Indian warrior who had killed the 
greatest number of enemies, and exalted the renown of his tribe. 
His Hades was an imagined land of gloom, destitute of game, and 
all other creature comforts, whose inhabitants, sluggards and 
cowards on earth, lived forever in a wretched and despicable state 
of existence Like the heathen of antiquity, also, the North 
American Indians deified the supposed powers of the visible 
universe, and its more striking natural phenomena. A “ spirit" they 
supposed to be at work when air and wateir were in conflict, who 
would.of course be the god or demon of storms ; it was thus they 
would account for thunder and lightning, eclipses, &c. The sun, 
moon, and stars would also be considered as conscious entities by 
such a peopÜb. But of the existence even of a leading divinity, such 
as the Jupiter of the ancients, they do not seem to have dreamed. 
The first notion of “ a Great Spirit," who created and sustains the 
universe, it is reasonable to believe, was suggested to them by 
those spiritual interrogations—which lawyers would call “ leading 
questions"—addressed to them by missionaries and others, willing 
to believe, for the credit of human nature, on slender evidence, 
that no entire race of human beings, however barbarous in man
ners or degraded in mind, ever was or could be destitute of be
lief in a Supreme being. *

When the natives were preparing for a hostile expedition, they 
tried to propititiate war-loving Spirits, by prayers and fastings.

'• For the summary of Indian theology in the above paragraph, the 
editor alone is responsible.—B.

A
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When setting out for the chase, preliminary fastings were supposed 
to be agreeable to the tutelary spirits of the creatures to be hunted. 
Superstitious respect was paid to the bones of the more redoubt
able animals of the wilderness, seemingly out of sympathetic regard 
for fierce natures, akin to their own.* If the amplitude of a river, 
the height of a peak, the depth of a stream, the roar of a water
fall, arrested their attention in a region newly visited, their obla
tions were offered to the spirits of these waters, that rock, &c. 
The sacrificing, in such cases, was usually an offering of tobacco 
thrown into the river, or a headless bird thrown towards the adored 
height, if too lofty to be reached. The Cenis and the Agennis 
offered the first-fruits of their fields to such spirits as these.

The Spirit of evil,f and the spirit of war, were to be propitiated 
by bloody sacrifices only. The Hurons presented to them the 
carbonated flesh of slaughtered dogs as a burnt offering. Human 
sacrifices took place only at savage feastings after a victory. Jogues 
reported, that, when he was among the Iroquois, they sacrificed an 
Algonquin woman in honour of Agmkoni, their war-god : inviting 
that grim demon, as if he were present, to feast on the murdered 
woman’s flesh ; and as an acknowledgment of the homage, he was 
expected to grant his worshippers more victories.

The natives believed in tutelary angels,J under whose protec
tion they set themselves, after long fastings. They put faith in 
dreams, and believed that superior beings therein gave directions 
and warnings to the sleepers for their guidance when awake. To 
disobey an unseen spirit was to court evil ; though it was permis
sible to interpret such communications as the subject of it chose. 
Each person, too, was free to choose his own tutelary genii.

• Licliro :—“ The savages cast the remnants of such, after a feast,
into the fire or a river, or bury them............ As for the bones of beasts
easy to take, they throw them contemptuously to the dogs.”—Relations 
det Jesuit es.—B.

t The Iroquois were, unconsciously, Manicheans : if it be certain, as»M. 
Garneau intimates, that they recognised ah all-potent demon called 
Mahensic, tor the God of evil ; while Youskeka was their good Divinity .-B.

t Another kind of imputed belief, of apocryphal nature, due probably 
to such leading question* as, we before remarked, were put to the Indians 
by the missionaries.—B.

VOL. I.—K
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The savages thus peopling the universe with spiritual existences, 
necessarily were induced to put faith in human beings pretending 
to be interpreters of supernatural communications, and to fathom 
the mysteries of nature. The parties assuming such powers, once 
recognised among ourselves as diviners, but now known as impos
tors, the Indians called ^ medicine ” men or women. These 
jugglers pretended, and wcite believed to permit or prevent rain at 
will, to turn aside thunderbolts, to predict events, to secure suc
cess in hunting, fishing, &o. ; and were held in high estima
tion accordingly. They wore also the only medioiners of their 
tribe. They undertook to euro diseases and heal wounds, by the 
use of herbs, &o., accompanying their administration with super
stitious ceremonies, to enhance the curative virtues.

The funereal observances of the Indians were of a touching 
character. They mourned over their dead, uttering cries and 
groans for months together.* They covered the corpse, if that of 
a man, with his finest vestments, painted his visage, and exposed 
his body at the door of his hut, with the distinctive symbols appended 
which he wore in life. A warrior of the same tribe as the defunct 
would vaunt his past exploits in war and hunting. In some tribes, 
the women, upon such occasions, wept, danced, and sang, inces
santly. When the time for sepulture came, a tobacco-pipe was 
placed in the mouth of the dead man, a club or tomahawk at his 
side, with one of his idols and a bow placed upon his chest. 
Thus equipped, the corpse was lowered into a deep grave, lined 
with furs. It was then covered over, with tender care. A me
morial stone or other mark was set up ; to which were affixed 
divers votive articles, as signs of the esteem of the offerers for the 
departed. Sometimes his likeness, cut in wood, was attached,f 
with graven symbols added, intimating the great acts he had 
done during life,

Among the Hurons, two funereal celebrations were performed.

• The statement thus hazarded by the author shocks all probability.-B. 
f “ Relation " of the Jesuit, Père Lalemant ; a.d. 1646. [The Indians 

of the present day, including the for west, seem not to Inhume their 
dead at all, strictly speaking. Vide the published experiences of Paul 
Kane, during Travels to and from British Columbia. London : Long
mans 4 Co., 1868-69.-—B.]
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The first was private, and took place on the day of the party’s death; 
the second, a public ceremony, was postponed till a future time. 
In some places, the remains of the dead were borne in proces
sion from village to village ; and at the close of the solemnity they 
were deposited in a great, tomb, serving as a place of general 
sepulture.

This public cemetery was hung with furred skins, and the dead 
within were ranged in an appointed order. Here their relations 
placed about them numerous articles of value, as memorials of the 
deceased. As every corpse arrived, the females who accompanied 
it uttered groans and lamentations ; and each of the persons pre
sent took a small portion of earth from the newly made grave, 
which they afterwards carefully preserved, as believing that it 
brought luck to the possessor in gambling.*

One of the most singular celebrations among the aborigines was 
the festival of Dreams. This was attended or followed by real 
saturnalia, during which they worked themselves into a state of 
frensy, and, like so many drunkards or madmen, would sometimes 
rush from the scene of revelling, torch in hand, and set fire to 
their villages.

They wore much addicted to games of chance. The favourite 
play was that of “ the bones,” or dice, of which there were two, cut 
with unequal facets ; one black, the other light yellow in colour. 
These were thrown into a kind of bowl. The losing party, after 
a certain number of throws, was replaced by others, until every 
man in the village had tried his fortune in the play. Sometimes 
a struggle for superiority at the game took place between the 
people of two villages : and upon such important occasions, the 
antagonist players addressed invocations to their tutelary spirits, 
promising them votive offerings if luck were vouchsafed, implo^

* While turning up the soil at a spot six milea distant from Penetan- 
guishene, near lake Huron, there found, in 1847, under • thick 
layer of earth covered with trees 18 Inches in diameter, a grave twenty 
feet broad, full of human bones, body wrappings, furs (some of these 
being beaver-skins), all in good condition ; along with more than a 
score of copper kettles of various sises, hatchet#, conchs, and a quantity 
of other but smaller shells, of specie» not found in the lakes of the 
country ; some of which had been formed into ornaments for the neck.

✓
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ing favourable dreams, &o. ; on the other hand, uttering defiances 
of their adversaries, and, those being retorted, often quarrels, 
ending in fights, would follow. In all cases, such matches lasted 
for days, amid general clamour, with triumphal cries on one part, 
and imprecations on the other.

The weakest of all the animal passions of the North American 
Indians was that arising from the sexual desires. Considering 
the degraded state of their females, it would be wonderful had 
the affections of the men for them been at all ardent.—As soon 
as the young attained nubile years, they were allowed all freedom, 
and “ thought no harm of it," to use the words of Lesoarbot. 
From this early and unrestrained fréquentation, we may deduce 
one cause of the limited fecundity of the native women ; as well as 
from their practice of suckling their children for several years.* 
We may attribute also, in part, the comparative paucity of progeny 
among savages, to the difficulties they every where meet with in rear
ing their offspring.

Eloquence was an accomplishment in such high esteem 
among the aborigines, that he who harangued the most volubly, 
no less than another who fought with the greatest success, had a 
fair chance to be elected as chief of a tribe. The native languages, 
being highly figurative, were well adapted for oratory.

The social history of a race may give beforehand an idea of the 
condition of its language ; and what we have already set down in this 
work suffices for judging of the state in which the spoken dialects 
of North America were found when it was discovered. We ought 
not to expect to find among savages such perfect idioms as can 
belong only to the language of a highly civilised people ; never
theless the several Indian dialects were found to be complete in 
their organisation, and obedient to their own rules.f No horde

• Therein, the Indian women followed the plainest dictates of nature. 
The established practice, among ourselves, of weaning children at too 
early an age, violates natural laws, and has been condemned by many of 
the most eminent of the medical faculty, both in Britain and on the 
Continent of Europe. See the medical evidence In proof of the above 
opinion, cited in an able work, “ Solution du Problème de la Population 
et de la Subsistance, par Charles Loudon, M.D.” Paris, 1842.—B.

f “ Call them barbarian» as much as yon will, they (the savages,) 
bave at least a well-regulated language."—Relation dee Jteuitet (1633).
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has ever yet been found speaking a language without order in its 
phrases, or composed of incoherent sounds of no distinct significa
tion; for the spirit given to man, and which operates indepen
dently of his will, follows laws as fixed as those of nature, and 
manifests itself in vocables logically adapted to proper forms of 
thought. No aboriginal language bears the impression of an 
arbitrary increase of established terms, such as slowly results from 
the labour and invention of man. Language is born ready made 
with man. The dialects of savage tribes indeed bear the stamp, 
if you will, of their social conditions ; but they arc alto clear, 
uniform, and well fitted, without having been regularised by the 
grammarian, to convey, with logical precision, the expression of 
all the passions. “ Reason and speech exist everywhere bound 
together indissolubly,” says Bancroft. “ No people has ever been 
found without a formed language, any more than a race destitute 
of perception and memory."

The organs of speech being in mankind constituted alike, all 
are capable of learning the language of each, for the primitive 
sounds are essentially the same. This is so true, that the French 
alphabet served to express, from the first, the sounds of the native 
idioms ; occasionally, however, with some slight variations. Thus 
the Onneyouths /^hanged r into l ; saying ZobeZt for 7?obert. 
The other Iroquois, again, rejected the letter l, and in none of 
their dialects did the sound of m exist ; neither had they any other 
labials. Of the different dialects of this people, that of the Onne
youths was the softest, being the only one which admitted the 
letter l ; while the Isonnonthouans was the roughest but most 
energetic. The Algonquin dialects over-abounded in consonants, 
and were therefore harsh : but even in them there were exceptions, 
the Abenaqui language, for instance ; which, having more vowels, 
was pretty melodious.

As we have already intimated, the aborigines, having adopted no 
characters, were of course destitute of the art of writing. Their 
communications with each other were by the voice ; or, where that 
failed, by the help of hieroglyphic marks rudely traced. We might 
conclude from this fact that alphabetic signs originated in figures 
of persons or objects, or personified ideas, so modified in time as to 
have lost all resemblance to their antetypes. The rude lineaments
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of some animal, serving as a symbol, cut on tijie bark of a biroh-tree, 
would indicate to a wayfaring native thatch member of his own 
or some other recognisable tribe had lately passed through the 
forest; and other significative marks appended thereto might 
communicate a desire, or impart some intention. These devices 
were sufficient, upon occasion, to embody the pith of two or three 
short verbal messages, &c., but they would of course be unsuited to 
record the “ short and simple annals ” of even the most primitive 
populations within the pale of civilisation.

The natural intelligence of the aborigine did not lend itself 
readily to analysis ; nor was such a process often needed by him, 
for he would have few complex ideas ; and it is certain that, in 
all the native tongues, words expressing things purely of abstract 
nature, or significant of mental operations, are totally wanting. 

t In hone do we find terms to interpret our names for justice, Jconti-
nence, gratitude, or the like.

The most distinguishing feature of the American languages, is 
their synthetic character. The savage does not separate the 
constituent parts of the proposition he enounces ; his ideas he ex
presses in groups, and thus forms his completed word-picture. 
In fine, the absence from his mind of til reflective reason, of the 
want of logical analysis in his ideas, arejthe traits ever conspicuous 
in his modes of expression,* Every substantive term ought to be 
definite, that is, complete for itself ; but neither the Algonquins nor 
Iroquois could express the sense of father, without adding to it 
the pronouns my, our, your, &c. The savages had few gene
ric terms, or none ; for every entity had to be designated by his» 
her, or its proper name. They would speak of a tree—say, an 
oak—as being green, or having some other attribute ; but they 
had not the words tree and oak as simple terms. The nature of 
their languages obliged them to make one word serve for noun, 
pronoun, and adjective ; but this collective nature could afterwards 
take verbal forms, undergo all changes needful, and comprise 
in itself every relation which those forms would express, f

The terminations of the verbs never changed. For the inflexions

• Bancroft.
f Spencer Smith : Hittory of New York.

Z
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in our languages indicating variations of modes, tenses, &c., the In
dian languages had verbal affixes, which served the same purpose. 
For an instance of the oollocative quality in their root-words above 
referred to, let us assign as an example the noun ogila, which 
signified “ fire,” and the adjective cawaunna, “ great. ” Instead 
of expressing a 11 great fire,” by those two words, they inter
mingled them thus : co-gila-waunna. There existed among all the 
American languages, from Hudson’s Bay to the straits of Magellan, 
an analogy worthy of being noted ; which is, a total disparity in 
their words, along with a great likeness in the structure of the 
dialects themselves. If we remember that this lingual pheno
menon obtained throughout regions (almost a moiety of the ter
restrial portion of our planet) stretching nearly from pole to pole, 
if we reflect upon the several shadings which existed in the gram
matical combinations, we need not be surprised to find, among so 
considerable a portion of the whole human race, a uniform ten
dency in the development of intelligence and language.*

Reasoning thence, Mr. Gallatin was of opinion that this unifor
mity of character in the grammatical forms and in the structure of 
all the American languages, indicates a common origin in times far 
remote. The synthetic nature of aboriginal languages justifies us, 
some say, in drawing another conclusion yet more sure ; which is, 
that the ancestors of our savages were not a people of nation b 
more civilized than they, and that their languages yield inherent 
proof that these have not been spoken among any population but 
those dwelling in mental darkness, where had never shone the sun of 
civilization. Others again say, perhaps with more reason,—the 
great Humboldt being one,—that none of the American languages 
is in that state of rudeness for long ages mistakenly believed to cha
racterise the infancy of human races : adding, that the more closely 
we examine the structure of a great number of idioms, the more 
shall we distrust those great divisions into synthetic and analytic 
languages ; a specious classification, he says, which has but a decep
tions simplicity.f

• Travel« of Humboldt and Bonpland.
t We read in the second of the Soirtetde St. Peterebovrg of the Count 

Le Maistre, that the savage is the descendant of a civilized ancestor ;
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The question has been raised occasionally,—Are the red men as 
intellectually capable as the whites ? If such a question had been 
put to the Romans, regarding the* mental capability of the bar
barians who invaded Italy, they would probably have replied to 
it as we now do in respect of our savages. Vainly do some rea
soned, in order to account for the fruitlessness of all attempts 
hitherto made to civilize the latter, draw its explanatory inferences 
from the peculiar make of savage skulls, from their features, nay, 
from their very complexion. Suggestions of this kind are to be dis
trusted, as merely hypothetical, and therefore little worthy of ac
ceptance in the present case. How many generations had to pass 
away, before the barbarians who inundated the Roman Empire 
could be civilized and christianized I and yet they settled amongst 
numerous and well-policied populations. They were surrounded 
with monuments of the fine arts, and had at their disposition the 
scientific inventions, the products of the highest genius and most 
consummate skill, that had then ever existed. If, instead of being 
located amid such means for self-improvement, they had found 
a wilderness to rove in, inhabited by wild animals only, should we 
be able to calculate with nicety how long it would have taken for those 
barbarians to raise themselves from the abyss of their degradation ? 
Nothing, then, authorises the belief that the intellectual faculties 
of savages are, by nature, inferior to those of the barbarians who 
overran the Empire of Rome ; yet who, or their descendants, be
came fused in the most civilized populations of early Christendom.

In illustration of the mental powers of the Indians, as esti
mated by one of our historical personages, nigh two centuries ago,

and this supposition is not improbable. 11 The languages of savages," 
says the Count, “ have been viewed, erroneously, as in an early stage of 
imperfection ; whereas they are, and can only be, the wrecks of antique 
tongues ruined, if I may so express myself, and as degraded as those 
who speak them." It is while treating this matter that Le Maistre, giving 
the rein to his imagination, gets out of all reasonable bounds in his spe
culations, and expresses his belief that beavers, swallows, and bees are 
degenerated human beings I [Few British readers will much respect any 
opinion upon so important a subject as the origin of races or that of 
human speech, enounced by such a flighty-witted Philosopher, “ with 
brain to wrong side leaning,” as the titled littérateuAabove cited.—B.J
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we shall refer to the report of a conference between M. de Fron
tenac and deputies of the Iroquois, held at Cataraqui, in 1673 : 
“ You would have been assuredly surprised, my lord, had you 
listened to the eloquent oratory, and marked the subtle spirit with 
which all those deputies harangued and reasoned. Did I not fear 
to incur your ridicule, I would venture to intimate that the noble 
presence of these deputies, in conference with me, recalled to my 
mind, somewhat, a meeting of the senate of Venice; albeit the 
fur coverings and the blankets of the Indian diplomatists differed 
greatly from the robes of ceremony worn by the procurators of St. 
Mark.’’*

Among the Iroquois who were fain to pass into Canada after the 
American revolution, was one of their number who had achieved 
some reputation as a man of letters. Tyendinaga was his Indian 
name ; but he was better known to the whites as Colonel Brant, 
from having held a lieutenant-colonelcy in the British service. He 
received a classical education in one of the colleges of New England, 
and was specially cognizant of the dead languages. He trans
lated into Iroquois, from the Greek, the Gospel of St. Matthew. 
He was reputed to be of a cruel disposition ; and the poet Camp
bell gave him the discredit, in “ Gertrude of Wyoming,” rightly 
attaching to some atrocious acts of others, which he never committed. 
But the poet erased, in the second edition of his Gertrude, 
at the request of Brant’s son, the accusations he had brought 
against his father, f Tyendinaga, in his latter years, retired, on half
pay, to a property he received, within twenty leagues of Niagara.

• Letter from M. de Frontenac to the Minister of State, dated Nov. 
13th, 1673 : Document» de Pari», série 2e.

f Such is the statement of M. Garneau, but it is not quite accurate. 
Here are the facts :—The stigma affixed to the memory of Brant, in the 
poem itself, remains as first written ; but in the notes of the later editions, 
Campbell made a species of inadequate amende, in the following terms : 
“ I took the character of Brandt from the common histories of England 
.... To Britons and Anglo-Americans it is that we must refer the chief 
blame in this horrible business [the desolation of Wyoming, Pennsyl
vania, in 1778], at which Brandt was not even present....Some years 
after the poem appeared, the son of Brandt, a most interesting and intelli
gent youth, came over to England, and I formed an acquaintance with
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If the savages have succumbed before civilisation, It is, first, 
because of the paucity of their numbers ; and next, because civili
sation appeared among them all at once, without any transition, 
with all the completeness it had acquired in a progressive course 
of some thousands of years : besides, the whites laboured rather 
to despoil than to instruct them. The anpals of the nations of 
antiquity prove, that conquest usually annihilated communities the 
most civilised and populous.

But if the savages were susceptible of civilisation, we must con
clude that they had never come in contact with the people of a 
nation more advanced in the arts of life than they ; nor had any 
such contact really taken place even in the remotest ages : for then 
they would haw preserved somewhat of the advantages thereby to 
be acquired. They had nowhere the habitudes of that second 
stage in the progress of nations, the pastoral state. They had 
neither herds nor flocks, and were ignorant of the use of animals’ 
milk as a nourishment for persons of all ages. Wild bees they 
knew of ; honey-comb, doubtlesp, they sought after, but its wax 
they turned to no account.' Iron they were hot cognisant of ; or 
if they were, they were incapable of smelting the ore : and no na
tion ever attained to high jhaterial improvement without its use.

Those negational data bang assigned, respecting the state of the 
North American Indians, when first visited by Europeans, arc we 
thence to draw the positive inference, that their ancestors could not 
have been immigrants from Asia, in every region of which the above

him, on which I «till look back with pleasure. He appealed to my sense 
of honor and justice, on hie own part and that of hie sister, to retract 
the aspersions which, unconscious of their unfairness, ! had cast on his 
father’s memory.... Among other expressions to young Brandt,! made 
use of the following words : 1 Had I learned all this [from documents pro
duced] when I was writing my poem, he should not have figure» in It as 
the hero of mischief.’ It was but bare Justice to say this much of a 
Mohawk Indian, who spoke English eloquently, and was thought capable 
of having written a history of the Six Nations. I learned also, that he 
often strove to mitigate the cruelty of the Indian warfare. Tht name 
qf Bread/, /Aere/ore, remota* in my poem « pare and declared rAarar/er of 
flttion.” Illustrated edition of the Poetical Works of T. Campbell. 
London : Moxon, 1840.—It is to be hoped that the Brandt family was 
fwife satisfied with this recantation.—B. {
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oommoditioe have abounded during eountleee age* Î But oenV 
tral America, ye now know, woa once the neat of civilisation : tlu- 
ruinn of Palotique and Mitla, cities whioh of old stood proudly on 
the table-land of Mexico, indicate the presence there, during un
ascertained tracts of time, of a nation far advanced in the arte ; 
ns the late Mr. Prosoott has so well expounded, in his admirable 
history of the Conquest of Mexico.

The red races of America present a striking facial likeness to 
the Mongols. Mr. Ledyard, a distinguished traveller from the 
United States, wrote from Siberia that the Mongols resemble, in 
every respect, the aborigines of America ;» and that there still 
exist in their remote region of northern Asia very perceptible 
traces of a current of emigration having flowed, from the north
west to the eastward and to the south, at some fhr distant time. 
The Tsohukehi of the north-west of Asia, and the Esquimaux of 
America, appear to have had the same origin, as the aEnity of 
their languages indicates ; and though tho Teohuckohi and the 
Tungounas do not understand the Esquimaux tongue, tho latter 
regard themselves and tho former as people of one race.* The 
Tunaasas of Siberia are tho perfect bodily counterparts of our 
aborigines ; and if we traverse America, starting from the north, 
wo find more primitive languages towards the gulf of Mexico 
than anywhere else ; f as if tho nations, brought to a stand by the 
narrowing of tho upper continent at this point, had been preci
pitated as it were on each other. There existed a communication 
between the continent of North America and Asia. A Jesuit, 
when travelling in the latter continent, was astonished, once on a 
time, in meeting an American savage whom ho had known in 
Canada.);

Adopting the hypothesis of an Asiatic immigration^ we are to

• G. P. Muller, Voyages et Découvertes dee Russet.
f Albert Gallatin.
t “ Some men have become famous for building large edifices of con

clusions upon a knife-edge breadth of tacts." Lawrence Sterne—quoted 
from recollection__B.

6 Father Acosta supposed that America bad been peopled from the ' 
north of Asia or of Europe, or by passing through territories which, he 
imagined, neighboured the Straits of Magellan.

N
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conclude, then, that the Esquimaux and the Tshuokohi composed 
the extremity of the supposes great torrent of incoming population ; 
which would come uf a halt at the time when the two peoples 
were, one on the American sea-margin the other on the opposite 
side ; and separated, at Behring’s straits, by a sea-passage only 
about fifty miles wide.

The Californians and the A trees themselves claim a northern 
origin;* and all ethnic data that have been brought together in 
reference to the present, subject, confirm the opinion, that the abo
rigines of the New World had their origin in the Old ; and that 
those of North America, in particular, less advanced as they were 
and are than the race which raised the monuments found in Mexico 
and in other southern regions of the continent, had their origin in 

. the deserts of Tartary. It would be impossible to conceive, in 
reality, of a greater similitude between two peoples, separated 
so long in time and so far removed in space, than that we find 
between the American savages and the Asiatic Tartars.f

• The Chlckmequee, who settled on the Lake of Mexico, and the 
Mexicans who subjugated them, came from California.—Hirriba.

f “ The condition of the Indian tribes comes next. The Indians I 
the Indiansl Whether subjects of history or heroes of romance, or mixed 
up in the miserable ephemeral literary trash of the day, they are always 
exaggerated, disfigured, caricatured. They have been represented, by 
some, as brave, high-minded, and capable of sustaining extraordinary 
privations : sometimes as cold, stem, taciturn ; sometimes as gay, 
lively, frolicksome, full of badinage, and excessively given to gambling ; 
sometimes as cruel, and even man-eaters, delighting in the infliction of 
the most horrible tortures. Some will tell you that they have no reli
gious notions, no conception of a great First Cause ; others, that they 
have a simple natural religion.

“ Some of the earlier historians represent the Natches as worshippers 
of the sun, or worshippers of fire ; as having a temple dedicated to the 
sun, keeping up a perpetual or vestal fire. They conclude, of cjmçse, 
that these Indians must have been allied at least to the Penmans or 
Mexicans, if not descended from the fire-worshippers of the East. The 
truth probably was, that in some miserable cabin or wigwlm, a few 
chunks were kept burning, as is the case in every Indian encampment, 
and indeed in every well-regulated kitchen. The fact is, tHat neither 
the pen of Cooper, nor the more eloquent and fascinating style of 
Chateaubriand, can inspireV» slightest interest for their Indian heroes
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We are well aware, now-a-days, how much influence climate 
has upon the phyeioal nature of man ; how it modifies his manners 
his morals, and even the tendencies of his mind. The old native 
citiecn of the United States is quite a different person from the 
man of British birth. The Anglo-American is tall, loan, lathy ; 
his complexion pale, or sun-embrowned or wind-dried. The Bri
ton is of stout make, hie complexion sanguineous, and freshened 
by the moist nature of his native climate. The descendants of 
the British races in federated America retain, in a word, little of the 
outward aspect that would conclusively identify them as being, in 
flesh, blood, and bone, the same human stock that became located 
in the now United States, at intervals, during the 17th or 18th 
centuries, and even the now elapsed years of the present century.

and heroines, In the mind of a man who has been much among the 
aborigines, and knows something of their real character and habits. 
With respect to those nations which yet exist, we are able to see for 
ourselves, and correct the false impressions which earlier writers may 
have produced.”—Inaugural Dis courte of Hi ear A. Bullard, Esq., 
President of the “Historical Society of Louisiana." New York : 1846. 
—B.

\
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BOOK THIRD

CHAPTER I.

DISPERSION OF THE HURONS.

1632-1663.

Louis Kertk gives up Quebec to the French.—Champlain returns to 
Canada as governor, end strives to attach the aborigines to the 
interests of France.—College of the Jesuits built at Quebec.—Death 
of Champlain (1638).—M. de Ch&teaufort succeeds him as governo^. 
—If. de Montmagny.—War between the Iroquois confederation and the 
Hurons.—Father Lejeune founds the native village of Sillery.—Foun
dation of Montreal by M. Maisonneuve. Foundation of the Hôtel- 
Dieu and Ursuline convent.—Peace-time for all the Indian tribes ; 
this is first broken by the Agniere.—M. d’Aillebout replaces M. de 
Montmagny as governor.—War between the Iroquois and Hurons ; the 
latter finally beaten and as a nation broken up (1649-80).—The colo
nists New England propose a treaty of perpetual alliance with the in
habitants of New France.—M. de Lauson succeeds to M. d’Ailleboust. 
The Iroquois, after their victory over the Hurons, fall upon the French 
establishments.—M. d’Argenson replaces M. de Lauson.—Devotedness 
of M. Daulac.—Peace made with the Iroquois.—Baron d’Avaugonr 
appointed governor-general : his quarrels with the Bishop.—Earth
quake of 1663.—D’Avaugonr recalled ; M. de Mésy succeeds him.— 
Dissolution of the Company of 100 Partners ; Canada becomes a royal 
province of France. __J
We now take up the thread of historical facts, laid aside from the 

date (1632) of the treaty of St. Germainjen-Laye.—The huguenot, 

Louis Kertk, kept Quebec for three years, in England’s name ; 
and gave it up, become a heap of ruins,^ to M. de Caôn, in terms 

of a clause in that treaty. The Company of the Hundred Part
ners resumed possession of the place during the following year.

* “ But as for our habitation,” said M. de Caën, “ my people have 
found it utterly consumed, along with 9000 beaver-skins, valued at 
40,000 livres.”
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Champlain, re-appointed governor, arrived with a richly laden 
fleet, and took administrative charge of the colony. A guard of 
soldiers, composed of pike-men and musketeers, with drums beating, 
landed and marched to fort St. Louis, of which M. Duplessis- 
Bouchard took command.

Recollecting the many efforts hitherto made by France to 
defend Canada, Champlain sought to attach to her interest 
the native tribes, the Hurons more especially, to whom he sent 
missionaries to preach the Gospel : these were Jesuits. Occasion 
had been taken, from the abeyance of French domination, to 
exclude the Reoollete, though these friars were very popular in the 
colony ; because it had long been thought that the presence of a 
mendicant order in a new missionary field, was more burden
some than useful. The Recollets in vain petitioned the Govern
ment to let them return.*

For an instant, immigration to the colony sensibly increased. 
Among the new-comers were many rural labourers and artisans of 
the more useful kinds: besides a number of persons of good 
family, who sought in New France that tranquillity denied them 
in the Old ; inhabiting, as they previously did, those French pro
vinces wherein the Protestants outnumbered the Catholics.

In 1635, René de Rohant, a French Jesuit priest, son of the 
Marquis de Gqmache, laid the foundation-stone of the college of 
Quebec.—This was altogether a year of great promise for the 
colony ; but before it closed, New France suffered a heavy loss, 
in the person of its governor and best friend, who died on Christ- 
mas-day.

Samuel Champlain was bom at B rouage, in flaratonge (Cha-

X

• 11 Memorial which was written respecting the Recollet FathersVf 
the province of 8t. Denis of Paris, and the right they hare had, ev 
since the year 1618, to repair to Quanada [sic], by the authorisation i 
in virtue of the mission of the sovereign pontiffs ; under favour of which 
they built a convent and church at Quebecq [sic], and have origii 
celebrated the holy mysteries in divers parts of said country.” The do- ' 
cumànt thus intituled was drawn up by Père Potenlan, the tupirieur. 
The Recollets, in effect, asked permission therein to be allowed to 
resume their labours in Canada ; and replied to the objections which 
were raised against that resumption.

» JI

' » I
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rente-inférieure). His first calling was that of a mariner; and 
he distinguished himself, as such, in the service of Henry IV. 
The commandeur de Chastes singled him out as a fit person to 
command and direct the first of those expeditions from France to 
the New World which have caused his name to become a house
hold word in Canada. Endowed with sound judgment and quick 
perception, he conceived quickly, and followed up his plans (all 
eminently practical) with a perseverance that no surmountable 
obstacles could discourage. Thirty years of untiring efforts to 
establish and extend the French possessions in America, often 
under the most unpromising circumstances, prove the inflexible 
steadiness of the resolution he brought to his great task,—the 
exaltation of New France. And this he chiefly effected, not by 
military or naval force,—for he had little of either at command,— 
but by equitable diplomacy and Christianising influences. For 
one deviation from his system of peaceful polity, he has been 
very severely censured, more as we think than the occasion 
called for ; we mean, his waging war against the Iroquois. But 
the war, in which he thus took part, was not one of his making ; 
and he was always ready to listen to reasonable proposals for the 
cessation of hostilities. Had he lived, the Huron tribes, whose 
confidence he possessed, would assuredly have found in him a 
friend able and willing to save them from that perdition which 
they were fated to suffer not long after his death.

Champlain has left us a relation of his voyages and expeditions, 
in which we find its author an attentive and judicious observer 
and a conscientious narrator. The work itself gives valuable notices 
on the geography and physical aspect of the countries he visited ; 
and abounds in details, interesting and curious, on the condition 
and manners of their inhabitants. He had a religious turn of 
mind ; but, like many of his compatriots, he distrusted the influ
ence of the Jesuits. He preferred the Franciscan order, to that 
of St. Ignatius ; the former having, as he said, “ less (political) 
ambition." The Jesuits, however, having exerted their influence 
with the court of France to obtain permission to supersede the 
Recollets, gained their point. Doubtless that influence soon 
became of great service ; for, more than onoe, the French kings 
were about to renounce the colony, and each time they abstained
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therefrom, chiefly through religious motives. In these crises, the 
Jesuits, directly interested in Canada, powerfully seconded the 
founder of it.*

Champlain had a comely visage, a noble and soldierly bearing, 
and a vigorous constitution that enabled him to bear the wear- 
and-tear of body and mind which he underwent in a troublous 
career. He crossed the Atlantic fùlly a score of times, to defend 
the colony’s interests at Paris. By the death of Henry IV, two years 
after the foundation of Quebec, he lost a good master and friend, 
whom he had faithfully served, and who had, in return, been 
greatly helpful to him.

As has been said before, Champlain brought his wife to Canada 
in 1620. She was a daughter of Nicholas Boulé, a protestant, 
and secretary of the royal household at Paris. The marriage- 
contract was signed late in 1610: but as the lady was then too 
young, it did not take effect till two years later ; yet 4,500 livres 
tournois, out of a dowry of 6,000, were paid down. Champlain 
bequeathed, in advance, the usufruct of all his fortune to his wife, 
“ in case he should decease while employed on sea and land in the 
royal service.”

It would seem that he left no issue when he did die. The 
Recollets began to keep the parish registers"!" of Notre-Dame of 
Quebec during the following year. ‘‘When we open the first 
of these,’’ says M. Ferland, “ a pardonable curiosity impels to a 
search for any entries which might exist therein of the Champlain

• The opinion thus expressed derives negative confirmation at least 
from the sentence rendered by the provostry of Paris, July 11, 1637, 
in re “ The Jesuits of Quebec vertu» Jacques Hersaut and Demoiselle 
[dame] Hélène Boulée, veuve Champlain." Champlain, become 
paralytic, had by a will, signed at Quebec, bequeathed part of his estate 
to the Jesuits.

fProm the 24th of October, 1621, when the Quebec parish register 
was begun, till 1629, there were but six marriages and two baptisms 
ainong the Europeans in the colony. The first marriage, solemnized 
Aug. 1, 1621, was that between Quillanme Oouillard and Guillemette 
Hebert, whose numerous family extended through the whole Quebec dis
trict, but more especially on the southern river-board below Point 
Lévi. May 12, 1621, the first marriages in New England took place.— 
Rev. J. B. A. Ferland : Notei tur Ut Registret de N. D. de Québec.

Vol. I.—l
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family, in regard to whom other contemporary documenta are 
silent. One would gladly trace the family history of the founder 
of Quebec, if its course lay amid the people for whom he opened 
up a new country to dwell in ; one would gladly learn whether 
any of our Canadian families have a right to claim him for an
cestor. But I have ascertained, not without chagrin, after careful 
research, that there exists not, in all probability, a single descen
dant of his in the colony he created, and in which his remains 
were reposited.”*

Dame Champlain remained in Canada only four years. She 
returned to France in 1624, and appears never to have again re
visited America. She founded a convent of Ursulines at Meaux,f 
took the veil herself, and entered her own foundation as “ sister 
Helen of St. Augustin.”^ There she died in 1664.

The successor of Champlain waa M. de Ohâteaufort, of whom 
we know little more than his name. He was replaced by M. de 
Montmagny, knight of Malta, who resolved to follow out the sys-

•,[We find ti}e following notice of Champlain, in the Relation of the 
Jesuits, in a paragraph penned by Père LeJeune, regarding the Fête of St. 
Ignatius, July 1633 : '’. This day, Sieur de Champlain and the ship cap
tains then in Quebec came to gain the Indulgences awarded to those 
vgfco attended chapel, on occasion of the festival of our holy father, Ig
natius Loyola. A number of Hurons were also admitted, after vespers. 
The chapel being as handsomely ornamented as our small riches allowed, 
the savages were quite struck, for we had set up the images of our 
Saint François Xavier on our altar. They thought these were living 
beings, and asked if they were not ondaqvie (divinities), and the taber
nacle their house ; also, if they used as habiliments the altar ornaments. 
There were also three images of the Virgin Mary, in as many places. 
They imagined these images represented three persons. Being told that the 
Virgin Mary was mother of the Creator, they laughed, aqd asked how 
any one could have three mothers ? Oh ! that we could have the mys
teries of our Faith well figured. The images aid us greatly, and speak 
to the eye of themselves.” pp. 31-8.]—B.

f A city of France, (dept. Seine-et-Marne, situated on the river Marne, 
36 miles N. B. from Paris. Bossuet waa bishop of the diocese ; hence 
his eulogiac name “ the Eagle of Meaux." His body, interred in a vault 
of the cathedral, was discoffined a few years ago, and found to be in a 
wonderful state of preservation.—A. 

t Relation dee Jituilts, an. 1640.

\
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temadôptéd by Champlain ; but he took the reins of government 
in hand at a very critical time, by reason of the war of extermina
tion then in progress between the Iroquois and the Hurons, now 
more than ever envenomed against each other. The establishment 
of the company surnamed “ thé Hundred Partners ” had raised 
aiùorig the Hurons hopes of extended traffic in peltry with its 
agents, and other expected benefits to such a height, that this na
tion became insufferably presumptuous, and led its leaders into 
acts of sudh indiscreet daring, despite all the warnings given them 
by Champlain, that the ruin of their cause, as we have just inti
mated, soon followed upon his decease.

The Iroquois, more subtle than the HuronSj employed stratagems 
to hasten the annihilation of the latter as an independent nation. 
They made a hollow peace with a majority of the tribes ; yet 
soon afterwards, under divers pretexts, they attacked their outer
most settlements. The device became apparent only when the 
break of war fell in like a thunder-storm upon the astounded sense 
of the Huron nation. The scattered tribes of the latter were taken 
all unprepared by this sudden onslaught of enemies, before whom 
terror striked. The Huron leaders werè utterly disconcerted ; 
and as often happens, in similar cases, among civilized populations, 
every movement they made to resist or escape from their mortal 
enemies became disastrous in its results.—Charlevoix, in an after
reflection upon them defensive war-policy at this time, thus ex
presses himself : “ Nothing humiliates the surviving Hurons so 
much as the recollection of the murders they committed during 
their last operations against the Iroquois.1'

Meanwhile the war between the savages served to open the eyes 
of those who believed that the colonists could dictate the law to 
the aborigines as soon as the new Company should exist. It was 
now plain that the great association, which loomed so large in the 
distance, was incapable even of doing the little it had promised 
to effect in the expected direction.

It was in 1636 that the Iroquois penetrated, for the first time 
collectively, into the midst of the Huron hordes. Four years 
afterwards, war recommenced with vigour : but the Hurons, be
come heedful by defeats, were found more ready to resist their 
potent adversaries ; over whom, occasionally, they even obtained
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some signal advantages,—for the Huron warriors, generally, were 
equal to the Iroquois combatants in courage, but their discipline 
was inferior, while their presumption was greater.

Somewhat disconcerted by the spirited resistance of the Hurons, 
which they had not anticipated,the wily Iroquois set about separating 
the former from their French auxiliaries, so as to have only one body 
of enemies to encounter at a time. They detached 300 warriors, 
divided into several bands, who were directed to take prisoner as 
many of the Hurons as they could lay hands on. They were, at 
the same time, to capture a number of the French ; the latter to 
be kindly treated, the former to be cruelly used : the design of 
this marked contrast in treatment being to make the Hurons be
come jealous of their French allies 1 1 his poor invention, born of 
savage subtlety, having failed, its devisers feigned an intention of 
attacking the post of Trois-Rivières, commanded by M. de Champ- 
flours ; then suddenly seeming to relent, they sued for peace and 
gave up the French prisoners they had taken. M. de Montmagny in 
person came to Trois-Rivières to meet the Iroquois envoys : but the 
Governor penetrated their design and broke off the négociations ; 
for though he could not deal these Indians, when hostilely disposed, 
any heavy blow, he always sought to present a bold front towards 
them. His situation, nevertheless, was really very disquieting. 
With his scanty garrison, he could only be a passive witness of 
the struggles of the savages, not always escaping insults from both 
of the contending parties. The French flag they had ceased to 
respect, daringly advancing to the mouths of the cannon mounted 
on the works. The forlorn state in which the government left 
this important post was a subject of astonishment to all.

In effect, whatever progress the colony was making generally, 
at this time, we must place to the credit of its private members, 
or individuals not in office. Thus to one of the latter, the com
mander de Sillery, at the instance of the Jesuits, the “habita
tion ” which took his name as its designation, was founded, on 
the banks of the St. Lawrence, four miles from Quebec, in the 
year 1637*

• This place still bears the commander’s name ; but the Indian village 
has been transferred to St Ambroise de Loretta, at the foot of the 
Laurentides.
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M. de Sillery sprang from a family of distinction. He was a 
knight of the grand-cross of St. John of Jerusalem, and com
mander or beneficiary of the Temple of Troyes. When past mid
dle ago, he took holy orders, and was ordained a priest A. D. 1634, 
in the archdiocese of Paris, wherein he ordinarily resided till his 
death in 1640. His beneficence was great, and reached far. M. 
de Rozillé had interested him in the well-being of Canada, and 
had persuaded him to join the company of the Hundred Partners. 
In the Sillery establishment only savage converts, or those who 
asked to become such, were received. Individual Algonquins 
and Montagnais were the first among the neophytes admitted : those 
were put under the charge of Father Lejeune, who represented M. 
de Sillery in America. The latter transmitted considerable sums 
of money for constructing the necessary buildings of the institu
tion.*

The establishment of the Island of Montreal was commenced, a 
few years after the foundation of the Sillery institution. The 
Hundred Partners company had ceded the island, five years be
fore, to Jacques Girard, seigneur of La Chaussée, who, in turn, 
parted with it to Jean de Lauzon, intendant in Dauphiny. The 
missionaries had several times urged the company, but in vain, to 
occupy that island, its situation being so advantageous for curbing 
the Iroquois, and for a central region whence to extend mission
ary operations. The project was taken up by M. de la Dauver- 
sière, receiver-general of La Flèche, in Anjou, and under his 
auspices an association for effecting that end was got up, by thirty-

•We are informed,™ the Relation of this year, by Père Le Jeune that the 
Pope (Urban VIII) had just before heaped benedictions on the Canadian 
Jesuits, and sent them “ plenary indulgences for the festival of the Con
ception, and that of onr glorious protector, St. Joseph." We may infer that 
these donatives were turned to account on the next recurrence of the festi
val ; for, In the Relation of 1637, we are informed that on St. Joseph’s day 
immense rejoicings took place at Quebec. A few fireworks being played 
off, to the astonishment of some Huron savages present, the Governor 
bade them observe, as he set light to the chief piece, that " the French 
were more powerful than the demons ; that they were masters of the 
element of fire, and that they could at any time burn the dwellings of the 
enemies of France." Relatione, ch. 2.—B.
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five rich and influential persona, among whom waa the Duke de 
Liancourt de la Roche Guyqn. This company obtained a con
cession of the island in 1640, and a member of the association ar
rived at Quebec from France with several immigrating families, 
some soldiers, and an armament valued at 26,000 piastres, equip
ped at La Rochelle and Dieppe. Baron Fouquand, who obtained, 
in 1669, the rest of the island for the company, gave 20,000 
livres for his part.

We may fçrm some notion of the careful way in which this 
colonization waa conducted, from the plan which was adopted to 
have assurance Of the religious dispositions of M. de Maisonneuve. 
The association not only wanted soldiers, but a worthy commander. 
“ I know a gentleman from Champagne, who would suit you well,” 
one day said Father Charles Lalemant (who had then returned
to France) to Dauversière ; “ he lodges at the--------- inn." The
latter, in order to study closely the character of the person thus 
recommended, tqok up his quarters in the house indicated. Hav
ing formed an intimacy with his fellow-lodger, JDauversière in
sensibly led the latter (o speak of the proposed establishment at 
Montreal ; he expressed great approval of the design. Finally he 
said, in confidence, to M. de la Dauversière, that tired as he was 
of the troublous times at home, he would he glad to quit France 
and take part in the enterprise ; adding, “ I would devote life 
and fortune in parrying it out, not expecting any other recom
pense than the consciousness of serving God, and the honour of 
continuing to serve his Majesty with this good aWord." Dauver- 
sière immediately took him at his word. Charmed at hearing 
language at once so Christian in spirit, and sA loyal in sentiment, 
he regarded the discovery of so fit a subject fqr the work in hand 
as something providential.

M. de Maisonneuve took military service in Holland, at the age 
of thirteen. “ He there preserved his piety among heretical people," 
says tfie chropicler. “ He learned to play on the lute,” we are told 
by the same authority, “ in order to beguile those hours of reelusion 
he chose to pass secluded from the contact of evil companions.”*

• “ Histoire de Montréal (1640-1672),’’ MS. de Parie ; a document 
bearing no author's name, a copy from which wee brought to Panada 
in 1846 by the Hon. L. J. Papineau. This manuscript, attributed to M.
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In due eonree, he left Franoe, entering Canada in a grateful 
frame of mind, and with a hopeful spirit.

When M. de Maisonneuve arrived at Quebec, the Governor tried 
to persuade him to tarry in the Isle d’Orléans, a locality then safe 
from the hostile attempts of the Iroquois ; but the dangers attend
ing the formation of an outlying settlement daunted him not, and 
he hastened, in the year 1642, to lay a foundation for the settle
ment of Montreal. The few buildings he erected on the site laîd 
out, he surrounded for defence with wooden palisades, and he 
named the infent city “ Ville-Marie," or Mariopolis. He then 
began to gather around the place such of the neighbouring natives 
as had been christened or desired so to be ; Wishing to teach them 
the arts of civilization, beginning with culture of the soil. Such 
were the beginnings of the fair city of Montreal ; its nucleus was 
a school of morality,industry, and the subduing of savage natures, 
—a noble origination. The ecclesiastical ceremonies attending ife 
inauguration formed as rich a display as the Canadian Church’s 
means at the time could command.

Shortly thereafter, a reinforcement of colonists arrived, led by 
M. d’Ailleboust de Musseau. During the following year, a second 
party came. At this time the European population resident in 
Canada did not exceed two hundred souls. The immigrants who 
now entered it, had been selected with the utmost care. A Sieur 
de la Barre came to Canada in 1644, with several colonists placed 
under his orders by the Queen. He was a man of dissolute habits, 
but consummate hypocrisy ; keeping up a sanctimonious exterior, 
the better to avert suspicion of his real depravity. This being soon 
detected, however, he was shipped back to France forthwith.

An enterprise, not unsimilar to that realized, so far, at Ville- 
Marie, was in progress at Quebec. In the mother settlement, a 
wood-clad height parted the Jesuits' College from the Hôtel- 
Dieu, or réfhge for the diseased and impotent. On the two' inter
mediate hilly slopes, a few houses, built European feshion, under 
the walls of the above-named establishments, served as dwellings 
for the savage neophytes, wherein they might also be habituated

François Dollier de Caseon, priest of St. Sulpitius of Paris, and third 
superior in succession of the Seminary of Montreal, is extremely carious.
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to French modes of life. Natives, of the Montagnais and Algon
quin tribes, had already assisted in clearing parts of the table-land 
upon which the upper city was afterwards erected : and all ap
pearances were favourable, for a time, to the hopes of those who 
desired to bring the neighbouring savages, the young more espe
cially, under the influences of religion and within the pale of civil
ization. But the irksomeness attending confinement, impatience 
of restraint, and the proximity of the wilderness, proved too much 
for the cultivators of wild natures, ever ready to escape from even 
the gentlest subjection. In a word, a well-intended project, hope
fully begun at Quebec, soon came to nothing ; and a more auspi
cious season for its after realization had to be waited for.*

About this time, it is related that two aged savages of a nation 
which had once inhabited the Island of Montreal, accompanied M. 
de Maisonneuve to the summit of “ Mount-Royal,” and (it is to be 
presumed),calling his attention to the magnificent expanse of coun
try that lay before him, said, “ All these lands and waters were once 
ours ; we were a numerous people in those days, but the Hurons 
drove out our ancestors. Of those they thus expelled, one portion 
took refuge with the Abenaquis, another got shelter from the Iro
quois, and the rest remained in subordination to their conquerors.” 
The Governor, affected by what he heard, asked whether the sur
viving members of the broken tribe might not yet be brought 
together ; offering, at the same time, that if they could be, and 
would come under his protection, he would treat them well and 
supply all their wants. The kind proposal came too late ; for the 
very name of the nation thus ill-treated, had now fallen into obli- 
vion.f

An idea strikes the mind, while reflecting upon the above inci
dent, that those aged men may have been survivors of the abori
gines found in quiet possession of Hochelaga little more than a 
century before. The traditions of savages do not go far back

• In 1638, the “ Seminary of the Hurons,” or of “ Notre-Dame-des- 
Anges,” was founded or opened ; Père le Jeune observing, upon the 
occasion, that it had been realised, “ despite the powers of hell, banded 
in full force against it” Bel. 1638, ch. IX, p. 231.—B.

f Gallatin ; Golden. The latter reports, that,according to a tradition 
current among the Iroquois, their ancestors once inhabited the environs 
of Montreal.
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without becoming vague and confused. The early explorers of New 
France could scarcely advance a step into the wilderness without 
heat ing native accounts of tribes which had existed in times not 
distant, according to our impressions of the lapse of time, but far 
remote in the estimation of a race upon whose unrecorded annals 
each succeeding cycle of revolving time brought total obliteration.

While the well-being of the aborigines was an object of such 
deep solicitude on the part of many persons, a regard for that of 
the French-xesidents did not less occupy the thoughts of philan
thropic individuals. We have already made mention of the founda
tion of the Jesuits’ College. The Hôtel-Dieu for the sick, and the 
Ursulines’ Convent for training young girls, were also standing 
proofs of that inexhaustible generosity to which Canada owes al
most all the great establishments of education that she possesses- 
The Hôtel-Dieu of Québec was founded in 1639, by the Duchess 
d’Aiguillon. In the same year, a young widow of high rank, Ma
dame de Lapeltrie, commenced the erection of a convent of Ursu
lines ; into which, when finished, she retired for the rest of her 
days. The religieuset who were to inhabit the two foundations, 
arrived at Quebec from France in one vessel, and landed on the 
same day. “ The occasion was observed as a holiday by all the 
people of the city : labour was suspended, and the shops were 
closed. The Governor, with an armed escort, received the heroines 
of the day on the quay ; they left the ship, while the cannoneers of 
the fort were firing a salute. The first compliments paid, M. Mont- 
magny led them to the High Church, amidst the acclamations of 
the people, and Te Deum was chanted in thanksgiving for the two
fold benefit which Heaven had now conferred upon Canada.”*

The Hospital was at first placed aSSillery ; but from fear of the 
Iroquois, it was refounded at Quebec, in 1644.

These pious institutions which still exist to the honour of the 
country, rose amidst the din of war and amidst perplexing 
anxieties, caused by the vicissitudes of a troublous time.

We have seen how the negotiation terminated at Trois-Rivières, 
when the Iroquois, who made deceitful proffers of peace, were nu- 
masked, but not intimidated. Thenceforth the embarrassments

• Let Servantt de Dieu en Canada, par M. de Laroche.
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of M. de Montmagny went on increasing. The colonists, who did 
not begin to sow wheat-seed till A. D. 1644, as thinking the climate 
too cold for that cereal, did not reap enough of any product to sup. 
port themselves throughout the year; so that the governor had to 
partially subsist as well as protect his people. The insecurity df 
life for a few hundreds of peaceful colonists, amidst thousands of 
prowling Indians, was a great obstruction to agriculture and plant
ing ; for no man could till his ground with any safety without 
carrying protective arms.* The Iroquois habitually made intru
sions even to the environs of Quebec, and spread alarm among 
the French residents on the banks of the St. Lawrence. The 
audacity of these navagas ever increasing, it became necessary ait 
last to resort to energetic measures for putting a Stop to their 
encroachments ; and as a preliminary measure, the foundations of 
s fort were laid at the mouth of the river Richelieu, in view of 
barring their descents to the lower waters. Discerning the intent 
of this, an armed band of them, 700 strong, suddenly attacked 
the builders unawares ; by whom the treacherous assailants, how
ever, were repulsed.

To avenge this cheek, they fell with renewed ftiry upon the 
Hurons, over whom their superiority was constantly increasing. 
The Dutch settlers of New Belgium, now the state of New York, 
had begun to supply them with fire-arms and ammunition, despite 
the remonstrances made by M. de Montmagny to the Dutch 
governor. Deprecations upon this point addressed, to the latter, 
were civilly replied to,but the practice continued. For some time, 
the French had suspected that the Dutch were fomenting hostile 
feeling among the border tribes against them, though the two 
countries were then at peace.f

By this time, the Hurons were nearly reduced to extremity.

* Authority : Father Vlmont. 1642-4.
f The truth i«, that both parties were playing a hypocritical part ; 

for we find, in the Relation of the Jesuits for the year 1643, on page 71, 
this significant passage : “ The use of fire-arms, refused to infidel savages 
by the governor, but accorded to Christian neophytes, ie a powerful 
means of gaining them (the savages in general). It seems as if our Lord 
will» to serve himself, by this attraction, to make Christianity acceptable 
in there regions.”—5.

x)
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The extent of territory held by them wee lessening day by day ; 
and its frontiers were being pitilessly desolated ; yet those who 
ought to have defended them hung back from making reprisals, as 
fearing to inour further assaults from foes who, they said, wished 
“ to swallow them up entirely.”

In 1644, the Iroquois laid a plan, on a greater scale than ever 
before, to overwhelm the colony, by strategic means which seemed 
too far-reaching for savages to conceive. They began to carry it 
into effect by dividing their forces into two armies : then subdi
viding these into small bands, they took post at intervals around 
the colonial limits ; thus inclosing the French territory as in an 
immense net. At a preconcerted signal, in spring following, they 
made an irruption, at all points, simultaneously. The positions 
they took, says Father Jer. L&lemant, were such that they could 
see their antagonists at four or five leagues’ distance, without ex
posing themselves ; and they never made an attack without having 
the advantage of superior numbers.

Their two first bands were located at the portage of Les Chau
dières, the third at the foot of the Long-Sault, and the fourth 
took post above Montreal. Five other corps were distributed in 
the poet of Montreal isle, the region about Rivière-dee-Prairies 
and lake St. Peter, also in the environs of Trois-Rivières and Fort 
Richelieu. Lastly, there was a tenth band, charged to carry 
murder and destruction into the Huron country as soon as the 
time for action should arrive.

The fifth band, composed of eighty warriors, which lay in am
buscade before Montreal, intending to take the place by surprise, 
was discovered before it could act, driven off, and dispersed by the 
garrison. Several of the warriors were killed, and others taken 
prisoner by the Algonquin allies of the French. The latter sa
vages burned alive the captive Iroquois four days afterwards. 
7 ambuscade laid by the ninth band near to lake St. Peter,
ehf leagues distant from Trois-Rivières, fell Father Bressani, an 
Italian Jesuit. He had been two years in Canada, and was about 
to set out on a mission to the Hurons.*

» Several of his companions were killed or tortured. He was cruelly 
beaten with sticks : and was on the point of being burned alive, when
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«■puny mede the renunciation of their privilege*, wliloli wee 
•••Armed hy royel edict, Air e yeerly eeignorie! rent of e million 
be* eeekln*.

Ae soon ee the treaty with tlie netlwe elreedy mentioned we* 
eoaeludwi, ell Urn trlhee contracting (lartle* to It proceeded to 
eheee eml treille together, ee If they Itetl elweye lieeit good fliend*. 
The mleeionerlee hml penetrated hi the Iroquois Iteeil nuertere, end 
they thought t hey hed overeome the evil die|inelt!nne of the Agnlore. 
Hut e etete of unbroken |ieeoe wee not et ell hi the teete ul'tlieee reet- 
leeeend thmolou* Imtlierlene for eny length of timet end In HI4fl, 
hoetllltiee Imilie out elVeeh. An e|ildemlo, wliloli me le greet 
ravage* In one of the trlliee, end the loee of their ero|ie hy worm*, 
they imputed to the wlienlry of Father Joguoe, whom they killed 
with e hetvhet : murdering llkewlee et the eeme time, e young 
Krenohmen who wee In hie company. The lieede of their viutlme 
they exposed on e palinode, the trunk* tliey oeet Into e river. )Z

Aller committing three berliemu* eete, the Agnlore took ‘up
» everywhere, end eleughtored every one who IVll In their

>*y. Home Algonquin women, who lied oeoeped ee If by mlreele, 
I viu their gripe, brought Intelligence to the Krenoh of whet we* 
fining In the wlldernew. It wee ebout tide time thet tlie olieve 
IW de Montmegny wee repleeed by M. d’Alllebouit. The rooel 
of the dinner oooeeioned eome eurpriee ; but It wee merely e tie 
oeeeery rveult of e generel errengeiuent Just prevlouely entered 
upon by tlie court, Uiimmender do Polnol, governor of the Fronoh 
Ielende In America, hed retheod to oonelgn hie governorehlp on 
demend, to e euooeeeor ; end peroiated In retelnlng hie poet deeplte 
the royel order*. TUle evt of disobedience wee not without imite- 
tore. To provide egeiuet Ute recurrence of euoh Ineubordinetion, 
the council of etete decided thet In ihture ell governor* of Krenoh 
deprndonvio* ehould be ohenged every three yeere; end It we* in 
oonocquonco of thii rule thet De Montmegny we* eupereoded for 
the time.

Several Importent event* eignelieed the edminletretion of thet 
governor of Now Krenoe ; euoh ee the oeteblleliunmt of tlie inland 
of Montreel, end the ooiumonocmont of tho ruin of tlie Huron*, 
which, e* we ehell eeo, wee ooneummaloti under tho edminietration 
of hie eueoeeeor. The Jeeuite «tended their explorations very fer,
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in hi» timer, towards the north, end in the weal. Father Raim- 
banlt even formed a design of penetrating as far as China, evange
lising all nations by the way ; and thus completing the circle of 
missionary stations around the whole globe, Although the open
ing up of heathendom by the indefatigable propagators of the 
faith were transactions apart from the action of the government, 
they threw a lustre on the administration of M. de Montmagny, 
and gave him personally a certain celebrity throughout Europe.

This governor had sought to imitate Champlain's polity in regard 
to the aborigines. And if the insufficient means put at his disposal 
did not always enable him to put a curb upon their pugnacious 
tendencies, he contrived nevertheless, by a happy union of firm
ness with conciliation, to make his authority respected among 
all the tribes ; and to suspend, for a considerable time, the blow 
which at last foil upon the luckless Huron». But a time came, 
when this interposing influence was to be of no further avail. 
Louis d’Ailleboust, his successor, came to Canada, as we have seen, 
with colonists for the island of Montreal, the settlement in which 
he governed in the absence of M. de Maisonneuve. He was 
afterwards promoted to the command of Trois-Rivières, a poet 
more important than that of Montreal ; therefore with such expe
rience as he thereby gained, he must have known all the country’s 
needs: but he took the lead at a very critical time.*-*-The War of 
the Iroquois against the Huron tribes recommenced with un
wonted fury: In 1648, the former began to press the latter 
with the whole weight of their superior forces ; the resistance of 
the Hurona not bçing commensurate, and their efforts were 
slackened while waiting for Onnontagué auxiliaries, .who never 
came and never intended to come to their aid. The doomed 
Hurons, on the other hand, refused the offer of an alliance from 
the Audastes, who were willing and able to help them.

On the 4th of July, 1648, a numerous body of the Agniers- 
Iroquois, who had been some time in the Huron country without 
manifesting any hostile intents, fell suddenly upon the flourishing

——.—.■ .. ■..i . . ..I. .
• The Aillebouit family was of German descent.—Madame de la 

Peyrouse, with of the great navigatoruf that name, was a Miss d’Aille
boust of Argenteail. (MS', pent* M. de Gaipd, cord of St. Biol.)
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villige of “ St. Joseph-dca-Attignenonghae,” then superintended by 
Père Antony Daniel, who had been reeident among the Hurons 
during fourteen year». The heathen barbarians slaughtered' 
every human being in the place, Daniel included, to the number 
of about 700 souls. They then set fire to the huts, the mission* 
house and church ; throwing into the latter, when in full com* 
bustion, the hideously mangled corpse of the missionary: thus, 
unoonsoiously, according the most befitting funerary pile for a; 
Christian martyr. During the rest of the year, the native village» 
where the Jesuits had stations, lived in a continual state of panic ; 
never knowing but that they might, at any moment, meet the fate 
of the murdered converts of St. Joseph.

Nor were their fears groundless.—On the 16th of March, 1649, 
a body of Iroquois, not so numerous as the former, but nearly aU 
provided with fire-arms, descended upon a Huron settlement, one 
of a duster of six, near the shores of the Great Lake. Most 
of the men were absent at the time, hunting or otherwise employed ; 
so that only the women, the children, the helpless, fell into the 
power of the invaders. As it was, however, about 400 human 
beings were slaughtered ; those who were despatched at onoe being 
the most fortunate. Three persons, who escaped the vigilance of 
the butchers of their kin, had to run naked into the woods ; for 
the assault took place during the night. These fugitives fled 
towards one or more of the other stations, and put their people 
on the alert.

Next day, the same band fell upon the missionary village of 8t. 
Louis, the station there taking the name of St. Ignatius: which 
was then in the care of Père Jean de Brebeuf and Père Gabriel 
Lallemant, both of whom, with most of the inhabitants, were put 
to death, in many instances by prolonged tortures. The two Jesuits 
were sutyected to torments such as devils alone would be thought 
capable of inflicting ; all of which, their colleagues reported, they 
bore with an unfaltering relianoe on their Saviour equal to that 
of the primitive martyrs.*

• The author1! text has been departed from In this paragraph, and the 
following detail! we add, as given In the Relation of the Jesuits for the 
year :—

“ After the indiscriminate slaughter was over, the persons whom the

)
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i i ; k

These massacres were followed by open hostilities between the 
Iroquois and the Hurons, in which, for a time, the latter had alter
nate suœesses and defeats ; but in a dosing combat, the Hurons, 
overpressed by superior numbers, were totally defeated, losing all 
their best warriors. Utterly disheartened, the survivors agreed, 
with one accord, to leave their country. Accordingly, by concert 
or by tacit consent, every one of their homes was left tenantless, 
within a few days after the disastrous rout. A portion of those 
homeless bands, the great majority of whom must have been 
women and children, took present shelter with such of the nearest 
tribes as would receive them ; others, doubtless the more active 
individuals, took to the farther wilds. Several Jesuit missionaries 
who had been domesticated, as it were, in Huron families, emi
grated along with them.

When the living wrecks of the broken nation could, in some 
sort, be gathered up, the question arose where a secure asylum 
for the whole might be found. The island of Manitoulin in 
Lake Huron, at that time uninhabited, and reputed to abound in 
game, was suggested ; but most of the Hurons thought it too dis
tant from their old country,—hoping to repossess it some day, 
perhaps,—and, in the year 1649, the Hurons took possession of

Iroquois had set aside for.a more cruel death, were tied to stakes fixed in 
the floors of several huts, so that the victims might have no means of 
escape when fire was set to the dwellings. This the savages did ere 
they departed ; while, previously, manifesting the diabolical pleasure 
they felt as they left the place, on hearing the lamentable cries of the 
victims amid the flames that were consuming them. Mothers might be 
seen bound together with their children, husbands with wives, suffering 
a common martyrdom,—for most of them were Christians. One aged 
woman alone escaped. She found means to reach the village of St. 
Michael, where were, at that time, 700 Huron warriors. These had been 
on the look out for the Iroquois, but had not been able to find them. 
Now made aware of their nearness, partly for1 want of provisions, partly 
from a fear of not being able to cope with the enemy on equal terms 
(the Hurons having fewer muskets than the Iroquois), the latter were 
allowed to retire loaded with booty. Captives they did not care"to be 
encumbered with, so far distant as they were from their own country." 
See Relation*, Ac. an. 1648, ch. Ill, p. 18 et al.—B.

t > Xu
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the nearer island of St. Joseph.* Here they planted a village 
numbering a hundred cabins or huts, some having ten, others 
eight hearths or households each ; and a great number of families 
formed isolated habitations in the vicinity, for the convenience of 
having a larger expanse of land and water whence to procure 
subsistence.—But scarcely had the expelled Hurons begun to 
feel at home in their new holdings, when that evil fate, which had 
hitherto dogged their steps, reached theisle of refuge, and subjected 
them to sufferings yet worse to endure, it may be, than those 
arising from the most calamitous war.

The island they chose proved to be a poor hunting and fishing 
country. When autumn came, the Hurons found it difficult to 
subsist thêmçelves, their families, and the orphans of others whom 
they would probably have to provide for. Winter set in, and with

• The Great Manitoulin is the largest and most central of a chain of 
insular territory stretching 8. E. and N. W. across the upper region of 
Lake Huron. 8t. Joseph’s Island is the most westwardly of the whole 
archipelago. It Is worthy of remark, perhaps, that the Manitoulin or 
Holy Island of the North American Indians has been selected, in our 
own day, as a suitable and convenient territorial refuge for the 
“broken clans" of the aborigines. Previously occupied by the 
Ohippawas and Ottawas, it was, along with many other Isles in Lake 
Huron, surrendered by them, in 1836, Into the hands of Sir F. B. Head, 
then lieutenant-governor of Canada ; who proposed to collect upon the 
Manitoulin, not only the wandering bands of the north shore, but also 
the tribes settled in all parts of the upper province. The scheme 
however, proved a failure : the only Indians who availed themselves of 
the offer, were some from the United States, and others from the shores of 
Lakes Superior and Huron. To aid in establishing these upon the 
island, the village of Mahnetooahnlng was built by the government. The 
only other settlement then existing in the island was the village of 
Wikwemikong, founded a short time before, chiefly by Ottawa In
dians from Michigan. The soil of the island is generally good, and the 
waters within and around it productive ; yet the settlements are not pro
gressing so well as they did some years ago. Nearly all the families of 
the island are cultivators or artisans. The whole population, as re
turned in 1857-8 by Messrs. Hannlpeaux and Ferrard, resident catholic 
missionaries, was 1327 souls, of whom 977 were set down as catholics 
and 104 as protestants, with 145 “ pagans." S«« Official Report ou 
" Indian Affairs" for 1858, pp. 61-7.—B.
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it oame » famine. Reduced to extremity, they devoured the flesh 
of the dead, even that became putrid ; while mothers might be seen, 
with dying infanta on their bosoms, hoping to make a meal of their 
bodies onoe-hefpre they grew cold. Contagious diseases, the 
usual accompaniments of extreme privation, followed in the wake 
of famine, and carried off many of those whom want had spared. 
Amid such scenes of woe, the missionaries did all they could to 
comfort the sufferers in life, and to prepare them for death when 
the supreme hour arrived. But many of the Hurons, in the mad
ness of their despair, turned in wrath upon those good men whom 
they hitherto had rightly regarded as their best friends ; maltreat
ing or cursing them, as if they had been their worst enemies. 
“ The Iroquois,11 such insensates would exclaim with heathenish 
unreason, “ are foes to us and know not God, and do every kind of 
wrong to their fellow-men ; but they prosper nevertheless. It is 
only since wo renounced the customs of our fathers, that our 
mortal foes have prevailed against us. What avails it that we 
give an ear t^ the Gospel, if ruin and death be the shadows that 
follow jts footsteps?"* ^

Further details of the miseries endured by the unhappy rcftigees 
in the island of desolation, it would be as uninviting to read as pain- 
ftil to write; suffice it to say, that in a few months, of the broken 
bands of the Huron tribes, which might, even in their reduced 
state, number 800 warriors, scarcely thirty remained in each 
on the average. All the other surviving adults were, too, either 
aged men or women.

While the expelled Hurons were thus dying out at St. Joseph’s, 
their enemies were carrying on active hostilities elsewhere. The 
Iroquois having taken the field, at first with 300 men, the people 
of the countries around were in fearful expectation,each fearing that 
their own would be the first to suffer. The horde of 8t. John 
was that nearest to their territory since the evacuation of St. 
Mary’s : it contained 600 families. The irruption of the Iroquois 
was at first regarded as a mere bravado, and warriors of the place 
went forth to give chase to the invaders. The latter, feigning to 
flee before them, got out of eight of their pursuers, then making

• Relation dst JisuUss, 1648-44.
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a sweep behind the latter, fell upon 8t. John’s, thus destitute 
of defenders, and massacred or enslaved its whole remaining inha
bitants. Among the murdered was father Gamier.

The Hurons of the isle 8t. Joseph (now reduced to 300), ad
vertised of these atrocities, no longer thought their place of refttge 
safe, and set forth to seek another. The rigors of the winter 
were overpast when they set out, and the ice on the straits between 
island and continent beginning to melt. Parts of it gave way 
under the feet of the wanderers, and a number were crushed or 
drowned. Of those who succeeded in reaching terra-firma, the 
fate of many was yet more deplorable ; for, scattering themselves 
about the country, they were mostly picked up by prowling 
Iroquois, thirsting for their blood.—The remnant of all, weary 
and worn with suffering, set out, headed by Father Ragueneau 
and other missionaries, to seek the French governor, and solicit his 
protection as cultivators of the soil. The latter party chose a 
route by lake Nipissing and the Ottawa valley, taking devious 
lines to avoid their enemies ; discerning on the way, however, 
plain marks of ravages recently committed in those regions by 
the Iroquois. On reaching Montreal, the party there tarried two 
days of disquiet, as fearing to have been followed thither by foes 
on their traces. Finally, they reached Quebec in July 1650. 
The governor received them kindly, assigning them a location on 
the lands of Madame de Grandemaison ; whore they were re
joined, in the following year, by several others of the tribe who had 
come to Quebec previously, and who had found a resting-place on 
the estate of the Jesuits at Beauport, in 1649.

“ The Hurons," says M. Ferland, “ remained in the isle d’Or
léans till the year 1669; but continuing to be harassed by the 
Iroquois army, ever ready to attack and kill them, even in their 
place of retreat, they decamped and act up tents on an open space 
within Quebec itself, wherein they dwelt for several years. When 
peace was oonolnded with the Iroquois, after M. Tracy's expedi
tion, the Hurons left Quebec, and settled four or five miles distant 
from the city; where they founded, in 1667, the mission of Notre 
Dame-de-Foye, since known as Sainte-Foye. On December 29, 
1693, they removed thence to Old Lorctte ; and, several years 
afterwards, they formed the village of Jeune-Lorette."
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The remainder of the Huron» were scattered abroad in all 
directions ; and those who took refuge among other tribes, became 
the means of embroiling their protectors with the Iroquois. 
Others went to establish themselves in south-western regions, now 
known as parts of Pennsylvania; one band ascended beyond 
Lake Superior ; lastly, a good many made their peace with the 
victors and were absorbed in the Iroquois nation. The result of 
all was, that not only the Huron countries, but those abo\it the 
valley of the Ottawa, all teeming with population as they had been, 
were become howling wildernesses. The Iroquois had taken twelve 
years to break down the frontiers of the Hurons, and two more to 
effect the scattering of that people over the continent. Their conti
nued presence as a nation would have been valuable to the colonists 
of New France, who had relied greatly on the alliance with them as 
a means of keeping all other tribes under a curb when hostilely 
inclined.

The first note-worthy event which followed in order of time, 
was the arrival at Quebec, in 1648, of an envoy from New England, 
charged with a proposal for a treaty of commerce and perpetual 
amity between the two colonies. An important feature of the 
project was an article, stipulating that the contracting parties 
should stand neuter in all quarrels between the respective mother-* 
countries. The matter was taken into serious consideration ; and 
in order to obtain further information from the heads of the 
English provincial governments as to the means for effecting the 
object in view, the jesuit Druillcttes and M. Godefroi were sent as 
delegatee to Boston in 1650 and 1651 ; but the Canadians, whose 
trade was paralysed by the raids of the Iroquois, were more imme
diately desirous that an Anglo-French league, offensive and defen
sive, should be formed against those savages. “ We cannot doubt," 
was it urged in the missives of the council, “ that Heaven would 
prosper your arms and ours, taken up in defence of christianised 
natives, allies of us both, against heathen barbarians who know 
not God, and are sworn foes to man ; evidence of whose atroci
ties our deputies are ready to give you on demand made for the 
same. They will not fail, either, to tender to you positive assu
rances of the sincere desire we have that Providence may continue 
to bless your provinces, and bestow upon their inhabitants its most
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signal favours.” The proposal for a special alliance to curb the 
Iroquois, caused the whole négociation to fail.*

The year 1660, so full of disaster for the Hurons, finished by 
the retirement of M. d’Ailleboust from the direction of affairs ; 
not the least of whose official mortifications was that of being con
strained, by the force of circumstances, to look on, a passive 
spectator of their wrongs and sufferings. After demitting his 
fonctions, he settled and died in the colony.

M. de Lauson arrived in 1651, as the successor of M. d’Aille
boust. He was one of the chief members of the Company, and 
had always taken a leading part in its affairs ; but he did not ma
nifest the same activity or tact as a colonial administrator in chief. 
True, he found affairs in a discouraging state. The Iroquois be
come insolent through the successes they had gained over their 
savage compatriots of the lake countries, fell furiously upon the 
French establishments. Under covert of the contiguous woods, 
some of their bands glided below Quebec. They killed the governor 
of Trois-Rivières, M. Duplessis-Bochart, in a sortie he made against 
them. They attacked the labouring colonists in their fields, mur
dered isolated individuals, and desolated the country with their 
pillagings. They pursued this system of hostilities with such 
untiring perseverance, that, as a recorder of the time quaintly ex
pressed himself, “ Hardly do those savages let us pass a day with
out alarms. They are ever at our skirts ; no month passes that 
our bills of mortality do not show, in lines of blood, indications of

* The Canadian government functionaries, who in inch a case would 
be passive instruments in the hands of the king and bis ministers, had no 
power of their own to accept or reject such a proposal as was now made ; 
hence the long delay in sending a reply. When it did come, it must have 
seemed to the New-Englanders an odd way of receiving a peaceful offer, 
that of making a demand the parties proposing it should embark in war I 
As to the broad distinction made between Iroquois heathen and Huron 
(pseudo) Christians, it would necessarily be disallowed by the popery- 
abhorring sects of the English provinces. Neutral parties would have 
said that the thin varnish of Christianity put upon the minds of the 
Indians by the Jesuits, might have been as easily rubbed off as the oil 
from their bodies ; and, if so, the appreciable difference between dull 
turfactd and luttroui savages, cpuld not be, after all, a thing of much 
account.—B. '
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the deadly nature of their inroads." It was no longer safe for 
the colonials to go about their affaire without carrying arms for 
self-protection. Often, inhabitants had to entrench themselYce in 
their dwellings, or abandon them. This state of things lasted for 
several years.* The population of the colony perceptibly dimi* 
uished, through the number of individuals who were exposed to 
be taken unawares, and killed or captured : and hand-to-hand 
fights between small parties of the colonists and squads of hover
ing savages took place, at times, every day ; and, occasionally, 
several times in the same day. Certainly, upon such occasions, 
the French usually gained the mastery; but the match was not 
equal, ft>r the loss of one oolouist^was not to be compensated by 
the death of any number of Indians.

The Iroquois usually came in bands, the individuals composing 
which scattered themselves about the diversified part of the country 
more especially. Every rock, tree, or bush, each hillock or ditjoh, 
served them as a lurking-place to take aim at the colonists when 
engaged in tillage or planting. Some of their scouts, it is Said, 
found place for espial in tops of trees around the houses, ready 
to give a signal to tlieir followers when best to attack the settlement 
they were lying in wait to surprise ; and if no propitious moment 
supervened, they would remain there posted for days together.

Nevertheless, it was amidst such adverse circumstances as we 
have enumerated, that the two most extensive and fairest sections 
of the colony, the territories of Montreal and Trois-Rivières, were

• In the RtlatioH of the Jesuits for the year 1663, we find the follow
ing notice on the penury of the colony :—11 The war with the Iroquois 
has dried up all sources of prosperity. The beaver are allowed to build 
their dame in peace, none being able or willing to molest them. Crowds 
of Ilurons no longer descend from their country .with furs for trading. 
The Algonquin country 1s dispeopled ; and the nations beyond It are 
retiring further away still, fearing the musketry of the Iroquois. The 

- keeper of the Company's store here in Montreal has not bought a single 
beaver-skin for a year past. At Trois-Rivières, the small means in 
hand have been used in fortifying the place, from fear of an inroad upon 
it. In the Quebec store-house all is emptiness. And thus every body 
has reason to be malcontent. There is not wherewithal in the treasury 
to meet the claims made upon it, or to supply public wants.’1
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gained for civilisation. Every labourer had to play a soldier's 
part as well as follow his own calling, and each furrow he ploughed 
Was liable to be moistened with an enemy’s blood or his own. 
At length, the critical state of Canada attracted tho notice of 
parties in France whose attention was turned towards the subject 
of colonisation ; and M. de Maisonneuve succeeded in obtaining, 
from the provinces of Maine, Anjou, Poitou, and Brittany, a body 
of colonists, who reached Montreal in 1663. They were all picked 
men, alike fit for the needs of peace and war. This reinforce
ment was of the greatest utility ; and the news of its arrival pro
bably daunted the hostile savages yet more than it heartened tho 
native allies of the colony. Beales, tho most redoubtable of tho 
former, the Iroquois, were beginning to perceive at last, that they 
had much to lose and little t^gain by making inveterate enemies 
of the French. While in this frame of mind, making overtures for 
peace, these were favourably listened to, and a treaty was entered 
into by the intermediation of Father Lemoine.

Upon this occasion, there was a grand assembly of the cantons. 
Father Lemoine, as French plenipotentiary, proffered nineteen 
presents. As each of these was produced, the savages uttered their 
usual grunt* * of satisfaction.* lie then made them an harangue, 
with a theatrical style of action, of two hours’ duration. This 
over, tho savages present grouped into cantons, and tribes, and a 
chief repeated what Father Lemoine had said. The discourse thus 
interpreted was followed by a loud song of gladness, in which all 
joined. Another chief now rose, an|l, addressing M. de Lauson, 
said. “ Onnontio, thou art a pillar of the creation 1 thy spirit is 
a spirit of peace, and thy words soften the most rebellious na
tures."

The ratification of the treaty, which took place in 1664, spread 
universal joy among the savages, and opened a new field for mission
ary f labours in the five Iroquois cantons, and gave a fresh im
petus to the colonisation of New France. The pacification, now

- •

• According to the writers of the Relation», this was a repetition of a 
ventral noise something like Ho t—B.

t Fathers Lemoine, Chaumonot, Dablon, Lemercier, Meenard, and 
Fremin, were the annunciators of the faith in the Iroquois country.

«
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happily concluded, had, nevertheless, its drawbacks. When the 
resumed traffic between the French traders and the Iroquois be
came brisk, it was still confined to the four cantons nearest to 
Canada. The fifth canton, composed of Agniers tribee, traded 
solely with their European neighbours, the colonists of William- 
stadt.* A jealous feeling hence arose among the Agniers, who 
thoughti their interests were compromised by the trading, prosperity 
of their countrymen of the north. They became intractably dis
contented, and determined to withdraw from the alliance with the 
French; into Which, indeed, they had been reluctantly persuaded 
to enter. A pretext alone was wanting to them for assuming an 
Openly hostile course, and one was soon found.

At the instance of the missionaries, the Onnontagues had peti
tioned M. de Laueon to form an establishment in their country,— 
a thing he had long desired himself, and which he now hastened to 
realise. In the year following (1666), Captain Dupuis was sent 
thither with fifty men. The people of Quebec, while taking leave 
of these persons, bade them what was thought an eternal farewell, 
as not doubting that they would become victims of Iroquois per
fidy. The little band halted, at first, on the margin of Lake Gan* 
nentaha (Salt Lake) ; but they had scarcely begun to form a 
settlement there, when the Onnontagues became jealous of their 
presence amoA them. Dislike soon rose to hate, and begot a 
desire in the skvages to exterminate their guests. The French, 
forewarned by an intimation from a dying Indian, that their per
dition had been determined, prepared to flee the country. As the 
best way of effecting this, in March following they invited their 
treacherous neighbours to a banquet, plied them well with liquor, 
and, when all were asleep or stupified, the wholemolony embarked 
on the Oswego River, in canoes secretly got together for the pur
pose. As soon as ther^Âgniers heard of the flight, 400 of their

• “ William's-town ;" mistakenly calledOrange" by M. Garneau 
and others. "Fort Orange” was a fortified outpost near by. Both 
places were named in honour of the prince of Urange-Nassau. When 
the British took the New Netherlands, Williamstadt was re-named Alba
ny, in compliment to James II, then “ Duke of York and Albany." Fort 
Orange was.erected in 1612-14.—B.
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number started in pursuit ; but the fugitives had got headway 
enough to baffle all attempts to reach them.*

The Hurons of the Isle of Orléans, Under the charge of Father 
Ragueneau, had now become cultivators of the soil. One day, a 
band of Agniers fell unexpectedly upon ninety of them, men, wo
men and children, killed a number, and captured the rest. A 
part of these refugee Hurons, no longer feeling secure in their 
outlying asylum, quitted the island for Quebec ; while another 
portion, distrusting French protection altogether, rashly offered to 
throw themselves on the mercy of the Agniers. The latter made 
them large promises of kindness, protesting that they should be 
treated, every way, as brothers ; all with the intention of destroying 
or enslaving them, which took place accordingly. The surviving 
Hurons had become incapable of self-government ; and when a 
few who remained at Quebec were asked for by the Agniers, the 
governor was weak enough to deliver them up to thirty delegates 
sent to demand them. These savages became quite insolent on 
the occasion, in presence of French authority ; its supreme repre
sentative humbly receiving the law, as it were, from a horde of 
barbarians.

M. de Lauxon had neither the talents nor the energy necessary 
for the head of a government placed in difficult circumstances. 
This was felt by all, and he was superseded by an order from the 
French ministry.

The Viscount Voyer d’Argenson, then appointed Governor of 
New France, landed in Quebec, A. D. 1668, at a time when 
Canada was overrun everywhere by armed barbarians : Dupuis 
and his party had returned, fincling it impossible to gain a peace
able footing in the wilderness. Even within the colony, it was

* An Iroquois tribe, the Onnontagherounona, had ahown a strong 
desire to be allied with the French, to be christianised, and to have 
some of the French to live among them ; but the Jesuit Pères found out 
that the real aim of these overtures was to obtain new fire-arms and get 
French workmen to repair the bad ; and this obtained, then to massacre 
them all I Père Ragueneau escaped, with others, from the country. 
The Iroquois revenged themselves on the Père’s Huron captive neo
phytes (slaves of the Iroquois), male and female burning alive even their 
young children. Rtl. 1667, pp. 1-6.—B. •

I
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now, as before the treaty of 1663, unsafe to labour unarmed, 
or to travel without an csoort. The new governor set out 
in pursuit of aggressive bands of Iroquois the next day after that 
of his arrival, but their movements wore quicker than his. He 
ascended the river, shortly afterwards, with 200 men, as a corps 
of observation, and succeeded in driving them as far back as the 
Richelieu Isles.*

On his return to Quebec, such of the savage tribes as still 
sought to maintain amicable relations with the colonists came to 
pay their respects, and to crave French protection against their 
implacable enemies.

M. d'Argenson, made aware of the increasing difficulties of the 
government, through the stinted resources at its command, hast
ened to implore reinforcements of men, trained to war and in
dustry ; frankly expressing his belief to the French ministry, that, 
if succour were not accorded, Canada would be irretrievably lost 
to France.

In addition to barbaric invasions, civil and religious quarrels 
supervened. The archbishop of Rouen regarded the colony as a 
dependency of his diocese. He had, consequently, sent letters 
to the governor ordaining M. de Quelus to put himself under 
the orders of the Jesuits, to whom he had delegated the direction 
of ecclesiastical affairs. M. de Quelus laid claim to have been in
vested himself with that duty, and refused to recognise the arch
bishop as his metropolitan. The governor induced M. de Quelus 
to retire to Montreal, and wrote to Paris intimating liis opinion 
that an episcopal see was wanted in Canada, to maintain peace in 
its church establishment. But the pope had already supplied the 
want by anticipation ; for, jé 1657, he had constituted Canada, 
ecclesiastically, a vicariat-apostolicul, with M. do Laval as its first 
head. M. do Laval came to Canada in 1659, and almost directly 
there arose dissensions between him and the governor on the sub-

• On the 10th of July, 1688, M. d'Argenson, a few weeks after his 
arrival in Canada, ascended the St. Lawrence with an armed flotilla, 
intending to go as high as Montreal ; but reaching Lake St. Pierre, the 
wind became contrary, and so it continued for some days. Losing 
patience, he turned helm, and went back to Quebec.—Rtl. of Jttuitt, 
sub an. 1658.—B.
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jeot of precedence in the council and of church incensing* ( l'encens 
à l églit*). But it is necessary to asoend for » moment te the 
source of these troubles.

From the foundation of the colony, missionaries (in default of 
magistrates and other functionaries, the home government not 
providing such), had devolved upon them a portion of the eivil 
duties in the parishes. Clothed thus with two great powers, they 
insensibly acquired, by their accomplishments and good manage
ment, an authority, which they began to exercise as if it were 
their legitimate possession. They thus excited the jealousy of the 
governors and chiefs of the laity. This feeling increased after the 
advent of M. do Laval, whoso absolute spirit jarred with publie 
prejudices. M. d’Argenson wrote to the minister, that M. de 
Laval was opinionated, and that his seal led him to encroach illegally 
on the jurisdiction of others. In vain did the former call to his 
aid the counsels of Pères Uablon and Lalemant.

A royal edict was passed, in 1659, for harmoniously regulating 
the civil government of the colony. It was ordained, inter alia, 
that all the inhabitants, as suitors at law, should address them
selves, in first resort, to the judges already named by the Com
pany ; with power of appeal, however, from their decisions to the 
governor in council, in all matters eivil, criminal, or of contraven
tion, not of importance sufficient to be carried before the Par
liament (supreme court) of Paris ; or in regard of such offences 
as involved prompt and exemplary punishment. Another e£ict 
accompanied the foregoing, ordaining that royal lieutenants, 
general and particular, greffiers and sergeants (head registrars 
and bailiffs), should not be superseded except by a command of 
the king in council.

The traffic in peltry with the natives, owing to their continual 
hostilities against each other, had by this time greatly fallen off. 
For its revival, the governor recommended the formation of a local 
association of traders, in dependence doubtless upon the metro
politan company ; restricting the other colonists from engaging in 
a trade wherein interloping tended to throw all into confusion.

All this while, desolating hostilities, by the Iroquois, against 
the colony and its Indian allies, continued unceasingly. In 
1660, seventeen of the armed inhabitants, commanded by Daulac,

/
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were atteoked unawares by 600 or 600 of those savages, in a 
palisaded post, at the loot of Long-Sault. The French, aided 
by fifty Hurons and Algonquins, held out for ten days; but 
being at length deserted by most of their native auxiliaries, the 
besiegers forced the place and killed all its defenders. Before the 
Iroquois got in, four Frenchmen, who were left unhurt, along 
with a few faithful Hurons, seeing that all waa lost., despatched 
their wounded comrades, lest they should be tortured by the Iro
quois.*

The self-devoted ness of Daulac and his brave men was equal to 
a victory in its effects ; for the savages, struck by the stout resist
ance they now met with and by other checks they received, gave 
up all thought of making an attack they had planned on Quebec, 
a rumour of which intention had already alarmed its inhabitants. 
Their design had been, once masters of that city, to ascend the 
river to Trois-Rivières and Montreal, and desolate the cultivated 
territo y around those settlements. As a precautionary measure 
at Quebec, the convents and chief dwellings there had been put in 
a state of defence, and a portion of the townspeople removed 
into the forts ; in the lower town the issues were barricaded, and 
guard-houses set around it. All males capable of bearing arms 
were embodied, mounting guard day and night ; every one being 
determined, should the barbarians prevail, to sell his life at a dear 
rate.

The warlike excitement soon subsided, on welcome news being 
brought by a Huron who escaped from the massacre at Long- 
Sault, that the Iroquois had renounced their hostile designs on 
Quebec for the time. Before obtaining full assurance that the 
latter were in fall retreat, as they really were, or that all dartger 
was quite past, nevertheless a solemn 7V Drum for the unexpected 
deliverance was chanted in the city churches. The fear of the 
inhabitants that the savages, suspending their design upon the ca
pital, would fall vengefully, meantime, upon the lands of the colony, 
—their apprehensions, we say, were so far justified that in winter 
following, the Iroquois, collecting forces in the upper country, killed 
or made prisoner several isolated colonists found at a distance

• Relation itt Jituitn.
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from the strongholds. When they a mailed the latter, however, 
they experienced such lorn that they grew tired of their attempts ; 
and, soon afterwards, deputies from the cantons of Onnontagues 
and Goyogouins came to Montreal to treat for peace with the 
French. Not trusting much to their pledged word, the governor 
yet inclined to accept the offer, thinking that oven a temporary paci
fication was preferable to unceasing hostilities with enemies against 
whom it was impossible to act otherwise than defensively, from 
want of foroe to keep the field. The people of those two nations, 
at the same time, among whom were several christened savages, 
asked that a missionary should be sent among tlvm ; and father 
Lemoine having offered to go, he set out, charged with a favour
able answer by the governor, and some presents for the Indian 
chiefs.

The negotiation had arrived at this point, when the baron 
d’Avaugour arrived from France, in 1661, to succeed M. d’Ar- 
geneon, whom disease, misunderstandings, and a repugnance to 
dissension, induced to solicit a recall before his period of service 
had expired. The irruptions of the Iroquois, and angry discus
sion with the clergy, filled up his short administration. M. do 
Laval complained to the governor’s brother, a councillor of state 
at Paris, that M. d'Argenson had taken in evil part certain 
representations made to him. The governor, on the other hand, 
again accused the prelate of being opinionated, and encroaching on 
the jurisdiction of others. The latter retorted by asserting that a 
bishop oould do what he liked, adding a throat of excommunicat
ing his censor. Moreover, the governor always made Père Laie 
mant hia mediator in these quarrels ; saying, “ he is a person of 
surpassing merit, yid consummately sound judgment.”

During M. d'Argonson'a administration,some progress was made 
in discovery : on one aide, in the country beyond Lake Superior, 
among the Sioux; on another, in the Esquimaux country, on 
Hudson's Bay.

The new governor had gained distinction in the wars of Hun
gary. He was of a resolute temperament and unbending charac
ter ; and brought into the affairs of Canada the rigidity that he 
had contracted in military service.

On arriving at Quebec, he determined to visit all the posts of

V

» I
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the colony. He admired the plaine loaded with growing crops, 
and remarked that the value of such a country was unknown in 
France ; that ignorance of it alone caused it to be negleoted. He 
wrote to the court what he had seen, and solicited the despatch 
of troops and munitions which had been promised to him when 
he left. Hie demand was for 3,000 regulars, to take possession of 

- tiie Iroquois territory, or 600 colonists.
Just then he received intelligence from P^re Lemoine. At a 

great council of deputies from three of the Iroquois nations, 
Onnontagues, Goyogouins, and Taonnonthouans, Lemoine com
municated the ex-governor’s answer to the overtures of these tribes, 
and presented the gifts he tad designed for their chief men. De
liberations among the deputies followed, which lasted for several 
days. Lemoine was then informed that a delegation from the 
assembled deputies would forthwith be sent on, headed by Gara- 
konthié, a recognised friend of the French, and a man of reputa
tion among his compatriots, as brave in war, wise and eloquent at 
all times. The choice of such a negociator was esteemed as of 
happy augury at Montreal ; where the party were well received by 
the governor, and the preliminaries quickly and satisfactorily 
arranged. The treaty then entered into was ratified in 1662.

Still M. d'Avaugour had his doubts whether the pacification 
thus concluded would be lasting; for two of the Iroquois èantong 
had refused to concur in it In fact, the Iroquois bands had 
scarcely ceased to wage war, on one side, than they made hostile 
irruptions on others, upon different points, falling unwares upon 
their human prey, and always killing more or fewer persons.* 
He profited By this fresh outbreak to depict, in strong colours, 
the situation of the colony, for the royal consideration, and pray
ed His Majesty to take the country under his immediate protec
tion. Every other chief functionary backed this suit; and M. 
Bouroher, governor of Trois-Rivières, was charged to proceed to 
Paris to reinforce the representations made by M. d’Avaugour. 
The king gave a good reception to the Canadian agent, and or
dered that 400 men should forthwith proceed to Quebec. M. de 
Monts was directed, also to repair to the colony, take an ocular

• Hittoir* d* Montrial, by M. Dollier de Oaason.
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view of it, and report accordantly. Such commissions as this, 
usually preceded a change of policy. The arrival of M. de Monte, 
who had taken possession of Placentia fort, in name of the king, 
when on his way to Newfoundland, spread great joy among the 
inhabitants ; who began to believe that the home government 
surely meant to attend seriously to their interests. But at the 
moment when they most trusted to obtain salutary reforms and a 
happier future, new dissensions, which put the whole colony into 
commotion, and for the time made all else be forgotten, arose 
between the governor and the bishop.

It had been remarked, that on his arrival M. d’Avaugour 
paid a visit to the Jesuits, without doing the like civility to the 
bishop ; while, soon thereafter, he appointed their superintendent 
a councillor of state, although, ever since the erection of the vica- 
riat-general, the prelate had replaced the père» in that capacity.* 
The resentment caused by these preferences was deep, though for a 
time not overtly manifested ; but smouldering chagrin is ever prone 
to burst into flame, and an open quarrel between the offending 
and offended parties only waited for a pretext It found one in 
the vexatious question of the liquor traffic with the savages.f

At all times, the sale of strong drink to the natives was prohi
bited, upon the interposition of the missionaries, by very severe 
and often renewed ordinances, as extant public documents prove. 
The government, in its purblind religious seal, by thus giving 
way to the clergy, opened the door to a thousand difficulties, from 
subordinating to each other two powers which ought to be kept 
severally apart. So long as the colonial population was, in a

* Journal de* Jésuite». This manuicript ii in the hand-writing of 
Pères G. Lalemant, Ragueneau, and Lemercier,_ successively superiors 
of the Jesuits in Canada, during the years 1645 to 1612.

f Etat prisent de f Eglise et de la Colonie dans la Nouvelle France, by the 
bfshap of Quebec (St.-Vallier) : “ The people of Port-Royal (Annapolis) 
appeared to be desirous, though against their pecuniary interest, to mo
derate the brandy traffic with the natives, if we thought fit ; even desir
ing I would procure new ordinances regarding It, and asking that those 

'—''existing should be enforced, in order that the conversion of so many 
barbarians should not be impeded ; the passion for liquor among them 
seeming to be the only insuperable obstacle to their becoming perfect 
Christians.”
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manner, of nominal amount only, the inconvenience arising was 
scarcely felt, because its operation was very limited ; but in pro
portion as the colony extended, and being governed by men jealous 
of their powers, and as, in any case, the savages could procure 
liquors from the New Netherlands and New England,—despite 
all prohibitions by the French authorities, the case became a per
plexing one for the Canadian Government, for the opposition of 
the clergy to the supplying of alcoholic beverages to the natives 
both obstructed trade and imperilled alliances formed with them. 
To gçt out of the difficulty, some persons wished that a compro
mise should be made with the bishop, by offering to repress the 
disorders attending an unlimited liquor traffic ; but the catholic 
clergy, rightly jealous of infractions of religious independence, 
and who rarely compounded with the secular expediencies of com
munities under their spiritual jurisdiction, insisted upon a total 
prohibition of all liquor traffic with the natives. Pious governors 
viewed such a demand as a due exercise of an ecclesiastical 
right; but those governors who thought that the civil power 
should be independent of the sacerdotal, regarded the intervention 
of the clergy as dangerous. M. d’Avaugour was in the latter 
category.

The question thus presented itself under two aspects, accord
ing as it was viewed from an ecclesiastical or political stand-point. 
But the difficulty was really of easy solution ; for, from the time 
that the province ceased to be a missionary settlement, the civil 
power entered into possession of all its rights and due authority. 
The result was the same as to the point under discussion, because 
the liquor traffic could not be absolutely free among the savages : 
commercial no less than political interest demanded great circum
spection in that regard. In Canada, as in the English colonies, 
where prohibitions also existed, the government was bound to 
tighten or relax restrictions according to the varying urgencies of 
each case.

The more immediate cause for bringing the governor and pre
late into collision at the present time, wrfs the imprisonment of a 
widow for selling liquor to some savages, probably loiterers in the 
settlement. The woman having applied to one of the Jesuits for 
his intercession with the civil authorities, he not only consented, but
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(for reasons not apparent) actually justified what she had done.* 
The governor, who had, shortly before, caused three men to be 
shot together,! for similar violations of the law, irritated at the 
interposition,—uneasy in hie mind also, it .may be, at having in
flicted a penalty so disproportioned to a law-made crime,—M. 
d’Avaugour exclaimed wrothfully, that “ since the sale of liquors 
was esteemed to be no fault in the present case, it should cease to 
be treated as an offence in all others;” adding that he, at least, 
would not lend himself in future to the execution of laws so con
tradictorily applied.

The bishop, who was a man of inflexible temper and lofty in 
bearing, took this in high dudgeon. The entire clergy followed 
his lead; and while their preachers thundered in the pulpits 
against those who ventured to continue the liquor traffic with the 
Indians, or dared to countenance those who did so, every priest 
began privately to refuse absolution to any such in the confessional. 
On the other hand, a great majority of the people made common 
cause with the governor, and clamoured against the clergy. At 
length the bishop, mitred and stolod, crosier in hand, went in 
procession, with all his clergy, to the cathedral, where, after » 
moving discourse on the evil effect of the spirit traffic on the 
bodies and souls of the natives, he read a general sentence of 
excommunication against all who should persist in carrying 
it on. The anathema thus solemnly enunciated, while it com
prehended within its sweep the governor and chief civil func
tionaries, fell still-born from the episcopal chair as regarded the 
traffickers themselves ; but it had this undesirable effect, that H 
brought the power of the church into discredit, and, for a season, 
much diminished its legitimate influence over the minds of men 
in general.^ As a natural consequence, protests were entered 
against the bishop’s conduct by the chief laymen of the colony,

• The Intercessor for the offender was Père Lallement, says Cbarle- 
. voix.—B.

f Journal det Jituilti.
1 t It was a remark of the great Lord Clarendon, that the clergy'ln 

general are, of all men taught to read and write, those least fitted to 
manage properly the ordinary business of daily life. Hittory of Me 
Grand Rebellion.—B.
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end transmitted to the home government. These must have 
had some weight at court, for M. de Laval found it expedient to 
proceed to France, and defend what he had done. There, having 
no counter-influence in presence at court to combat his, he not 
only obtained a complete justification for himself, but a royal order 
for the recal of M. d’Avaugour; a proper successor fmç whom the 
proud prelate was invited to indicate, for the right direction of 
the king in his choice.

It was while the country was agitated by these discords, that, 
February 6, 1663, a violent earthquake-shock was felt in most 
regions of Canada, also in some parts of the New Netherlands and 
New England. The first shock was followed by others, of a 
weaker kind, in Canada, at intervals till August or September 
following.* Notwithstanding'the duration of these perturbations, 
so rare in our latitudes, the damage done was small ; being con
fined to the fall of a few chimney-tops, and to the dislocation of 
some rocks in the St. Lawrence, below Cape Torment, f

The savages said that the ground-hearings were caused by the 
souls of their ancestors, who had taken a fancy to return to earth. 
To prevent this, they fired their muskets in the air to scare them, as 
fearing that, should they succeed in the attempt, there would not 
be enough game in the country for both generations, the present 
and the departed I The phenomena, become repetitive, absorbed 
public attention ; and, added to the alerts given to the colonists by

• Morton and Josselyn.—[M. Bibaud, who treats the story as “a 
ptons fraud," denies that any earthquake occurred In the parts of Ame
rica above stated, at the time ; and certainly the aqnalists of the con
terminous Dutch and English colonies make no mention of any thing 
of the kind.—B.]

f “ The Shrove days of this year [the four flesh-days before Lent] were , 
signalised among others by surprising and fearftil earthquakings, which 
began l hour before the close of the Salut of Monday 6 February, day of 
the festival of our Holy [Jesuit] Martyrs of Japan, namely, near BJ o'clock 
[p.m.], and continued tor tbp space of about 2 MUertrt ; and again in the 
night, and afterwards during the days and nights following at intervals, 
at one time strongly, at others weakly felt : nil which did harm to 
certain chimneys, and caused other light loss and petty damage ; but 
was of great benefit to souls . . and they chntinned till 16th March or . 
thereabout pretty perceptibly."—Journal dtt Jintilti, sub an. 1663.
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the Iroquois, had the effect of producing an oblivion of the dissi
dences between the high functionaries, civil and ecclesiastical.

It was when his disputes with the bishop were most violent, 
that M. d’Avaugour thought it his duty to re-constitute his coun
cil, which had been disorganised during the quarrel. He then put 
all the oldest members on the retired list, and replaced theji by 
men whose opinions were in harmony with his own; and also 
made other changes, which caused a great sensation on account of 
their novelty, and led him to be regarded as a very audacious 
person. Those who suffered by his innovations professed to think 
that they were of dangerous consequence to a government naturally 
so little variable, in all respects, as that of Canada, and which had 
never changed its character* It was therefore with extreme pleasure 
that these conservatives viewed the recall of “ the reformer one 
who had talents certainly, but whose prideful bearing wounded 
the self-love of his subordinates.

M. de Mésy, fort-major of Caen, in Normandy, came to replace 
M. d’Avaugour, in 1663.—The latter, after a short stay in France, 
entered the service of the Emperor of Germany, and was killed, 
in 1664, while bravely defending the fort of Serin, on the Croatian 
frontier, against the Turks under the grand-visier Koprouli, 
shortly before the famous battle of St.-Gothard.

The administration of M. d’Avaugour is remarkable for the 
changes he effected in the colony. This governor did much, by 
his energy and remonstrances, to induce the king to labour seri
ously for the advancement of Canada, and to establish there a 
system more favourable to its prosperity. Had the governor, towards 
that end, only removed the obstacles put in the way of amelioration 
by the petty oligarchy which absorbed administrative influence, 
he would still have well earned a claim to the public gratitude. 
His quarrel with M. Laval, also, disclosed the grave inconveniences 
attending the absence of a judicial administration ; inconveniences

, • “ This month, ■ change took place In, the Council : Mon
sieur the governor having, of his own authority, removed those who 
composed it, and Inducted ten others, four and four for each four months 
of the year ; afterwards the syndics were cashiered, and several other 
novelties set up.”—Journal det Jêivitt», April 1661.
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which the bishop himself was the first to recognise, and which he 
contributed efficaciously to remove by sustaining, if not suggesting, 
the establishment of a “ sovereign council." Having no interest 
in the “ Company of a Hundred Partners,” which nominal hun
dred had then dwindled to forty-five, M. d’Avaugour persuaded 
Louis XIV to break it up, and to resume, in 1663, possession of 
territorial jurisdiction over the colony which he had conceded to 
a trading association.

As a kind of partie* bequest to the colonists of New France, 
its ex-governor drewyup an able memoir, presented to the chief 
minister, in which he advised that the French nation should 
establish itself strongly in Canada, especially at Quebec ; that a 
fort, auxiliary to strengthened works round the city itself, ought 
to be erected at Point Levi, and another at the river St. Charles. 
He recommended that 3000 selected soldiers, used to rural labour 
as well as inured to war, should be located on allotments of land, 
to be subsisted thereon for three years till they could obtain 
sufficient produce for self-support. “ Plaisance, Gaspé, and Cape 
Breton,” he remarked, “ were well enough for fishermen but the 
regions around them were arid, and did not produce enough food 
for those who frequented their shores ; and the people located 
higher up sometimes had scarcely enough for themselves, and 
seldom any to spare for the wants of other parts of New France ; 
of which, he repeated, Quebec ever would be the foundation- 
stone ; adding: “ When I take note of the European wars now 
ended, and the progress that has marked the past fifty years and 
may attend the ten years next coming, not only my duty bids but 
impels me to express my opinions boldly.”

These patriotic sentiments were not listened to so attentively 
as they deserved to be. Torrents of French blood were shed, mil
lions of money were expended, in making petty acquisitions of 
European territory to extend the limits of Old France ; while, 
with a few thousands of such colonists as those recommended by 
M. d’Avaugour, with bodies of men not more numerous than those 
slain in the great battles of Luxembourg and Oondé, she might 
have assured to herself, for ever, the possession of a great part of 
America. The wars of Louis XIV, and those succeeding the first 
French revolution, did they bring to the several generations of
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France as much profit as did immense colonisation to the people of 
British race?—TT 1 se have we for regretting ihe lost
France as much profit as did immense colonisation to the people of

illy acqui 
fertilises

un mom

opportunity of easily acquiring a world, merely at the cost of that 
brow-sweat which fertilises the soil and founds empires.*

• The translatOfySting doubtful Whether he has caught the meaning 
of this concluding aenrhnce of the chapter, subjoins the sentence as it 
stands on page 147 : “ Qhql regret d’avoir perdu un monde qu’il aurait 
été facile d'acquérir, un mon^squi n'auralt coûté que les sueurs qui fer
tilisent les sillons et qui fondent les empires.”—-S.

t
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CHAPTER IL

CIVIL WAR IN ACADIA.

1632-1667.

France, again become mistress of Acadia by the treaty of St. Germain- 
en-Laye, divides it into three portions ; consigned, respectively, to 
commander Razilli (governor), to Chevalier de la Tour, and to M. 
Denis.—These grantees take Pemaquid from the English.—Waging 
war against each other, La Tour applies for aid to the people of Mas
sachusetts, who, after consulting the Bible, to know whether it would 
be lawful, send him a favorable answer.—Treaty of peace and com
merce signed between the governments of Acadia and New England. 
—La Tour left to his fate.—Heroism of Madame de La Tour, who twice 
repulses the troops of Charnisey, successor of Razilli.—She is betrayed 
by one of her people, and the fort taken ; fate of the garrison.—She 
dies broken-hearted.—Civil war raging throughout Acadia.—Oliver 
Cromwell sends an expedition from England ; Port-Royal and several 
other posts seized by the English (1654).—Cromwell grants the pro
vince, as an English dependency, to La Tour, to Sir Thomas Temple, 
and William Crown.—Acadia restored to France by the treaty of 
Breda, in 1667.

Cardinal Richelieu, while stipulating by an article of the treaty 
of St. Germain, that England should yield to France the posts of 
Acadia, then in English possession, had no serious intention of 
colonising the country. It was tacitly understood that it should 
remain at the disposal of the individuals who held it in farm. 
Left to their own discretion in its wildernesses, where they reigned 
absolute over traders and natives, the former, from disputing about 
contested rights of traffic, took up arms against each other, some
what in the style of the battling feudalry of the Middle Ages.

Acadia was apportioned into three provinces, and put into posse»* 
sion of as many proprietary governors ; namely, Knight-commamj^C, 
Isaac de Razilli, Chevalier de La Tour (Charles de St. Etienne), 
and M. Denis. To the first named was consigned Port-Royal, 
with all territory to the southward as far as New England ; the 
second had the whole country between the Port-Royal territory
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and Canso ; the third had the rest of Acadia, from Canso to 
Gaspé. Razilli was appointed governor-in-chief of all the three 
provinces.

La Tour applied for and obtained royal letters-patent'in France, 
recognising the validity of a concession of lands on the river St. 
John, granted to his father in 1627, by Charles I, king of England ; 
and ra, 1634, he obtained, besides, the Isle de Sable, ten square 
leagues ofxseaboard territory at La Hève, and ten other square 
leagues at Port-Royal, along with islands adjacent. But Com
mander Razilli was so taken with the natural b^ptiesbf La Hève, 
so struck with its fitness for a harbour, with “ its capacity for ad
mitting a thousand sail of vessels,” that he engaged LikTour to 
cede it to himself. He there fixed his residence, after taking posses
sion, by royal order, of the country beyond as far as the Kennebec 
river. A frigate, which he had sent on, took possession of a petty 
fort at Pemaquid (Penobscot), which the New England colonists 
of Plymouth had erected, and therein deposited iheir peltries as a 
place of safety. The French placed a garrisoniin it. Soon af
terwards Isaac Razilli died (in 1635) ; whereupon bis brothers, 
one o^whom, Charles, seigneur de Launay, was conjoint patentee, 

—déded their territorial rights to Charles de Menou, chevalier de 
Charnisey, who was named chief governor of all Acadia in 1647. 
—The deceased Razilli was a knight of Malta, and commander of 
l’isle Bouchard. He was also Commodore (chef d’escadre) of Bre
tagne, and had the reputation of being one of the most skilful 
navigators of his day.

The first act of Charnisey was to abandon La Hève, where the 
late commander had formed a flourishing settlement, and remove 
its inhabitants to Port-Royal. Angry discussions soon arose 
between him and La Tour, arising either from trading jealousies, 
both having a large stake in the peltry traffic ; or else about the 
debatable limits of their several territories. From what source 
soever arising, nothing short of the arbitrement of arms, it seems, 
could settle the matter. In vain Louis XIII sent a royal missive 
to Charnisey, fixing the limits of his government at the New 
England frontiers on one side ; and at a line drawn from the 
centre of Fundy bay to Canso on the other ; the country west
ward of said line being assigned to his rival,—excepting, however,
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La Hôvo and Pori-Royal, whioh Charnisey was to retain in ex
change fbr the St. John’s river fort, held by La Tour : the king's
letter, wo say, produced no pacifying effect. Both parties, however,

oeedod in making out the best ease at court, received orders to attest 
La Tour, and aond him prisoner to France. But before this cAuld 
bo done, Gliarnisey had to besiege and take fort St. John ; which, 
accordingly, ho forthwith invested. N

La Tour, in this extreiwfWeppliod to the Bostonians for aid. 
As France and England then at peace, the governor of Mas
sachusetts (Winthrop) hesitated to sustain him openly ; but he

oeedod in making out the best case at court, received orders to artost 
La Tour, and send him prisoner to France. But before this cAuld

sachusetts (Winthrop) hesitated to sustain him openly ; but he 
and hie compatriots were not sorry to find the French in Acadia 
all waging intestine war. They acted so far in his behalf, as to 
allow him to raise and equip a small force in their province. With 
80 men of Massachusetts and 140 llochellois (French protestants) 
formed into a corps, La Tour was enabled, not only to raise the 
•iegVof St. John’s fort, but to follow up the retreating forces of 
Charnisey to hie head-quarters.

This indirect succour was not oonoeded without opposition : to 
parry whiehWinthrop had recourse to evangelical sanction for doing 
that which worldly policy recommended ; those who demurred to 
becoming auxiliaries in French quarrels quoting texts of a directly 
opposite tendency in condemnation of all such interposition.
Taking up the matter in a more rational way, Winthrop observed 
in his own justification, that “ the doubt w^h us in the matter was

this, Whether it were more safe, just, and honorable to neglect a 
Providence, whioh put it in our power to succour an unfortunate 
neighbour, at the same time weakening a dangerous enemy, than to 
allow that enemy to work out his purposes. We have preferred 
the former alternative.”

Charnisey protested, in turn, against the aggression thus commit
ted by English subjects in time of peace. The Bostonian governor 
met his remonstance by proposing a treaty of amity and trade be
tween Aoadia and New England: an offer which was readily accepted 
by Charnisey ; this the more, as he thought it might give him a 
preponderance' over his rival. The treaty was signed October 8, 
1644/at Boston; and it was ratified afterwards by commissioners
of thfe confederated colonies of Massachusetts, Connecticut, New 
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La Tour’s English auxiliaries having boon ostensibly recalled, 
and Charnisey learning that he was absent from hie fort, thought 
ho could easily take it by surprise ; but Madame do La Tour, an 
heroic woman, took charge of its defence and played her husband's 
part so well, that the besiegers were fain to retire, after having lost 
33 of their number. The garrison was also stronger than Char- 
nisoy expected, for the Bostonians still extended succour, under
hand, to his antagonist. The former, chagrined at the repulse he 
hàïkreoeived, imputed it entirely to the above-noted practical vio
lation of tiie treaty lately entered into. Disdaining to remonstrate, 
he threatened severe reprisals, and began by seising a New England 
vessel. This act hud the desired effect. All further aid to La 
Tour was withheld by the Bostonians.

Charnisey re-invested fort St. John, and plied the siege briskly ; 
but Madame de La Tour, with a mere handful of men, repelled 
his assault* three several times. He began to despair of success, 
when a traitor in the garrison let him into the body of the place 
at an unguarded entrance, on Esstor-day. Madame do la Tour 
had time to take refuge in one isolated part of the works, and 
stood so stoutly on her defence, that Charnisey was fain to sub
scribe to tho terms of surrender which she demanded. When 
Charnisey saw the smallness of the number to whom he had oapi- 
tulated, he regretted the concession he had made ; and pretending 
that he had been deceived or misunderstood, he had the ineffable 
baseness to hang every man of the faithful band ; obliging the 
heroine who had been their leader^to be present at the execu
tion, with a halter round her neck.*

The unfortunate lady, whose mind was shattered by the excite
ment she had undergone, arfd affected by the wreck of her family's 
fortunes, fell into a decline, from which she did not recover.

Shortly afterward, her husband became an exile from Acadia. 
He came to Quebec in 164t$, was received with military honours, 
and lodged in the castle of 8t. Louie. He passed two years in 
Canada ; and, by the aid of some New England friends, resumed 
his peltry traffic in the Hudson’s bay territory. News of the 
death of Charnisey attracted him to Aoadia, in 1661 ; where (sin-

1 Description de VJlmirique Septentrionale, by M. Denis.
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gularly enough) he married the widow of his deceased enemy, and 
entered upon possession of all the estates of the latter, with consent 
pf the heirs I But his connexion, past or present, with the New 
Englanders caused his patriotism to be doubted by Cardinal Ma- 
zarin; who empowered one Le Borgne, a, creditof of Charnisey, 
to attach certain heritages left by his deceased debtor in Acadia, 
and, if necessary, to seize them by main force. Le Borgne, 
giving a large interpretation to his commission, determined to 
possess himself of the entire province ; to effect which he attacked 
M. Denis unawares, mastered his establishment at Cape-Breton, 
and sent him a prisoner, manacled, to Port-Royal. He then burnt 
the settlement of La Hève, not even sparing the chapel of the 
place. He was preparing to attack La Tour in fort St. John, 
when an unforeseen antagonist appeared to stay his career of spo
liation. This was the redoutable Cromwell, who, wishing to repos
sess Acadia, in 1654 sent thither an expedition for that purpose. 
His forces expelled those of La Tour from fort St. John, and Le 
Borgne’s brigands from Port-Royal, taking their master prisoner. 
At the same time, the Massachusetts men in arms, as auxiliaries, 
attacked La Hève, then held by Le Borgne’s son, and one Guil- 
baut, a merchant of La Rochelle. After having been at first re
pulsed, with the loss of their commandant, these troops, by their 
superior numbers, got possession of a petty fort, its defenders con
ditioning that they should retire unscathed with bag and baggage. 
After these stirring events, the country remained in a quasi unap
propriated state, nationally speaking; its possessors, runners 
(icoureurs) of the woods, recognising, sometimes the king of France 
as their titular sovereign, sometimes the Protector or restored 
king of England; other times, all three I

M. Denis, after his return to Chedabouctou, maintained friendly 
relations with the English ; which intimacy, perhaps, exciting the 
distrust of his compatriots, the latter attacked him a second time. 
A person named de la Giraudière had obtained, under false preten
ces, as was said, the concession of Canso. He proceeded to capture 
Denis’ ships, took possession of his factory at Cape-Breton, and 
beleaguered t^e fort there. The damage resulting from these aggres
sions, the costs of law-process thence arising, and the conflagration 
of his establishment, conjoined to effect his ruin. He had to leave
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the country soon afterwards, where his presence had been really 
beneficial. Being a public-spirited man, he had established fisheries, 
factories for the peltry traffic ; and depots for lumber, which he 
largely exported to Europe.

La Tour finally throve best. Being a Huguenot, he all the more 
readily put himself under the protection of the English, when 
they succeeded in bringing the country under their sway. In 
1656, Cromwell granted to La Tour, Sir Thomas Temple, and 
William Crown, conjointly and severally, territorial rights over all 
Acadia. La Tour afterwards ceded his part in the same to Tem
ple, who spent more than £16,000 sterling merely for putting the 
forts in order. The recorded annals of Acadia, from this time till 
it was retransferred to France in terms of the treaty of Breda 
(signed June 29,1667), are of little significance.

Despite theoonstant representations and humble requests made to 
the authorities in the mother country by the inhabitants, the colony 
had been neglected at all times, for reasons we have elsewhere de
tailed, but which may be again briefly expressed here. Mistress as 
France was of immense forest territories, her rulers feared to en
courage colonisation therein, lest the kingdom itself should become 
emasculated ; again, whatever numbers of people ' it was thought 
the old country could afford to part with, were in the first place 
directed to Canada, as having the best claim to be served. The 
intention of colonising Acadia, indeed, was never abandoned ; but 
constant postponement became virtually the same through its malign 
influence upon the affairs of the few resident French subjects. It 
must be allowed, however, that the inferior soil, and the exposure of 
Acadia to alien intrusion, made it less attractive to private settlers 
than Canada ; but the geographical position of the country, with 
its range of seaboard and magnificent havens, made its acquisition 
and retention of great importance as the bulwark to such a 
potent colonial empire as that projected by the more lofty-minded 
among its founders and protectors from occidental France.

The enormous selfishness of individuals, as well as national 
supineness, worked in an adverse direction to that of progress 
for Acadia. Thus those ingrates who obtained concessions of 
immense tracts, as territorial seigneurs paramount and as lordly 
traders, desired to have no communities of sturdy colonists in their
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way as “ runners of the woods.” Hence every effort uiade for 
extensive l&nd-oultivation was systematically thwarted by the suc
cessive patentees, both French and English. Hen de it was too, that 
the truculent Charnisey, from motives such as we have just stated, 
forbade any one to come within his bounds except by his license, 

f Worse still, he kept colonists, whom he. arbitrarily removed from 
\Le Hève to Port-Royal, in a state of slavish compression ; besides 

discouraging all efforts, whether made by them or others, to 
ameliorate the physical condition of the country.

No wonder was it, all things taken into account, that Acadia 
was so late in taking its due rank, in public estimation, as an im
portant province of New France. So far from founding settle
ments of any importance within its borders, on promoting indus
try on its lands or in its waters, successive ministers of state in Old 
France soaroely used means effectual enough to vindicate the nomi
nal sovereignty of their masters over the neglected Acadian terri
tory ; the great Colbert himself being quite as supine in this regard 
as any of his predecessors.
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I CHAPTER III.

CIVIL GOVERNMENT OF CANADA.

1663.

M. de Mésy, governor-general ; motives for his nomination.—His recep
tion of Iroquois envoys.—Efforts and plan of Colbert to people Canada. 
—Colonial population in 1663.—Introduction of feudal forms, rights, 
and dues for land-holding; peculiar nature of the new tenures.— 
Absolute power of the governor-general.—Administration of justice 
in 1663.—Arrival of M. Dupont, as royal commissary.—Re-organisa
tion of the government.—Constitution of a supreme council; its 
functions.i-Separation of political, judicial, and administrative powers. 
—Introduction of the 11 Coutume de Paris."—Creation of courts of 
“royal jurisdiction " at Montreal and Trois-Rivières.—Creation of an 
Intendancy, and nomination of the first Intendant ; functions of that 
officer .-The intendancy tribunals.-Judge-consuls.—Seigneurial justice
ships.—Commissary courts.—Municipal officialities; mayors, échevins, 
syndics, Ac.—Prevotal courts established.—Measures of precaution 
taken by successive French kings to restrain the inhabitants of their 
colonies from resorting to self-government.

The chevalier de Saffiray-Mésy, ex-major of the citadel of Caen 
(Normandy), having been appointed to succeed Baron d’Avaugour 
as governor-general of Canada, left France early in 1663, and 
landed at Quebec in the spring of that year. He camo/harged 
with orders to inaugurate a new governmental system for the 
colony, as we have incidentally mentioned in a previous chapter 
of this work.* This gentleman had been recommended to the 
king by M. de Laval and the Jesuits concurrently, his Majesty 
consulting both as to the propriety of his nomination, trusting 
that peace would result from aii

rather than initiatedLouis XIV, having thus ratified
of an individual supposed to be at one with the bishop in princi
ple and sentiment, never doubted that the twain would work har-

• Book the third, chapter first
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moniously -together. It will be seen, from our narrative of coming 
events, that the king was utterly mistaken.

Few, if any, of the governors of Canada owed their elevation 
to such motives as those which caused the choice of the men invited 
to select a successor for d’Avaugour, to fall upon M. de Mésy. 
His days of adolescence/had been passed in dissipation. A strik
ing renunciation of eariw evil courses, a strict observance of external 
forms of devotion, anœ, above all, his apparent humility (which 
would sometimes manifest itself by helping a street-porter to bear 
his load, and the like), had first recommended him to the prelate’s 
favourable notice.* As he was personally insolvent, the king, who 
had approved of him for ofice on account of his devotional turn,f 
ordered him a considerable sum of money to pay his debts ; which 
very necessary act, for the credit of all parties, being done, he 
out with his episcopal patron, the latter not doubting that he had 
in charge one of the best of men, and a docile coadjutor for 
himself.

When the new governor entered upon ofice, the agitation raised 
by the liquortraEo question having gradually subsided, he 

• 1 could turn his undivided attention to the exterior relations of the 
colony. The Iroquois had manifested much audacity of late, con
tinually prowling about the colonial outer territories, and some
times showing themselves, in hostile guise, close to the houses of 
the inhabitants, keeping their inmates in constant disquietude. 
Nevertheless the chiefs seemed willing to come to tjgjfms with 
the French, and had sent deputies to Quebec before the coming 
of M. de Mésy. He continued the négociation with them, show
ing si firmness and tact in dealing with savages not expected by 
those who had supposed he was a man of an easy disposition. He 
received with much graciousness the chief envoy, who presented 
to him a collar of wampum (the Indian credentials) from each of 
the cantons ; excepting that of the Onneyouths, however. The 
governor, noting this omission, observed, that, taught by the expe
rience of his own predecessors, it was a principle with him to 
put little faith in the professed amity of the native tribes ; that the

• Histoire de PHdtel-Dieu, (of Quebec.) • 
f Memorial of the King, addressed to M. Talon.
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\chiefs were jkçr rjeady to wiolate their promises, however solemnly 
made, àntrïthat he had decided to put forth all his power to crush 
enemies with whom no lasting peace coulckbe kept. The Iro
quois eM>y, daunted by so menàcingèl-eply, returned despondingly 
to his con^ittipnts, and gave them a disheartening account of the 

against them! which he saw and had heard^of ; 
were real so fir, but exaggerated in reporting.

preparations for war 
and which, after all, \
M. de Mésy brought to Canada,
tionaries, a good many families, \ ith a good number of soldiers,
more of whom were to follow, as w<

along with him, new legal func-

1 as a long-promised band of emi
grants. • These first arrivals and the unwonted bustle observed by 
the envoy at Quebec, accompaniedyas it was by the confident mien 
of the townspeople, must have raised his apprehensions, the im
pression of which he doubtlessyommunicated to the other chiefs 
on his return.

Colbert had by this time given great attention to the subject of 
Canada, awakened as it had been by thp reports and suggestions of 
M. d’Avaugour. He resolved to send out 300 emigrants yearly ; 
and to domiciliate among the rural residents those individuals 
not used to field labour at home. After three years’ training, allot
ments of public lands were to be made to them. It was arranged, 
too, that before the current year (1663) expired, 2,000 veteran 
soldiers were to be sent to Canada, and there disbanded. But 
months went on, and all the persons really embarked before the 
season closed were 300 colonists, who took shipping at La Rochelle. 
Of this number, 75 were left in Newfoundland, and 60 died tin 
the passage. The remaining 165 were all that finally reached 
Quebec ; and most even of these were “ young men, such as 
clerks, students, or persons of classes who had never worked,”* 
says a chronicler of the time. Several of these geqtry sickened 
and died after landing.

The reasonable discontent of resident colonistsVat the qua
lity as well as amount of reinforcements sent out in tae preceding 
year, appears from letters sent bythe Supreme Council up Colbert in
1664, asking that the next batch of immigrants should be com-

» I f T ---

* Not a few individuals of these interesting classes itxll come 
Europe, every year, to bestow, their uselessness upon the Cani

1-1»
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pound of men Inured to labour. The minister wh informed, at 
the nemo time, that a* the country now produced au#oient grain 
for ita own wante, no importe of food were needed ; but that if a 
moiety of tho Mina Recorded for the pay and keep of the King * 
forcée wore tranemitted in apeoie, tho country would be benefited 
by it* circulation. A scarcity of ooin, it appeared, tiien greatly 
oramped tiie internal Irmht'of the colony ; the imxmvenivnoo titenee 
ariaing having lately tyfrh inorewnd tlmmglwa fall in the price of 

bearer-akin*, owing to the" import* of Mueeovy woollen* into the 
market* of France, which had in part replaced that epooiea of peltry.

The population of Canada did not exceed, at thia time, tVnm 
8,000 to 8,600 aoule, epareoly distributed, at different pointa, 
from Tadouaaao to Montreal. At Quvlteo, the whole inhabitant* 
were but H00, In the beginning, the coloniale settled in that 
locality or near by ; but by degree*, a* «lie total inoreaeed, num
ber* removed farther off, and eet about bringing the nearest part* 
of the wilderness under cultivation. The nli trod notion of feudal 
tonurtw among us, conformable to those o* olden Franco, data* 
from the last years of the ltlth century. In 1598, Henry IV iu- 
vested tho Maripii* do la Itoehe with " tho power to grant lease* of 
the lamia of New Franco to man of gentle blood, in form of flofk, 
ehAtellanie*, counties, viscounties, and baronies ; said investiture* 
to be charged with the tutelage and defence iff the country, and 
subject to suoli dues, services, Ac., as the grantor shall think fit 
to burden them with : conditioned, however, that tho grantees shall 
be exempted from those duos, Ac., for (the tiret) six year*."*

* As early as the year 1671, Frontenac wrote that 11 thejting IstemM 
that the •elgueur* should no lunger exist but as sag»gi«fs«, amt as usethl 
tords." Dispatch of Nov. I nth, 10Ï3 ; Iforumtntt dt Parti, s*rle 1.

| Perhaps some readers may better comprehend the Import of the above 
sentence If thus expounded !■—A Canadian territorial lord, or grantee 
holding lands In (he, ranked In law as a kind of trustee only for t he lord 
paramount, aamaly, the king) whose represented?», the Intendant- 
royal, was empowered, on being advertised that a seigneur had refused 
or neglected to concede a vacant farm to a cultivator, to grant the ap
plicant the concession demanded, tt appears, therefore, that feudal . 
tenures In New Prance, were (practically at least) of no stringent 
character, compared with those In force In the mother country, or In 
any other feudally-based monarchy of Iturope.—N, |
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When Richelieu re-constituted the " Company of a Hundred 
Partners," ho obtained for it corporately, in Dili pmprietonihip, 
attributions of seigniory and justiceship ; and vested in it the power 
of assuming for its infoofled lands suoh title-deeds, honours, right*, 
powers, and fooultiea as should be judged fitting ; with the right 
to erect therein duohies, marquisat**, counties, viscounties, and 
baronies,—all such creations,however, to be subject to royal confirma
tion. lint, the erection of duchies, Ac,, in a country almost desti
tute of inhabitant* was not to bo thought of as yet; and the Com
pany divided part* of their territory into simple seigneuries, twenty- 
nine of which were accorded between the years 1626 and 1668; 
namely, 17 in the government of Quelieo, 6 in that of Trois- 
Rivières, and 6 in that of Montreal. The first fief entered ol( Ate 
Canadian feudal registers is that of 8t Joseph, on the rtwr Ht, 
Charles, which was conceded, in 1626, to l<ouls Hébert, lyiour de 
I'Kspinay, by the Duke de Ventadour. Hut it appears (hat the 
Cap Tourment district had been erected into a barony for Wm. 
de Csën, who was afterwards dispossessed of it ; a* also, that the 
Duke do Montniorenol had conceded the Haut--au-Matclot holding 
in 1622-3 ; and that tills latter fief was interlocked with that of 
8t. Joseph already mentioned.

These aeignories, accorded to merchant*, to military officers, or 
to religious corporations, were apportioned generally into forms of 
00 sores (aryimts), burden*! wltli a yearly ground-rent of 2 sous 
per acre, and half a bushel mmot) of grain fiir the entire eon- 
cession ; but the quit-rent (rms) and rent-services (nwtrs) were 
never fixed by law. The renter (romtnire) engaged to have his 
grain floured at the seigneur's i^ill, rendering the 14th part for 
multure, and to pay, by way of alienation fine (loHt *1 ventes), the 
esse arising, one 12th of the valuation of his holding ; nevertheless, 
he was not to be subject to the latter exaction, if ho inherited the 
title to his form by direct descent. By and by, the Canadian law of 
tenures held the seigneur to be only a kind of feoifer-in-trust 
(/Mrft-cowwnisstrire), for if he refosed to concede lands to the 
colonist* at current rates (fm«rykrss), the intendant was authorised 
to do it for him by a decree (nrrH) ; said document (txpédition) 
to stand in place of a title-deed (titre) for the renter.—Since the 
Conquest, however, our tribunals began to vary in their decisions 

VOL. I.——O
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from the principle of this wine juriaprndenoe ; end It I» worthy of 
note, that, in proportion a* our institutions waned more liberal, 
the courte became lea* and lea* fhvnrahl* In their deoieine* to the 
renter* ; thu* leering the latter exposed, without legal protection, 
to the cupidity of the aeigoeura.

The law of 1864 aboliahing frudal tenure* in Canada, eatabllahed 
a tribunal for regulating the relatione of neignorlal landlord* and 
their tenante. It haa decided, m*t*r oh-#, that, any time alnoe the 
year 1T11, the aeigneur* were obligated * to grant ooneeaalona of 
their land* ; that the land* they conceded were to be holden by 
renter* on ground-rent tenancy (A fthe * mfmror*»); that 
neither law nor cuatnin had eatabliahed a tiled rate of alienation 
tiuea, eieept in oaae the go renew had to make a compellable oonoee- 
aion to a renter, hie lord reftiaing ; that the aoigneura had no 
right* in navigable atreaina, no lea* by aome apeoial title ; that 
atroam* non-navigable formed part of the aoverelgn'a demesne 
landa, and attached to proprietorahip into whatever hand* it might 
pea* ; that on land* conceded, atream* non-navlgable appertained 
of right to the reuterc, and, auch being the oaae, all reaorved eel- 
gnorial claim* were illegal ; that ever atnee the promulgation of 
the decree (orr#) of the year 108(1, fondai kmn7« td f became legal 
and unlvereal in Canada, and conaiated in an obligation laid on 
the aeigneur* to erect grain-mills, and, on the renter*, to carry 
thither all the grain needed to be floured for the n*e of tlie latter’s 
families ; that a power, on the seigneur*’ part, to prevent the erec
tion of other mill* than their own, formed part of the right of 
km alité ; that all burdene, reserves, or prohibition*, not properly 
flailing under the description of ground-rent* (mimiacw), and 
which should have the effect of retaining a part of the lands of the

• U ii hoped that verbal critics will let this ueefol neologism pass.—fl.
> JfcmaftM : the right possessed by the holder of a lief to oblige his 

vaeeale or tenants to grind their grain at hie mills, to bake their bread 
in hla oven, to use his wine or oil press, *o., or else commute the right 
by giving all or part of the dues exacted by the «rigueurs for the use of 
his mill, oven, or preea. This banal right, recognised In all countries of 
Kurope whereln#the feudal system prevailed, arose towards the end 
of the 10th century. It was abolished In France by a vote of the Con
stituent Assembly In 1190. Dictionnairt dn Dotn.—B.
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lei’ (domaina), were Illegal end nail; lastly, that the Imposition 
of day* of statute lebour (yrntruA** rfo cnruéa) wee permissible.* 

Aoeordlng to the eyetein of land-tenure introduced to Canada, 
borrowed from Humpean feudal lam, the king wan lord-paramount 
(imstHni*), from whom all thoae who held (rrlnmient) lande,whether 
accorded in foe-simple (A titre rfe fhune atm), aa a flef, or selgno 
rially, derived tholr rlghtn of ponneanion. There were but two 
fiefs in foe almple (or abaolute freeholds) In Canada,—Oharkwbourg 
and Trole-RivlAres. At each alienation (mutation) by ealo or gift, 
the aelgneur had a right to demand payment of the fifth part (fc 
quint) of the valuation of the trunaforrçd property ; but the ac
quirer had an abatement of a third part of that fifth, If he dls- 
oharged the claim at onoe (•’<! payait comptant). When the 
holding panned to a collateral heir of a renter, the fhrmer wan made 
to pay the aelgneur the amount of a year’s revenue accruing 
from the produce of the land (in droit dr relief) ; but if the rented 
land panned in a direct line, then no nnoh relief wan exigihle.f 
The new aelgneur owed to hie lord-paramount (murrain) fidelity, 
homage, recognition (even), and a declaration of the nature and 
pmoeedn of the landn (dénombrement).% The other nelgnorial 
righta in force were those already mentioned when npeaking of 
the renter. The seigneurs possessed, In dayn gone by, the right 
to try, in their domanial courte, all ftlonien and high and petty 
mindemoanore (Ariwfe, moyenne, et kiser y Mettre). || When the nel-

* Fide the summing up of thejudgmente pained by the nelgniorlal court, 
u reported by M. Auger*, advocate. [Corvte : In a feudal eenee, labour 
and service exigible by a seigneur from a renter on hi* lands, or from 
the peasantry on lands reserved for his own use, or In making and re
pairing roads leading thereto. Diet, dee Otne du Aloud*.—B.] 

t In olden French feudality, descent *n ligne directe strictly meant, 
from father to son only.—B.

I On his side, the reâter was subject to the like obligations quoad the 
seigneur, which the author has omitted to state.—B.

II In Hoots feudal law terminology, " power of pit and gallows that 
Is, a right to hang, drown, brand, *o. These powers most of the nobles 
and many landed gentry of North Britain exercised on their estates, from 
time Immemorial, till the bill abolishing " heritable Jurisdictions H was 
passed, in 1748.—B.
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gncury of Let Met» was erected into the barony of Onienville, in 
1676, M. Talon, its baron, waa vested, along with other rights, with 
that of “ establishing prisons, permanent gibbets (fourches patibu
laire» à quatre piliers), also a pillory (pilier à careaki), whereon 
his armorials should be emblasoned.” Criminal jurisdiction was 
but rarely exercised in Canada by its seigneurs at any time, and 
appears to have either been abrogated or allowed to fall into entire 
disuse after the Conquest. It may be mentioned also, that, in 
1714, a royal edict was issued forbidding in future the creation 
of other seignories in Canada with juridical rights (seigneuries en 
justice), because they impeded the progress of the colony.

Such was the nature of the system of land-tenures introduced 
to Canada by its founders, and but recently abolished. The num
ber of fiefs, or feudal estates, at the time of passing the act of 
1864, was ascertained to be 220, possessed by 160 seigneurs and 
about 72,000 renters. The entire superficial area of these pro
perties comprised 12,822,603 arpent», about a moiety of which 
was then ascertained to be rented (occupe).*

The French Canadians of early times were censured for settling 
scatteredly on the lands they selected for cultivation, thereby 
'making communication difficult with each other, and all becoming 
an easy prey to bands of predatory savages. But the first want of 
a cultivator, is it not a convenient road, to convey his produce to 
market ? The St. Lawrence was for our ancestors a route ready 
made ; the soil on its borders, too, being the best anywhere to 
bo found.-)- The French settlements, therefore, instead of radiat-

• Dt la Tenure Seigneuriale en Canada, by Mr. J. 0. Taché. [In the 
translation from the original of the foregoing summary, the editor, at 
the risk of offending the eye of the reader, has appended to each of the 
more important technical terms and phrases contained in it, the literal 
French words used, for some of which It Is difficult, not to say all but 
impossible, to find exact English equivalents, even by resorting to peri
phrases.—B.J

t " The inhabitants have settled upon the sides of the river," said M. 
de Meulles, “ on account of the ready means of communication by them, 
and the facility of going everywhere." And thus wrote M. de Cham- 
pigny, in 1699:11 The soldiers newly settled,place their habitations along 
the banks of the river, In the government of Montreal."
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ing around a common centre, were disseminated on either aide of
the great river ; and experience has proved that it was not unfa
vorable to growth, for even olden Canada was,of all the colonies com
menced by Louis XIV, or by his predecessors, that wherein was 
found th t colonial population of French origin.

During/the early times of our history, the governor-general ex
ercised, conjointly with the intendant, the civil and military go
vernment, and, along with the seigneurs who had justiceships in 
their domains, juridical administration. But very soon, not being 
able to do all themselves, they had to employ delegates, and in civil 
cases had the aid of the secular clergy and the Jesuits, in default 
of lawyers. This system was very simple, and too arbitrary perhaps, 
but it was that adopted at the outset in almost all the French 
colonies. And if, on the one hand, “ the award of the chief or 
that of his lieutenant, was as an oracle that none should interpret, 
a redoubtable decree to be obeyed, not examined ; if these func
tionaries had all the power to inflict or to remit, to punish or re
ward, the right to imprison men without a shadow of culpability on 
their part, with the privilege yet more remarkable of claiming reve
rence as an act of justice for every instance of their caprice ":* ad
mitting that such unfavourable characteristics as the foregoing were 
occasionally attributable to the irregular jurisprudence of the early 
times of the colony, we would observe, also)(ihat contestations were 
rare among our ancestors for many years, for in most of the 
early oases which have been reported, final decisions were usually 
obtained by recourse to the arbitration of neutral parties ; and it 
was only when such moans failed that the clients had recourse to 
the governor in council, whose decrees were dictated more by 
a coupon-sense view of the whole case, than by bringing to its 
consideration the strict rules of jurisprudence : in short, a spirit 
of equity rather than a subservience to the exigencies of law, ip 
the great principle discernible in their awards. In thus dealing 
with questions brought before him, Baron d’Avaugour acquired 
repute rightfully among his contemporaries. The early colonists

• Vol. I, p. 161, lines 1-13. The translator is not sure that he has 
caught the meaning of the author in the lines cited, which, when 
literally rendered into English, read unsatisfactorily.

V
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were not â litigious race ; most of them preferring to abate some
what of their legal rights, rather than to incur greater loss by 
going to law. It seems even that there was some approach to a 
community of goods among them ; and it Was long before the 
habit of putting effects under the safeguard of lock and key ob
tained in their dwellings.

Toward the year 1639, we know not to what end, a “ grand 
seneeohal ” was appointed, with jurisdiction over Trois-Rivières. 
This species of civil or military magistrate, whose authority, ia 
olden France, was destined to put a curb on that of its seigneurs, 
was invested, in Canada, only with the powers of an ordinary 
judge, and his juridical functions were subordinated to those of 

• the governorfrgencral. In important affairs, the latter were bound 
to take the advice of “ prudent and capable persons.” In 4647, 
the king'ev council rendered, on occasion of an impest on the 
abuses of the traffic in peltry, a regulation bearing that the 
supreme council of the colony should be composed of the following 
notabilities : the governor-general, the governor of Montreal, their 
substitutes (lieutenants), and, until a bishop were appointed, the 
superior of the Jesuits ; all questions debated to be carried by a ‘ 
majority of votes. But it was merely out of regard to prescrip, 
tire observance that these councillors were nominated, for their 
decisions carried no authority. In judicial matters, the eolonial 
council held of the parliament (supreme court) of Rouen, whose 
judgment in esses referred to it was final : but in the sequel the 
multiplicity of suits, and the great cost of appeals to tribunals 
in Normandy, led to new reforms of the eolonial legislation.

In 1651, the Company appointed the seneschal, chief judge 
of the court of common pleas (chef de la juetice ordinaire), with 
a jurisdiction over all the colony ; and at the same time nominated 
him, as lieutenant-general, to take cognisance of matters civil and 
criminal in the district of Quebec ; likewise a lieutenant subordinate 
(particulier), having civil and criminal jurisdiction in the first 
instance, from whose award an appeal lay to the governor, who, 
acting for the king, judged in the last resort. M. de Lauion 
installed these officers the same year (1661).

Occasion was taken, when the sovereignty of Canada was re
sumed by the king, to adopt a system more conformable to the
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wants of the country ; one which should be based on » code of 
positive laws, with enactments easily recognisable,—such being the 
most efficient and ever-preeent protection for a people, f The 
inconveniences of the olden system had become all the more grave 
that the clergy therein took a part, unsuited to the nature oi their 
profession, in the adjudication of temporal controversies, and n the 
application of penalties.* A very natural alarm, too, prevai ed in 
the community that the secrets of the confessional had an undue 
influence in determining the after decisions of eoclesinsticrtv in 
their juridical capacity, for or against parties coming before them 
under accusation, or as complainants.!

Along with M. de Mésy came M. Gaudais-Dupont, sent by 
Colbert as royal commissary to examine into the state of the co
lony, after having ascertained the needs and wishes of the inha
bitants. The commissary, whose choice did no discredit to the 
sagacity of the great minister, performed his duties with energy 
and good discrimination of persons and things. He reported that 
the civil administiation was in an unsatisfactory state, partly owing 
to the ineptness of some of the chief functionaries. One Jean 
Peronne Dumeenil, subscribing himself “ avocat de Parte,” who 
had been appointed controller-general and supreme judge for the 
colony by the Company, he denounced for hie insensate conduct 
while in office (he had just been suspended) ; he also declared that 
the councillors were unlettered men, of little experience in public 
business, and, almost without exception, unfit to be trusted with 
the decision of any ease of importance.

It was in consequence of the representations of M. Dupont,! 
that the minister soon afterwards effected a sweeping reform of 
the existing system, causing it to be re-organised entirely. Be
ginning at the head, the royal ordinance of April 1663 decreed 
the establishment of a “ royal administration,” and the erection

* The anomaly here deprecated existe in England and Ireland, where 
clergymen of the Anglican establishment are (very improperly as we 
think) allowed to aet as justices of the peace.—B. 

f Talon : Mémoire sur l’it at du Canada.
t The dates of events cited in the author’s text indicate that Baron 

d'Avaugour, not M. Dupont, is the person meant.—B.

Ü.
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of a supreme tribunal named “ the sovereign council of Quebec,” 
constituted like the parliament of Paris. The chief gover
nance of all the affairs of the colony, both administrative and 
judicial, was vested in the sovereign council, to be exercised with

E
full authority as that of any of the supreme courts of France, 
was bound to register, but at the king’s command only, all 
icts, declarations, letters patent, and other ordinances, to 
give them the force of law. This council iras composed, at first, 

of the governor-general, the bishop, and five councillors (named 
by those two dignitaries conjointly every year) and an attorney- 
general (procureur du roi). It had the right of trying all causes 
civil and criminal, with power of determining in the last resdrtk in 
conformity with the decisions and forms obtaining in the French 
supreme courts. The office of intendant bad been created, as an 
adjunction to the renovated administration of the colony ; but M. 
Robert, state councillor, who was the first nominated functionary 
of such a designation known to Canada, never coming thither, M. 
Talon, as his successor, arrived in Quebec two years afterwards, and 
forthwith took his seat at the council-board in that capacity.* 
In the sequel, the number of Councillors was increased to twelve, 
not comprising the addition of a clerk of council and several as
sessors, with deliberative voice in law procedure (they being offi
cial reporters), but having only a consultative voice in all other 
affairs.

As a law-court, the sovereign council met at the intendancy 
every Monday. The governor presided, the bishop at his right, 
the intendant at his left ; the three ranged in one line, at the head 
of the council board. The procurator-general announced his con
clusions seated. The councillors took place in the order of their 
appointment. The clients, accompanied by their attorneys (pro
cureurs), pleaded their causes standing, behind the judges’ chairs. 
There were no barristers (avocats) employed, nor any court-dues 
charged.f The court functionaries had no official costume, but

• M. Talon had twelve successors. The royal intendancy was main
tained till the domination of France ceased.—B.

t Blessed state of things I which could not, or rather did not endure, 
when a multiplicity of words did not darken knowledge ; when legal

*
l
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wore swords. The presence of at least five judges was necessary 
in civil procedure; and the tribunal sat only as a court of 
appeal.

In its administrative capacity, the sovereign council had the 
disposal of the revenue of the colony, and was at first charged 
with the supervision of its interior trade : but this faculty became 
almost null the year following that of its erection, by the creation 
of the West India Company ; upon the dissolution of which, 
however, the functions mentioned above reverted to the former 
administrators. \

The sovereign council was empowered to establish at Montreal, 
Trois-Rivières, and in all other places where such should be 
wanting, tribunals of first resort, for the summary disposal of 
cases of inferior importance.

Two other species of functionaries, for whose first appointment 
the colony was indebted, perhaps, to Colbert, but who were soon 
ost to it, were the commissaries for judging petty causes, and the 
“ deacons (syndics) of habitations.” These commissaries were the 
five councillors first mentioned above. One of their duties was 
to see that the decrees of the sovereign council were carried into 
effect ; and to take preliminary cognisance of any affair intended 
to be brought under its purview by the deacons of habitations.

These deacons were a kind of municipal officers appointed, by 
election, to note any infraction of public rights, and be careful of 
the commonweal, in urban communities. The ofioe was not new. 
The regulations of 1647, cited already, show that the inhabitants 
of Quebec, Montreal and Trois-Rivières had one such oficer in each 
of these places ; but it appears that the office had ceased to exist 
towards the year 1661. Upon the requisition of the procurator- 
general, the sovereign council, in 1663, called a meeting of the 
oitiiens for the election of a mayor and two aldermen (ichevin**) ;

subtlety, unscrupulously exercised, ran no bend tinitter across the fair 
escutcheon of protective jurisprudence. But now, as Figaro says, “les 
tribunaux, considérant que souvent les parties perdraient une bonne cause 
per ignorance des moyens, on admet des tiers shrewdly adding, how
ever, “ mais ils n'ont pas entendu qu’ils deviennent des insolents privi
légiés ; ce serait dégrader le plus noble institut.'1—B.

• Echtvins : officers elected by the inhabitants of a city or town, to

‘V
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whereupon the ehlef Inhabitant* of Quebee and It* environ* (In 
bon/tewe) aiwmbled, and ehoae dean Haptlst* de ttepentlgny w 
their mayor, with dean Madry end (Maude (Ihamm ** aldermen j 
but the** persona, probably under morel eotnpresshin exerted by 
the sovereign emtnoll, eent. In their reelgnethm | which lining ac
cepted, the government mode * deelamtlon that, ooniiderihg the 
peculiar eondltlon nf the dlatrlat, end the Ibwne** of It* inliahi 
tent*, one heed deeeon itymtie) to be sleeted by the people would 
eufltee for the time. When one wee ohoeen eeeordlngly, hi* 
eleetlon we* ennnlled by the ruling party In enuneil, under the pro 
text thet It ww not netielketnry to e minority of the eonetltuent*. 
The eleetov* were eonvolied onee more, but fbw attended thin 
time, being overawed by the bishop's partisan*, whom the eounoll 
reglatera deelgnnte aa 11 a eabal," and no deoialon we* mime to. 
The governor then addreaaed a elreular of Invitation to «ÿb partie* 
(parmwwe» ami moyteae**), who made eholOe of e new ehlef deaeon, 
despite the demurring of the ehlef oltieeha end pmteat* of a mine 
rity In eounoll,

The eleetlon took pleee In preaenoe of the governor, The 
bi*hop'* representative (M. de Oharny, e prleat) and two of hi* 
partisan*, protested »gnin*tslt, but In vein, The party, thua do
lled, obtained a delay in eounoll, of swearing in the official* ; but, 
the governor, taking note of " the obatinaoy ef the/notion," a* he 
•ailed the dissident*, demanded an adjournment nf the affair. !n 

ahaequent sederunt, he prooeeded to administer the needfNil 
despite the protestation* of M, de Oharny, and other* pre 

opposition ; who Were advertised that the eehvooation of 
publie asaomblie* did aot ef right belong to the sovereign omin- 
•II.*
manage their corporate sltWIre, and attend to the want» of the publie 
In tegard to tha «late nf Ihe street», the ersrtlnn and malateaanee of 
pnhlle edition*, the eondltlon of prlvnte dwellings, Ac. lehevln* were 
hnnwn to Tart* la Okarieatagne'* time. The *ame kind of fXmcUensrlet 
wets railed renew/* nt Montpellier, reprfow/e« at Tonlonee, and Jmntit st 
Itordeaui. The olhee Itself wee abolished throughout f ranee by a de* 
eree of l>ee. It, lta», hfrfOwaitfre dee tiiffew—It.

• IW ft* ertgOwf r * Il fut répondu (tn the mehtlwr» of ihe opposition) 
•ne la convocation de* s**emhl4e* nVtall pa* de la eompStenee dn roe- 
•ell "—meaning that the eald power was rested In the governor, noting 
in hi* personal capacity T—it.
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By way nf Imparting greater accord tn Uie delllmrstlon* of the 
sovereign emmoll, the governor proposed to M. do Laval to change 
* part, of the enonelllor* : » pmpnaal at ones rejected by the letter, 
ie might here been anticipated. From this time forward, there 
we* no farther question of free mimlnlpel government In Canada, 
m long ee French domination endured, elthongh » nomlnel ayn 
d lests existed fbr * ehort time after thet how under review. We 
heve been ell the more particular In giving the preoedlng detail*, 
because the popular election* which then were first proposed, and 
forthwith caused tn mleoarry, were the only example* of the kind 
known to our annal*. !n that age. the metropolitan executive wee 
bent on *tlfllng all aeplratlon* of the people for freedom, either at 
home or In the colonie* | but more eapeelally dreading any liberal 
pretenalon* arlelng In the latter. Thu* In the offlnlal project for 
regulating the government of New France, drawn up by Messrs, 
de Tracy and Talon In 1007, we find the flillowlng deprecation* 
on the autyect t—" haying It down a* a principle that the obedience 
and fidelity due to the king 1* more likely to become alnokened 
In province* dlatant from the eeat of central power than those 
which are near thereto, It will be only prudent to take precaution*, 
In the naacent state called Canada, against the occurrence nf such 
undesirable revolution* a* might, make It, from being monarchic 
a* It I*, to become either aristocratic or democratic ; or, through 
an Irregular potency of balanced power* among It* member*, end 
In a splitting up nf parties, and give place to a dismemberment 
snoh a* we have seen In France by the erection of sovereignties In 
the (so called) kingdom* of Boissons, of Orleans, the oounty of 
Champagne, and others."

The contestations born of the municipal question thus agitated 
did not quite terminate at this time, aa we ehall have ocoa*lon to 
show by and by. The contemporary opposition among the onun 
etllor* to the governor growing apace, the exasperation of the latter 
at length became uncontrollable.

It l* worthy of olieorvatlon, that, In the reorganisation of the 
colonial government, the capital point of taxation, by whom or in 
what manner It wa* to be exercised, was not adverted to at all. 

It was plain, tihefefbre, that Lottl* XÎV, whoee motto was, 
111 alone am the state I" did not Intend to delegate the power of
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levying imposts in New France to any body of men whatever ; bat 
reserved that important function in his own hands, to be exercised 
at the personal discretion of the kings of France. Thus, shortly 
before, or soon after that monarch’s death, when it was found ex
pedient to fortify Montreal, (cûjta 1716,) an arbitrary impost of 
6000 livres, for the purpose, Has laid on the town, from contri
buting to which none of its inhabitants were exempted, not even * 
the nobles. One third of the whole was imposed on the governing 
seminarists of St. Sulpice, in their capacity as seigneurs of the 
island ; the rest was levied from the heads of the other religious 
establishments and the rest of the inhabitants. Tais imposition 
became a precedent e£er after, when any sum, large or small, was 
wanted for a special public purpose ; for Canada was never sys
tematically taxed at any time while French domination in it 
lasted. \

What was observed^ in practice, was vindicated oh.nrinciple : 
“ The governors and intendants,” thus runs the decreeVordre) 
issued by Louis XV in 1742, “ have no allowance to levy imposts : 
that is a sovereign right which His Majesty communicates to 
none. It is not even lawful for the people to tax themselves, 
except by our permission 1” It is to be observed, however, that 
the kings of France habitually gave up, for the support of the 
colonial government and other public purposes, their proprietary 
rights in all crown domains situated in the dependencies beyond 
sea.f

Of the seignorial justiceships, no mention was made in establish
ing the sovereign council ; but in the following year, the latter 
body passed a decree “ prohibiting all judges of subaltern courts 
and official procurators therein from taking any salary or emolu-

• Some readers perhaps need to be told, (adverting to the word “ even "
in the text,) that in France, down to the year 1789, neither the nobility, 
nor the territorial nor titular gentry, nor the clergy, nor the members of 
religious or educational institutions, nor law corporations, were liable to 
pay any direct taxation, or forced contribution whatever, however great 
might be the needs of the state, or the Intolerable weight of publie 
burdens laid upon the people. . Historical Sketch** of Feudality, (see 
Library Catalogue of Montreal Mechanics’ Institute,) by A. Bill. 
London, 1852.—B.

f Gouvernement de* Colonie* Fronçai***, by M. Petit.
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mente, on pain of prosecution as extortioners (concussionnaire«), 
though they might still accept pecuniary appointments from those 
who had inducted them to place,” meaning the seigneurs,* upon 
whose domanial justiceships this brain-blow was intended to fall ; 
for it was manifest that the seigneurs could not, or would not, except 
in rare cases, pay the salaries of judges and pleaders, or incur 
other expenses connected with a special tribunal,for the convenience 
of their renters or others. Later still, namely in 1679, Louis XIV 
ordained by an edict, that appeals should lie from seignorial awards 
to the royal courts and to the sovereign council ; which measure 
tended still further to abridge feudal power. All the holders of 
seignories, a few excepted, we have seen, had the redoubtable power 
of inflicting the pain of death and corporal punishment, j" Other

• “ The seignorial justiceships," says M. Garneau, 11 had power to en
tertain accusations of every kind of offences, except those of lese- 
majesty divine and human, coining base money, carrying arms without a 
licence, illicit assemblings, and assassinations." In Scots law, which was 
copied chiefly from French, as the court of session and the high court 
of justiciary were modelled on the parliament of Paris, such flagrant 
crimes as most of the above (not cognisable, either, in the baron courts 
of Scotland) were called “ the four pleas of the crown.”—B.

f Grinding tyranny was too often exercised, and the most atrocious 
acts were perpetrated, under colour of lordly justice, in the courts of 
nobles having baronial jurisdiction, with almost unlimited power over the 
persons am) goods of their vassals, retainers, and serfs, in all the feudally 
constituted European monarchies (say rather organised anarchies, such 
as the 11 kingdoms ” of Poland and Hungary, for example) throughout 
the Middle Agee, and down to a late period of the 18th century in some 
of them. The time of abelition of the system in Scotland, only 112 
years ago, we have noted already. A' considerable part of the income, 
latterly, of needy or greedy Scots nobles, oÇ, the old stamp, was derived 
from the exorbitant mulcts, as commutations for corporal penalties, they 
Inflicted on those who came within the gripe of their merciless agents, 
who vigilantly lay or sat in wait to incarcerate their masters’ tubjtcU in 
seignorial dungeons. A fine, more or lees exorbitant, according to the 
luckless party’s prttumid mean*, with the alternative of undergoing 
frightful duress, was the sure penalty for Âvery petty misdemeanor com
mitted within a lordly domain. Vide the Editor’s Hut. Sketch**, Ac., 
quoted above, and thelauthorities therein adduced; also the far more 
copious details on the subject, given in the New Annal* of Old Scotland 
by the sa4e.—B.

J
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malrletlmm wore laid on afterward* | lummueh that, ni laat, aoareely 
any aelgttcur eared In prtrfU by the row mint of Juridical right* 
nilll remaining to Mm. t'pon tin» whole, candour oblige* un to 
admit tlmt tho Oonadlan aolgneur* " did their apl riling* gently," 
elwe thorn would now bo tunny aoou*attir* report* or tiWlltlone oatnnt 
In our noun try to their tUwretlll, lu rw|nx>t to the proceedings of 
tholr domanial trlbunnln.

In IlHH, tho ordinance eatabllahlng tin* Went 1»4<t Company 
eroded yuoheo Into n provoairy ( pididM), mut Introduced tlmt 
départ moot of French Jurlaprndenee known ne the " Inw and ene- 
tom of Varia “ (lu ( ila l\trit), To avoid tho perpleilug
dlvomlty prevalent In tho mother oouutry at tlmt tluio and down 
to I7ND, tho loglalatlon of no other eon tome* wore to be In Mroe 
In Vanada Mr tho future. When tho Wont India Company waa 
auppreaaed, the pro roe try oeaaed Ihr a moment, but only to lie 
renewed by the royal edict of IttTT. Tide tribunal, whleh eilat 
ed till the Comptent, bail Jurisdiction, In IIrat rnaort, of all matter* 
civil ami criminal ; and in appeal, derived tin authority (re/miil) 
fhmu the novttrolgn council, It waa ntunponod of a lieutenant- 
Nonend * civil and criminal, of ble aubatitute yawin'#.
/•>), of a royal procurator, and a reglatvar (ynyfler). The klun 
nominated, In 1(177, a pro vont, aaalgnlng him ala larvAare (armed 
runner*) Mr a gdard, Afterward*, the (jnelax* |a*lloo otmalaWd of 
a provont, au iw«wp< (police lieutenant), ami Mur archer*.

In 1717 waa erected the vat Hunt admiralty court, tim Judge lu 
whloh alao bore tho name of lieutenant general. The depomleat 
and nnladteru Juntleoaldpa of Montreal and Trola-lUvlkrea, distin
guished by the name of royal Jurladletlon*, wore civil and criminal 
court*, organlaed In like manner to that of Uic prove*try ; only

• IN» la «trig. The either oaa Unit no Irene, anywhere, of there having 
been aueh a title aaelgaetl to a law fUnetlonary tn Vrance. There wae 
tadeeil cnee a ttenteua*t*g«n*ral •#» porte*, a hind of edit*, appointed (Ural 
tn I «at), who attended I* the lalnhrlty and oat-door mannere of the 
Pvanoh eaptlat | nothing reporU annually of Its elate to the pnriemral 
(auprewe court),—Irtai, da* Hal*», M Uarnean Indeed wide, that " the 
ItenlenanUgeueral of the PrtivueVe court waa charged with the pot tee uf 
Quebec, which city he cauaed le t*e kept clean by Ida orttlnaneea |11 and 
If eo, Ida du tie* wuat have been rattier of au lueongruoua nature—it.
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nvit, flnv*m#M*»T or panada.

there wm ho neonml Judge ( Wwtruonf j inrfhWier) M Tftda RUlAre*. 
All thorn wurth had nudlonoea twloo » »wk regularly, and had, 
uoenelonnlly, estra eodorunte,

Tho royal liilomlanl, a* eltlof of Juntle* mol pollee, nleo had hla 
tribunal IVr erlmlnnl mol olvll alibi m, w woll m poll**. Mo h*uh 
oognlwiipo of nil matter* whloh eoneemod tiw kin*, mol of nil 
mbuimlamtaudlngw wrlwlng hotwoon the wdgnewr* mol thedr renter* 
(mm'fotWe). Up nmiMHl, at ilium, mil» tlolngntee, who Wept wed of 
dplit r>****, of Any «uni lYoiu 1 IVmw hi 100; wtth a rmerv# of appeal 
tehlmeel^ Thorp worv ho eoete lueurred lu hln oourl, wherein wm 
adjutlgedj|alan, trading earn* | mol ho wm Judge ennaul (hr Vmoulu 
A tight Id1 II Uhl o|i|«ool Ihy IVoiu hi* iloolwlou*, M I Vino thow of 
tho wovorolgu pouupII, to tho poumoII of etatu, hold lu Varie, or 
wherever tho kin* kept kt* oourt 0>r the tho*.

Hueh, m wo hare dowrlhod It, wm tho Judlelal *y*tem whkdt 
related In thl* wtuntry till tho your 1700, Jnetlou wm *dmi 
nlotorod hy It* eapoelterw, In general, wllh equity, Impartiality, 
mol, above *11, at llttio eoet. Our ourront Jurleprutleaee, built on 
th* wild hoop* Mil down In tlio oolohratpil ordlnauoo of 1007, 

, wm not auhjeot to tlo* variation*, nr tn tho wolf imntrmllotory ayatoin 
wlitoh partially auporaodwl It. iMUre tlip tint* of llrltlwh tteieb 
nation, thorn worn not two no na latent oodo* *tru**lln* Ibr tho 
mwtery ; nr ollonte mhlrowln* them wive*, hy turn* tn thl* nr that 
tribunal, Ifreiwh or HuglUh, Mounting m iltey Ihund on* or the 
other moat euhwrvlont to aouio *|«eel*l intermt, without regard to 
tho equity of th* olalin* put Ihrward or rodeted t not to mention, 
that, while our own Jurlwprudenee I* well ileHned In prtiwlpl* and 
Aawl In It* deolalone, the alien nyoteiu la In Ita nature ton optional 
(/wm/tn#(/■), vggue, and ever varialde ; Juatware tiw pawlona of 
the timee mid tile degree uf enlightenment ef the judge*, peat and 
promut, on whom prooodontn lie uneertalh deeleluno are lbnailed>

* Them oheerratlon* are rather «Iron*, perhape, but not uajuet. la 
the habit of relying upon preoedeule, often uf eoufttotteg eharaetar, lie* 
originated th* priorartital eaytu* la Mngtaed, ef " the glorloee uuoer- 
lately, uf the lew," Vreoedenllal award*, a* dlellngulelted hunt eta- 
tutury, the late Jeremy Hen them aptly etyletl " Jmlgtmmb law." A regu
lar end* l* the greateet uf all wattle In Nngtend, Ireland, and the Itrltleh 
depeudeurlee. Meetlaud iaouutewhal bolter off; and thl* la mueh owing
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During the same year that a colonial admiralty court wae 
founded, M. Collet, proourator-general, proposed to open a school 
of law* at Quebec ; but his project fell to the ground. He proposed, 
also, to unite the ordinance of 1667, the rules of 1678, and the 
edicts of 1678 and 1685, into one collective ordinance, to be en
titled the " Civil Code of New France.”

The administrative department of the government was left to 
the intendant, whose other functions we have already enumerat
ed. This re-diBtribution of authority, by constituting an intend
ancy, formerly vested, almost entirely, in the governors-general, 
would have left little authority to the latter high functionaries, 
had the country been in a normal state, and if the peculiar 
composition of its population had not always permitted the chief 
of the government to exercise a potent influence on the adminis
tration of affairs. The inhabitants were too weak in numbers and 
too poor in resources to make head against any of their chief 
rulers, however they might act, with a chance of success. Men 
in office, again, were pretty sure to be backed, in dubious oases, by 
the home authorities. The governor had, ostensibly, only a kind 
of veto in regard to some civil matters ; but he had the absolute 
command of the armed force, and the unshackled regulation of 
the exterior affairs of the colony. He alone communicated, also, 
directly with the ministry at Paris ; calling in the aid of the in
tendant, however, in the latter and preceding oases, when urgent 
circumstances called therefor.

In the exercise and apportionment of the power of the colonial 
government, the people counted for nothing. It was considered 
a great favour done the inhabitants of Quebec, when they were 
permitted to elect a deacon (syndic) to represent and support 
their interests in the sovereign council ; but the office, as a popular 
institution, was null ; and as the election of that functionary was a 
mere act of routine, the custom of attending on such occasions was 
gradually wearing out.

Upon due consideration of the foregoing summary, it will be 
understood that all real power resided collectively in the governor,

to her legal procedure, both civil and criminal, having been originally 
bawd on olden French foundations.—B.
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the intendant, and the members of the sovereign council being, 
directly or intermediately, of royal nomination. The colonial 
government was simplicity itself, as all absolutisms are wont to be. 
no jarring of its unoomplex parts ever deranged its movements, 
whether pursuing the way of public well-being, or moved in a direc
tion to subserve selfish interests, or for the gratification of personal 
ambition. The latter perversion of its powers was all the more 
likely to happen, because a substantially despotic power was dele
gated from the court of Franco, to be exercised at a great dis
tance, in a community of quite a different character from that 
upon which it was dependent. No distinctly recognised liberty of 
the subject, besides, for those far or near, could be expected to 
emanate from Louis XIV, who was even jealous of the name of 
the “ sovereign council,” and changed that epithet into supreme ; 
entertaining the puerile idea that its members might take it into 
their ambitious heads that they really were so many sovereigns 
absolute I

So long as M. de Laval and the Jesuits balanced the secular 
influence of the governor and his partisans in the council, there 
was a kind of opposition maintained, but in no liberal sense of 
the term ; although each of the parties—the governor’s and the 
bishop's—took occasion to court public approbation somewhat for 
their several lines of conduct when antagonistic to each other. But 
when the prelate lost his influence, the council, once paramount at 

, court, became collectively the mere creature of the two repre
sentatives of royalty, the governor and the intendant ; who, in 
turn, behoved to be reverentially obedient to orders sent from 
Paris. If, on any rare occasion, the ministry were at issue with 
the two chiefs, it would assuredly be on some point of selfish in
terest of their own : ah ! then indeed, the oligarchic body would 
rise up hissingly, as a serpent erects itself to sting the foot that 
offers to tread upon it.

VOL. I.—P



CHAPTER IV

ECCLESIASTICAL GOVERNMENT IN CANADA.

1663.

Of the Missions established in Canada ; at first by the Recollets (Fran- 
iscans) ; afterwards by the Jesuits.—New France becomes an apos

tolic vicariat, in 1657 ; and a bishopric, in 1674.—M. de Laval, first 
bishop of Quebec ; his character.—Oppositions to his nomination ; M. 
de Qneylus refuses to recognise him.—Establishment of the Seminary 
of Quebec ; nature of its endowment.—Arrangements regarding the 
tribes.—The Recollets offer their services gratuitously.—The parsons 
(curés), their permanent status recognised up till the Conquest, but not 
since.—Public education little cared for.—Character of the Canadian 
clergy, under French rule.—Dissidences in the Gallican Church little 
felt in Canada.

Canada was at the outset, as a French possession, a country of 
missions; which were undertaken at first by Franciscan friars, who 
began their labours in 1615 ; afterwards, by members of “ the 
.Society of Jesus,” who entered the field in 1625, as vicars of the see 
of Rouen. In time, the Jesuits were first subordinated, and finally 
superseded, by a regular establishment of secular clergy, forming at 
first an apostolic vicariat, afterwards an episcopal see.* Canada, 
as a province, was in 1629 brought, quoad civilia, under the ju
risdiction of the parliament (supreme court) of Normandy : and 
hence, as is believed, it came to be considered, quoad tacra, as a 
dependency of the archbishopric of Rouen ; the prelates of which 
4çe were allowed to exercise episcopal supervision in the province 
for many years ; but their supemacy in the case was long contested 
and at length given up. Each territorial division of the colony

• Infthe articles of the convention of 1625 between the company of 
the Hdodred Partners and M. de Repentigny, deputy of Canada, by 
which the inhabitants resumed the peltry traffic, it was stipulated that 
the latter should be charged with the maintenance of the ecclesiastics 
then in the colony, and fulfil all the obligations the Company had con
tracted in favour of the religious bodies.
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at first bore the name of “ the------ mission ” (of such a district) ;
but when populations increased and churches arose among them in 
various localities, parishes and cures gradually came into shape, 
and these terms were recognised as the proper appellation in public 
acts.

Canada was constituted an apostolic vicariat, by the pope, in 
1667 ; and became an episcopal see, named “ the bishopric of 
Quebec," circa 1674. Louis XIV, as an endowment of the new 
prelacy, granted the temporalities of the abbeys of Maubee and 
Lestric, in the diocese of Bourges ; and afterwards, at the solici
tation of M. de St. Vallier, second bishop of Quebec, added the 
revenue of the Augustinian abbey of Bénévent, in the diocese of 
Limoges. These sources of income for the see, however, have 
long ceased to flow.*

The first bishop known to Canada was Francis de Laval, titu
lar of Petraea, a scion of the illustrious house of Montmorency. To 
his high birth he owed much of the influence he exercised in the 
civil as well as eoolesiastical affairs of the colony, making and un
making its governors at will. He had great talents and much 
activity, while his overbearing spirit brooked no opposition. His 
naturally obstinate character, hardened rather than subdued by 
religious zeal, caused constant dissensions to arise between him 
and the public functionaries with whom he had to deal ; he also 
got into trouble with the heads of the local religious communities, 
and even with private individuals. Ho was firm in the belief 
that in whatever he did for the supposed weal of the church, in 
any contingency, he could not err ; and firm in this persuasion, 
he did some things, in a colonial sphere of action, which would 
have been deemed exorbitant in Europe.

After mounting the episcopal throne, he set about disciplining 
his clergy, as if they had been soldiers of a spiritual militia ; just 
as the Jesuits were passively subject to the orders of their general. 
He sought even to make the civil power the creature of his will ;

• The confiscation of church property, and the abolition of ecclesi
astical dues in France, consequent on its first revolution, must have 
pressed sorely oh the material interests of Monseigneur Hubert, the ninth 
bishop of QuebeV.A-5. -
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causing the sovereign council to decree the revocability of the 
curacies, and to ordain that tithes should be paid to his Semi
nary. But some of his projects, as contrary in sound principle as 
they wore to all established usage in France, had no ultimate success. 
He found invincible antagonists in successive governors, all more 
or less jealous of the undue influence he already possessed ; and 
who, individually, were often kept in countenance by public senti
ment, which veered fitfully for or against the people’s two absolute 
masters, lay and spiritual. The complacent recognition of such 
references to popular feeling seemed to solace the minds of the 
Colonists somewhat, under the oppression of the double yoke they 
had to bear.

M. de Laval, previously called the abbé de Montigny, was at 
first consecrated bishop of Petraoa, in partibui infidel ittm, by the 
pope’s nuncio, and vested with a brief as vicar-apostolic of Canada, 
before sailing thither. Quebec having been made an episcopal 
diocese, he was nominated its bishop suffragan of Rome by a bull 
of Clement X, which was forwarded from the papal chancery in 
1G74.

This nomination gave rise to many difficulties before induction 
could be obtained. The selection of apostolic vicars in heathen 
countries belonging to the popes, the court of Rome wished that the 
appointment it had now made should not be subjected, in the ordina
ry course, for the approval or rejection of the king, nor was the no
minee himself to take the oath of fidelity to his majesty ; while Louis 
XIV desired that the new bishop, as a dignitary of the Gallican 
church, should be subject to all its conditions, and, with that view, 
suggested that the episcopal diocese of Quebec should be suffragan 
of the archdiocese of Rouen,—at least until Canada were become 
populous enough for the pope to establish there a metropolitan see, 
with its dependent bishoprics. After much discussion, and when a 
decree had been rendered by the parliament of Paris at the instance 
of the procurator-general, the Holy See consented that the bishop 
should take the required oath ; but stood out for the church of Ca
nada’s deriving all its authority directly from Rome. The King, 
backed as his wishes were by decrees of the parliaments of Paris 
and Rouen, and a protest by the archbishop of Rouen against the 
alleged “ disruption of his diocese ” involved in the proceeding, yet
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had to give way perforce ; though it seemed unreasonable that the li
berties of the Gallican church, which by no forced interpretation of 
the concordat of 1516 were henceforth considered to stand good 
for all parts of the French empire, should be thus determinedly 
and successfully set aside, by a papal sic volo, in New France.*

It was customary for missionaries, on setting out for distant 
countries, to receive their credentials from the prelate nearest to 
the place of embarkation ; and, as the departures of ours from France 
took place, almost always, from Normandy, when bound for New 
France, it followed, as a thing of course, that such should apply 
to the archbishops of Rouen ; in time, therefore, these prelates 
came to regard Canada as an outlying portion of their diocese. 
Fortuitous circumstances, operating concurrently, induced Cardinal 
Richelieu to place the colony, in a civil sense, under the jurisdiction 
of the supreme court of the same province, by causing the Parlia
ment of Rouen, in 1626, to register the letters patent establishing 
the Company of the Hundred Partners. The episcopal supervision 
ot Canada, tacitly assented to as a kind of prescriptive right 
vesting in the chief prelate of Normandy, was never formally re
cognised ; and was even disowned by its clergy refusing to re-

• The Roman catholic establishment in France had franchises secured 
to it by pragmatic functions, or special contracts, with several of the popes 
at different epochs. In most cases, if not all, these were extorted from the 
papal see when its pontiffs were in difficulties. The latest and most im
portant of pacts then first called concordats was signed August 16, 1516, 
at Bologna, on the part of Leo X, and Francis I ; the first article In 
which abolished the election of bishops, abbots, and priors, theretofore 
vested in the clergy of cathedral chapters, the members of religious 
houses, Ac., and accorded to the pontiffs the right to fill up vacancies 
in French dioceses, upon nominations made by the sovereign. That con
tract ill answered to Its name and proved to be a discordât in France, 
the parliament of Paris long demurring to Agister it, and the University 
(a clerical corporation) also refusing its sanction until March 22, 1517, 
and even then only on “ the express eommand of the king, reiterated 
several times." Several objections were made in after years, the French 
clergy vainly trying to obtain its revocation, particularly in 15 T9, and 
again in 1585, they as a body demanding the revival of the pragmatic 
sanction which it superseded. Dictionnaire des Dates.—The (so-called) 
concordat of 1801-2, sanctioned, under compulsion, by Pius VII, 
demands no notice here.—B.
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In right of the royal sanction for the foundation of a seminary 
at Quebec, the bishop continued to confer the parochial charges on 
his priests, whom he transferred or superseded at will.* His arbi
trary manner of governing the diocese at length excited the 
jealousy of the civil authorities, and the dislike of the inhabitants 
in general. Such of the latter and their spiritual directors as 
were native-born French, had brought with them into Canada, 
recollections of the privileges and liberties they once enjoyed in 
the mother country ; and in accordance with a principle recognised 
in all nations having distant dependencies, thought they had a right 
to expect, after their expatriation, they should continue to enjoy 
the like advantages in their new homes. Their written complaints 
reached Paris at an auspicious moment for being attended to with 
respect, namely, when the French clergy were combating the 
pretensions of the papal court, and Bossuet was laying down bases 
for a renovation of the liberties of the Gallican Church, j- At the 
demand of these suppliants, Louis XIV ordained that the curacies 
should be irrevocable in future; and, more important still, by 
a royal edict dated May 1679) it was decreed that the reduced 
rate of tithing, as modified by the sovereign council, should be 
maintained ; also that all tithes leviable in future, as well as obla
tions and other church casualties, should belong to the parish 
priests ; and where these were found not sufficient for their support, 
then the seigneurs and other resident parishioners were ordered to 
make good the deficiency.^ In 1678, twenty-five perpetual cura
cies (cures fixes) had been already filled with incumbents.
----------,-------------------------/------------------------------------------;----------------------------

• Mémoires sur M. de [aval. This prelate ruled, that the clergy of
his diocese should be diréctly under the superior of the seminary ; who, 
in turn, was responsible to himself. He continued to the parish charges 
(cures) the name of “ missions."

f The “ Eagle of Meaux ” assumed as a postulate, that “ the pope has 
authority in spiritual things only ; and that even as to these, the judg
ments of general councils are paramount to his : while papal decisions 
have the character of infallibility only after the [collective] church has 
accepted them.”—B.

t We quote the words of the decree textually :—“ Nous ayant été 
rapporté, que divers seigneurs et habitants de notre pays de la Nouvelle- 
France, désiraient avoir des curés fixes pour leur administrer les sacre
ments, au lieu de prêtres et curés amovibles qu’ils avaient eu auparavant,
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J These orders from the court being positive, were not tightly to 
be gainsaid. The bishop, aware of this, and putting the best face 
he could upon the matter, agreed to a settlement made by the 
governor, the intendant, and chief inhabitants, that a yearly pay
ment of 574 livres should be made to each parish priest (curi). 
In 1680, the king, by special decree, ratified this arrangement, 
which would have given the recipients, on an average, more than 
the tithes could have yielded them. But in a public meeting 
convoked at Quebec, the governor and intendant being present, 
the seigneurs and inhabitants declared that they could not give, for 
the support of the clergy, more than l-26th of their yearly avails ; 
and if that did not reach the required amount, they trusted his 
Majesty would supply the remainder. i

This begrudging spirit in reference to the pecuniary commuta
tion, so acceptable as it seemed to bo at first, made the new tithing 
law difficult of execution ; an untoward result, yet more agreeable 
than otherwise to the bishop and his party. On the other hand, 
M. de St. Vallier was favourable to the irrevocability of the parish 
charges, as a part of the new arrangement, which made him be 
looked on with an evil eye by the seminarists. M. de Laval de
sired, that, for the easier sustentation of the secular clergy,* and

nous aurions donné nos ordres et expliqué nos intentions sur ce sujet les 
années dernières, et étant nécessaire à présent de pourvoir à leur sub
sistance et aux bâtiments des églises et paroisses.... nous ordonnons 
ce qui suit :

“ Les dîmes, outre les oblations et les droits de l’Eglise, appartiendrait 
entièrement à chacun des curés, dans l’étendue de la paroisse où if est, 
et où il sera établi perpétuel, au lieu du prêtre amovible qdi la desser
vait auparavant.

“ Le règlement du conseil souverain au sujet de la quotité des dîmes 
est confirmé.

“ Si cette dîme ne suffit pas pour l’entretien du curé, le seigneur et 
les habitants fourniront ce qui manquera.

“ Enfin, dans les cas de subdivision de paroisses, les dimes de la por
tion distraite appartiendront au nouveau curé, sans que l'ancien puisse 
prétendre de dédommagement.”

* It may not be quite supererogatory to intimate here, that the epithet 
secular used above and often elsewhere, is the verbal antithesis of the 
counter-epithet regular. The “ regular clergy " are the collective orders
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to spiritualise (tanctifier) its members more perfectly, it would be 
advisable to form all churchmen into a single corps, and put it 
under the authority of the bishop and the guidance of the semi
narists. The directory of their institution had been united, in 
1676, to that of the Foreign Missions located at Paris, in terms 
of a royal order, confirmed by the pope. The body thus accre
dited, M. de Laval intended should play a leading part in his 
scheme of church government were it to be realised. That great 
establishment had been well endowed with lands, bought for its 
use in the country. Five years after its foundation, M. de Laval 
founded a minor establishment of a kindred character intended 
for students fitting themselves as entrants to the theological classes 
of the greater institution. The “ Little Seminary,” which still 
bears his name, has rendered eminent service to the literature of 
Canada since the extinction of the olden college of the Jesuits. 
More than 300 pupils, at the present time, receive a classical 
education in this valuable academy.

After returning to Canada, in 1688, as its bishop, M. de Saint 
Vallier domiciled in the episcopal palace, instead of taking up his 
quarters, as hia predecessor had done, in the seminary of the city. 
This change gave umbrage to the seminarists, which was not lessened 
when, soon afterwards, he desired to isolate their establishment, 
by disconnecting it administratively both from the cathedral 
chapter and the parish of Quebec. Open dissension ensuing 
between the parties, the seminarists setting the bishop down for a 
restless and passionate man, their director made a formal com
plaint to the archbishop of Paris * and the Jesuit Père Lachaise, at 
that time royal confessor, they twain being the usual arbiters then 
referred to in Canadian Church perplexities ; one of the incrimina
ting articles in the seminarist libel attributing to the bishop’s arbi-
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- L_---------------------------------- -

of religieux, or churchmen bound by monastic rules, whether cloistered 
or not. By the “ secular clergy ” is meant the catholic priesthood in 
general, its prelates, Ac. included.—B. . »

* This was François Harlai de Chauvalon, of unsweet memory ; upon 
hearing of whose death, in August 1695, Madame de Sévigné thus wrote 
to her daughter :—“ II s’agit maintenant de trouver quelqu’un qui se 
charge de l’oraison funèbre. On prétend qu’il n'y a que deux bagatelles 
qui rendent cet ouvrage difficile, la vie et la mort [du défunt].”—B.
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trary and violent temper a recent interdiction of three of hia clergy, 
of which we shall apeak anon. In fine, the aeminarists prayed that 
he might be recalled. This waa acceded to, and M. de Saint 
ValKer repaired to-Parie. He returned to Canada in 1692, to he 
recalled again in 1694. It waa about the time he first resided in k 
Paria, that the royal decree (arrêt) of 1682 was rendered. This waa 
founded on the conclusions of the Archbishop of Paris and Père 
Lachaise, and ruled that the Canadian hierarchy should conform 
to the royal declaration of 1686, which prohibited all nominations 
to revocable curacies.* At length, after several conferences, the 
erection of the bishopric of Quebec; and the reunion of the curacy 
with the seminary of that oily, were confirmed by Louis XIV in 
the year 1697.

In 1716, the bishop, possibly conceiving • that altered times in 
France,t might be more favourable for realising views which he 
had long been constrained to postpone, set about putting the 
church government of Canada on the same footing as that of 
France, where the subordination of the clergy and seminarist 
administrations to prelates was better understood and more prac
tised. M. de Saint-Vallier complained that the seminary did not 
train a sufficient number of young clerics for the wants of the 
colony ; although eighteen Canadians had been inducted to ecele- 
siastioa} charges during the previous five years. The directors of 
the seminary, on their part, accused their detractor of wishing to 
elude the ordinance making curacies perpetual, by proposing to 
entrust the Recollets with all parochial duties. The vexed 
question of the extent of Gallican Church liberties having been 
once more mooted about this time, and a decision waited for, the 
attention of the home authorities was little turned to Canadian 
ecclesiastical affairs ; and thus it was that some infraction of the 
edicts of the former reign decreeing the irrevocability of the parish 
priests ([cwrii) passed unrebuked, and by degrees these charges

• There seems to be a discordance of dates above,which the translator 
is unable to rectify or account for. The figures in the original work are 
exactly reprinted.—B.

t Louis XIV, died Sept. 1, 1116, and was succeeded by prince Louis 
his great-grandchild ; Philip, Duke of Orleans, becoming regent.—B.

4
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booamo revocable na before : although the clergy continued to re
cognise, in tlieory at least, the edict of 1692 as still good in law.

Ever since the Conquest, the rule of rovoeability for tho parish 
clergy of Canada has become general, with the tacit consent both 
of tho displaced individuals and their parishioners. To elude 
the prohibitory terms of tho edict of" Louis XIV, the bishops re
serve to themselves, in every letter of nomination to a parochial 
benefice, tho right of removing the priest whom they have selected 
to fill it. The charge being accepted after such a stipulation, 
the contracting parties would seem not to bo chargeable with a 
violation of a positive law ; but it is one which our hierarchy 
would find become vital still, should the inhabitants of a vacant 
parish choose to demand its application in any given case.

The chapter of the cathedral of Quebec ceased to exist shortly 
after British domination began. As an episcopal body, it was 
composed of a dean, a grand chanter, an archdeacon, a theologist, 
a grand penitentiary, and twelve canons.* The members of 
the chapter of Quebec were not elected to their offices, as they 
were in France ; for the king presented to the two leading charges, 
while tho bishop nominated tho rest of the corps. Since cathedral 
chapters have ceased to exist among us, the bishop administers 
his diocese without any staff of that kind about him ; and, by 
means of the revoeability of the parish priests, he governs with ab
solute sway : but the virtues and prudence which have hitherto 
distinguished our Canadian prelates, have prevented their making 
any improper use of such unlimited authority.

While thus treating of the constitution of church government 
in Canada, wo are naturally induced to take some notice of the 
modes of its influence upon the religious institutions placed under 
the supervision of its ohietb.

Christian charity, audit love for letters,“have led to the foun
dation of all the great establishments in our midst, for public

• Qranii-chantre, he who led in chanting or singing certain parts of 
the catholic church service. Théologal, the canon who teaches theology. 
Grandpéniltnlùr, a canon employed by the bishop to grantor withhold 
absolution in reserved cases. The hierarchal duties of the other heads 
of tho chapter enumerated above, are nearly similar to those of kindred 
title and rank in the Anglican establishment.—B.
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instruction and the succour or solace of suffering and decaying 
humanity. As we have already seen, the college of Quebec was 
erected by M. Helmut, a Jesuit ; the Hôtel-Dieu (curative hospi
tal), by the duchess d’Aiguillon, niece of Cardinal Richelieu, 
which lady sent Uotpitaliirt* (nursing nuns) for the service of 
the house, in 1639 ; the Hôtel-Dieu of Montreal was erected by 
Madame de Bullion and Mademoiselle Manoe; its llrsuline con
vent in that city was duo to Madame de la Peltrie. The general 
hospital of Quebec, established in 1693, by M. do Saint-Vallier, 
replaced the board of relief (bureau de* pauvret) in that city, 
opened four years before, at a time when public begging was first 
prohibited ; and the “ Congregation of Notre-Dame ” was founded 
by Sister Bourgeois, a native of Troyes, for the education of girls 
of humble rank. Sister Bourgeois was a poor nun, of no 
worldly influence. Hpving once visited Canada and loft it, she 
returned thither in 1659, and began to found that establishment, 
now so flourishing. It is said that she possessed only ten francs 
when she commenced her enterprise ; but her leal and devotedness 
soon brought to her aid in the good work some rich persons in 
the colony and many more in France, to which she made several 
voyages for contributions. The Congregation has at present, both 
in town and country, extensive female schools : the great utility of 
which is so manifest, that it is to bo regretted wo have uo similar 
foundation for educating the male children of the deserving poor ; 
the care of whose schooling was left to the clergy, the only quali
fied educators, indeed, s^ong with the male religieux, in this country, 
throughout the era of French domination. As for the successive 
civil administrations of those days, they paid no attention what
ever to that subject, in itself so important.

In 1714, there wore 75 students in# Quebec Seminary. In 
1728, the Jesuits asked permission to found a college at Montreal, 
and the Frire* Charon, of Montreal, proposed to employ school
masters in all the parishes, as in France. In 1737, the brother
hood of the church schools (école* chrétienne*), who undertook, 
along with thq Charon friars, and a few scattered rural tonolicra, 
the task of popular instruction, formed themselves into an educa
tional corps, the members of which followed one system and wore 
the same distinctive garb. But despite the efforts of the Jesuits
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and the Charon Friars, the civil authorities always considered 
the enlightenment of the people as more perilous than desirable fbr 
the state ; and Canada was yet more exposed to the baneftil opera
tion of such a prejudice, as it lacked the endowment of parish 
schools, while (a standing reproach to the colonial race of New 
France) there was not a printing-press within its bounds, till one 
was sot up, in 1764,* fully a oontury-and-half after the date of 
the ooloriy's foundation I

Scholastic opportunities for the colonists, in fine, were miserably 
scanty, and necessarily to bo had only amidst the urban commu
nities of the colony, wherein they were, in foot, furnished only by 
the seminaries of Quebec and Montreal, which had some element
ary classes ; with a few more, served by the Rooollcts and Charon 
friars. The Jesuits, of all the religious orders being that most 
famed for its success in teaching, might have been expected to gain 
increased credit from taking the lead in the duty of instructing its 
proselytes in Canada ; but it appears that its members never had con
siderable public classes in any part thereof. The inhabitants, con
tent with such a measure of knowledge as was indispensable to enable 
them to run the routine of working-day life, thought they had no 
school-time left, they or their children, after tilling the ground, ply
ing some handicraft, and, upon occasion, defending their persons, 
houses, and goods, when the Indians made their murdering or pre
datory incursions ; while the government, on its part, looked, be
fore all tilings else, fbr perfect submission from its subjects, oaring 
not to strive at ameliorating, in any way, a state of things which 
renders men least exacting, quite unambitious, and consequently 
easy to rule. The mother country, however, suffered in the end for 
this culpable and impolitic neglect of her greatest colonial depen
dency ; as, had the Gallo-Canadians, instead of being habituated to 
war, the chase, and a roving life, been encouraged to addict them
selves to agriculture, to commerce, and the useful arts, the prosperity

• The date cited in the text refers to the publication of the first num
ber of the 11 Quebec Gasette,” which appeared in the year above men
tioned. It was started by Messrs. Brown A Gilmour ; was a small sheet, 
and printed partly in French, partly In English. Its proprietors were 
the earliest typographers known to Canada, and were doubtless, by birth, 
men of the intrutitt race.—B.
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thence arising would have attracted increased immigration ; and 
when the fitful border hostilitiee of previoue years ripened into 
open war in 1766, the colonist* would have been found rieh in 
resources, and competent to hold their own against any amount of 
force likely to be brought against them.*

Eoclesiastioal organization in the colony of the time of Louis 
XIV, was maintained in Canada, with little mutation in form or 
spirit, even in times succeeding that of the Conquest. Although 
the Canadian church hold directly from the papal see, its prelates, 
and a part of its parish ministers, were selected from the clergy 
of France. It needs not to mention that the latter body, in other 
respects so illustrious, having an eminent secular as well as spi
ritual status in the mother country, would inevitably, as indeed it 
did, take an active part in all the polities! revolutions that have 
agitated the ancient race from which we are descended. Faithful 
to their country's traditions, therefore, those members of the French 
clergy, who were sent to Canada, strove to distinguish themselves 
in a kindred way as leading colonists of New France. They did 
not foresee, in thus giving to the ardent Gaulish temperament, 
operating on such elements as those of an American community, 
that their conduct of affairs could not be prolonged beyond a certain 
term,—a term which the advent of British domination was destined 
to precipitate. • ' *

The dissensions which arose in our mother country, from time 
to time, regarding the franchises of the Gallican church, little in
terested the minds of the scattered populations on the banks of 
the St. Lawrence. The right principle of that vexed question, as 
understood by them through the practice of their authorised guides,

• Probably sever was a struggle for empire In an extensive country 
carried on with such small means, as those at the disposition of the 
heroic few who tried to preserve Canada for France, during six eventful 
years ; and certainly never was so great a territorial acquisition gained 
with so small an amount of military force, or in so short a space of time, 
as that led to victory by General Wolfe. His army, which never much 
exceeded 8,000 men, was further reduced, by antagonistic sword and bul
let work, and by guards left at outposts, to hardly 6,000 men in the field. 
This small band may be said, by its success on the plains of Abraham, 
Sept. 13,1769, to hare virtually gained Canada for Britain in the first 
half of 081 day.—S.
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sufficed all the Canadians, among whom not even the shadow of 
any heresy ever seemed likely to darken the firmament of their reli
gious faith. Nevertheless Jansenism, with its rigid dialectics, for 
a moment penetrated New France, and brought into question cer
tain pre-established dogmata. At first, some theological books, in
fected with the doctrines of Pascal and Arnault, were clandestinely 
brought from France; presently a few adepts glided into the colony, 
having baffled the vigilapce of the orthodox clergy. M. Varlet, 
titular of Babylon, and deposed Arehibishop of Utrecht, while pas
sing through Canada on his way to the Mississippi, left behind him 
proselytes to the Jansenian heresy. M. de ViUermaule, M. Thi
baut, parish priest, and M. Glandelet, dean of the chapter, began 
to be of the same mind as the author of the Lettre» Provinciale». 
In 1714 a religieux, of an order not ascertained, landed at Quebec, 
expressing the intention of erecting a hermitage in which to pass 
the rest of his days. Although there was an air of mystery about 
his proceedings, he was allowed to choose a retired spot in the 
forests of Kamouraska, where he set up a small cabin, formed of 
the branches of trees. Carefully concealing his name and peculiar 
religious faith, he led the life of a recluse ; and carried his external 
humility so far as to kneel before any chance wayfarers whom he 
met, and kissed their feet, uttering pious-sounding words the while. 
But a six months’ winter, with snow four feet deep on the ground, 
will always put serious obstacles in the way of an intending an
chorite who takes to regions near Quebec. Accordingly, the un
known, under the pretext that his cabin had been accidentally 
consumed, returned to that city, where the hospitalities ready to 
be extended to him doubtless made his residence agreeable to him. 
He also was obtaining introductions for himself among the chief 
families of the place ; Tyhen a letter from Europe, addressed to the 
governor, unveiled the hidden antecedents of the stranger. He 
turned out to be Don George François Paulet, a Benedictine monk, 
whose mind had been corrupted by the pernicious maxims of the 
Jansenists, and who, after absenting himself without leave, had been 
advertised for in vain by the superior of his monastery. From 
this moment, all doors were closed against him. It was to no 
purpose that the clergy of the diocese tried to persuade him to sub
mit to the constitution Unigenitus. Firm in his beliefs, as if he had
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been the great (grand) Arnault himself, or Father Queanel, whose 
disciple he was, he would retract nothing. The bishop was, there
fore, obliged to excommunicate him, and procure his banishment 
from Canada, as a heretic.*

“ Amid the factious disputings about Calvinism and the quar
rels of Jansenism,’' says Voltaire, “ there was yet one more division 
arose in France, known as ‘ quietism.’ It was an untoward re
sult of the progress of the human mind in the time of this monarch, 
that efforts were made, in all things, to overpass those bounds 
which Providence has prescribed for man’s inquiries ; or rather,

* HUtoire de F Hôtel-Dieu (of Quebec). Mimoiret de la Vie de M. 
Laval. Gazette d'Amtterdam du 14 avril, 1719. [The epithet great, pro
perly affixed above, with whatever meaning by the author, to the name of 
the wise and good Arnault, will be taken in its rightful sense by all sincere 
protestant readers at least. For such of them as are not well acquainted 
with the theological dissidences in the Gallican Church, commencing 
about the middle of the 17th century, it may be mentioned that the doc
trines of “ Jansenism,” denounced as above, were chiefly derived from a 
treatise intituled “ Augustinus,” being an exposition of certain doc
trines propounded in the works of St. Augustin, as interpreted by Jans
sens (latinized Janeeniut) bishop of Ypres, in Holland. Jansenism was 
after all, in substance, a reproduction of much of the theology to be 
found In the butitutes oy Calvin; and the Jansenists were called, by 
some British writer^, the “ Protestants of Romanism,” Jansenism hav
ing found much acceptance among the more independent-winded or 
speculative members of the several Catholic communities/in Europe, 
but especially those of the French theologians and their adherents 
who were firmest in maintaining liberties reluctantly accorded to the 
Gallican church, including the truly great and pious Pascal, author of the 
immortal work just naméd by M. Garneau ; a redoubtable phalanx, we 
say, of the most eminent men in the established church of France had 
openly or covertly adopted Jansenian sentiments, when a bull, known 
as the 11 Unigenitus ” from its commencing vocable, was launched as a 
thunderbolt, in the year 1663, by Innocent X, and intended to crushVan- 
eeaism for ever, at one blow. In this indignant and minatory docu
ment, drawn up in no temperate terms nor with any spirit of conciliation 
sundry propositions, culled from the Auguetinue, were denounced, not 
merely as heretical, but as “impious" and “blasphemous.” À great con
troversy ensued, obstinate on one side perhaps, and certainly bitter on 
the other. At times, it seemed likely to split the Gallican church in 
twain, and, during a century at least, affected the otherwise even tenor 
of the religious annals of France.]—A.

VOL. I.—Q
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such vain aspirings proved that sufficient progress had not been 
made in the paths of true knowledge."*

The sect of “ Quietists,” as they were called, originated in the 
adoption, by its members, of the spiritual day-dreams of Madame 
Guyon. Without going all lengths into the beliefs of that vision
ary, the illustrious Fénelon was seduced into sympathy with her 
mystic notions of religion. It appears that there were several 
declared Quietists, for a time [even] in Canada. It was asserted 
that Mme. d’Ailleboust, wife of the governor of that name, had 
vowed her body to Jesus Christ during her girlhood, under the 
inspiration of an inward heavenly love, and that, although she had 
married, she preserved to the end of life her virginal purity ; be
come a widow, and again sought in marriage by a succeeding go
vernor (M. de Couroelles), and also by M. Talon, royal intendant, 
she, like Mme. Guyon, refused all such offers. This lady, who wan 
very rich, divided her wealth between the General Hospital and the 
Hôtel-Dieu of Quebec, where she died most edifyingly ; “being 
filled,” to adopt the language of her Quietist friends, “ with the 
spirit of prophecy, the gift of tears, discernment of the unseen 
world, and many other heavenly favours."

The time of the earthquakings in 1663 was a halcyon period of 
Canadian Quietism. The phenomena then occurring called into 
active play the exalted imaginations of its votaries ; giving rise 
to accounts of numerous apparitions of a terribly startling character. 
Prophecies of coming judgments, to be manifested in the land, 
were also rife during those months of excitement. The lady 
superintendent of the Hôtel-Dieu of Quebec, and the celebrated 
“ Mary-of-the-Incarnation," chief of the Ursulines’ Convent, in 
the same city, evinced strange manifestations, in their own per
sons, of the spiritual delirium that possessed some devotional minds. 
These distinguished exemplars of the Quietistic mania gave it a 
credit in Canada which it could not else have had ; and such 
pious chimeras continued, for some years, to possess other persons 
of a romantic turn of mind, among the female colonists. The 
clergy, meanwhile, viewed with respectful reserve those phenomena; 
not caring either to commend or to blame demonstrations bom 
of feelings of genuine if misapprehending piety.

• 8ücU dt LouU XIV.
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CHAPTER I.

STRUGGLES BETWEEN STATE AND CHURCH.

1663-1682.

The sovereign council ; divisions respecting the syndicate.—M. de Méey 
suspends the opposition councillors.—S trange means he proposes for 
replacing them.—Nomination of the new members.—M. de Villeray 
carries complaints to France against the governor.—The latter super
seded ; his death.—M. de Ooureelles named as his successor.—Arrival 
of M. de Tracy, as viceroy for M. de Ooureelles, and M. Talon, first in
tendant.—Arrival of a great number of immigrants, with men of Oari- 
gnan’s regiment.—Free trade granted to the colony, with certain re
serves.—War against the Iroquois, who are forced to sue for peace.—M. 
de Tracy returns to France.—Abortive attempt to Frenchify the sava
ges.—The intendant proposes to put restraints on the clergy.—Labours 
and usefulness of M. Talon for agricultural and trading advancement. 
—Disbanding of the Oarignan regiment on conditions.—Talon goes 
to France.—The governor appeases the irritated Iroquois, and secures 
the colonial peltry trade.—Frightful mortality among these savages. 
—Talon, returned to Canada, opens up a vast plan for extending New 
France to the far south-west.—Treaty of Sault Sainte-Marie ; the west
ern aborigines recognise French supremacy .-Foundation of Gataracoui 
(Kingston).—Count de Frontenac replaces M. de Ooureelles : charac
ter of the former.—Numerous administrative ordinances passed.— 
Suppression of the French West India Company.—Misunderstanding 
between M. de Frontenac and M. Perrot, governor of Montreal ; the 
latter put in prison.—Perrot is backed by the clergy.—The council takes 
up the case ; the king finally appealed to.—M. Duchesneau replaces 
M. Talon.—His quarrels with M. de Laval about the liquor traffic.— 
Dissensions between the governor and M. Duchesneau ; both recalled.— 
Rivalry between the clergy and civil functionaries.—Arrival of M. de 
la Barre, to replace M. de Frontenac.

The opposition whiohMessrs.de Charny,de la Fertd,and d’Autcuil 
made to the election of a “ deacon (tyndic) of habitations,” caused
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the governor to break with the bishop Entirely. The opposition 
was sustained by M. de Villeray, the jt^rney (procureur) general 
Bourdon, and a large majority of the council ; wherein the gov
ernor had but two partisans, namely Messrs, d’Amours and Le- 
gardeur. The people, indeed, were generally on the governor’s 
side, but they had no influence over the council; tlerefor^ M, 

de Mésy had either to submit to his triumphant adversary, or to 
create a majority for himself by a forced recomposition of the 
sovereign council. He chose the latter alternative, and secluded 
all the partisans of the bishop from their places, under the 
double pretext that they had been arbitrarily chosen, and wore in 
fact the prelate’s creatures ; and that they had, in office, “ willed 
to become absolute masters, and sacrificed the interests of king 
and people alike, to subserve those of certain favourites of their
own.

We have already seen that his Majesty had empowered the 
governor and the bishop, for the time being, to nominate conjointly, 
every year, the members of council. This arrangement put each 
of these potentialities on a level, so far ; by which, however, the 
present bishop had become the rival and the censor of the governor 
in the exercise of one of the most important royal prerogatives. 
Such a system of critical observation as that thus followed was 
sure to cause, as in fact it did, a host of obstructions to the regular 
action of the government.

M. de Mésy, on his side, in suspending a majority of the coun
cillors by his single authority, certainly violated the law ; it being 
plain, that if he could not rightfully place councillors by his own 
act, neither could he legally displace them. The bishop, indeed, 
was formally applied to for bis previous assent to substitutions 
proposed to be arbitrarily made ; and twice did he flatly refuse 
to give it, as might have been expected. M. de Laval intimated, 
at the same tim<( that he was informed by M. Colbert that M. 
de Tracy was comihg to Canada in the following year, and that 
he could say nothing/positive in the matter till his arrival. Delay 
seems to.have been even lees to the governor’s taste than denial: 
for he at once published his ordinance of interdiction, by beat of 
drum in the public streets, and replaced the vacant seats with new 
occupants; using a means to effect the change which must

z
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have appeared strange, on account of the constitution of the 
government, but which showed that M. de Mésy strongly desired 
to obtain the countenance of the people for his action in the case. 
He proposed to convoke a public meeting of the inhabitants, and 
leave to them the choice of the new councillors. His intent also was, 
by the manner of his present recurrence to a popular election, to 
intimate that he had been led unwittingly, by want of personal 
experience of the colony, into an improper choice of parties in 
the first instance, and that he wished it to be rectified by the citi
zens themselves. But the proposed assembly was never holden, as the 
bishop interposed, and found effective means to stop the proceed
ing ; he entering a protest, with cause assigned against it, in the 
council register.*

Matters were left in abeyance till the regular day of election of 
councillors for the year came round. Then the governor, after 
calling on the bishop, but in vain, to appear at the council 
board, replaced the suspended members by Messrs. Denis, 
de la Tesserie, and Péronne-Démaié. At the same time 
he expelled the procurator-general, M. Bourdon, from his 
seat in council; [although that high functionary entered his 
protest against the right to displace him, as he occupied his seat 
ex officio. This was negatively inferrible, he urged, from the act 
of creation, when prescribing the annual nomination of members, 
being silent altogether as to the procurator-general. The governor 
then appointed M. Chartier de Lotbinière to fill the vacant seat. 
The chief registrar (M. Peuvret) was next superseded, and his 
place taken by M. Pillion, a notary. M. de Mésy farther strained 
his authority by compelling Messrs. Bourdon and Villeray to 
embark for France. Thus was ended, for the present at least, the 
contestation which began, between governor and bishop, about the 
“ deaoonship of habitations."

• 11 Monseigneur the bishop objects to the nomination of a procurator- 
general and of the councillors in place of those the governor pretends to 
be interdicted. Monseigneur further observes, that neither his conscience 
nor his honour, nor hit fidelity to the royal authority, could permit him to 
approve of the functionaries of the said council being convicted of the 
crimes laid to their charge in the accusatory interdiction.”—Register of 
the Sovereign Council.
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This quarrel and its results necessarily made a great sensation 
in the community. The public, while blaming the violence and the 
doubtfully legal action of M. de Mésy, took part with him in the 
matter, as a whole, rather than with M. de Laval, whom the 
tithing question had made very unpopular. The clergy, making 
common cause with their chief, made the walls of their churches 
resound with partisan harangues and political disputations. The 
Jesuits, in particular, became very prominent in the unseemly 
controversy. They were reputed, in fact, to be at the bottom of 
the whole quarrel. They brought charges against the governor, 
of being a violent tempered and avaricious man. Moved by these 
and other reproaches or insinuations, M. de Mésy addressed some 
of his pulpit detractors personally, vindicating his good faith in 
performing his public duties, and plainly asking than in writing 
to define, conscientiously, what were really his alleged offences 
against king and country. Messrs. Chartier, de Repentigny, and 
Charron took the remonstratory missive to the superior of the 
Jesuits, father Jérome Lalemant, who answered, that “ the con
fessor was the sole judge of the governor’s conscience, and that in 
(worldly) debatings it was not for men of the sacred profession to 
determine who is right or who is wrong.”

By this time, M. de Villeray had reached Paris. The bishop and 
the ejected councillors, resolving to accuse the governor at court, 
had charged Villeray to present their accusations to the king in 
person. They were at once listened to, his Majesty being parti
cularly dissatisfied with M. de Mésy for having appealed to the 
inhabitants, and invited them to exercise free suffrage on a ques
tion of government. It was determined to make an example of 
this rash governor, as a warning to all others. M. de Mésy’s 
recal had already been agreed on, and M. de Tracy selected to be 
his successor. It was even resolved to send out orders to arrest 
the former, put him on his trial, and send him to France ; if only 
to satisfy royal justice, and secure the political quiet of the Cana
dians in all coming time. In the eyes of the latter, nevertheless, 
M. de Mésy passed, like his predecessor, for a victim to the ven
geance of the twice triumphant bishop ; the disgrace, in this in
stance, of the victimized party, being yet more signal than that of 
the baron d'Avaugour.
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Colbert, however, came to the conclusion, on a review of the angry 
discussions which had taken place, that the Canadian laity would 
never contentedly submit to the authority which the bishoparrogat- 
ed to himself in temporal affairs. “ Therefore it was, that he re
commended the selection of chiefs who should be of such a stamp 
as that no fault could fairly be found with their conduct ; men of 
firmness above all, who would brook no interference with an 
authority which, it was fitting, they alone should exercise.”

Pending these discussions, Canada was once more conceded to 
the West India Company, by a royal edict, dated May 1664. That 
association thus became mistress of the French outlying possessions 
id both hemispheres. At its request, the king was complaisant 
enough to nominate a provincial governor, and viceroy over all 
New France, present and prospective. Alexandre de Prouville, 
Marquis de Tracy, a lieutenant-general, was chosen to fill the latter 
high place ; with orders to depart, first, for the islands in the bay of 
Mexico, and thence to proceed to Canada. Colbert directed him 
to strive at consolidating that province by every means in his 
power ; and above all thingsjto avoid getting into trouble with the 
Jesuits, as it was they, the minister reminded him, who had been 
the means of effecting the recal of both d’Avaugour and de Mésy.

Daniel de Rémi, seigneur de Courcelles, was nominated to re
place M. de Mésy as provincial governor; and M. Talon, inten
dant in Hainault, was chosen intendant for Canada, in place of M. 
Robert, who, as has been already mentioned, never came to Ame
rica. They were charged, conjointly with the Marquis de Tracy, 
to procure legal proofs of culpability against M. de Mésy, a*nd 
bring him to trial. “But God," observes the dean of Quebec, 
“ had already luckily made nugatory, by the death of the culprit 
in penitence, the intended process to be entered upon ; ” vengeful 
words manifesting the animus of the writer, and apprising us 
how far party spirit could go in its rancour, scarcely sparing the 
departed.

Before expiring, M. de Mésy wrote a letter to M. de Tracy, part 
of which was copied into the memorials ( procis-verbavx) of the 
sovereign council, in which he protested that in all he did, he 
ever had in view the interest of the king and the prosperity of 
the colony. “ You will be able to make plain,” added he, “ better
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than I should have been able to do, those things I wished to com
municate to the king regarding the conduct of M. de Laval and 
the Jesuits in temporal affairs. I am not sure, however, that I did 
not allow myself to be too easily persuaded to put entire faith in 
some reports made to their disadvantage. Be this as it may, I 
consign to your prudence and fairness of examination the entire 
clearing up of this business.”

Taking note of the exterior relations of the aolony, the court 
gave orders to make all needful preparations for carrying on vigor
ous hostilities against the Iroquois. A war levy of the inhabi
tants was ordained ; and the early dispatch of the Carignan regi
ment to Canada was announced ; a corps which had distinguished 
itself in Hungary against the Turks.

The Marquis de Tracy reached Canada in June 1665. He came 
thither from the bay of Mexico, where he retook Cayenne from the 
Dutch, and brought several islands of the contiguous archipelago 
under French domination. When he landed at Quebec, he was 
received with acclamations, almost the entire population of the 
city accompanying him and his suite to the cathedral. The bishop 
went out to him, as soon as he reached the church-dose (parvis), 
at the head of hie clergy, and conducted him to the foot of the 
choir, where Had been set a hassock ( prie-Dieu) for the use of 
the vioeroyfwhioh convenience he modestly set aside, and knelt, 
when the service demanded genuflexions, on the bare stone of 
the cathedral floor. After the chanting of the Te Deum, the pre
late and clergy convoyed M. de Tracy with the same observances 
in leaving as at his entering to the churoh ; after which he re- 
ceived the homage of all the colonial authorities then in Quebec.

By this time, four companies of the Carignan regiment had 
landed. Twenty more arrived between June and Deoembeÿ*with 
their odonel, M. de Salières. Messrs, de Couroelles, Talon, and a 
great number of families, artisans, and engaged persons came this 
year. The passage vessels were also freighted with live stock, 
including some horses, animals now seen for the first time in 
Canada [ I ] The savages were particularly struck with their 
appearance, and amazed at their docility.

As soon as the viceroy received these reinforcements, he set 
about checking the Iroquois, whose depredations were increasing;

<
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but he found this teak lew easy than he supposed. He began 
by erecting three regular forte on the banka of the Richelieu, 
where some defensive works had been formed several years before. 
One of the three new poste was at Sorel, another at Chambly ; 
the third three leagues further up the river. Of the officers first 
put in command of these forte, the three names came to be the 
designation of the forte themselves. Others were formed after
wards, at St, Anne’s and St. John’s. These petty works put a 
temporary curb to the aggressiveness of the Iroquois, and became 
a means of allowing cultivators to secure the current year’s crops 
without much molestation.

While M. do Tracy was thus taking measures for the defence 
of the colony, M. Talon, located at Quebec, occupied himself with 
the regulation of its eivil government ; keeping in view, also, the. 
orders he had received from Colbert, to make a close examination 
of all things, and report to him. Before he left France Talon 
had received ample instructions how to act. He was chosen for 
intendant, because, said the king, he had all the qualities requisite 
for taking an exact estimation of the state of the country ; and 
was able to decide on what reforms might be needed in the admin
istration of justice, police, and finance. He found discontent rife 
in the colony. People complained that the Jesuits had taken upon 
themselves governmental authority alien to the nature of the cleri
cal profession ; that the bishop was their creature ; that they had 
hitherto been the real nominators of successive governors in place 
of the king, and at jesuitio instance were preceding governors dis. 
placed, to make way for their virtual nominees. But this was a 
ticklish matter for M. Talon to handle. His orders regarding it 
were, to ascertain the truth, without appearing to seek for it ; to 
avoid giving any timbrage to the jesuitio brotherhood, but, at the 
same time, to restrain, with all due civility, its alleged usurpation 
of civil functions, if found to exist, it being absolutely necessary, 
urged his Majesty, that spiritual authority in the colony should be 
subordinated to temporal.*

• Louie XIV here laid down a principle of state policy which he, with 
autocratic means at command, could not, at least did net, carry out 
himself ; yet he now imposed the onerous task upon a subordinate. Un-
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The intendant was iauthoriecd, with the concurrence of the 
viceroy and M. de Courcèjles, to nominate the members of a new 
sovereign council, either of better material than the preceding, or 
else to improve the latter. " It is important,” he was reminded, 
“ that an intenda/t should ever bear in view that strict justice, 
the great conservator of a people’s happiness, ought to prevail 
without respect of persons ; and let him take care that the council 
render it ÿth integrity,"Without waiting for beseechings, and at 
no cost to «he seekers of it.” He was charged also to join with 
the council and chief inhabitants in making fixed rules respecting 
the administration of the finances, and the punishment of pecu
lators ; he was also to aid them in fostering agriculture, and in 
favouring the introduction of manufactures. He was to use every 
effort to grant concessions of lands as close to others as possible, 
in order that the holders might be helpful each to each when any 
of them were attacked by savages : and in order to effect this end, 
he was empowered to take portions of land from parties who were 
either unable or neglected to clear them, and transfer the same to 
immigrants or lariffless colonists. The duty was imposed upon 
him, also, of bringing under cultivation and sowing with seed-grain 
every year, at royal cost, thirty or forty parcels of land, for as 
many incoming families. Lastly, he was charged with the super
vision of the clergy’s tithes, which he was admonished to fix at as 
low a rate as possible. The guidance of the instructions for the in
tendant were all conceived in a thoughtful and gracious spirit ; 
and the document itself, which bore the king’s autograph signa
ture, was -countersigned by the minister of state, De Lyonne. 
How contrasted an aspect Canada would have presented in 1759, 
if so good a spirit had always inspired the cabinet at Versailles, 
and how different a winding up would the Seven Years' War 
have had for France ! -

M. de Tracy also received other particular directions for his 
conduct, especially when dealing with the clergy. /The king, who

executable or compromising delegation by principals Is not confined 
to matters of state, or unknown to the co-relatlopjr of private life, as 
in the management of estates, or that of industrial establishments, in 
domestic charges, 6c.—B.
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had recently centered in himself all sovereign power in France, in
formed the viceroy that it was to him (Louis) personally application 
was in future to be made for orders, and all reports were to be 
addressed : “ for those who hold confidential posts,” it was urged, 
“ ought, as a rule, to have their chief official relations with his 
Majesty ; the correspondence that they have with his councillors 
being only a result of and subordinate to the former.”

The death of M. de Mdsy having relieved the intendant from 
the very onerous and distasteful task laid upon him of prosecuting 
the living man, he was enabled, at once, to turn his attention to 
other public business, of more import to the colony. M. Talofi 
possessed enlarged views, and an independent mind. Ho trans
mitted to Paris, in the summer of 1665, a voluminous report on 
every subject ho was charged to examine. Speaking of the Jesuits, 
he said, that if they had, at one time, usurped civil powers equal 
to those of the temporal, they had now quite reformed their con
duct in that regard. As for the country itself, he observed, it would 
be impossible for any one to report too favourably of its natural 
resources or capabilities for trade. “ But if his Majesty,” added ho, 
“ wishes to turn Canada to account, let him take it out of the 
hands of the West India Company, and make its commerce free 
to all but aliens, who ought not to participate therein.”* If, on the 
other hand, the king regards the colony only as a suitable region 
for the peltry traffic, and as a convenient medium for disposing of 
certain kinds of French exports, he has but to leave the country 
as it is for a short while, surely to be followed by its lose or ruin at 
no distant date ; for at the first declaration the Company has made 
of abolishing all free trade, and of preventing the inhabitants to 
import anything from France (even for their own personal use), 
every one revolted." And, in effect, if such a monopoly would 
have enriched its possessors, it would have ruined the colonists, 
and made the province of-no worth as a dependency of France.

Representations so judicious were not lost on the home govern
ment. From April next ensuing, the king in council accorded to

• A letter from the sovereign-council to M. Colbert, given at length 
in the oBcial memorials (procit vtrbaux) of 1068, contains, in(«r alia, 
the same recommendations.
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the colonists freedom of trade with the aborigines and the mother 
country. To the Company was reserved, however, the right to a 
fourth (le quart) oa beaver skins, and of a tenth on orignal * 
hides. The Company also was allowed to retain the Tadoussac 
trafic ; obliging it to pay, for this reservation, the ordinary judges, 
whose allowances (tub vention) amounted to 48,950 livres, current 
money.

The commercial freedom thus accorded was really urgently 
needed, as every interest of the colony had fallen into decay. 
The sovereign council had felt constrained to multiply its restric
tive regulations, to pacify certain sections of traders and to foster 
special interests to the iryury of others ; insomuch that the collective 
industry of the colony had been reduced to a state of bondage. 
Thus, for example, the council tried to lower the monopolist prices 
(become exorbitant indeed) of the Company’s merchandise, by 
issuing a tariff with lower rates, fixed by law. As a natural con
sequence, none of the commodities, so depreciated by purblind 
authority, being brought to market at all, were to be bought at 
any price. Such a state of things, which, though it did not last 
long, went nigh to effect the perdition of the colony, ceased at 
once as soon as trade with the savages and France was declared 
free : so true is it that prosperous commerce cannot exist where a 
reasonable amount of competition is not tolerated.

By the end of the year, three out of the five cantons of the 
Iroquois confederation of tribes, sent deputies, with presents, 
soliciting peace with the colony. Garakonthié, a chief reputed to 
be ever friendly to the French, was one of the number deputed on 
this occasion. M. de Tracy received them kindly. A treaty was 
soon concluded, and the envoys returned to their several countries, 
loaded with presents. The Agniers and the Qhneyouths, who held 
back, had now to withstand the shock ofiall the hostile force which 
the French might be able to send against them. In effect, two 
bodies of soldiery, one led by the governor in person, the other 
commanded by M. Sorel, took the fieldlin mid-winter. At their 

approach, the Onneyouths hastened to send envoys to Quebec, to 
crave terms of peace. The Agniers sent no envoys, but empowered

Orignal, or orignac, (Alctt A meric anus,) the Canadian elk.—B.
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the others to act for them, still continuing their hostile operations 
the while, and massacred three officers, one of them a nephew of M.

> de Tracy. The négociation would have probably succeeded, never
theless, but for a truculent boast of one of the Agniers chiefs, while 
sitting at dinner with the viceroy, that his was the hand which had 
killed the relative of his entertainer. This brutal avowal raised 
the indignation of all present; and the viceroy, saying that he 
would effectually prevent the savage from doing any more murder, 
caused him to be seized on the instant, and strangled by the hang
man. This summary execution, justifiable under the circum
stances and well fitted to inspire fear in times coming of French 
power, had the untoward effect, for the moment, of breaking off a 
négociation hopefully commenced.

While matters were in this critical state at head-quarters, M. 
de Courcelles, unconscious of what was there going on, penetrated 
to the Agniers country, after an arduous march of 700 miles of 
forest filled with snow, the governor leading on his men, shod 
with rackets, bearing a slung musket and knapsack on his back, like 
a common soldier. The Canadian militia, since so distinguished 
for bravery, for its patience under privations and fatigues, but 
all for its daring spirit of enterprise,—the criti*6n soldiery of Cana 
da, we say, now began to appear with advantage in the field of war. 
They were commanded, upon the present occasion, by Messrs. La 
Vallière, St Denis, Giffard, and Le Gsrdeur,—all courageous men 
of good family (gentilshommes).

~"SM. de Courcelles found all the hordes (bourgades) of 
Agniers unoccupied by their owners. Most of the 
not expecting an invasion during mid-winter, had 
a-hunting, or on an expedition against savages of other 
while the women and children they left behind fled at 1 
of the French, who otherwise found the country oomph 
seated, and no victory could of course be gamed where 
appeared : but the daringnees of the present investi 
Agniers country during the most rigorous season of the ye 
terror on becoming known to all the Iroquois, and tend 
defeat in the following summer.

The marquis de Tracy, although now a sexagenarian, com
manded the expedition just indicated. It was composed of 600
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men of the Carignan regiment, with almoet all the ooloniete 
capable of bearing arms (for there were 600 of them enrolled) 
and 100 aavagee. But ita progreee towards the scene of action 
was much impeded by streams to be crossed, and forest wilds to 
be traversed, before a foe could be reached. The provisions taken 
were soon exhausted ; and had not a tract of woodland yielding 
chestnuts fallen in the way of the troops, they would have had to 
disperse in search of individual subsistence. The Agniere had no 
mind, however, to face the French, half famished though the latter 
were, who now marched defyingly through their hordes. Having 
reached the last of these indeed, the fleeing savages showed signs 
of making a stand against the invaders ; but as soon as battle was 
offered, the Iroquois took to flight again. The French found 
good store of maise and other provisions in their cabins and 
hiding-places (cachet) near by. They took as much of these as 
they could conveniently carry, and burnt the rest, as well as the 
Indian dwellings.

This heavy stroke abated the confidence of a barbaric people 
which had been long victorious over all others. It was not long, 
therefore, before they sent envoys to Quebec, to sue for peace. 
This was readily granted, as it was for the interest of the colo
nists that they should live on amicable terms with all the abo
rigines of the country. A treaty with the Iroquois was signed in 
1666, which subsisted for eighteen years ;* during which halcyon 
time, the most interesting explorations were made in the interior 
of the country.

M. de Tracy returned to France in 1667, after putting the 
West India Company in possession of its reserved rights. On his

• 11 In 1666, a party of French under Oouroelles, marching Into the 
Iroquois country, lost their way, and arrived in the greatest dietresi at 
Schenectady, where Oorlaer, a Dutchman of some consideration, had 
founded a colony. This man, by a simple artifice, saved them from the 
Indians, who were met at that village in sufficient numbers to have de
stroyed their invaders. He gave them refreshments, and sent them sway. 
This circumstance was gratefully remembered by Oouroelles ; and, in 
1667, a treaty of peace was signed between the Fire Nations and the 
French, which lasted many years." Fsosr’s Hitt, of (As U. Statu, p. 
#6. edit. 1838.—A.
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arrival, Colbert entered into a conference with him on the feasibi
lity of a project, often proposed at court, of franoiring the abo
rigines; that is, of engaging the missionaries resident among them 
to impart the French language to their children, and to allure the 
parents into civilised modes of living. M. Talon, who had been 
charged with this offioe, made some attempts to realise what was 
desiderated, but without success ; and now the great minister, at 
the recommendation of De Tracy, on whose sagacity he placed 
great reliance, gave up the plan as hopeless.

Notwithstanding the reorganisation of the sovereign council, 
wherein wore reinstalled all those members suspended by M. dc 
Mdsy ; despite the restoration of Messrs, de Peuvret and Bour
don, the former to the offioe of procurator-general, the latter to 
that of chief registrar (greffier) of council,—which re-establishment 
seemed to justify the Laval party in its opposition to the late 
governor,—Colbert, in his colonial polity, showed no manifesta
tion of allowing the clergy to resume their usurped authority in 
things temporal ; and acted, uniformly, in' obedience to the coun
sels he received from advisers among the Canàdian laity, so far as 
their advice appeared to him to be founded on a due sense of the 
fitness of things.

Acting in the spirit of his instructions, M. Talon showed much 
respect for the clergy, but allowed none of them to overstep the 
boundary separating ecclesiastical from secular functions. The 
state of peace the colony now enjoyed, also enabled him to labour 
uninterruptedly at improving its condition. He wrote to the mi
nister, that, although the immigrants to Canada were of various pro
vinces of France, and of diverse character, they lived together in 
perfect concord. He asked letters of nobility for Messrs. Godofroi, 
Denis, Lemoine, and Amiot, four of the chief inhabitants of the 
colony. He requested, also, that more colonists should be sent ; 
but on this point he was considered too exigent. Colbert replied 
to him personally, that it would not be prudent thus to depopu
late the kingdom ; that emigration from it ought to be gradual, 
and that it was not fitting to send more people from the old coun
try than the cleared parts of the new could subsist. Talon, not dis
couraged, still continued to vaunt the benefits which France might 
derive from Canada if it were properly colonised. He fo-

\
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tlmated, Ihr PtWtnple, that New Franer Wight Aid, Hy her rdlhlr 
pwdnre. In rlrtnalllng thr AntilleA. tmri whip In «H nf three Mnndp 
when thr mother pnnntry wight wit he «hie to hrtlp them ; that 
three Antllle*, ** Writ An Frenw, CShAd* ennld «npply with pltrh, 
twin, floor, pnke. Ikh. irnnher, end nil*. tint tn do this rflVetn 
Ally, It wap nerdfhl, hp ntged, tn pmrnre thr pepplnh nf New York 
territory, lh order tn here thp enntrnl nf n erwnd millet, hy are, 
thr thp fwwlhpp nf Oanadw.

" In proportion,” **ld he, "** thP wlnnletw Inerwee In nnmher, 
with wpHIkp will hardy wnye aT lllh like thplm, they will pm !w 
able tn vlndlratr Ftwnrh right* In Ahtthiwn Amerlr«, ahowld thp 
mother pnnntry Hp In ptralt* ; «ml thp wlnny would hp «hie tn 
mme In nlil «II thp imwe p«*lly, thmngh h*vlng «hi)» nf It* own. 
lint thl* t« not «H,” «ddrd thn Intrndnnt : " If enmmrrre «ml “ 
population progteaa, Npw Fvenre wlH drew IYiiw the OH «my 
rnmwndlty whleh thn flirmer need* «hil thp Intter produce# ( 
whereby thp whwlat* wnnt« will hrromr « mp«n* at, nnre nf m 
rlphlng thp mval ptphrqnnr, and «ppnrlng « prnfltnhlp vent Ihr thp 
enrploe morrhendlwp nf Frrnrh Iwln«tr1«hi «ml tender* > Where## 
ehnnld Npw Fiwnee not h« properly #nppnvtrd, thn wnntry will 
Ml Into thn bend*. nr hp mattered hy thp piiprpm««y, nf thp Rngll#h, 
lhyph. nr flwedr*. /And tn give rowne Hp« what * In** might he 
lV«rml, pommorpiAlly epeaMrtg, *t thn prmwnt time," M. T«lmt 
oAatinned, “ through * etnp hnlng pnt tn the tmde hetwrni thp 
4ietropnlit«n kingdom «ml It* ehlef drçiendenny, It m«y he men 
tinned, that, in the «rtleh* of peltry «Inné, the Onmpeny Pent 
tn Frenee, Iron ye*r, fhre worth 100,000 (Venn*. For «II the flu*, 
going rwwon*. therelbm, *p (hr other* whleh might «tally he nrgrd, 
And on Aoeonnt of Added dnehinmtn whom* urgency the fhtttrr will 
"hnW, it i* mewilhAt that the pnenreldon nf OmwdA, whleh I* rtf 
Advantage te Fr*woe even now, wight yet he made of lnppNm*h|p 
veine tn Art her."

M. T*hw h*d Mp Attention tnrned, *1 llrwh fbrtoHnn*|y, tn the 
mlnpiwl rppnnree* of the pnnntry ; Ihr, AfW Inndlng *t 0«*p.<, hp 
dhmovptvd iwn-Phme in thet hwellty. Nett ye*r (ImW) hp *P«t 
M. de I* Teiwne, *n engineer, to the b*y of NI/ FawI, tn mike 
geologieel nweerohee; who reported thet he had thund nbnndnnee 
of Iron-ore theteebovt, with eome eopper, end had *een ptnmleing
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Indications of Sllveh When tlii> Intendant ffctnrnnd to Franee In 
UNIR, he persuaded Bolbert tu bave those mlucralngleal explora 
fions continued | Im obtained the aid of another engineer, M He 
U Botardldm, who, oh visiting two mince discovered, jnst bcfbre, 
near Trois Blvldme, declared that nowhere eonlH hotter Iron he 
IhtmH then there, or anywhere In greater abundance. The Iron 
of that locality, still largely worked, Is In flintsuperior to Swedish.

M. Tslon orlglnnteil or flietered many speeles of Industry ; he 
trleil novel modes of cttlttttc ; opened new nml extended olil militions 
with France, Madeira, nml severnl other parts of the world on both 
eldps of thn Atlantic. He nlso prompted the establishment, of 
isherles In the flt. Lawrence end Its tributary strnsms. He par 
tloularly flistered the pursuit of the sent, from whleh soon neerned 
oil enough, not only fhr home eonsumptlon, hut flir export to 
France nnd the Antilles. Between these Islnmls nnd (fatiada he 
rnoonmged n regulnr traffic, whleh soon heenme brisk j the et- 
ports IVoin thn lutter being chiefly fish, pulse, lumber, end stnves. 
Ramplee of logs, nllt In thn llnnndlnn Ibrests flirmnstlng, he enused 
to lie sent to La Itoehelle Ibr thn roynl tiavy yard. But, ns 
fisheries In the Hnnndlnn wnters were the most likely of nil the 
kinds of oolnnlnl Industrie! enterprise to become Importent, he 
projeeted the Ibrmntlon of n eompnny to nnrry them out on n grnnd 
senle. The oil of the por|*olse, hn tirgeil, wns of greet utility In 
nmnnfnetnres ; »nd It nnuld bn bed with smell psbis, end nt little 
cost, by the colonists.*

Besides the iisunl kinds of groin then cultivated, he encouraged 
the growth of hemp, In order to supply the wonts of the country 
nnd yield o surplus Ibr exjiort of that useful fibre. A tannery, 
the first seen In Quebec, woo suceesshilly established during Ills 
time. In line, under ills emotive bond, the asfieet of things changed 
fur the better In a very Ibw years. Nothing, In the fbrm id' a 
material amelioration, was too minute Ibr Ills attention j lie visited

• At that time, the lower and middle Laurentlan waters were largely 
A-eqiiented hy this animal (te marsonln hhnr) j but In one days the 
greater activity nf floating trade, and, more than all, the constant heat
ing and churning of the river by steamers, has caused the porpoise to 
disappear from the river borders, and made It scarce even on the nether
most shores of the estuary.—B.

VOL. I.— R
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enterprising oommeroialiste snd artisans in thoir places of busi
ness, and invited such to his own dwelling, to encourage and 
help them upon occasion. By the year 1688, about 1100 sail of 
shipping, laden with every species of merchandise, anchored in 
the road of Quebec ; a much greater number, relatively to the 
respective populations of that time and the present, when 1200 
vessels frequent the port.* This increase of trade was certainly 
duo, in great part, to the personal exertions of the intendant, and 
to greater commercial liberty, obtained through hie intervention, 
for the colonists.

As immigration progressed but slowly, leave was obtained for 
the officers and men of the fine regiment of Oarignan to remain, 
and settle in the province. Titles to land were distributed among 
them ; with 6000 livres to the former and 12,000 for the latter, 
to aid them in clearing their lots. Six companies, which had 
gone to France with M. de Tracy, returned again to America. 
The officers, who wore mostly noblesse (gcntiUkommet), obtained 
seigniories, with their late soldiers for vassals. Mutual regard, 
resulting from military association, is usually of long endurance. 
Vreterans surviving the campaigns of Turenne, naturally chose to 
share an undivided destiny attending a now career in their 
adopted country.

The Oarignan regimentf formed part of a corps of 4000 French 
infantry, under Counts de Coligni and de la Feuillade, sent as 
auxiliaries to Leopold I, Emperor of Germany, in a war ho waged 
against the Turks in 1664. They bore the brunt of the day in

* In forming a duly balanced estimate of past and present trade, the 
great difference in the respective tonnage of the vessels employed forms, 
however, a chief item in the account. As navigation extended and im
proved, ships ever became larger. The caravtlt of Oolumbus and them- 
virtu of Cartier were what English sailors would call mere 1 cock-boats 
and French trading-vessels, during the 17th century, were not larger 
than British river craft in our day. Even thirty years ago, there was 
not one vessel, in the whole French commercial marine, of as many 
as 700 tons burden !—La Patri*.—B.

t This regiment probably owed its name to a prince of the sovereign 
duchy of Savoy, in the French service. Prince of Carignano is still the 
title of the heirs-apparent of the kings of Sardinia.—B.
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the decisive victory of St. Gothard, where the celebrated Monte- 
ououli, as goneraliseimo of the Imperial army, signally defeated 
Ahmed Kouprouli, the almost as famous Turkish grand-viaier of 
that time. This regiment had been engaged, on the royal side, in 
the civil war of the Fronde, under the orders of Marshal Turenne. 
There wore several protestants in its ranks ; but Captain Borthicr, 
one of those, with fifteen more, became catholics in 1696.

Towards the dose of 1668, M. Talon asked leave to give up his 
intendantship, on the plea of failing health. Perhaps differences 
of opinion between him and the governor may have hastened that 
step; and, as appears from the letter he sent to France demanding 
his recal, he found himself in a false position relative to the clergy 
of the colony : “ If I had continued to put them,” he said, “ on 
the same footing as I found them, I should have had less vexation, 
and more approbation.” M. de Courcellcs, whose glory it was to 
govern Canada at one of the most interesting periods of its history, 
had great administrative talents, but he was rather inert occa
sionally : while the Intendant both conceived and acted promptly ; 
yet, tempted to do what was of public urgency without waiting for 
the tardy concurrence of the governor, umbrage was taken, M. dc 
Courcellcs also expressed his disapprobation at the politic complai
sances of the intendant for the clergy. Probably Courcellcs had 
complained at court of the former : for in 1668, the minister wrote 
to M. Talon to deport himself gently to all, to subdue his temper, 
and not to censure publicly the bishop and the Jesuits; but rather 
to complain confidentially to him if they were in aught to blame, 
so that their superiors might be asked to bring them to order.

M. de Bouteroue was appointed to succeed M. Talon. M. dc 
Rcssan, Tracy’s secretary, applied for the charge ; but the animo
sity he manifested against the bishop and the Jesuits, made the 
king refuse his request. “ What is needful,” said the minister, 
“ is to allay heats rather than to excite them, and such is not to 
be expected of M. de Ressan.”

The nominee was a learned, polite, and engaging person, but 
certainly not more so than his able predecessor. He was especially 
charged to advise the bishop and the confessors to moderate their 
great severity, and to keep up good feeling among the clergy.
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It might be supposed that all these recommendations were inspired 
by the memorial which M. Talon sent to court the year before. 
The king could have wished to keep the latter two or three yean 
longer in Canada ; thinking that, under his intendancy, its popula
tion might have doubled or tripled in number.

In 1670, it was seen, for the first time, that the Five Nations 
strove to employ the Ottawa tribes to procure peltry for them, in 
view of re-selling it to the English in the province of the New 
Netherlands, taken from the Dutch six years before. This coun
try was first explored in 1609, by Hans Hudson, who ascended the 
river which still bears his name. The Dutch began to colonise 
the territory in 1614. Fort Orange, near the site of the present 
city of Albany, was erected by them. About the same time, the 
Swedes settled in a region to the westward, afterwards named 
Pennsylvania, from its English re-founder, a famous quaker. The 
Dutch and Swedish settlers were in amity with the English of 
North America till the year 1654 ; when their several establish
ments beginning to touch each other, troubles soon followed. The 
English, who had long coveted the New Netherlands’ territory, 
sent thither commissaries and an armed force, and superseded the 
Dutch authorities almost without resistance The colonists, de
sirous of a peaceful life on any terms, mostly remained under 
their new masters ; who thus gained a well-conditioned colony, it 
small cost. They re-christened it New York, for reasons already 
given ; that name applying both to the province and to the chief 
place in it, previously called New Amsterdam, but even then, as now, 
the most important city, in all respects, of the Americas. When 
terms of pacification next took place between the English and the 
Dutch, the latter resigned rights over thj^late New Netherlands, 
and accepted, in exchange, the colony oÇourinam in Dutch Guiana. 
It was this seizure and following cession which made the English 
our near neighbours towards the vallqy pf the St. Lawrence.

Reverting to the trading manoeuvres of the Iroquois, M. de 
Courcelles, who had vigilantly noted their operations, determined 
to put a stop to them. In effect, had he allowed the tribes of the 
Laurentian valley to take their peltry to any other market than the 
accustomed one, Canadian commerce, the peltry traffic being its 
chief branch, would have been all but ruined ; and, yet worse, the
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alliances with the Indians, founded chiefly in the mutual interests 
of the two contracting parties, would have been imperilled, if not 
quite broken up. There was no time to lose : he set out for 
the Iroquois country, braving the rapids between Montreal and 
lake Ontario ; thus showing, by his high example, that the upper 
country was attainable by the great waterway, whether with trad
ing or warlike intents. His mission was otherwise successful : but 
the fatigues he endured so seriously affected his health, that he was 
fain to ask leave to demit his functions for a time ; in order, as 
he said, to recruit his bodily forces sufficiently in the mother
land, “ to enable him to die usefully in the service of king and 
country, as all his brothers had already done.” He did not reach 
France, however, till the year 1672.

The sojourn of M. Talon in France was not barren in beneficial 
results for the colonists, as he had considerable trading relations 
with Canada, and was able to exert his influence with the court, 
which was great, in their favour ; especially in urging an extended 
immigration.* The king warranted him to send out 500 families. 
The Recollets, at his instance, were allowed to return, and to re
sume possession of the property they possessed in the colony be
fore they were expelled from it. M. Talon, whose continued 
service as intendant was deemed indispensable, was induced to re
sume that office ; Colbert writing to the governor, to smooth the 
way to his resumption of its duties, that Talon had not been in 
reality so submissive to the clergy as was believed. He sailed for 
Quebec, in 1669, with an armament equipped at a cost of 200,000 
livres. There were embarked, at the same time, nearly 700 emi-

• Abridged statement of the contents of the roll of families (census) of 
the colony, taken from the 11 Official Correspondence of Paris,” vol. I, 
p. 134 :—
Quebec,..................................... 655 Notre - Dame - des - Anges,
Beaupré,................................ .... . 618 river St. Charles,, . 118
Beau port,................................ 112 Côte de Lauzon, . . ", 6
Ile d’Orléans,..................... . 411 Montreal,........................... 684
Saint-Jean, Saint-François, ) 156 Trois-Rivières, .... 461

Saint-Michel, $
Sillery,.......................... . 211 3418
—of whom 1344 males fit to bear arms.
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grants, among whom were 300 soldiers, and fully 30 officers and 
gentlemen. The vessels containing the emigrants reached their 
destination in safety, though scatteredly ; while that in which was 
M. Talon, after beating about three months in mid-ocean, was 
driven on the coast of Portugal and wrecked; so that he could 
not resume his voyage till the following year.

Up to this time, the selection of emigrants for Canada had been 
made with scrupulous care, that country having been regarded as 
a field for missionary labours, rather than a colony.* But this 
system, which deprived the country of many who would have be
come inhabitants, was ill judged ; as experience has shown that the 
morals of immigrants improve with their worldly circumstances, 
for extreme poverty is as unfavourable to virtue as great luxury. 
It was therefore thought fitting to be less particular in testing the 
antecedents of those who came forward in numbers on the present 
occasion ; but Colbert, still fearing that Franee might thus be 
deprived of too many of its people, stepped in, and said that emi
gration might be constant in future, but must be gradual. He re
commended also to the governor, to encourage the people to till 
the land, and yet more to engage in oceanic trade and deep-sea 
fishings, and manufactures ; “ the king being desirous,” added he, 
“ that you will use all the means in your power, to engage the co
lonists to continue to build vessels and transport their produce to 
the French Antilles.”

• For example : a female, of debauched life, having by chance come 
to Canada, was immediately sent back to France. And, in further proof, 
here is a citation from the Notes of M. Ferland :—“ In support of the 
testimony rendered to the pure morals of our ancestors, let me adduce 
evidence fron\ a record not likely to flatter ; namely, the register-book 
of all the christenings which took place in the Quebec jurisdiction, to 
the year 1672. Of 674 infants who were baptized, from 1621 to 1660 
inclusively, only one was of illegitimate birth. It is to be noted, that, 
during much of this time, every child born of French parents in the en
tire colony was christened at Quebec. Between 1661 and 1690, only 
one entry appears of a child of unknown parentage.

“ Insomuch that, during a space of sixty-nine years, amidst a popula
tion composed of soldiers, mariners, travelling traders, and new colonists 
of every kind, two children only were born out of wedlock, these re
turns practically belie the calumnies of La Hon tan, and other adven
turers of the like stamp.”

i
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About this time, the peace subsisting between the colony and 
the aborigines was jeoparded through the villany of some French 
pillagers, who killed an Iroquois chief and six of his pedple in 
order to obtain their peltry without payment When news of this 
foul aet reached the cantons, the Iroquois were naturally wroth, 
and threatened sanguinary reprisals. To ward off the imminent 
danger, M. de Courcelles started at once for Montreal. On 
his arrival, luckily finding some men of the injured tribe there 
assembled, he made an earnest address to them, showing how im
portant it was that they should stand well with the French : then 
calling forward three of the murderers, who had been taken, he 
caused them to be felled in presence of the Indians ; assuring the 
latter, that, if others of the party were caught, they should be 
dealt with in like summary manner. Presents were afterwards 
given to the savages, to compensate them for the peltry their 
countrymen had been robbed of. This prompt reparation had the 
desired effect.

The governor had other affairs, at this time, to regulate with 
the friendly tribes ; his invariable policy being to keep them at 
peace with each other as well as with the colonists, '{hen he per
suaded the Iroquois and Ottaouais, who were used to make hostile 
reward on each other’s territories, to live in harmony ; he also paci
fied the Tsonnonthouans and the Pouteouatamis, who, in the year 
1671, were on the point of going to war. Much of his time was 
usefully spent in a similar way, so long as his administration 
lasted. Those among the Iroquois who had been christened by 
the missionaries, and attended their ministrations, being exposed 
to annoyance from their pagan neighbours, asked and obtained 
leave to settle among the colonists ; and this was granted all the 
more readily as it was thought, that, in time, these converts would 
become valuable auxiliaries in future wars against their idolatrous 
compatriots. They were located, first, at la Prairie-de-la-Magde- 
laine, but afterwards transported to Sault St. Louis, where some 
few of their descendants may still be found.

The times were indeed propitious for exerting a salutary influ
ence over the native populations. The prevalence of small-pox, 
of a virulent type, was decimating their hordes, and bending their 
stern natures more readily to the will of those who wished to curb
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their predatory and warlike propensities. In that season of mor
tality and mourning for them, the year 1670, the above destructive 
malady annihilated entire tribes, in the northern regions of the 
Canadian wilderness. The Attikamègues, as a nation, ceased to 
exist. Tadoussac, thitherto regularly frequented, as a seat of 
traffic in peltry, by from 1000 to 1200 natives, was for a time 
almost entirely deserted. Nor did the ravages of this plague 
among the aborigines soon cease. Some years afterwards, small-pox 
broke out in the horde (bourgade) of Sillery, and ended mortally 
for most, if not all its people. Fifteen hundred persons, ays 
Charlevoix, were smitten upon this occasion ; “ and not one of 
all these savages,” he adds (exaggerating^ of course), “ escaped 
death therefrom.”

M. TVlon diligently strove, the while, to realise a project he had 
formed ever since he had become intendant of the colony, and to 
which we have made incidental allusion already,—to bring the as 
yet imperfectly known regions of the farther west under the 
supremacy of France ; with an after intent of extending French 
influence to the whole intermediate expanse of the North Ameri
can continent. The very conception of so great an enterprise, 
whether feasible or not, tes the patriotism of an aspiring mind.
Louis XIV, to whom Talod communicated his ideas on the sub
ject when last in France, listened to them with much interest ; 
and, as a preliminary step, he offered a handsome reward to the 
adventurer who should first traverse the continent and reach the 
north-eastern seaboard of the Pacific. Taking the welcome hint, 
M. Talon, when he returned to Quebec, engaged La Sale to follow 
a southern line in the lake country, and M. de St. Lusson to take 
a north-westerly route of exploration, in hopes of attaining the 
desired end. __

We have stated in a preceding chapter, that the various tfil
of the great Algonquin family of aborigines occupied, along with
the Hurons, a large part of the continent east of the Missis
sippi, and that both these races were partial to the French. This 
friendly feeling, in fact, was invaluable as a counterpoise to the
opposite dispositions of other native races, and had been the effi
cient if not immediate means of maintaining the existing tran
quillity enforced upon the latter. Talon, therefore, profiting by the
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favourable dispositions of the Hurons and the Algonquins, invited 
their chiefs to acknowledge the sovereignty of Louis XIV, and 
bring their people under the protection of his colonial subjects. 
The missionariee who already laboured among them, and some of 
whom had gone far into the wilderness, were adjured to lend their 
aid in obtaining acceptance for this invitation. But a secular in- , 
termediator, of skill and tact, was wanted to open the négociation 
with the native chiefs, to bring about a sure realisation of the 
project. Such a party was found in Nicholas Perrot, a travelling 
merchant in the western regions ; who was withal a man well 
skilled in the native tongues, and personally acceptable to the 
natives themselves. Provided with credentials from the authori
ties, Perrot set forth, with the general direction to make as far and 
as complete an exploration of the regions of the further west as he 
possibly oould.s Accordingly, he traversed a number of extensive 
countries, visiting many native hordes ; but found it impractica
ble to advance, in the desiderated direction, further than Chicago, 
at the western side and towards the lower end of lake Michigan. 
Here he was received, among the Mi&mis, as the honoured envoy 
of a great king. On his homeward route, he invited the heads of 
tribes he fell in with, to send deputies, in spring following, to 
Sault Sainte-Marie, at the foot of Lake Superior,—the usual place 
for general assemblings of the aborigines of the countries around 
the great lakes,—whither envoys would be sent from the colony, to 
treat of matters of importance then to be submitted for their con
sideration. A rendezvous was promised, by all those to whom it 
was proposed. It was not, however, till late in May 1671, that 
M. de St. Lusson, charged with full powers from the king, was 
able to keep the appointment thus made. On his arrival, he 
found, waiting to meet him, the deputed chiefs of a great number 
of tribes from the regions above-noted. Father Alloues made a 
speech to them in Algonquin, explanatory of the good intentions of 
the French towards the natives. He adjured the representatives 
of the tribes then present, to put their people under the august 
protection of “ the great monarch," whose glory and magnificence 
the father enlarged upon in a figurative style most likely to capti
vate the Indians, it being modelled on their own [bombastic] vein 
of oratory. When the harangue was finished, all the chiefs, thus
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addressed, exclaimed that they would have no other father than 
the great Ononthio (sovereign) of France. Whereupon Perrot 
dug a hole in the ground, and therein set up a cross, bearing the 
royal arms ; as a token that M. de St. Lusson, in His MajéBty’s 
name,' claimed possession of the territory, and took the people in 
it under his master’s special protection. A formal declaration, 
also, was made to the same effect, amidst detonations of fire-arms, 
and the acclamations of a crowd [little conscious of the true nature 
of what they were thus, impliedly, consenting to}.

Talon, encouraged by the success of his project so far, despatch
ed agents to make further explorations, up to the last moment of 
his stay in Canada. Heisent the Jesuit Charles Albanel, with La 
Couture and M. de St. Simon, a Canadian gentleman, to the Hud
son’s Bay Territory, overland, to open a traffic with the natives: 
as also to inquire whether the crews o^a few trading vesels could 
winter in its land-locked seas ; in view of establishing an entrepot 
which might at a future time furnish provisions for ships passing 
that way in search of a North-West passage to the Pacific Ocean. 
The savages had reported that there was a great flood, which they 
called the Mississippi, to the far west of Canada. M. Talon asked 
for further information on this point. He pointed out M. Joliet of 
Quebec, and the Jesuit Marquette, as fit persons to proceed in the 
direction indicated by the natives : but we shall defer our notices of 
this mission till we arrive at the next chapter.

We mentioned before, that M. de Couroelles had, previously to 
the foregoing events, demanded his recal. It was at last granted. 
The king phose, to succeed him, Louis de Buade, Count de Fron
tenac; who arrived in Canada A. D. 1672, with a reputation for 
talent and energy, which made M. Talon think his own post as 
intendant would become a sinecure, or, worçs still, a contentious 
charge. He too, therefore, demanded letters of recal.

One of the last acts of M. de Couroelles was a convention with 
the Iroquois, for their assent to the formation off a settlement at 
Oataricoui (now Kingston), whither he repaired himself. Having 
assembled the chiefs of the locality, he addressed, them in a dis

ing the true motive, he said he meant to 
enoes for promoting the security and good 

The Indians, either deceived by these

y

course, in which, 
erect a depot wity 
order of the peltry

(
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assurances, or thinking that they could expel the French at any 
time, made little or no objection to the proposal ; and the governor, 
fearing perhaps lest they should • change their mind, hastened to 
order the erection of a fort at the confluence of the river Cat*ra- 
ooui with the St. Lawrence. The departure of the governor, ac
companied as it was by the retirement of M. Talon, was really a 
regrettable event for the country. The qualities of the former, 
though not so brilliant as those of his successor, were perhaps of a 
more solid nature : his experience had been extensive ; being a 
man of a decided character, he was firm in his determinations, yet 
prudent in carrying them out ; he had, above all, a quality pre
cious in an administrator, a forecast of coming difficulties, and a 
rare talent in avoiding or evading them. Thus while, on one 
hand, keeping a firm but unchafing curb on the pretensions of 
the clergy, he managed to secure the support of the missionaries 
to his government,—a reverend body to which the colony in every 
stage of its progress owed so much as gaining respect for the French 
name, and often securing national advantages to all who bore it ; 
while in managing the savage races, M. de Couroelles showed a 
Superior dexterity, remembered afterwards to the disadvantage of 
some of his successors. Great credit was due to him on account 
of his forbearance for the manifestations of a petulant spirit of 
self-reliance in his intendant : the governor seemed instinctively to 
know that what Colbert was for Louis XIV, Talon was, in a 
lower sphere, viz. the right hand of the Monarch’s colonial repre
sentative, and a like illustration of the Couroelles’ vioeroyalty.

The regrets for the loss of two chief functionaries, one of them 
of rare ability, and both eminently patriotic, had been more poignant 
but for the fond reliance the colonists hsd, that the new governor 
would be able to exert his influence with the king in their favour 
at least as much as his predecessor had done. M. de Frontenac 
was grandson to one of the knightly paladins of Henry the Fourth, 
who had gained great distinction in the wars of the League. 
Entering the military service, after passing the lower grades 
he attained the rank of brigadier-general in the armies of France.*

r

• De Frontenac served at first under Maurice Prince of Orange. He 
afterwards had military experience in Germany and other European
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He was shrewd, accomplished, fertile in mental resources, and 
had an ambitious mind. In manners he was rather haughty, 
especially to those pèksons nearest to him in rank or importance ; 
while his habitual condescension was remarkable, and remarked to 
his advantage also, for those who could not compete with him in 
any way. [Sure evidences, these, of areally proud disposition.] 
Ever jealous of his power, his tendencies were despotic. He had 
received ample instructions, before his departure, for his guidance 
in office. As a general rule, he was directed to aim at the 
aggrandisement of Canada in all respects ; he was to protect 
its people in every way, and, in order to add to their num
bers,—for large emigration, as we have seen, was not approved 
of,—he was to stimulate early marriages. He was to foster agri
culture and planting, the raising of live stock, the fisheries, ship
building, trade with the French Antilles, Sus. He was ordered, 
further, to take early measures for constructing a highway between 
Canada and Acadia. So far as to seouly matters. In dealing 
with the spiritual department of his functions, he was directed to 
balance adroitly the pretensions of the Jesuits to consideration,— 
apt to be exorbitant, it was insinuated if not plainly intimated,— 
so as to incline the beam in favour of the SeminaristAnd Recollets; 
the latter ecclesiastics being less dependent on the royal power 
for protection. Finally, the new governor-general Vas solemnly 
admonished, in the accustomed verbal form, to administer justice 
to all with the strictest impartiality.

On his arrival at Quebec, the Count seemed to have been much 
struck with its commanding site and interesting environage. He 
thus wrote to the minister upon this head : “ I have never seen 
any thing so fair or so grand as the site of Quebec. That city

countries. He was entrusted by Ferdinand with the command ofaybree 
sent to the relief of Oandia, invaded by the Turks. Funeral Oration du f 
Comte de Frontenac, pronounced on the 16th December 1698, by H. Oli
vier Ooyer, Recollet Friar, MS. in the Library of Quebec Seminary. 
[The grade of marichal dee campe, assigned to De Frontenac, has been 
Englished as above, as the nearest equivalent grade in the British ser
vice. A marichal de France, as then used in the royal or since under 
the imperiy-regtsM*, is and was a much superior military grade, being 
now, in fait, the highest of all French distinctions.]—B.
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could not have been better placed, had ùt been purposely founded 
as the expected capital of a great empire.” Upon assuming the 
reins of power, he chose to take his seat at the sovereign council- 
board, as president, in an unusual way : opening the first day’s pro
ceedings with an oration vaunting the latest feats of arms achieved 
by the forces of the great monarch, his master, on land and sea, 
against the Dutch ; * * his humbling the House of Austria at its

• M. Garneau, in his text, gives the Count's bombastic and servile
rangue, seemingly in full, as he found it in the council record of the 
inauguration, September 17, 1672. After enlarging upon the aggressions 
of the king on neighbouring nations, he observed : “ All these prodigies, 
scarcely ever equalled, ought to increase the love and veneration which 
we must needs have for that incomparable monarch who, we see, is so visi. 
bly the favourite of Heaven, and constrain us to give more and greater 
proofs of our devotedness and fidelity to him." Taking his cue from 
the minister’s directions about his judicial “ integrity," the haranguer 
made the following moral reflection, certainly out of place in a lauda
tion of “ prodigies ” of the politically profligate, if most “ glorious " 
part of the reign of Louis. His viceroy thus proceeded : “ It is upon jus
tice that the best ordered states are based ; and communities which are 
in a nascent state, have yet more need that their functionaries should 
observe its conditions with exactitude and promptness."

Let M. Dulaure tell us what followed the prodigies which M. de Fron
tenac so intensely admired : “ The passion for military glory of Louis 
XIV prompted him to make some conquests, and these conquests raised 
all Europe against him. This king lighted a vast conflagration, the 
extent of which he had not foreseen, and the devouring progress of which

• he could not arrest. He continued from necessity, a struggle which he 
had begun from pride. Battlings were incessant at every point of the 
frontiers ; on land and sea, the French were everywhere engaged in war." 
Men and money at length were not to be bad,and the vain-glorious kingwas 
fain to make peace on such terms as his injured and insulted neighbours 
were willing to grant. The reign of Louis XIV was of a tripartite charac
ter. The first was signalised by the nation-disgracing intrigues and war 
of the Fronde. The second, that of the king’s virile years, says M. Dulaure, 
“ was signalised by continual banquetings, spectacles, masques, ballets, 
carousels, great hunting parties, Ac. To these succeeded castle and palace 
building, with sumptuoussfeardens, all constructed and laid out at enor
mous expense, wars yet more costly, triumphal memorials, venal incen- 
sings of his own deeds, accompanied by scandalous relations with mis
tresses, Ac. The third epoch was characterised by national reverses, 
famines, and persecution of religionists. At court
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climax of greatness and highest elevation, &c. The discourse finish
ed, all the councillors held up their right hands successively, and 
each took the oath to serve with fidelity.

Somewhat later, the Count held an assembly of what might be 
called the members of the States of Canada, or the several orders of 
men in the community ; his aim in this being, as he said, to give a 
form to it which it had never had before. The convocation took place 
in the Jesuits’ chapel, and was attended by clergymen, noblesse, 
lawyers, and chiefs of the commonalty (le tier» itai). Those 
present he caused to take the oath of fidelity anew. Like many 
other Frenchmen, he was attached to old Usages, and wished to 
introduce them to Canada. This solemnity, however, was not 
liked by the home authorities. Frontenac wrote to the minister, 
that he had assembled the heads of the different sections of colon
ial society (let notablea),* * to let them know what undertakings he

reigned insupportable ennui, resulting from the royal jaded appetite and 
uncultivated mind, bodily impotence, all accompanied by abject sub
mission to Jesuit Confessors.”—Histoire Physique, Civile et Morale de 
Paris ; Période XIII. Par J.-A. Dulaure.—B.

• Here the count is made to liken the composition of his unlucky 
convention to the assemblies of notables in France; yet, below, the 
minister deals with the allusion as if it referred to another and very 
different body, vis. the whole estates or assembled orders, high middle and 
low, secular and ecclesiastical, of the entire French people, appearing 
by their deputies, named to transact special affairs of state. Assem
blings of the latter composition had an existence in France, before 
monarchy itself ; and the kings of all the dynastic races were ever jealous 
of the powers of the states-general, and convoked them only in times of 
dire extremity. The notables were composed, to use the words of their 
chronicler in the 14th century, of “ the prelates, barons, and persons of 
knowledge (gens de savoir) then in Paris, and of certain notables," se
lected from the presidents of parliament (supreme tribunals), before whom 
parties had to state facts. Latterly at least, all deputies to the assem
blies of notables were nominated by the king In council ; whereas those 
to the states-general were sent by electoral colleges of the three orders. 
Of the assemblies of the notablee-far less redoubtable to royalty-the first 
took place in 1380 ; the others, successively, in H63, 1470, 1626, 1696, 
1626-7, and 1787 (opening day, Feb. 13). This last assembly of the no
tables, after manifesting its impotency to cure the ailments of the state, 
ended by recommending a convocation of the states-general. The most
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had in view ; la their right execution would depend partly on the 
good will of those whose time and money would be employed there
for. And he added, in self-justification, that he “ had made the 
confirmation and destitution of the members of assembly depen
dent on his own will alone ; in order that the absolute principles 
of French royalty should not suffer in his hands, to whom it had 
been delegated by the king.” To all which Colbert replied, 
June 13, 1672: “ The assembling and the division of the colon
ists into three several orders or states, to be sworn, may have 
produced a momentary good effect : but it is right to admonish 
you, that you ought always, as a French colonial administrator, 
to do all things in conformity with the principles and ordinary 
forms of our government here ; and as the kings of France have 
thought it best, during a great number of years, not once to con
voke the three estates of the kingdom,—perhaps in view of abol
ishing in time such assemblings entirely,—you are to give rarely, 
or rather never, to any public meetings within the limits of your 
government, the appellation or recognition of an assembly of the 
collective orders (états généraux) of the inhabitants. And it will 
become desirable, after a while, and when the colony shall have 
become stronger than it is now, to suppress gradually the office of 
syndic, whose function it is to present requests in names of the 
inhabitants ; it being proper that each should apply for himself, and 
that no individual should ever speak for all others.”

The count de Frontenac found the colony at peace with the 
aborigines ; and this tranquillity continued for several years after
wards. The declaration of war against Holland, which the 
governor announced in his inauguratory discourse, little affected 
Canadian interests ; and as there were no other exterior relations 
of a disquieting character at the time, the new governor-general 
had full leisure to attend to the interior interests of the colony. 
The administration of justice was the great object of his first\
remarkable assemblies of the latter were those of 1614 and 1789. In 
that of 1614, the deputies of the third estate were very few ; and they 
were treated with open contempt by the nobles. The states-general 
which met at Versailles May 5,1789, in a few days became the '‘national 
assembly of France.”—B.
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solicitudes ; but in that particular he only followed the example 
recently act pf law-reforming in France. Louie XIV, a skilful 
ruler, who had taken into his own hands all the hitherto divided 
powers of sovereignty, and who had crushed pontifical potency 
and protestant Opposition alike, sought to compensate his usurpa
tions by a. mdre regular and enlightened system of jurispru
dence.
j M. de Frontenac, acting upon the ministerial advice that had 
been given him, in the above important regard took the king for 

jhis exemplar ; but, in effecting such ameliorations as had been 
acceptable, or safe to effect at least in France, he raised opposition 
and excited implacable enmity against himself in Canada. On the 
other hand, while his polity was violently assailed by many, it 
was zealously defended by others. His most redoubtable oppo
nents were the Jesuits, whom he strove at the outset to deprive of 
all their accustomed action upon the civil government. In an 
explanatory passage regarding that confraternity, of a letter sent to 
Colbert in 1672, he puts his case thus: “After all the pains 
taken to remove them from the direction of affairs, is it befitting 
that we should let them in at another door, after closing the first 
against them ? Besides, the Seminarists of Quebec, and the grand 
vicar of the chapter, are under their guidance. These ecclesiastics 
doing all things by their order, the result is, that the Jesuits have 
virtually, if only indirectly, the entire management of spiritual 
government here ; which, I need pot tell you, ià a machine potent 
enough to move or to obstruct every other."

The oppositions and intrigues of the count’s enemies however 
do not appear to have slackened his efforts to ameliorate the material 
interests of the colony, the leading interests of which he had care
fully studied, and soon well understood.—After having obtained 
good assurance of the continued favourable dispositions of the 
natives, whom he had the art of attaching by his polity, he decided 
to signalise the commencement of his administration, following 
the example of his several preceding governors, by a series of 
ordinances, which were called “rules of police" simply, but were 
measures of extended administrative operation. Ignoring, for the 
time, the spirit of forwarded deprecations, from high quarters, of 

vany movement, even the slightest, towards the establishment of

9
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popular or municipal franchises in the colony, he had the hardi
hood to decree, in one of thoee ordinances, that three aldermen 
(ichevint) should be elected to office by a plurality of votes of the 
inhabitants, to exercise the functions of police magistrates in 
Quebec, and to make vigilant observation for the due execution of 
the laws generally. Three years afterwards, the collective police 
rules were revised, and their operation extended to the neighbour
ing savage tribes ; who were now rendered liable to be tried before 
the ordinary tribunals and subjected to French penality for grave 
criminal offenoes. They were also justiciable, in like manner, for 
infractions of the law against trading with aliens, in any way. 
One of the regulating decrees ordained that the lieutenant-general 
(of police) should hold, twice a year, an “ assembly of public 
polity,” composed of the chief oitisens, to confer on the best and 
readiest means for improving the colonial interests in general ; 
and thus to supply a convenient opportunity for mutual enlighten
ment as to the actual state of agriculture, trade, and public works 
of the country.

In 1674, the king, yielding at last to the often expressed wishes 
of the Canadians, totally suppressed the West India Company, 
which had not fulfilled any of its obligations; the home govern
ment refunding to the shareholders the money they had paid. We 
learn, from the edict of revocation, that the total population of 
the French colonies, at its date, amounted to 46,000 souls ; and 
that their trade employed 100 sail of vessels, not reckoning those 
engaged in the cod and whale fisheries, the number of which was 
yet more considerable.—The king recommended at the same time 
to cultivate, in Canada, the grounds that lay nearest to the St. Law
rence, which great water-way presented the sole reliable means of 
Tommunioation with France.

As the want of a tribunal of first resort for matters civil and 
criminal iras much felt, that of the provoetry was re-erected at 
Quebec, aa already mentioned, in 1677. This improvement was 
followed, in 1678, by the introduction of the famous “ royal ordin
ance of 1677, touching the administration of justice.” That law, 
one of the greatest benefits received under the ancient regime, 
was for Canadian civil process what the criminal jurisprudence of 
Jritain since has been. Finally, in 1679 appeared the important 
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edict regarding tithes and perpetual curacies (cures fixes) : also an 
ordinance, no less salutary, for the personal liberty of the inhabi
tants ; namely, that which forbade governors of subordinate loca
lities to imprison any one at their own hands,—that right being 
restricted to the governor-general, the lieutenant-general civil, and 
the sovereign council. This measure had probably been suggested 
by what had just taken place between M. de Frontenac and M. 
Perrot, governor of Montreal.

In 1673 and afterwards, these two personages had been in con
stant dissension. The cynical La Hontan was used to say of 
Penot, that he cleverly multiplied a yearly salary of 1000 crowns 
by fifty, through unofficial traffic with the Indians. Rightly or 
wrongly, the governor-general was persuaded that M. Perrot ob
served neither the ordinances nor his instructions, and sent a lieu
tenant of his body guard ordering him to amend his defaults. The 
messenger was ill received, and even thrown into prison. Upon this 
outrage coming to his knowledge, the governor-general called a 
special meeting of the sovereign council, to advise in the case, 
he regarding the conduct of Perrot as treasonable. It was now 
ordained, that the sub-procurator-general should draw up a crim
inal accusation without delay, and send orders to Montreal to 
bring the governor to Quebec to answer it,—even by force if neces
sary. The latter, alarmed at the turn affairs had taken, hastened 
to reply to, the citation ; and having reached Quebec, hoping to 
evade the blow aimed at him, was arrested, and, without form of 
process, incarcerated in the castle of St. Louis, where he remained 
prisoner fully a year. Irritated, doubtless, at being thus arbitrarily 
treated, he declined to sue for pardon, set the governor-general at 
defiance, and denied his right, with or without the concurrence of 
the sovereign council, to try or to pass judgment upon him.

This difficulty, grave enough before, became yet more compli
cated, during the winter, through the part taken in it by some 
seminarists of St. Sulpitius of Montreal ; one of whom, the Abbé 
de Saligntio*Pénelon, was parish priest (curé) of that city. This 
ecclesiastic, in his Easter-day sermon next spring, severely blamed 
the conduct of the governor-general, which he denounced as vio
lent and tyrannical. Not satisfied with thus delivering himself of 
his dissatisfaction in spoken words, he drew up a remonstrance in

J
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writing against the count, and passed it round the city for signa
tures, in view of sending it to the king. This proceeding was 
treated as a species of lôse-majesté, by the governor-general and 
council. The abbé was cited before the latter as an accused party ; 
and several other ecclesiastics were summoned, at the same time, to 
bear evidence against him.

After several times making default, they did compear, but only 
to decline the council’s lawful jurisdiction over clerics. They 
asserted, that, whether as accused or witnesses, they could be cited 
only before the tribunal of their bishop. The abbé Fénelon de
ported himself most arrogantly upon the occasion : claiming the 
right, possessed by ecclesiastics in old France, of speaking, seated 
and covered, in presence of a secular council ; then, adding act to 
word, he stalked up to the council-board, and put on his hat in a 
defiant manner, as if to brave the count himself, in his presid
ential chair. The latter, after remarking upon this impropriety, 
caused an usher to lead Fénelon into an anti-chamber, there to 
remain until it could be debated, in council, what next was to be 
done. It was soon decided, unanimously, that such unceremonial 
pretensions were unsustainable ; and this the rather, that the abbé 
stood, not as equal or superior before the members of council, but as 
a culprit. Being brought into the council-room, and refusing to 
apologize, or answer further interrogations, he was forthwith put 
under arrest.

Perrot still persisted with equal obstinacy, though on differing 
grounds, in denying the right of the governor-general to arrest or the 
council to try him. The first of his pleas in bar was reasonable 
enough ; others were plausible at least, and had due influence, at a 
later time, in bringing about an alteration of the law or usages of 
accusation and arrest. He urged, for instance, that being accused 
directly by the governor-general, who was his personal enemy, he 
must decline to trust his cause in the hands of a body presided 
by that enemy as judge ; that several of the councillors had an 
interest in superseding him (Perrot), the party now replacing him 
in Montreal being a near relation of theirs, which sufficiently ex
plained (he insinuated) their violent hostility to one who had 
done them no wrong. For these (and probably othfer) reasons, he 
challenged the competency of the governor-general by name, and
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all the other councillors indicated above, to try or to condemn him ; 
finally, he appealed, in advance, against any judgment they might 
pass against him, to the royal council of state.

The abbé Fénelon adopted a similar line of defence ; and thus 
made common cause with Perrot, to whom clerical influence, now 
become general in his favour, was of great utility. The members 
of council, challenged as unfit to try the cause, expressed a wish 
to be excused from attending. The governor-general justified his 
own presence, so strongly excepted against, by declaring that he 
was no more interested in the process than the king himself, whose 
representative he was.

The presidency of the eoupeil now raised many disputes. M. 
Dnohesneau was charged, by his official instructions, to preside ; and 
when absent, the oldest councillor was to replace him pro tem. 
Amidst the confusion then reigning in the council,—which the 
perplexed minutes of the council, still extant, plainly show*—the 
governor and the intendant were requested to take neither of them 
the title of president, till the king could be referred to. This 
renunciation De Frontenac peremptorily refused to make.

Discord increasing, the count set about intimidating those coun
cillors who had become unoonformable to his views. Messrs. d’Au- 
teuil, de Villeray, and de Tilly, received orders to retire to their 
country-houses. These intemperate acts of the count drew upon 
him the censure of Colbert. It was his unfounded pretensions, the 
minister wrote, which caused the troubles of the preceding year, 
with respect to church ceremonials ; and the existing public discon
tent was mainly due, the minister alleged, to the abuse of his author
ity by exiling the procurator-general and two other councillors. The 
king, he adt^ed, was astounded at what had happened; for no 
governor in France would have insisted on filling the double 
functions of both the governorship and the presidency of the coun
cil at once.

The number of the members of council being now reduced 
below the quorum needed to form a court, it was necessary to 
nominate others, if the cause were to be proceeded with; and 
after several sittings, the remanent members, who we^e glad to 
avail themselves of any fair occasion to be rid of the business, 
recognised the legality of the causes of recusation, and voted that
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thé hôtes ôf the process, bo far as it had gone, should be referred 
to the king, with a request that his Majesty would decide whether 
the presidency of council of right belonged to the governor- 
general.

The year folloWihg Louis included a response, as to the latter 
moot point, ih a declaration which regulated the rights of prece
dency, Ih terms of that royal missive, the first and second places 
th council were reserved for the governor-general and bishop ; to 
the intendant belonged the third place, and along therewith the 
presidency,—which, in fact, the latter had already begun to fill 
Without contestation, taking care, however, not to assume the title 
of president, in order to give no umbrage to the count. Froih 
this time M. de Laval, who long had discontinued attendance, 
begatt to resume his Seat at the council-board ; for, whenever dis
sension arose between him and the count, his policy was to reclaim 
thereby the right oftfaubstitution, by sending, in his place, on 
Occasion, some trusty and vigilant ecclesiastic.

As for M. Perrot and the abbé Fénelon, the governor-general 
sent them, Under duress, to France. Upon their arrival at Paris, 
the former Was imprisoned in the Bastile, by way of example, and 
to vindicate the authority of the king, defied in the person of his 
deputy ; while the abbé was inhibited from ever visiting Canada. 
Perrot, notwithstanding, soon regained the toyed favour; for it 
Was not long before he obtained permission to return, Louis send
ing on this billet to the count, in his behalf : “ Perrot will went 
on you; he will make his excuses to you; which done, you are 
to treat him according to the powers which I have accorded him." 
Perrot Was a nephew of Talon, one of the first valets-de-chambre 
of the king,—a circumstance which accounts for the pardon he so 
readily obtained.

Scarcely had matters been arranged as we have just seen, when 
troubles of a yet mote serious nature arose ; which ended in the 
recal of M. de Frontenac and the intendant, as will presently ap
pear. A spirit of quarrelsomeness, unforbearance, and rancour 
now seemed to possess every high functionary in the colony.* In

• The usual and also the natural result of a forced conciliation of clash
ing interests and pretensions, by the strong hand of authority.—B.

«
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1680, the choleric Perrot, once more engaged in the peltry traffic, 
dealt a fur dealer who offended him a blow. He was cited to 
answer for this outrage before the governor and intendant, who 
reported the affair to the king. His Majesty replied personally to 
De Frontenac : “ Cease to vex yourself with those miserable
troubles, which you have yourself too easily allowed to gather about 
your administration. Estimate the nature of the high functions 
which I have put in your charge, and think not lightly of the 
credit you enjoy by representing my person ; an honour which, of 
itself, should lift you far above petty considerations, and ought to 
enable you to bear with complacency many little oppositions from 
parties entirely obedient, in more important respects, to your will. 
The great point of general subjection once establishedv as it is, with 
you, it is befitting to rule with moderation, and learn to wink at 
shortcomings of small consequence, in order to attain to that result 
which ought to be your chief, nay, your only aim : namely, the aug
mentation of the strength and of the general well-being of the colony; 
the attractions of which to immigrants are chiefly dependent on 
the protection and the kind treatment its present inhabitants may 
report that they receive at your hands. You must be aware that 
these maxims of government differ greatly from those you have 
followed lately, while driving away some of the chief inhabitants, 
and constraining many others, from personal discontent at govern
mental acts, io return to France. It is indispensable that no 
undue preferJkoe or passionate dislike should be manifested for or 
against any one.” t
, These severe reprimands, addressed to the governor-general by 
the king,—evidently pointing at the dissensions between him, the - 
council, the clergy, the intendant, and private individuals,—had 
very little effect upon his conduct. The liquox traffic, which all 
now exercised who thought fit, was a subject mr agitated, more 
or less, so long as thj^administration of M. de Couroclles lasted. 
The latter, and M. Talon, were not opposed to it, if limited to 
supplying the colonists only ; and that intendant had even obtained 
a letter from the minister which sanctioned the trade to that extent. 
But the bishop had never abated one jot of his opposition to it 
in any shape ; and discontinued not to denounce it in his pastoral 
chargee (jQandemmU), or ceased issuing his threatened excommu^i-

- . - V -
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cations against those who continued to deal in ardent spirits ; occa
sionally making complaints, also, to the count of the qualified coun
tenance the dealers received from the civil authorities. Latterly, 
M. Duchesneau, becoming more embroiled with the oount, sus
tained the representations of the bishop and clergy on the subject.

The oount, who had got the start of Laval in rejfcesentations 
at head-quarters, intimated that the bishop’s complaints were ill- 
founded ; that the liquor traffic, kept within due bounds, was ne
cessary as a means of attaching the aborigines to French interests : 
finally, that the horror the ecclesiastics expressed against it was a 
not always genuine, “ and was a mere pretext with some, to be 
used as a handle to persecute those who opposed their own domi
nation, in order to drive the latter from office." This allusion 
referred to governors already recalled, and to the count’s own posi
tion, which he judged to be in jeopardy through priestly influences. 
Colbert, utterly tired at last of the mutual accusations and recri
minations of the parties, lay and clerical, on the subject, concluded ! 
to settle the footing upon which it should be put, by direct < 
authority of the king.

As a preliminary step, he directed M. de Frontenac to cause 
twenty of the chief colonists to meet and give him their opinion 
on the liquor traffic, its particular tendencies, and its effects on the 
general well-being of the country. Accordingly the assembly was 
holden ; and the parties convoked having expressed opinions fa
vorable to the traffic, as it then existed, a report to that effect was 
drawn up, and transmitted to Paris. M. de Laval, who had set 
his heart upon abolishing the liquor traffic, went to France for tha • 
purpose, in 1678, being in hopes of arresting any legislation which 
might be founded upon tjie Reports sanctioning the sale of spirits. 
According to Charlevoix, the king referred the matter to the 
archbishop of Paris and Pè& Lachaise, to pass a definitive judg
ment thereupon. He says these referees, after a conference with the 
bishop of Quebec, declared that the sale of brandy ought to be 
prohibited, under severe penalties, among the native tribes ; and 
that an ordinance to that effect was promulgated. But if we may 
trust the author of “ Memoirs of M. de Laval," the court, desirous of » 
terminating the struggle between the civil and ecclesiastical autho
rities of Canada, gave the bishop a very cold reception : the same

.O
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their praises as the conquerors of all the other tribes, and promising 
the chief men the support of England in their warrings. The recent 
conferences the departed governor-general had invited with envoys 
of*the five nations, also the Hurons, the Kikapous, and the Mi&mis, 
bad no satisfactory result. He therefore left the country at a time 

'when a continuation of such conciliatory polity as his was most 
needed ; for shortly thereafter, breathings of war against the French 
arrived, not merely from the southern frontier lines, but also from 
most regions of the west In a word, it seemed as if the alliances 
formed with the aborigines, as important for the progress as or the 
security of Canada, were about to be renounced in all quarters 
simultaneously.

In this year of evil augury, M. de Frontenac set sail for France. 
His departure was a triumph for the Laval party, but it was 
destined to be the last. The recal of three governors, almost 
successively, sufficiently manifested the power and the pretensions 
of the bishop. The reign of the first two of those chiefs lasted 
in all but four years. That the count’s sway lasted ten years, was 
due, not so much to his great talents, as to the overcoming credit he 
enjoyed at court throughout all that space of time. He was a 
relative of Madame de Maintenon ; who was then engaged in edu
cating the illegitimate children Louis had through his connexion 
with Madame de Montespan. The countess de Frontenac, who 
never set foot in Canada, passed for being one of the greatest or
naments of high life in Paris, in right of her beauty and graces. 
She was on an intimate footing with De Maintenon,—just begin
ning to exert an influence at court, which ultimately became 
supreme. Madame de Frontenac also frequented the distinguish
ed circle which Madame de Sévigné drew around herself. These 
connexions proved eminently useful to the count ; for it was as 
much to the influence of his wife that he owed his re-appointment 
to the vioeroyalty of New France in 1689, as to that of his6 fa
mily, which yet had always been especially faithful to the Bourbons. 
His intermediate successors showing few or no requisites equal to 
his for rightly governing and extending the power of so important a 
possession, it was ultimately determined that he should resume 
his functions, and be better sustained than before, in resisting 
all undue ecclesiastical pretenAbns.—But before entering upon the

* <1
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annals of the second Frontenac administration, we shall retrace 
our stepe somewhat, to resume the account, suspended for a time, 
of some important explorations, entered upon by the French of 
those days, of the interior regions of the North American continent 
These illustrious labours of devoted men had been continued, and 
taken a wide extension, during the whole time of the first Fron
tenac viceroyalty ; and, in imitation of M. Talon, the count had 
encouraged the explorers to the utmost of his power. He espe
cially patronised La Sale, whose bold and enterprising spirit he 
greatly admired. To M. de Frontenac was due also the foundation, 
on a stable basis, of the factory and stronghold of Cataraooui, 
already adverted to.

Unfortunately those brilliant explorations, while they were the 
means of putting our French ancestors in possession, real or no
minal, of a vast tract of country, and bringing the colonists 
'mto dose relation with the aborigines ; these great extensions of 
the limits of New France, we say, of necessity broadened the surface 
already constantly exposed to the hasards and the mischances of 
hostilities, active or passive, with the conterminous colonists of 
alien races.



CHAPTER II.

DISCOVERT OF THE MISSISSIPPI.

1673.

Explorations, by the French, of the interior of Nort| America.—Travel
lers and Miseionariee.—The Jesuits, their activity and courage.— 
Travels in a northern direction : Père De Quen discovers lake St 
Jean (Saguenay), 1647; St.-Simon et La Couture penetrate, by 
this route, to Hudson’s Bay (1672).—Travels eastward and west
ward : Père Drnillettes passes from the St. Lawrence to the sea, by 
the rivers Chaudière and KeAnebec.—Lakes Erie, Huron, and Michi
gan visited in sneeesslon.—Two young traders, In 1669, reach the 
head of lake Superior : the Sioux and ether tribes.—Apostolic ex
cursions of Pères Raimbault, Jogues, and Mesnard.—Pères Alloues 
and Dablon penetrate to the Mississippi valley, and obtain informa
tion from the natives regarding the great river.—Pères Marquette and 
Joliet, upon this report, search for and discover the Mississippi, and 
descend it to its confluence with the Arkansas river.—La Sale pro
poses to take up from that point and follow the course of the Mis
sissippi to the sea ;—but first he builds a vessel at Niagara ; con
structs the fort of the Miâmis; also that of Orèvecoeur, on the 
Illinois river.—Père Hennepin ascends the Mississippi to Sault St. 
Antoine, and is taken by the Sioux.—Great obstacles met and sur
mounted by La Sale, who finally traces the whole course of the 
Mississippi ; he gives the name of Louisiana to its valley and neigh
bouring regions.—He sails to France and gives an account of his 
proceedings to the king, who receives him graciously.

"S

Were we to express, in the briefest of terms, the motives which 
induced the leading European races of the 16th and 16th cen
turies who came to the Americas, we should say that the Spaniards 
went thither in quest of gold, the English for the sake of enjoying 
civil and religious freedom, the French in view of propagating the 
gospel among the aborigines. Accordingly we find, from the be
ginning, in the annals of New France, religious interests overlying 
all others. The members of the “ Society of Jesus,” becoming 
discredited among the nations of Europe for their subserviency to 
power—usually exalting the rights,of kings, but at all times inouloa-
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ting submission, both by kings and their subjects, to the Roman 
Pontiff*—individual Jesuits, we say, whatever may have been their 
demerits as members of the confraternity in Europe or in South 
America, did much to redeem these by their apostolic labours in 
the wilderness of the northern continent; cheerfully encountering, 
as they did, every form of suffering, braving the crudest tortures, 
and even welcoming death as the expected seal of their martyrdom 
for the cause of Christ, and for the advancement of civilisation 
among barbarous nations. x

From Quebec as a centre-point, the missionary lines of the Je. 
suit fathers radiated in all directions through every region inha
bited by our savages, from the Laurentian valley to the Hudson’s 
Bay territory, along the great lake countries, and down the valley 
of the Mississippi. Scantily equipped, as it seemed to the worldly 
eye, with a breviary around the neck and a crucifix in hand, the 
missionary set forth, and became a pioneer for the most adventurous 
secular explorers of the desert To such our forefathers owed 
their best earliest knowledge of vast regions, to whose savage inha
bitants they imparted the glad tidings of the gospel ; and smoothed 
the way for native alliances with their compatriots of the laity, 
of the greatest after import to the colony.

The Society of Jesus, or confraternity of Jesuits, was founded 
at the epoch of the Reformation ; in the double view: first, of 
building up a living dyke against the disorderly tide rushing onward 
and threatening to overwhelm the established landmarks of autho
rity, spiritual and temporal ; secondly, of giving a great extension 
to religious proselytism, especially in the regions of Heathendom, 
near and remote. The rules of the Society permitted the admis
sion of no candidates but those supposed to be endowed with great 
moral energy ; of natures willing to submit implicitly to the will 
of the spiritual “ powers that be,” whether the general of the 
order, the reigning pope, or their own immediate superiors. They 
were sworn, above all, to devote themselves, body and soul, to the 
cause of catholicity ; of which they were recognised for the especial 
defenders against all heretical assailants.

Yet the absolute obedience pledged by them, upon every occa
sion and under all circumstances, to an alien domination, caused 
the order to be distrusted, and finally suppressed in most catholic
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states. Meantime, devoted to the duties of the academy, the pul pit, 
and the oonfossionul—with such potent instrumente, moral and re
ligious, as these, they were enabled to make a strong and constant 
impression on the general spirit of the communities they dwelt 
among. Within the Unit century after their foundation, they had 
organised the beet schools known to Europe. Their educational 
manuals became models for all others of that time, and their me
rit is recognised by partial imitations even yet. Isolated from the 
working-day world, the élite of the Jesuits formed, in every sove
reignty of Europe, a species of intellectual republic, submitted 
to the severest self-imposed discipline; one whose every pass word, 
authoritatively issued, found an obedient response in all regions 
of the world. Jesuitic influence soon extended to the most potent 
and most learned of the oiviliicd earth, as well as to the lowly 
and the ignorant; while overstepping the bounds of Christendom, 
troops of Jesuit fathers, inspired by spiritual heroism, penetrated 
to the extremities of the globe, to convert Pagans and infidels,— 
not as did the crusaders, by fire and sword, but rather, like the 
Saviour and his apostles, by the more genial means of reasoning 
and persuasion. They bore aloft, in the sight of admiring multi
tudes of their uncivilised fellow-men, the Crucifix, that symbol of 
human redemption, from the shores of Japan to the furthest capes 
of America, from the ftnsen regions of Iceland to the remotest 
biles of Oceania.

Such devotedness, at once heroic and humble, could not but con
found worldly philosophy, while it has gained for the members of 
the, order the admiration of many protestants. Thus we have 
the candid testimony of Bancroft, the able historian of the English 
plantations in this continent that “ The annals of missionary labours 
arc inseparably connected with the origin of all the establishments 
of French America. Not a cape was doubled, nor a stream dis 
covered, that a Jesuit did not show the way."*

• It may be convenient to mention here, for memory*! sake, that the 
Jeauita were founded, In 1534, by Ignatiui of Loyola, a Spanish layman, 
born in 1491 ; that he, taking holy orders, was elected their first general 
by the enrolled members in 1541. The society, having been folly recog
nised, as a religious confraternity, by pope Paul IV during the previous 
year, Henry II gave the Jesuits Ingress to France in 1551 ; and soon after-



~TTHK  .. 266On the other hand, theto wore instances where «ocular explorera, 
aeeking to illuatrate their namoe by great diaoovoriea, or to onrioh *— 
themaelvea by traffic, opened a way for the after laboura of the 
miaaionary. The moat celebrated of aueh were Champlain, Ni- 
oolet, Perrot, Joliet, La Hale, and La Vorendrye.

We have aeon that the 8rat-named and alao greatoat of theM dis
coverers, brought to the knowledge of hie con temporaries, lakea 
Champlain, Ontario, and Nipiaaing (to the noffit of Lake Huron) ; 
ho alao viaited a groat part of the Ottawa/ While he waa extending 
geographical knowledge in the wcet, Père Dolbcau, then on a 
mission to the Montagnaia Indiana of Tadouaaae, waa making ex- 
ourniona of obeervation among the piotureaque highlanda of the 
Saguenay valley ; he alao viaited the Botaiamitea and other wonder
ing tribee of regions lying north from the St. Lawrence. In 1647, 
lake St. Jean, through which the Saguenay 8owa, was discovered 
by Pêro do Quon. In 16M, the French attained a point fully 
half way overland to Hudson’s Bay ; their 8nal aim being to pene
trate to a shore of the North Sea, the aborigines thereabouts hav
ing asked that a missionary should be rent to them.

In 1661, governor d'A#fccnaon charged M. la Vallière, a Nor
man of rank, Denis Quyon, Dosprds-Couture, François Pelletier, 
and Pères Druillettes and Dablon, to journey overland to Hudson’s 
Bay, taking natives for their guides. The party started from

wards they had the chief charge of the scholastic instruction of French 
youth. They were banished from France in 1590, but restored in 1603.
They remained in great credit, with successive rulers of France, till the 
year 1164, when they were banished. Soon partially recalled, they were 
finally excluded from France In 1761. A brief of Clement XIV, dated July 
31,1713, suppressed the society, nominally at least, in every part of Chris
tendom. But by a brief of Plue VII, dated 26th April, 1801, the society was 
re-organised once more. This re-constitution,however,did not find accept
ance In all catholic countries : in France, especially, it was 111 looked pn 
consequently, when the body overspread the new French Empire in 1804-5, 
they took the name of “ Society of Fathers of the Faith," but, soon after 
the second Bourbon Restoration, vis. in 1816, they virtually resumed their 
original name, in the collective appellation “ Society of the Faith of 
Jesus.” After the Revolution of 1830, even this name had to be disowned 

> to the French public, and has undergone variations since, into the his
tory of which we do not enter.—Dictionnaire dee Dates, and other au
thorities.—B,

n
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Quebec in May that year, first ascended the Saguenay, despite 
its rapids, and, attaining to lake St. Jean, they entered a tributary 
river, which, ascending, they reached lake Nekouban ; but went 
no further for the time. T^he reason was, that the native guides, 
who had thitherto stuck to the party, learning that the Iroquois had 
inspired the upper Saguenay tribes with dread, pretended that they 
(the guides) no longer knew the road ; and even the French adven
turers, dreading to meet any of those redoubtable savages on the 
rugged way, werenot sorry to call a halt, and to return by the same 
route they came. ^

The search for a north-west passage to India had been the means 
of discovering Hudson’s Bay. Cabot led the way in that quest, 
and he discovered Labrador. Alphonse de Xaintonge, the naviga
tor who accompanied Roberval to Canada, followed in the traces 
of Cabot. Sir Martin Frobisher came next. Another English ad
venturer, captain John Baris, reached the^try of Baffin's Bay.. 
At length Henry Hudson, a skilful mariner employed by an English 
company, profiting from the experience of his predecessors, in mid 
summer 1610 penetrated the landlocked sea which still bears his 
name, and coasted much of its solitary shores. It was on hie re
turn, through the straits, that the major number of his mutinous 
crew put their captain and eight of his staunchest followers into a 
boat, which was never afterwards heard o£ Finally, Jean Bourdon, 
in a vessel of 30 tons burden only, sailed to the farther end of the 
bay in 1656, to traffic with the people near its seaboard.

In 1671, governor d’Avaugour, and bis intendant Talon, 
equipped a second expedition to seek a way to Hudson’s bay by the 
Saguenay river. The names of its leaders were St. Simon and 
La Couture ; Père Charles Albanel, too, wasof the party, which left 
Quebec on the 6th of August, 1671, but did not reach its des
tination till June 28,1672. It proved a region of desolation ; of 
which they took ceremonial possession, in name of the king, in 
token of which they buried a plate of brass, graven with the royal 
armorials.

As the territory around the mi try of the Saguenay was the 
seat of a considerable traffic in peltry, it had long been wished to 
open up relations with the tribes of its upper wilderness, as also 
with the tribes nearer to the bay. Here, then, was a step gained,
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which might lead to the realisation of that wish. But the English, 
as we shall see by and by, led by two huguenot exiles, were the 
first to profit by these explorations made at French cost, or by the 
relations already formed with the natives to found trading establish
ments in the Hudson’s bay territories. The huguenot guides, 
however, played a double part afterwards, between French and 
English employers of their services.

In regions south of the St. Lawrence, Père ÿruillettes Was 
the first European who passed overland from that river to the 
eastern Atlantic seaboard, ascending the Chaudière and descend
ing the Kennebec in 1646. He was the first missionary among 
the Abenaquis, who held him in high esteem. He did good ser
vice to the colony by preserving for it the amity of that brave na
tion, the only one which the Iroquois were slow to attack.

In another direction, the traffickers and missionaries, constantly 
moving onward, toward the sources of the St. Lawrence, had 
reached the upper extremity of Lake Huron. Pères Brébeuf, 
Daniel, Lalemant, Jogues, and Kaimbault, founded in the regions 
around its waters the Christianised settlements (village*) of St. 
Joseph, St. Michel, St. Ignace, Sainte-Marie, &c. The lastrnamed, 
seated at the point where Lake Huron communicates with lake 
Erie, was long the central point of the north-western missions. 
In 1639, Jean Nicholet, following the course of a river flowing 
out of Lake Michigan at Green Bay, was led within throe days’ 
navigation of “ the great water,” such was the distinctive name 
the aborigines gave to the Mississippi.* In 1671, the relics 
of the Huron tribes, tired of wandering from forest to forest, 
settled down in Michilimac^inac, at the end of Lake Superior, 
under the care of Père Marquette ; who thus became the earliest 
founder of a European settlement in Michigan. The natives of 
the vicinity were of the Algonquin race ; but the French called 
them Sauteurs, from their being near to Sault Sainte-Marie.

Between the years 1635-1647, these countries were visited by 
eighteen Jesuit missionaries, besides several laics attached to their 
ministry. Direct communicatioo-'With the region was then little 
attempted, the hostile feeling of the Iroquois making the navi-

• 11

* Père Vimont, superior of the Jesuits ; Relation, *c., A. o. 1639-1643.
VOL. I.—Ty
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gation of lake Ontario perilous to adventurers ; and obliging them 
to pass to and from the western mission field by the valley of the 
Ottawa. The Neuters’ territory, visited by Champlain, and the 
southern lakeboard of Erie beyond Buffalo, being as yet almost 
unknown, about 1640 it was resolved to send thither Pères 
Chaumont and Brébeuf, whose exploration thus completed the 
first survey of the Laurentian basin, from the ocean to the farthest 
Rook of\Lake Superior.

Two Jesuits, Charles Raimbault and Isaac Jogues, sent towards 
that fresh-water sea, after a navigation of seventeen days, and 
losing their way in the archipelago of Lake Huron, reached the 
Sault Sainte-Marie ; and there found assembled about 2000 sava
ges, who received them with signs of great good-will. Far as 
French adventurers had advanced, the limits of the continent 
seemed to be never the nearer ; for they learned, at Sault Sainte- 
Marie, the names, still, of a great number of nations, located 
beyond to the west and south, whose existence they had never heard 
of before. Among them were said to be warlike tribes, yet living 
by culture of the soil, but whose race and language were unknown. 
“ Thus it was," says an American author, “ that the religious zeal 
of the French had transported the Cross to the banks of Sault 
Sainte-Marie and the confines of Lake Superior ; whence it over
shadowed already the territory of the Sioux in Mississippi valley, five 
years before Elliot, the famous missionary of New England, had 
addressed a word to the savages located within six miles of Boston 
harbour.”

It may fairly be said that the hold Canada had upon the abori
gines, far and near, was due to the relations our people owed to the 
missionaries and fur traders. Both were to be met with, at in
tervals, everywhere ; on the shores of Hudson’s Bay, on the margin 
of the Laurentian Gulf, at the forest outskirts of Lake Superior ; 
and in all places wheresoever found, they tended to give a high, or, 
yet better, a favourable idea of France and her people. The savages 
admired the hardihood of individual Frenchmen, who trusted 
themselves in all confidence amid entire populations of natives, 
not always of friendly dispositions ; and, even passing beyond, 
visited wildernesses reputed to be full of ferocious men and wild 
beasts, and consequently shunned by themselves. It seemed to
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these naturally superstitious people, that the Europeans bore a 
life. Their superiority in the art of war, and their 

knowledge, of Xrhich the natives made an exaggerating estimate, 
madd most of the tribes anxious to enter into alliances with the 
colonMs ; who, on ^heir part, found such of the natives as most 
dreadeosthe Iroquois^ valuable auxiliaries against these intractable 
bÿbarian

In 1659,'Wo young traders,* led on by personal curiosity and 
a spirit of adventure, joined some roving bands of Algonquins, 
and coasted with them the shores of lake Superior, upon which 
they passed the succeeding winter. Here they first learned the 
existence of the Sioux race, of whom thitherto little Ws known v 
even by their compatriots of the nearer wilds. Oufj two young 
Frenchmen determined to visit the Sioux in their own country. 
On the way, they met with broken and dispirited bands of sava
ges, the survivors of nations vanquished and dispersed by the Iro
quois. The Sioux, among whom they at length arrived, appeared 
to them, on the contrary, to be a potent race, yet of gentler man-

/ners than the people of the eastern tribes. They ascertained that 
there were forty populous hordes of the Sioux, the people in 
which exercised no such cruelties on prisoners as other native races 
gloried in ; that they had a pretty distinct belief in a Supreme 
Being ; but that their religious notions, in other particulars, were * 
akin to those of the nonrifde races of Asia.

The two intrepid adventurers returned to Quebec, in 1660, es
corted by sixty Algonquin canoes, laden with furs. They confirm
ed the report of two other Frenchmen who visited lake Michigan 
four years previously, as to the multitudinous tribes wandering 
about those regions ; among others the Kristinots, whose wigwams, 
it was averred, might be found in high latitudes, even as far as the 
polar seas.

It was during the saihe-ÿéar that Père Mesnard set out, along 
with some Algonquins, to preach the Gospel to the Ottawas and 
othen tribes located near the shores of Lake Superior. He re
mained eight months in a bay which he named after Sainte-Thérèse 
(perhaps that of Kiwina), on the southern side of the lake, where

• Relation/, $c., l. d. 1680.
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his only food-was acorns (or other mast) and pounded bark. At 
an. invitation from the Hurons, he left this inhospitable place for 
the bay qf Chagouimigong (bay of St. Esprit) at the western end 
of Lake Huron ; a country poor in game, but remote, and for 
both reasons free from the Hurons, implacable enemies the Iro
quois. One day, while his travelling comrade was busy about their 
canbe, Père Mesnard went into the woods, but returned not again 
and was never more seen. This venerable missionary had a great 
reputation for sanctity among the savages, whose rude natures 
had been almost softened to meekness by his virtuous example, 
and by the unction of his evangelical discourses. Some years after
wards, his breviary and cassock (soutane) were found among the 
Sioux, who paid them a kind of worship, as saintly relics. The 
savages, we may mention here, had a great respect (probably not 
unmingled with fear) for books, which they looked upon as imbued 
with spiritual life. Four or five years after the murder of Pères 
Brébeuf and Garnier by the Iroquois, a missionary among them 
found a Testament and a prayer-book, that had belonged to these 
martyrs, and which were preserved with care as things sacred. (

Even in those days, the traders and missionaries knew that 
North America was separated from the old world by a sea. The 
•• Relations of the Jesuits’ ’ of 1659-1660 contain these words : “To
wards the east, the south, the west, and the north, this continent 
being surrounded with water, must be disjoined from Greenland 
by a narrow space (trajet), a good portion of which has been dis
covered ; and all that is wanted is to penetrate a few degrees far
ther, in order to reach the Japanese seas.”

Père Allouez set out for Lake Superior in 1665. He coasted 
the heaps of sand which wind and water have raised along its 
shores, and rounded a bend of twelve miles, the base of a cape 
300 feet in height, forming the western end of the Laurentides. 
In this region, the waters of the lake rubbing out by their constant 
attrition the softer from the hard materials in composite rocks, 
have produced the most striking forms in some heights jjeing from 
the borders of the lake. Père Allouez must have seen and ad
mired these fantastic works of nature, many of them resembling 
ruined piles of art, to which after travellers assigned the name 
of Portail and Rocher’s Point. He reached Chagouïamigong in
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due course, where he' found a considerable village of Chippeways, 
which the Jesuits named Outchiboueo. He there erected a chapel 
and preached in Algonquin to a dozen or more tribes, who un
derstood that language. His reputation spread far. Men of many 
tribes of the regions around came to see the white man : Pou- 

v touatamis, from the depths of Michigan; Outagamis and Saiks,from
territories intermediate to Lake Michigan and the Mississippi ;

le Kristinoles (Creek Indians), from the marshy north ; the Illi
nois, from the prairies, then uncultivated, now covered with crops ; 
and lastly, the Sioux. All these men of many races admired the 
eloquence of the zealous missionary, and gave him information as to 
the numbers, power, and the sjAiation of their several countries. 
The Sioux, armed with bows ana arrows, told him that they roofed 
their huts with deer-skins, and that they occupied vast prairies on 
the margin of a great river they called the Mississippi. During his 
sojourn in that country, Allotiez, who made a voyage of more than 
2000 leagues, penetrated to countries far north, where he met 
some of the Nipissings, whom their fear of the Iroquois had driven 
into a snow-covered region. He strove to console those sufferers, 
who were then in a very wretched state.

At this time, peace prevailing among the Indian tribes, the 
traders were able to extend their operations, and the missionaries 
to spread themselves abroad, in the fertile plains west of Lake 
Michigan. Père Dablon, who laboured in that region, learnt 
also from the natives the existence of “ the great river,” and he in
tended to set out, in hopes of reaching it, in 1669,* but his spiri
tual duties prevented him from quite realising his desire : yet he 
made, it seems, a near approach to the Mississippi, after all. 
Along with Père Allouez, from 1670 to 1672, he reached the 
Wisconsin and Illinois territories^ visiting on his route the tribes 
called Mascontins, the KikapousJ and the Outagamies, on the river 
Renard, which takes rise beside the upper Mississippi, and 
disembogues in Lake Michigan. The indefatigable missionary 
had even resolved to penetrate, at a future time, to the^Polar Sea,

• Relation of the Missions to the Outadoüaks during the years 1665 and 
1670.
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to assure himself of the possibility, or not, of finding a passage 
that way to the sea of Japan.* ;

The new impulsions which had been given ito Canada by Col
bert and Talon, began to bear their fruits. Commerce revived, 
immigration increased, and the aborigines, dominated by the genius 
of civilisation, feared and respected everywhere the power of 
France. We have already reported what were the motives which 
prompted the government to send Perrot among the Restera tribes ; 
we have seen that this famous explorer was the firet 'rB'uropean 
who reached th«6n<taf Lake Michigan and the Mifimis country,and 
that deputies from ay the native tribes of the regions irrigated by 
the head waters of'the Mississippi, the sources of the Red River 
and the St Lawrence, responded to his call to meet him at the 
Sault Sainte Marie. From one discovery to another, as so many 
sûoeessive stages in a journey, the French attained a certainty 
that “ the great water ” did exist, and they could, in advanceflpBe 
its probable course. It appeared certain, from the recent search 
made for it in northerly and eastern directions, that its waters, so 
voluminous aa the natives asserted, must at last find their sea-vent 
either in the bay of Mexico or in the Pacific Ocean. Talon, who 
took a strong interest in the subject, during his intendancy recom
mended Captain Poulet, a skilful mariner of Dieppe, to verify the 
passage from sea to sea, through she Straits of Magellan. He in
duced M. de Frontenac to send M. Joliet t into the region where 
the great stream, yet unseen, must take its rise ; and follow its 
course, if found, till its waters reached the sea. The person thus 
employed on a mission which interested every one at the time, was 
a man of talent, educated in the Jesuits’ College of Quebec, proba
bly in view of entering the church ; but who had gone into the 
peltry trade. He had travelled much in the countries around 
Lake Superior, and gained great experience of the natives, espe
cially those of the Ottawa tribes. M. Joliet and Père Marquette 
set out together, in the year 1673. The latter, who had lived 
among the Poutowatami Indians as a missionary, and gained 
their affections, was forewarned by them of the perils, they alleged,

• Letters from Pères Alloues and Dablon. 
f OEcial Memorial of M. de Fro|tenac, dated Nov. 14, 1674.
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which would beset his steps in so daring an enterprise, admonishing 
him and his companion, that the people of the farther countries 
would allow no stranger to pass through them ; that travellers were 
always pillaged at the least ; that tbe great river swarmed with mon
sters who devoured men,* and that the climate was so hot that 
human flesh could not endure it. >

Having progressed to the farthest horde (over the Fox river), 
where Père Allouez was known, and the extremest point yet 
touched by any European, the adventurers found the people of 
the divers tribes living together in harmony ; vie., the Kikapous, 
Mascoutins, and Miâmis. They accorded the strangers a kind 
reception, and furnished guides to direct the party, which was 
composed of nine persons in all,—Joliet, Marquette, with five 
other whites, and two natives. On the 10th of June they set 
out, bearing two light canoes on their shoulders for crossing the 
narrow portage which separates the Fox river from that of Wis- 
consin, where the latter, after following a southerly takes a west
ern course. Here their Indian guides left them, fearing to go 
farther. Arrived at the lower Wisconsin, they embarked and 
glided down the stream, which led the travellers through a soli
tude ; the latter remarking, that the levels around them presented 
an unbroken expanse of luxuriant herbage, or forests of lofty 
trees. Their progress was slow, for it was not till the tenth day 
that they attained the confluence of the Wisconsin and Missis
sippi. But the goal w^s surely, if tardily, attained. They were 
now floating on the bosom of the “ Father of Waters,” a fact 
they at once felt assured of, and feirly committed themselves 
to the course of the doubled current. This event constituted an 
epoch in American annals. “ The two canoes,” says Bancroft, 
“ with sails outspread under a new sky, sped their way, impelled 
by favouring breezes, along the surface of the calm and majestic 
ocean tributary. At one time the French adventurers glided 
along sand-banks, the resting-places of innumerable aquatic birds ; 
at others they passed around wooded islands in mid-flood ; and 
otherwhiles, again, their course lay through the vast plains of

• There was some foundation for this report, as alligators abounded, at 
that time, in the lower waters of the river.—B.
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Illinois and Iowa, covered with magnificent woods, or dotted with 
clumps of bush scattered about limitless prairie lands.”

It was not till the voyagers had descended sixty leagues of the 
great stream, that they discovered any signs of the presence of 
man ; but at length, observing on the right bank of the river a 
foot-track, they followed it for six miles, and arrived at a horde 
(bourgade), situated on a river called by the natives Moïngona; 
an appellation afterwards corrupted into “ rivière des Moines.” 
Seeing no one, the visitors hollowed lustily, and four old men 
answered the call, bearing in hand the calumet of peace. “ We 
are Illinois,” said the Indians : “you are our fellow-men ; we bid 
you welcome.” They had never before seen any whites; but had 
heard mention of the French, and long wished to form an alli
ance with them against the Iroquois, whose hostile excursions 
extended even to their country. They were glad to hear from 
Joliet, that the colonists had lately chastised those whom no 
others could vanquish ; and feasted the visitors, to manifest their 
gratitude as well as respect. The chief of the tribe, with some 
hundreds of his warriors, escorted the party to their canoes ; and, 
as a mark of parting esteem, he presented a calumet, ornamented 
with feathers of various colours ; a safe-conduct this, held inviolable 
among the aborigines.

The voyagers, again on their way, were forewarned of the 
confluence of the Missouri with the main stream, by the noise 
of its discharging waters. Forty leagues lower, they reached 
the influx of the Ohio, in the territory of the Chouanows. By 
degrees the region they traversed changed its aspect. Instead of 
vast prairies, the voyagers only saw thick forests around them, 
inhabited by savages whose language was to them unknown. In 
quitting the southern line of the Ohio, they left <iie Algonquin 
family of aborigines behind, and had come upon a region of 
nomades, the Chickasaw nation being here denizens of the forest. 
The toahcotas, or Sioux, frequented the riverain lands, in the 
southern region watered by the great flood. Thus interpreters 
were needed by the natives, who wished to parley from either 
bank of the Mississippi; each speaking one of two mother- 
tongues, both distinct from those of the Hurons and Algonquins, 
much of the latter being familiar to Joliet and others of the party.
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Continuing their descent, the confluence of the Arkansas with 
the Mississippi was attained. The voyagers were now under the
33rd parallel of north latitude, at a point of the river course 
reported to have been previously reached, from the opposite direc
tion, by the celebrated Spanish mariner, De Soto.* Here the 
Illinois chief’s present stood the party in good stead; for on ex
hibiting his ornate calumet, they were treated with profuse kind
ness. Bread, made of maize, was offered by the chief of the 
horde located at the mouth of the Arkansas river. Hatchet- 
heads of steel, in use by the natives, gave intimation that they 
traded with Europeans, and that the Spanish settlements on the 
bay of Mexico were probably not far off. The waxing summer 
heats, too, gave natural corroboration to the same inferences. 
The party had now, in fact, attained to a region without a winter, 
unless as such be reckoned thàt part of its year knoVn as “ the 
rainy season.”

It now became expedient to call a halt, for the stored provi
sions were beginning to fail, and chance supplies could not be 
depended upon in such a wilderness as the bold adventurers had 
already traversed ; and they were still more uncertain as to what 
treatment they might receive from savage populations, if they 
proceeded further. One thing was made plain to their percep
tions : the Mississippi afforded no passage to the East Indian 
seas. They rightly concluded, also, that it found its sea-outlet 
in the Bay of Mexico, not the Pacific Ocean. They had therefore 
now done enough to entitle them to the grateful thanks of their 
compatriots, and for the names of their two leaders to take a per
manent place in the annals of geographical discovery.

The task of ascending the great river must have been arduous, 
and the return voyage protracted. Arrived at the point where 
it is joined by the Illinois, they left it for that stream, which, as
cending for a part of its lower course, Père Marquette elected to 
remain with the natives of tribes located near to its banks ;

• This famous, or rather infamous personage, who is called by M. Gar- 
neau “ le célèbre voyageur espagnol,” was the conqueror of Florida ; 
and has the credit of having been the discoverer of the embouchure of 
the Mississippi, in the year 1541.—B.
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while M. Joliet, with the rest of the party, passed overland tp 
Chicago. Thence he proceeded to Quebec, and reported hie pro
ceedings to the governor, M. Talon at that time being in France. 
This duty he had to perform orally, having lost all his papers 
when shooting the rapids of the St. Lawrence, above Montreal. 
He afterwards drew up a written report, with a tracing of his 
route, from memory. \

The encouragement the intendant procured for the enterprise, 
fairly entitles him to share its glory with thoSe who so ably car
ried it out ; for we cannot attach too much honour to the mem
ory of statesmen who turn to account their opportunities of pa
tronising useftil adventure. M. Joliet received in property the 
island of Anticosti, as a reward for his western discoveries, and 
for an exploratory voyage he made to Hudson’s Bay. He was 
also nominated hydrographer-royal, and got enfeoffed in a seig- 
nory, near Montreal. Expecting to reap great advantage from 
Anticosti as a fishing and fur-trading station, he built a fort 
thereon ; but after living some time on the island with his family, 
he was obliged to abandon it. His patronymic was adopted as 
the name of a mountain situated near the river des Plaines, a 
tributary of the Hlinois ; and Joliet is also the appellation, given 
in his honour, of a town near Chicago.

Père Marquette proceeded to Green Bay, by lake Michigan, in 
1673 ; but he returned soon afterwards, and resumed his mission
ary labours among the Illinois Indians. Being then at war with 
the Mhfanis, they came to him asking for gunpowder : “ I have 
come among you,” said the apostolic priest, “ not to aid you to 
destroy your enemies’ bodies, but to help you to save your own 
souls. Gunpowder I cannot give you, but my prayers you can have 
for your conversion to that religion which gives glory to God in 
the highest, and on earth peace to all men.” *—Upon one occa
sion, he preached before two thousand warriors of their nation, 
besides the women and children present. His bodily powers, how-

• On perusing this passage, which conveys the sentiment but not the 
exact words of the original, the memory of the reader will naturally re
vert to St. Peter's answer to the inopportune request of the cripple for an 
alms : " Silver and gold have I none, but such as I have I give thee....Z1 
Acts ill. 6.—B.
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ever,<^re bow well-nigh exhausted. He decided to return to 
Mackinac ; but while coasting the lower shores of lake Michigan, 
feeling! that his supreme hour was nigh, he caused the people in 
his canoe to set him ashore. Having obtained for him the shelter 
of a hut forced of branches, he there died the death of the righ
teous. His companions interred his remains near the river which 
yet bears his name, and set up a crucifix to mark the spot. Thus 
ended, amid the solitudes of the western wilderness, the valuable 
existence of one whose name, too little known to his own age, will 
be remembered when hundreds of those which, however loudly 
sounded in the present, shall have passed into utter oblivion.*

The news of the discovery of the Mississippi made a great sen
sation in Canada ; and eclipsed, for a time, the interest attaching 

T to other explorations of the age, which were becoming more and 
more rife every year. Every speculative mind was set to work, 
as was usual on such occasions, to calculate the material advan
tages which might result, first to the colonists, and next to their 
mother country, from access being obtained to a second gigantic 
water-way through the territories of New France ; serving, as it 
virtually might in times to come, as a complement, or completing 
moiety for the former, enabling the colonists to have the command 
of two seas.

Still, as the gulf of Mexico had not been reached by the adven
turers upon the present occasion, some persons had their doubts 
about the weal course of the lower flood. There was therefore, 
however, still in store credit for those who shofid succeeded Blearing 
up whatever uncertainty there might be about a matter^o impor
tant. I

“ New lyranee,” says Raynal, “ had among- its people h Nor
man named Robert Cavalier de la Sale, a man inspired With the 
double passion of amassing a large fortune and gaining an illus- 
triousv name. This person had acquired, under Jae training of 
the Jesuits, among whom his youth was passed; activity, enthu
siasm, firmness of character, and high-heartedness; qualities which

• Guérin observes that, according to some authorities, La Sale, some 
time between the years 1669 and 1671, descended the Mississippi, as far 
as the Arkansas, by the river Ohio. . There can be no doubt that the 
story is a mere figment.
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that celebrated confraternity knew so well to discern and cultivate 
in promising natures committed to their care. Their most auda
cious and enterprising- pupil, La Sale, was especially impatient to 
seize every occasionytiiat chance presented for distinguishing him
self, and ready to create such opportunities if none occurred.’’ He 
had been resident some years in Canada, when Joliet returned 
fropi his expedition to the Mississippi. The effect of so promising 
a discovery, upon such a mind as La Sale^, was of the most 
awakening kind. Joliet’s report of what ho experienced, and his 
shrewd conjectures as to what he did not see, but which doubtless 
existed, well meditated upon by his fellow-genius, inspiredSthe 
latter to form a vast design of exploration and traffic cemjoinod, 
in realising which he determined to hazard both his fortunes and1 
reputation.

Cavalier, sieur de La Sale, was born in Rouen, and the son of 
respectable parents. While yet a young man, he came to Canada 
full of a project he had conceived, of seeking a road to Japan and 
China, by a northern or western passage ; but did not bring with 
him the pecuniary means needful even to make the attempt. He 
set about making friends for himself in the colony, and succeeded 
in finding favour with the Count de Frontenac, who discerned in 
him qualities somewhat akin to his own. With the aid of M. de 
Courcelles and Talon, he opened a factory for the fur traffic at 
Lafchine near Montreal, a name which (China) hfl^gave to the 
place, in allusion to the oriental goal towards which his hopes 
tended as an explorer.* In the way of trade, he visited lakes On
tario and Erie. While the Canadians were yet excited about the 
discovery of the Mississippi, he imparted his aspirations regarding 
it to the governor-gèneral. He said that, by ascending instead of 
descending that great stream, a means might be found for reach
ing the Pacific Ocean ; but that the outlay attending the enterprise 
could only be defrayed by combining with it an extended traffic with 
the nations of the west ; that he would gladly made the attempt

• Others say that the place owed its name to a spirit of mockery in 
some of La Sale’s enemies or enviera, who spoke of the locality as being 
his “ first stage on the road to China a country which, they predicted, 
he was doomed never to reach.—Wxrburton : Conqueit of Canada.—B.

v.
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himself' if a trading post were erected for his use at the foot of lake 
Ontario, as a basis for hig_ operations, with an exclusive license 
to traffic in the eastern countries. The governor gave him the 
command of For jfFrontenac, to begin with. Obtaining, also, his re
commendations to the court, La Sale sailed for France in 1675, and 
gained all he wanted from the Marquis de Seignelai, son and suc
cessor of the great Colbert as minister of marine. The king be
stowed on La Sale the seignory of Cataracoui (Kingston), and en
nobled him. .This seignory included Fort Frontenac, of which he 
was made tire proprietor, as well as of lake Ontario ; conditioned, 
howevei-'triat he was to re-construct the fort in stone. His Ma
jesty also invested him with all needful credentials for beginning 
and continuing his discoveries.

La Sale, on his return to Canada, actively set about aggrand
ising his new possession. Several colonists and some of the natives 
repaired to the locality, and settled under protection of his fort. 
He ,built in its vicirfity three decked vessels—the first ever seen 
upon lake Ontarip. In 1677, he visited France again, in quest 
of aid to carry out his plans. Colbert and Seignelai got him a 
royal commission as recognized explorer of north-west America, 
with permission to erect fortified posts therein at his discretion. 
He found a potent protector, also, in Hie Prince de Conti.

La Sale, full of hope, sailed from La Rochelle in summer 1678, 
with thirty seamen and artisans, his vessel freighted with equip
ments for his lake craft, and merchandise for barter with the ab
origines. A brave officer, Chevalier do Tonti, went with him, 
proposing to share his fortunes. Arrived at Cataracoui, his ener
gy put all-his workpeople in activity. By the 18th of November, 
he set sail from Fort Frontenac in one of his barks, loaded with 
goods and materials for constructing a second fort and a brigantine 
at Niagara. Whlb he reached the head of lake Ontario, his ves
sel excited the admiration of the savages ; while the falls of Nia
gara no less raised the wonder <5f the French. Neither had before 
seen the former so great a triumph of human art ; nor the latter, so 
over-powering a spectacle of nature. I f

La Sale set about founding his proposed stronghold at Niagara ; 
but the natives, as soon as the defensive works began to take 
shape, demurred to their being continued. Not'1caring tx> dispute

/
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the matter with them, he gare hie erections the form of a palisaded 
store-house merely. During winter following, he laid the keel 
of a vessel on the stocks) at a place some six miles above the Falls.

His activity redoubled as his operations progressed. He sent 
on his friend Tonti with the fhmous Rocollet, Père Hennepin, to 
seek out several* .nteojrhom he had despatched as forerunners, in 
autumn preceding', to open uj^jKtreffic he intended to carry on with 
the aborigines of the west. In person he vifcjted the Iroquois and 
several other nations, with whom he wished'to form trading rela
tions. He has the honour of founding the town of Niagara. The 
vessel he there built he called “ the Griffin,” because, said he, 
“ the griffin has right of mastery over the ravens :’** an allusion, as 
was said, to his hope of overcoming all his ill-willers, who were 
numerous.* Be this as it may, the Griffin was launched in mid
summer 1679, under a salute of cannon, with a chanting of Tt 
Dcum, and shouts from the colonists ; the natives present setting 
up yells of wonder, hailing the French as so many Otkou, or “ men 
of a contriving mind."

On the 7th of August the Griffon, equipped with seven guns and 
loaded with small arms and goods, entered lake Erie ; when La 
Sale started for Detroit, which he reached in safety after a few 
days’ sail. He gave to the expansion of the channel between lakes 
Erie and Huron, the name of lake Ste. Claire ; traversing which, 
he, on the 23rd August, entered Lake Huron. Five days later, 
he reached Michilimackinac, after having encountered a violent 
storm, such as are not unfrequent in that locality. The aborigi
nes of the country were not less moved than those of Niagara had 
been, at the appearance of the Griffon ; an apparition rendered 
terrible as well as puieling, when the sound of her cannon boomed 
along the lake and reverberated from its shores.

On attaining to the chapel of the Ottawa tribe, at the mission

* Some au there say that he named his vessel the Griffon In honour of 
the Frontenacs, the supporters in whose family ooat-of-arme were two
Griffon,». [Where all is so uncertain in an important matter, a third 
suggestion may be as near the mark as the first two. As the Norse or 
Norman sea-kings bore the raven for a standard, perhaps La Sale adopted 
the ravens'-master symbol, in right of a hoped-for sovereignty over the 
American lakes.—A.]
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station, ho landed and attended mass. Continuing his voyage, 
some time in September he reached the bay dee Puants, on the 
western lake-board of Michigan, where he oast anchor. So far, 
the first ship navigation of the great Canadian lakes had been a 
triumph ; but the end was not yet, and it proved to be disastrous, 
for La Sale, hearing that his creditors had in his absenoe confis
cated his possessions, despatched the Griffon, loaded with peltry, 
to Niagara, probably in view of redeeming them ; but his vessel 
and goods were totally lost on the way.

Meanwhile, he started, with a trading party of thirty men of 
different callings, bearing arms and merchandise. Passing to St. 
Joseph’s, at the lower end of Lake Michigan, whither he had 
ordered Jhat the Griffon should proceed on heryfivoposed second 
voyage from Niagara, he laid the foundations of a fort on the crest 
of a steep height, washed on two sides by the rU-erof the Miâmis, 
and defended on another side by a deep ravine, Ho set buoys at 
the entrance of the stream for the direction of the crew of the 
anxiously expected vessel, upon whoso safety depended in part the 
continuation of his enterprises ; sending on some skilful hands to 
Miohilimackinao to pilot her on the lake. The vessel not appear
ing, and winter being near, he set out for the country of the Illi
nois Indians, leaving a few men in charge of the fort, and taking 
with him the missionaries Gabriel, Hennepin, and Zénobe, also 
some private men ; Tonti, who was likewise of the party, having re
joined his principal, but without the men ho was sent to seek, as 
he could not find them. The expedition, thus constituted, arrived 
towards the dose of December at a deserted native village situated 
near the source of the Illinois river, in the canton which still bears 
La Sale’s name. Without stopping here, he descended that stream 
as far as lake Peoria, (called by Hennepin Pimiteoui), on the 
margin of which he found encamped a numerous body of the Illi
nois. These Indians, though naturally gentle, yet-turned unfriend
ly regards at first on the party ; but soon reoovetyng from surprise 
at the appearance of the French, treated them with great hospita
lity ; one of their attentions to the supposed wants of the visit
ors being to rub their wearied legs with bears’ grease and buffalo 
fst. These friendly people were glad to learn that La Bale meant 
to form establishments in their country. Like the Huron savages
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of Champlain’s time, the Illinois, harassed as they were by the 
Iroquois, trusted that the French would protect them in future. 
The visitors remarked that the Illinois formed the sides of their 
huts with mats of flat reeds, lined and sewed together. All those 
the party saw were tall, robust in body, and dexterous with the 
bow. But the nation has been stigmatised by some early reporters 
as cowardly, lazy, debauched, and without respect for their chiefs.

La Sale’s people, hearing no mention of his ship-all this while, 
began first to murmur, and then to leave him : six of them deserted 
in one night. In other respects, events occurred, ominous of evil 
for the termination of the enterprise. To occupy the attention 
of his companions, and prevent them from brooding on apprehend
ed ills, as well as to guard them against a surprise by any hostile 
natives, he set them on erecting a fort upon an eminence, at a 
place four days’ journey distant from Lake Peoria ; which when 
finished he named Breakheart (Crivecœur), in allusion to the 
mental suffering he then endured. To put an end to an intolera
ble state of suspense, in his own case, he resolved to set out on foot 
for Frontenac, 4^0 or 500 leagues distant—hoping there to obtain 
good news about the Cfnffoh ; also in order to obtain equipments for 
a new bark, then in bourse of construction at Crèvecœur, in which 
he meant to embark upon his return thither, intending to descend 
the Mississippi to its embouchure. He charged Père Hennepin 
to trace the downward course of the Illinois to its junction with 
the Mississippi, then to ascend the former as high as possible, and 
examine the territories through which its upper waters flow. 
After making Tonti captain of the fort in his absence, he set out, 
March 2, 1680, armed with a musket, and accompanied by three 
or four whites and one Indian.*

Père Hennepin, who left two days before, descended the Illinois 
to the Mississippi, made several excursions in the region around 
their confluence f then ascended the latter to a point beyond the 
Sault St. Antony, where he was detained for some months by Sioux 
----------------- •---------------------------------------------------------------

* Charlevoix, by following the relation attributed to Tonti, has fallen 
into some obvious errors respecting La Sale’s expedition to the Illinois 
river. Hennepin, an ocular witness, is assuredly the best authority ; cor
roborated, as his narration is, by the relation and letters of Père Zénobe 
Mambré. See Premier établissement de la Foi dam la Nouvelle-Franc*.
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Indians, who only let him go on his promise to return to them 
next year. One of the chiefs traced on a scrap of paper the route 
he desired to follow ; and this rude but correct chart, says Henne
pin, “ served us truly as a compass.” By following the Wisconsin, 
which falls into the Mississippi, and Fox River, when running in 
the opposite direction, he reached lake Michigan mission station, 
passing through, intermediately, vast and interesting countries.

Such was the famous expedition of Hennepin ; who, on his 
return, was not a little surprised to find a company of fur traders 
near the Wisconsin river, led by one De Luth, who had probably 
preceded him in visiting that remote region.

While Hennepin was exploring the upper valley of the Mississippi, 
La Sale’s interests were getting from bad to worse at Crèveoœur. 
But, for rightly understanding the events which at last obliged 
him to abandon that post, it is necessary to explain the state 
of his affairs in Canada ; and to advert to the jealousies which 
other traffickers cherished regarding his monopolising projects in the 
western regions of the continent. He came to the colony, as we 
have seen, a fortuneless adventurer—highly recommended, indeed ; 
while the special protection he obtained from the governor, with 
the titular and more solid favours he obtained at court, made him 
a competitor to all other commercialists, whom it was impossible 
to contend with directly. Underhand means of opposition, there
fore, and these not always the fairest, were put in play to damage 
his interests, and, if possible, effect his ruin. For instance, feuds 
were stirred up against him among the savage tribes ; and induce
ments held out to his own people to desert him.* They even

• “ The enterprise, which ought to have been supported by all well 
disposed persons, for the glory of God and the service of the king, 
awakened dispositions and produced effects of a contrary kind. Thus 
adverse feelings to him were aroused in the breasts of the flurons, the 
Ottawas of the Isle, and other native nations ; while, among these 
tribes, the sieur de la Sale found fifteen men, whom he had sent out to 
trade for him, engaged, after misappropriating part of his goods, in 
serving others, instead of pushing onwards to the Illinois country, as 
they had been directed ; and setting at nought the efforts of the sieur 
de Tonti, their chief, to persuade them to act faithfully.” Ltclirt and 
Ztnobe Mambrt. . ■

VOL. I.—U
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induced the Iroquois and the Mi&mis to take up arms against the 
Illinois, his allies. Besides this hostility to him within New 
France, he had to face the opposition of the Anglo-American 
colonists, who resisted the realisation of his projects, for nationally 
selfish reasons. Thus they encouraged the Iroquois to attack La 
Sale’s Indian allied connexions of the Mississippi valley ; a mea
sure which greatly increased the difficulties of a position already 
almost untenable. In a word, the odds against him became too 
great ; and he was constrained to retire from the high game he 
wished to play out, which, indeed, was certainly to the disadvantage 
of individuals, if tending to enhance the importance of the colony 
as a possession of France.

La Sale’s ever trusty lieutenant, the chevalier de Tonti, mean
while did all he could, at Crèveoœnr, to engage the Illinois to 
stand firm to their engagements with his principal. Having 
learned that the Miâmis intended to join the Iroquois in opposi
tion to them, he hastened to teach the use of fire-arms to those who 
remained faithful, to put the latter on a footing of equality with 
these two nations, who were now furnished with the like imple
ments of war. He also showed them how to fortify their hordes 
with palisades. But while in the act of erecting Fort Louis, near 
the sources of the river Illinois, most of the garrison at Crèveoœnr 
mutinied and deserted, after pillaging the stores of provision and 
ammunition there laid up.

At this crisis of La Sale’s affairs (1680), armed bands of the 
Iroquois suddenly appeared in the Illinois territory, and*produced 
a panic among its timid inhabitants. Tonti, acting with spirit 
and dmsion as their ally, now intervened, and enforced upon the 
Iroquom a truce for the Illinois,; but the former, on ascertaining 
the paucity of his means, recommenced hostilities. Attacking the 
fort, they murdered Père Gabriel, disinterred the dead, wasted 
the cultivated land, &c., of the French residents. The Illinois 
dispersed in all directions, leaving the latter isolated among their 
enemies. Tonti, who had at last but five men under his orders, 
also fled the country.

While the chevalier, in hie passage from Orèveoœur, was de
scending the north side of lake Michigan, La Sale was moving 
along its southern side with a reinforcement of men, and rigging
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for the bark he left in course of construction et the above-named
post ; where having arrived, he had the mortification to find it
devastated and deserted. He made no attempt to refound it, but 
passed the rest of the year in excursions over the neighbouring 
territories, in which he visited a great number of tribes ; among 
them the Outagamie and Miâmis, whom he persuaded to renounce 
an alliance they had formed with the Iroquois.—Soon afterwards, 
* turned to Montreal, taking Frontenac on his way. Although 

ecuniary losses had been great, he was still able to compound 
with his creditors, to whom he conceded his own sole rights of 
*“J“ —'=*"rn countries, they in return advancing moneys

roseoute his future explorations, 
hings ready for the crowning expedition he had 
i set out with Tonti, Père M ambré, also some 
re followers, and directed his course towards

The mildness oi
ieh river he readied on the 6th of February, 1682.

The mildness of the climate in that latitude, and the beauties of the 
country, whioh increased as he proceeded, seemed to give new life 
to his hopes of finally obtaining profit and glory.* In descending 
the majestic stream, he recognised the Arkansas and other riverain 
tribes visited by Marquette ; be traversed the territories of many 
other native nations, including the Chiokasaws, the Taensas, the 
Chactas, and th eNatchez,—the last of these rendered so celebrated,

• 41A vessel loaded with merchandise belonging to La Sale, valued 
at 22,600 livres, had jnst been lost in the Gulf of St. Lawrence ; several 
canoes, also loaded with hie goods, were lost in the rapids of the same 
fiver. On learning these new misfortunes, [in addition to others, of his 
enemies' procuring,] he said it seemed to him that all Canada had risen 
up against his enterprises, with the single individual exception of the 
governor-general. He asserted that the subordinates, whom he had 
brought from France, had been tempted to quit his service by rival tra
ders, and that they had gone to the New Netherlands with the goods he 
had entneted to their care ; and as for the Canadians in his hire, bis 
enemies had found means to detach them also, from his Interesta.”— 
Yet, “ under |the pressure of all his misfortunes,” says a missionary, “ I 
have never remarked the least change fit him; no 111 news seemed to 
disturb his usual equanimity : they seemed rather to spar him on to 
fresh efforts to retrieve hie fortunes, and te make greater discoveries 
than he had yet effected."
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in times near our own, by the genius of Ch&teaubriand. Halting 
often in his descent to note the outlets of the many streams tri
butary to the all-absorbing Mississippi, among others the Missouri 
and the Ohio,—at the embouchure of the latter erecting a fort,— 
he did not reach the ocean mouths of the “ father of waters," till 
the fifth of April, that brightest day of his eventful life. With 
elated heart, he took formal possession of the country,—eminently 
in name of the reigning sovereign of France ; as he gave to it, at 
the same time, the distinctive appellation of Louisiana.—Thus 
was completed the discovery and exploration of the Mississippi, 
from the Sault St. Antony to the sea ; a line of more than 600 
leagues in length. <

La Sale ascended the great river, and, when arrived in its head 
Vaters, sent on Père Mambré with an account of his proceedings, 
whd, as soon as he reached Quebec, embarked for France to pre- 
i m. Meanwhile, La Sale resumed hisi

trading labours, during thelidg labours, during the ensuing winter and that following,
among the Illinois Indians and the Michigan tribes.

A change in the administration of the colony, not favourable to
the interests of La Sale, supervened by the recal of count de 
Frontenac, and the nomination of M. de la Barre, to the governor- 
generalship, in 1682. Soon after his installation, reports brought
to him of the proceedings of La Sale in his tradings with the na
tives, biassed La Barre greatly against the latter. He wrote to the 
minister that to La Sale’s imprudence was due a war then immi
nent between the French and the Iroquois, which might break out
at any moment, the colonists not being then prepared to repel those
restless barbarians. At a later date, after the discovery of the
mouth of the Mississippi, he complained that Père Mambré refused, 
after passing to Quebec, to -communicate to him, as chief of the 
colony, any account of the proceedings of La Sale ; insinuating, at 
the same time, that the personal verity of that ecclesiastic was 
doubtful at the best. He intimated that La Sale himself appeared 
to have even evil designs in his head ; that his actions were disor
derly, for, with a score of vagrants, French and Indian, located 
in the depths of a bay of Lake Michigan, he played the part of a 
petty sovereign, and mulcted or pillaged rival traders ; threw open 
the country to Iroquois depredations ; and justified all his irregu-
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lari ties by pleading the rights of monopoly aoéorded to him by the 
king of France for every country he might discover, or chose to say 
he discovered. These (over-strong) repress n tarions, made by the 
highest official authorities, followed, as ti ey were, by the 'put
ting under sequestration of Fort Frontenac ind Fort St. Louis in 
Illinois, brought the loyalty of La Sale into question ; and he 
found it expedient, on advice given, with good or ill intent, by 
M. de la Barre, to proceed to France in 1683/and defend himself 
at court. In this he was completely successful. Colbert was now 
no more * ; but the regard of that great minister for La Sale sur
vived in his son, the Marquis de Seignelai, who persuaded the 
king that M. de la Barre had been imposed on by the enemies of 
the founder of Louisiana. An order was made out and despatch
ed to Quebec, to reinstate La Sale, on his return, in Fort Fron
tenac, and to repair all damages which his property had sustained in 
that locality. Finally, the triumphant adventurer was charged to 
commence the colonisation of Louisiana ; the home government 
engaging to supply him with all necessary means to affirm and 
extend that recently gained province of New France. •

* Jean-Baptiste Colbert, whose father was a draper as is believed, 
was born at Rheims Aug. 19, 1619 ; and died Sept. 6, 1683. Become a 
clerk at Cardinal Mazarin’s bankers, that minister noted his talents, and 
gave him a state appointment ; meaning, as was said, that he should suc
ceed him as Prime Minister. Diet, dtt Date».—B.
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CHAPTER III

THE MASSACRE OF LAOHIN1.

1682-1689.

M. de 1» Barre succeeds to tbe Count de Frontenac.—His partisan ad
ministration ; is inimical to La Sale.—War imminent ; the “ notables " 
convoked : augmented immigration proposed.-r-Two hundred men 
Sent.—Colonel Dongan excites tbe Iroquois against the French.—La 
Barre lulled into security by those savages for a time : the Iroquois 
attack Orèveooeur.—Dongan’s hostility to the French thwarted.—La 
Barre takes the field against the Iroquois ; famine in his camp ; makes 
a shameful peace with the savages.—He is recalled ; and succeeded 
by the Marquis de Denonville.—Unlucky administration of Denonville : 
his attempts to exclude the Iroquois and English traders from the 
southern Laurentian region.—Meeting convoked of Iroquois ehiefs, 
in the English interest, at Albany : to prevent the assembly, the Mar
quis treacherously seizes several Iroquois chiefs, and sends them as 
prisoners to France.—Magnanimity of the Iroquois.—The French 
attack the Isonnonthouans, and burn their villages, to no useful pur
pose.—Foundation of Niagara.—Négociations for peace with the 
hostile Indians : perfidy of Le Rat, a Huron chief : the war continues. 
—Conquest of New York proposed.—Deceitful calm among the Iro
quois, followed by the massacre of Laohine.—Denonville recalled.— 
War between France and England.—M. de Frontenac sent to replace 
Denonville : vigorous and successful administration of the former.

M. LefebWe de la Barre, nominated governor-general in place 
of the count de Frontenac, arrived from France in the summer of 
1682. He was accompanied by M. de Meules, appointed inten
dant of the colony. La Barre was a marine officer, who had dis
tinguished himself in action against the English in the West 
Indies, from whom he took the islands of Antigua and Mont' 
serrât. —

On landing at Quebec, he learned that war had broken out 
between the Iroquois nations and the tribes of Illinois, and that 
their hostilities must necessarily extend to the French possessions. 
The instructions he received before leaving France included ~~ 
order to equip an armed expedition, 500 or 600 strong, and s

l
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k towards lake Ontario, to overcome the Iroquois only in the first 
instance; but he was enjoined not to come to blows with the 
natives if it could be properly avoided ; or unless a master-stroke 
oould be dealt on those most hostile to the French, and they could 
be brought to sue for terms at once. M. de la Barre, after hav
ing considered the actual position of affairs, mistaking it for an 
alarming crisis, and taking a step reprehended in the policy of his 
predecessor, convoked a meeting of the notables or chief govern- > 
mental officers and spiritual authorities, with some of the principal 
colonists. Among the two former classes of individuals, assembled 
on this occasion, were the governor of Trois-Rivières, the colonial 
intendant, the ordinary members of the sovereign council, the 
town-major of Quebec and his subalterns, and the chief colonists 
aforesaid, along with the bishop, the superior of St. Sulpice, and 
the resident Jesuits.

Deliberations being entered on and concluded, a detailed report 
on the situation of Canada was drawn up and transmitted to 
Paris. It was therein stated, inter alia, that the population of 
the late province of New Netherlands (now New York), in view of t
monopolising the fur traffic, constantly excited the Iroquois to 
war against the French and their native allies ; that, in particular, 
the Iroquois (incited, of course, by the New Yorkers) had lately, 
during a hostile raid in the Illinois territory, killed 300 or 400 
of its people, and taken prisoners 900 others. The report intima
ted, that, while it was expedient the Illinois tribes should be sus
tained, yet the amount of disposable colonial force which could be 
spared for distant expeditions was small, owing to the exigencies 
of urgent duties, in house and field. No mere corps of observa
tion, it was said, would now suffice to bring the Iroquois to reason : 
their pretensions must be disposed of, and once'for all, by roam 
force. And as a preliminary to commencing offensive operations, 
the fort of Cataraooui (Kingston) ought to be strongly manned 
and well stored with arms and munitions of war ; it being I post 
whence, in forty-eight hours’ time, a force oould be directed on the 
canton of the Teonnonthouans, a nation which had 1500 warriors, 
and which,it was important,should be the first to succumb to French 
superiority. But in order to carry out this enterprise, from 200 
to 300 additional regular soldiers would be wanted, part of them

\
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to remain in garrison at Cataracoui, part atf Là Galette (Prescott), 
for the protection of the colonial frontier ^on the west side, while 
the remaining forces, regulars and militia, marched against the foe. 
An immigration of a thousand or more farm labourers was re
quested, to till the lands of such colonists as were summoned to 
serve in the proposed expedition. And as there were no public 
funds in Canada for defraying the cost of what was a necessary 
war, it was intimated that the mother country should supply 
means for victualling and equipping the troops, also for building 
three or four barks, to be employed on Lake Ontario in transport
ing the men and military stores. Lastly, it was hinted that, through 
past neglect of the colony by the home authorities, the savages 
had learned to make light of its resources; whereas, if once a 
body of troops were sent from France, not only would the Iroquois 
hesitate to attack the colony, but others of the savage nations, 
seeing that the colonists were thus reinforced, would incline to put 
themselves under French protection.

The call for a rural immigration, abruptly made as above, receiv
ed no practical response) yet it came at a time when numbers of the 
king’s huguenot subjects were soliciting leave to settle in French 
America, and had promised to live peaceably under the protection 
of a flag which they wished should ever be theirs. But the death 
of their protector, Colbert, in 1684,* left these religionists at the 
mercy of chancellor Le Tellier and the harsh Louvois ; who ad
vised the king to reject their suit. Sodn afterwards the dragoon
inga of the protestant cantons took place, as an ominous prelude 
to the revocation of the Edict of Nantes.f The king gloried, it 
is said, in manifesting his power in opposite directions, by abasing 
papal pretensions and crushing the huguenots. Madame de Main- 
tenon,—once a calvinist, now a zealous catholic,—who was secretly 
married to Louis, encouraged the-persecution of the sect whose 
creed she had renounced ; and in partmular, suggested the unworthy 
device of tearing the children of huguenots from their parents’ 
arms, to bring them up in the Romish faith : a measure which 
could be proposed only by a childless woman, such as she was.

• Sic in orig., but an incorrect date. See note, p. 277 supra.—B.
t The iniquitous decree for its revocation was signed October 22, 

1686.—B.
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Other means, of the harshest kind, even torture and death, were 
employed, but generally in vain, to cause a renunciation of what 
was believed to be apostasy, on the unfortunate protestants. They 
was at last that their total perdition was intended, and they sought 
only where best they could find, abroad, a home. But prohi
bitory decrees, with severe penality attached for infraction, 
sternly forbade their self-expatriation. Nevertheless several hun
dred thousands of French protestants [a recent authority reduces 
that total to 80,000] contrived to leave their native country, 
though the punishment of the galleys was the infliction prepared for 
all other persons assisting them in their flight.* They chiefly

• “ Two plans for converting the Protestants were discussed in the 
council of state : one proposed ways of gentleness and persuasion in 
dealing with them ; the other advocated prompt and violent means. The 
latter was that of the Jesuits : it was preferred. The Jesuits, though 
clever rogues (fourbtt), had very narrow views. They could plan 
acts of destruction and crimes, but knew not how to consolidate what 
they did. Hence it is that they never succeeded in permanently esta
blishing any thing : the usual fate of the authors of projects based on 
immorality and imposture.” Dulàüri : Hist. de Paris, période xiii, § 6.

The pious Fénelon opposed, as much as he could, the iniquitous 
means taken to convert the Protestants. He wrote to Madame de 
Maintqnon to persuade the king to use them less harshly. The Jesuit 
Lachaisk, royal confessor, answered the call by erasing his name from 
the register where it was inscribed as the future bishop of Poitiers. 
D’Aguesseau, intendant of Languedoc, demanded his own recal,.to avoid 
persecuting the Protestants abounding in that jurisdiction. He wrote a 
memoir, also, in their favour ; demonstrating that the constraint put 
upon them to renounce their faith was impious. Marshal de Vauban, 
the most scientific of soldiers and the most enlightened statesman of hie 
time, had the courage to present a memoir to Louvois, in which he pro
posed to abrogate all the persecuting ordinances that had been issued 
against the Protestants during nine years before ; advising that their 
demolished or devastated temples should be restored, and their ministers 
be recalled from banishment ; likewise to offer to all those Protestants 
who had not yet abjured their religion under compression, as some had 
done, lull liberty of choice between the two religions of their country. 
In this memoir, he deplores the loss to France of one hundred thousand 
of her people, and sixty millions of specie they had taken abroad ; as 
also the ruin of French commerce, which had been mostly in Protestant 
hands. Add to all, the double loss of thousands of hardy mariners and
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passed, into Holland and Germany, in the first instance ; but 
many of them afterwards took refuge in England or the English 
plantations of America, where they were received with open 
arms ; * as they carried witj| them their riches, their skill in the 
useful arte, and their commercial experience : not to mention that 
a stinging sense of the wrongs they endured, led many to turn a 
vengeful arm against their compatriote in the fielcfa of war. 
William III, the ultra Protestant stadtholder of Holland and 
king of England, more than onoe charged French regiments, and 
corps of the allies of France, at the head of breaded huguenots : 
the antagonisticpanics of one and the same race, but of diverse 
religions, fightmg against each other with a (savage enmity un
known to alien combatants in other parts of the\field of action.

What a mighty advantage would have accrued to New France, 
if a licensed emign^ion of the Protestant populatidu^of Old France r 
had taken place, at this time, to Canada and the nefcty explored 
regions of the West! Other inimical and rival countries had not 
then been enriched and strengthened by what the French nation 
thus lost, both in contemporary and coming'times ; nor had WE.

brave soldiers, who had passed into the fleets and armies of France’s 
most redoubtable enemies. As for the conversions, real or pretended, 
made with much trouble, and great cost in bribes, 4c., he said, that 
11 the constraint employed in bringing about these conversions had 
inspired a general horror against the conduct of some ecclesiastics, who 
surely put, no faith themselves in those sacraments which they thus 
played with (se font «a jeu de profaner) ; that the project of converting 
by violent means was execrable, opposed in its nature to every Christian 
grace, contrary to public morality and sound civil polity, yea even peri
lous to the established religion itself." For a proof that sectarianism is 
always strengthened by persecution, the marshal cited the fact, that, 
in a few years from the massacres of St. Bartholomew, begun August 
24th 1672, on a new estimation being made of the total population of 
France, it was found that the number of Protestants in that kingdom 
had increased by 110,000 souls.—Eclaircissements historique» sur Us 
Causes de la Révocation de l’Edit de Nantes, tome premier, pp. 180, 368, 
369, 373.-5.

* “ 1681, Sept. 7, Charles II publishes an order in council for the 
entertainment and assistance of the French Protestants, who have fled 
hither for shelter; for which the French church in London return 
him their thanks." Wans : British History.
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QaUo-Cansdians, been reduced to defend foot to foot, against an 
alien race, our language, our laws, and our nationality.

Louis XIV, the dominator of Europe, who lost through his 
own fault half a million of his best subjects, could spare only the 
200 soldiers sent to Quebec to aid in protecting a country qua
druple the size of his own kingdom ; a vast region, embracing 
within its limits the Hudson’s Bay territory, Acadia, Canada, 
great part of Maine, portions of the States of Vermont and New 
York, with the whole valley of the Mississippi 1 To be sure, he 
advertised M. de la Barre that he had applied to the English 
home government to prevent its American colonists from vitiat
ing the conditions of the treaties then existing between the two 
nations, and bid them cease to excite their savage neighbours 
against the Canadians; he assured La Barre that the king of 
Great Britain had in consequence given strict orders to the gov
ernor of New York, Colonel Dongan, to be careful in maintain
ing amicable relations between his people and the French colonists ; 
and therefore he (Louis) did not doubt that the British king’s de
sire, in that regard, would be respected. But Dongan, whose people 
had determined to share with the Canadians the full advantages 
of the peltry traffic, paid no attention to the orders he received 
from London.* Nay more, he redoubled his former efforts to 
stir up in the Iroquois hostile feelings, and had persuaded the 
fotpier to lift the war-hatchet against allies of the French, viz. the 
Miâmis and Ottawas ; news of which having reached M. de la 
Barre, he despatched a trusty envoy to ward off the blow if pos
sible, who arrive^ amongst the Onnontaguez on the eve of the 
day appointed for the departure of the Iroquois warriors for the 
intended scene of action. ».

• It is probable the New Yorkers were perfectly aware that Charles 
was the bond-slave of the French king, and, as such, not to be blindly 

f obeyed. With the aid of the latter, he was enabled to dispense with' 
parliamentary grants altogether ; in «ther words, to reign despotically, 
and bring humiliations upon the British empire simultaneously. His 
latest recorded private agreement with Louis XIV, before the time we 
have now arrived at, bore date March 14, 1681 ; by which he agreed, on 
receiving 200,000 crowns for that year, and 500,000 in the two follow
ing, to withdraw gradually from the Spanish alliance, which he had 
taken a pledge to maintain.—B.
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The governor's envoy wss well received. The Iroquois, who 
had no intention to keep their promises, agreed (in words) to 
exercise the forbeasance that was asked of them ; awl even bound 
themselves to send al deputation to Montreal in June following. 
But by the month of May, three out of the five nations ( cantons) 
sent 800 warriors, who fbll suddenly upon the Hurons, the Mi&mis, 
and the Ottawas ; while, not long afterwards, news arrived that 
the other two Iroquois nations, in arms, were about to invade 
Montreal itself. La Barre wrote to Paris an account of the criti
cal state of affairs. He said that Dongan employed French fu
gitives to conduct his intrigues with the Iroquois ; he intimated 
that if Canada were to be preserved, a grand effort must be made 
to destroy the Tsonnonthouans and the Goyogoujns, who were 
the most inimical of all the tribes to the French, and tkht for their 
extirpation a reinforcement of 400 French troops would ^e wanted 
early in spring following. Yet whilst his despatches to the court 
thus breathed unsparing war, his tilings with hostile natives, 
whose real character he did not comprehend, were calculated to 
make them conclude that he feared to encounter them. By court
ing their friendship or neutrality with undisguised eagerness, he 
only exalted their self-sufficiency while he drew upon himself tifeir 
contempt. The delegates who were to have come to Moi^real, 
in June (now past) not appearing, he applied to the chief men of 
the Iroquois cantons to redeem their pledge to that effect. They 
affected ignorance of having ever promised such a thing ; adding, 
that if he had any thing important to say, he had better put 
himself to the trouble of coming or sending to them, and they 
would give it due consideration.

The New Yorkers, in order to secure the feelings of preference 
the Iroquois already had for trading with them rather than with thé. 
French colonists, resorted to a polity,—not unusual in competitive 
commerce,—that of selling goods under prime cost for a time, in 
order to ruin or discredit their Canadian rivals : thus practically 
i ntimating that the latter charged an exorbitant rate in barteririg 
for peltry. It was known also, that the New York fur traders 
were instigating the Iroquois to exterminate all the native allies of 
the French ; and that the former were ready, at any time, to com
mença deadly hostilities against the French themselves. The love

\
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of lucre seemed to petrify all human feeling in the hearts of peo
ple come of two civilised nations ; who were thus inviting, severally, 
hordes of cruel barbarians to take part for or against French or 
English colonists, as the case might be. After all, it was natural 
to expect that trading rivalry would take such a form as that 
most denounced by the Canadians,—the giving a factitious value, 
temporarily, to stock in trade, with a view to ousting competitors ; 
and it would have been easy to combat commercial guile with its 
own weapons, by doing the like ; but this seemed to be the last 
tying thought of by the complaining fur dealers of Canada.

Although the Iroquois were led on to quarrel with the French 
by their natural instincts for war, quickened by the incitements of 
the New Yorkers, who praised, bribed, and menaced them in turn, 
there were moments of reflection in which they showed evidences 
of fear if not respect for the growing power of the French in the 
country. They thought fit at last to send deputies to Montreal, 
to renew professions of amity, but in reality to lull suspicion, 
and hoodwink the governor as to their intents, which all others 
already distrusted. The missionaries, and those who knew the 
Iroquois nature best, advised La Barre to be on his guard ; for 
some scouts had been seen near Cataracoui, as if watching for a 
favourable moment to attack the fort and carry it by surprise. 
But he was not to be awakened from his illusions : he received 
the deoeptious deputies with undue respect, actually caressed 
and dismissed them with presents 1

This high functionary, who affected to discountenance .the 
trading monopoly of others,—even seizing on Forts Frontenac and 
St. Louis by way of vindicating the principles of free trade,— 
abused' his position to peddle with advantage in the peltry 
trafic, by his agents. His ignoble trading instincts were ndecom
pensated, icither, for public well-being, by any of the qualities now 
wanted in the chief of a colony on the brink of war : and the 
want of a man equal to the occasion was soon severely felt ; for 
the Iroquois were not slow to drop the pacific-seeming mask they 
had lately worn.

As soon as their hostilities commenced, the whole colony set up 
v a cry against the ineptitude of its Governor-general. Those who 

were gentlest in their censures of his palterings with the Iroquois
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savages, while he was urging the home'authorities to enable him 
to cut them up root and branch, said that his advanced age made 
him blindly confiding on one hand, and absurdly distrustful of 
sound advice tendered him on the other. The intendant wrote 
to Paris, that the people were discontented at official tardiness in 
making preparations against a war evidently impending ; that but 
for his own efforts to allay public discontent, there would have 
been a sedition, perhaps a revolt in the colony; adding, that if the 
motives of the people were good, in giving vent to complaints 
against constituted authority, such were to be respected, although 
it was better that they should be prevented by giving no good 
cause for them.

The Iroquois, meanwhile, were now fiiirly m the field or afloat, 
for they started with 700 canoes to assault Fort St. Louis, then 
commanded by M. de Baxigy, lieutenant of the Governor’s body
guard, and ever since the post was taken out of the hands of La 
Sale. The attack was made, and repelled. It was ineumbont 
on the Governor-general, now, to deal the savages a heavy and 
sudden blow ; for it was understood that the native enemies of the 
colony had sent to the tribes of Virginia to renew suspended 
relations with them, so that an inroad could be made from that 
side without danger to the assailants from behind. For a moment he 
showed some signs of acting with vigour, setting out for Montreal, 
to be nearer the seat of war ; but his accustomed indecision got 
the better of him. The colonists grew impatient, for they had 
decided, in a general assembly, to run the hasarde of war, what
ever might betide ; yet they found the Governor wasting time, as 
it seemed to them, in negociatieg with the lake tribes to join their 
forces with those of the colony. In this, however, he practically 
succeeded,thanks to the influence of M. Perrot over the aborigines; 
for Durantaye, who was sent, along with De Luth, to propose a 
treaty offensive and defensive, was enabled to start from Michigan 
with two hundred Canadians and five hundred warriors Of a mot
ley kind, including Hurons, Ottawas, Outagamie, Ao., for Niagara ; 
where the Governor promised to rendesvous with the forces from 
Quebec and Montreal. Great was the disappointment of the savages, 
who had been persuaded with much difficulty to come to the aid of 
their friends the French—represented to them as being in great

/
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•traite,when they found no one to meet them at Niagara, and learned 
some daye afterwards, that a peace had been made with the common 
enemy, the Iroquoie. They now returned to their own country 
with a d«content while they cared not to conceal, albeit they were 
assured that their peculiar interests had been well provided for by 
their French allies in the treaty just concluded.

The colonial forces were to assemble, as has been intimated, at 
Montreal ; but when they rendezvoused there, M. de la Barre, 
instead of directing them at once on the nearest vulnerable point of 
the five cantons, or repairing to Niagara to join his forces to the 
expected auxiliaries, and advancing together with an overwhelming 
force into the Iroquois territory, amused himself by corresponding 
with Colonel Dongan, in hopes of the latter sending the armed 
force of hie province to join the French, the two together to bring 
the Iroquois to reason once for all. Evading the injunctions of the 
Duke of York (brother and successor of Charles II) to that effect, 
Dongan did his best to baffle, rather than assist, the French in 
their campaign against the Iroquois. He even offered the latter 
considerable aid, but with certain conditions attached : yet these 
caused the négociation to miscarry ; for the chiefs of the cantons, 
thinking they would have a formidable French and native force 
to encounter without direct English aid, sent envoys to treat 
for peace. The French army was composed of 700 armed Cana
dians, ISO regulars, and 200 savages ; besides the mixed corps, 
700 strong, expected from the west. The division of Montreal 
had passed ten or twelve daye there, waiting the result of the négo
ciation with Dongan ; while two weeks more were wasted at Cata- 
raqui. At length, all delays over, the French were able to cross 
the lake. All Canada murmured at this tardiness, which might 
have become fatal to the expedition, had not the Iroquois come to 
terms. The provisions the army carried were spoEng, and at last 
foiled entirely. Epidemic diseases, the usual concomitant of starva
tion, broke out, and thinned the ranks of the French. Privations 
would soon have broken them up entirely, had not the envoys 
from the Iroquois confederation beau met with, on the margin of 
Lake Ontario, four or five leagues above the river Oswego, near 
a cave which has since borne the name of Anse de la Famine. The 
Governor-general was overjoyed on seeing these messengers of
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peace : but the wily savages were shrewd enough to perceive, by the 
marks of satisfaction which La Barre had not tact enough to con
ceal, and by the wretched appearance of his army, that the chances 
in the frame of war were not now on the French side; so they 
hesitated to proffer the absolute submission which, it is probable, 
they were previously prepared to render.

“ Nevertheless, two of the principal chiefs of the deputation, 
named Garakonthié and Ouroonati, spoke with much good sense and 
moderation : but the Tsonnonthouan envoy delivered an arrogant 
harangue ; and on the proposition being made to him, for one of 
the bases of the treaty, that the Illinois tribes, as allies of the 
French, were to be comprehended in the pacification, the orator 
replied, that, so far from leaving the latter in peace,war against them 
was meant, till either their tribes or his should be exterminated. 
The whole army was indignant at this insolence ; but what was the 
surprise of all on hearing the governor-general suggest a condition, 
that, whensoever the Iroquois should carry on the hostilities thus 
threatened, the French in their territories should at least be 
saved from harm I This was promised, and the peace concluded 
on that sole condition."*

M. de la Barre, whom the Jesuit missionaries, especially Père 
Jean de Lambertini, confirmed in his opposition to the war, pro
mised the savages, on his part, that the forces should be marched 
off next day. Leaving orders to that effect, he at once disap
peared himself. Thus ignominiously ended an expedition which 
ought to have had very different results. The Five Nations had 
the double advantage of at once manifesting their independence 
of English and vindicating Iroquois pretensions, and to become 
the virtual dictators of peace to the French, instead of receiving 
terms from them.

Scarcely had La Barre reached Quebec, when a corps of soldiers, 
it from France, entered the port. This reinforcement was still 
st desirable, for few persons believed that a pacification, such as

• The above passage is taken from M. Biband's relation of the cir-z 
cum stances attending a remarkable rendfx-votu. It has been substi
tuted as telling a plainer story, and being also unencumbered with an 
inapposite anecdote about Fox and Pitt.—B.

*
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that just concluded, would long endure ; for the colonists with 
almost one accord (the governor being the exception) came to the , 
conclusion that their Illinois allies must be defended, at all haz
ards, against the Iroquois, who might attack them at any moment. 
The danger was indeed imminent, for it soon appeared that the 
latter were about to take the field once more.

The first accounts of the storm that was brewing came from the 
Jesuit missionaries resident in the five cantons. They wrote 
that the Tsonnonthouans, though prepared for war, had not yet 
set out, from fear of a surprise. These savages complained that 
they had been attacked by the Mascoutins and Miâmis, tribes 
who had gloried in French protection ; that all the Iroquois, of 
every tribe, had lately drawn closer together, for offence and defence ; 
that the Mahingans had promised the confederation the aid of 
1200 warriora : above all, that the English were to supply the 
Iroquois and their allies with arms and ammunition. It appeared 
even that the Iroquois had already attacked the Miâmis ; that 
the Tsonnonthouans were refusing, under divers pretexts, to de
liver 1000 beaver skins, the first instalment of a large number 
which they had agreed to give the French, by an article of the 
late treaty : finally, that they invented frivolous excuses for not 
sending deputies of their nation to Quebec, to regulate debateable 
points with the colonial authorities.

While the governor-general was chewing the cud of reflection 
upon those sinister yet natural results of his tardiness in war and 
eagerness for peace,—qualities well befitting a trader, but not the 
chief of a high-spirited race of colonists,—M. de La Barre, we say, 
before he could come to a decision in a very perplexed matter, 
was superseded in office by the arrival (a. d. 1685) of the 
Marquis de Denonville, as governor-general of New France. 
The marquis, who was also a colonel of dragoons, brought with 
him 600 regular troops. This significant interposition of the 
home government sufficiently showed how much it disapproved of 
the polity of his predecessor. The intendant had first written to 
Paris, in general terms, that M. de la Barre made the recent peace 
without necessity, and to the great chagrin of the army he had 
equipped ; the officers and soldiers in which, he added, now heartily 
despisecntlfeir pusillanimous chief. But when the precise conditions

VOL. I.—V
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of the Famine Cove patched-up treaty became known to the council 
of state, it was determined at once to recal La Barre, and with
hold his Majesty’s ratification of a “ shameful peace,"—to use the 
oEcial terms of its denunciation,—by which the Illinois tribes 
were handed over to the untender mercies of their bitterest ene
mies.

M. de Denonville, now head of the colony, was at once a brave ofi- 
cer, and a man of a religious turn of mind (pieux) ; also indued with 
a lofty sense of honour, and polished in his manners. But, as we 
shall have soon occasion to see, he was often liable to receive wrdhg 
impressions of things ; and his imperfect knowledge of the rela
tions subsisting between the French and the savage races, caused 
him to commit acts which violated every principle of equity ; and 
brought about that retribution which never fails to follow, soon 
or late, all violations of the laws of nature or of nations.

The marquis brought with him to Canada, like all his prede
cessors, detailed instructions for his guidance in oEoe. Among 
the points to which his attention was particularly called, he was 
informed that dissidences, damaging to the public well-being, had 
thitherto existed between the governors-general and intendants- 
royal ; and he was admonished to take a conciliatory course, in 
that regard. With respect to the aborigines, he was directed to 
sustain the cause of the Illinois and other tribes, allies of the 
French, who had been left to their fate, unaided, by La Barre. 
The latter’s late polity was to be disowned, and a vigorous course to 
be pursued with their common enemy, the Iroquois confederation, 
whose pretensions were to be beaten down, and no peace granted 
to those tribes till they gave pledges to live in peace with the 
colony and all its native allies.

The governor-general was fain to pass a few tranquil days at 
Quebec after his arrival, having undergone much bodily fatigue 
in a stormy passage across the ocean. As soon as he was recov
ered, he set out for Cataracoui, to watch the movements of the 
Iroquois. He first tried his powers of persuasion on their chiefs, 
to get them to respect the rights of the Illinois and other tribes ; 
who only wished to live, he observed, on terms of equality 
with their neighbours. His overtures were treated with inso
lence or silent disdain. He saw plainly, therefore, that to
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make these barbarians listen to reason, it was necessary first to 
humble them effectually. A manifestation of the potency of 
France was doubly needed, because of the recent discredit brought 
upon the colony, in the eyes of all the savage tribes, by the trim
ming and dishonourable conduct of M. de la Barre. But available 
force was wanting in the country to act on a sudden, with any 
chance of success, against the Iroquois, flushed as they were with 
triumphs gained in négociations, without the cost or losses atten
dant even on successful war.

M. Denonville, noting the sparseness of population in the colony 
itself, and that, in many of its oldest seigniories, not more than 
thirty to forty inhabitants could be brought together at any given 
point, either to repel attack on themselves, or for the protection 
of their Indian allies, when the Iroquois made their ceaseless 
inroads—this governor came to the conclusion that he must make 
up his mind to take the chances of a two years’ war against the 
Five Nations, before a permanent peace could be imposed upon 
them ; and that, before commencing it, yet more reinforcements 
must be bad. He therefore wrote at once to Paris, requesting 
that they should be sent, with all possible despatch ; assigning 
various reasons, each more cogent than the other, that they were 
indispensable, and ought not to be delayed.

The perplexities of the situation were greatly aggravated by 
the trading relations of the Iroquois with the neighbouring English 
colonies. Commercial interests, the strongest of all bonds, naturally 
bound the two parties together ; and the Five Nations were un
justly and selfishly countenanced, at this very time, even in their 
most exorbitant pretensions, by the New Yorkers,—despite the 
orders for the observation of strict neutrality sent by the home 
government, founded on the remonstrances of M. Barillon, 
resident French ambassador at the English court.* The Anglo-

* This alleged disobedience of the New York colonists to orders from 
court is either untrue, or greatly exaggerated :—“ A measure of James II 
(passed in 1686, as soon as he succeeded to the throne), highly injurious 
to the interests of the province of New York, was a treaty of (colonial) 
neutrality with France, by which it was stipulated, that neither party 
should give assistance to the Indian tribes in their wars with each other. 
This did not prevent the French from exciting hostilities between their
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colonial traders, plying their calling as far as Niagara, and 
even at Michilimakinae, in regions between Montreal and the 
■oar west, did their beet and worst, defying all inhibitions from the 
mother country, to detach the various tribes they fell in with, 
from their relations with the French. The governor-general, in 
order to put a material curb upon immediate alien aggressiveness, 
and to furnish points of support in view of coming hostilities with 
the Iroquois, caused Montreal to be walled ; and proposed that a 
stone fort should be erected at Niagara,* * capable of sheltering a 
garrison of 400 to 600 men. This new stronghold at the head 
of Ontario, and that of Frontenac at the foot of the same lake, 
facing the Iroquois northern territories, would enable the French 
to maintain their supremacy in the lake countries during peace as 
well as war time, and occasionally place the Iroquois at the dis
cretion of the colonists even for their daily subsistence in seasons 
when game was scarce with themselves ; their practice being, at 
such times, to cross the valley of the St. Lawrence, and hunt in 
the regions beyond.

As the previsions of the marquis tended to nothing less than 
the expulsion of the Iroquois entirely out of the intermediate wil
derness separating New France from the north-eastern English 
plantations, Colonel Dongan, fearing for the ultimate loss thereby 
of a traffic in peltry valued at 400,000 francs a year carried on 
by his people, began to remonstrate with the French authorities, 
on the evident preparations for hostilities making by their orders ; 
demanding to know the purpose of lodging additional troops and 
laying up munitions of war at Cataraooui ; finally, making a formal 
protest against the erection of a fort at Niagara, on territory 
which, he alleged, was within the limits of the province of New 
York.

The marquis replied, in a despatch addressed to the colonel, in 
which he disposed severally of all the proffered protests : observ
ing, first, that England had no just pretensions to the suxerainty

Indian alike and the five Nations, but prohibited the English from as
sisting their ancient friends." Facer's Hùtory of the U. 9tmt*s, p. 91, 
edit. 1888.—-S.

• In a letter to the marquis de Selgnelal (son of Colbert, and minister 
for the colonies of Freaca), dated May 8, 1688.—B.
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of Iroquois territories, since its government ought to know that 
the French had taken possession of that region, long before any 
of the English had obtained a foothold in the province now 
called New York ; which was true enough.* ?

Not content with this, Dongan convoked an assembly of depu
ties from all the Iroquois confederation at Albany, and informed 
them that the French were about to wage war against all their tribes; 
told them they ought to get the start in hostilities, and attack both 
them and their allies at once when off their guard ; promising, 
that if they would do so, they would be sure of his countenance. 
Père Lamberville, a missionary among the Onnontagues, did all 
he could to persuade the chiefs of that tribe to reject the advice 
of Dongan ; and, pledging them not to march against the French 
till they heard from him, set out to inform the marquis de Denon- 
ville of what was passing. Dongan, divining the aim of Lamber
ville, pressed the leaders of the canton yet more strongly to com
mence a war. He even tried to engage the christened Iroquois of 
Sault St. Louis, and those of the lake of Two Mountains, to take up 
arms against their French protectors. He endeavoured to get deli
vered up to him a brother of Père Lamberville, then detained as a 
hostage by the Onnontagues.' He succeeded imperfectly, or not at 
all, in most of these attempts ; for, after some faint demonstrations 
of hostility instigated by him, the invading Iroquois retired with
out doing much harm.f

* True words in sound, but perhaps unsoothful in signification. If 
the ground on which stands the French fort of Niagara, formed part of a 
colony conquered by the English, surely the rights of its former posses
sors devolved on them, even to its farthest limits 1 It is upon this 
principle that Canada asserts its claim to the Hudson’s Bay territory, 
and the western regions ending in British Columbia, as the nationally 
territorial heir of New France.—B.

t There seems to be a black case made out here against the English 
governor of New York. Let us throw some light upon toe subject from 
ether and neutral authorities “ The administration of colonel Dongan 
was chiefly distinguished by the attention he bestowed on Indian affairs. 
The confederation of the Five Nations had long existed in the neigh
bourhood of the colony ; and, by a system- of wise and politic measures, 
it had succeeded in acquiring a degree of power and importance never 
attained by any other association of the North American tribes. The}
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M. Denonville, on learning that the Iroquois were making new 
irruptions, resolved to attack the tribe of Tsonnonthouans, the 
promoters of these troubles, and the worst disposed of the five 
cantons. To cloak his hostile intents, he sent Père Lamberville 
back to the Onnontaguez, with presents for the chiefs whom he 
should be able to secure as friends of the French ; and directed the 
missionary to make an engagement for a deputation from the whole 
confederation, to meet him (the governor-general) at Cataracoui in 
spring following. The messenger being a venerable man, in whom 
the tribe put'unbounded confidence, doubted not, for a moment, 
that in all which had been done and proposed, good faith was in
tended to be kept : and then it was, they drew off the warriors 
who had taken the field, as intimated above. Simultaneously, 
French agents endeavoured to gain the friendship of the lake tribes,

had adopted, among other practices, that of incorporating numbers of 
their enemies among themselves ;■ and the consequence was, the acqui
sition of many hardy warriors, and even distinguished sachems and 
chiefs. When, subsequently, the Tuscarora tribe was vanquished by the 
South Carolina troops, it was adopted in entirety by the Iroquois, and 
thenceforward the confederation was called the Six Nations. Before 
the arrival of Champlain in Canada, they had driven the Adirondacs to 
a position near Quebec ; but the aid rendered by that adventurer, and 
the use of fire-arms in several battles, turned the tide of war, and com
pelled the Five Nations to retreat into their own country in the greatest 
distress. The arrival of the Dutch in the Hudson river, at this critical 
juncture, affording them a supply of fire-arms, to which their enemies 
had been indebted for suefcess, they revived the war with such impetu
osity and determination, that the tribe of Airondacs were completely 
annihilated. Hence originated their hatred to the French, and their 
grateful attachment to the people of the New Netherlands, which was 
inherited by those of the province of New York.

“ The French had advanced their settlements along the St. Lawrence, 
and in 1612 built Fort Frontenac on its north-west bank, near lake On
tario ; the Jesuits were then conciliating theneighbouring Indians, and 
converting many of them to Christianity.Vuolonel Dongan, perceiving 
the danger of these encroachments to tjhe interest of the colonies, en
tered, in conjunction with Lord Effingham, governor of Virginia, into a 
definitive treaty with the Five Nations, embracing all the English settle
ments, and all the tribes in alliance with them. This treaty took place 
in 1684. It was long and inviolably adhered to.”—Frost’s Hitt, of tht 
U. Statei, pp. 96-7. Edit, of 1838.—B.
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scattered as these had been through the intrigues of the New 
Yorkers. The summer of 1686 passed in preparations for 
war, and in (fraudful) négociations for peace. The Iroquois, 
who could never be long tranquil, resumed their inroads ; bands 
of them attacked the allies of the French, and facilitated 
the effort* which they made to engage the Miâmis, the Hurons, 
and the Ottawas to take up arms again. “ The five cantons,” 
wrote Denonville to M. de Seignelai, “ who like the English only 
for the low prices they fix on their merchandise in barter for peltry, 
—otherwise,preferring us to them,—aim at the perditionpf all other 
native nations, intending afterwards to overwhelm the polony and 
become undisputed masters of the country. Colonel Çongan, who 
wishes to extend his authority to Niagara, receives our deserters 
kindly,* whom he finds useful for ruining our commerce, and 
extending his own ; and I am obliged to keep measures with them 
till I be ready to fall on. I learn that the five cantons have march
ed against the Miâmis, and the savages of the Baie des Puants, 
and that they ruined one village of those parts ; but the hunters 
of the bay having turned upon the devastators and defeated them, 
the latter determined to be avenged. They have therefore, since 
then, killed many of the Illinois. They now keep no terms with 
us, and pillage our canoes whenever they fall in with them.”

The commanders of forts Miohilimaokinae and Detroit had receiv
ed orders to put them in a state of defence, to prevent the ap
proaches of the English towards Michilimackinac. Those officers 
were to collect abundance of provisions, and store them for the ua^ 
of the army in the ensuing campaign, and to descend afterwardyto 
Niagara with as many Canadians and native warriors as regained 
at their disposal. They were enjoined, at the same tinle, to do 
all with secrecy, as well as diligence.

• In a long Report addressed to the Board of Trade at London, in 1687, 
Dongan, after characterising the Five Nations as the most warlike people 
of America, and serving as a bulwark for the English against the 
French, added, that he disallowed all parley between the christened sa
vages and the Iroquois except at Albany ; that he had recalled several 
hundred savages who had passed into Canada, and given them lands on 
the Hudson ; that it was needful to erect forts to secure the country as far 
as to the bay of Mexico, because the French now laid claim to it, with
out other right than twenty years’ of (nominal) possession, Ac.
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Meanwhile, the king charged hie ambassador at the English 
court to prefer new complainte against the proceedings of Dongan, 
and to prose for the nomination of oommieeionere to settle the re
spective boundaries of the American colonies of the two nations. 
Hie Majesty also sent the reinforoemente demanded by the gover
nor-general, with orders to act vigorously, so as to finish the war 
before the year were out. They arrived at Quebec early in 1687 ; 
and were composed of 800 men of a bad class, headed by chevalier 
de Vuudrcuil, who gained distinction at the taking of Valenci
ennes in 1677 ; and several descendants of whom afterwards govern
ed the colony. Vaudreuil entered the corps of Mousquetaires 
when 14 years old ; he made several campaigns in Flanders, and 
had reached the grade of quarter-master. Part of his regiment 
was forthwith sent on to Montreal, to join a corps then forming in 
the island of Ste. Helena, opposite that place, under the order of 
M. de Callières, a veteran who had served for twenty years in 
the French armies. The corps thus assembled now amounted to 
832 regulars, 800 militia, and 400 savages. “ With all this supe
riority of force," says one author, “ Denonvillo was injudicious 
enough to begin hostilities by an act which dishonoured the French 
name in the eyes of the aborigines ; that name which, amid all 
their savageries, they had hitherto learned to respect as well as 
fear.” In plainer words, the marquis, desiring to strike the Iro
quois with terror, caused the chiefs sent as deputies by the inter
mediation of Père Lamberville, acting by his own directions, to 
be seised at Cataraooui, and shipped in chains to France I The 
news of this violent and treacherous act, which was loudly disap
proved by the colonists, naturally inflamed the minds of the Iro
quois, and incited them to vow vengeance against the French.* 
The life of Père Lamberville was now in imminent peril, to begin 
with. [Happily, it was safe ; thanks, not to “ pious ” faith, but to 
heathen magnanimity.] The elders of the Onnontagues summoned 
thç missionary who had been the unwilling instrument for the be-

• The author, in speaking as to the character of this governor on his 
arrival in the colony, described him as “ un homme pieux," an epithet 
which we Englished paraphrastically, and in too favourable a sense, as 
it now seems. See p. 290, supra,—B.
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trayal of the flower of the five nations into the hands of their 
oppressor, and thus addressed him :—“ We have every right to 
treat thee as our foe, but we have not the inclination to do so. 
We know thy nature too well ; thine heart has had no share in 
causing the wrong that has been done to us. We are not so unjust 
ae to punish thee for a crime that thou abhorrent as much as we, 
and in committing which thou west made an unconscious instru
ment But thou must, perforce, leave us. Every one of our 
people may not see matters in the same light as we do, and some 
might wish thee harm. When our young men chant the song of 
war, they may haply regard thee as a traitor, who has been the 
means of consigning their chiefs into hard and degrading bondage; 
they may listen only to the suggestions of. their own just indigna
tion ; they may take counsel only of their fury ; and we, aged and 
feeble as we are, shall not have the power to snatch thee, in such 
an hour, from their vengeful grasp.” Having thus spoken, these 
great-hearted “ savages ” furnished the worthy missionary with 
guides to lead him, by devious paths, out of the country, with 
orders not to quit him till assured of his safety.—Another Jesuit, 
Père Millet, when in extremity, was by a (really pious) native 
woman, saved from being burnt alive, by adopting him as her son.

Louis XIV had the grace to be ashamed of the violation of 
the law of nations by his deputy, and censured his conduct 
Nevertheless, certain official orders, sent over during the colonial 
administration of M. de la Barre, and, more recently, to Denon- 
ville himself and M. de Champigny, gave a colour of authority 
for sending the Iroquois to the galleys, as revolted subjects of 
“ the great monarch.”* But here the sacredness of the ambas-

* “ For a considerable time back, Louis XIV had given orders, that 
the Iroquois prisoners of war should be sent to France, and chained to 
the oar in the state penal galleys ; because, to use the exact words 
of the royal missive, 1 these savages being strong and robust, will be 
most useful in our convict vessels (chiourme*).' ” M. Bibaud : Hitt, d« 
Canada, i. 132. One would be tempted to think that the four copper- 
coloured male colossi, or chained human figures, now preserved at the 
Hdtel-des-Invalldes, Paris, were cast to commemorate the capture of the 
Iroquois chiefo by M. Denonville, did we not know that they long 
ornamented the pedestal of the original equestrian statue of Louis XIV 
in the Place-des-Victoires of that city ; and that they symbolised captives
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eadorial character had been most grossly outraged, as was re
marked at that time. The act was too bad to be justified, and 
was of course disclaimed, even for polity’s sake, if for no higher 
reason. The Iroquois then in France were unchained,* and 
hurried back to Canada, so that their restoration might lessen if 
it did not quite prevent the commission of such vengeful reprisals 
as their compatriots were likely to make, on their account, upon the 
persons of the colonists. Meanwhile the governor-general, re
peating his abominable stroke of kidnapping, got together as many 
of the Iroquois as his emissaries could lay hands on, intending to 
send them to the galleys at Marseilles ; while John Boohart, sieur 
de Champigny, the intendant, in imitation of his principal, clev
erly allured a number of the obnoxious nation to Frontenac, by 
inviting them to a banquet, and, when arrived there, put them, 
ironed, into the prison of the fort. A royal order for the release 
of these and the other victims saved them from the suffering en
dured by their chiefs in the hold of the transport which bore 
the latter to and from France.

The corps collected in St. Helen’s island, embarked in 400 boats 
or canoes, ascended the St. Lawrence to the appointed scene of 
action. The Canadians, divided into four battalions, had for 
chiefs, Mèsajs. Lavaltrie, Berthier, Grandville, and Longueuil. 
To avoid the blame which fell aforetime upon M. de Meules, for 
his not having followed the expedition of M. de la Barre, the in
tendant accompanied the troops, who disembarked at the Rivière 
des Sables, on the margin of Lake Ontario, at the axial point of 
the territory meant to be invaded,, near where the Iroquois in 
arms were intrenched. The same day, the little army was strength- 

_
of European populations really or pretendedly conquered by that vain
glorious king.—B.

• Smith, in his History of New York, pretends that this capture was 
an infraction of the treaty of Whitehall, signed in 1686, on the part of 
Louis XIV, and James II, in which it was stipulated that “ the fur trade 
with the natives should be free to French and English alike." The 
document itself proves the djfect contrary. The Frenchman who served 
the English traders as a guide was shot by order of Denonville, without 
form of process ; an arbitrary proceeding condemned by Lahontan, but 
justified by Charlevoix.—B.
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oned by an additional force of 600 men, led from Detroit by Messrs. 
La Durantaye, Tonti, and De Luth. These officers had taken 
prisoner seventeen Englishmen whom they found crossing Lake 
Huron on their way to Miohilimaokinao for trafficking purposes, 
in contravention of the treaty between the two crowns.*

After some days’ rest, Denonville set out in search of foemen. 
His men suffered much from the summer heat. The country they 
had to cross being hilly and marshy, was favourable to ambus
cades, and had therefore to be traversed with precaution. The 
Iroquois had been informed that the French were approaching, by 
one of their own people, who, after having been captured, had escap
ed, and hastened to sound the alarm. The Tsonnonthouans set 
fire to their horde (village) and retreated ; but recovering their 
confidence, they returned, and watched an opportunity to trip up 
the heels of the invaders. Three hundred of them took post on 
a brook, which ran between two wooded hills, in front of their 
town (bourgade) ; and 600 more ensconced themselves in a reedy 
morass, at some distance. In this position, they waited the advance 
of the French. The vanguard of the latter, induced to quicken its 
march on observing certain indications purposely put in theiv way 
to urge them on, got a considerable way ahead of* the main body, 
and soon neared the guarded* brook. The 300 Iroquois, had 
they acted with prudence, would have allowed the French van
guard to pass, got into its rear, and driven the men upon the 
second ambuscade^ but dealing with the van as if it had been 
the entire army, and observing that it was chiefly composed of 
natives, they uttered the war-whoop, and discharged their pieces. 
At this fire from an unseen enemy, most of the savages took to 
flight, and the panic spread for a |inoment among the soldiers 
who were coming behind, who happened to be men unaccustomed 
to bush fighting. The christened savages present, and the Abe-

• It would appear that the Iroquois were more advanced in material 
civilisation, as well as more brave than the people of other mitions of 
the aborigines. The habit of raising grain and storing it, and keeping 
domestic animals, which in their case, according to M. Bibaud, were 
« une quantité immense de pourceaux," put them at the head of all the 
contemporary native races of the central wilderness of the North Ameri
can continent—B.
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naquis, on the contrary, held their ground. A few minutes more, 
and Lavaltrie came up, at the head of some battalions of militia, 
marching quick step, the drums beating a charge. Fear now 
passed to the enemy’s men, who fled to the marsh, and commu
nicated their own panic to those there posted, when all fled together 
pell-mell, throwing away their arms as they ran. The loss of the 
French was small in this skirmish ; that of the Iroquois was 46 
killed and 60 wounded. The conquerors bivouacked on the spot, 
fearing a surprise. The native allies took possession of the dead 
bodies, and. as was their usage, got up a cannibal feast with the 
human remains.

Next morning, the army advanced Ao the burnt village of the 
Tsnonnonthouans, seated on a hill/ the summit of which was 
crowned with several towers, the contour of which stood out pictu
resquely from the sky behind. These were the granaries of the 
tribe ; and therein were found 400,000 bushels (minott) of maize, 
which the owners had not had time to destroy. The dwellings 
were already destroyed ; only the tombs of the departed remained 
erect. The interior of the country was ravaged during ten days ; 
the standing crops were destroyed, and live stock slaughtered. 
No opponent appeared, the whole population, in fact, having quit
ted the country : some of the people took refuge with the Goyo- 
gouins, others crossed the mountains for Virginia, leaving strag
glers to me behind them. This flight reduced the numbers of the 
Tsonnonthouans by a moiety, and greatly humbled the whole 
Iroquois confederation.*

Denonville took formal possession of the country ; but instead 
of marching against the other cantons, as was expected by all, the 
allied savages included, the moment being propitious to strike at 
the hqart of the Iroquois confederation, panic-struck for the time 
—instead of following up the success his soldiers had gained for 
him, the marquis sent away a part of his forces, and with the 
rest retired towards the river Niagara, there erecting a fort, in 
which he placed a garrison of 100 men, who all perished by an 
epidemic disease which broke out among them.

• M. Bibaud eaye, “ The humiliation of the tribe was almost the only 
fruit of the expedition. The savages returned to their country as soon 
as the French retired from it." Hitt, du Canada, i. 138.—B.
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The résulté of this campaign were not proportionately important 
to the cost incurred in its preparation, nor to the expectations it 
had raised. A skilful leader, with such a force as Denonville had 
in hand, would assuredly have finished, in a year’s time, the war 
thus happily commenced ; but the governor tarried too long in the 
country he overran when there remained others beyond to conquer ; 
and he staid, in mid-course, to found a stronghold, not immediately 
useful. He certainly had sound ideas on many points ; but he 
had a speculative rather than an energetic mind, and was not prompt 
in action. Few governors of Canada ever set down on paper more 
sage maxims for its proper administration, yet fewer still left it in 
a sadder plight than he did. It was he who, with the intendant, 
advised the minister for the colonies “ to send sturdy peasants as 
colonists, men used to handle hatchet and pick-axe,” to clear the 
bush. It was he too, who complained of the over abundance of 
nobles in the colony. “While upon this subject,” wrote he 
in 1686, “ I ought to give an account to Monseigneur of the 
penury of several many-childed families on the brink of beggary, 
yet all of noble blood, or reputed such. The family of St Ours 
I may first mention. He is a worthy esquire (gentilhomme) of 
Dauphiny (a relation of Marshal d’Estradee), encumbered with a 
wife and ten children. The parents seem quite depressed with a 
sense of their poverty. Yet the children disdain no honest 
means for lessening this evil, for I have seen two of their grown 
daughters cutting corn and holding the plough.” Other good 
families indicated as in poor circumstances by the governor were 
the Linotôts, the Aillebouste, the Dugués, the Bouchers, the 
d’Arpentignys, the Tillys. The wife and daughter of M. Tilly 
cultivated the family farm. Denonville expressed his fears lest 
the sons of such needy parents might pass over to the English, 
whose traders, he added, “ spared no pains to allure our hunters 
(coureur* de boit) to regions where they pursue their traffic 
north of the St. Lawrence, and towards the frontiers of New 
England."

In the same dispatch he recommended that none but the rich 
should be ennobled ; for, wrote he sagely, “ to make a noble in 
this country of one apt neither at trade nor any other useful oc
cupation, is merely adding to the number of idlers (fainéant»).
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He applied for pilota and mariners, also ; and proposed to open up 
a way of communication overland between Canada and Acadia.

The retreat of Denonville from thé1 promising scene of action, 
was a signal for the Iroquois to recommence their invasions, which 
now attained a more sShguinary and devastating character than 
ever before. Their reprisal^ on the frontier were terrible, and 
put the whole colony in a state of consternation. With unappea
sable rage in their hearts, these barbarians desolated all western 
Canada with fire and hatchet. Colonel Dongan, who wrote to 
London that the French had invaded the English territory, fo
mented their hostile feelings with much skill, treating them as 
brotherly allies rather than as savage partisans ; he excited their pa
triotic feelings, and inspired them to defend their country with 
all the energy of their fiery natures. He promised to succour 
them, provided they received no French missionary and would 
not repair to Cataracoui. He made an offer to the residents at 
the Sault St. Louis, to send them an English Jesuit priest ; and 
strove to bring them nearer to New York by assigning to them lands 
they would find, he said, superior to those he wanted them to leave. 
He tried to play the mediator’s part between the French and the 
Iroquois ; proposing conditions, however, to the former, which, he 
knew, they would not accept. He affected the tone of a dictator 
in name of the Five Nations. He said to Père François Vaillant 
that no peace could be had with the Iroquoia till their kidnapped 
chiefs were sent back from France ; that the christened Iroquois 
of Sault St. Louis, and of the Mountain, must needs return to 
their compatriots ; that the French ought to raze their forts at 
Cataracoui and Niagara ; finally, that it was their duty to com
pensate the Isonnonthouans for the damage they had done them. 
Dongan afterwards assembled the elders of the Five Nations to 
inform them that the French governor-general was anxious for a pa
cification, and advised them to insist on obtaining certain condi
tions which he enumerated for their direction. He added, “ I wish 
you to quit the war-hatchet, it is true, but I d- sire not that you 
bury it; content yourself with hiding it under the grass. The 
king, my master, has forbidden me to supply you with arms or am
munition should you continue the war ; but if the Frenoh refuse my 
conditions, you shall want for nothing, even if I pay the cost my
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self, rather than you should renounce so good a cause. Stand on 
your guard ever, lest some new snare of the enemies should be 
spread for you, and make all ready to fall upon them unawares, 
either by way of lake Ontario or of lake Champlain, as soon as you 
find it expedient to recommence the war.”

On their part, the aborigines of the lake countries were much 
cooled in their wonted attachment to French interests, especially 
the Hurons of Michilimackinao, who kept up underhand relations 
with the Iroquois, although they had fought against them in the late 
campaign. These news, conjoined to the epidemic which broke out 
in Canada after thejirmy’s return to quarters, and made great ra
vages, induced the governbMo renounce the project of a second ex
pedition, and gave the Iroquois an opportunity to menace the fort 
of Frontenac and even that of Chambly. The latter was invested 
all of a sudden, by the Agniers and Mahingans, and owed its 
safety to the promptitude with which the people of the country 
flew to the rescue. The savage bands glided as far as the island of 
Montreal, where one of them assaulted a block-house, strove to 
raise its palisades, and were driven off with difficulty ; a second 
band, 200. strong, fell upon another place, killed several people, and 
burnt some houses, but at last were defeated. These petty attacks, 
however, were but the forerunners of more terrible irruptions dur
ing the following years.

The situation of the colonists at this time vjas certainly any 
thing but enviable. They literally “ dwelt in the midst of alarms,” 
yet their steady courage in facing perils, and their endurance of 
privations when unavoidable, were worthy of admiration. A lively 
idea of what they had to resist or to suffer, may be found by read
ing the more particular parts of the governor’s despatches to Paris 
For instance, in one of these, he wrote, in Reference to the raids of 
the Iroquois : “ The savages are just so many animals of prey, 
scattered through a vast forest, whence they are ever ready to 
issue, to raven and kill in the adjoining countries. After their 
ravages, to go in pursuit of them is a constant but almost bootless 
task. They have no settled place, whither they can be traced 
with any certainty ; they must be watched everywhere, and long 
waited for, with fire-arms ready primed. Many of their lurking 
places could be reached only by bloodhounds, or by other savages
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as oar trackers : but those in our service are few, and native allies 
we have are seldom trustworthy ; they fear the enemy more than 
they love us ; and they dread, on their own selfish account, to 
drive the Iroquois to extremity. It has been resolved, in the 
present strait, to erect a fortress (/or#) in every seignory, as a 
place of shelter for helpless people and live stock, at times when 
the open country is overrun with ravagera. As matters now stand, 
the arable grounds lie wide apart, and are so begirt with bush 
that every thicket around serves as a point for attack by a savage 
foe ; insomuch that an army, broken up Into scattered posts, would 
be needful, to protect the cultivators of our cleared lands.”*

Nevertheless, at one time, hopes were entertained that more 
peaceful times were coming. In effect, négociations with the Five 
Nations were recommenced ; and the winter of 1687-8 was passed 
in goings to and fro between the colonial authorities and the lead
ers of the Iroquois, with whom several conferences were holden. 
A correspondence, too, was maintained by the governor with Colo
nel Dongan ; the latter intimating, in one of his letters, that he 
had formed a league of all the Iroquois tribes, and put arms in 
their hands, to enable them to defend British colonial territory 
against all comers.f

The Iroquois confederation itself sent a deputation to Canada, 
which was escorted as far as lake St. François by 1200 warriors,— 
a significant demonstration enough. The envoys, after having 
put forward their pretensions with much stateliness and yet more 
address, said that, nevertheless, their people did not mean to 
press for all the advantages they had the right and the power 
to demand. They intimated, that they were perfectly aware of 
the comparative weakness .of the colony ; that the Iroquois could 
at any time burn the houses of the inhabitants, pillage their stores, 
waste their crops, and afterwards easily raze the forte. The go
vernor-general in reply to these (not quite unfounded) boastings 
and arrogant assumptions, said that Colonel Dongan claimed the 
Iroquois as English subjects ; and admonished the deputies that, if

* Letter to M. Seignelai, August 10, 1688.
f Documentt it Pari» tt it Londrtt. Documentary History of New 

York, by 1. B. O’Oallaghan, vol. i.
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such were the ease, then they must act according to his orders, 
which would necessarily be pacific, France and England not now 
being at war : whereupon the deputies responded, as others had 

. done before, that the confederation formed an independent power, 
that it had always resisted French as well as English supremacy 
over its subjects ; and that the coalesced Iroquois would be neu
tral, or friends or else enemies to one or both, at discretion, “ for 
we have never been conquered by either of you,” they said ; add
ing, that, “ as they held their country immediately from God, they 
acknowledged no other master.”

It did not appear, however, that there was a perfect accordance 
amongst the envoys on all points, for the deputies from Onnonta- 
guez, the Onneyouths, and Goyogouins agreed to a truce, on con
ditions proposed by M. Denonville ; namely, that all the native 
allies of the French should be comprehended in the treaty. They 
undertook that deputies [others than some of those present?] 
should be sent from the Agniers and Tsonnouthouan cantons, 
who were then to take part in concluding a treaty ; that all hostil
ities should cease on every side, and that the French should be 
allowed to re-victual, undisturbed, the fort of Cataraooui. The 
truce having been agreed to on those bases, five of the Iroquois 
remained (one for each canton), as hostages for its terms being 
observed faithfully. Notwithstanding this precaution, several 
roving bands of Iroquois, not advertised, possibly, of what was 
pending, continued to kill our people, burn their dwellings and 
slaughter live stock, in different parts of the colony ; for example, 
at St. François, at Sorel, at Contrecœur, and at St. Ours. These 
outrages, however, it must be owned, did not long continue ; and 
roving corps of savages, either singly or by concert, drew off from 
the invaded country and allowed its harassed people a short breath
ing time at least.

The native allies of the French, on the other hand, respected 
the truce little more than the Iroquois. The Abenaquis invaded 
the Agniers canton, and even penetrated to the English settlements, 
scalping several persons. The lroquois of the Sault and of La 
Monttigne did the like ; but the Huron» of Michilimaokinac, sup- 
posed to be those most averse to the war, did alj they coulc^ and 

/ most successfully too, to prevent a peace being sigm 1 
VOL. I.—W
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While the négociations were in progress, the “ Machiavel of the 
wilderness,” as Raynal designates a Huron chief, bearing the native 
name of Kondiarak, but better known as Le Rat in the colonial 
annals, arrived at Frontenac (Kingston), with a chosen band of 
his tribe, and became a means of complicating yet more the diffi
culties of the crisis. He was the most enterprising, brave, and 
best informed chief in all North America ; and, as such, was one 
courted by the governor in hopes of his becoming a valuable auxi
liary to the French, although at first one of their most formidable 
enemies. He now came prepared to battle in their favour, and 
eager to signalize himself in the service of his new masters. The time 
however, as we may well suppose, was not opportune, and he was 
informed that a treaty with the Iroquois being far advanced, and 
their deputies on the way to Montreal to conclude it, he would 
give umbrage to the governor-general of Canada should he perse
vere in the hostilities he had been already carrying on.

The Rat was taken aback on hearing this (to him) unwelcome 
news, but took care to hide his surprise and uttered no complaint. 
Yet was he mortally offended that the French should have gorie 
so far in the matter without the concert of their native allies ; rod 
he at once resolved to punish them, in his own case, for such a 
marked slight. He set out secretly with his bravos, laid an am
buscade near Famine Cove for tl(e approaching deputation of 
Iroquois, murdered several and màde the others his prisoners. 
Having so done, he secretly gloried in the act, afterwards saying 
that he had “ killed the peace." Yet in dealing with the captives he 
put another and a deceptive face on the matter ; for, on courteously 
questioning them as to the object of their journey, being told that 
they were peaceful envoys, he affected great wonder, seeing that it 
was Denonville himself whq had sent him on purpose to waylay 
them ! To give seelaiqg/corroborations to his astounding asser
tions, he set the survivors at liberty, retaining one only to replace 
one of his men who was killed by the Iroquois in resisting the 
Hurons’ attack. Leaving the deputies to follow what course they 
thought fit, he hastened with his men to Miohilimackinao, where he 
presented his prisoner to M. Durantaye, who, not as yet officially 
informed, perhaps, that a truce existed with the Iroquois, consigned 
him to death, though he gave Durantaye assurance of who he really

'v. ty 
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was ; but when the victim appealed to the Rat for confirmation of 
his being an accredited envoy, that unscrupulous personage told 
him he must be out of his mind to imagine such a thing 1 This 
human sacrifice offered up, the Rat called upon an aged Iroquois, 
then and long previously a Huron captive, to return to his com
patriots and inform them, from him, that while the French were 
making a show of peace-seeking, they were, underhand, killing 
and making prisoners of their native antagonists.

This artifice, a manifestation of the diabolic nature of its author, 
had too much of the success intended by it ; for, although the 
governor managed to disoulpate himself in the eyes of the more 
candid-minded Iroquois leaders, yet there were great numbers of 
the people who could not be disabused ; as is usual, in such cases, 
even among civilized races. Nevertheless the enlightened few, who 
really were tired of the war, agreed to send a second deputation to 
Canada; but when it was about to set out, a special mes
senger arrived, sent by Andros, successor of Dongan, enjoining 
the chiefs of the Iroquois confederation not to treat with the 
French without the participation of his master ; and announcing, 
at the same time, that the king of Great Britain had taken the 
Iroquois nations under his protection. Concurrently with this 
step, Andros wrote to Denonville that the Iroquois territory was 
a dependency holden of the British, and that he would not per
mit its people to treat upon those conditions already pressed by 
Dongan.

This transaction took place in 1688 ; but before that year con
cluded, Andros’ “ royal master ” was himself superseded, and 
living an exile in France. * Whether instructions sent from 
England previously warranted the polity pursued by Andros or 
net, his injunctions had the effect of instantly stopping the négo
ciations with the Iroquois, and prompting them to recommence 
their vengeful hostilities. War between France and Britain being 
proclaimed next year, the American colonists of the latter adopted

• “ In 1688, Andros was appointed governor of New York and New 
England. The appointment of this tyrant, and the annexation of the 
colony to the neighbouring ones, were measures particularly odious to 
the people." Frost's Hut. of U. Statu, p. 97.—B.

r
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the Iroquois as their especial allies, in the following contests with 
the people of New France.*

Andros, meanwhile, who adopted the policy of his predecessor 
so far as regarded the aborigines jf in no other respect, not only 
fomented the deadly enmity of the Iroquois for the Canadians, 
bift tried to detach the Abenaquis from their alliance with the 
FreVch, but without effect in their case ; for this people honoured 
the Countrymen of the missionaries who had made the gospel 

-kntfwn to them, and their nation became a living barrier to New 
France on that side, which no force sent from New England 
could surmount ; insomuch that the Abenaquis, some time 
afterwards, having crossed the borders of the English possessions, 
and harassed the remoter colonists, the latter were fain to apply 
to the Iroquois to enable them to hold their own.

The declaration of Andros, and the armings of the Iroquois, now 
let loose on many parts of Canada, gave rise to a project as politic, 
perhaps, as it was daring, and such as communities, when in 
extremity, have adopted with good effect ; namely, to divert inva
sion by directly attacking the enemies’ neighbouring territories. 
The Chevalier de Callières, with whom the idea originated, after 
having suggested to Denonville a plan for making a conquest of 
the province of New York, set out for France, to bring it under 
the consideration of the home government, believing that it was 
the only means left to save Canada to the mother country, f

In an interview he obtained with the king, he represented, that,

• “ May 12, 1689. An alliance against France between the Emperor of 
Germany, William III of England, and the Dutch States-general, con
cluded at Vienna." Wane's British History, p. 272.—B.

f Such an attempt, successful or not, would have been founded on 
aggressive, not defensive policy ; yet by an inattention to dates, and not 
reciting events in the order of their occurrence, the text of the original 
impresses its readers with the mistaken idea that Britain and France 
were at war, when Des Callières proposed to turn the tide of battle into 
the plantations of British America. Now James II, the creature of Louis 
XIV, as his brother had ever been before, was still on the throne. He did 
not quit England till Dec. 28,1688,and war was not proclaimed till nearly 
five months afterwards ; while an allowance of nearly two more may be 
made, before official notification of it- could re^ch the colonial authori- 
.ties of either nation.—B. \
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judging by the past, it was to be expected that the English, who 
could supply their merchandise at almost 60 per cent, less price 
than the Canadians, would, by attracting to themselves the whole 
fur traffic, ruin the traders of New France ; that having secured 
the whole trade with the aborigines, they would have the latter at 
their disposal, and, by their means, in conjunction with the English 
soldiery and militia, they would be able, at any time, to destroy 
all the French establishments on both sides of the St. Lawrence as 
far down as Quebec ; that the New Yorkers would ever sustain 
the pretensions of the Iroquois, who would never be at peace with 
the French colonists so. long as they were thus backed : finally, 
that the only means, therefore, of preventing the perdition of 
Canada was to take possession of the province of New York.

Then as to the means of effecting this desirable or rather indis
pensable enterprise, M. de Callières said : “ Put at my disposition 
1400 French regulars and 600 picked Canadian militia, hunters, 
&c., and I will penetrate the enemy’s territory, by the line of the 
Richelieu river and Lake Champlain. Orange (Albany) is poorly 
fortified : the town, with its 300 people, is merely palisaded, with 
no terraces for great guns ; the sole regular defensive work is a 
petty fort of four bastions, the whole garrison being only 160 men 
Manhattan (New York) town has eight companies of soldiers,each of 
50 men,—400 in all. There, indeed, is a fort, built of stone, with 
some few cannons. Once in possession of the province, we should 
be masters of one of the finest ports in America, open at all seasons 
of the year; and of a fertile country, with a fine climate.’’ His 
Majesty thought well of the project on first hearing it, but ad
journed its further consideration, preferring a solid peace, if it 
could be obtained ; yet if the enterprise were to be undertaken, as 
he afterwards thought it should be, he doubtless thought that the 
Marquis de Denonville was not the person to see it carried out 
his campaign against the Tsonnonthouans having manifested his 
incapacity as a military leader. For this and other reasons, there
fore, his recal was determined on.

It was high time, indeed, that the destinies of Canada were 
confided to other directors than the late and present ; left as the 
colony had been," since the departure of M. de Frontenac, in the 
hands of superannuated or incapable chiefs. Any longer persis-
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tency in the policy of its two most recent governors, might have 
irreparably compromised the future existence of the colony. Bnt 
worse evils were in store for the latter days of the Denonville 
administration ; a period which, take it altogether, was one of the 
most calamitous which our forefathers passed through.

At the time we have now reached in this history, an unexpected 
as well as unwonted calm pervaded the country : yet the governor 
had been positively informed, that a desolating inroad by the col
lective Iroquois had been arranged, and that its advent was im
minent ; but as no precursive signs of it appeared any where to the 
general eye, it was hoped that the storm, said to be ready to burst, 
might yet be evaded. None being able to account for the seeming 
inaction of the Iroquois, the governor applied to the Jesuits for 
their opinion on the subject. The latter expressed their belief that 
those who had brought intelligence of the evil intention of the con
federacy had been misinformed as to facts, or else exaggerated sinis
ter probabilities. The prevailing calm was therefore dangerous as 
well as deceitful, for it tended to slacken preparations which ought 
to have been made to lessen the apprehensions of coming events 
which threw no shadow before.

The winter and the spring of the year 1688-9 had been passed in 
an unusually tranquil manner, and the summer was pretty well ad
vanced, when the storm, long pent up, suddenly fell on the beautiful 
Island of Montreal, the garden of Canada. During the night of 
the 6th day of August, amid a storm of hail and rain, 1400 Iro
quois traversed the Lake St. Louis, and disembarked silently on 
the upper strand of that Island. Before daybreak next morning, 
the invaders had taken their station at Lachine, in platoons around 
every considerable house within a radius of several leagues. The 
inmates were buried in sleep,—soon to be the dreamless sleep that 
knows no waking, for too many of them. The Iroquois only 
waited for the signal from their leaders to fall on. It is given. In 
short space the doors and the windows of the dwellings are driven 
in ; the sleepers dragged from their beds ; men, women, children 
all struggling in the hands of their butchers. Such houses as the 
savages cannot force their way into, they fire ; and as the flames 
reach the persons of those within, intolerable pain drives them 
forth to meet death beyond the threshold, from beings who know
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no pity. The more fiendish murderers tore the unborn infants 
from their mothers’ wombs ; they even forced parents to throw their 
children into the flames. Two hundred persons were burnt alive ! 
others died under prolonged tortures. Many were reserved to per
ish similarly, at a future time. The fair island upon which the 
sun shone brightly erewhile, was lighted up by fires of woe ; houses, 
plantations, and crops were reduced to ashes, while the ground 
reeked with blood up to a line a short league apart from Montreal 
city. The ravagera crossed to the opposite shore, the desolation be
hind them being complete, and forthwith the parish of Le Chenaie 
was wasted by fire, and many of its people massacred.

The colonists, for many leagues around the devoted region, seem 
to have been actually paralysed by the brain-blow thus dealt their 
compatriots by the relentless savages, as no one seems to have moved 
a step to arrest their course ; for they were left in undisturbed 
possession of the country during several weeks. On hearing of 
the invasion, Dononville lost his self-possession altogether. When 
numbers of the colonists, recovering from their stupor, came up 
armed desiring to be led against the murderers of their country
folks, he sent them back, or forbade them to stir 1 Several oppor
tunities presented themselves for disposing of parties of the bar
barians, when reckless from drink after their orgies, or when rov
ing about in scattered parties feeble in number ; but the governor- 
general’s positive orders to refrain from attacking them, withheld 
the uplifted hand from striking. In face of a prohibition so au
thoritative, the soldiers and the inhabitants alike could only look on, 
and wait till the savages should find it convenient to retire. Some 
small skirmishing, indeed, there was at a few distant points, be
tween the people and their invaders. Thus a party of men, partr 
ly French and partly natives, led by Larobeyre, an ex-lieutenant, on 
the way to reinforce fort Roland, where Chevalier de Vaudreuil 
commanded, were set upon and all killed or dispersed. More than 
half of the prisoners taken were burnt by their conquerors. Laro
beyre being wounded and not able to flee, was led captive by the 
Iroquois to their country, and roasted at a slow fire in presence of 
the assembled tribe of his captors. Meantime the resistance to 
the barbarians «being little or none in the regions they overran, 
they slew most of the inhabitants they met in their passage ; while 
their course was marked, wherever they went, by lines of flame.
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Their bands moved rapidly from one devoted tract to another ; 
yet wherever they had to f'açe concerted resistance, which in some 
oases, at last, put a tting Obstacle in the way of their intended 
ravagings, they turned aside, and sought an easier prey elsewhere. 
In brief, during ton entire weeks or more, did they wreak their 
wrath, almost unchecked, upon the fairest region of Canada, and 
did not retire thence till about mid-October.

The governor-general having sent a party of observation to 
assure himself of the enemy having decamped, this detachment ob
served a canoe on the lake of the Two Mountains, bearing 22 of 
the retiring Iroquois. The Canadians, who were of about the same 
number, embarked in two boats, and, nearing the savages, coolly 
received their fire ; but in returning the discharge, each singled 
out his man, when eighteen of the Iroquois were at once laid low.

However difficult it may have been to put the people of a 
partially cleared country, surrounded with forests, on their guard 
against such an irruption as the foregoing, it is difficult to account 
for their total unpreparedness without imputing serious blame to 
Denonville and his subalterns in office. That he exercised no 
proper influence, in the first place, was evident ; and the small 
use he made of the means he had at his disposal when the crisis 
arrived, was really something to marvel at. He was plainly une
qual to the occasion ; and his incapacity, in every particular, made 
it quite impossible for his presence, as chief of the colony, to be 
endured any longer. There is little doubt, that had he not been soon 
recalled, by royal order, the colonists themselves would have set 
him aside.—The latter season of his inglorious administration 
took the lugubrious name, “ The year of the Massacre."*

The man appointed, through a happy inspiration, to supersede 
M. de Denonville, had now reached the lower Canadian waters. 
He was no other than the count de Frontenac. It appears

• “ The Five Nations, being at war with the French, made a sudden 
descent on Montreal, burned and sacked the town, (7) killed 100 of the 
inhabitants, carrying away a number of prisoners, whom they burnt 
alive, and then returned to their own country, with the lot* of only two 
of thtir number. Had the English followed up the success of their 
allies, all Canada might have been easily conquered.” ‘Frost’s Hitt, of 
U. States, p. 97.—B.

\
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that the king, willing to cover, with a handsome pretext, the 
reoal of Denonville, in a letter dated May 31, advertised him, 
that war having been re-kindled in Europe, his military talents 
would be of the greatest use in home service. By this time, De 
Frontenac was called to give counsel regarding the projects of the 
Chevalier de Callières, and assist in preparing the way for their 
realisation, if considered feasible. Meanwhile, he undertook to 
resume his duties as governor-general of New France; but a 
series of events, to be detailed hereafter, delayed his arrival in 
Canada till the autumn of 1689.

He landed at Quebec on the 18th of October, at 8 o’clock, p.m., 
accompanied by De Callières ; amid the heartiest demonstrations 
of popular welcome. The public functionaries and armed citizens 
in waiting, with torch-bearers, escorted him through the city, 
which was spontaneously illuminated; to his quarters. His return 
was hailed by all ; but by none more than the Jesuits, who had, in 
fact, for years before, laboured to obtain his recal. The nobles, 
the merchants, the business class, gave him so hearty a reception 
as to convince him that real talent such as his must in the end 
rise superior to all the oonjoined efforts of faction, public preju
dices, and the evil passions of inferior minds.

War was declared against Britain in the month of June. M. de 
Frontenac, on resuming the reins of government, had to contend 
both against the Anglo-American colonies and the Five Nations. 
We shall see that his energy and skill overcame all obstacles ; that 
the war was most glorious for the Canadians, so few in number 
compared with their adversaries ; and that, far from succumbing 
to their enemies, they carried the war into the adversaries’ camp, 
and struck at the heart of their most remote possessions. But, 
before proceeding further, it is fit we should give a sketch of the 
British Colonies, with some notices regarding their people,—that 
race with whom oui* contended so long on the battle field, and 
whose history became daily more and more intermingled with 
onr own. The following summary of their origin, their progress, 
their institutions, and their resources, will manifest to every one 
the strength of the enemy we had to encounter, and the peculiar 
temper of the populations which were growing up at our side ; and 
form at this day, for numerical strength and industry, one of the 
greatest nations in the world.

r
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CHAPTER I.

THE ANGLO-AMERICAN COLONIES.

1690.

Preliminary notices.—To persecutions in the mother country must be 
attributed the rapid increase of population in the English colonies of 
America.—Foundation of Virginia, as a royal colony.—The London 
and Bristol Companies.—Captain John Smith and other early gover
nors of Virginia.—Vicissitudes of that colony ; first introduction of 
female emigrants, and how disposed of, with observations thereon.— 
Foundation of Maryland, as a proprietary colony, by Roman Catholics. 
—Fair character of its founder, Lord Baltimore.—Colonisation of 
New England.—A few notices of the Puritans.—The “ Pilgrim Fa
thers,” and their expedition ; they land on the “ Rock,” and found the 
colony of New Plymouth.—Settlement of Massachusetts Bay.—The 

ex-persecuted become persecutors in their turn.—Nature of the three 
forms of government establisl ed in the different English colonies.— 
Account of the early commerce v f British America.—The New England 
plantations lose their chartered rights for a time ; but these are re
newed, soon after the Revolution of 1688.—Concluding reflections.

The treaty between France and Great Britain signed at St. 
Germain-en-Laye, restored peace to the colonies of both nations 
in America ; and there was little open war between the colonists 
of either, even during times when amicably relations of the respec
tive mother countries ceased, once or twice for a few months, till 
the period of time we have marked at the heading of this chapter. 
In 1632, our present starting-point, the American dependencies 
of France and Britain were merely in a nascent state, and almost 
equally poor in material means, but by the yearl 690,a change indeed 
had taken place in the relative circumstances of their respective 
colonies 1—We have traced the history of New France, and noted 
its slower progress during the intermediate fifty-eight years ; but in
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order that the reader may better appreciate the differences, exist
ing and past, between the position of the two parties about to 
engage in a life-and-death struggle for supremacy on this conti
nent, we shall now give a concise account ofthe rise and progress

i in the rpgioi 
France on jits 

je,—the Englit 
empire iryAmi

Canada. A
English

during much

of the “ American plantations ” (as they were long called) of Old
England.

After the bootless attempts at colonisation in the regions of 
the continent near to or forming part of New France on jits east
ern sides,—as we have mentioned in their place,—the English, as

After the bootless attempts at colonisation in the regions of

a nation, ceased to covet accretions to their empire iry America. 
Their fishing vessels and whalers, indeed, continued to frequent 
the waters of those regions, along with the marinersyof other na* 
tions of Europe, by whom piscatory industry was pursued ; but the 
French, more persistent, constantly endeavoured to establish them
selves in Acadia, and secure a firm footing in Canada. A chief, 
perhaps the sole, reason why the latter had no English rivalry to 
contend with in solidly founding New France, arabe from the 
attention of the British races being occupied, during much of the 
space of time referred to, with civil and religious dimensions, 
ripening into intestine wars, which troubles must also have absorbed 
such state resources, in men and money, as might have been else 
disposable for extended colonisation. On the other hand, those 
civil broils, with a compensatory action, became favourable to 
English self-expatriation ; for to that was due the increase if not 

—the foundation of Virginia, Maryland, &o., and yet more especially 
the settlement of the provinces of New England. The causes of 
individual renunciations of the parent country still continuing to 
operate up to the Revolution of 1688-9, the Anglo-American 
colonies at that time, if far lees extensive than the territories

or claimed by France on this continent, were much more
ybolidly established; they exceeded the latter for intrinsic value, and 
were daily increasing in relative importance. One great cause, too, 
even of the material prosperity of the British colonists, was the 
love of civil freedom the later immigrants brought along with 
them. The political and municipal franchises which they could not 
fully exercise at home, they claimed and secured for themselves 
in the land of their adoption. ^

In the year 1606, king James (first of that name as sovereign
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of England, and the earliest king of Great Britain and Ireland), 
granted letters patent, under the great seal, dated April 10, to Sir 
Thomas Gates and others, assigning to them the lordship of terri
tories on the continent of America, forming the northern seaboard 
of the Atlantic, between the 34th and 45th degrees of N. latitude ; 
all which were either recognised for British possessions, by right 
of discovery or otherwise ; or else, were unclaimed by the people 
of any other European nation. The grant also comprehended all 
the islands appurtenant to the mainland shores, or within 100 miles 
thereof; and, consequently, ranged from Cape Fear to Halifax : 
but did not include the French establishment, previously formed, 
at Port-Royal, Acadia, in 1603.—The patentees were divided, 
at their own request, into two associations : the “ London," or 
premier Company, and the other, known as the second, or 
“ Bristol ” Company. The former was required to locate itself 
between the 34th and 41st degrees of north latitude ; the latter, 
to form its settlements between lat 38° and 45° N. The mid
space, from 38° to 41°, was to be held in common.*

These' companies were, in right of their patent, free to said out 
as many native-born British people as they chose, who and with 
their descendants could reclaim, at all times, the rights enjoyed 
by the resident subjects of Britain itself. No restrictions were 
laid on whatever trade they might obtain with foreign nations. 
The lands of the plantations to be formed were to hold of the 
crown ; and were subject to a regality of one-fifth in valuation of 
the gold, silver, and copper mined in the country. The right of 
coining all three, for the uses of the colonists, was conceded to the 
associators of the two companies.—The administration of affairs in 
each future colony was to be vested in a local council, the members 
of which were or might be nominated by the king ; but the su
pervision of the whole colonial system was to belong to a supreme 
council for the affairs of the American plantations, sitting in 
London, and being, in effect, a department of the general govern
ment of the British empire ; while, as originally constituted, its 
own members, nominated of course by the crown, had the right

* The latter figures of the author, in the above sentence, have been 
altered to suit the probabilities of the case. In the original, they are 
self-stultifying.—B.
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to suggest, for royal guidance, the names of parties whom they 
thought suitable members of the colonial councils : so that, in fact, 
there was not a shadow of English representative liberty, imper
fect as that then was, in the government allowed by James I to 
the earliest colonists of British North America.

Nor were the rights of religious freedom any better respected 
in laying the foundations of the new colonies ; for the religion of 
the Anglican church alone being accredited as that of the state, it 
followed that no other had a right to any endowment. Laws, 
civil and criminal, were to be, generally, those of England.

The patentees fitted out three vessels, of small capacity, none 
of them exceeding 100 tons burden, and together having only 105 
men besides the crews. The former were mostly gentlemen adven
turers, a class badly fitted for the toils, and little able to undergo 
the privations, sure to attend those who become the pioneers of a 
new settlement. This ill-composed company left England Dec. 
19, 1606; but they did not effect a landing till May 13, 1607, 
on the banks of a stream called Powhattan by the natives, but which 
the English named James River in honour of their king; and having 
chosen the site of a settlement, about fifty miles from its sea-outlet, 
they called the place Jamestown. Here a few huts were set up, 
and a stookhaded house, called a fort, raised for protection against 
apprehended, because provoked, attacks of the natives ; yet whose 
chief was favourably disposed to the strangers. Captain John 
Smith, one of the patentees, a man of humble birth but of heroic 
mind, was the soul of the expedition, but from the governing 
council of which he was excluded, through the jealousy of the 
aristocratic scions who encumbered the party. In a short time 
the provisions brought from England were exhausted, or became 
spoiled ; before the summer dosed meet of the party fell ill, and, 
ere the winter set in, about fifty of them died. John Smith, 
whom the straits of the colonists obliged to put at the head of 
their affairs, set out with a party of exploration ; but before he 
had proceeded far, the Indians beset them, and all were killed 
but their leader, who was saved at the intercession of the daughter 
of the chief, a girl aged 12, called afterwards " the princess 
Pocahontas."—He returned in safety to his charge; but found 
ti e survivors at Jamestown were only forty in all ; while even
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these were in act to desert it, and set out in the pinnace. This he 
firmly opposed, at the risk of his life.

Soon afterwards, the Company sent a second party of colonists, 
about 100 in number, and composed of as unsuitable subjects as 
the preceding ; namely gentlemen, and a very few labourers ; but 
there was a number of goldsmiths and refiners, it being understood 
that the country abounded in the precious metals ; there having 
been discovered, by ill luck, in the bed of a small stream near 
Jamestown, some shining earth which the ignorance of the observ
ers caused them to mistake for gold dust ; in gathering which 
several months’ labour was lost, of course to no purpose. In 1608-9, 
seventy more immigrants arrived, but mostly of the like good-for- 
little classes as before. Among them were two females, the first 
who had come ; and no children had been sent as yet. Smith, 
piqued at the want of judgment of the Company in selecting their 
recruits, asked for “ but thirty carpenters, husbandmen, garden
ers, fishermen, blacksmiths, masons, and diggers up of tree roots, 
rather than a thousand such as they had.” Meantime, with such 
human material ns had been put at his disposition, he set all that 
were fit for it to useful labour. Instruments of husbandry had 
been sent, but few ceuld use them properly ; and the daily sub
sistence 6f the colony now chiefly depended on such supplies as 
the natives furnished; with whom Smith ever carefully maintained 
aeuoable relations. The colony was now 200 strong, and the 
people in a healthy state.

The London company, somewhat discouraged by the frustra
tion of the hopes they had of obtaining gold, but determined to 
persevere in their enterprise, obtained a new charter, bearing date 
May 23, 1609. It was of a singular character, and still less 
favourable to colonial liberty than its predecessor, though it vested 
in the company powers which the king had denied to himself. 
The local council was abolished, and a board of absolute control 
constituted, its members to be always resident in London. The 
company’s territorial possessions, in terms of the same document, 
were largely extended. The proprietary, also, took a proportional 
expansion, by the addition of some nobles, many landed gentlemen, 
merchants, tradesmen, &c., and most of the industrial corporations 
of London had shares in it. The association now wrote itself
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“ The Treasurer and Company of Adventurers of the City of 
London, for the first colony in Virginia.”—Lord Delaware was 
constituted governor and captain-general for life, with provision 
for a body-guard.

As the enterprise, under such auspices, became popular, nine 
more ships which the company fitted out were soon supplied with 
500 willing emigrants ; who were placed under the direction of 
Captain Newport, Sir Thomas Oates, and Sir George Somers * 
these gentlemen, as a governing triumvirate, were to rule the. 
colony till Lord Delaware should supersede them ; but the vessel in 
which the leaders embarked, with 150 colonists, and most of the co
lonial stores, &o., being cast on the shore of Bermuda, was lost. 
The other vessels reached their destination ; but the people in 
them, ill selected as before, turned out to be an idle and disorderly 
band, many of them “ unruly sparks, packed off by their friends, 
to escape worse destinies at home,” to use the words of a con
temporary narrator.

The new governors of the colony not having arrived, and the 
reason of their absence not being known, the “ sparks ” aforesaid, 
and their companions the “ poor gentlemen, broken tradesmen, 
footmen, &c.,” assumed the powers of government, setting up a 
“ captain ” of their own number one day, and replacing him next 
day with another. When Smith tried to vindicate his authority, 
he was treated with contempt. He seized their ringleaders and 
imprisoned them; he also rid the colony of 200 of its most 
turbulent members, by sending them into the wilderness to found 
other settlements if they could ; but their bad conduct irritated 
the natives, and little good came of such attempts. Having gone to 
their succour, in returning Smith was ‘so seriously hurt that he 
was obliged to repair to England to get cured. He left the colony 
in a promising state. There were about 500 residents, including 
100 soldiers. They had three ships and seven boats, 24 cannons, 
with small arms and ammunition ; much live stock, farming tools, 
fishing implements, goods for Indian barter, &o. But the colony, 
left without a capable successor to Smith, fell into a state of an
archy ; its resources were soon wasted, and the season of their pri
vations was long afterwards known as the “ starving time.”
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In six months after Smith’s departure, the ooleny was reduced, 
from various malign influences, to sixty persons ; who would soon 
have perished, but for the arrival (May 24, 1610) of Gates, Som
ers, and Newport, from Bermuda ; and, simultaneously, came Lord 
Delaware, with a body of emigrants, and abundant supplies. He 
proved to be a good administrator, and the colonials were induced 
to apply sedulously to the useful arts ; the Indians learned to re
spect the English character, and the colony really began to thrive ; 
but ill-health forced the governor to seek a warmer climate, leaving 
one Mr. Percy in charge, under whom the settlement again fell into 
disorder and want. May 10,1611, Sir Thomas Dale came as go
vernor from England, with more immigrants and stores ; but was 
fain, at the outset of his rule, to put the people under martial law, 
to save the colony from utter ruin.—Three months afterwards, Sir 
Thomas Gates, nominated to supersede Dale, arrived with six ships, 
300 immigrants, and large supplies. The number of the people 
was now 700 in all ; detachments of whom were again sent up the 
James river, and several subordinate settlements founded.

A radical vice in the social relations of the colonists was now 
corrected. Under the first administrations, the lands laid out for
clearing were held in oommonty, Üaptâln Smith and other rulers
• nt nnnli /«iltiTTatnn oltAiili) nTA»»lr aiv ViAtIM «a ntr nnf fît*insisting that each cultivator should work six hours a day) not forv 
his own benefit, but the state, which charged itself with his support. 
The natural effect was, to induce listlessness in the willing, and 
to encourage idlers to skulk and play. Now, a few acres of ground 
were allotted to each man as his own, to be turned to the best 
advantage, he taking the produce, all but a small deduction made, 
for laying up a reserve in the public store-houses. The gpod effect 
of the new system soon appeared, in making the colony self-depen
dent for its whole food.

In 1613, Captain Argali, with a body of Virginian colonists, 
made that raid into Acadia, already narrated, which indicated a 
seeming intent of the companies to assert practically a claim to the 
whole of the American coasts northward of Virginia. As a fur
ther evidence of this, we may mention that Argali, on his return, 
called at New Amsterdam (New York city), where the Dutch 
had a small settlement, and compelled the governor to submit him-
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self and people to the British king and his governor in Virginia, 
with a promise to pay tribute. But both imposition» were after
wards disclaimed, and no attempt was made to enforce either at 
the time. The regular culture of tobacco began this year in Vir
ginie.

In 1614, Sir Thomas Dale succeeded to Sir Thomas Gates ; and 
he, in turn, was (1616) succeeded by Mr. George Yeardly ; who 
held the reins of power only one year from that time, when Argali 
took them up ; a man who rode rough-shod over all the rights 
of the colonists. He was certainly a brave officer and an able ad
ministrator, bet avaricious and tyrannical. His sway at length 
became intolerable,* Upon the complaints of the colonists reaching 
the company, Mr. Yeardly was sent out again, as captain-general 
to redress their grievances.

By order of the London Company, the potency of the governor 
was limited by a council, with power to redress any wrongs he 
might commit. Nay more, the people were authorised to send 
deputies to a free legislative assembly, which first met at James
town, June 19,1619. This event formed an epoch in British 
colonial history.

Hitherto but a small number of females had emigrated to Vir
ginia from England; but in 1620, ninety women and girls, of 
good character, were sent out as colonists, and sixty more next 
year.f Shortly, thereafter, 100 convicts were transported to the

• One of Argali’s despotic decrees ordained, that every person should 
go to Church (the Anglican, of course) on Sundays and holidays, under 
the penalty of tlavtry during the following week for the first offence,
during a month for the second, a year and day for the third__Judge
Mausball’s History of the United States.—B.

t In the text of the original—which has only been partially followed 
in the translation of this chapter on the Anglo-American colonies, on 
account of its inexactness—it is stated that, in 1613, most of the Vir
ginian colonists received a wife each from the company, whose direct
ors, 11 faithful to the spirit of speculation which now characterises so 
profoundly this people [English, or American T], sold these women for a 
weight of tobacco varying between 100 and 150 lbs.” Upon this it is to 
be observed, that tobacco was not then grown in the colony as an ar
ticle of trade ; while it must he owned that it became afterwards its staple 
commodity, and represented money in many of the early trading trans-

Vol. L—x
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colony, being the first persons of that class transported, as many 
thousands were afterwards, to the American plantations. Obliged 
to labour, they ate honest bread ; and by degrees, living away from 
the haunts of vice, many of them, when their time of service was 
expired, or shortened, became respectable free colonists.—But the 
settlement of Virginia as a British dependency, [whose primeval 
lank is intimated in its familiar name, the “ Old Dominion,”] 
it needs not that we follow its annals any further.

The foundation of Maryland forms but an episode in the history 
of Virginia ; for, by the London Company’s second charter, the 
latter colony included the whole territory which now forms the 
state of Maryland. It was so called in honour of HenriettarMaria, 
daughter of Henry IV of France, queen-consort of Charles I, king 
of England ; and it was founded in 1633 by Sir George Calvert, 
Lord Baltimore, a Roman Catholic nobleman; whose brother, 
Leonard Calvert, sailed from England, in November that year, 
with about two hundred persons of his own creed, who desired to 
escape the operation of intolerant laws passed to sustain the exclu
sive domination of the Anglican church in their native country. 
The charter granted to their patron, vested the suzerainty of the 
country, holding of the English crown, in Lord Baltimore as ab
solute proprietor, on feudal payment of a nominal rent, and one 
fifth of such precious metals as should be mined. The general 
course of the following annals of Maryland, the future capital of 
which was named after the founder, are well indicated in the 
following admirable passage, taken from the work of one of the 
most eminent of American historians :—“ Calvert deserves," says 
Mr. Bancroft, “ to be ranked among the most wise and benevolent 
lawgivers of all ages. He was the first in the history of the 
Christian world to seek for religious security and peace by the 
practice of justice, and not by the exercise of power ; to plan the

actions of the Virginian planters. When some marriageable women were 
sent, at the real time not indicated above, as those females were poor for 
the most part, and paid no passage money, it was natural that the com
pany’s agents, in exchange for the outlay incurred, should hire 
them out to the colonists for a term, taking in advance for their services 
so many pounds of tobacco ; which was certainly not money, but good 
money’s worth.—B.
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establishment of popular institutions, with the enjoynent of lib
erty of conscience ; to advance the career of civilization, by re
cognising the rightful equality of all Christian sects. The asylum 
of Papists was the spot, where, in a remote corner of the world, 
on the banks of rivers which as yet had hardly been explored, the 
mild forbearance of a proprietary adopted religious freedom as the 
basis of state polity.”

The first steps towards British colonisation of New England 
proper, were almost ooëval with the settlement of Virginia. In 
1607, two ships, with a body of emigrants, under the presidency 
of Sir George Popham, landed at a place called Sagahadoc, near 
the mouth of the Kennebec river, on the sea-board of what is now 
the state of Maine, and there began a settlement, which they called 
St. George, probably in honour of the patron saint of England, or 
of their president. Forty-five persons were left here by the ships, 
which returned to England in December. During the winter 
these adventurers suffered greatly from the cold and scanty means 
of existence. Their patron died ; and next year, the survivors 
abandoned the place.

In 1614, Captain John Smith (the Virginian hero) explored 
the whole range of seaboard, from the Penobscot to Cape Cod, and 
called the region “ New England,” in his chart of the country, 
with a printed description annexed. He persuaded the second 
or West of England Company of Virginia to solicit a charter for 
settling the country he had thus surveyed. This was obtained, 
and the association it re-constituted took the name of “ the council 
established at Plymouth, (Devonshire), for the planting, ruling, 
ordering, and governing New England, in America.” The royal 
letters-patent gave the company the absolute property and un
limited control of the territory between the 40th and 48th degrees 
of North latitude, and the Atlantic and Pacific Ocean. This 
far-stretching grant included the lands of all the actual eastern 
and most of the middle States of the American Union, besides the 
Canadas, and an immense expanse of country beyond, to the 
westward. The very enormity of the concession made it prac
tically inoperative, and the charter became a dead letter in the 
hands of the grantees.

The founders of the first province of New England, as yet

t

/
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a country but in name, waa a section of that body of English 
Protestant dissenters, who, from their strict morals, were tauntingly 
denominated, by the Anglican high church party, “ the puri
tans." * This sect took shape during the reign of Eliiabeth, in
creased greatly during the reigns of James I and Charles I, 
though laid under persecution by all these three sovereigns ; and 
had a considerable hand, when the tables were turned against the 
Church of England, in bringing its defender and victim (the 
monarch last named) to the scaffold. The special name of the 
section of Puritans who were about to become the precursors of 
the New England colonists was “ Brownists.” They were so called 
after their pastor, who ministered in their meeting-house, at Leyden, 
in Holland ; where a small body of them had taken refuge, to 
avoid persecution had they remained in England. Wearied of their 
residence among aliens, they determined to seek a peaceful home 
in the wilds of America, which their own country’s rulers denied 
them. With some difficulty they obtained an assignment of lands 
within the limita of the London Virginian Company's territories. 
Two vessels, the Mayflower, of 180 tons burden, and the Speed
well, of 60 only, were hired in England ; but these were not of 
sufficient capacity to take the entire congregation, the pastor of 
which was then John Robinson ; who remained, for the time, at 
Leyden with others, while one Brewster, an elder, took charge, 
civil and spiritual, of the party. The “ Pilgrims,” as they called 
themselves, sailed from Delfthaven July 22, 1620 ; but stress of 
weather detained them in British waters till the 6th of September, 
when they left Plymouth in the Mayflower only, and stood for

• “ The dogma, moat important in its consequences, by which they 
were distinguished, was the spirit of free inquiry, and the one on which 
they insisted, in all matters of conscience, of private judgment. ‘Will 
you not leave these things to your bishops f ’ said archbishop Parker, to 
the Rev. Peter Wentworth. 1 No I ' answered he, * by the faith I bear 
to God, we will pass nothing, before we understand it ; for that were 
to make you popes.’ " Wadi’s BritUk Hittory, p. 140. Unfortunately, 
the spiritual rights they claimed for themselves, too few of the rigid 
puritans were willing to extend to those who carried dissent further 
.than they did ; witness the deadly persecutions of the quakers, Ac. by 
the New England puritans.—B.
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the Atlantic. Their destination was the mouth of the Hudson 
river, in the New Netherlands ; but, by the treachery of their 
captain (said to have been bribed by the Dutch authorities of that 
eolony), they were conducted to the Massachusetts shores ; which 
they reached Nov. 9. Next day, they anchored in Cape Cod 
Bay. Before landing, they entered into a solemn compact, or 
constitution of government, which, being written out, was signed 
by the heads of families, and other male adults, the whole body 
numbering 101 souls. Mr. John Carver was then chosen their 
governor for one year.

They coasted along the shore for a landing-place properly 
sheltered, and were nearly wrecked in the search. At last they 
found one ; and on the memorable 20th day of December, 1620, 
landed on the rock beside the^iarbour they had selected, which 
they named “ New Plymouth.’/

The government was a republic, of the earliest type ; the 
whole adult male population assembling as its legislators. The 
governor, with a council of five assistants (seven afterwards) all 
annually elected, itirmed the executive. This system was not 
fount! inconvenient at first, as there were only 300 souk in the 
colony ten years after its foundation ; but as numbers increased, 
representation waa necessarily resorted to.

In 1622, Gorges and Mason took a patent for colonising a 
territory they called Laconia, extending from the Atlantic to the 
8*. Lawrence, and from the Merrimae river to the Kennebec. 
Under this patent, Portsmouth and Dover were settled, in 1623. 
In 1628, White and Endioott, with a number of other puritans, 
founded Salem, the earliest ^permanent town of Massachusetts. 
A number of the party (about 100) under Thomas Graves, in the 
same year, founded Charlestown pn. Charles river. Reinforced 
by immigration in 1630, a number crossed to the farther bank, 
called Shawmut by the Indians, by the English Trimountain or 
Tremont, and founded Boston.* As at New Plymouth, the legis
lation was direct, not by delegation, for three years ; but in 1634, 
the representative form was adopted : the second instance of its

• Charlestown and Boston form one municipality, by an arrangement 
lately effected.—B.
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mlnptlon in America.* Tn 1MB, persecution of the puritan* 
raging In England, 8,000 of them emigrated to MaaenohuaetUi. 
Among them were Henry Vane and the Her. Hugh Pstars.f 
Shortl y afterward*, a party proceeded from the Ho*ton oolony, and 
Omnded Kxetor town. Previously (103.3) the Dutch eettled at a 
plane they named " flood Hope.", On ita alte atamla the oily of 
Hartford. Two years afterward* (1036) John Wlnthrop found
ed Saybrook, Connecticut. In 1088, Eaton and Davenport 
founded Newhaven, in that territory ; the proprietory charter 
recognising which wa* granted by the Plymouth oounoil In 1081.

A patent waa obtained, in 1030, by John Mliaon, for nettling the 
country between the Morrimao and Plaoataqua rivera ; since called 
New llampnfiiro. The progrès* of colonisation wa* so slow that, 
three years after its foundation, the chief town, Portsmouth, con
tained but sixty families. In other parts, immigrations from 
England were Increasing constantly, through the impolitic mea
sures of the king, and the Intolerance of the Anglican hierarchy.! 
Finding eo many of the oppressed thus escaping from Britain 
a royal proclamation was Issued (April 80, 1087) to restrain the 
puritans from emigrating to Now England, or to any other part of 
America. An order in oounoil was published, at the same time, 
prohibiting all non-conformist ministers from emigrating, without 
leave from tho Archbishop of Canterbury, (Laud) and the bishop 
of London. When the nows of thoee'reetrictlve measures reached 
Beaton, coupled with a report that the king waa about to send a 
governor with arbitrary powers, resistance, oven by force, was 
determined upon. Meantime, tho English judges pronounced the 
" Company of Massachusetts Bay " to be an illegal association ;

• The first waa the assembly convened at Jamestown, Vlrglffÿ, 
June 19, 1619— B. '

t Both returned to Kngland ; both figured as parliamentarians or 
Commonwealth men ; and both were executed aa traitors, after the 
Restoration. Peters was a kind offaiktr emtfutor to Oliver Cromwell.

t "1619-30. During these years were two emigrations to New 
Kngland... The transatlantic settlements preceding the civil war, are 
calculated to hare drained England of £600,000.”—Wana’a Briti*A 
Hittory.

I
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and outlawed the New Plymouth patentee», under whom the Com
pany hold Ite right». In 1038, a squadron of eight «bip* bound 
for New England, wae Flopped by order of priry council. In a 
few day», however, the veeaol* were allowed to go.* Numcrou» 
other» followed ; In fact, the time* of inoreaelng trouble which 
weakened the mother oountry became aouroo» of etrength for her , 
American oolonioe. Twenty-one thoueand immigrant* had arrived 
before the Long Parliament aaaombled (Nov. 3, 1048), and a 
million of dollara had boon expended on the plantation*. Next 
year, the houaoof common» (then almoet entirely puritan) freed all 
the American colonial* from taxation on import* and export», and 
intimated it* approbation of their enterprieee.

In 1041, Now Hampehiro wa* annexed to Ma*eaohu»ott* ; and 
in 1043, a general confederation wae effected, under the title of 
" The United Colonie» of New England ; " comprehending Mae- 
■aohueette, New Plymouth, Connecticut, and Now Haven, libode 
1 eland (founded in 1038) etood out; while Maine and Provi
dence (founded in 1030) were rofuned admiaeion, booau*o of the 
religioue view* of their people not being in accord with the creed 
of the confederation I The colonieation of Maine wa* the leaet 
progreaeive of all. After a lingering aeparate exietenoc, the pro
vince wo* formally annexed to M»»»achu»ott* in 1003. In 1060, 
Oliver Cromwell, who had lately modo a oonqueet of Jamaica, 
offered the Now Englander» a aettlemcnt in that fertile ieiand ; 
but hie'proffer was roapootfully declined. “ They would have oon- 
eidored it a epooic* of sacrilege," »ay» an American hiatorian, “ to 
abandon to the aavagoa the ooneocrated aaylum of their peculiar 
belief ; for religion wa* with them an affair of etate, and to pre- 
eorvo it* purity wa* ooneiderod the paramount authority of the 
civil magistrate.” Thu» when the “ Antinomian controversy ” 
arose, Anno Ilutehineon and her disciple», who held dissident 
opinions on the subject of free grace, were expelled from the

• There ts a figment, dear to most American historians, and repeated 
for verity with the usual annotating, by M. Garneeu, that Hampden and 
Cromwell were about to embark In this fleet ; but Mr. Bancroft has 
proved conclusively that the story must be untrue. Vide his HUt. of 
U. Statu.—B.
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colony ; and a Baptist, named Clark, was fined, for preaching 
at Lynn ; while one Holmes, refusing to pay a fine for express
ing his peculiar sentiments of religion, was publicly whipped I 
Absence from public worship was punished by mulcts. Anti- 
Trinitarian and other opinions considered eminently unorthodox 
were denounced as blasphemous, and visited with finings, imprison- 
ings, and even death. Ministers not ordained regularly, were 
forcibly silenced -r “ and the very men, men who had fled from 
England to gain an asylum for religious freedom," to repeat a just 
reflection of the writer sited above, “ were revising the slightest 
toleration of any religions opinion but their own."

The worst used sectaries, of all thorn obnoxious to the New 
England puritans, were the members of the peaceful society of 
friends, or quakers. Two females of that body having oome to 
Boston in July 1656, were put in prison for five weeks, and ban
ished. To prevent any suoh intrusion thereafter, a law was
passed, prohibiting any more quakers to enter the colony, under
severe corporeal penalties ; any inhabitants harboring such, to be 
smartly fined. Some few of the expelled Friends, however, hav
ing set at nought the prohibition, a second law was passed, forbid- • 
ding their return on pain of death ; and several persons were 
actually hanged under this enactment.*

Turning with astonishment, and even disgust, from the contem
plation of such proceedings as these, we are glad to commemorate, 
to the honour of the New Englanders, the early efforts and sacri
fices made by them in the cause of public instruction. In 
1647, a law was passed for the establishment of public schools ; 

z requiring one for every township containing fifty householders ;
‘ and a grammar school, where boys could be fitted for college, in 

every town containing 108 or more families. A sum equal to a 
year’s rate of the whole colony of Massachusetts had /been voted 
for the erection of a college, in 1636; and in 1638/John Har
vard, who died soon after his arrival in America, bequeathed half 
his estate and all his -ary to the new institut thence
forth took his name. ; was supported, with $ lot only
by the people of the f colony, but by the wl Jracy of

• Frost's Hitt, of tht U. Statu, p. 77 ; edit, of 1888.
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New England ; and the example of Massachusetts was followed by 
all the other provinces, in the establishment of public schools)

The yean of troubles and civil war in old England, as we have t 
observed, became a halcyon time for the New ; and the Common
wealth polity was little less favourable to the interests of the 
Anglo-American colonies, which, with the exception of the few 
where royalists abounded, as in Virginia and Maryland (which 
had to be brought under subjection to the Commonwealth by force), 
the British American possessions were little disturbed in the en
joyment of their privileges, by the home government. Soon 
after the Restoration, which was by no means so popular in New as 
in Old England, Charles II, jealous of the freedom enjoyed by his 
American subjects, encouraged his subservient ministers to gratify 
him by calling into question the validity of the several patents 
upon which the members of the New England confederation had 
founded their system of almost independent self-government.—Our 
limits forbid our entering into particulars regarding the difficulties 
between king and people which ensued ; and we prefer to trim a 
rapid glance at the varying forms of government then established 
in the different sections of the British provisoes on this continent.

The earliest in order of time, was the royal government, such as 
that of Virginia, * where all the functionaries were, directly or 
indirectly, named by the king. Secondly, a constitution founded 
<pn charter*, granted to companies of adventurers ; which formed 
the basis of the system established in New England, and therein 
only.

Lastly, the proprietary governments. In the royal govern
ments, while the executive, as we have said, was nominated by the 
crown, the members of houses of assembly, when such were called 
into being, were elected by all the free oofonists.f The governors 
received their instructions from the cabinet ministers, with whom

* Also in the province of New York ; but which was, at that time, still 
the New Netherlands.—B.

t We say “ free," advisedly ; because there were white bondmen, serv
ing ont their time as convicts lh several of the "American plantations f 
not to mention the coloured inhabitants, who were mostly enslaved 
with others nominally free.—A.
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they constantly corresponded. They could at discretion veto the 
bills and resolutions of assembly ; as administrators, though their 
acte might be and often were called in question, yet they were 
not removable except by royal authority. Hence the discussions 
between the two branches fill many pages of the annals of the 
royal governments in times the nearest to that of the American 
Bevolution, of which they were the precursors. From the preceding 
account of the New England colonies, some idea will have been 
formed of the nature of the Chartered governments. At the 
point of time our account refers to, they formed together a confe
deration, or political league, for mutual support ; but each reserved 
independent action within its own limits. Questions affecting the 
whole were discussed and determined in a species of congress, to 
which each province sent two delegates. * Within itself, each 
province had political and municipal institutions similar to those 
of England in their most liberal form. The “ township ” was the 
great feature in both ; and all abuses of power by functionaries 
were prevented or redressed by the correction of annual elections, f 
In a word, in the people, through their representatives, resided every 
power, legislative, executive, and judicial. The first of these 
was confined, in the Bay state, to a “ general court of the colony 
of Massachusetts Bay.” This court, from the decision of which 
there was no appeal, was composed of the governor, the, sub
governor, ten magistrates and two deputies from each town, all 
elected to their places annually. The governors and the magis
trates sat in one chamber, the deputies in another. There was 
but one session annually, unless for some special cause extraordi
nary sittings were called for. Public business was administered 
by the governor in council, who gave audiences twice a week. 
The proprietary governments had somewhat of a feudal comhle*- 
ion ; being so many suzerainties or lordships, granted fbr particu
lar considerations, or from pure favour, to certain individuals, and 
passing to their heirs. Thus the proprietorship of Pennsylvania

* Report of M. E. Randolph to the Board of Trade and Plantations, 
London, a. d. 1676 ; in the Collection of Document* relative to the Affair* 
of Ma**acKu**tt* Bay.

< f De la Démocratie en Amérique, par A. de Tocqueville.
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(adverted to merely for illustration, as that ciolony was not found
ed till the year 1682) was vested in William Penn, son of admiral 
Penn, and his family. The father had claims against the govern
ment, which Charles II, always needy, found it inconvenient to 
discharge, and a territorial patent was given to the son as a com
pensation. Maryland, as we have seen, was UoMui, on a proprietary 
patent, by the lords Baltimore, peers of k North Carolina
(first founded in 1650) became a proprietary government in 1663; 
North Carolina also, in 1671-2 ; New Jersqnikewise, in 1682 ; 
and Delaware, the same year. Georgia had the latest originated 
proprietary government, as it become such only in 1733. The 
proprietors, or their representative trustees, possessed both execu
tive and (virtually) legislative powers ; but their action in both 
cases was liable to revision on appeal to the supreme authorities in 
Britain. Similarly to the royal, the proprietary history is filled 
with wranglings between the governors and the assemblies ; over 
whom the fitful exercise of a veto was almost constantly resented, 
although the assemblies contained a medley of deputies ; some 
electedby the people, the others nominated by the local executive.

As the territories of British America had the advantage of a 
fertile soil, a mild climate, and fine navigable streams, so had they 
the further advantage of a long line of seaboard indented with 
capacious bays, and presenting outlets for trade with all parts of 
the world. As a consequence, their commerce attained even 
greater relative importance, than their progression in other re
spects. The trading operations of the merchants were not clogged 
by the local restrictions and fiscal burdens so onerous to the com- 
mercialists of contemporary times in the countries of Europe and 
their possessions over sea. We have seen how colonial trade was 
favoured by the English parliamentarians ; but a contrary policy 
was pursued almost as soon as royalty was restored. The parlia
ment passed a law (12 Gar. II, e. 18) enacting, “ That all mer
chandise be imported in British bottom^, except what comes from 
the place of its growth or manufacture, and that three fourths of 
the seamen be English ; and that ships loading in the plantations 
bring their merchandise directly to England.” * In 1672, a

Wadi's British History, p. 245.—B.
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measure was passed, imposing duties on produce sent from one 
colony to another. These duties, however, were almost constantly 
evaded ; and their attempted collection occasioned warm disputes 
between the colonists and the home authorities. Mr. Randolph, 
an active enemy of colonial freedom, was pent over to act as col
lector at Boston. Remarking to the governor that he had seen 
ships from Spain, France, the Mediterranean, the Canaries, Ao., 
in the harbour of Boston, and that such trading was an infrac
tion of the British Navigation Laws, the latter replied that those 
laws were of no effect in New England ; and that the charters of 
foundation of its several colonies empowered the people to regu
late their own trade in all times.*

The other colonies, however, did not make so firm a stand as 
Massachusetts in evading payment of fiscal imposts and in resisting 
restrictive laws of trade, passed by the English parliament. Thus, 
in 1671, Sir William Berkeley, proprietary governor of Virginia, 
reported that the colonists had conformed to the Navigation Acte, 
on demand made ; though that had put a stop to ship-building, 
thitherto the chief branch of industry in the country. This and 
other instances of a want of concert, encouraged the home govern
ment to persist in the course it had adopted ; and the result 
of the controversy with the Massachusetts people, was, that 
they were compelled to relinquish their charter in 1684; 
shortly after which Charles II died, before he could complete 
his intent, which was to abolish the franchises, political and 
commercial, of New England. His successor appointed Sir 
Edward Andros, as captain-general and vice-admiral of Massa
chusetts, Ac., with full powers, aided by a crown-nominated 
council, to make laws and levy taxes at discretion. As soon as 
he arrived in Boston (in 1686) he revoked the charter of Rhode 
Island. He demanded that of Connecticut, but the people secreted 
it Andros was an avaricious despot. “ His object seems to 
have been to amass a fortune for himself, to break the charters,

• Report of Randolph to the king, In Col. Orig. Doe. of Mats. Bay. 
See also Judge Story’s Commentaries on U. S. Const. 1. 62. [The Navi
gation Acts were abolished by law, June 26, 1849.]—B.
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and unite the several colonies in one, for the purpose of effectually 
resisting the encroachments of the French from Canada.’’*

When news of the English Revolution of 1688 arrived, it was 
hailed with joyin most of the British colonies, but in Massachusetts 
more especially. The people of Boston imprisoned Andros, with 
fifty of his adherents, and restored magistrates he had displaced 
Connecticut and Rhode Island soon followed the example. A 
restitution of the old charters was applied for, but long delays 
arose. At length (1691) the Massachusetts people obtained one 
but of a less free character than the former. Still there was 
no reasonable cause of complaint, had the colonists been content 
with the same species of government as was ip force in the mother 
country, for such the new charter gave them. May 1692, on the 
arrival of Sir Wm. Phipps as royal governor, a general court was 
convened, and the charter accepted. It annexed New Plymouth 
and Acadia to Massachussetts, the latter having passed under 
British domination in 1690, after Port-Royal was attacked and 
taken.f x.

In the foregoing? summary, we have sketched rapidly the rise 
and progress of the Anglo-American colonies, from their founda
tion till the tenth decade of the 17th century. Self-expatriated 
for the most part, to evade political oppression and ecclesiastical 
persecution, their inhabitants aspired alone to the enjoyment of 
liberty ; which having obtained, they relished it the more from the 
contrast daily presented among them between present freedom 
and past subjection. But this liberty, civil and religious, once 
secured, they looked around them and noted with impatience the 
proximity of a race of men who seemed to be intruders upon ter
ritorial possessions, “ which of right belonged to the people of 
British descent.” For some generations before the time we have 
arrived at, the Anglo-Americans had acted on the principle, that 
they were the legitimate lords of the northern continent Their

• Fbobt's Hitt, of U. Statet, p. 82.
t Injustice to the author, whose text (as the present chapter reads 

In the third edition of the original work) has been almost quite super
seded, it is right to repeat, that the editor is virtually responsible for all 
its contents, with theexoeption of the last five paragraphs.—A.
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establishment*, solidly founded, and well sustained, were so sure 
to supersede alb others I while those of the French, for example, 
for want of immigration, seemed destined to die of inanition. 
But as soon as Colbert set about peopling Canada with dis
banded veterans, and erected forts near their frontiers, they took 
the alarm, and called upon the mother country to interpose betwee11 
rivals who deranged their inland trading relations and menaced 
their independence. Witnesses of the ambition and conquests of 
Louis XIV, the dictator of Europe, they trembled lest, some day, 
French domination might extend to America, when Canada, with 
its military organisation, would become a redoubtable neighbour. 
They longed, then, to destroy in its cradle the colony of New 
France, which they felt or feigned would be so dangerous if it 
were allowed to grow ; which also they so often attacked, without 
being able to subjugate. At length they offered men and money 
to England, if she would essay its conquest, and in 1690 men 
were put at her disposition for the invasion of Canada. We shall 
see presently what was the result of the aggressions of those alien 
colonists, already so ambitious. /

The reader njust have remarked, ere this time, 
ties of the British immigration to America, now 
have no resemblance whatever. The immigrant from 
who lands on this continent, is not of like type to the 
religious refugee, self-exiled, of the 17th century. He who 
his country for the purpose of carrying out principles which 
had defended, it may be at the risk of his life, and who, in any 
case, had made sacrifices to maintain them, still preserved, after 
defeat, that independent spirit, that republican pride, which in
spired him erewhile when contending against arbitrary power. 
The British immigrant of our day, on the other hand, driven 
from his native land by penury rather than by persecution, is the 
superfluous denisen of a community overstocked with consumers 
whom the vicissitudes of trade, the centralisation of private wealth, 
and the vices of a servile and complicated organisation of society, 
has reduced to utter destitution. The pre-occupations of his 
mind, entirely concentrated in the quest of means for procuring 
that food his ever-craving appetite demands, leaves no place in his 
soul for those elevated feelings which distinguished the first ooIn

form erl
Iritain,
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nists. Crushed under the load of his daily needs, insensible to all 
things but those which concern his material existence,—even after 
such animal wants may have been supplied, years must pass before 
the mind of such a one can rise to the level of that of a repub
lican of olden Massachusetts, or that of a catholic royalist of Mary
land.

If we compare, at present, the French colonist and the British 
colonist of the 17th century, such an ideal approximation suggests 
another contrast. The British colonist of that age was principally 
inspired with a love of liberty, a spirit for trading, and a passion 
for accumulating riches. Alt sacrifices made in order to satisfy 
those desires, which ever occupied his mind, seemed light to him, 
for without freedom and wealth his lot seemed to him a state of 
abjection and ruin. Therefore it was, that when the traffickers of 
Acadia crossed his voyagings on the seas, or the Dutch of the 
New Netherlands inconvenienced him in his progress on land, he 
strained every nerve to rid himself of such obstacles by taking 
possession of the lands of those who put them in his way. In 
Acadia there were but a few hundred fishermen, scattered about 
its sea-margins ; it was therefore no difficult task to appropriate a 
territory covered with natural forest. The New Netherlands, still 
more defenceless, for want of aid from Europe, passed under the 
yoke almost unresistingly. But the Anglo-Americans, after these 
easy conquests, were suddenly confronted by Canadians,—a popula
tion of labourers, hunters, and soldiers : the Canadians, who would 
have triumphed, although poorer, had they been but half as numer
ous as their adversaries ! Their manner of life, at once careless 
and agitated, submissive yet independent, was more chivalrie, more 
poetical, than the calculating existence of their antagonists. Ar
dent catholics all, they had not been driven into America by religious 
persecution ; zealous loyalists, they demanded not a liberty against 
which they, perhaps, would have combated. They were an adventu
rous race, ever seeking fresh excitement ; including veterans, with 
complexions bronsed by the sun of Hungary.—men who had seen 
the Crescent flee before them on the Raab, and taken part in the 
victories of Turenne and Condé : those were the warriors, in a 
word, who had seen the British lion crouch and the Austrian eagle 
quail under the genius of a Luxembourg. Military glory was
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their idol ; and, proud of marching under the orders of their sei
gneurs, they followed them everywhere, at the peril of life, to merit 
their esteem and regard. This it was, which caused a French 
veteran to say, “ I am no ways surprised to find the Canadians so 
valorous, seeing they are mostly descended from officers and sol
diers who belonged to one of the finest regiments in France.”

The education which the seigneurs and the people received from 
the dergy, almost the only instructors in Canada, was not of a kind 
calculated to extinguish this spirit, thus excited to an enthusiastic 
degree ; a spirit which pleased the government by its loyalty, 
and the clergy by its devotedness to the progress of the cathoüo 
missions. The missionaries feared, above all things, the prosely- 
tism of the protestants. Thus the government and the clergy had 
an interest that the Canadians should all be soldiers. In proportion 
as population increased, the militia, under such a system, would 
necessarily become more and more redoubtable. Canada was, in 
fact, almost a military colony ; thus when a census was taken, the 
number of males fit for service alone was reckoned, as in the muster- 
rolls of an army.

Such were our ancestors. As immigration, after some efforts, 
ceased almost wholly, and probably not more than 5000 colonists 
came to Canada during the entire time of French domination, its 
peculiar system was, perhaps, the best under the circumstances, in 
order to strive against the ever-growing force of the British colonies. 
And thus, for a century, the immense superiority of the latter dash
ed itself vainly against that veteran militia, till the year 1760, 
when we had to yield to overpowering numbers brought against us, 
after an obstinate struggle of six years, during which it illustrated 
itself by numerous and brilliant victories. Even in our own time, 
it is owing to us that Canada is not now a part of the United 
States ; it is we who prevent it from becoming American in man
ners, language, and institutions.

• It is easy‘to make an approximation by comparing the progress of the 
French population since the year 1164. At that time 66,000, it now 
reaches nearly a million souls. [S<d quart.—]}.]
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CHAPTER II.

THE SIEOE OP QUEBEC.

1689-1696.

League of Augaburgh formed against Louis XIV : which Britain joining, 
active war follows between the colonists of New France and the 
Anglo-Americans.—Disproportion of the belligerent relative forces. 
—Plan of the French operations against the British possessions.—In
tended conquest of New York ; it proves unfeasible, and is abandoned. 
—Miserable state of Canada and Acadia.—Vigorous administration 
of M. de Frontenac.—First hostilities ; two British vessels captured.— 
Pemaquid taken bj the Abenaquis.—Schenectady sacked.—Destruc
tion of Sementels. — Fort Casco taken and razed.—Wavering 
polity of the Western tribes of Indians.—Raids in Canada by the 
Iroquois ; they are well resisted by the French colonists.—Retrospec
tive Notices of Acadia.—Sir William Phipps captures Port Royal ; he 
attacks Quebec, but is repulsed, and retires.—General Winthrop ad
vancing simultaneously by Lake George to join Phipps, has to retreat 
also.—Disasters befal the fleet of Phipps.—Humiliation of the Anglo- 
American colonies ; their exhaustion, as well as that of New France, at 
this time.-The Iroquois and the Abenaquis ; their depredations.-Major 
Schuyler defeated by M. de Varennes.—New project of the British for 
taking Quebec : It proves abortive.—Expeditions of the French (in 
1683 and 1696) into the five Cantons.—The Miâmis and the Iroquois 
at war.—Canada, now secure within its own limits, the colonists pre
pare to wage war in their enemy’s territories.—Credit for the favour
able state of affairs in Canada chiefly due to the wise measures of De 
Frontenac.—Intrigues of his enemies in France.

France had now been at war with parts of Europe for two or 
three years. The revocation of the Edict of Nantes hack raised 
against her the Protestant nations, who made it a pretext for arm
ing, in order to avenge their recent defeats. The prince of 
Orange, the most inveterate enemy of the French, was the chief 
promoter of the league of Augaburgh, into which, most of the 
continental powers entered against France. James II, kîùg of 
England, himself a fervent catholic, receiving subsidies from Louis 
XIV, to make him independent of the English parliament, 
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remained an ally to France : but he had great difficulty to hold 
his subjects in leash during a reign of little more than three years’ 
duration ;* and that finished, France had a redoubtable enemy the 
more. When dethroned, he was received by Louis with open 
arms, and a promise given that every effort should be made for his 
restoration.

France had now to combat five powers at once ; namely, Great 
Britain, the Gorman Empire, Holland, Spain, and Savoy. Her 
colonists, who had no personal interest in the contest, were yet 
expected to aid in carrying it on, at least against their British 
neighbours ; who,, on their part, were nothing loth to seixe the 
occasion for making aggravions on New France. We have seen 
what headway the Anglo-Americans had now gained in the race 
of colonisation on this continent, how considerable was their trade, 
how numerous their populations ;f that they enjoyed free institu
tions, and possessed some of the most fertile regions of the globe. 
Such were the adversaries a Canadian population of 11,000 souls 
had to encounter in a mortal struggle, their numbers kept down 
by constantly recurring losses through the hostilities of the abori
gines; and the colonial trade reduced almost to nothing. It 
seemed to their self-sufficient neighbours that Canada would now 
be so easy a prey, that they had only to reach out the hand and 
secure it,

The French, however, were no way afraid to join issue. In 
conformity with their olden usages, they determined to seek the 
coming foe, rather than await his assaults, without any regard 
to the superior forces he might have at his disposition. Accord
ingly, an agreement was come to, that the British posts in and near

• Scarcely had James ascended the throne, than he claimed the ar
rears of a pension Louis had long allowed his deceased brother to 
enable him [Charles II] to govern despotically, without a parliament. 
100,000 lines were forthwith sent to London, and paid to His Majesty 
by Barillon, the French envoy. Yet was James always indignant at 
the idea of his kingdom being considered a dependent statue. Louis 
sarcastically observed, “ My royal brother is proud, but he is very fond 
of our French pistoles." Liao Ann's Hitt&ry of England, xlr, 15.—B.
' f I® 1101, our total population was 262,000 ; in 1749, it was 966,000. 
Faosr's Hut. of V. Mates, p. 311.—B.
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the Hudson's Bay territory should be assailed at once ; while the 
•frontier lines of New York and of other British provinces, should 
be crossed simultaneously. The minister of marine at Paris con
certed with M. de Frontenac before leaving for Canada, that each 
should exert himself to the utmost (the latter secretly) to pre
pare for the most active hostilities. The king charged the gover- 
nor-general, on hie arrival, to furnish the Northern trading Com
pany with warlike means to drive the English out of the Hudson 
Bay territory.* He was al$> ordered to communicate with M. 
de Mamneval, governor of Acadia, and pid him to put that pro 
vinoe, the most exposed member of New France, in a fit state 
to resist any attack that might be made upon it.

The plan of De Callières, hitherto in abeyance, was now prac
tically taken up, but wjj|h the intent to extend its mode of opera
tion, as suggested by other projectors. Admiral de la Caffinière 
was, with two ships of war, to scour the Atlantic seaboard from 
the Gulf of St. Lawrence to the Bay of New York; then to 
blockade that port, and there wait the results of an invasion of 
the province, on the land side, by the Canadians. If, as was 
expected, the province of New York fell into French hands, its 
catholic inhabitants were to be allowed to remain, after having 
sworn fidelity to their new masters ; but the chief functionaries 
and principal colonists were to be kept prisoners till they were 
ransomed. As for the commonalty, they were to be transported 
to New England and Pennsylvania. De Callières was then to be 
installed as governor of the province. As it was considered proba
ble that an attempt would, soon thereafter, be made by the English 
to repossess themselves of the prize thus made by the French, an 
order was drawn up and signed (by anticipation) to burn all the 
dwellings for a certain distance around New York city ; as also to 
levy i heavy contribution on the rural proprietors, to redeem their 
buildings from sharing the same fate. We may recognise in 
these directions, the harsh and relentless nature of M. Louvois ; 
but they were, after aU,f in keeping with the habitudes of war,

* These instructions bore date June 7. War was not declared against 
Baglend till twenty days afterwards.—B.

t The armies of Louis XIV were not unused to indulge In hostilities\
\
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u then waged in America. The simultaneous invasions of Bri
tish territory, on other sides than the New York frontiers, were ■ 
merely designed for feints, to divide the enemy’s forces, and 
divert the attention of his savage allies.

The first blow was struck in the Hudson’s Bay territory ; where 
M. de Ferté captured the fort of New-Severn. Captain d’Iber
ville, a distinguished naval officer, had reached Ste. Anne’s, 
another post in the same region, when two English war vessels, 
one carrying 22 the other 14 guns, neared the fort there. Their 
mission was, to proclaim William III and take possession of the 
country in his name. Their men having landed, were drawn into 
ambuscades, many of them killed, and the ships taken by d’Iber
ville and his people. A third English vessel, which became ice- 
locked, was cleverly captured by two Canadians whom the crew 
had taken prisoners.

After these master-strokes, d’Iberville left the country in 
charge of M. de Maricourt, and set sail for Quebec with his 
prizes.

The vessels appointed for the maritime part of the expedition 
against the province of New York, and in one of which was M. 
de Frontenac, lost a month at La Rochelle, getting repaired; 
afterwards, becoming a convoy for slow-sailing merchant vessels to 
America, they.did not reach Acadia till mid-September, and De 
Frontenac renowned there some days more. Before sailing for 
Quebec, he left drders to M. de la Caffiniôre to cruise before New 
York bay till December 10, holding himself ready to disembark ; 
and if, by that time, he received no news of what was doing on 
the land side, then to return to France. He did remain so posted

of the most barbarous character, especially in Protestant countries. 
Witness his two deliberate>nd premeditated ravagings of the Palatinate ; 
that of 1674 in particular, where a district of more than 30 English miles 
in length, with the cities of Heidelberg and Mannheim; the towns of 
Speyer, Oppenheim, Creutznach, Frankenthal, Ingelheim, Bacharach, 
Sinzheim, and some places of inferior note ; all which were plundered 
and burnt ; under the pretence of forming a barrier between the French 
and their enemies. Another pretext, assigned by Turenne, was that, the 
year befone,' a few peasants of the country had outraged a party ofàis 
soldiers1 Bid. dee Dates.—9. ™

r
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till beyond the time specified, and made several prises ; when no 
intelligence yet arriving, he stood out to sea.

M. de Frontenac, on his arrival, found Canada in mourning, 
and the Iroquois at the gates of Montreal. They defeated a 
corps he sent against them, and burnt alive a number of the 
prisoners they took. Both sides of the St. Lawrence had they 
ravaged, gliding along rapidly in their bark canoes. To crown 
all, M. de Varennes arrived, to let him know that he had, by 
order of Denonville, just blown up the works of fort Cataraooui, 
and deserted the place which De Frontenac was about to succour. -» 
Despite these mischances, the governor, with his wonted sagacity, 
saw that it was only by daring action that Canada could be saved, 
or the courage of its people raised from present depression, to begin 
with. If he could not capture a province, he could at least 
cause much disquiet to its people, by making raids into it with 
flying parties : the great point was to strike at once. His mere 
presence had already acted like magic on the public mind, such 
was its confidence in him, a feeling which extended also to the 
friendly tribes. The Ahtenaquis, previously excited in the colo
nists’ favour by Denonville, took up the war-hatchet ; and making 
a descent on fort Pemaquid, on the sea-margin between Penobscot 
and Kennebec rivers, killed most of the garrison, and rased the 
works. They took also two sloops, in which they returned them
selves, after murdering the crews.

Flushed by this first success, they directly undertook a second 
and more important expedition. The English had erected on 
the Abenaquis frontiers a dosen of small forte, to protect the trading 
posts : these they fell upon*suddenly, took them all in suèoession, 
renewing upon each occasion the horrors of Lachine. 200 per
sons in all were thus slaughtered by these savages ; who returned 
loaded with booty. This blow struck terror into the heart of New 
England, and deprived it of all hope of the Abenaquis adopting 
its cause.

Meanwhile, M. de Frontenac advertised M. de la Durantaye, 
in command at Miohilimaokinao, that as war would soon be carried 
into the English provinces, it was expedient he should inform the 
Outaouais and the Hurons that they would be wanted, as France 
was about to take up a position worthy of herself in Canada. 
Not waiting till spring, he set afoot three expeditions in the winter
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• to fall upon the enemy at three point* annul'
taneously. The first, led by Messrs. d’Aillebouet de Mantet and 
Lemoine de Sainte-Hélène, composed of fully 200 Canadians 
and savages, was sent against the province of New York. Several 
gentlemen were in the ranks, including Messrs. d’Iberville and 
LeBer Duohène, the hero of one of the romances of Le Sage. These 
intrepid chiefs intended to attack Albany ; but the savages, think
ing the attempt rash, refused to join in it. It was then agreed 
to fall on Corlae* {Schenectady), 17 miles west of Albany. This 
place, which contained 80 houses, they reached Feb. 8, in the 
evening. The people were found asleep, not having posted any 
sentinels, though advised to be on the watch previously. They 
did not believe that Canadians, loaded with arms and provisions, 
would traverse for hundreds of miles the snowy wilds at sueh » 
time, an incredulity which cost them dear I The French, after 
having recognised the place, which had a four-sidod enclosure, with 
two gates, entered the latter noiselessly, amid a snow-fall, about 
11 p.m., and invested all the houses. These men, with firoien 
locks, burning eye, and vengeance in their hearts, resembled the 
terrible phantoms described by the Scandinavian bards. A more 
grisly phantom, the king of terrors himself, it was who now entered 
at the portals of those silent streets of Schenectady, the indwellers 
of which were about to be awakened from their last sleep. Orders 
were given underbreath, and, each soldier muffling the rattle of 
hie arms as agreed on, the fatal signal was given, and every door 
forced with hatchets. The unfortunate inhabitants, they taken 
by surprise, had no thought of resistance. There was indeed » 
petty fort, with a few soldiers in it, which made a stout defiance ; 
but it was taken at length, and M. d’Aillebouet de Mantet put 
all to the sword who survived th> assault. The town was then 
consumed, all but two houses : one, because a wounded French 
officer, M. de Montigny, lay there; the other, the governor's dwel
ling, was spared, out of regard to Mr. Sander, whose wife had in 
past times kindly treated some French prisoners. A great number 
perished in this massacre, done in reprisal for that of Laehine, 
which was attributed to English instigations.* Quarter was

• Several of these details were furnished to me by Mr. O'Callaghsn» 
author of an excellent History of New York under the Dutch dominer

#
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granted to sixty old men, women, and children, who had escaped 
the first fury of the savages ; 27 persons were made captive. The 
rest of the population (of the neighbourhood) fled towards Albany, 
unclothed, amid snow blown about by a violent wind. Of these 
fugitives 25 lost their limbs by the frost.

News of this frightful tragedy reached the capital of the pro 
vinoe at daybreak next morning.* * It was carried thither by a 
fugitive who was nimble enough to mount a horse and start, but 
was struck by a ball as he rode on, which fractured his knee. The 
account he gave threw the place into consternation. Some said that

tion. They were taken from archives repoeited in the locality. [The 
above account, begun to poetically, may be contrasted advantageously 
for the reader with the following account of the truly atrocious proceed
ing, in the plain prose of an American historian of good credit :—“ The 
French governor, old Count de Frontenac, collected a body of French 
and Indians, and despatched them, in the depth of winter, against New- 
York. This party having wandered for twenty- days through deserts, 
rendered trackless through the snow, approached the village of Schenec
tady in so exhausted a state, that they had determined to surrender 
themselves as prisoners of war. But arriving at a late hour on a stormy 
night, and finding, by means of their spies, that the inhabitants were 
asleep, without a guard, they suddenly resolved to refuse the mercy 
which they had been just on the point of imploring ; and dividing them
selves In several parties, they set fire to the village in several places, 
and ataeked the inhabitants as they fled from the flames. Men, women, 
and children, shared the tame fate. Sixty persons were massacred, and 
27 carried into captivity. Of the fugitives, who escaped,” Ac. (ju above). 
11 The French retired loaded with plunder. This atrocious proceeding 
routed the indignation of all the colonies." Froel’e Hiel. U. Statee, p. 99, 
edit. 1838. M. Boucher owns that the minister of the place was but
chered, along with a number of women and Children.—Hitt. Can. i. 
16Lj—B.

• Albany mist be meant; New York city is distant from Schenectady 
(per New York Central Railroad) 161 miles.—B.

t According to Golden, “ the Indians whom the French took priso
ners in the battle (butchery) of Schenectady were cut into pieces and 
boiled, to make soups for the Indian allies who accompanied them upon 
the occasion." P. 78.—Elsewhere, he says, for every human scalp de
livered into the Canadian department, forty livres were paid ; adding, 
11 to our credit be it said, such barbarism was not pursued by the New 
Englanders.”—B.
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the French, to the number of 1400, were on the way. The alarm- 
gun was fired ; Albany was put in a state of defence, and the* mili
tia were set afoot for many miles around.

This expedition made an extraordinary sensation among the ab
origines ; and it is still spoken of among the old people of the 
locality with a feeling of tefifor. The retreat of the French was 
accompanied by several accidents : provisions failing them, they 
broke up ; several of them were killed or taken, but the rest 
reached Montreal, exhausted with fatigue and hunger.*

The aeoohd party, formed at Trois-Rivières, was composed of 
62 Canadians and savages. Hertel, a resolute and able man, led 
them on. After a two months’ march, they arrived, late in March, 
at the post of Salmon Falls, on the river Pisoataqua, in New Eng
land.' This place was defended by a block-house and two palisaded 
works. Hertel’s men fell upon all three, and took them at the 
sword’s point. Part of the people he carried off, and burnt the 
town. The oountiy, however, was now up ; and, the same even
ing, a corps, 200 strong, gathered to oppose the Canadians. Her
tel ranged his men in order, along a stream, over which was a 
bridge, which had to be crossed before he could be got at. The 
English, noting his small numbers, advanced to the attack. When 
Hertel thought they had come far enough in the pass, he charged 
them in the rearward space, and 18 of the enemy fell, killed Or 
wounded', on the bridge ; the rest retreated. The Canadians were 
thus enabled to retire without ftirther molestation.

The third party was organised at Quebec, under the direction 
of M. de Poftneuf, and was composed of Canadians, a troop of 
regulars from Acadia, and some Abenaquis. It had as much suc
cess in its operations as the two others. It captured Casco, a sea
ward town, at the mouth of the Kennebec, defended by a fort of,8 
guns, which had to be reached in regular form by trenching. The 
garrison did not hold out long, most of its best men having been 
killed in a sortie which was repulsed. The works were razed, 
and the houses of the locality burned, for two leagues around.

• M. Boucher, who reporta that two of the party were killed, and one 
wounded, In assaulting the fort at Schenectady ; adds also, that the com
mander of that place having passed to the other side of the river, with 
some soldiers and savages, laid down tie arms (surrendered to the 
French) next day.—B.
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These intrepid bands did not merely ravage the open country, 
as they were directed : they attacked fortified poets also. Heed
less of distances, winter rigors, fatigues, and perils of every kind, 
they made the English colonists practically cognisant of the fact, 
that a superior genius guided the destinies of New France, and 
that her military prospects were in the ascendant. In truth, these 
excursions had the effect of keeping our enemies within their own 
lines, and caused the Iroquois to break off a négociation they had 
entered into with the native allies of the French, to induce the 
latter to adopt the English side ; a junction which might have been, 
if effected, perilous to Canada.

In order to show the western aborigines tirât these victories 
were not without solid results, and to enable them to dispense with 
snob.supplies as English traders offered them, the Count de Fron- 
enac sent, in sprhig, a great load of merchandise to Michilimacki- 

nao, along with presents. Perrot, always esteemed by the natives, 
delivered these gifts at the moment their envoys were about to 
set out for the five cantons to conclude the treaty above mentioned. 
The news of Canadian exploits, and the sight of the presents, to
gether had a great effect ; and the presence of an imposing force, 
flushed with success, gave them assurance that the French were 
now on tjie winning side, to which of course they at once passed 
over. Soon afterwards, 110 canoes, charged with 1000 crowns’ 
worth of peltry, manned by 300 savages at least, of various tribes, 
set out for Montreal ; where having arrived, they were received 
with acclamations by the inhabitants. Here they met the gover
nor-general; who might exult at the visible results of his success
ful policy, which had been the means of thus making friends of 
those tribes who were about to pass into the enemy’s camp. 
But this change was not brought about without some opposition, 
as we shall now see.

The celebrated Le Rat, who had succeeded, with perverse saga
city, in “killing” Denonville’s treaty with the Iroquois, had 
changed his polity. He sought now to form a grand alliance of 
all the savage tribes, comprehending even those of the Five Na
tions, the implacable enemies of his race. To attain this end, he 
was not averse to ally himself to the English against the French, 
if that were expedient ; and the Ottawas, who were a cloddish

m
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raoe, and easy to deceive, became helpful to his designs. Thus 
die shrewd Le Rat put into their mouth this insolent speech, 
uttered when the French would have hindered them from sending 
the Taonnonthouan prisoners :—“ We always thought the French 
were a warlike race, but we find they are fhr less so than the 
Iroquois. We are therefore no longer surprised that they have been 
so long in undertaking any thing : it is because they are conscious 
of their impotence. After seeing how they let «themselves be 
slaughtered in the island of Montreal, it is plain to ns that there 
is no help in them. Their protection is become not only useless 
to us, but hurtfol, because of the relations they have induced us 
to form, to our own detriment; the alliance with them has been 
contrary to our interests in trade as well as war ; it has deprived 
us of the benefits of traffic with the English, which is far more 
profitable than that with the Frpnoh : and the French system is 
contrary to the laws of protection, "which consists in Respecting 
trading righto. The weight of the war is made to fyti upon us; 
whilst our pretended protectors, by a conduct foil of duplicity, 
seek to secure themselves, by suing for peace u needy suppliante; 
and prefer to subscribe a shameful treaty, and endure the arro
gance of an insolent enemy, rather than return to the combat. In 
brief, we ought to be looked on rather as the protecting than the 
protected party."—Nothing could more plainly manifest the dis
credit which Denonville had brought upon the French, in the 
eyes of the aborigines, than did this discourse.

The Five Nations, who thought they were on the point of 
taking the lead in a confederation of the tribes, potent enough 
to avenge all the wrongs the Europeans had done their raoe, 
became forions when they saw their cherished hopes frustrated. 
They promised to lend their aid to the New Yorkers, to make 

. reprisals for the destruction of Schenectady, seised the chevalier 
d’Eau, then on a mission to the Onnontagues, burnt alive two 
persons of his following, and let loose their warriors on the colony : 
in a word, they breathed fire and slaughter against the French 
and their allies. But their incursions were now repulsed every
where. The country, so long the arena of their sanguinary ope
rations, began to be studded with palisaded fastnesses, mounted 
with cannon, and usually inclosing the manor-house and church
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of the seigniory. On the first alarm, the whole inhabitants took 
refuge therein. Many a Canadian village was now set in order 
for combat Thus the precautions for public defence needful 
during the middle ages in Europe, were revived in America. 
Canadian annals have preserved the remembrance of several heroic 
defences of these petty forts, before the outworks of which the 
indisciplined courage of the savages fell powerless.

The most celebrated of these beleaguerings were those of Ma
dame de Verchères in 1690, and that of her daughter in 1692. 
Taken unawares both, when alone or almost so, they had barely 
time to dose the gates of their blockhouses. Without losing their 
presence of mind or courage, they fired the cannon, and handled 
muskets to such purpose, and seemed so to multiply themselves by 
shifting from one post to another, that the savages thought they 
had to do with a numerous garrison, and were fain to draw off, 
two several times, after investing the place for some hours. The 
constant presence of danger had inured the population to war; 
women and children fought as well as men. In one combat, 
where a party of savages had taken refuge in a house, and defend
ed themselves with desperation, the assailants were seen to rush 
to the windows and strive to drag the inmates out by the hair of 
the head.—The worst concomitant of this state of things was, that 
it was unsafe to venture into the open country to sow, plant, or 
reap, so that most of the cleared lands lay fallow ; and absolute 
famine became imminent, for a dearth had already set in.

The people of Canada folly expected that the project for invad
ing New York province, by land and sea, would be resumed in 
early summer 1691. In this they were disappointed ; for the 
king had too many enemies in Europe to contend against. Ac
cordingly, M. de Seignelai advertised the governor, that for the 
time no such attempt must be made, as his Majesty could not 
spare the needful forces. He advised, rather, that M. de Fronte
nac should endeavour to come to an understanding with the Iro
quois ; and, above all, to concentrate the scattered colonists by 
forming towns and villages,for the more easily defending themselves 
against irruptions of the savages.

The former of these requisitions was at once obeyed. The 
count had gained the friendship of the Iroquois chiefs who had
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been sent in bonds to France and restored to their own country. 
The most important of these was Ouréouharé, by whose advice 
four other Iroquois returned chiefs were sent into the cantons 
with Gaignegaton, sent as an envoy to Denonville, whom De Fron
tenac found at Quebec on his arrival. Ouréhouharé charged 
them to say to their compatriots, that they would still find in 
Ononthio all the winning qualities and regard for their nation, 
that he had shown aforetime ; and that they would do well, for their 
own interest, to come to terms with him.

The five ohiefia having reached their destination, and intimated 
the advices of Ouréouharé, an assembly of the heads of all the 
tribes was convoked, which met in January 1690 ; fourscore chiefs 
being present. Their deliberations were much prolonged, as no 
decision could be come to until the temper of the Ottawas, and 
other western tribes, could be ascertained ; add to this cause for 
hesitation, the presence of an English agent of the New Yorkers, 
who did all he could to make the project miscarry. At length, 
the assembly deputed Gagniegaton to deliver the reply. He 
reached Montreal, with other chiefs, March 9 ; but finding no 
functionary there specially appointed to receive him, he refused to 
communicate his instructions to M. de Callières, then governor of 
the place. After some delay, however, he delivered to the latter six 

lpum-belts (colliers), each symbolic of a particular intent ; 
the party, at the'instance of De Callières, proceeded to

wampum 
finally, tl 

\ ! Quebec.
De Frontenac, who was piqued àt the delays which had taken 

place, and still more (probably) at the Iroquois ohiefii for having 
given a hearing to the English envoy, refused to receive the deputa
tion in person ; and required their leader (who had given him per
sonal offence by his free deportment) to communicate only through 
Ouréouharé, in whose name all further négociation was to be con- 
tinned ; while purposely slightning Gagniegaton, he ostentatiously 
caressed the subordinate envoys. At length, De Frontenac de
livered eight belts (collier») to Ouréouharé, who set out for the 
cantons, with directions to present them in such a way as not to 
pledge him (the governor) to any thing definitive; but still to aet 
as the friend of both parties. This finesse had a favourable effect, 
as it seemed to belie the eagerness, as imputed by Le Rat, of the 
French, at all times, for peace at any price.

/"
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At this time the people of the English colonies were still on 
the alert, fearing that the general invasion by the French was 
postponed only, not abandoned. The determined manner in which 
the latter had begun hostilities, as we have seen, had raised an 
ardent desire for making reprisals, by carrying the war, in turn, 
into their foes' possessions. Extensive preparations, in fact, for 
this purpose, had been making for some months in New England 
and New York province, for a general invasion of Canada by land 
and sea. An expedition against Quebec, under Sir William 
Phipps, an American by birth, sailed from Boston, and the united 
forces of Connecticut and New York were about to march on 

a Montreal.
Before invading Canada, it had been arranged that the French 

establishments in Acadia should be reduced. Ever since the 
peace of Breda (July 31, 1677), by which France and England 
restored, each to each, whatever territories had been taken from 
the other, Acadia had been harassed by warriors, who prowled, 
at intervals, about the coasts. Inwardly the French establishments 
were in a stagnant condition ; and such was the paucity of the 
colony’s defensive means, that a crew of pirates, 110 strong, cap
tured Pentagôet, where M. Chambly, successor of Grandfontjaine 

N,as governor, had his head-quarters. The enemy also took Fort 
Jemset on St. John's river, where M. de Marsan commanded.

The king's ministry did nothing for the country in recent years, 
but send occasionallya commissioner to inquire and report on its state. 
In the report of M. de Meules, in 1685, the whole population was 
stated as 900 ; and it may have been 100 more at the time we write 
of. All those commissioners in their reports proposed ameliorations, 
but which passed unheeded. M. Talon visited the country in 1672, 
when returning from Europe, whither he had gone to treat with 
Sir Wm. Temple, then in disfavour at the English court, and who 
had thought of settling in New France. As that able diplomatist 
was rich and public-spirited, he would have been a desirable colo
nist ; but being soon restored to court employments, he gave up 
his self-expatriating whim.

Shortly before the present war-time, the king sent M. Paquine 
as commissioner, who advised that La Hève (Halifax), Canso, 
and Pentagbet should be fortified, and Port Royal abandoned,
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because the latter had a difficult sea-entry, and was, besides, too 
distant from Gape Breton, Canada, and Newfoundland, to be suc
coured from any of these, in case of attack. He also proposed to 
open a road to connect the latter island and Acadia. Talon had 
already begun to form one on the Quebec side.* The reoommen- 
dations were approved of by the governor, and means were being 
devised, when Phipps unexpectedly appeared on the scene with 
his squadron, which was composed of a frigate of 40 guns, two 
armed corvettes, and some transports, out of which 700 men dis. 
embarked for Port-Royal, on the 17th May.f 

There were only 72 soldiers in this (so-called) capital of Acadia, 
and its defensive works were in a ruinous state.| Phipps, un
aware of its weakness and dilapidation, accorded good terms, which 
however, he did not keep. As Charnisey hath done before, he 
pillaged the inhabitants. After taking possession of the place he 
constrained the inhabitants to swear fidelity to their new masters, 
and nominated six magistrates to maintain the public peaee. 
Having so done, he re-embarked and stood out to sea, taking M. de 
Manneval, the French governor, along with him,

Arrived at Chedabouctou, he invested the place, which was de
fended by a petty work, containing fourteen men, commanded by 
M. do Montoigueil ; who, small as his party was, made a stout 
defence, and Phipps had to burn the garrison out. At l’lale 
Percée, he made a total wreck ; not even sparing the lowly chapel 
of the place. After these easy conquests, Phipps returned, loaded 
with booty, into his own oountry.§

After the departure of its invaders, Acadia was visited by two 
piratical ships, whose crews burnt Port-Royal, killed some of its 
inhabitants, and captured, almost before the eyes of chevalier de 
Villebon, just arrived from France, the ship in which be came, with 
all its contents, including presents from the king to the aborigines

„ * Documtxti du Pari».
t He bad orders to relieve, In passing, the fort of Kaskibay, in Maine, 

then understood to be Invested by the French ; but it had surrendered to 
the French under M. de Portneuf. 

t Documenté du Pari»,
6 The “ load " would be of the lightest, we opine.—A.
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of the country. Despite this lose, and ooneequent disappointment 
to these faithful savages, they still adhered to the French interest; 
remarking that, although their gifts were lost, the disembarked 
ammunition intended for them was not, fcnd that they would use 
it to good purpose against the royal giver’s enemies.* They were 
the more likely to keep their word as they disliked the English, 
who had not behaved honourably to them. The lapse of time 
since the perfidious Waldron had entrapped 400 Acadian warriors 
to their perdition, had not lessened their desire to be avenged on 
him and' his countrymen. The moment was oome to satisfy it 
Waldron himself (now aged 80 and odd years) was the first victim 
of the savages now. Seisirç; him on the frontier, near Dover, 
they seated him, mockingly, in an arm-chair on a table, saying : 
“ Who is going to judge the red man at this time ?” Amid 
whooping and taunts, they slit his nose, cropped his ears, and 
committed other cruelties upon his person, till, faint from loss of 
blood, he fell against a sword which transpierced his body. His 
death was the signal for continued hostilities.

M. de Villehon took repossession peaceably of Acadia, which 
the Bostonians were not able to retain, and one Nelson, the 
governor they sent, fell into French power, as also the vessel 
he arrived in. During their short oooupction, the Bostonians, 
assuming the country was theirs, annexed it to Massachusetts. 
This measure was commended to the approbation of the home 
government by its chief fiscal agent in New England.f

When a squadron, of thirty-five sail, for the reduction of Que
bec, wptr ready, Sir W. PhippeJ was nominated.to command the

. • Belknap : History of Hno HamptMrt.
f11 This unioe, besides other advantages, will be terrible to the 

French, and make them proceed with more caution than they hare lately 
does.” Randolph to Mr. BlaUhunit, Board of Trade, London, 1686.

t This adventurer, born at.Pcmaquid, was the son of a blacksmith, 
sod tended cattle when a lad. Having learned ship-carpentry, he bnilt 
and equipped a vessel, became a trader, and thus learned practical navi
gation. Having obtained command of a war-ship, he undertook to 
miss a Spanish galleon, sunk in the es# near Cuba, in which wne found 
gold, silver, he., valued at £300,000. For this fret he wee knighted by 
Charles II. , /

i
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expedition. T wo thousand militiamen were embarked in it. 
The spirit which this enterprise manifested was remarkable, and 
its warlike array made the Bostonians as exultant, as hopeful of 
what its captains and crews might perform. The fitting out of 
such a fleet was a demonstration at once of their loyalty and their 
means of assisting in resisting royalty, as the case might be ; for 
the sl^bject of their charters was still in abeyance.*

M. de Frontenac, on his part, saw the importance of making a 
stern resistance to the efforts of the Anglo-Americans of New 
England to gain even a temporary footing in Canada. He could 
mot doubt, that if the fleet of Sir W. Phipps, acting simultane
ously with the advance of General Winthrop, could coalesce after 
gaining a few preliminary successes, however small, they would be 
difficult to resist with such pmall and divided forces as he pos
sessed ; and one considerable defeat of the French ritight become 
fatal to their cause. But courage and fortune on his side were 
destined to be an overmatch for daring enterprise, misfortunes, 
and ineptitude, which attended and characterised the other.

The Bostonian land expedition arrived in due course, and en
camped on the banks of Lake George, waiting the arrival of Sir 
W. Phipps, in the middle Laurentian waters, after the expected 
capture of Quebec, in concert with whom the two expeditions 
were to ascend, conjointly, to Montreal. But before intelligence 
of this kind, or any other, could reach Winthrop, an epidemic 
broke out among his hastily raised corps, partly caused, doubtless, 
by a deficiency of provisions, which the commissary, Milbourne, 
had neglected to provide to the proper amount. The disease 
spread to their savage allies, who died in great numbers, and de
serted in yet-greater, thinking or pretending that they had been, 
poisoned by the Bostonians. By a neglect, also, oh their part, it 
appeared that there was not a sufficient number of canoes for trans
porting the soldiers as well as themselves over lakes and streams, 
which they had undertaken to do. There was nothing for it but 
to make a retreat, which was effected by Winthrop in an orderly

• “ There waa still a farther inducement : they hoped to recommend 
themselves to the king’s favour, and to obtain the establishment of their 
(self) government.” Hutohiksou : HUtory of the Province of Maitachu- 
eette Bay, v
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manner, ftfrJejgq pa fur an Albany. But upon his arrival in Bos
ton, without his army, th| self-appointed governor, Jacob Leisler, 
put him in ward ; though he pleaded, with truth, that the expedi
tion had chiefly miscarried through the fault of Milboume, son-in- 
law Of Leisler himself. The governor was soon forced to release 
Winthropt who was still a public favourite, though unsuccessful as 
its military champion. / .

At the first news of the land expedition being on the way to 
invade Canada, De Frontenac had gathered together a corps of 
1200 soldiete, militia, and tuv/agee, who were posted at Prairie de- 
la-Magdelaine, ready to maintain their ground with the enemy on 
the right bank of the St. Lawrence. Learning the unexpected 
retreat of Winthrop, knowing that it was meant he and Pflipps 
were to act in concert, and considering that the season was now 
well advanced, the count began to think that the attack on Que
bec would be postponed for another year, if not renounced altoge
ther. In consequence, he w4s plating to redescend to Quebec, 
intending to disband the colonists upon whom he had" called in haste 
to take up arms in the public defence ; when he received several 
message^dach more pressing than the others, from M. Prévost, 
fortmajor, craving hie presence in the capital. The first adverti- ed 
him that the fleet had left Boston ; the others announced the ar
rival of the fleet in the gulf and river, With the progress of its ascent. 
The count hastend to respond to the caH of his lieutenant, leaving 
orders with the Messrs, de (Jallières and de Ramsey, governors of 
Montreal and Trois-Rivières, to follow him bÿ forced marches with 
all their forces, except a few companies to do garrison duty at 
Montreal ; as also to impress, on their way, as many valid colonists 
as they should fall in with. With all the despatch the count 
could make, before he could teach--Quebec the enemy’s fleet had 
attained to the Isle d'Orléarts.vHiB presence was indeed an urgent 
want of the hour ; but the deputy he had left had been found 
equal to the occasion. In the space of five days, he had set so 
many hands at work, that the place was made secure against the 
chances of a sudden assault (coup-de-main). The governor, sa
tisfied With what he found already done, had only to add a few 
additional intrenohments to the existing defences. He also order
ed the militia of the country, on both sides of the river below 

Vol. L—z
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Quebec, to be in readiness to move at the first signal ; and the 
people thus addressed manifested such warlike impulses, and such 
a determination to conquer or die, as augured well for the hap
piest results.

The fortifications of the city extended from the Intendancy to 
the brink of the river St. Charles, as far as the site of the present 
citadel, on the crest of the Cape. It was merely a palisaded line, 
connecting with the castle of St. Louis, which itself formed part 
of the entire circuit. The enclosure thus palisaded was further 
defended by three small batteries, one situated in the centre, and 
one at each extremity. This line protected the upper town. Other 
works had been erected, in the lower town, on the quays ; and 
three batteries had been constructed under the interspaces not 
commanded by the batteries "Stove. Besides these defences, the 
communications from the lower to the upper town had been inter
sected by intrenohments, garnished with ohevaux-de-frise. The 
landward outlets of the city were barricaded.

The Bostonian fleet appeared in sight of Quebec on the morning 
of the 16th of October. Sir W. Phipps sent an officer on shore 
with a summons to surrender. He was met on the shore, and 
led blindfold through the city, by a long and devious course to the 
castle ; his conductors the while guiding his uncertain steps with 
feigned precaution, as if his route lay through broken up ground 
strewed with ealthrops and other dangerous obstructions. The 
cannoneers, and other men on duty at the different posts he passed, 
took care to make as much clangor with their weapons as possi
ble ; so as to impress on his mind the idea of his being in a kind . 
of thicket bristling with implements of war. This manœuvre way 
not without its effect, for the Bostonians had supposed that th^éity 
was in an indefensible state. , And when the bandage wa» taken 
off his eyes, finding himself in presence of the governor-general, 
in a hall full of military officers, he stood confounded ; present
ing his sxunmons to surrender, with an embarrassed mien that did 
not at all suit the action to the word. He soon recovered his 
equanimity, however ; and showing that his (watch marked ten 
o'clock, A. M., he intimated the desire of hie principal, that a 
definitive answer should be returned at eleven o’clock precisely.

The summons bore, that Phipps would have the people of Ca-
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nada surrender at discretion ; and if they did so at once, he 
(Phipps), as a good Christian, would pardon them for their past 
misconduct The count, piqued at the arrogant nature of the 
summons, and at the incivility of its expression, replied in corres
ponding tenor and manner, “ I shall not keep you waiting so long. 
Tell your general, from me, that I know nothing of the king 
William you mention : the prince of Orange yoû wot of is a 
usurper, who has violated the rights of consanguinity and the 
laws of God, by dethroning the father ofthis spouse. Inform 
those who sent you, that I reoognigg but one sovereign of Great 
Britain : his name is James the Second. Your general needs not 
affect surprise at,the hostilities he say have been directed against 
Boston colony, seeing he might expect that the king my master, 
(who is about to restore yours to his throne, by force of arms as I am 
informed) should order me to wage war in those countries, and 
against their inhabitants, who have revolted against their legiti
mate monarch. Even were your general to offer me more favourable 
conditions than he now proposes, does he think—supposing, for a 
moment, I inclined to accept them—that the brave men you now 
see around me would consent to such a thing ; or that they would 
advise me to put trust in the promises of a man who could violate his 
word, solemnly pledged, to the governor of Port-Royal ; does he 
think, I say, that I can confide, any way, in a rebel, who, forgetting 
all the favours he received erewhile from his royal master, was 
swift to join the party of a prince who falsely calls himself the 
Liberator of England, and the Defender of the Faith ; while, in 
fact, he is violating the laws, superseding the usages, and upsetting 
the religious establishment of that kingdom ? This it is, which 
that Divine justice, adverted to by your general in his missive, will 
signally avenge in its own fitting time.’’ The count having thus 
spoken, the messenger asked for a written answer, as objecting to 
report a parole reply : when the count sternly rejoined, “ Retire, 
sir ; and tell your general that the muzzles of my cannon will 
forthwith bear my answer to the rude summons he has sent^me : 
I am not in the habit of being addressed in the style he has chosen 
to adopt.”

The batteries of the lower town opened upon the enemy’s ships 
soon afterwards. Some of the first shots fired brought down the
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flag of Phipps’ own vessel. Seeing this, some of the men on shore 
swam out and fished up the prise, despite a discharge of small arms 
directed on them by the enemy. This flag, which wqs afterwards 
suspended to the ceiling of Quebec cathedral, as a trophy, 
there remained till that edifice was consumed, during the siege of 
1759.

The enemy remained idle two days, although a plan of attack 
was concerted in the morning of their arrival. According to its 
tenor, the troops were to disembark to the northward of the river 
St. Charles, thence to be transported in shallops to the opposite 
side ; that is to say, to the foot ( pied ) of the city. *This operation 
completed, the fleet was to approach the place, some of the vessels 
were then to part from the rest, as if to land troops towards Sillery. 
While this feint was disguising the real attack intended, the 
corps ordered to take post at the St. Charles river were to climb 

_ the city heights, and signal the fleet to land 200 men, who should 
‘rush upon the lower town, and, having there secured a footing, as
cend to the upper. As the first step in realizing this project, 1300 
men, led by Major Walley,* were disembarked on the strand at 
Beauport ; when they were immediately attacked by 200 Cana
dians, who, taking advantage of the broken and marshy ground 
occupied by the enemy, hovered about their skirts, and caused a 
loss to them of sixty men. In this ^kirmish, Messrs, de la 
Touche and de Clermont were killed, and M. Juohereau (sei
gneur de Beauport, a sexagenarian) had an arm broken, while 
leading his censitaire».

Sir W. Phipps, not waiting to see whether Major Walley could 
carry the heights which he was to occupy behind the city, ranged 
his fleet in front of the port, to bombard the city. His opening 
fire was heavy. The city batteries briskly responded till night
fall. Next morning, the cannonade recommenced, on both sides ; 
but, as regarded the enemy, it soon slackened, and toward noon en
tirely ceased. By this time, the hostile fleet had severely suffered. 
Phipps’ flag-ship had received several shots between wind and 
watbr, its rigging was miserably out up, and the mainmast almost 
gone by the board. On the other hand, the city was very little

/• See the Major’s own journal of the expedition, given at length in 
ImitîTs Hiitory of Canada.
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damaged by the fire of the ships’ guns. Sir William decided to 
retreat, no longer aiming at combining his further movements with 
those of the disembarked troops. Walley, who was not prepared 
for so sudden a cannonading of the city, viewed the departure of the 
fleet with some surprise, but would not draw off his troops till he 
had tried what could be done with them. Having receive» five 
field-pieces during the night, Walley’s corps moved, early in\ the 
morning of the 20th, headed by an advanced guard, and throw
ing out skirmishers on its flanks, to force the passage of the river 
St. Charles. There arrived, his men were feeling their way to 
a practicable ford, when they were encountered by M. de Lon- 
gueuil and M. de Sainte-Hélène, at the head of 200 volunteers, 
who suddenly opening a brisk fire upon them, they staggered under 
the discharge, and sought cover in a wood near by. While this 
was going on, M. de Frontenac advanced on the opposite side of 
the river, with three battalions, and drew them up to support 
the volunteers, in case they had to give way. The enemy’s in
fantry, however, did not persevere as his fleet had done. In this 
action, M. de Sainte-Hélène was mortally wounded : a great loss 
to the colony, for he was, says Charlevoix, one of its bravest 
knights and best citizens.

The retreating corps, to mask its flight, made a show of fight
ing, which brought them no advantage ; and finally they re
embarked, during a dark and stormy night, with great precipita
tion, although not pursued, leading their artillery behind. Thus, 
before the dose of October, was Canada delivered from two dan
gerous invasions ; one of which broke up without striking a 
blow, and the other was repelled courageously by the inhabitants. 
Two of the victors, Messrs. Juohereau and Hertel, were ennobled. 
The raising of the siege of Quebec was honoured by striking a 
commemorative medal,* but no attention was paid to a proposal 
of the governor to follow up the successes gained, by sending a 
squadron to take Boston and New York ; by way of putting in 
safety the French fisheries in Newfoundland.

• This medal may be seen in one of the cases of the historical collec
tion, arranged, in chronological order, at the Museum of the head Mint, 
Quai de la Monnaie, Paris. The device is “ Kebeka liberate : 
m . d . c . x. c." Inscription on the exergue (couched in somewhat 
better literal Latinity at least), “ Francia in novo orbe victrix.”—B.

/
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Before regaining port, the enemy’s fleet had to endure tempes
tuous weather. One vessel was wrecked on thë coast of Antioosti, 
where most of the crew who reached the shore afterwards died of 
cold and hunger. Several others foundered at sea ; some were 
chased as far as the Antilles ; the rest, but with difficulty, reached 
Bostdh at last. More than 1000 in all of the enemy’s forces per
ished by fire and sword, by disease, or in the waves, at this 
time.

To add ito the disappointment of those who expected to return 
in triumph^ they found there was no money provided to discharge 
arrears of phy-j but the difficulty was tided over by an issue of 
paper notes, the first money of that kind known to America. The 
nominal value of the bills put out, pledging the resources of the 
colony, ranged from ten pounds to two shillings currency, >and 
were taken by the government at that rate. But the need for 
having recourse to such a device, proved that the pecuniary re
sources of the state were dried up ; whereas the Canadians, 11,000 
in all, had saved their country, without resorting to any such expe
dient to defray the cost of its defence.

The season for great operations was now past. The belligerents 
at the end of the year, had suffered mutual losses indeed : but 
neither had gained or lost a foot of ground ; for Acadia, as we<^ 
have seen, reverted to its former masters. The worst effect, 
next to the loss of men they occasioned, that hostilities had in Ca
nada, was the abstraction of its cultivators from their rural la
bours, which necessarily caused an immediate dearth. The people, 
beside supplying their own wants, had to subsist the troops em
ployed in their defence. Grain became scarce, and the authorities 
had to issue pasteboard notes (monnaie de carte). Forthwith, pro
visions and merchandise rose to a ransom price in specie. Muni
tions of war were so scarce, too, that the intendant had to order all 
leaden pines, &o., to be melted for bullets.* Nor was the condi
tion of New England much better. Provisions wtere dear and scarce. 
Her trade was completely crippled ; for corsairs infested the coasts 
every wherei Privateers sent from St. Malo, in a short time cap
tured sixteen vessels belonging to Boston. It was now the turn

• Official correspondence of the time.
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of the Anglo-American cultivators, those of the back settlements 
in particular, to quit their plantations and take refuge in the 
towns, owing to the constant inroads of native enemies. During 
the winter of 1690-91, the Abenaquis devastated more than fifty 
leagues of British territory, and utterly destroyed York-town.

The Iroquois, whose alliance, as we have seen, was anxiously 
desired by the French, finding that the latter had been able to 
hold their own in the country, be&an seriously to incline to form 
a treaty with them, intending to stand neuter in the contest going 
on between Canada and the English colonies; free to offer their 
services afterwards to either belligerent willing to buy them at 
the highest rate. Accordingly they sent deputies, by way of a 
feeler, to M. de Callières, governor of Montreal, who wrote for 
directions on the subject to M. de Frontenac. The latter advised 
that their overtures, while they were treated with assumed indif
ference, should yet not be quite rejected. At the same time he 
urged the Ottawas to resume their hostilities against the Anglo- 
Americans ; and wrote to Paris, that nothing but the reduction 
of New York, and the bombardment of Boston, would ^effectually 
either secure tranquillity for New France, or detach'the Five 
Nations from their relations with the enemy. He suggested, 
too, the necessity there was for France to become mistress of the 
Newfoundland fisheries, by taking possession of that island itself, 
best part of which the English held ; adding, that the conquest of 
such a seat of industry and riches would be a means of securing 
for the French kingdom a commerce worth more than 20 millions 
annually ; which would thus be of more value than the trade to 
the French Indies : for, as he sensibly remarked, the returns from 
mines will fail at last, from their treasures being worked out, but 
wealth drawn from the teeming waters is inexhaustible. De Fron
tenac, at this time, as M. Talon had done before, dwelt much and 
oftee in his despatches, on the importance of the North American 
fisheries. He believed, m fact, that the English colonists coveted 
Canada not so much for its own sake, as to make its possession a step
ping-stone toward securing their own mastery over the Newfound
land and other fisheries in the northern waters ; and the mother 
country would in turn back their efforts therein, because that oceanic 
industry formed one of the best nurseries of hands for her navy.
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Meantime, as matters stood, the Bostonians engaged in the cod . 
fishery had to pay dues to the French Aeadians, for liberty to fish 
near the more productive shores of the peninsula.

The Iroquois deputies at Montreal, already alienated by the
over-acted indifference of the French authorities for their propo- 
Ws, learning that the Ottawas were carrying on active operations
against the British possessions, and rightly judging that they 
were in French pay, returned to their constituents in disgust. 
Meantime envoys from the English side having-been successfully 
busy in stirring up the hereditary enmity of /the Five Nations to 
the Canadians, the repulsed deputation found all the tribes strongly 
disposed for resuming the war against the latter. Accordingly
a body of warriors, 1000 in number, set out on a hostile expedi
tion, and did not come to a halt till they arrived at the confluence 
of the Ottawa river and the St. Lawrence ; where they encamped, 
intending, when a favourable opportunity offered, to make a gen
eral assault on the French settlements. Till such a time arrived, 
detachments were sent to carry on predatory hostilities in every 
quarter where resistance was expected to be weak ; and as their 
movements, whether in advance or retreat, were very rapid, it was 
often more difficult to bring one of such parties to action, than to de
feat it in an engagement. The country being thus harassed at 
all times when the Iroquois were ranged against the colonists, the 
latter began to murmur against De Frontenac for not attending 
more carefully to the injunctions sent from home, “ to endeavour 
to make friends, instead of enemies,” of that formidable race of 
savages.

In a general way, however, neither the French nor Anglo-Ame
rican authorities were slack in striving to stand well with trucu
lent tribes whom their competitive polity—so discreditable to civi
lised men, so disgraceful to Christian people—had put into training 
as so many packs of human bloodhounds, for venal murders and 
rapine. At this time, the French were anxious to secure the ser
vices of the barbarians of the Five Nations, but they were still 
less able t^an formerly to pay the price. The English, on the 
other hand, were lately on the point of detaching the Abenaquis 
from our cause by proffering greater inducements in the way of 
trade ; for though the French were ever the better diplomatists,

z 1
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the Englisti^ere the more liberal purchasers of peltry ; and that 
important difference was well understood by the wily barbarians 
of the Five Cantons.*

At the close of the year 1691, Major Schuyler, of New York,
who had acquired, by his courage and courtesy, an extraordinary 
degree of influence over the Indians of the Five Nations, put 
himself at thg head of a body of militia and Indians, with the in
tent of taking Montreal. During the night of August 10, he 
came unawares upon a camp, of 700 to 800 Canadians, whom the
governor had assembled to oppose the Americans, at the fort 
of Prairie do-la-Magdeleine. Schuyler glided along the height 
whereon the fort was erected, thirty steps distant from the river, 
and having reached the militia quarters, then vacant, he there 
lodged his men. M. de St. Cyrque, the commandant, had much 
ado to dislodge him, as the Americana strove hard to retain the 
advantage which chance or negligence had afforded them, but 
Schuyler had perforce to draw them off. He was retiring in good 
order towards the river, when he was encountered by M. de Va- 
rennee, at the head of a corps of inhabitants and savages, sent by

* In one respect, and that not the least creditable, the French were 
better paymasters than the English, if a statement in M. Garneau’s text 
(which we prefer to give in a note) be authentic ; namely, that the 
state premium paid for the body of a dead Iroquois was ten crowns (dix 
tout), while the premium allowed for each live Iroquois was twenty 
crowns ; upon which he makes the reflection, that “ thq» lat< 
did honour to French humanity, being so rated aa to induce

apparently]
and if

not to massacre their prisoners, as they were accustomed to do." ^ut 
what rather goes against this honourable inference is, that other eavugét 
(not red men) were “ quick to shed blood ” in that way, during these 
sanguinary colonial wars, Our author then proceeds thés “ In tlifc 
English colonies, people were more commercial, and less humane : they 
allowed no premiums for prisoners. A soldier [FVencS appyently] 
received ten louis for the scalp of a savage ; a volunteer twei\W\ and if 
he had to hunt the Indian like any other wild animal, he could claim 
SO louis for his scalp. This difference, also, explains the diverse char
acters of the two nations. The English shunned social intercourse with 
the aborigines; the French, less speculating than their neighbours, 
listened more willingly to their missionaries, who recommended a pre
mium for taking live savages, from religious motives," Vpl. 1. pp. 
326-7, 3rd edit.

X
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De Frontenac to protect Chambly. Without waiting to be at
tacked, Schuyler led his men against the French, whom they as
sailed with great spirit. M. de Varennes caused his people to 
crouch behind some felled timber, and thus avoid the effect of 
the first discharges of the American musketry ; then rising up, they 
advanced in good order upon the enemy, who being closely 
pressed, began to give way. Major Schuyler did his best to rally 
his men, but at last they were routed, and put i/o flight. They 
left a great number of dead on the spot; and lost their colours 
and baggage.* M. Le Ber Duchêne, who acted bravely, was mor
tally wounded. The savages on the Canadian side fought well. 
The loss of the French was considerable for so small a corps as 
theirs ; seeing they had six officers killed ; but it had to deal with 
a body of troops twice as numerous as itself.—M. de Varennes 
and his party, who had undergone great fatigue and much priva
tion before this obstinate struggle, were too much exhausted to 
follow up their victory.

J This defeat did not prevent the Iroquois from keeping the field 
on both sides of the St. Lawrence ; or their warriors from har
assing the colonists incessantly in various localities. They fell 
suddenly on St. Ours, also on Contrecœur, and burnt both. On 
the other hand, they received severe checks, sometimes, Vrom the 

armed colonists : as in the Be Bouchard, where a band ,of them 
was exterminated ; and another, Aux Chats, was dispersed. The 
middle country was kept by them in a state of si'ege ; everywhere 
it was, necessary to dwell in barricaded houses, and the fields could 
be safely tilled only by armed parties. From not taking the latter 
precaution, the inhabitants of St. François being found unarmed, 
were fallen upon and nearly all massacred. It was now reported 
that another Iroquois expedition, of 800 warriors, was on the way. 
The governor, who had sent a corps into the cantons which did 
nothing, formed a body 600 strong, as an expedition against the

• The North-American colonists, of which ever nation, • British, 
French, or Dutch, had much to answer for, who, to subserve a tempor
ary purpose, fiflet instructed the red man how to use fire-arms. Pre
viously, Indian wars, whether internecine or against the European 
colonies, were short, decisive, and for the latter not productive of abid
ing evils.—B.
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Agniera, the most inveterit^oP all the Iroquois in their hos
tility to the French. Towards the end of January, 1692, this 
second corps left Montreal, and penetrating the Agniers country, 
destroyed three of their hordes (bourgade») and took many pri
soners. About the same time, in order to break ty treaty which 
the Abenaquis had just made at Pemaquid with the enemy, M. 
de Villieu, with^5ûuative allies of the French, made an inroad 
into the Oyster jiVer settlement, New Hampshire, burnt the place, 

. and killed or made captive a part of its people.*
M. de Frontenac had designed to attack Albany in 1691 ; but, 

in default .of aid from France, had to give up the project. Sir W, 
Phipps, who had gone to London after his defeat before Quebec, 
applied to king William’s ministers for the assistance of some 
British ships of war to make a second attempt to capture that city. 
His fellow colonists, on their part, offered to supply men and 
money for the proposed efpedition. About the same time, M. 
de Pontehartrain, French minister of marine, wrote to the Count 
de Frontenac, that the king would have sent a fleet to assail the 
English colonies had ^lis means permitted ; and that he would still 

- keep that measure in view. Meanwhile, a squadron of observa
tion was sent from France to Cape Breton, with orders to inter

im cept any English ships which might be sent against Quebec. I
But no assistance was sent to the colonists to enable them to resist 

the savages, by whom they were virtually dispossessed of their land- 
holdings, f The Iroquois were the means of forcing the cultivators

• In a contemporary report, entitled 11 A true and modest relation" 
of this affair, in the Broadhead collection of documents, the total number 
engaged, on the American side, it is written, was 120 militia-men and 
146 savages ; and that Schuyler’s loss of men, during the whole expedi
tion, was only 37. This is probably an under-statement.

t This must have been a dreadful season of suffering for the ha
rassed Canadians. The details given above go far to verify the following 
brief notice of the times giv^n by the writer :—“ Although Schuyler 
was compelled to retreat, the French suffered heavy losses in several 
encounters ; and the spirit and animosity of the Five Nations were ex
cited to such a pitch, that when their allies retired, they continued to 
wage incessant hostilities on the French during the whole winter.’, 
Fbost’s Hitt. Ü. State», p. 101.—B.

\
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to forego the labours of seed-time in 1692. The male adults, 
everywhere, were up in arms, resisting, tracking, or pursuing 
these implacable foes, who. seemed as it were to rise out of the 
ground in all directiohs. .They appeared in bands, almost simul
taneously, at St. Lambert^n the river Yamaska, in IIe-Jesus, 
and other places, in spite of previous defeats. In vain was it that 
one band of them was met on lake Champlain and cut to pieces, that 
another was annihilated at the lake of the Two Mountains, that 
they were defeated at lake St. François and at Boucherville : 

« sf the harassing work was never ending, still beginning. It must 
be admitted, however, that the savages no longer practised the 
same cruelties on their prisoners that they did before ; for, taking 
example from them, and exercising the right of reprisals, the prac
tice was begun of burning alive the Iroquois when made prison
ers.*

William the Third, now occupying an uneasy throne, seems to
have regarded the subject of colonisation with supreme indifference. 
Aspiring to be the champion of the Protestant nations of Europe,

* The massacre of Laohine, and other succeeding enormities commit
ted bjr the Iroquois on the French, were doubtless perpetrated in revenge 
for the treacherous conduct of M. Denonville. The admission made 
above induces us to append to this observation, the following relation 
of what we presume to have been an exercise of11 le droit de représailles," 
by the governor of New France :—During winter 1691-2, “ Count Fron- 
tignac succeeded In capturing two Iroquois warriors, of the Mohawk 
nation, whom he condemned to die by torture. One of them despatched 
himself with a knife, which some Frenchman threw into the prison ; but 
the other, disdaining such pusillanimity, walked boldly to the stake ; 
singing, in his death-chaunt, that he was a Mohawk warrior, that all 
the power of man could not extort an impatient expression of suffering 
from his lips ; and that it was ample consolation to reflect, that he had 
made many a Frenchman suffer the same pangs that he must now himself 
undergo. When attached to the stake, he looked round on his execution
ers, their instruments of torture, and the assembled multitude of specta
tors, with the composure of heroic fortitude ; and after enduring, for 
some hours, a series of barbarities too atrocious to be recited, his suffer
ings were terminated by the intercession of a French lady, who prevailed 
with the governor to order the Infliction of that mortal blow, jp which 
human cruelty has given the name of coup dt grâce, or stroke of ftivour.” 
Fbost’b Hitt. U. Statu, p. 101.—B.
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as Gustavus Adolphus of Sweden had been in other times, he spent 
ten years out of the thirteen his reign lasted, in battlings against 
Louis XIV and h» allies, leaving the “ balance of power ” be
tween the contending parties adjusted at the end no more evenly ad
justed than at the commencement ; imposing on Britain a funded 
debt which its people never knew till their representatives were 
taught by Dutch politicians and native usurers to anticipate the 
national means, which were forthwith wasted in bootless continen
tal wars. The only great success of the British over the French, 
during William’s reign, was the battle of La Hogue.* For the 
time (and this reflection brings us back to our immediate subject), 
the maritime power of France was so abased, that it became difficult, 
if not impossible, for Louie XIV to spare any of his ships for ex
peditions against the Anglo-American colonies. I

At this time the New Englanders were too mucto occupied in 
redounding their governments, and in contention with the home 
authorities as to the extent of the franchises to be accorded and 
accepted, to engage in any new invasion, on their own account, of 
New France. Bift a corps of the New York militia was sent to 
act as auxiliaries, in a hostile expedition of the tribes of the Five 
Nations against the Canadians, in 1693.

Previously, information having reached the French ministry, 
that a secret expedition was in progress in the marine depots of 
England, for invading the French insular possessions in the West 
Indies, and making afterwards a descent on Canada, the king of 
France wrote to M. de Frontenac that if the latter demonstration 
took place, all needful aid would be sent to resist it. Meantime, 
the defensive works of Quebec f and Montreal were strengthened ;

8 Fought May 19, 1692, and two following days. The French fleet 
consisted of 63 ships. 23 of the largest of these were destroyed, and 
others taken. The British did not lose one vessel of any kind. There 
was a considerable body of troops on board the French ships, fbr the in
vasion of England; a project which was of course adjourned tint die. 
That great victory also dealt a brainblow to Louis’intention of restoring 
James 8tuart to the throne whence he was expelled righteously, if only 
for his unpatriotic subserviency to alien interests.—B:

f A redoubt was erected on Cape Diamond, and an out-work (fort) 
added to the castle of St. Lcuis, also the two embattled gates of St. 
Louis and St. Jean.

In the year 1864, when demolishing the old wall which separated the
• X
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and the Count sent a request to the chiefs of the Abenaquis tribes 
to be in readiness to oome to the relief of Canada at a given signal, 
with directions to keep a good look out till then, on the movements 
of the Bostonians and their Iroquois allies. The leaders of the 
colonial militia were also adjured to be on the alert, in case the 
capital should be assailed. He likewise went himself among the 
inhabitants of the regions below Quebec, and arranged with them 
that as soon as any invaders came nigh, they were to transport their 
families, their movables, provisions, and live stock, into the con
tiguous woods.

The English fleet, commanded by Sir Francis Wheeler, after 
capturing Martinique, was to repair to Boston for reinforcements, 
and then proceed to Quebec. It set sail for the Antilles early in 
1693. Instead of taking Martinique, the troops landed for that 
purpose were repulsed, with the loss of 900 of their number. Worse 
evils followed On the way to New England, the yellow fever 
broke out in the vessels of the squadron ; and before they reached 
Boston, 1,300 out of 2,000 seamen, with 1,800 out of 2,600 sol
diers re-embarked at Martinique, died of the malady. Worst of 
all, the diseased carried infection on shore, and numbers of the 
Bostonians perished also. i.: Wheeler gave up the project of attack
ing Quebec, and set out for England ; firing some cannon-balls 
into Plaisance as he passed on. The British colonists, who had 
expended large sums in aid of the abortive expedition, now im-

outwork above mentioned from its dependent garden, a brass plate was 
found bearing a Latin inscription, of which the following is a translation : 
“In the year of human redemption 1693, under the reign of the very 
august, most invincible, and very Christian king of France, Louis the 
Great, fourteenth of the name, the very excellent Louis de Buade, Count 
de Frontenac, for the second time governor of New France—the rebel
lious inhabitants of New England, three years before, having been re
pulsed, put to rout, and completely vanquished by him, when they be
sieged this city of Quebec, (the same parties) threatening to renew the 
siege of it this year, (the Count) has caused construct, at post of the 
king, this citadel with the fortifications appurtenant, for the defence of 
the entire country, for the safety of its people, and to the renewed con
fusion of that perfidious nation, as untrue to God as to its legitimate 
king.—-Therefore he (Frontenac) has laid this foundation-stone.”
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plored the home authorities to bring about a pacification with 
France.*

In 1696, the French ministry, on the suggestion of M. de Ville- 
bon, resolved to blow up the town of Pemaquid, and drive the 
English out of all the ports they occupied in Newfoundland and 
in the Hudson’s Bay territory. At the same time, De Frontenac 
was directed to abase the Iroquois confederation, whose tribes 
were still continuing their inroads, in spite of the checks they 
were always receiving,—the latest being a signal defeat of their 
best warriors in the island of Montreal ; another repulse they had 
in the west, from the Miâmis, who annihilated the forces they had 
upon the shores of lake Huron. Profiting by the depression in 
the Iroquois’ mind raised by these repeated defeats, the governor 
prepared to dispose the force at his command to strike a blow at the 
heart of the confederation ; and as a preliminary step, he caused 
Fort Frontenac to be rebuilt, despite the protestations of Governor 
Fletcher, who offered rich presents to the Iroquois if they would 
capture it, and raze the place, if it were re-established. The Count 
persevered in his design, and the work was completed, against the 
wishes, however, of the French ministry, who in 1695, sent a 
countermanding order, but it arrived too late.

The struggle France had to maintain in Europe was now rapidly 
exhausting her resources. The colonial minister, while he adhered 
to the meditated designs on Newfoundland and the Hudson’s Bay 
territory, and still advising that the Iroquois should be vigorously 
repressed, yet recommended the most sparing economy in outlay. 
He notified his opinion, also, that the king could not much longer 
bear war charges for maintaining the debateable frontier-lines on 
the southern side. His Majesty desired further, it was announced, 
that “ the colonists should dwell within the limits of their exist
ing settlements;’’ in other words, that every outlying post, to-

* Letter from Colonel Fletcher, governor of New York, to the Secre
tary of State, in the Broadhead collection. [The chief reason for this 
request probably was that the Atlantic coast might be freed from the 
presence of French privateers, which then swarmed in North American 
waters. 11 During the year 1693 the French had captured 300 sail of 
English vessels, while we had only taken from France 69 merchant 
ships]." Wads.—B.
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wards the western wilderness, should be abandoned : that the 
savages of that outer region should bring their peltry to Montreal 
and Quebec ; this being the only way, it was urged, for putting a 
stop to the costly wars then maintained against the English and 
Iroquois. But next year, as we shall see, the home government 
çhanged its opinion upon this head.

The aim of the Anglo-American colonists was to possess them
selves of the western fur traffic at least, if they failed in conquering 
New France. The home authorities did not at first perceive that 
the renunciation they thus desiderated was the very thing the 
enemy wished should be realised for his own especial profit. The 
abandonment, so injudiciously proposed, would, of course, have 
included all the posts on the Mississippi and the lakes, to which 
the Canadian merchants attached so much importance that they 
had advanced funds when the war began to defray the cost of 
maintaining them. The governor-general manifested, upon this 
occasion, that firmness of character which had always distinguished 
him. Aware of the dangers of such retrogression, he ventured to 
disobey the royal order, and to take all risks. “ In truth (says Char- 

, levoix), no sooner would the French have left those posts, than the 
English would have stepped into them ; and then we should have had 
on our hands, as enemies, all the tribes of the west, which, once in 
triple alliance with the Iroquois and the English, would, after one 
successful campaign, have driven the French out of Canada.”

De Frontenac, having made up his mind on the subject, now 
prepared for vigorous repression of the Iroquois, and assembled a 
corps of 2,3110 men at Lachine. This force was sent up the St. 
Lawrence txRjataracoui, where it was to remain till an expected 
reinforcement came from Michilimackinac. None arriving, the 
corps crossed Lake Ontario, and reached the mouth of the small 
river Oswego. There they divided, forming two divisions, one 
taking the right, the other the left bank of the stream, which they 
then ascended. As they approached a horde (bourgade) of the 
Onnontaguei, they observed a great blase to the westward. This 
arose from a conflagration of the tribe's dwellings, previous to the 
inmates taking flight. The Onneyouths. another tribe of the 
Five Nations, now came and craved peace. The governor said they 
should have it if they would settle in Canada. They retired,
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and, Veit morning, M. de Vaudreuil wee sent to ravage (heir 
lande. V All the people had left them but one aged man,* who was 
either too feeble, or disdained to flee ; and who, to use the words of 
Charlevoix, awaited his coming fete with the same intrepidity as 
the Roman senator» when their eity was taken by the barbarians 
of GauL “ It was a strange sight," continues the same historian,
“ ta see mora (ban* four hundred men forming a circle of savage 
tormentors round a decrepit object, from whose agony they could 
not extort a single cry ; and who ceased net, while life remained, 
to taunt them with being the bond-elsves of the French ; of whom 
he affectedly spoke in terms of profound contempt. The only 
complaint he uttered was when, either from anger or compassion, 
one of his butehers deak him two or three finishing stabs : then, 
indeed, he said reproachfully : ‘ Thou shouldst have rather waited 
till others had done their wont, and then thou wouldst have 
learned how to die as a man should.’ "f Throughout the two can
tons, now overrun by the French, alt was left in ruin.

It was next proposed to chastise the Goyogouine ; seme expected 
even that fortified posts should be founded in their country ; but 
triton it was believed that the governor was thus about to follow up 
what he had already done to others, he gave orders for a retreat : 
whether it were that he could not have subsisted his men in a 
desolated country ; or whether it was, that he acted in obedience to 
inspirations from the ministry in Paris, as already mentioned : he 
might also have thought it impolitic to keep hold upon a tract of 
Iroquois territory, which would have made the confederation the 
implacable enemy of New France. Besides, his approach to the 
confines of the province of New York had created a panic in 
Albany and Schenectady. The colonists in these two settlements, 
fearing to be assaulted next, had demanded aid from the people of 
New Jersey and Conneetieut.

This campaign resulted in the French regaining all the inluenee 
they had lately lest over the other aborigines. A Sioux chief from 
the Upper Mississippi valley put his tribe under the protection of

• M. Beecher lays he wai nearly 100 years old.—B. 
fThii seemrtotte hut another version of a relation already given; 

only, the timei of action do not^Wfly1.—B.
VOL. I—AA
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the great Ononthio of the French. He clasped hands between 
the governor’s knees, and ranged twenty-two arrows on a beaver- 
skin, to intimate that as many hordes (bourgade*) were his allies.* 
Never, since the war began, did Canada stand so well in native 
estimation. The Iroquois, indeed, still harassed the colonists at 
various points, but the damage done by them was nowhere serious.

The credit of this ameliorated condition of the colony was fairly 
due to M. de Frontenac, whose vigilance and energy were exerted 
in its behalf to the utmost. The superiority he had found 
means to maintain only with such means as Canada itself, un
aided, could afford, made its savage allies more conformable, and 
struck fear into the hearts of the people of the British Contermi
nous colonies. Not only had he successfully resisted invasion, 

/but he was now in a way of becoming able to second the enter
prises. of his royal master, and turn the tide of aggressive war 
upon the invaders’ own territories.

The security which he ensured for the colony did not disarm 
the envy of those subaltern functionaries and notabilities among 
the colonists, to whom his superiority in mind and independent 
bearing gave umbrage. Such persons, who had learned to tremble 
at the very name of the Iroquois confederation previous to his re
sumption of the reins of power, now sought to tarnish the lustre 
of his actions, which had been the means of removing danger from 
their hearths. The invidious feeling excited by his trading trans
actions, added to dislike at his lofty bearing and fear ofihis vindictive 
nature, operating against him conjointly, gave his enemies a ready 
handle for accusers to work with to his prejudice. But it was 
impolitic, even in a selfish point of view, to aim at paralysing 
the hand of the colony’s champion. Among the specific charges 
brought against him, one was, that he caused the militia to bear 
the brunt of the operations of war, and let the regulars lie by 
while others did their appointed work; that.he loaded the inhabi
tants with intolerable burdens (corviet), which pressed upon the 
springs of industry and impeded the material progress of the

• This mode of doing homage to a suzerain was an imitation of the 
like usage in European feudalism. Doubtless the Sioux was previously 
instructed how to behave on the occasion.—5.

z/
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colony. Others of his detractors charged 
teoting the pernicious brandy traffic with 1 
accusations, well or ill founded, were not 
head-quarters ; still no intention was en 
him a charge which, in the order of naturi 
vanoe, must needs drop from his hands. Onx 
cognition of the merits of his late campaign," be was decorated 
with the order of St. Louis,—a distinction accorded, at that time, 
only to unusual desert.
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NEWFOUNDLAND AND HUDSON’S BAY. 

1696-1701.

Continuation of the war: the French resume the offensive.—D’lWT.tile 
captures Pemaquid.—Description of Newfoundland ; earliest French 
establishments there.—The Governor and D’Iberville combine their 
forces.—Misunderstandings and reconciliation of these functionaries. 
—they take St. John's, and ravage other English settlements.—Winter 
campaign.—Notices of the Hudson’s Bay Territory.—Departure of 
D'Iberville ; various contests in which he was engaged.—A shipwreck. 
—Hudson’s Bay cleared of the enemy.—Advantageous situation of New 
France.—Projected conquest of Boston and New York.—M. de Nes- 
mond sails from France with a fleet for that purpose ; delays occurring,
the project is abandoned__Peace ensues, by the treaty of Ryswick
(1697).—Disputes between France and England concerning their 
colonial frontiers.—M. de Frontenac refuses the intermediation of 
Lord Bellamont in settling with the Iroquois.—Death and character, 
of M. de Frontenac.—M. deCallières succeeds him as governor-general. 
Peace of Montreal (1701) with all the tribes of aborigines.—Dis
course of Le Rat, on the ratification of the treaty.—Death and funeral 
of that chief.—Sketch of his character.

The Acadian peninsula, or Nova Scotia, had re-passed under 
French domination, and, for the time, the British and their North 
American colonists laid aside their invasive designs on Canada. 
Seven years' battlings had left the territorial limits of the bellige
rent parties just as they were before the contests regarding them 
began. During most of those years, the Anglo-Americans had 
been the aggressors ; the Canadians were now about to make 
reprisals upon the possessions of the former on the northern and 
western sides of New France.

The men of British race occupied several fortified posts in 
Hudson’s Bay territory, as centres for the trade in those valuable > 
furs which are the chief product of that region. They were also 
masters of the finest portions of Newfoundland, on the sea-margin 
of which island they had established numerous fishing-stations.

(
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In 1692 they raised Pemaquiâ ïlrom its ruins, in view of having 
a hold upon the Abenaquis’ territory, and thentie extend their 
influenee over all the warrior tribes of the country. The French 
ministry, which had now equipped a large marine force at the in
stance of M. d'Iberville, whose opinion on American affairs was 
much respected, determined to employ a part of it in expelling 
the British both ftom Newfoundland and the region of Hudson's • 
Bay.

D’Iberville having been appointed to carry, out his own sugges
tions, which if effected (he promised) would ruin the Anglo-Ame
rican tradh; and ultimately rid New France Of her troublesome 
neighbours—D’Iberville, with two Ships of war, set sail from 
Rochefort, and arrived ih due course at Cape Breton, where he re
ceived advices from M. de Villeboil, governor of Acadia, that as 
three British vessels were cruising before the port Of St. John’s, he 
had retired with his people, too few for resistance, to the upper 
waters of the river, both for safety and in order tb be in close 
communication with the friendly native tribes.

Learning this, D’Iberville took fifty savages on board his vessels, 
to strengthen his land force, and stood for the mouth of the St 
John’s, where he found the three Vessels in the position indicated. 
The first Which came in sight Was the Newport, carrying 24 guns.
It was attacked and taken, after an obstinate resistance. The two 
others, thanks to a fog Which enshrouded them during the action 
probably, escaped Capture.

Having repaired andmannedhi8priie,M.d’Ibervilleembarked fifty 
men put at his disposal by M. de Villebon, and departed for Penta- 
gotit ; where he was farther reinforced by a body of 200 savages and 
i few soldiers, led by the baron de St. Ctotin, who, tiring married 
an Abenaquis female, was become a chief, and respected as much 
by his compatriote of both races, to his power Wto feared by4the 
British colonists. These preliminary measures having been taken, 
the expedition was directed on Pemaquld, the strongest fastness 

( of the British in North America.

This settlement was located on the outer seaboard of the Bay 
of Fundy.v The defensive wall of the town was 22 feet high, and 
flanked by a tower. The garrison was commanded by Colonel 
Chubb ; who defended his post pretty Well for some days ; but to
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soon as a few bombs were "thrown in, he capitulated. This 
fortress, which had cost New England great sums to erect, was 
now demolished, in conformity with previous instructions from the 
home government.

While this operation was in progress, the British also resumed 
the offensive. Colonel Church, with 500 men, captured and burnt 
Beaubassin, although Sir W. Phipps had promised to respect its 
neutrality during the war. . After this exploit, on his return to 
Boston loaded with spoil, he was met by three vessels, having 200 
militiamen on board, as a reinforcement, with orders for him to 
attack the fort of Villebon. Accordingly he turned helm, and 
steered for Naxoat, where he arrived in October. Villebon, made 
prisoner while returning from Pemaquid but afterwards released, 
had just re-entered the fort, and, quickly putting it into a defensive 
state, successfully resisted the enemy, who were fain to re-cmbark 
and leave the place.

D’Iberville, after the reduction of Pemaquid, took the direction 
of Plaisance, in order to commence hostilities against the British 
possessions in Newfoundland. This island, situated to the north
east of the Laurentian gulf, is separated from Labrador by Belleisle 
straits.* To the southward of the island are those shallows well 
known as the fishing-banks of Newfoundland, and ill-famed for 
the fogs which usually cover them, occasioning obstruction to na
vigation and peril to shipping, in the rough Weather there too 
prevalent. The island itself is of ‘triangular configuration ; it is 
140 leagues long, and about 100 broad ; and has a superficial area 
of nearly 12,000 square leagues. The climate is cold, the atmo
sphere often vapoury. The soil is generally sandy or gravelly ; 
but the country is watered by several fine streams, flowing from 
numerous hills in the interior—there covered with stunted forest— 
and winding through moorland tracts. Such a territory was not 
likely to attract early colonisation ; accordingly, the seaboard alone 
was at first frequented by Europeans, and even that merely be
cause of its proximity to their fishing-grounds.f The first French

• This sea-passage is 60 miles long, and has 12 of medium breadth.—B. 
f “ As early as the year 1600, fishermen reached as far as Newfound

land from Europe ; but no attempts were made to form a settlement till 
1636.” Nat. Cycl. vili, 942.—-5.
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station for drying fish was near Cape Raze. The British were 
the first who attempted to colonise the country ; but no success 
attended their attempts till Lord Baltimore in 1623, Lord Falk
land in 1633, and Sir David Kertk in 1654, formed settlements.

Although the French had important fisheries in the Newfound
land waters, they turned little of their attention landward till the 
year 1660. At that time, Louis XIV granted the port of Plai
sance to a person named Gargot, with the title of governor ; and 
who, as soon as installed, set about subjecting the fishermen who 
frequented the place to a monopoly, obliging them to take in 
barter, for portions of their fish, provisions and merchandise taken 
from the royal stores. The fishermen appealed against this ar
rangement to the king, who recalled Gargot, and sent M. de la 
Poype as his successor. Plaisance was then the chief French 
factory in Newfoundland. Situated at the bottom of a bay running 
60 leagues inland, its port was one of the finest in America, and 
the town was defended by Fort St. Louis, erected on the crest of 
a rock at the entry of the bay, about five miles from the sea.— 
The French had some habitations, also, in the islands of St. Pierre 
and Miquelon, likewise at Chapeau-Rouge, PetitrNord, and other 
points, on the hither seaboard of the gulf of St. Lawrence.

french Newfoundlanders, a free as well as hardy race, chafed, 
he domination of La Poype ; but who, nevertheless, kept 

though with difficulty, till 1685, when he was super
seded by M. de Brouillon. Five several times, during the first 
few years, was Plaisance captured by buccaneers, and the residents 
stripped of all their movables.

Li 1692 the post was again assailed, this time by an English 
fleet, of five ships of war, under admiral Williams. M. de Brouil
lon hastened to throw up a redoubt, and other defensive works ; 
which he used to such purpose, with only fifty men, that after a 
cannonade of six hours, Williams retired discomfited. Thence he 
proceeded to Pointe-Verte, distant one league, and burnt the habita
tions there.—Such are the brief annals of Newfoundland, anterior 
to the year 1696. At that date the British occupied its best por
tions ; and their colonial preponderance in the island was as great 
as elsewhere in North America. Their Newfoundland trade was 
then valued at 17 million francs per annum.

points, on l 
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To deprive Great Britain of eo valuable a possession, agreel effort 
was worth making ; and while ite poets were to be attacked both by
land and aea, to do this with Jhe more effect, D'Iberville was 

ordered to act in conjunction with the goverr iiilkoo.

with a

The latter, however, wishing to secure for himasflf all the credit 
attending the enterpriae if Bucoessful, without waiting the tardy 
coming of M. d’Iberville, eet sail from Plaisance with a flotilla of
nine vessels, several of which were St. Male privateers, intending
to lay siege to St John’s. Contrary winds caused Bun to return ; 
but not till he had men and sacked several minor Hhtûh posts, 
and captured 30 vfpsels. \

Having reached Plaisance with his spoil, he there found D’Iber
ville, whose arrival had been delayed from want of provisions, bmt 
who had just been reiiÈorced by a corps of Canadians, sent from 
Quebec. The question now arose, Should the expedition against 
St John’s be resumed, the chanoes of its success bring now much 
greater ? D’Iberville inclined to postpone it, and to reduce the 
northern settlements of the British, who must now be less on their 
guard at those distant pointa. Brouillon, on the other hand, from 
jealousy of D’Iberville, who was very popular while he was the 
very reverae, opined that St John’s ought to be attacked at onoe ; 
and to this proposal D’Iberville, from patriotic motives, acceded 
with a good grace. It was then arranged that the latter should 
command the tond force, and Brouillon direct the offensive opera
tions by sea. The forces having disembarked, advanced toward 
the town, cutting down or dispersing all opposera on the way. 
Arrived under the walls of the fort, the van, led by D’Iberville 
himself, charged a party of defenders ensconced in the rocks, and 
put them to flight after a stout resistance; and the victors, closely 
following them up, entered two of the works along with them, 
made tfiprs footing good. There remained a third fortlet to take : 
but being in bad condition, it was yielded on summons made ; the 
defenders stipulating that they and the population of the place
should have leave to retire (n safety to Bonavista or to Britain. 
This being granted, tiie town was burnt, and ite fortifications de
molished. The division of the booty taken occasioned contentions 
between the two commanders which brought those disputants almost 
to daggers-drawn.

*
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AfW this conquest, the French Governor returned to Plaisance ; 
and D’Iberville eoatinued the vw with 125 Canadian#, who 
adopted him as a leader. With these devoted followers,—each 
provided with a musket, a battle-axe, a dagger-knife, aad a pair ef 
enow-shoes,*—they employed part of mid-winter m the conquest 
of the island ; triumphing over all obstacles presented by the cli
mate, privations, and resistance of enemies. In two months, 
they captured all the British poets except Bonavista and the 
island of Carboanière (both unattainable in winter) ; killed 200 
men, and made prisoners of 600 or 700 others, whom they sent to 
Plaisance.—D'Iberville was preparing to qttack the two remaining 
British poste, in May, 1607, when a fleet of five ships from France, 
under the charge of M. de Sérigny, oast anehor in Plaisancb bay. 
M. d'Iberville took command of these vessels, being directed by 
the minister to execute the second part of the plan projected, by 
attacking the British posts in the Hudson's Bay territory.

This region, extending to the north pole, and scarcely habitable 
by man, was eovsted both by the French and the English on ac
count of the rich furs of its quadrupeds. Their traders had made 
it the arena of a' constant struggle for supremacy. The British, 
oonduoted by two French protestant refugees, in 1677 erected, 
near the mouth of the river Nemiscan, in the bottom of the Bay, 
• $ost called fort Rupert ; they had also two factories, one on the 
Moneonis’ river, the other on the St. Anne's river. Colbert, 
having learnt this, wrote in 1678 to M. Duchesneau, intendant of 
Canada, to take measures for contesting the right of the British 
to form these establishments. The two Huguenots, named 
Deegroseilliere and Radissan, fearing for themselves, returned to 
France to crave pardon, and offering thdir services in the territory 
by way of amends for serving aliens, to the detriment of their 
own country. These were accepted ; and they were sent to Canada, 
there to form a company for founding a great trading establish
ment at Hudson's Bay. This association, called the Northern 
Company, in 1681 gave them tfo small armed vessels wherevfith 
to capture the British post they had been the means of erecting. 
Arrived at the place, they either feared or were ashamed to attack

• La Pol

J
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it; and avoiding the locality, after coasting the western shores 
of the Bay, as far as the mouth of the river St. Teresa,4hey halted 
there and erected a post which they called Fort Bourbon. 
Returning to Quebec, these men quarrelled with the directors of 
the Northern Company ; and set out for France, the year follow
ing, under pretext of demanding justice. Lord Preston, British 
ambassador at Paris, hearing that they had not succeeded, made 
overtures to them so advantageous, that they agreed to. betray 
their country a second time, by delivering Fort Bourbon to the 
British, with the furs in store, to the value of 400,000 francs. 
The lattei*knowing the importance of the site, constructed there
on a regular four-bastioned fort, with a wet-ditch ten feet broad. 
They also manned it strongly, and stored it with abundant muni
tions of war.* #

The French court, informed of this new treason, complained 
to the British home government, and were promised that the fort 
should be yielded up ; but the English king, then in trouble with 
his subjects,t was not able to keep his word ; the company, there
fore, had to take the matter into their own hands. Accordingly, 
the directors obtained from M. de Denville a body of Canadians 
and regulars, under M. de Troyes, who had orders to dispossess 
the British of Fort Rupert and their two other fortified poets, 
already named, on Hudson’s Bay.. M. de Troyes set out over
land, with Messrs, ji’Iberville, Ste. Hélène, and Marioourt, in 
March, 1685, for the Hudson’s Bay lower coast, and arrived there 
June 20, after traversing many streams and heights, and endur
ing great fatigues. D’Iberville was nearly lost while crossing a 
river, in a canoe with three others : he saved himself and one man, 
but two more were drowned in a rapid.

The first fort invested was that of the Monsonis, situated about 
thirty paces from the river, on a gentle eminence. It was a re
gular four-bastioned work, mounting fourteen guns. The place 
was taken by assault, but the lives of ther garrison were spared. 
i—Fort Rupert, which lay at a distance, was not invested till Juno,

• Gums’! Maritime History of France, vol. ill. 
t There were no such troubles at thia time. Charles II, then living, 

was popular to the very last.
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but waa also taken, and the works dismantled.—While the army 
was occupied at the latter place, d’Iberville and his brother Mari- 
oourt, with nine others, in two bark canoes, assaulted and cap
tured a British vessel in the Bay. The British governor-general 
of the territory was one of the prisoners then taken.

M. de Troyes and his men, leàving the site of Fort Rupert, 
set out in quest of fort Ste. Anne, the exact locality of which he 
did not know. Arrived there, he found that it was situated 
amidst a marshy country, was a regular four-bastioned work, and 
mounted with at least 43 pieces of cannon ; the settlement it 
defended being the greatest British factory in the country. Not
withstanding, the governor,—a being unfit for his charge,—after a 
show of resistance, capitulated, and was sent with his suite to 
Charleston. The rest of the garrison were kept as prisoners of 
war. The victors found peltry valued at 60,000 crowns stored at 
Ste. Anne.—The British had now lost every one of their posts 
on Hudson’s Bay but Fort Bourbon.

When news of these losses arrived in London, the people cried 
out against the king (James II, an unpopular monarch) ; and 
thus the expedition of a handful of Canadians against some trading 
posts, at the world’s end, shook the foundations of the throne of a 
king of Great Britain I*

The two courts, of France and Britain, feeling the necessity of 
terminating a state of things which was opposed to the dictates of 
international law, as the two peoples were not otherwise at war, 
in 1687 signed a pacificatory act, to last for two years, in which 
it was stipulated, that privateers, British or French, not being li
censed by either king, were to be treated as pirates, when found 
cruising in American waters.

D’Iberville returned to Quebec in autumn, 1687, in the prize 
he had taken, and which was loaded with the peltry found in the 
British factories of Hudson’s Bay. He returned thither, in the 
following year. He expected that, in terms of the pact lately

• A fond imagination of the author. Certainly the English people, 
if the affair reached their knowledge at all, knowing their king was the 
bond-slave of the French monarch, could have no hope of obtaining re
dress for it through him.—B.
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signed, hostilities were to cease in that region ; yet the British 
sent three ships to expel the French from the territory. But no
thing could be done by them before the winter set in. D'Iber
ville, who had sent his vessel, loaded with peltries, to Quebec, 
not knowing the intents of the British, yet as soon as he was made 
aware of them, stood upon his gnard. Although he had but 14 
men in garrison, he turned a bold front towards the enemy. 
When he learned that the British had pointed two cannon grape- 
shotted to the spot where ho Was to have an interview with them, 
and that they were to be fired at him and his suite as Soon as they 
reached the place, he made open war against them, and, with the 
exception of those who died of scurvy, killed every one of the 
British, and took their dilpe.*

In 1689, the British having returned and attacked fort St. 
Anne, D’Iberville repulsed them and toofcone of their Ships. As 
his prisoners were now numerous, he embarked them in one of 
his prises, with leave to return home ; While he returned to Que
bec in the largest of them, 'carrying 24 guns, and loaded with pel
try.—He returned to Hudson’s Bay, in 1690.

During the war which followed the dethronement of James IL 
the British re-took fort Ste. Anno, then guarded by five Cana
dians only, who yet withstood the enemy’s first assault. The 
year following, it fell into French hands again ; but, two years 
afterwards, the British, by means of a large force, possessed them
selves of it once more.

D’Iberville passed into France in 1691, ahd was appointed 
captain of a frigate. He was employed, that year, to convoy a fleet 
of merchant ships to America ; and directed afterwards to besiege 
Fort Bourbon, Hudson’s Bay ; but he could not do so till 1694 ; 
in which year, with two frigates, he reduced the place. While 
attacking it, his brother M. de CMteauguay, was killed.

Sueh is a brief account of the hostilities between the French

• No place is named, nor any date given, in the original paragraph ; 
all which Is rather unsatisfactory, the- narrative involving a charge of 
treachery against men who, having been thus exterminated, could not, 
of conm, repel any thing that might be asserted to their disadvan
tage.—B.
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and British races, in our remoter regions, up till the time when M. 
d’Iberville took command of the squadron which was brought out 
for him by M. do Sdrigny, in view of bringing the Hudson’s Bay 
territory under the domination of France.

M. d’Iberville set sail foe Newfoundland in the month of July. 
Ho, found the entrance of Hudson’s Bay obstructed with ice-floes, 
amidst which all his vessels,, separated from each other and driven 
awry, were in perilous plight for several days. At length one of 
the three got crushed so as to be untenable, and the crew had 
some difficulty to find their way over the ice into one of the others. 
It was not till the 20th of August that D’Iberville got into the 
open sea ; having, even then, lost sight of his consorts. Sept. 4, 
he arrived, still alone,, in front of fort Nelson. Next morning he 
perceived, some leagues to windward, three sail, standing off and 
on in the roads. Thinking at first they were his consorts, be made 
signals ; but these not being answered, be concluded they must be 
British vessels, and that it was intended to place him betwixt two 
fires, by manoeuvring so as, to force him to take a position between 
them and the fort he intended to besiege. They were British 
ships of war, one carrying 66 guns, the second 36, and the 
other 32. When entering the, Bay,, they had fallen upon one of 
D’lbervillo’e ships, and bed cannonaded her during ten hours. 
The latter, fixed in the ice as she was, oeuld only return the fire 
with"two stern-chasers. The enemy, thinking she eeuld not 
swim much longer, left her and stood towards fort Nelson ; before 
which, as we have seen, D’Iberville bad already arrived.

Flight, for the latter, was now impossible ;J[be had to fight, or 
surrender at once. His ship carried 60 guns ; but it was both 
under manned (a part of hia men being ashore) and several of 
the people on board wore ill. He nevertheless put. a bold face on 
the matter, and stood out to meet the enemy half-way. The eombat 
oommoneed. The three British ships, named the Hampshire, the 
Dehring, and the 1Tudton's Bay, opened fire on the Pilican, 
D’Iberville’s vessel ; but after a hot action, the Hampshire was sent 
to the bottom, , all sails Standing, by a broadside from the Pilican, 
and every soul perished. The Hudson's Bay,, to avoid being 
boarded, struck her flag ; and the Dehring, though pursued by
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the Pilican,, contrived to escape. This splendid victory ensured 
the mastery on Hudson's Bay to the French.

D’Iberville returned to his position before Fort Nelson ; but 
during, the succeeding night, a tempest, accompanied by a heavy 
snow-fall, so maltreated his ship, crippled as she already was, that 
he found it impossible to keep her much longer afloat. When 
morning came, and with it improved weather, he was able to get 
most of his people ashore ; but their passage thither being diffi
cult and prolonged, twenty of them died of cold. As no provi
sions were saved from the wreck, and as the fate of the other ships 
was nofknown, it was resolved to assault the fort at' once; hut 
when preparations were making for this purpose, the missing 
vessels came in sight. M. d’Iberville, not liking to risk the loss 
of his men in a possibly unsuccessful assault, waited till he ob
tained reinforcements from his consorts, and then invested the 
place in regular form. After sustaining a bombardment for some 
time, the garrison surrendered, on condition of being transported 
to Britain. M. de Martigny was put in charge of the place ; 
and its reduction put France in possession of the whole of 
Hudson's Bay territory.

Meanwhile, the fleet equipped to take possession of the New 
England colonies, and that of New York, was making a bootless 
demonstration in the neighbouring waters. It was commanded 
by the Marquis de Nesmond, a distinguished officer, and was 
composed of thirteen ships of war. He had received orders to 
repair first to Plaisance, assure himself of the conquests made, 
the year preceding, by the French in Newfoundland, and give 
battle to the British fleet understood to have been sent to take 
possession of all that island. M. de Nesmond was to inform the 
count de Frontenac of his progress, in order that the latter should 
leid 1500 troops to Pentagoôt, there to embark in the fleet and 
be .transported to Boston. This city taken, the conquerors were 
to Wage the seaboard of New England as far as Pescadoué ; and 

if the season allowed, do the like on the coast of New York : 
it being arranged that the Canadian troops, in returning through 
that province to their homes, were to devastate that province 
by the way.

News of this armament reached the British colonies simulta-
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neoualy through several channels, despite the secrecy which hack 
been prescribed and the spreading abroad of a counter rumour in 
Canada, to account for the levying of forces there, that its inva
sion by the British was imminent. The New England authorities, 
not so easily duped, issued orders for the militia to be embodied ; 
Boston citadel was put into a state of defence, and BOO men were 
sent to the eastern frontiers, to resist any invasion by the Abe- 
naquis. “ The state of affairs, at this time,” says Hutchinson,
“ was really critical ; perhaps as critical as when the duke d’An- 
ville with his squadron was at Chibouctou.”

The enterprise thus meditated failed, either through lack of 
promptness in the movements of those who were to have superin
tended its execution, or else for want of money; for the pecu
niary exigencies of European wars were exhausting more and more 
the resources of the kingdom of France. The Marquis did not 
sail from La Rochelle till the close of May 1697, and two months 
more elapsed before he reached Newfoundland. Arrived at last, 
he called a council of war ; when it was decided that the season 
was too far advanced to attack Boston, seeing the Canadian forces 
could not reach Pentagoët before September 10, and the fleet it
self had but fifty days' provisions left. An avito to this effect was 

^forthwith sent to the governor at Quebec. M. de Nesmond, after 
nàving made researches, for some time, regarding the whereabouts 
of tne British fleet said to be at sea, but with no result, he re
turned to France the baffled commander of a luckless expedition.

A general pacification in Europe was now on the tapis. The 
powers in alliance against Louis XIV were far more willing to 
listen to his terms than in 1694, when they refused to treat with 
him on the conditions then offered ; namely, that he would surren
der all his conquests. These were not gained without an enorm
ous expenditure of blood and treasure. The pecuniary demands 
of the last five campaigns of the French had absorbed more than 
200 millions in subsidies. Britain had greatly suffered in h|r 
commerce, then expanding on all sides; [but chiefly through 
the system of marine robbery called “ privateering ” ; which was 
largely patronised by the government of France.]

The quadruple treaty of Ryswiok, was signed, Sept. 11, in the 
village of Ryswiok near the Hague, by the plenipotentiaries
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of France, Great Britain, Spain, and Holland. By this treaty, 
the French were to restore all the territories they had wired in 
the Low Countries* including Mona* Charieroy, Ac., also the parts 
of Spain they had taken into keeping, with other renunciations ; 
including (what is most to our present purpose) the restitution at 
all places tie. French had taken from the British in America. 
Lastly Louie* in » separate document, agreed motto disturb William 
in the possession of his British dominions ; including, of course, all 
the existent North American plantations. With respect to their 
rightful limits, and those of New France, it was stipulated than 
commissioners, of both nations^ should be appointed, and en
deavour to ooroe to an amieable arrangement on the vexed ques
tion of boundaries.

When news of this pacification reached Quebec, publie rejoicings: 
took place. Numbers of the colonists, who had taken refuge ini 
the towns and ceased to eultimto their lands,—devastated as these 
often were by itacumiona of savages,—now returned to their hold
ings. The Canadian seigneurs wem able to turn to profitable 
account the chances of the war now ended^ by making over to 
new eauitaiim lands which had been aforetime rented to parties 
who had been killed in recent times of hostility, leaving no heiim.

Messrs, de Tallwd and d’Herbanlt, the French ooramimaries, 
met those nominated an the part of Britain in 1688; and an ar
rangement was made, that the sulyeete of France should retain, 
the western coast [in. whole or in. part] of Newfoundland ; all 
the eastern mainland seaboard, from. Hudson’s Bay to New Eng
land, with the islands adjacent; the valley of the St. Lawrence 
and the connecting lake* beyondl; lastly, the vast basin of the: 
Mississippi-* No definitive limitation of the relative bounds of

* No provision was made, or perhaps even-mentioned, by the British 
diplomatists in tovour of the Iroquois confederation, whow tribes would 
hare been tira* left at French discretion entirely, but for the interest taie en 
in them by the conterminous British colonists. “ The peace of Ryswiek 
gare repose to the colonial, hut left the Fire Nations exposed, to the 
hostilities of the French. Count Frontignac prepared to direct his 
whole force against them ; and was only prevented from executing his 
purpose by the energy and decision of Lord Bellamoat, governor of 
NhW'Torit. He not oily supplied the Iroquois confederation with see-
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the region since known as ' New Brunswick took place at this 
time ; for a separate solution of this difficulty was needed ; when 
it was recognised that, the British being already in possession of 
the banks of the Kennebec, the river 8t. George should bo the 
limit, on that side, between New France and New England.

No proper conclusion was come to, during the five years the peace 
of Ryswick lasted, regarding the relative rights of the French and 
British fishermen frequenting the banks açd coasts of Newfound
land.

As for the Iroqnois country, no present attempt at disposing of it 
was adventured, from fear of irritating a confederation the friend
ship of which was sought both by the French and British colonists ; 
but their governments strove, by all sorts of subtleties, the former 
to induce the Five Nations to recognise European supremacy over 
them, the latter to prevent them from falling into that snare, by 
advising them to maintain their independence. Earl Bellamont 
having sent Colonel Schuyler and M. Delius on a mission to M. 
de FrontertM, to inform him of peace being concluded, also to treat 
for an exchange of prisoners, and other matters of mutual interest, 
these envoys! were graciously received by the count. They had 
been charged to claim British supremacy over the Iroquois 
territories and the regions to the west of them, likewise Michi- 
limakinac, with the wilds to the southward of that post ; under 
the pretext ^hat all these formed part of the colony of the New 
Netherlands, before it became the province of New York. This 
pretension being scouted, at a conference with the French colonial 
authorities, the envoys asked what were the legal grounds for such 
resistance, when M. de Callnxros replied, “ The rights of discovery 
and possession are those we hold over the Ottawas and Iroquois 
countries : our people possessed them before any Dutchman set foot 
therein; and this right, established by several titles in divers 
places of the cantons, has never been interrupted but by the war 
we have been obliged to wage against that nation, on account of 
its revolts and insults.”* *------------ ■*---------------------------------------------------------
nitions of war ; but notified that if the French should presume to attack 
them, he would march the whole disposable force of the colony to their 
aid. This threat was effectual." Faorr's Hitt. V. Statei, p. 103.—B.

* The adoption of the significant term “révoltés" of course begged 
VOL. I.—BB
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When the question of exchanging prisoners came up, Lord 
Bellamont tried again to have the captived Iroquois recognised 
for British subjects ; but M. de Frontenac replied that he was 
about to have a conference with the tribes, who had left a hostage 
in his hands as a pledge for their good faith, and that he would 
treat directly with them. Despite these divergencies in the views 
of the two governments, a correspondence between them upon the 
points in debate, was still kept up after the departure of the en
voys for New York.

At an after-time, it was known in Canada that his lordship 
had holden a grand council, whereat the elders of the cantons had 
disclaimed all foreign supremacy over their tribes ; loudly assert
ing a savage independence in which they gloried. The details of 
what passed on the occasion show that the British governor and the 
Iroquois chiefs were on their guard against recognising the pre
tensions of each other respectively : the former intending to turn 
the opportunity to account by obtaining a recognition from the 
latter of the British as their liege lords ; while all that the Iroquoig 
expected, or desired at the time, was that Bellamont would exert 
his influence to obtain better conditions from the French than 
they were willing to grant* * We cannot help compassionating 
the fate which menaced the five cantons, the guidance of whose 
destiny was so ardently coveted by two potent and ambitious na
tions ; nor refrain from admiring, at the same time, the prudence 
and patriotism of the savage people whom France and Britain 
claimed for subjects.

The governor-general profited skilfully by the opportunity pre
sented, to induce the confederation to treat with him on his own 
terms. Recent British .impolity greatly contributed to bring 
about this favourable decision for the colony, despite the trading 
interests of the Iroquois, which hitherto inclined them to be 
friendly with the enemy ; whereas the religious sympathies of a

the whole question as regarded the Iroquois. The “ titres ” put forward 
must have been verbal recognitions of French suseralnty, the bearing 
of which even Iroquois sagacity could not comprehend ; such conces
sions being attested, probably, by crosses set up, or copperplate inscrip
tions buried in certain localities.—B.

• A gratuitous and improbable assumption.—B.
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part of the tribes naturally inclined them to adopt the French side. 
Now the legislature of New York passed a bill, in 1700, in view 
of nullifying the religious influence whMh France exerted by 
means of the Jesuits, prohibiting any catholic priest to enter the 
cantons voluntarily, on pain of death. These legislators forgot 
that such a Draconian law, besides its barbarity, shocked the spir
itual sentiment of a portion/of the native population, and, in prin
ciple, violated the natural irights of all the tribes. The French 
envoys to the confederation^ did not fail to take advantage of this 
judicial blindness ; aggravated as a bad case was, by an arbitrary 
order from king William, to Lord Bellamont, to demand a cessa
tion of hostilities between the belligerents, and to constrain the 
cantons to disarm. The royal letter was sent by De Callières to 
the Onnontaguez canton, in proof that the English king claimed 
the Iroquois for his subjects ; and that, after orders so positive to 
disarm, they had no further aid to expect in carrying on the war.* 
Thus abandoned by one party, and threatened by the other, they 
began to have serious thoughts of “ burying the war-hatchet.”

Accordingly, they sent, during the summer of 1700, ten chiefs 
“ to mourn over the French killed during the war.” These envoys 
were received at Montreal with great ceremony in a grand coun
cil, whereat also attended deputations from most of the native allies 
of the French. The orator of the cantons, while he spoke with a 
sage reserve, himself cunningly tried to cause M. de Callières to 
pronounce what he would do, in case war broke out between the 
tribes and the British. He made known the indignation the me
naces and orders from New York had excited ; and said, that as 
the refusal of the Iroquois to submit to such dictation should draw 
war upon their country, he hoped that those of his compatriots 
who repaired to Cataracoui, besides purchasing such goods as they 
could not find at Albany, would buy ammunition also, for they 
might have need of it. The famous Huron chief, Le Rat, who 
doubtless had long lost hope of combining all the tribes in a gene
ral confederation, spoke afterwards, but briefly ; the import of his 
discourse being, “ I have always obeyed my Father, and I place

* • The existence of any such order, as an authentic document, is apo
cryphal, to say the least.—B.
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my hatchet at his feet ; I doubt not that the other westerns will 
do the like. Iroquois, follow our example.”

The preliminary articles of the peace between the French together 
with their allies, on one part, and the Iroquois confederation on the 
other, were signed Sopt. 18th. M. de Calliùree (now governor- 
general), the intendant, the governor of Montreal, the military 
commandant, and the chief ecclesiastics present, attested the treaty 
by their signatures ; as did the chiefs in their way, by tracing on 
the paper the heraldic symbols of the several tribes represented. 
Thus a spider stood for the Onnontaguea and the Tsonnonthouans ; 
for the Goyogouins, a calumet ; the Onneyouths, a forked stick ; 
the Agniers, a bear ; the Hurons, a beaver ; the Abcnaquis, a roe
buck ; the Ottawas, a hare. The whole proceedings were con
ducted with much gravity, and, as wo shall see by and by, the 
ratification of the treaty was yet more ceremoniously honoured. 
The success of the long négociation with the Iroquois was due 
to the war polity of Count de Frontenac, and the high tone he 
was able to assume when proposing terms of peace. Although ho 
had now been dead two years, the influence he gained over the 
natives survived for the colony’s benefit, as the savages seemed 
still to fear him, though the tenant of a tomb. ^

The deceased governor of New France, of whom his contempo
raries reported as much evil as good, died Nov. 28, 1698, aged 77 
years. Ho preserved to the last the vigour of temperament he 
had in his youth ; latterly, as much firmness, energy, and talent 
were manifested in his acts and counsels, as in his first years of 
manhood. What ho did during his latter career (the most criti
cal period of the colony’s annals) to raise the country from its 
depression under the sway of bis predecessor, endeared him in re
membrance to the Canadians. He found their country vulnerable 
on all sides, attacked at many points, and on the brink of ruin : 
he left it more extended than he found it, its security provided 
for, and its future tranquillity assured, if not quite complete. But, 
as wet, have intimated above, his acts and character were diversely 
estimated, by the different parties which then influenced the gen
eral n ind of Canada. The clerical body, whom he wished to 
oonfin i entirely to their spiritual ministrations, and whose inter
ference in secular government' he resented, reported most unfa-
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vourably some of hie acte, and censured hie civil polity generally. 
Two of the charges they brought against him will be judged va
riously: namely, a tendency towards Jansenism in his religious 
belief ; and his being an encourager of the pernicious liquor traffic 
with the Indian tribes. Now-a-days, when Pascal is claimed as 
one of the glories of our catholicity, we ought to treat lightly such 
a stigma as the first ; the other charge is of a more grave complex
ion. It was probably the primary cause of his recal, in 1682 ; as 
well as that of M. Duchesneau. We have stated, in their place, 
the particulars of the controversy, noti too creditable to De Fron
tenac, which took place between these two chief civil functionaries 
of the colony : the former acting for his own gross material inte
rests, and those who profited by an evil trade, on the one hand ; 
and the intendant, properly backed by the clergy, engaged in de
nouncing the evils attendant on the certain abuse of alcoholic drinks 
by the savage races. In maintaining a bad cause, too, De Fronte
nac showed little command of temper ; for his intendant related of 
him to the ministry in one of his official reports, that upon one 
occasion "ho was obliged to quit the cabinet, to avoid the injurious 
language of his principal.

Even during hie second administration, the Count soiled his 
hands by intermingling in the operations of traffic, which every 
high colonial functionary of olden Canada ought carefully to have 
eschewed.* It is to be urged, however, in abatcment°of just re
probation, that ho was a scion of an impoverished though illustrious 
house ; and that the king had doubtless sent him to Canada for 
the double purpose of secluding his penury from the observation 
of his compeers, and enabling him to return among them with im
proved fortunes.f

difficulty the Count would have had in maintaining a liberal 
establishment as governor-general, was probably the cause 

why his countess, an undowered lady, never came to Canada, although, 
as appears from data adduced by M. Qarneau, the couple lived on friendly 
terms when both were in France together. They had one child only, 
who lived till early manhood ; he entered the service of the sovereign- 
bishop of Munster, and was killed at the head of his regiment, while 
fighting for that ally of France. Madame de Frontenac died very aged, 
in 1707.—B.

f We cannot see that any of the governors-general of New France

• The 
domestic
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De Frontenac made enemies, likewise, through a haughty de
portment, and his jealousies of those around him ; two very great 
defects in the character of a governmental chief. They were the 
cause of many of his troubles and mortifications when in office. 
We need not recapitulate here the particulars of his two adminis
trations of New France : suffice it to say, that he had enlarged 
and sound ideas of what was needful /or the agrandizement of the 
colony he undertook to rule ; but the state of the mother country 
in his day, and the small attention paid to other than European 
politics by its monarch and his ministers, prevented their all-com
petent representative in America from carrying out views, nobly 
conceived, for the development of the resources of the vast but scat
tered regions of a forest empire, not too magniloquently perhaps, 
but yet rather inappropriately, sidled New France.

The chevalier de Callièree, for a considerable time back governor 
of Montreal, was nominated successor of the count de Frontenac. 
He was a man well experienced in the» colony’s affairs, and liked 
by the soldiery for his intrepidity. His sound judgment, pene
trating spirit, and disinterestedness of character, with a coolness 
of temperament enabling him to master his passions and temper 
his prejudices, had long made him acceptable to the Canadians, and 
the savages pliant to his will. The chevalier de Vaudreuil succeeded

could fairly be censured for having recourse to every expedient not dis
honourable, if even conventionally degrading, to eke out their miserably 
scanty appointments. We know not exactly what those of De Frontenac 
were; but “the yearly salary of the Marquis of Vaudreuil, in 1758, was 
no more than £272 Is. 8d. sterling; out of which he was expected to 
clothe, maintain, and pay a guard for himself, consisting of two sergeants 
and 25 soldiers, furnishing them with firing in winter, and other neces
sary articles.” W. H. Smith.—In France, any noble or gentilhomme who 
engaged in trade, or occupied his time in any form of industry for profit» 
soiled his escutcheon for ever ; but “ upon a representation made of the 
narrow circumstances to which many of the nobletu of the colony were 
reduced, Louis XIV was induced to permit them to carry on commerce 
by sea and land without being subject to any inquiry on this account, or 
an imputation of their having derogated from their rank in society."— 
Canada ; poet, pretent, and future, vol. 1, pp. lxv, Ixlx.—De Frontenac 
merely availed himself of the license thus accorded, and no wonder he 
did so.—B,
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him in the government of Montreal : a subordinate post indeed, 
yet still important ; wherein his activity, his engaging mien, his 
noble bearing and amiable manners, made him popular with all. 
Convinced at length of the importance of Cataracoui, the king 
recommended that a capable and intelligent officer should take 
charge of that outpost, ready to act, with decision and discretion, 
if a crisis arose.

De Callières, with respect to the Iroquois, followed up the policy 
of his predecessor. The treaty with them—which the British co
lonists counterworked from first to last—signed Sept. 18, as we 
have related, was solemnly confirmed Aug. 4, 1701, in a general 
assembly holden under the walls of Montreal.

A spacious enclosure had been fitted up, with benches for the 
deputies of the confederation, the public functionaries, and the chief 
inhabitants, male and female, of the locality ; a guard of soldiers 
encircled the whole. Thirteen hundred savages, of many races, 
entered, and took their places in prescribed order. Never had so 
many representatives of native tribes been got together before. 
Here were assembled Abenaquis, Iroquois, Hurons, Ottawas, Mi- 
âmis, Algonquins, Pouteouatamis, Outagamis, Leapers (Sauteurs), 
Illinois ; in a word, representatives of every native race, from the 
gulf of the St Lawrence to the lower course of the Mississippi.* 
This numerous assemblage presented a curious aspect, from the va
riety of the costumes,and fantastic ornaments worn by those present. 
The governor-general occupied a raised seat, where he could see and 
be seen by all. Thirty-eight deputies advanced and made their 
symbolic marks on the document they came to ratify. A Te Deum 
was then chanted. A banquet, salvos of artillery, and discharges 
of sgnall arms terminated a solemnity which gave assurance of 
peace to North America ; thitherto banished for years, from all its 
wide-spread regions, between Hudson’s Bay and the Gulf of 
Mexico.

The consummation of this great act was accompanied by an event 
which made a deep impression on the public mind, and proved 
the respect in which a true patriot is ever held even by his coun
try's enemies. During a public conference, while one of the Huron 
chiefs was haranguing, the celebrated chief Le Rat fainted away. 
Those nearest flew to his assistance with the greate^anxiety, as
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all know that hi* potent influence had been ontjiloyod to bring into 
»ueh admirable oonoort, tlio ropnwentativo» of wo many rival race» 
ami latoly contending nation», ail mot to «nnotlou a unlvorwal pa 
oiflotttlon.' Aw wooii m ho rooovorod Ilia »olf powowidon, ho intimated 
a deaira to oxprew hi» wentimont» to thu awwmbly. An armchair 
waa sut for him In the rnidat, and every ono prueaod noar to lioar 
him apeak. lto ro*e, and all waa allunoo, while ho rooitod the 
effort» ho had made to bring about a gonoral and wtablo poaoo, Ho 
dwelt much upon thv uoooanity a» well a» dowlrability of maintain' 
ing that peace, now Uiat.lt bad boon effected ; dilating upon it» 
expediency for tlie behoof of each nation in particular, and maiilfbwt* 
ing, with auperior addroee, a wonderful knowledge of the apoaial 
interval» of every ono. Then turning toward» Uio governor-general, 
ho adjured him to juatiiÿ, by tho Mrnow of hi* ftiture polloy, 
the oonfldouoo which tho head» of tribe» roptwod in him. Voice 
and atrength now fklled him, and bo liad to ait down. Applauwe 
uaually followed tho oratorical display» of tide Denuwthcno» of 
tiro wood* ; but never on any proviou» ocoaaion wore tho plaudit* 
ho roooived ao vohement or prolonged a* now. ticibro Uio pro- 
oedinga terminated, Uio chief became aorioualy ill : hi* wupromo 
hour wa» near, lie wa» borne to tlie llûtol-Uiuu (publie lioapltal) 
of tlie city, whore ho broaUiod hi» last about two o’clock next 
morning. The HuronaXwero inoonwolable for hi» low. Novor 
did any doniaeu of Uto Amorioau wild» evince groutor gvniu», 
more valour, greater prudence, or a deeper knowledge of Uio human 
heart, than lie did during an eventitil career ; in which hie *uo- 
oeaaoa were oonatant, from the right adaptation of hi» moan» to 
ottoot any given end, and tho inoxhauwUblo rowmrooe of hie mind in 
aeaaon» of difficulty. KuUiu»ia»tioally devoted to Uio well-iielng 
and glory of hi» nation, lie looked upon all moan* aa fair which 
ten dud thereto ; an inatanoo of which wo have already given 
in hi» truculent and oauteloua dealing* with Ihmonvillc and thu 
Iroquoia envoy».

Kondiaronk (aueh wa* thia groat Huron olüof’• nutivo name) 
nhono na much in private kpoioty a* in publie awembliea. lie wa* 
quick at repartee, and hi» quaint conceit* left any rival wit without 
the ability to return tho like. In tide ru»poet lto wa* tho ouly man in 
Canada that could copo with Do Fronteuao, who often invited him

i
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to hi* tnblo. llo u*od to my Mint liti know but two Knmvlimoii 
*ur|uumlngly glflod in mind,—iho gnvornorgimornl nnd iVro 
Cttfbi'il. Tho ontoom wlilnli ho hnd for thin Jornilt, induood him, It 
wn* rumor tod, to hooomo n Christian.*

11 in donth onuwml n gonornl mourning. Ill* body Iny in state ; 
nnd lit* intorment wn* ittondod by tlm now govornor-gnnornl, tho 
ooloiiinl bond IXinotlonnrlo*, tho clergy, nnd nil tho native envoy* 
then In Moiitronl, Military honour* woro rondorod by tho noldlory 
to hi* romnln*, which woro ontumbod in tho pnrl*h oliuroh of tho 
city. Tho influonoo of thin aliiof ovor tho Huron*, {inmiuount 
during lift), Iont llttlo of It* Ibroo nftor 111* dooonno ; fiir the promUee, 
mutually pledged bolbro him during hi* dying momoritn, between 
Do OnlliAro* nnd tho other Huron ro|)ro*ontatlvu ohlefk, that tho 
Kronoli nnd tliolr trlho* nhould I hi ovor alliiHl, woro tunliitninod 
unhrokaii to tho but.

* Till* baptised barbarian was quite as respectable a 11 represeutatlrn 
man " ns King (Moris, who figures In early French history as 11 le 
grand," and In the Middle-Ages church calendars of Frenchified (laul, 
as "le saint" likewise. Like Clovis, "Le Hal,"

“ A very heathen In the ear mil pert," 
was still, It seems, like one of Pope’s heroines,

"........a right Rond Christian In hU heart."
Until the great Gloria of Gaul, and the petty Gloria of Huronla, were 

monsters offraft and of cruelty ; while both died, as we read abore, (and 
of Gloria In the Annals of Gregory of Tours,) In all the odour of sanctity. 
There was, In fleet, much resemblance between the actions end the polity 
of the twain | one on a large scale, the other In a small way, of wrong
doing nnd erll-deslgnlng.—A. )
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